
t\e agricultural needs and condition of each district of the 
country; and I ~hink that th~re should be a permanent agencg 
for the purpose In each ProvInce, and that in such aO'enny the 

_ assistance of an agricultural chemist would be advantageous. 
I conclude the. chapter by recommending (I) the spread of BBO~=NDA.-

• General ~nd AgrICultural E~ucation; (2) the· establishment of 
an orga!llscd system of AgrIcultural Enquiry; (3) the active 
prosecutIOn and encouragement of positive measures such as the 
supply of water, wood, &6., which have already been found to 

L.be beneficial. . . .... __ J ..:"- ..... --~L_'~ 

Dhananjayarao Gadgil LibfllF) 

'j 111111/11111 1m mil 11111 Iml It I il~ 
ji GIPE-PUNE-063050 

CHAPTER III. '-. t-- . 

CULTIV~l'nrQ .CLAiiBi. 

IT is pointed out that certain .. castes" and "races" of the 
people of India show more agricultural ability than others, and 
that the differences ·between them as cultivators are in great 
measure to be referred to the caste or race distinctions 
existing between them. It is very.certain that if the prejudices 
attaching to caste and race could be broken down, consider
able improvement in agriculture would result. Instances are 

-ned given which show indications of a change slowlY' going on. 
'rhus, the prejudices against the cultivation of indigo and of the 

hp()tato hav~, to a. great e~tent, disappea~ed; also the !lases of. 
Nagpur, POQna and Amrltsar are mentioned as shOWIng that 
the prejudice against the use of !night-soil/as manure for crops is 

,giving way. Improvement in coffee cultivation and in the manu-
facture of indigo,. as the outcome of the example of English 
planter~, is also distinctly traceable. The people. it is pointed 
out, wiIlloqe those caste prejudices which retard improvement in 
agriculture, partly through the spontaneous adoption by them of 
the more profitable practices, and partIy from the force of 
circumstances which make living harder and oblige more atten

-tion to be paid to cultivation. In the weakening of caste 
prejudice Education iii a most important factor, and Government 
by spreading it will heir to. break down the caste distinc
tions which prevent progl'ess in agriculture. 

I therefore advocate the spread of General and Agricultural 
L..Education •. 

-

BBOOMMENDA.· 
TION. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

CLIM.ATE •. 

WITH the aid of the c. Rainfall Map" included in me Reportt 
the great variatioDsof climatic conditions throughout"India arf 
illustrated, and their bearing is shown upon the crops grown, the 
agricultural systems pursued, the cattle, and even the p~ople 
themselves. The close connection of famine with the rainfall is 
also set forth. It is pointed out that while it is to only a limited 
extent that climatic differences can be modified, yet that some
thing can be done by incr.easing the means of irrigation in dry 
_tracts, and by the creation of c. reserves ,. of wood and fodder in 
districts where these are scarce. The influence of vegetation, 
and especially of trees, in improving climat.e is discussed; the real 
value consisting in the low~ring oftemperatul'e, the production ofa 
more gentle ,ainfall, the increase in the number of rainy days, 
the holding. up of thE! soil, the obtaining of a cooler earth-sur
face, and the retention of moisture by the soil. 
- It is maintained that such work must fall to the lot of Govern
ment' and that the people can be expected to do but little to aid 
it. 'Encouragement is, howel-er, given to tree-planting by indi

·viduaIs, and this should be prosecuted more vigorously. It is 
further insipted that in order to get 'definite knowledge as to 
where provision of irrigation and" reserves" of wood and fodder 
can be made. careful enquiry must be set on foot by Agricultural 

J>epnrtments. . 
RECOMlIENDA.- I recommend, accordingly, (1) the exten!!ion of irrigation to 

TlONS. dry tracts; (2) the creation of .c reserves" of wood and fodder 
(called or Fuel and Fodder Reserves"); (3) the plan.ing of 
trees along canal banks and railway lines; (4) the further 
encouragement of Arboriculture; (5) organised enquiry by 
Agricultural Departments with the view of find.ing out where the 
foregoing measures can be adopted. 

OHAPTER V. 

SOIL. 

~ CHAPTER V. 

SOIL. 

. THE principal/!eological types of soil which occur in India arE 
illustrated hy the help of the" Geological Map " accompanying 
the Report, and the presence or abs~nce of par ticular kinds 01 
soil are indicated. The neO'lect, in the past, of anl regular 
I!cientific study of Indian soils is referred to, and the Important 
guestion is next dealt with--whether or not tho soil of India ie 

rbecoming exhausted under the present systems of cultivation. It 
is admitted that there is want of positive evidence in support 01 
exhausti..Qn, but instances are given fi:Om Settlement Reports and 
frolll the Famine Commission's Report, of a process of deterioratioJl 
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going on. and it is argued that under existing conditions of export 
of grain, oil-st'eds, and manures, and the burning of cattle-dun ... 

uor fuel, there must be a gradual deterioration of the soil. Th~ 
wheat-yield of India is compared with that of other countries, 
and Sir James Caird's estimate of the- crop-increase needed to 

... provide against famine is alluded to, and the deduction is drawn 
that to supply this amount, not a deterio"atioll but an i"crrased 
productiveness of the soil is· required, and that, this can only be ~ 
brought about by increasing the manure supply. The soils of India 
al·e then considered in resped of tile different constituents which 
they contain, each ingredient being taken ill turn. It is shown how 
important is the relation of wat~r to soil, that organic matter 
I humus) ami nitrogen ar.e generally deficient in Indian soils, a'nd 
that lime, potash and phosphoric acid are, as a rule, present in 
sufficiency. Several chemical questions of great importance are 
dealt with, such as the supply to plant life of nitrogen from atmo
spheric source!', the amount of mtl'ogen contained in the rainfall 
of Indin, the nature, occurrence and possible removal of saline 

raeposits in soil, &c; The reclamation cf land, whether i~ be 
ravine land, land infested with weeds, or land rendered sterile by 
the pre8ence of salts (usqr land), is dealt with, Rnd instances are 
given of the various experiments which have been tried in 

uJifferent place::;. Throughout the chapter it is shown that the 
application of chemistry to the solution of the various agricultural 
problems connected with the soil ia very necessary, and it is 
ur~ed that future investigation. should be pursued with its 
IUIslstanee. 

In conclusion, it is pointed out that the wCJrk of soil improve. 
ment must devolve mainly upon Government, as in very few 
cases will the people have the means to take suuh measures in 
hand. 

I recommeud in connection with the improvement of the soil, REC~¥~~DA .. 
(1) the increase of thE' supply of water to dry traets; (2) the 
increase of the manJ,ge supply; (3) the setting on foot of enquiry 
to ascertain where such improvements are needed; (4) the con 
tinuation of experimental research aided by chemica,l science. 

-
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CHAPTER VI. 

WATER. 

. IT is indicated, at the outset, that while water in' one "form or 
another is indi~pensable in Indian agriculture, the amount and 
the method of supply will vary very greatly in different parts of 
India. In some part~ rainfall is sufficient, in others artifici,al 
irrigation will be a necessity, in others, again, it may be a useful 

'supplement. The nlltureof .. protected» and " precarious" 
tracts is pointed nut. The main types of water supply are sum

Lmarised and then examined in extenso. Special points are noted, 
ISuch as the benefits and the evils attending the introduction of 
canals, the comparison "(where it is possible to make it) between 
culti vation by can:]l irrigation and by well irrigation, the differences 

tin chemical composition between canal water and well water, &c. 
Embanking and drainage of land are spoken of, and instances are 
given of parts which stand in need of further irrigation. The 
~reat work done by Government in extending canals is favourably 
reviewed, and direction is turned to the necessity of Government 
undertaking all works of a major character, while minor ones may 
be carried out by the people. The possibility of Government. 
constructing wells on a large scale is discussed, and improvements. 
are suggested in the management of canal "atercourses and 
tan,ks, and in the repair of the latter. The chapter goes on to 
treat fully of the.system of advances known as taccavi-; principally 
for purposes of well digging, and it is shown how greatly this is 
capable of further development, and of being made mote popular 
and useful. It is maintained that the Agricultural Department 
should pay particular attention tt) this subject, and ,that a certain 
share of the administration should be vested in the' Department. 
Suggestions are made as to improvements in the workin!?; of the 
system. Lastly, the necessity of a thQl'ough "agricultural analy
sis "of eaCh district of the country is insisted on with the view 
of ascertaining the local requirements in the way of water 
supply. 

llECOMMENDA. I.recommend (1) the further extension' of canals and other 
TIONS. 'means of irrio-ation to tracts where they are required; (2) the 

more energeti~ working and popularising of the system of tarcavi 
advances for well digging and similar purposes; (3) the giving 
of a share in the administration of taccavi advances to Agricul
tural Departments; (4) the institution by 1.gricultural Depart
ments of organised enquiry to ascertl!oin the irrigation requirements 
of each district. . 
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": CHAPTER VII. 

MANURE. 

~ r TOE importance of manure in Indian agt'icultural systems is 
illustrated by extracts from various Reports, and the inter
. depe[)dence of water and manure is shown in the existence of the 
L-finest cultivation where both water and manure are available. 
In.stuncell are given to show that the cultivator is not iO'norant of 
the value of manure, but will, for certain crops, spend"' consider-

'able 8ums of money upon it. Tbe different sources of manurial 
supply are then examinetI, the ordinary cattle-manure being the 
most important, and, speaking "generally, the only one available. 
Its composition is set out in analytical tables, and a comparison is 
instituted between it and ordinary farmyard manure, as met with 
in England, the result being to show that the value of Indian 
cattle-manure is often underrated, and that when it is burnt (as 

I J.s so often the case) very serious loss is incurred. As the outcome 
of an enquiry in whiCh I specially interested myself, I state the 
conclusion 1. came to, viz"that the" best cultivators do not burn 
cattle-manure for fuel except from necessity, thut is, because they 

rLave nothing else to burn as fuel. The connection between' the 
I 811pj>ly oC firewood and that of manure is hence a very close one. 
()tl'ier sources of manurial supply are then dealt with in succes
sion, e.g~, ashes of cattle-manure. sheep-folding, green-manuring, 
silt, soil-mixing, 'oil-seed refuse, nitre, lime, bones, &c.,. and 
various ana\yees of diffe~ent,pl1l.teria:ls so n,(>d are given in th~ 
IAppendix.- Special questions, such all the system of seed· bed 

" cultivation kno\fn as Tab, the us,e and export of bOjles. and the 
likelihootI of artiqcial manures 'beicg used in India, are treated in 
detail. Attention is then drawn to two points in which the ~l
tivator dues not take full advantage of the facilities he posses'ks 
'( 1) the non-utilization by him of night-soil for agricultural 
purposes"; (2) the imperfect conservation of cattle-manure and 
..the loss of the "Ul-ine. In this' connection instances are given of 
the highly beneficial results that have attentIed the use of night
soil, at\d analyses ~re gh'en showing the value of cattle urine and 
the advantaO'es to be gained by preserving it by the aid of liu"r: 
Illcidclttally: qiiestions of town and village sanitation are touched 
upon, and'.throutthout the chapter there are frequent references 
to investigations which could not be carried on without the aid-of 

t8gricultural chemi§try~ In conclu~ion, !t is. maintainetI that 
water and manurl; constItute the culti.v&t<ip s chtef wants, and that 
the supply ofm\\!!u~e must go hand in hand with that of water, and 
must, like the latter, be taken uP. by Government, otherwise the 
soil will not be able to provide for the increasing millions 'of the 

.!'people. ~t is fu~ther. held tha~,_ Bii. c.attle-manure is the only 
really available R\oIlnurlal source, It IS lDcumbent on Government 

; to provide supplies of firewood (~' fuel and Fodder Reserves") .so 
that the cattle-manure need not be burnt, but may be set free 10r 
use on the land, and ~he fertility of t~e latter be ~?ereby kept up. 

OHAPTBB vn. 

lLUnJRB. 
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La@tly, I set forth the duty of Agricultural Departments to make 
organised enquiry as to the manurial requirements of every dis
trict, to continue experimental research at Government Farms, 

, arid to I'pread agricultUl'al education 80 a~ to teach better praci tices and temove prejudices. 
BBC~~tDA- . I recommend ~ 1) the creation of supplies (If fuel (" Fuel 

. /lnd Fodder Reserves "); (2) the establishment of a sylltem of 
agricultural enquiry; (3) the Ilpread of agricultural education; 
(4) the continuation of experimental work at Government Farms; 
(5) the employment of an agricultural chemist. 

CRAPTER VIII. 

WOOD. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

WOOD. 

THIS chapter deals principally with the administration of the 
Forest Department and the extension of its work in a. more 
agricultural direction than hits been the case in the past. The 

-early policy of the Department ill first considered, lind the reasons 
are given for its success having been gauged by financial results. 
Hut it is pointed out that, as population has increased and 
cultivation has been brought nearp.r to the borders of the 
forestl', it has become necessary to extend the' benefits of forests, 
so that they may more directly serve the interests of agriculture. 
In consequence of this, at the instance, first of Sir Dietrich 
_Brandis, and then by successi\:e representat.ionsofthe Famine Com· 
mis~ioners and of the Government of India, a certain impulse 
has been gh'en to the supply of wooa for agricultural pUl'lJoses. 
But it is ur~ed in this chapter t.hat there is a great de~l more 
that ought to be done, and that the greatest need is that which 
was set out in the previous chapter, viz., the supply of wood 
Jo takp. the Place of cattle-manure as fuel. This is IIgain put 
forward all a matter which Government should see to in their 
own interests, alike for the maintenance and increase of the soil's 
productiveness, as well 8S in ol'der to keep up the Land Revenue 
of the country. The different classes of forests are then ex
amined, and the uses which they might best serve are discussed, 
also t.he measures whil'h should be taken to obtain those ends. 
Special points. such as the natural reproduction of timber treell, 
the guarding against fort'st fireo1, t.he exclusien of gr.lzing, and 
the inadequacy of the forest staff, are alluded to separately. 
The wider adaptation of "reserved fOI'ests" situated near 
cultivation to the purposes of that cultivation is insisted on, and 
also the necessity of creating Iresh supplies of wood. The 
difficulties of obt.aining land for these new creations are admitted, 
but it is shown that there ill still a quantity of land thal could be 
so utilised, and lSugge;;tions are made for the acquirement. of 
land by purchase if necessary; the outlines of a scheme are also 
set forth for Ihe, working of the. new: .. reserves" by a system of 
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annual licences for the removal of wood, etc., for agricultural 
uses. Tbese views are supported by tbe quoted opinions of several 
authorities, lind more especially by a recent Resolution of the 
Madras Government upon the subject. Cases are also cited 
where I'uch "reserves" have been creat.ed. and have achieved 

.much good. It is maintained that the. success of such a scheme 
must not depend alone upon financial considerations, but should 
be considered from the point of view of the needs of the people 
and the demands of the principal industry of the cOuntry, viz., 
agriculture. Extension of the establishment of plantation .. along 
canal banks and railway lines is also urged, and the further 
encouragement of arboriculture. Lastly. the opinion is expressed 
that a proportion of the yearly revenue obtained by the Forest 
Department should be expended in the extension of the work of 
the Department in an agricultural direction. 

I recommend (1) the creation of "reserves" of wood, fuel, 
&c., for agricultural purposes C" Fuel and Fodder Reserves "); 
(2) the increase of plantations along canal banb and railway 
lines; (3) the further encouragement of arboriculture; (4) 
the prosecution of agricultural enquiry for ascertaining the 
needs of the different cultivating qistricts in the matter of wood 
supply; (5) the setting aside yearly ot' 11 portion of the 
revenue derived by the Forest Department, lind "its employment 

,in the extension of .. reserves" to meet agricultural wants •. 

CHAPTER IX. 

GRASS. 

I .THE different kinds of grazing areas available for 'the use 
of the cattle belonging to culti vators are, ref~rred to, and 
attention is dr,awn to the inclusion of large and valuable grazinO' 
areas amid the forests, It is maintained in this chapter that th~ 

provision of grazing in forests is a desirable and legitImate object, 
and one which will much benefit agriculture, whilst in times of 
drought it may be invaluable in ~Eeping the cattle of the country 
alive. Nevertheless, it is not regarded as an absolute necessi~y in 
ordinary times,and, therefore, should only be carried on under su~ I 
resti'ictions as woul4 cause it not to interfere with the other endr ~ 
which a forest or "reserve" should serve. These various restric. 
j.ions and the necessity for their imposition are then considered. 
The question of the utilisation of" village wastes" is next gone 
into, also the provision of grazing along canal banks and in other 
plantations. The best way of utilising the grass in forests and 
-" reserves," and the pos~ibility of grass-growing and the supply 
of pastnrage becoming a part of the cultivator's system on his 
own holding llre discussed. , In the second part of the Ghapter the 
system of Grass Farms and the utili~ation of uncultivated grass, 

REOOMMENDA· 
TIONS. 

OHAPTER IX. 

~ 

GRASS. 
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lands (rUMts) belonging to Government are explained, and, wbile 
tbeir benefits B.re recognised and tbei:r extension urged, mggestion$ 
are a~so ma~e f?r their improvement. ' 'Ine methods of hay-makin~ 
and SIlalte-makIng as condo'cted at Government Grass and ExpeTl
mental Farms Q.re, examined, also the'relative costs compared with 
the . cost "in . England.' The prospects of the devel9pment of' 

'silage-making in India are treated -oland. the desirability M1H'ged 
of, maki?gfur,ther eI?quiries at Experi~~i)t~J.' Farms. ' : Lastly ,a 
change IS advoc'ated In the ComnulisarllJot Department, whereby 
the services of Dien of experience and 'ability may' be retained .in 
the managetnent of Grass Farms, and the furmation of a special 
Forage Branch of the Commissariat is suggested. 

RECOMMENDA.-r I "ecomrnend (1) the creation of more "Fuel: and ·Fodd~r 
TION8. tn R"'" ) , d· ) h . f b 'V eserves' to supp y grass an graZlDg; (2 t e extension 0 ,t e 

system of Grass Farms, and their management by ,a special Forage 
firanch of the Commissariat; (3) the carrying out of enquiry at 

." 
, OHA.PTBB X. 

LGovernment Experimental Farms on the' making of silage. . 

q CHAPTER X." 

FODDER-CR'OPS ANlJ HEDGES. ~ 

THE advantages of growing fodder-crops are set forth and 
. exemplified in the better condition of the cattle in many parts 
where the system is practised. The principal crops used. as 
fodder-Cloops are mentioned, and, in particular, the utilisation of 
pricklrpear. The sco~ for. extension of the ~rowJng offodder
crops Is's!so,shown. C!t .1S pOlllted o~,t ~~st but little IS known as to 
the relatIve values of drfferent IndIan lodders,)'nd. rhat sticb an 
investigation calls for t~e association of an, agricultural 'chemist. 

\ The usefu.l eudsserved by hedges ro~nd field~ are explained, and 
jthe materIals generally used for fencrng are named. 

lUICOMMENDA.·' I recommend (1) the e:x:tens~, wherever practicable, of the 
TIONS. 8y~tems of, growing fodder-c~ops' an~ of enclosIDp; ~el~ by 

hedges.; (2) the employment of an agl'lculturaI chemlstlD' lI~ves
tigsting, among other matters. the relative:.. values of different 
fodders. " 
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CHAPTER· XI. . CHAPTER XI. 

LIVE STOCK AND DAIRYING. 

IT is indicated at the opening of this chapter that, since the 
differences between the cattle_oLdifferent districts are largely 
due to conditions of climate, improvement of cattle is only pos
aible within limits. After speakin!!; of their fuod and the excel
lence of the cattle in certain districts, it is shown that, as a rule,~ 
little or no attention is' paid to. their breeding and selection. The, 
Hindu system of breeding from Rrahmani bulls is referred to, . 
and the harm is pointed out whirh is . likely to follow from a 
recent legal decision given in the N orth-West Provinces as to 
ownership in these bulls. The breeding of good stud bulls at 
Government Cattle FarmEl,and the distdbutionofthem to villages, 
are advocated, and should form part of the duty of Agricultural 
Departments. Further, I point out that Experimental Farms 
and Court of Wards' Estates might well be made centres for 
locating stud bulls for the improvement of the cattle of 
the district. Accounts' are next given of th~ Hissar and 
Bhadgaon Cattle Farms, and mention is made of the influence 
which they, and notably the fOl'mer, have exercised on the ca.ttle 
of' tbe country. The evils attending frequent chan~es in the 
superintendence of Government Cattle }1'arms are pointed out, 
as they were in the case of. Grass Farms (Chaptet' IX). 

r Menticn is made of the use of buffaloes as plough cattle; and of 
the giving of advances (taccavz) for purchase of cattle. 

L. In the second section of the .chapter dairying is the main sub
ject, and the I!pecial features of the yield and quality of milk 
from CO\\"8 and buffaloes are treated of. The efforts made to 
extend dairy farming in Inllia are detailed in connection with the 
visit of Mr. Howman, and the subsequent steps taken by Mr. Ozanne 
in Poona and Bombay. The unsatisfactory conditions of the milk 
supply to towns alld to troop3; as .well as to Government institu
tions, are referred to, and the establishment of' Dairy Farms is 
advocated wherever troops are quarter.ed or large institutions are 
situated. It is pointed out that there is considerable work for 
lin agricultural chemist to do in the investigation of PQints con-. 
nected with dairy, farming. • 

A brief reference is madtl to the operQ.tions of the Horse
breeding Department, and to attempts made to improve sheep 
and goats. • , 

The last part oC-the chapter it! taken up with the consideration 
of Cattle Diseases, the ravages ,which they cause, and the. steps 
which have been here and there taken to cope with epidemics. 
Sliecial mention is made of the establishment of an Imperial' 
Bacteriological Laboratory at Poona. 

I recommend (1) the continuance arid extension of Cattle 
Farms, and the distribution from them of stild bulls to villages; 
(2) the making Experimental Farms' and Court· cf Wards' 
Estates centres for the location of stud bulls; (3) the establish-

LIVE STOOl[ AND 
D.UBnNG. 

RECOMMENDA
TIONS. 
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ment of Da~ry .Fa~ms for the supp.ly of milk to troops and 
Gover.nmE)nt .lDstlt,:,tlOns; (4) the appolDtment. of an ;Agricultural 
ChemIst to lDvestlgate matters connected wIth daIry farming. 
(5) the prosecution of enquiry into cattle diHeases and the mean~ 
of preventing epidemics. 

-
c) CHAPTER XII. 

IMPLEMENTS •. 

THE possibility of effecting improvement in the implements of 
the cultivators is reviewed, and the opinion is expressed that 
there is but little scope for improvement, and that any advance 
must be the outcome of a study of native requirements. The 

...§ucceS!l of the Beheea sugar-mill is instanced as a case in point. 
The question of the use of the native wooden plough, as against 
that of the iron one, is fully gone into, the several objections to 
iron ploughs being discussed, and the circumstances under which 

.Jhey might be usefully employed. The chapter then deals with 
the introduction and posl!ible extension of the~iron sugar-mill; 

,the ehallow evaporuting-pan,l and other devices for improving 
the out-turn of sugar. The posbible use of introduced threshing 
machines, winnowers, chaff-cutters, pumps, and other implements 
is considered~ and the need of more exhaul!tive trials of imple-
L~ents at Experimental Farms is urged. It is added that in these 
trials skilled experts, such as engineers, chemists, &c., should be 
aSf;ociated, according as the enquiry calls for it, and that Experi
mental Farms should be cenh;es for distributing implements the 
merits of which have been satisfactorily proved. 

I recommend (1) the exhaustive trial of new implement.3 at 
Government Experimental Farms; (2) the association of 
"experts" in such enquiries; (3) the distribution of approved 
implements from· Experimental Farms. 
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CHA~TER XIII. 

CROPS AND CULTIVATION. 

IN this chapter no attempt is made to describe the kinds of 
,!rops grown, or the methods of cultivation employed, but points 
only are discussed in which it seems possible to effect improve
.ment. The geDeral excellence of the cultivation is indicated, 

land the changes, roore especially in wheat-growing, which have 
been brough~out by an export trade, are mentioned. I<1lllowing 

, and rotation are next taken, and instances are given to show that 
the native cultivator is not ignorant of either practice. The 
system of" mixed-cropping" is al&o explained, but it is pointed 
out that little is known or practised in regard to selection or 
change of seed"although some Government ~xperimental Farms 
have already done good work in growing and distributing pure 

L!Lnd selected seed. It it! then shown that improvements can be 
effected by the inti oduction of new crops, and of new varieties 
of existing crop!!, as also in ~he 'extended cultivation of certain 
profitable crops, such as wheat and sugar-cane. It is further 
demonstrated that by the transference of method from one part 
to another, improvements in cultivation may be carried out; 
this is exemplified in the case of sugar-cane, and eyen in tbat of 
a crop so widely cultivated as ri'.!e. Reference is made, in 
conclusion, to the need that exi~ts tur getting more know ledge 
8.8 to the diseatles and injuries to which crops al'e liable, and the 
best means of preventing them. 

I recommend t 1) the continuation of experimental enquiry 
at Government Farms, in reference to new crops and methods of 
cl,lltivation; (2) the growing of good seed at Government Farms, 
and its distl"ibution from them; (3) the study of th.:: diseases 
and injuries of crops; (4) agricultural, enquiry into existing 
modes of cultivation. 

Y 24266. 

CHAPTF.R Xill, 

"CROPS AND CUIr 
Tn·ATlON. 

REOO)lMENDA
TIO~~, ' 
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CHAPTER XIV. P CHAPTER XIV. 

AGRICULTURAL 
INDUSTRIES AND 

ExPORTS • • 1 
AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES AND EXPORTS. 

THIS chapter deals with certain special crops which undergo a 
process of manufacturE. in the country' before being sent out of 
it, or with which particular considerations regarding export are 
bound up. Such crops are sugar-ca~e, cotton, indigo, tea, coffee~ 

L!>bacco, flax, jute, silk, wheat, and linseed. These croptlare 
successively treatecl in view of the improvements which it is 
possible to effect either in their cultivation, their manufacture, 
or in the export trade. It is first shown that the yield of sugar 
from sugar-cane depends upon points in the cultivation, in the 

j expression of the juice and in its refining, none of which are fully 
lunderstood. Next, the deterioration of Indian cotton is alluded 

, to, and a brief account is given of the efforts that have been 
L-made to improve its quality. Indigo is treated 'at some length, 
and the general want of knowledge, both as to its cultivation and 
the manufacture of the dye, is commented on. Reference is· 

_ made to the need of chemical investigation into problems affecting 
the manufacture, and to the unsatisfactory conditions which often 
attend the cultivation. Similariy, chemical problems in the 
manufacture of tea are pointed out. The cultivation of coffee 
is next taken, then that of tobacco, and the native method of 
curing tobacco is des(·ribed. After a brief mention of flax and 
jute, allusion is made to the efforts, so far unsuccessful, to 
eradicate the disease in silkworms ·known as peb7'ine. The im
portant matter of the cleaning of wheat is dealt with at length, 
and' by the help of analyses which I made of samples taken off 
the cultivators' own threshing-floors, or from stores in their 
houses, it is shown that the fault attributed to Indian wheat, 
that it is "dirty," does not rest. with the cultivator, but is. that (If 
the trade, and more particularly the London Corn Trade. who do 
not want" clean" wheat. The efforts made to improve the trade 
in this respect, and their failure, are described. The a,pplicability 
of the" elevator " sy~stem to India is also discussed. Lastly, the 
conditions of the linseed trade are explaiued, and are illustrated 
by analyses of a number of samples of seed collected for me' in 
the Central Provinces. 

RECOMMENDA
TIONS. 

I recommend (l) agricultural enquiry to ascertain the best 
methods ofeultivation and manufacture of crops such as sugar-cane. 
indigo, tea, coffee, tobacco, &c.; (2) the employment of chemical 
science in the investigation of probiems aff~ct1ng these illdu.:itries, 
and more especially that of an agri,cultural ch'emist'in connection 

. with the sugar industry; (3) the making it a penal offence to 
adulterltte wheltt, orto trade in adulterated whellt. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

ECONOMICAL AND POLITICAL CONDITioNS. 

By the insertion of this chapter I witlh to recognize the exist
&nce of a number of conditions of an economical or political 
nat!1re which have an important bearing upon the improvement 
of agriculture, but into the details of which I do not enter. 
Under this head I mention pressure of population, relative ease' 
or difficulty of living by agriculture, varying systems of land 
tenure, smallne81.0f holdings, paucity of capital, indebtedness of 
the cultivating claeses, export trade, extension of railways, &c. 
:My reasons for not discussing these several points are given, 
the only ones mentioned .at any length being the smallness of 
holdings. the indebtedness of cultivators, and the lack of enter'" 
prise sometimes found among the people, more especially under 
easy circumstances of living. . 

CHAPTER XVI. 

PRACTICAL ENQUIRY. 

AFTER having sketched out in the previous' chapters the prin
cipal ways in which I think that improvement of agriculture may 

,be effected, I proceed to consider in those. that follow, the agency 
by which the. improvements are to be carried out. A brief 
review of the recommendations already given points to thecon-' 
clusion that the main advance will be made by a practical 
enquiry into native agriculture, with a view to ascertaining (1) 
the requirements of each district in respect of water, wood, 
manure, and other facilities; (2) the best native methods of 
cultivation, in order to transfer them to other districts where 

}hey are not practised. A number of opinions in support of thill. 
view are quoted, and .it is then pointed ,out ·that, IIp to the pre
sent, tnquiry has been limited to the coll~ction of Land Revenue 
statistics, and that there has been no organisation for enquiry 
into IIgricultural methods with a view to agricultural improve_ 
ment. A large ,field for enquiry is then sketched out, and the 
necessity of a·n a~ency of an expert nature is urged. The' 
opinions of the Famine Commissioners, the Government of India. 
and Provincial Governments, on this point are quoted. The 
existing agency is ~eviewed, and more particularly the position 
()ccupied by the Director of the. Department of Land Records 
and Agriculture in a Province; The lack of technical know
ledge in the Department is brought out, and it is suggested that 
thit< want could best be supplied by associating with the Director 
of the Department in any Province a certain number of agricul
tural experts to be engaged on purely agricultural work. It is 
tpen discussed whether these experts sho\lld be :muropeltus Of 
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Natives, and the conclusion is come to that, on the whole, the 
J selection of N ath-cs trained ill India would be best,. provision 

being made for the giving of a high-class agricultural education 
in the country Itself. 

RECOMMENDA
TIONS. 

I recommend (1) the organisation of enquiry into agricultural 
conditiolls and practices; (2) the association with the Director of 
an Agricultural Department of one or more assistants who are 
experts in agricu.\ture; (3) the selection <,:If these Rssistantsfrom 
Natives of India trainE:d in the country itself; (4) thil provision 
of a high-cla~s agricultural eductltion in India. 

1:HAPTERXVII. CHAPTER XVII. 

SCIEXTIFIC 
ENQUIRY. 

SCIENTI:FIC ENQUIRY. 

THE close connection of science with practice in any scheme 
of agricultural improvement is, at· the outset, put forward, and 
the necessity is shown that. practical enquiry should be scientific 
in its methods. Th(~ relation of chemistry to agriculture is then 
pointed out, and reference is made to the expressed opinions and 
renewed applications of the Governmen t of India on the desir-

J 
ability of having an Agricult.ural Chemist 'for India. The scope 
of work for an agricultural chemist is then sketcheU out, and the 
principal dutie's of the office are defined as being the acting 
as I, referee" or adviser to Government in chemico-agricultural 
matters, and the direction and maintenance of the continuity of 
enquiry. Among other duties are those of.assisting in the develop- I 

ment. of agricultunl euucation and the preparation of suitable 
text-books. The necessary qualifications to be possessed by the 
holder of such an appointment, and the conditions essential to hili! 
successful tenure of it, are defined. The existence of a suitable 
laboratory, and the co-operation of an assistant chemillt (to take 
actual charge of the laboratory and to give instruction in 
agricultural chemistry) are regarded as essential. --rhe rela
tions, re~pective duties and salaries of the two officers pro
posed.!lre discussed, and, it is recommended that neither of them 
be allowed to undertake private work for separate remuneration. 
I t is urged that -not only an agricultural chemist, but also other 
scientific men, such as a botanist, an entomologist, and an agri
cdtural engi.neer, should be 3,ssociate~ with ~he Agricultural 
Depaetlllent, for the pmpose of conductmg el'qUlry and research, 
The chapter' closes. by <Jealing generally. wi,th the position of 
scientific men in India, the encourngement of scientific research, 
and, in part.icular, the appointmer.t of Chemical Examiners. 

RECOMMENDA 
.TIONS. 

I recommend (1) the appointment of an agricultural chemist 
as adviser. to Government in. tlhemico-agricultural matters, and 
for the direction of experimental enquiry; (2) the appointment of 
an assistant chemist; (3) the ~ttachment to the Agricultural 
Department d other scientific officers, such as a botanist~ an 
entomologist, and an agricqltura~. engineer, 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

EXPERIMENTAL ~'ARlIS. 

• THE canses that have led in India, as well as in other countries, 
to the establishment of Experimental Farms as separate institutions 
are first described. The past work of such Farms in India io! 
reviewed, and the expenditure upon them is regarded as not 
having been excessive, and their continuanoe is advocated. -The 
chapter then proceeds to deal at length with the work which 
ought to be done at Experimental Farms, and to lay dOlVn the lines 
for the successful carrying out of experimental enquiry. The 
various conditions, such as suitability of soil, size of farm; 
situation, supervision, plan of experiment, recording of result<!, 
&'c., are discussed, and are illustrated by examples drawn from 
existing Experimental .Farms both in India and in England. It is 
then maintained that in the case of such Farms the financial test 
ought not to be the one that determines success. The employ
ment of Experimental Farms as centres for seed distribution, the 
location of stud bulls, and, at tim eo!, for cattle· breeding, is recom
mended. The establishment or another class of Farms, viz., 
Demonstration Farms, to show the result of what has experi
mentally been found useful, is advocated, and mention is made of 
farms belonging to private individuals where experiment is more 
or less carried OD. The remainder of the chapter is occupied 
with a review of the work in progress at each of the Experimental 
Farms which' I visited during my tour, my general comments on 
each Fal')ll being given at the same time. 

I recommend (1) the continuance of agricultural enquiry at 
Experimental Farms; (2) the distribution of seed and the location 
.of stud bulls at Experimental }'arms; (3) the establishment of 
Demonstration Farms. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 
r 

THE influence which general education first, a.nd then, m:>~. 
specially, agriculturlft education, exert upon the improveIhebt of 

.!-griculture is, at th. opening, explai!led. It ·ili then shown ~hat 
the tendency of education in the past has been too much m a; 

literary, and not sufficiently in aile itgricultural, direction. The 
suggestions now given are with the intention of reme~yin? t~e 
past defect and of directinO' attention to, rather than d1vertlDg 1t 
from, the ~ultivation of th~ land: The intention is, in brief~ to 
give a more aO'ricultural turn to education. The different grades 
of educationalinstitutions, from Universities and Colleges' down to 
Primary Schools, are then taken in order, and the line of agri. 
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cultural euucation at each is briefly sKetched out. As reO'ards 
Universities, it is maintained that they should recogniz~ the 
importance of agricultural science by making it au .opt;ional 
subject in the final course for a degree in science. It is not 
considered advisable, at present, to have special Agricultural 
Colleges, but rather to utilise existing institutions and to make 
agriculture -one branch of' the instruction provided. The import
ance of combining at Colleges practical work with theoretical 
instruction is set forth, and the' establishment of Demonstration 
Farms, and of areas on which the students can 'themselves work, 
is advocated. Agriculturltl Classes in connection with High 
Schools are well spoken of, aDd th'e association with them of 
Illustration Farms is considered desirable. In Middle Schools 
it is held that the elements of physical science should be taught, 
that agricultur-e should be introduced by means of text-books, and 
that illustration plots rather than farms should be att.1ched t.o the 
schools. In Primary Schools a beginning might be made by the 
int:oduction of " readers ,. and of "object lessons" on familiar 
agricultural topics. Lastly, the importance is inculcated of pro
viding at Normal Schools sound training in agriculture for those 
who are to become ,the teachers ,of' other.5O", Tbe paucity of 
text-books on agriculture, and the urgent need for many more of 

, them, are l:ommented on, the relation of the" scientific adviser" 
to agricultural education is discussed, and it .is contended that 
more inducements to study agriculture should be given, and that" 
the claims of men who have studied it should be freely recognized 
for appointments in the Revenue and cognate Departments. The 
chapter concludes with a brief review of the agricultural 
training given at different Colleges, Agricultural Classes, and 
other institutions which I visited, including the Forest 8ch(\01 
-at Dehra Dun. _ 

REc~mMENDA. I recommend (1) the spread of' general education; (2) 
TIONS, the extended introuuction of' agricultural 6ducation into the 

general educational system; (3) the preparation of agricultural 
text-books, suitable to the different parts of the country; (4) 
the recognition of the claims of passed students in agriculture to 
appointments in the Land Revenue and cognate Del'artments. 

ClLU'TER xx. 

AORlCULTUlU.L 
DI!lPARTMBNTS. 

CHAPTER XX. 

AGRICULTURAL DEP ARTM!'NTS. 

THE concluding chapter of the R~port de:ls wi~ some points 
in the working of Ao-ricultural Departments, whlch have not 
already been fully tre~ted. 'The first is th~ training of jun.ior 
Civilians in aO'riculture. There commendatIOns of the FamlUc 
Commissionerso on this subject are discussed, and 'while it is 
maintained that it will be impossible to get civilian pirecto~s of 
Agriculture who will at the same time be practised ~~ncul
turists, it is urged that much good may be done by glVlng at 
the open competitive and final' examinations in England more 
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weight to proficiency iii natural science. Ii is then suggested 
that junior Civilians. or at least a proportion of them, should, on 
arrival ill India, be drafted into provincial Departments of Land 
Records and Agriculture, there to learn something about the 
country, the people, the crops, and the agricultural condItions 
generall y, and thatat>their departmental examinations they s~ould 
be rtlquire,l to show an acquaintance with these subjects. It is 
held that Directors of Agriculture should he chosen from the men 
who have shown a, liking for natural science, and who have 
distinguished themselves subsequently' by their knowledge Qf 
agricultural matters. The position of the Director of Agriculture 
is reviewed, and it is urged that it should be invested with some 
administrative power, and that the Director should form a part of 
the Revenue Administration. The giving to the Agricultural 
Department of a share in the administration of' Government 
advances (taccavi) for well digging is again advocated. The 
necessity that Directors of Agriculture should tour in their 
districts is insisted upon, and, is made applicable in a special 
way to the Secretary of the Imperial Department of Agriculture. 
The useful purposes which occasional Conferences on agri
cultural questIOns can serve are also exemplified. The classifica
tion of the work of Agricultural Departments is, then referred to, 
and the main heads are briefly'noted. Among them .the import~ 
ance of" analysis of districts" and the desirability of making a 
digest of the Land Records are put forward. Agricultural 
Shows are treated at lIome length, and suggestions are made for 
their improvement, as also for the bet\er conduct of trials of 
implements. . 

In conclusion, the future policy of Agricultural Departments is 
discussed, and the two great needs-a competent organization, 
and the expenditure of more money UpOIt agricultural improve
ment-are put prominently forward. Lastly, uniformity of 
purpose lind continuity of policy. in the work ot Imperial an..d 
Provincial Agricultural Departments are sj;ronglyurged. 

I recommend (1) the giving of more weight to natural science 
in the open competitive and final' examinations for the Civil 
Service; (2) the drafting of a certain proportion of junior 
Civilians into the Department of Land Records and Agrjculture 
m their arrival in India; (3) the selection of Agricultural Direc
tors from those who have. distinguished themselves in na~ural 
!cience, and subsequently by their agrict\ltural knowledge; 
:4) the giving of some administrative powers to Agricultural 
Di~ecLOrs, and; especially, that a share of the administration· of 
Government adva"ces (taccavi) be entrusted ,to Agricultural 
Departments; (5)er.he gra~ting of more money to' be expended by 
A..gricultural Departments in the work of agricultural improve-
n~L . 

b4 
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objections urgued against canals, 87--canals taken where not required, 88 
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CHAPT ER VIII. 
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REPORT ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF INDIAN 
AGRICULTURE. 

CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION. 

rr:HE .improvement of Indian Agriculture is a subject 
w~lCh ·In recent years has frequently been brought 'pro
mInently before the notice of the Government of India 
and the Home Government. It was in 1866, on the conclusion 
of the work of the Bengal and Orissa Famine Commission, 

, that the policy of having a special Department to watch 
over the interests of agriculture was first mooted. Lord· 
Lawrence, however, thought the step premature. In ,1870 
Lord Mayo again took up the matter, chiefly in: relation to 
the improvem~nt of the supply of cotton from India, and in 
1871 the first Agricultural Department was created. In 
Lord Mayo'S opinion the work of the new Department was, 
"to take cognisance of all matters affecting the practical 
" improvement and development of the agricultural resources 
" of the country." Sir Richard Temple further pointed out 
that the success of a Central Department depended Ort the 
support given to it by similar Provincial Departments, the 
existence of which, under Local Governments, was implied. 
The only Provincial Government, however, which rendered 
any assistance was that of the North-West Provinces, where, 
in 1875, under Sir John Strachey, then Lieutenant Governor, 
the appointment of a Director of Agriculture and Commerce, 
to be at the head of a Department for collecting and arranging 
statistics of trade and agriculture, was sanct,ioned for a period 
of five years. Sir John Strachey also advocated the utilisation 
of Court of Wards' Estates for purposes of investigation, 
and the employment of them as "Model Farms," and for 
finding out the real condition of the cultivating classes. 

. 2. As regards the Central Department, "though" (to 
quote the words of the Government of India's Resolutiofl. of 
Decem bel' 18811' "under Lord Mayo'S administration a 
"Department o~ Revenue, Agriculture; and Commerce, waS 
"created . . . . . the actual form departed widely from 
" Lord Mayo's conception of its proper condition. ~urdened 
"with multiform duties the new Department had nelth~r the 
" leisure nor the power to take up either directly or effiClently 
" the many problems which affect the agriculture and rural 
" economy of the Empire." On its creati.on the new De1?art
ment had handed over to it a number of mlscellanebus subjects 
with which the three great divisions of the Administration, 
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2 Historical Introduction. 

the Financial, Judicial, and Political, did not care to deal. 
So .it came about that, with no definite programme of its 
own, and amid the varied subjects transferred to it, the new 
Department lost sight of Agricultural Reform. It was not 
Lord Mayo's intention that this should be so; but it was 
mainly from lack of provincial co-operation that his efforts were 
rendered futile, and in 1878 the Department was re-absorbed 
in the Home Department. The Secretary of State, never
theless, expresiled in a despatch the hope that this step would 
not interfere with Agricultural Improvement. 

Famine Com- . 3. In 1880 the Famine Commissioners in their Report !!'ave 
mission's recom. ~ 

mendatiOll" 1880. very strong recoIJ?mendations as to the necessity of establishing 
Agricultural Departments under a Director 'in each Province. 
The duties were classed under three heads:-

(1.) Agricultural Enquiry-the collection of agricultural 
information to keep the authorities informed of 
the approach of famine. 

(2.) Agricultural Improvement-with a view to the 
prevention of famine in future. 

(3.) Famine Relief-to take charge of operations in the 
campaign against actual famine. 

The Secretary of State himself added to the pressure brought 
to bear by the Famine Commissioners on the Government of 
India, and,' as the outcome, an Imperial Department of 
Agriculture was formed in 1881 by again separating the 

I Revenue and Agricultural Department from the. Home 
Department. The several Local Governments agree4 to this, 
and, accordingly, action was taken, anZmeasures were com
menced in 1882 for the formation of Pr vincial;Departments 
of Agriculture. • 

4. It wa~, perhaps, on the first oCt e three heads named 
above that the Famine Commissioners laid most stress, and 
the Government of India, in accepting the obligations laid 
upon them, went still further, and, seeing that no special 
Department could tak;e (as the Famine Commission had 
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contemplated) the administration of fa.mine relief out of the 
hands of local officials, turned primarily to the organis'!tion' 
of the Land Record system and the simplification of Settle
ment operations. Improvements were made in the village 
establishments which had been created under the Land 
Re(lord system for compiling annually and collating the 
agricultural facts and statistics of everyc. village in each 
Province; the Provincial Departments wer~ made Depart
ments of Land Records and Agriculture, and to them 
the maintenance of the above organisation was entrusted; 
also on them was put the duty of examining the Land Records 
and Village Maps, and from these and by means of local 

I 
enquiry there was to be made an "agricultural analysis," 
which should indicate, not only the circuiIistances and con

,ditions of . each tract, but also the requirements of each, 
whether for protection against famine, or for the improvt:l-
Plent of the a~ricultural system. . 
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In the words of the Government of India's Resolution of Governmentol 

1881 "th F . C .. h 'th d" India'. Reaolu· , e amIne om mIsSIOners ave WI great Istinctness tion, December 

" intimated that, apart from any special organisation which 188L 

"may be required to meet the exigencies of famine,or to 
"enter into any new field of agricultural experiments, a 
"permanent agency .should be closely associated with the 
"existing authorities in each' Province for the systematic . 
"prosecution of agricultural enquiry. The importance of 
" this view, which directs attention to those duties of the 
" Agricultural Department which must precede any attempt· 
.. at agricultural improvement, has hitherto, been far too 
.. greatly overlooked." The Resolution further 'quotes the 
words of the Famine Commi~sioners, "the success of ail 
". Agricultural Department would mainly depend on the 
.. completeness and accuracy with which agricultural and 
" economic facts are collected in each village, and compiled 
.. in each subdivision and district throughout the country," 
and it adds, "the Department would thus naturally acquire 
"that very knowledge which it has hitherto been the main 
" effort of a Settlement staff·to attain. Without doubt, too, a 
" permanent DepartmeJlt of this kind:would in course of time 
, become more competent to deal with questions of Settlement, 
"demanding, as they do, an intimate acquaintance with 
"agricultural conditions,' than any temporary Department 
"forced to gain ·a hurried experience at great cost to the 
" country during the actual process vf assessrqent." It was 
distinctly on the understanding ,that "Land Revenue 
" Organisation" was to form the first' duty of the new 
Imperial Department that Mr. (now Sir Edward) Buck 
accepted office in August 1881 as its Secretary, in the belief 
that this work, though not so directly agricultural in characte~,-
would lay the foundation of a11 knowledge of the agricuitural 
condition of the country, without which no attempt at 
"Agricultural Improvement" in the stricter sense could 
proceed. Meantime a -Famine Code was drawn up·, and Famine Cod •• 

Provincial Departments were gradually established. The 
work of "Land Revenue Organisation" was then proceeded 
with, and, when in June 1886 the Secretary of State asked 
for an enquiry into tne expenditure of the new Departments, 
both Imperial and Provincial, it was found possible to prove 
satisfactorily to the Finance Commission of 1887 that, ~n :.:;~ c~mmiIJ.. 
purely financial wounds, and quite apart fro~ any indire~t sion, 1881. 

benefit that ~ight have accrued to agnculture, theIr ') 
establishment had been amply justified, and had resulted in 
~he addition of a considerable increase of revenue to the. . . 
State. Thus the importance of the Land Record system was ~~r~~';.d't 
30nfirmed, but a time of financial pressure having meanwhile ~!f,;'tshed. 
let in . both the Revenue and AO'ricultural Department and 
~he Finance Department shrank "from g,iving anything l~ke 
wide effect to the bolder recommendatIOns of the Famme 
Commissiori.ers which involved expenditure on direct 
1L00ricuiturai improvement, although they were pressed by 
~he Secretary of State to "institute measures for Agricultural 
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4 H istoricaZ Introduction. 

.. Research in India and the promotion of agricultural 

.. knowledge in the Civil Service." 

6. On o~e point, however, distinct .representations had 
gone home to the Secretary of State, viz., the necessity of 
having a scientific ground-work as the basis of all attempts 
at agricultural improvement, and Chemistry being that 
science which bears, perhaps, ,!llost directly on Agriculture, the 
Secretary of State was asked as far back ILS 1882 to sanction 
the appointment of an Agricultural Chemist to act with the 
Department. It was pointed out, among other things, that 
there were large tracts of land, especially in the North-West 
Provinces, which were unculturable on account of the 
presence of noxious salts, and it was thought that science 
might aid in reclaiming these lands. There was also a 
further intention to utilise the Agricultural Chemist for 
educational purposes. The application has been repeatedly 
urged, viz., in 1882, 1884, 1886, and again in 1888 as the 
outcome of the Delhi Conference of that year. 

6. In 1888 the Imperial Department having, in accordance 
with the Famine Commissioners' scheme (emphasised, as it 
was, by the' Secretary of State), established Provincial 
Departments of Agriculture, having made provisions, by 
means of the Famine Code, against the difficulties of famine, 
and having, lastly, by the Land Record system, provided 
machinery for maintaining agricultural statistics for the 
administration of Land Revenue and the collection of 
agricultural information, they announced their work to be in a 
sufficiently advanced state to enable them to take up the 
remaining section of the Famine Commissioners' recommen
dations, viz., that referring to agricultural improvement. In 
connection with this the appointment of an Agricultural 
Chemist was once more urged. It was pointed out most 
clearly by the Government of India that the obligation 
imposed on them by the Secretary of State ~o give effect 
to the .recommendations of the Famine Commissioners in 
relation to agricultural improvement still rested upon them, 
and that so long as they were not relieved from this 
obligation it remained in full force j further, that the other 
recommendations having been provided for and financial 
pressure having become less severe, they were now prepared 
to turn their attention to agricultural improvement. Still 
later (1889), the Home Department, by tMir Resolution on 
Technical Education, imposed upon both Agricultural and 
Educational Departments the further ,obligation to .. take 
.. positive measures for the education of the rural classes in 
.. the direction of agriculture." Consequently the Agri
cultural Departments, Imperial and Provincial, have at the 
present time before them the positive duty of promoting both 
Agricultural Improvement and Agricultural. Education. 

7. The Delhi Conference, before-mentioned, had strongly 
represented the nec~ssity of having at least one first-class 
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Agricultural Chemist for India, and had urged that the 
employment of such. a man in connection with the expansion. 
of the Forest School at Dehra, and with the College of 
Science at Poona, would be desirable for educational purposes, 
his time, when not engaged in the actual work of teaching, 
being devoted to agricultural enquiry. These"' views were 
endorsed in a despatch to the Secretary of State, dated July 
21st, 1888. In, reply, the Secretary of State, after seeking Reply of 

the opinions of the late Sir James Caird and Mr.-Thiselton Dyer ~ar;~~~I~~~te 
(opinions, it may be said, in several respects divergent, but 
agreeing as to the undesirability of making teaching a main 
point in the duties of such a man as might be chosen), 
expressed himself still unable to agree to the recommendation 
urged on hitn" and asked for further explanation. This the 
Government of India gave in their reply of June 1st, 1889, 
pointing out in detail the various classes of Natives for whom 
education in agriculture was desirable, and reiterating the 
necessity for systematic scientific enquiry in agriculture. 

8. The Secretary of State, though not prepa.red without 
further investigation to accept these proposals, expressed his 
willingness to send out a competent Agricultural Chemist 
who should make enquiries in India itself, and (in the words 
of the despatch of November 7th, 1889)" advise upon the best 
"course to be adoptea in order to apply the teachings of 
"Agricultural Chemistry to, and in order to effect improve-
" ments in, Indian agriculture." The selection of an expert 
was entrusted to Sir James Caird, who himself had been one 
of the Famine Commissioners. 

Sanction given to 
enquiry by 
expert, Auguat 
1889. 

Sir James Caird did me the great honour of mentioning my :~e:;~;o:/Jlr 
name first, and, in prefe;rring on behalf of the India Council JamesQjUrd. 

the request to the Royal Agricultural Society of England for 
the use of my services, he expressed the hope that the Society, 
(of which he was himself one of the oldest members) would, 
in view of the importance and p,ational character of the work, 
see their way to allowing me to undertake it, and to grant me Leaveofabsen •• 

I f b f t th ' C granted by Royal the necessary eave 0 a sence rom my pos as elr. on- Agricultural 

suIting Chemist. ~~~!';:f 
The Society, ·on their part, heartily granted the request 

made by Sir James Caird, and my delegation to India was 
ratified by the India Council. 

Accordingly, on November 21st, 1889, I left London en r~ute ~=~ ltttt::" 
for Bombay, and-arrived in India on December 10th. 1889. 

9. The purpo:es of my deputation were thus defined by the :::",ofm)' 

Secretary of State: . 
To enquire into and advise upon-

1st.-The improvement of Indian Agriculture by 
scientific means. 

2nd.-The improvement of Indian AgricultuN 
generally. 
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6 llistoricat I nt~oduction. 

The method of enquiry I followed was, first to acquaint 
. myself as far' as I could, by travel, with the agricultural 
conditions Qf the country, as exemplified in selected tracts of 
a typi.cal. characte~; to visit all Exper~mental Stations and also 
the prInCIpal expenments conducted in the past by Government 
or by privat9 individuals; to inspect educational institutions • 
w here agricultural teaching formed a part of the curriculum; 
and to obtain, by free discussion with officials and practical 
agriculturists, .whatever information and suggestions I could 
a~ to the agricultural needs of the country. Taking one 
dIstrict specially, the Cawnpore district of the N orth-West 
Provinces, I visited it repeatedly, so as to follow systemati
cally in one locality the progress of the various field crops at 
the different· stages of their growth. Besides seeing the 
general agricultural, crops, I enquired into the'more special 
industries connected with coffee, tea, indigo, and jute growing, 
and into systems of Irrigation, of Grass Farms, and of Forest 
Administration. 

10. My travels were mainly divided into two tours-the 
first, from December lOth, 1889, when I arrived, until May 
19th, 1890, when I reached Simla, my main object being to 
see the cultivation during the cold weather; the second, from 
July'14th until September 12th, which was occupied in 
seeing the agriculture of the country during the' rainy 
season. In the interval spent at Simla between the tours, 
I had the opportunity of putting together .the notes of my 
first tour, of consulting all officials connected with the 
Agricultural Department, and others interested in agriculture, 
and I also had free access to the records and library of 
the Department. I further dre.w up a brief summary of the 
conclusions I had arrived at up to that time, and these, under 
the name of "Preliminary Notes," were circulated privately, 
and were subsequently discussed at the Agricultural (Jon
ference held in October 1890 at Simla. On returning to 
Simla, after the conclusion of my second tour, I proceeded 
with the compilation of fresh information and the arrange
ment of the material I had already gathered for the purposes 
of my Report. The assembling of the Agricultural Conference 
at Simla, ,October 6th. to 13th, after Sir Edward Buck's 
return from furlough, gave me the opportunity, of which I 
was glad to avail myself, of submitting my views to the 
consideration of the members composing thG Conference, and 
of hearing their opinions and noting their su~gestions. Leav
ing Simla in November, I made a short third tour before 
reaching Calcutta, and finally left India on January 10th, 
1891, having been just thirteen months in the country. Thus, 
omitting Burma and Assam, which were not included within 
the scope of my enquiries, I was able altogether to visit each 
of the different Provinces twice, with the exception of the 
Punjab, viz., once in the cold weather and once in the rains. 
In the case of the Punjab the season had advanced too far to 
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enable me to see the cold-weather crops, except just in the 
neighbourhood of Delhi. . 

11 The duty now devolves upon me of putting together Expre8BlolIof 

1 
special 

.my conc usions and suggestions, based upon what I was able, obligations. 

in the time at my disposal, to see of the agriculture of the' 
country, what I have gathered from the .literature of ·the 
subject, and, above all, what I have gained from the' experi-
ence of the many officials and others it has been my privilege 
to meet, and who have been always ready to assist me in 
every way possible. In the account of my tours I shall duly 
acknowledge the help that individuals have so kindly 
rendered me, but I must not pass on without· mentioning 
some special obligations lowe.. . 

Among the first I must name the late Sir Jam~s Caird, to 
whom I was indebted for my selection, and who gave me 
much advice derived from his own experience in India, and 
his acquaintance with its officials since; then Sir James Peile, 
of the India Council, and Sir Charles Bernard, of the India 
Office. Sir James Peile' had charge in the Council of the 
matter of my delegation, and Sir Charles Bernard made the 
arra.ngements for my visit, and assisted me much by advice 
and suggestions, as also, after my return, in the issuing of my 
Report . 
• On the voyage out it was my good fortune to meet 

Mr. Robert H. Elliot, of Clifton Park, Kelso, well known 
both as a Scotch agriculturist and as a coffee planter in 
Mysore, and besides as an 'able writer' on Indian agricultural 
matters. From him I learnt much that· was afterwards 
invaluable to me. 

In India, I must specially name Sir Edward Buck, 
Secretary of the Revenue and Agricultural· Department of 
the Government of India, who took a deep personal interest 
in my mission, and provided for me every facility for making 
my investigation a complete and independent one. Sir 
Edward himself arranged for me an extended tour, and 
commended me. everywhere '40 the officials of his Department 
throughout the country, so that I was able to see every
thing to the best advantage. Besides losing no opportunity 
of making me acquainted with the work of the Agricultural 
Department in the past, as WillI as' with its objects and aims 
in the future, Sir Edward himself took me on my first 
tour to the N o:ath-West Provinces, and then on to Berar, 
Indore, arid Bom~ay. - . .' . . . 

Next, I would express my indebtedness to the several 
gentlemen, mostly Directors of Pr9vincialDepartments of 
Land Records and Agriculture, who arranged t,ours for me 
in their'respective Provinces, and who. themselves. personally 
conducted me throughout, providing.in every wa:f for my 
comfort, and ensuring that in the tIme at my dIsposal .:1 
should see, not only as much as possible, bu~also w~at It 
would be most advantageous to see. To them my SIncere 
obligations are due; and I have ever-fresh recollectio~s ,of much 

A4t 
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pleasant acquaintance with them, and of kindnesses received 
from them. These are :--

* Mr. J. 'B. Fuller (Central Provinces). 
* Mr. E. C. Ozanne (Bombay). 
* Mr. T, W. Holderness (North-West Provinces and Oudh): 
* Mr. M. Finucane (Bengal). 

;* Mr. F. A. Rob~rtson (Punjab). 
Mr. C. Benson (Assistant Director; Department of Agri

culture, Madras). 
Mr. Muhammad Husain (Assistant Director, Department 

of Agriculture, N orth-West Provinces and Oudh). 
Mr. H. C. Hill (Officiating Inspector General of Forests). 
Mr_ W. B. Wishart (Secretary, Upper India Chamber of 

Commerce, Cawnpore). 
• Directors of Provincial Departments of Land Records and 

Agriculture. 

I have further to express my thanks to His Excellency the 
Viceroy (Marquis of Lansdowne) for much personal kindness 
shown to me, and interest taken in my mission, as evinced in 
the several interviews graciously accorded me; to Their 
Excellencies Lords Reay, Harris, and' Connemara, whose 
guest I have been at different times; and to the following 
Members of Council and Governors of Provinces for kind 
suggestions and advice: Sir Auckland Colvin, Sir James 
Lyall, Sir Steuart Bayley, Sir David Barbour, Sir Geo. 
Chesney, Sir Charles Elliott, Hon. ,Mr. (now Sir Philip) 
Hutchins, Messrs. Stokes (now Sir Henry Stokes), Garstin, 
and Clogstoun of Madras, and Mr. A. (now Sir Alexander) 
Mackenzie. 

There are many other officials to whom my thanks are 
similarly due for much assistance rendered me in my enquiries, 
notably Colonel Forbes, Mr. Harvey James, General 
Badcock, Mr. W. C. Benett, Mr. P. Nolan, Mr. Justice Jardine, 
Mr. H. E. M. James, Colonel Ardagh, Mr. F. Henvey, 
Dr. Geo. King, Dr. Geo. Watt, Mr. J. E. O'Conor, Mr. Duthie, 
Colonel Pitcher, Colonel Marriott, Colonel F.Bailey, Major 
Clibborn, Mr. W. J. Wilson, Dr. Theodore Cooke, Major 
Elliott, Major Wingate, and the late Mr. S. A Hill. 

Among the most pleasurable recollections of my tours will 
be those associated with the visits I paid to agriculturists, 
planters, and others to whom I was commended, and who 
everywhere ,showed me the greatest hJspitality. It is 
impossible here to record the names of all, thotJ.gh they are well 
remembered by myself, but I must mention as repre
sentative,-Mr. R. H. Elliot of Mysore, Messrs. W. B. 
Hudson, J. J. Macleod, and T. M. Gibbon of Behar, Captain 
Chapman (Oudh), Captain ,Goad (Hapur), Messrs. Thomson 
and Mylne (Beheea), Mr. Macdonell (Serajgunge), Mr. O. W. 
Christisson (Darjeeling), Dr. Hendley (Jeypore), and, in the 
Punjab, Messrs. E. B. Francis, E. B. Steedman, J. A. Grant, 
H. C. Cookson, Captain Marrett, Majol' Massy, and Dr. 
Warburton. 
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Both at Calcutta and at Bombay I obtained from merchants 
much information which materially aided me in forming 
my conclusions. I would acknowledge here the kind help of 
Messrs. Octavius Steel & Co., Mackillican & Co., and 

'Mr. Ross (Kelly &t Co.) at Calcutta, and of the following 
firms at Bombay: Messrs. Volkhart Brothers; Finlay, 
Muir & Co.; Glade & Co.; Croft, Wells & Co.; and Mr. 
John Marshall of the Chamber of Commerce. 

Lastly, I have pleasure in acknowledging the ready way in 
which the facilities of the office of the Revenue and Agri
cultural Department have been put at my disposal by Mr. 
Muir-Mackenzie, Mr. Tucker, and the other officials, also the 
great assistance I have derived from having had access to the 
records and library. To this Department I am further 
indebted for the preparation, by the Survey Office, of the 
three maps which accompany my Report, the Rainfall and 
Geological maps having been specially reduced from those 
in the" Statistical Atlas of India." 

12. In one respect I have had an advantage over those Thepresent 

whom I may term my " predecessors," in that a full year and Report. 

exceptional opportunities have been given me. I believe, too, 
that short though the time at my disposal has been for the 
study of so large a. subject as Indian Agriculture, my enquiry 
from a scientific -point of view will have beneficial results. 

It was my desire to avail myself, while still in the country, 
of the opportunity of gathering whatever information I could 
in order to supplement and to test my own observations; 
and so numerous were the matters brought under my notice 
during my travels, that, even with the extension of time 
granted me by the Government of India, and acceded 
to by the Royal Agricultural Society, I was unable to do 
justice to this large and important question of Agricultural 
Improvement. Rather than that I should be prevented from 
dealing adequately _ with it, I was very kindly allowed to 
present, on leaving India in January 1891, an Abstract Report, 
and to write the full Report ~ubsequently, at my leisure. 
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PRELIlfiNARY :PRELIMINARY. REMARKS ON 'THE POSSIBILITY :OF 'I:MPRovnttf 
RBHARKS • 

POS~~I~::Y OF ' ." INDIAN' A:GRICULTURE~ " ; .• ,:.. ;~, 
I!oIPBOVING . , . ,. \ ,. 

A.G~:U~~B. 13. }T h~s~een w, ell said, and Qanm?t b~e' If,' te, n,', repeated, 
DBngerofmak!ng that IndIa IS 31 country about wh'lOh ea.'nnot,roakea 
;::~:1~~. " '~ener~l' reI?-a::k," a.nd, cert]Linly; with. ,g!"rd' to Indian 
Jnd!an agrlculture, thIS IS stnctly true; therefo ,...If I aroa.skM 
Bgnonltnre. whether the agriculture of· India is capabl of itJlprovemerit, 

.I must answer bQth "Yes" and ".Nn."If,f6r·msta.nce,·I 
am taken to see the cultivation of parts of Gujarat {BOmbay), 
of Mahim in the Thana District of .:aomba.y, theg3lrd'eu 

.; culture of Coimbatore in Madras, or thatof.Mee1'ut.in the 
North.;.West Provinces, and of GuJrat and Hoshiarpur inc.the 

. Punjab, I ma.y be in~lined to say, "No.; ther& is nothing, 
) "or, at all events, very little, that can' be bettered 'here; " 

but if, instead, I visit parts of Behar, the Da.cc.a. ,district of 
Eastern' Bengal, the Oentral Province!3 generaJly, )thandesh, jn 
Bombay; 'the' Tanjore district of Madra./?,' th'11 Cawm)oi'~ 
district, of .the 'North .. West, or Hissar and . Multan in the 
Punjab,.it wi11hQt.be long before I may be able to indicate' a 
field for improvement. . The,refore, no genl,lral ,reply can be 

~~tYOftbt-prQPetly' made to, theq~estion, sugge~t,ed; nev, e,r,t~eless, I, do 
,', . t''f''" .p.ot heSItate to saJ: tha.t very frequently ,t4el1e ''/.8 room for · f/ \.' lmprovement, bU,t It wlll have to be3~)Okea jor,. as"arule. 

I\. \<"," Then, 'Yith th~ finding comeI:' a yet harder'probleIri!~~ely,.to 
;r, ascertaIn how Improvement can be effected. lfthe defiCIenCIes .:\" I do n, ot fall readilJ: t? hand,stillle~s do th, e r,eme, die,S' an?- I ~a.k,'e 

bold to.say tha~ It IS a,much eaSler, task to propose Imp~ov.e .. 
ments 1n Enghsh agrIculture than to. make really valuable 
suggestions fo.r that of India, such suggestions, l' me~, as 
have a reasonable chance of being carried out. ,'Altq~h~r, 
the condition of the -cultivating classes, the peculi~r circ~Ip.,:, 
stances under which husbandry is carried on, the relatio.ns of 

I 
the State to the people, and many other factors, have to be 
taken into careful consideratio.n before one can give an 
o.pinion, and even that opinio.n must be given in very 

. guarded terms. As India is not covered by one people, 
\ but by a number o.f different and diverse peoples" so may it 
I b~ ·said of the agricult~re and its systems as pr,!,ctised in 

dIfferent parts. That It not only needs~ but Will repay, 
, close and careful study, I am convinced; andtrultil systematic 

enquiry be made, not in the hurried way in which the 

jeXigencies o.f the case have obliged me to pursue"myenquiries, 
bv.t by patient watching and learning, no 'really sound 

. k~owledge will be o.btained, nor any great iUlprovement be 
intelligently inaugurated. 

, 14. On one point t~ere can be no que~tion, viz., that the 
ideas generally en.tertained in England, and often given
expressio.n to. even in Inaia, that Indian agriculture is, as a, 
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whole, primitive and backward, and that little has been done. 
to try and remedy it, are altogether erroneous. It is true, as 
indicated above, that no matter what statement may be made, 
as deduced from the agriculture of one part, it may be directly 
contradicted by a reference to the practice of another part, 
yet the conviction' has forced itself upon me that, taking 
everything tQ~5her, and more especially considering the 
conditions un' which Indian crops are grown, they are 
wonderfully goo At his best the Indian raiyat Or 

'cultivator is quite as good as, and, in some respects, the 
superior of, the average British farmer, whilst at his worst it 
can only be said that this state is brought about largely by 
an absence of facilitie~ for improvement which is probably 
unequalled in any other country, and that the raiyat will 
struggle on patiently and uncomplainingly in the face of 
difficulties in a way that no one else would. . 

Nor need our British farmers be surprised at what I say, 
for it must be remembered that the natives of India were 
cultivators of wheat centuries before we in England were. 
It is not likely, therefore, that their practice should be 
capable of much improvement. What does, however, prevent 
them from growing larger crops is the limited facilities to 
which they have access, such as the suppl:r of water and 
manure. But, to take the ordinary acts of husbandry, 
nowhere would one find better instances of keeping land 
scrupulously clean from weeds, of ingenuity in device of 
'water-raising appliances, of knowledge of soils and their 
capabilities, as well as of the exact time to sow and to reap, 
as one would in Indian agriculture, and this not at its .best 
alone, but at its ordinary level. It is wonderful, too, how 
much is known of rot.ation, the system of "mixed crops," and 
of fallowing. Certain it is that I, at least, have never seen a 
more perfect picture of careful cultivation, combined with 
hard labour, perseverance, and fertility of resource, than I 
have seen at many of the halting places in my tour. Such 
are the gardens of }I:ihim, the fields of Nadiad (the centre of 
the" garden" of Gujarat, in Bombay), and many others. 

But, to return to th,e question of improvement; while some 
have erred by calling the agriculture primitive, and, forgetting 
that novelty is not necessarily improvement, have thought 
that all. that was needed was a better plough, a reaper, a 
threshing machine, or else artificial manures,to make the lol,nd 
yield as EnglishJwil does, others have equally erred by going 
to the opposite extreme, and have condemned all attempts at 
improvement, a~serting that the raiyat knows his own business 
best, and that there is nothing to teach him. On one point, 
however, there can be but little doubt. The Native, though 
he may be slow in taking up an improvement, will not hesitate 
to adopt it if he is convinced that it constitutes a better plan, 
.and one to his advantage. 

15. Turning from these various opinions to those of the ~::1",,: of . 

Famine Commission, it will be apparent that, as one result of CommissiOl1. 
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their careful investigation, they came to the conclusion that 
there undoubtedly was capability of improvement, or they 
would not have so strongly insisted on measures being taken 
to effect it; they l'ecognised, too, the necessity of careful and 
organised enquiry as a preliminary measure, and as necessary • 
for acquiring a real knowledge of the agricultural state and 
conditions of the country. "The defect," saylJ the Report 
(Part II., p, 138), "in the efforts made by Government to 
" instruct the cultivator has consisted in the failure to recog
"nise the fact that, in order to improve Indian agriculture, 
"it is necessary to be thoroughly acquainted with it; and to 
" learn what adaptation is needed to suit modern' and more 
"scientific methods and maxims to the Indian staples and 
.. cljmate." Here, however, came in the difficulty of effecting 
any remedy; and the section of the Commission's Report 
which deals with remedial action, though it indicates certain 
possible improvements, does not give any direct suggestion as 
to how they are to be carried out. The Government of I:q.dia, 
as I have pointed out, when called on to give effect to the 
Famine Commissioners' recommendations, felt this same 

Idifficulty, and, having neither the machinery nor the means, 
put the matter aside until they could work out other reforms 
called for by the Famine Commission's Report. They have, 
however, never questioned the possibility of improvement in 
agriculture, and their action at the present time indicates this 
opinion strongly; what they have done is, to ask for the 
necessary machinery and the necessary money, and they have, 
as I think, wisely, determined that the work, if undertaken, 
shall be begun in a thoroughly scientificmanner, and founded 
On a thoroughly scientific basis. 

16. I will not discuss here "the opinions of the several 
.,!Lexperts" who have preceded myself, leaving on record, as 

they have done, the conclusions drawn from the observations 
of their several tours. But I will give my own v~ews, though 
well aware that I am adding one more to the list of opinions 
based on a more or less casual acquaintance with the agri-

Attitndeof the I culture, not of a country, but of a continent. The attitude 
enqnlrer. lone ought to adopt in coming to a land full of novel conditions 

1 is that of a learner, and not of the adviser or the critic; it is 
only when 'one has learnt something of the peculiar sur
roundings of his subject that he should attempt to suggest 
anything, and this he will, if wise, do very routiously, feeling 
how very much there is for him still to learn,. how much that 
he will never be able to learn. This is pre-eminently the case 

:My opinion. In 
the possibility of 
a.grioultural 
improvement. 

Lwith Indian agriculture. 

I Differenoes in 
agricultural 
conditions and 
practice 
throughout Indio. 

17. My own investigations have brought very clearly to my 
notice what I han already alluded to in paragraph 13, 
viz., that there are very great differences in the agricultural 
conditions and practice that prevail in different parts of India, 
so that, while in some parts, as, e.g., in Gujarttt (Bombay), the 
agriculture is so good as to leave little room for improvement, in 
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other parts, as, e. g., in the Central Provinces, there is much 
scope for it. 

My investigations have also shown me that there are 
great differences in the facilities that some cultivators have 

"as compared with others, facilities, I mean, such as those for 
obtaining water, manure, wood, grazing, &c. 

The first aim in any scheme of agricultural improvement 
should, I think, be to modify those differences which exist; first 
of all, by teaching, in the more backward parts of India, the 
better practices of the most advanced Indian agriculture; 
and, secondly, by supplying, wherever it is possible, those 
facilities which exist in the best agricultural districts. It is 
in the existence of these differences that there is a warrant 
for belief in the possibility of improving Indian agriculture, 
and it is in the modification of them that the greatest hope 

- of improvement lies. Apart, therefore,' from the question 
whether the agriculture of the country can be improved by 
the introduction of more scientific methods frolI\. the West, 
I believe the first step must proceed in the direction of 
improvement from within; in other words, by the modification' 
of those differences 'in agricultural conditions and practice 
that-exist in different parts of India itself. 

I shall J}ow proceed to enumerate these differences,' and 
shall then show how, in my opinion, they may be most easily 
modified. 

Their exlstenee 
the ground for 
possible 
improvement in 
a.griculture. 

18. The differences appear to me to range themselves into Three closs .. of 

three separate classes; and, after naming these, I shall proceed. ditferenc ... 

to briefly indicate, in a general way, the direction in which 
modification of differences, where possible, may be looked 

Jor. In subsequent chapters I' shall deal with each sub
division separately. 

The three classes are :-
I. Differences inherent to the people themselves as 

cultivating classes-
I. Differencep 
inherent to tbe 
people them
selves. 

II. 

III. 

for instance, the fact that, by hereditary practice, 
certain castes and races are bad, others are 
good, cultivators. 

Differences arising from purely external . sur- I.I: pifterences 

roundings, and not directly from any want of ~~r:::~n:ual 
knowledge. These may be subdivided into-. snrroundings-

(a) physical causes- (a) pbysiosl 

SU<¥l are :-climate, soil, facilities for water, cause .. 

manure, wood, grazing, &c.; 
(b) economical or political conditions- (b) eeonomieo! 

such are :-the relative ease or difficulty of ~~:di~~~~~~ 
living, paucity or pressure of population, &c. 

Differences arising directly from want of know
ledge-

for instance, the existence of diversity of agricul
tural practice in different parts of the country. 

nI. Differences 
arising directly 
from wanto! 
knowledge. 
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I. Dilferen .... 
inherent to the 
people them· 
selves. 

Their modllio ... 
tion by the 
people them
selv ... 

Improvement of Agriculture. 

19. Having stated the differences, it is desirable to consider 
in the next place the means by which they may be removed, 
or at least be modified. 

This I can best put in the form of three propositions :-
1st. The modification of existing differences in agricul

tural practice and methods must proceed from 
positive measures taken-

(a) by the people themselves; 
(b) by the Government. 

2nd. So far as it is possible for Government or for Agri
cultural Departments to assist in the modifications 
of these differences, it is their duty to do so. 

3r~1. It is the work of Government to test Western prac
tice and the applications of modern science, as also 
to introduce th~m when found suitable for India. 

20. It will be well now to illustrate the foregoing differences,_, 
and, in indicating how their modification may be carried out, 
to give, at the same time, a sketch of the method I intend to 
adopt in the succeeding chapters of this Report. 

I. Differences inherent to the People them8elves : 
It is well known that certain castes and races 

have been prevented by religious prejudices or 
"hi~r!cal causes" (to. use Sir Char~ ~niott's 
expressIOn) from adoptmg the more skIlful or 
more laborious systems of cultivation in vogue 

- among other castes or races. Thus, the Rajputs, 
BrahIp.~s, Kolis, and Kols may be mentioned as 
hereditarily inferior as cultivators to the Jats, 

_Kurmis, Lodh"as, Kachhis, and others. Here it is 
not so much that the external surroundings are 
unequal, nor that the agricultural knowledge is at 
fault, but the real cause is found in the inherent 

-differences of the people themselves. Side by 
side, in the same village, one may, for instance, 
see both superior and inferior husbandry, the 
explanation being found primarily in a reference 
to the respective caste of the cultivator in, each 
~ase. In Behar I once saw a. quantity of dung 
. lying about in heaps on a field not .spread out, 
but, between the rain and the suIlt speedily losing 
its goodness. It had been lying about so for a 
considerable time. On asking a neighbouring 
cultivator why the ,owner did this, the reply was, 
"He is only a goatherd," meaning thereby that he 

'did not belong to a good cultivating class. Here 
the people of this caste evidently required to be 
taught better methods of agriculture, and how to 

L,.manage properly the manure at their disposal. 
The modification of such differences (to revert 
to my propositions in pa.ragraph 19) will, in 
some cases, be effected by the people themselves, 
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iIi the gradual abandoIimeittoftheir prejudices, 
and the adoption by them of' more profitable 
practices. A change of this kind . has been seen 
in the adoption of. indigo cultivation by castes 
who formerly used to consider indigo an unclean 
thing: ,Another instance is th~{' extension of 
cultivation of the potato,against ",hich a religious 
prejudice existed on the ground' that it was 
" flesh." The work. that Government can do, and 
the duty that should be its, is to' assist in raising 
the level of the people through the spread of ~h.irmodiflc ... 
Education. This will continue.to do, as it has ~~~e~~~~:t 
I d 'd' t d It b ~- d" . d' through Educa-a rea y one, a grea ea 0 rea..... own preJu lCEl. tion. 

Further than this the GovernmeJ;lt can do little, if 
anything. 

II. Differences arising from purely External Surround- II: pilferences 
• arlsmg from 
"'ngs :. exte~&I.ur-

(a) Physical Causes.-'-These may be subdivided into- roundings--

(i.) 

(ii.) 

(i.) climate and soil; ". . ~~s~;mC&1 
(ii.) facilities for water, manure, wood, grazing, 

&c. . 
These two-cHmate and soil-stand in a different (I.) climate and 

category to the others'. They' are fixed by :~iflC&tion of 

geographical and geological considerations' the .. dilf~rences 
h '~L I ' onlypOI'!lble over t em neiliner the J?eop e nor Government within limits. 

have more . than, a limIted' control, and con
sequently comparatively little c~n be done to 
modify the' differences. . For instance, it is 
not possible to compare agriculture under the 
influence of a: damp climate and abundant 
rainfall, such as prevails in the .greater part .of 
Bengal, or below the Western GUts tlf Bom-
bay, with that· of the dry parched plains of 
Multan and elsewhere in the Punjab. Equally 
impossible is it to find a resemblance between 
the rich black cotton-soil' of Berar or the 
Central Provin.ces, and the sandy soils of Sirsa, 
or other parts of the Punjab. The planting of-
trees may indirectly modify the rainfall, and 
plentiful manuring may troprove the poorer soil, 
but they' will be powerless to ma.ke 'the olle 
locali.ty or soil really like the other. 

Here't'e have l!. set of physical cau~es giving rise ~l.~::~r 
to differences which, unlike those In the case of wood, grazing, 

climate and soil, it is in the power, both of &co 

individuals and of Government, to mitigate to a 
considerable extent. 

Marked indeed are the differences between parts 
plentifully supplied by wells, or thrQugh which 
streams or canals flow, and those where these 
features are absent; so, again, the differences are 
great between treeless tracts and those in which 
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forests abound, the latter giving alike shelter, 
grazing, and wood, besides causing a saving of 

. manure to the land. Still, much has been done 
in the past, and' more may yet' be done, to 
mitigate. the . differences resulting from the, 
existence of this class of physical causes. 

The people in certain dry localities have dug 
wells, constructed tanks, and taken channels off 
streams. . 

On the other hand, in some parts, valuable 
land has been recovered by means of drainage, 
or by the construction of dams, made either by 
the people themselves, or 1)y the Government 
through their engineers. 

Encouragement has been given, and increased 
encouragement should be given, by Government 
to the extension of minor works such as the 
foregoing. Where, however, the effects are wide~ 
spread, it is only by large measures, such as the 
State alone can carry out, that the mitigation of 

I existing differences can be accomplished.. Of 
4 such nature is the construction of canals 1>y the 
\ State. 

In the matter of wood and grazing supply, 
natural differences have, in many parts, been 
intensified through ~he reckless extermination 
of forests by the hand of man, or through exces-

r sive grazing with cattle and sheep, a.nd more 
\.especially by goats. But, although the people are· 
likely to do little to remedy, yet it is in the 
power of Gov~rnment to save what is remaining, 
and to provide "reserves" for wood, fuel, and 
grazing, whereby, too, the. supply of manure to 
the land may be saved. 

It becomes, therefore, one of the most im
portant duties of Agricultural Departments to 
ascertain and point <?ut what measures are 
possible for the jud,icious modification, through 
Government agency, of differences resulting 
from such physical causes as the above named. 
This can "Only come as the result of close and 

. careful enquiry as to what the nee<fs of each 
locality are, and how they m~ be best supplied. 

(b) Economical or Political Condttions.-There are 
cases to be met with, e.g., in parts of the Central 
Provinces, of Bengal, and of Madras, where, 
owing to the ¥tural richness of the soil, the 
sparsity of population, or other causes, there is 
not the same struggle for existence as is felt else
where, and, as a consequence,' the agriculture is 
often found to be inferior. 
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Here the change will only come with the 
inevitable disturbance which time and increasing 
popula.tion will cause in the easier ,circumstances 
under which the' people in some parts live at 
present, as compared with those in others. 

The lessening of 
these lliiferenoes. 

III. DiJferencell arising directly from want of Know- I~ .. DUferenoes 
led,qe: • ;'=!a~e~rY 

. knowledge. 

There are many instances of the cultivation of 
one district. being inferior to that of another, not 
on account of caste diffenlnces, nor yet on account 
of external and unfavourable physical surround~ 
ings, but simply because a better practice-I speak 
of Indian. not English. practice-has not been 
known. Or again. as I shall have cause to show. 

, 'an implement .is not in use in a district, though 
employed advantageously elsewhere. or cattle are 
poor because not properly fed, or maIiure is wasted 
(more especially the .urine) because there is no 
litter to conserve it, or crops are inferior in yield 
~because seed is not carefully selected. . 

. The want of knowledg~, and the lessening of the Thoirmodillcation 

local differences. arising. therefrom, cannot be by the State-
(a) by Education; 

supplied directly _ by the people themselves,' but (b) by transfer-

they may be by the State, partly by means of ;~~:l~:th~d~l' 
Education, and partly by' the introduction of better 
methods from localities where they are known, 
to those where they are unknown, but their 
application to which is both feasible and desirable. 

This cannot be done w~thout that "systematic k.eed olai,ricul- '\ 

"prosecution of .agricultural enquiry" 'which is so I ::.~'t.eg~':.'~ 
strongl~ insisted on in the Government .of India!s ~~i':.~~::!l~ : 
Resolyt,]On af -December 1881, and Whlclk-as __ lS-tioll.ot December-; 

rightly urged. "must precede any attempt at 1881. . 

" agriculturltl improvement." . 
It is the positive duty of Agricultural Depart- Duty of Agrlcul· . f d tura! Depart,. ments to acqulre a thorough knowledge· 0 ,an menl.!'tolDStltute 

acquaintance with, the agricultural facts of. each enqUIry. 

Province with which they have to deal. 
Such an enquiry, to anticipate my final recom- ii:r~~!:r.c" 

o mendations, can, as the foregoing Resoluti()n 
indica~s. only be efficiently carried Ol]t by" a 
"perIl1anent agency clbsely associated with the 
" existing authorities in each Province." Further, 
as I shall point out in subsequent chapters, I think 
that the assistance of an expert with special 
knowledge. of the application of chemistry to 
agriculture is desirable in any such enquiry. 

Y. 24266. 
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COlj"CLUSIONS,:_ 

21. Owing to the great diversiti~s met with in India, -not 
alone in the physicalf~atures of the cou;ntry. but 1I.1so in the, 
people themselves and in th~ir varying surroundings, it is very 
~iflicult to speak generally of the condition of the agriculture. 
While in many parts it may undoubtedly be possible to effect 
improvement, it _ is not possible to do much, if, anything, in 
others. Moreover, in every: case jt ~ill be necessary to 
enquire carefully into existing conditions and practice before 
any rea.l improvement can be carried out.', That differences of 
conditions -and practice do exist, constitutes, in my opinion, 
a ground of' bEmef' in the possibility of improvement, and it 
will be by the modification of these differences, and the 
transference of indigenous methods from one part of the 
country to another, rather than by the introduction of 
Western practice, that progress will be made and agriculture 
be bettered. This work will be done, (a) slowly by the people 
theIl,lselv68, as they gradually come to see the necessity or the 
advantage of adopting the more profitable methods, (b) more 
quickly by the State, in the spread of Education, whereby 
prejudice will, be broken' down, and the benefit of better 

-'methods be made known. The introduction of such Western 
practices as may be f?und suitaple to the case of Indian 
agriculture must also be the work of Government. Certain 
positive measures, s~ch as the digging of w~lls by the people, 
~he construction of tanks, &c./ when, found to, be suitable, 
should be more persistently encouraged by the State, while 
major works, such as the making of canals, the provision of 
timber, fuel, and grazing, ~ust be carried out by the State 
itself. 

, As & preliminary, however, to obtaining any real knowledge 
of'the agricultural condition and. needs of any district, there 
must be" a. systematicl.ro~ecution of agr[c~ltural enquiry," 
such as is insisted on in the Government of india's Resolution 
of December 1881, and to this end there should be a permanent 
agency for the purpose in each Province. Lastly, I think 
that in any such enquiry the assistance of an expert with 
special knowledge of the application of chemistry to agri
culture would be very desirable. 
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22. I recommend, therefore :--

19 

The spread of General and Agricultural Education. 
The establi~hmEmt' ot 'an' organised system of Agri-

cultural Enquiry. . . 
The active prosecution ·of positi~e measures already 

ascertained to be beneficial, and their further en
couragement by the State: 

I proceed now to consider, in reference to the.subje~ts 
ndicated in paragraph 18, the Jl,gricultural conditions of the 
ountryas they have presented themselves ~o me, giving at 
he close of each s.ection such suggestions for Improvement as 
appeal' practicable. ' . 

82 
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CHAPTER UI. 

CUL1'IVA '!'[KG 
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CHAPTER III. 

CULTIVATING CLASSES. 

23. As mentioned already, there are great differenc~s 
between the various castes and races of India in respect of 
their cultivating abilities, differences which are inherent to 
the people themselves, and which are consequently difficult 
to level. Yet the very existence of these difference's gives a 
decided encouragement to the belief iIi the possibility of 
improvement, for it would proceed on what, after all, are the 
right lines when dealing with Indian agriculture; viz., to 
improve it from within, and by means of its own examples, 

t

rather t.han by bringing foreign influences and methods to 
bear upon it. The fact that a cultivator in' one place, or" 
better still, in the same village, can act as an example to 
another elsewhere or co-resident, may provide, if rightly 
followed up, a far more useful and less expensive practical 
proof of the possibility of improvement than a Government 
Experimental Farm. I remember being much struck by 
seeing, amidst the' numerous wheat ':fields surrounding a 
village in the Central Provinces, a small holding of. an acre 
or two, where, unlike elsewhere around, a'well had been dug. 
The crops'here were far more varied in character, sugar-cane 
and vegetables of many kinds were growing, and what' water 
there was still to spare from these cropf'! was being utilised for 
a wheat crop situated on the (')utskirts of the holding. ,I 
measured the standing corn, and found it to be ,then 
(February' 23rd) 3 feet 8 inches high, whilst the wheat on , 
unirrigated land adjoining was only 2 feet 1 inch high. On 
enquiry I found that the holding belonged to a man of the 
Kachhi caste; and when I expressed wonder that other culti
vators did not follow his example, the answer given me was, 
that they were "wheat growers," and that it was not their 
" custom" to, grow other crops. Although necessity had not 
yet obliged others to adopt an improved practice, there was' 
an. instance afforded here of what might be done if the neces
sity arose, the improvement having its origin in a purely 
native source. ( 

c •• t ••• llIl1'aoes. 24. The subject of "caste "1s one of much complexity, and 
l~emands, for understanding it, a very extensive knowledge 
of the country. I can, thercfore; say but little about agri
culture in its relation to, and as affected by, caste. As 
mentioned in paragraph 20, some castes are. hereditarily 

Dlv.rsltlealr. inferior as cultivators to othe~s" but the. agricultural practice 
thoir,agrloultural \of anyone caste is not unIformly ahke everywhere, nor' 
pmot

1ce
• lequally good,. The Jats, for example, are spoken of in the 

'Mt:erut district as being" unsurpassed as cultivators," but 
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in the Bareilly distr,ict they are not so good, and the Kurmis 
and Lodhas are superior to them there. The Rajputs and 
Brahmans do not th~mselves, as a rule, cultivate, but they 
ePlploy hired labouJ;"; in some parts, however, they are 
described as being" moderate cultiv'ators." ,Not only are 
there differences of caste, but there are also differences of 
race, as exemplified in the Kols (the aborigines of Chota 
Nagpur), the Bhils of ,Bombay, and others. Again, ,there 

.are castes and races distinguished for the special branches 
of agriculture which they practise, or for the particular 
methods they employ; such, are the Koeris, who are mostly 
growers of vegetables; the Kurmis. Lodhas, and Malis, who 
are largely market-gardeners; the, Kachhis, 'who, in their 
cultivation, use the nig~t-soil of ,villages and towns; the 
Vellola caste, again, are cattle ,breeders; . the Gavlis are 
suppliers of milk, and also breed , thei:r; own cattle; the Gujars, 
Vanjaris; and others art: graziers. 

25. Bearing in mind the method set forth in the last chapter, Method pursued 

I shall confine myself to considering how far improvement in inthiscbapter. 

agriculture may be effected through the lessening of those 
differences which are directly due, to caste Or race prej~dices. 
'l'he further question of the improvement of the cultivation 
of one locality by the importation into it, of the practice of 
another, is one not directly ~Qnnectecl, with ,the inherent·, 
differences of cultivating classes all such, and will be'dealt 
with .elsewhere. ' 

26. That the, breaking down of' caste prejudice would, be B[""ki:g d?W~ 
followed by considerab)e impr'ovement' in agriculture admits ~o~~ b~rol::'w: 
of no doubt, and needs but little ,discussion. Could the r.i~:'J':~.'::t 
Rajput or Brahman be brought to see that there was nothing 
derogatory in manual labour, or in taking an interest in the 
cultivation of the soil; could other cultivators be led to follow 
the practice of the Kachhis, and abandon their prejudices 
against the use of night-soil as a manure; they could then 
raise crops such as the Kiichhi .does, and the country would 
be greatly benefited thereby. , ' ' 
, In the course of my first tour Sir Edward Buck pointed out 
to me a village, named Singhouli, in the Doab, where the 
former tenants, who happened to, belong to a low cast~ 
(Kurmi), had worked so industriously and ,profitably that 
they had actuality been able' to buyout the originaJ proprie~ 
tors who wer~ of higher caste ~Rajput), and had become 
possessors of the village ~hemselves. , 

The town of Farukhabad, again, is surrounded by a perfect 
garden, the result entirely of Kachhi cultivation. When, about 
twenty years'ago,Sir Edward Buck transferred some of th~se 
cultivators from Farukhabad to Cawnpore, they showed at 
the latter city how a profitable 'use could be made of what 
would otherwise have been 'a public nuisance, and also how 
the State revenue derived from the area they cultivated could 
be ve,ry largely increased. 

B3 



How breaking 
down of prejudice 
mRY be brought 
about-
(a) by the people 
themselves ; 
(b) by tbe force 
of circumtltances. 

22 Oultivating' Cla88es. 

, 27. The breaking down of caste prejudice.in agricultural 
matters, ;may proceed slowly from the people themselvef! in 
the gradual "abandonment of inferior practices in favour of 
more profitable ones; but it will be. brought about more 
rapidly by the force and exigenCies of circumstances which 
call for greater attention being paid to the cultivation of the 

Indloationaofa land. Already there are indications of a change going on. 
change Roing on. It h b . d ha . 

Prog .... of 
lwprovemellt. 

/l.S een mentlOne t t mdigo cultivation is ·now carried 
on by castes who used formerly to consider indigo an unclean 
thing, and that the prejudice against the potato and its raising 
pas now also largely disappeared. ' '" 

Some eight or ten years ago a batch of Kachhis from the 
N ol"th-West was transferred to N agpur, in the Central 
Provinces. Not only did .they continue to employ their 
particular practice with profit, but other cultivators' around 
followed their example, amongst these being even Brahmans, 
The latter began to grow sugar-cane and vegetables of all, 
kinds, just as the Kachhis had done. Their cultivation is !!till 
inf~rior to that of the Kachhis,' but, nevertheless, a beginning 
has been made in the way of improvement, and· this has 
originated entirely from the example set by the Kachhis. I 
migb.t instance, too, the 'sugar-cane cultivation around Poona~ 
This was commenced by a Brahman who first showed the 
Municipality how to make "poudrette" out of 'the night-soil 
of the town, a~d then taught the Hindu cultivators how to 
use it. The" poudrette" is now used to an enormous extent. 
At N agpur, again, I saw Brahman lads engaged in cultivating; 
they· work with the plough just like the other pupils of Mr. 
Fuller's Agricultural Class; indeed, Mr. Fuller makes it:a sine 
qua non that they should do so. . 

In the Kapurthala Administration Report for 1890, page 31, 
Major ,Massy writes: "The' Rajput is proud, idle, and not 
It thrifty .' ... but i still is a better cultivato~ than his fore
." fathers wel'e; he goes out to his fie 'Ids more regularly, and 
" begins. to realise that he must earn his living by the swea.t 
"of his brow." In the Hoshiarpur Settlement Report it· is 
stated that some of the Brahmans and Rajputs will now plough 

• their lands with their own hands. 
Thus it is clear that a change is going on. 

28. The work t>f improvement by example may te, and 
probably will be, a slow one, and ~here circ.umstances (as in 
the tase I have cited from the Central Pro,'mces) do not call 
for the positive necessity of' arousing then:selves to better 
their agricl;llture, the higher castes or the more easy-going 
cultivators inay hold to their old ways; still, there is un
deniably a tendency, wherever ptessure has begun to be felt, 
for the inferior cultivating classes to adopt the practice of the, 
superior and 1110re thrifty ones. When once a. change c;>f this 
kind has ~et in, it's progress is, as a rule, rapid. I need but 
instance the case of Amritsar, where, though but a short time 
has elapsed since their introduction, vegetable-growing and 
market-gardening are now carried on most extensi:vely, and 
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almost entirely by the utilisation of the night-soil of Amritsar 
as manure, in conjunction with canal irrigation. It would, not 
long ago, have been co;ns~del"ed iI;nPQssible for this to happen, 
or for night-soil ever to be turned, to a profitable use, on 

• account of the prejudices of "the people again~t. it. These 
prejudices still exist i~ many places,but r am convinced that 
they must give way,' as 'they have done already', especially 
when the necessityofin.creasing the yield bf the land i~ 
forcibly brought home. , " . 

Improvement by force of example is not confined to native 
methods only, for, as Mr. R. H. Elliot poiilted:otit'to me, 
coffee-planting by'the N li.tives has' improved v~riconsiderably 
in Mysore siilce European planters settled in tnEi country and 
intwduced. better systems. The same ;remark applies to ,the 
cultivation and manufacture of ~ndigo siilc~ Englis~ planters 
came to the distr\cts where the plant is grbwn. " 

29. While the remedy for inferior cultivation will be' found Thoinanonceof 

largely in the exigencies of circumstances which'demand more Ednoat.ion. 

attention being paid to the land; .it is in ,the weakening of 
those caste prejudices which account, in no small measure, for 
the differences between good and bad cultivators, that Edu-
cation plays a most important part. AlreadYl its influence. 
has been felt. I have noticed above, ,the case ot the Nagpur 
Agricultural Class,' and J might 'say the'same'in regard to the 
Poona College of Science and othe~ institu~ion8 which I have 
visited. The spread of Education will be one of the, mos~ 
potent faCtors in crl!ating that interest which agriculture, 
from its widespread' extension and importance as the staple 
industry of the country, both merits and demands. It is, there- The work of 

fore, through Education 'that Government can aId largely in GovernmeLt. 

lessening those differences which are at present inherent to 
the cultivating classes as such, and. which stand in the way of 
agricultural improvement. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

30. Improvement in agriculture, through the modification 
of differences due to caste and race prejudice, may be effected 
by the gradual breaking down of that prejudice. This will 
result partly through the people themselves, in their adop
tion of J?lore profitable practices, partly from the force of 
circumstances obliging greater attention to be paid to the 
.cultivation of the land. 

Government can greatly aid, through the spread of Educa
tion, in weakening caste prejudice. 

RECO¥MENDATION. 

31. My suggestions under this head accordingly resolve 
themselves into-

The desirability of extending General and Agricultural 
Education. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

CLIMA.TE. 

32. THIS all-important factodn Indian agriculture i8, unfor
tunately, one that can only be altered or modified to a limited 
extent. Interesting, therefore, as a study of the influence of 
climate on agriculture may be, we should, nevertheless, be 
dealing with one of those elements which the cultivator finds 
in limine, and in accordance with, and not in opposition to 
which he must frame his practice, because neither his energy 
nor the help of the State can to' any great extent modify 
its conditions. It will, therefore, not be necessary for me to 
go deeply into this part of the subject beyond touching on a 
few striking instances of the effect produced on the practice 
of agriculture by differences of climate. 

33 . . As explained in the" Statistical Atlas of India," it may 
be said that over the greater part of India there are three 
well-marked seasons, viz., the rainy I!eason (June to October, 
inclusive), the cold season (November to February, inclusive), 
~nd the hot season (March to May, inclusive). The two former 
are due, respectively, to the prevalence of the south-west and 
the north-east monsoons, whilst the hot season marks the tran
sition from the cold to the rainy season. Yet these alone do 
not determine the kinds of crops grown, and we do not find 
in all parts alike that there are crops corresponding to the 
different seasons. The relative dryness or dampness of the 
climate has also tQ be considered. Through the kindness of 
the Revenue and Agricultural Department of the Government 
of India I have been supplied with copies of maps illustrating 
the Rainfall and Geology of India; these have been specially 
reduced, by the Survey Department, from the corresponding 
maps in the. "Statistical Atlas of India," and accompany 
the present Report: A reference to the Rainfall Map will here 
help to explain the remarks which follow. The contrast 
between climates is more marked in Northern than in Southern 
India. In Soutllern India, generally, it may be said that 
there is uniforw warmth, with dampness towards the west 
~ddryness in the east and interior; but in Northern India 
Fe find every variation, from the dry climate of the West 
and North-West, accompanied by marked differences 0.£ 
summer heat and winter cold, to the permanently' damp 
climate and heavy rainfall of Assam and Eastern Bengal, 
where the differences of temperature are not so' extreme. 
So it comes about that, whilst in the N orth-West and Northern 
India generally there are tw:o clearly defined crop-seas0Il:s, 
viz., the rainy season (kharif) and the cold ,season (rab",), 
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we find that in Madras these distinctions disappear, and we 
have only early and late sowings of the same crops. In 
Behar and. some .other parts of Bengal there are three rather 
than two seasons, with their attending crops, viz., the early 
rainy season (bhadoi), the late. rainy season (ag1!,ani), and· 
the cold season (rabi). 

34. The Report of the Famine Commission abounds with 
-instances proving that famines are the result of one cause alone, 
viz., failure of rainfall. A reference here to the Rainfall 
Map will show how very varied is the distribution. of rain 
over the country. In Burma, Assam, Eastern Bengal, and 
along the coasts of the Western Ghats there is a,bundant rairi ; 
also a rain tract exists along the foot of the Himalayas. In 
the Central Provinces, too, there is a plentiful rainfall.. It is 
these parts, therefore, which are the most free from famine. 
So, again, but for a quite different reason, are the very driest 
regions of all, parts of the Punjab, for example, since 
there the raiyats will never try to grow a crop or to culti-. 
vate unless there is a certainty of water supply. The most 
precarious tracts are .those whe)"e the chance that enough 
rain may come gives a temptation to venture on growing 
a crop, and then, if drought intervenes, there is a total failure 
of harvest. These are the parts which are light-coloured on 
the Rainfall Map. . 

35. The dependence of certain crops on heavy rainfall and 
a damp cliinate is well marked in the case of tea culture in 
Assam, where the annual rainfall i.'1 from 90 to 160 inches or 
more, and in that of indigo i~ Behar, or of rice in Bengal and 
on the Western Coast of Bombay.. Other crops, such as gram 
(c.icer arietinum) and arhar (Cajamts indicu8), can, 'on the 
contrary, do with a minimum of moisture, and flourish in a 
hot dry climate, such· as that of the N orth-W est. W~ilst the 
damp climate of Behar and Bengal favours the growth of the 
indigo plant but not the ripening of the seed, the hotter and 
drier climate of the N orth-West Provinces or the Punjab causes 
the seed to yield well there, and the two cultivations are, for 
the most part, carried on in' separate Provinces. .With wheat
growing we have marked contrasts of climatic surroundings, 
as shown, on the one hand, in the case of the plains of the 
PU11jab and North-West Provinfes, and on the other, in 
the wheat districts of the Central Provinc~st In the former, 
dependence is placed largely upon irrigation, lor the soil soon 
loses its moisture and becomes baked; indeed, one may some
times see (as I myself saw) a wheat crop on which not a drop 
of rain had fallen from time of sowing to harvest, so that, 
were it not for irrigation, famine might be ever at hand. In 
the Central Provinces, on the contrary, an abundant and 
reO"ular rainfall, and a soil which r~ains that moisture firmly, 
m:ke famine nearly impossible and 0 away with the necessity 
of irrigation. In· the Central Prov nces, further, alternation 
of rainy-seasop. (kharif) and cold-se son (rabi crops is not so 
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Common as in Upper India. The soils are of more marked! 
diversity, and are better suited, some for rainy-season, others! 
for cold-weather crops. . 

Going southwards, as I did in my second tour, from Delhi, 
·throu~h Rftjputanll., and down the western side of the Bombay 
Presidency ~ along the north of Madras, then to Eengal, and 
returning finally to the Punjab, I had abundant opportunities 
of 'seeing how systems of agriculture mURt be varied according 
to the climate. Passing from the hot plains of Rajputana, 
with its sparse cultivation and low rainfall, one comes to 
districts of heavier rainfall, say 60 to 90 inches, such as 
Baroda, Nadiad, and. Mlihim, where rice will grow without 
irrigation, the rainfall alone sufficing; at Kalyan and Igat
puri (nearer Bombay) the rainfall varies from 100 to as much 
as 150 and 170 inches annually, and the rab .. system of making 
the rice seed-bed is in vogue, whilst it is not employed 
in districts of lighter rainfall. Grass headlands and live 
hedges are also features of many of these parts. If, however, 
we go inland to the Khan9.esh (Deccan) district, we find a 
rainfall· of but 30 inches and the crops quite different, rice 
being replaced by cotton and millets principally, wheat also 
coming in. On the southern side of the Bombay Presidency 
districts are successi"ely passed in the journey by rail which 
have an increasing rainfall, from the Kistna Valley, where 
it is 40 inches, to Belgaum with 65 to 80 inches, while only 
another 20 miles or so further on it is as much as 150 inches 
annually. In each district the cultivation is different, rainy
season crops being distinctive of the first named, except 
where patcnes of.black soil interspersed among the other (which 
is· mainly red) enable moisture to be retained for growing 
cold-season crops, such as wheat .and gram. In Belgaum, 
all also in Dhftrwar, the exceptional feature ,of hot-weather 
rains in May allows of ·the early sowing of rice, for the 
heavy rains later (In can always be depended upon; but rub* 
is not practised, whilst in the extremely rainy and unhealthy 
regi<Ul nearer the Western Ghats it is. On the red soil of 
Dhzi.rwar, with a rainfall of about. 4,3 inches, rice is, as men
tioned, grown early, but on the black soil nearly all the 
cultivation is that of dry crops. Going on into the' Madras 
Presidency, we find fresh factors regulating the crops that are 
grown, for not the south-west monsoon alone" but also tpe 
north-east monso~n plays an important part, and when the 
former fails, the cultivators wait for th~ second, and have 
thus a double opportunity of sowing. Again, in Madras there 
are not the wide divergencies of temperature that occur else-. 
where, but a more regular and continuous warmth exists 
throughout the Ye.&!L:and,S? it may be said that the crops, to 
a considerable extent,~mlepeniliinlly olseason. To pass 
from such conditions as these to f,hQtre of the- damp and hot 

,. Rdb system._Alterna.te layeH of oow-dung, toppings and leaves of .trees. 6J'3ss. Bnd earth are . 
ltcaped up on the ground which is to form the seed~bed., and the whole IS then set fire to, and the 
ashes mingled wUh the soil. . 
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climate of Bengal, with its. rice and jute and indig~ growing, 
and then back again to the Punjab, implies seeing very great 
changes indeed in the agriculture. EYen in the last-named 
Province, with variations of annual rainfall from the 7 inches 
found in the arid tracts of Multan and the 14 inches in 
Hissar, to the 26 inches ot Amritsar, or the 35 inches of 
Hoshiarpur, the surroundings of agriculture must affect its 
practice vastly. In the first-named district .canals are abso
lutely necessary for the purpose of cultivation; in the last
named the water-level is quite near the surface of the ground. 
In yet other parts, such as Hissar, where there is great want 
of water, and not sufficient for the sowing' of winter crops, 
nearly all the ,crops are rainy-season ones. ,.. 

It is remarkable, too, how within quite a limited area the 
rainfall will vary. The following instance has been given 
me by Mr. J. J. Macleod: at Segowlie, in Behar, it is 80 inches 
yearly; at Rajghat, !) miles ,to the west, 47 in\!hes; at 
Beyreah, 5 miles west of Rl'ljghat, 36 inches; and at Mallyah, 
5 miles south-west of Be'yreah, 26 inches; whilst at Dhod
krahar, 6 miles north of Segowlie, it is 66~ inches. 

: 36. But it is not in the crops alone that the influence of 
climate is seen; it is exemplified strongly in the case of the 
Icattle, and even in the people themselves. It is only peces
sary to mention one single illustration out of many, viz., the 
wide difference between the diminutive bullocks and cows of 
Bengal, where a damp hot atmosphere prevails, and the fine, 
large, strong cattle oClIissar and other dry part!! of the 
Punjab. In the latter Province the atmosphere, though hot, 
is clear and dry, 'and the soil is far more adapted to the 
breeding of cattle than are the damp regions of Bengal. We 
see, however, the reverse in the case of buffaloes,. as no climate 
.seems too damp or rainfall too heavy for them. :Thus, at 
Mahim (Thana district of Bombay) the buffaloes are magnifi
cent, but the other cattle are poor and miserable ;S~ 
in Eastern Bengal; in Behar,. where. it is drier, the plough 
cattle are again superior. Buffaloes ar~· the principal plough 
cattle throughout the· districts of heavy rainfall below the 
Western Ghats; here the preparation of the rice fields, 
covered as they are with water to the depth of several inches, 
cQuld only be carried on by means of buffaloes. In the Punjab 
fine buffaloes may be seen, it is true, but it is as a milk-giver 
that the animal is esteemed there, and its ~xcellence depends 
upon the practice there in vogue, of growin~ fodder-crops for 
the cattle, and of driving the buffaloes to the forests or to the 
river banks to remain there during the hottest months of the 
year. 

What is true o( the.-cattle in respect of diversity produced 
by climate is true also of the people. The inhabitants of the 
dry, and at times cold. Provinces of North-Western India. art) 
far stronger and more active than those of the. always damp 
and warm Provinces such as Benga.l, a~though III these latter 
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the people are the m0E!- ~en1-a,U~/l.~1!.te. Their respective 
foods have undoubtedly also to do with these differences, but 
the foods themselves mu~t be considered as determined by" 
climate, tori1lSin6ne in the cooler and drier climate that ' 

-wheat will flourish, while rice rejoices in a damJ;l warm 
climate such as that of Bengal. 

37. I said at the opening of this chapter that climate is one 
of, the .external circumstances influencing agriculture, in which 
chanlles can only be effected to a limited extent. It is im
possible, therefore, to eliminat& the differences that result 
from it; the most that can be done is to mitigate their 
influence. In two directions,possibly, there is some' hope of 

Elimination of 
difterences 
resulting from 
climate impofsi~ 
ble. 

doing this :- :Mitigation of the 
differenc2s-

Firstly,-;-by the supply of Canals and other means of (a~ by irriga-

, Irrigat.ion to the drier tracts of the country; tlon, 

Secondly,-by the preservation of Forests and the crea
. tion 6f " reserves" of.W ood and Fodder. 

, ~ . , 

To such supplies as the last-mentioned the name of .. Fuel and 
.. Fodd~r Reserves" is generally given, and will be used 
thrOUgllO~t this R~ort . 

. 
38. The beneficial influence of irrigation in dry tracts is 

obvious, but that resulting from the growing of trees needs 
some explanation. 

1t has been much debated whether forests and plantation!! 
do actually bring about an increase of rainfall or not. But I 
would point out that their real influence and value consist in 
their lowerIng the temperature, and thus causing moisture to 
be deposited where otherwise it would pass on. As a con
sequence of this, forests and plantations will cause rain to 
fall in gentle showers instead of in heavy and often destruc
tive deluges. Thus, a given quantity of rain will be dis
tributed over a greater number of days, and its valu.' to the 
agriculturist will be thereby largely increased. The true test of 
the value of afforestation in this connection is, not so much 
whether the total 'rainfall be increased, but w~ether the 
number of rainy iiW!l8 be more. The dewfall is also in
creased lntllenmg1lbourhood of trees, and this has consid2r
able agricultural pnportance, too. 
- It has .not u.frequently been observed that in times of 
drought there has been plenty of rain in the clouds overhead; 
what was wanted was some agent to condense and .. bring it 
~ down." Trees would materially assist in performing this. 
Again, the difference between the action of a gentle rain and 
that of a heavy deluge is very marked; for, while in the 
former case the water sinks gradually into' the 'soil; in the 
latter it rapidly runs off the baked surface of the earth~'and 
N-ery often causes much damage by the destruction of rbads, 
the washing away of }>ridges, and the silting-up -of tanks .. 

(b) by preserva· 
tion of forests and 
creation of "re
serves II of wood 
and fodder. 

Beneficial intlu .. 
ence of trees. 
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Through the kindness of Mr: Robert H. Elliot of Mysore, 
I am able to supply a practical illustration of the value of 
woods, and ~me which would show that, in regard to rainfall, 
a climate can be favourably influenced in about 25 years .. , . . 

Mr. Elliot, when in the Neilgherriesin 1891, carefully ex.:a.~ 
mined, with the aid of Government officials, the Rain Records 

,from 1870 to 1890. Previous to 1870 Ootacamundand its. 
neighbourhood were nearly bare of trlles, so much so that a 
photograph taken about that time·has no resemblance. what
ever to the now thickly~wooded Station, the result of a large 
amount of planting, both hy Government. and by private 
individuals. The returns show that, taking first the rainfall 
for the months of March, April, and, May (when the rains are 
purely local), there were, during the· five years 1870-4, 121 
rainy days'in all, while in the same months of the five years 
1886-90 (by which time the Station had become fully wooded) 
there were no less than 147 rainy days. Also, the increase of 
rainfall for these months d:uring the period 1886-:-90 has been 
about three inches a year, a not ,incon!?iderable difference, 
though, from an agriculturalpoirit of view, the distribution 
of rain over a greater number of days is more important than 

...JI. mere increase of rainfall. Again, taking all the months of 
the year except June, July, and August (which are 'excluded 
because the rains of this period are not local in origin, but 
are those of the south-west monsoon and come from a 
distance), it was founl! that during the treeless period 1870-4 
there was a total of 374 rainy days only, whilst during the' 
wooded period 1886-90 there were 416 rainy days .. Further , 
than this, it was ascertained that the character of the rainfall 
had altered within late years, light and regular rain showers 
taking, to a great eXtent, the place of destructive occasional 
torrents. The agricultural importaD.c~ of these facts is .very 
great indeed. 

But there are other indirect benefits attending the spread 
of tree-planting, benefits affecting the. soil itself more particu-

......larly. ~ What trees do is to hold up the soil, preventing it· 
from being washed away and carried off by streamlets; next, 
a coating of vegetation soon covers the soil on which trees 
are grc>wing, and binds it together, though at the same time 
rendering it permeable to and retentive of moistuJ;e, so that 
th~ rain no longer. flows off as it would over a hard dry 
surface without benefiting the soil belo,¥. Thus, a cool 
surface is pfoduced in place of an otherwi~ dry and heated 
one on which the sun's rays would impinge directly, and from 
which they would be reflected;. shade and shelter are pro-

/vided, and in the end a moister climate will prevail. '-.~'rom 
old records and descriptions o~ India .there is reason to beliove 

: that the climate was not formerly what it now is, but thAt 
the spread of cultivation, accompanied, as it has been, by 
the wholesale a.nd reckless denudation of forests a.nd wooded 
tracts, without reservation of land to afford ~ood or grazing, 

,~has done mus:h ~o render the climate ~hat it nowiis •. Silo 
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William Denison states that, when Governor of Madras, he In.tan •••• 

pas shown districts in which the rain had retreated as the 
(forests had been cleared back, and he poiIits out that when a 1. Madras. 

rain-carrying cloud comes in contact with the bare and heated 
soil the tendency is for the moisture to be held up insu,spen-
;s~n ~n the air, and n?t to be deposited on the earth. Such 
dIstrIcts were found lD Cuddapah, Madura; and Travancore. 
, The case of Cairo has been instanced in support of the view 2. 'Cairo. 

taken as to the beneficial effe<;t of trees; since plantations 
have been established ,ther~ a ra~nfall has appeared, whilst 
before this there was none. Itis impossible, however, to say 
how far this ,result is due to the ,planting of trees, and how 
far to the opening of the Suez Canal, which latter is known 
to have caused distinct climatic changes. • 

When visiting Etawah (North-West Provinces) J went to 3. Etawab. 

see a plantation for, the supply of wood and grass; this had 
been establish~d abou~. five years previously on -land which 
was nothing more than bare ravine land. The whole extent 
of the plantation "was 7,000 bi.ghas (4,375 acres). I was' 
assured that the Station had not .been so hot since the planta-
tion had been formed, aad, a.nyhow, it is, very certain that 
the no .... wooded and grass-covered ravines are very much 
cooler than the former bare open spaces were. At Jhansi J 
was told the same thing. and that since the' introduction of 
the system of bU'ndi'nU· the streams 'and planting the slopes 
with trees, the Station had been ,cooler. ' 
r 1; am reminded here of an old Sanskrit saying which 
describes the rainfa.ll as being divided into twelve parts, and 
assigns them as follows: ~'Six for the sea, Four for the 
:' forest and mountains, and T'"wo for the fand. ':" -- '-"'- - ----

39. Though immense tracts of country have been denuded 
in the past, there are still considerable areas which can be 
taken up and rendered serviceable for climatic ends, and the 
Forest Department has stepped in none too early in the 
endeavour to save those wooded tracts which are still left. 
From climatic considerations alone; 'the work 9£ the Forest 
Department is, accordingly, of importance. 

Work of Forest 
Department in 
this connection 

40 In addition to the p' rotection o.f:forests and the reserva-' Otl,ermeasur .. 
• • ' for supply of 

tion of considerable tracts for the creatIOn of "Fuel. and sbade and shelt 

.. Fodder ReserveSf" there are other minor measure, which have 
often been urged.by the Imperial Depa.rtment bf Agriculture, 
and which, while primarily supplying timber and fuel, also 
exercise a benefit· in the provision of shelte~, shad~, a;nd 
coolness in the immediate vicinity. Such are the growlDg of p~~tlona. 
trees along canal banks and ,railway 'lines, aJd the encourage- . 
ment of .A.rhoriculture by the planting of ,wees along the Arhoriculture, 

sides of roads. " " 

• B"ndtng.-Embankiing, ;.4" holding up the streams that would flow aver the,land during heavy 
rain, by means of embankments. on whicb grass is allowed to grow, and o~ whioh trees are some .. 
timeo piaDte4 III well. .• 
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These matters will be more fully dealt with in Chapter VIII. 
when considering the wood supply of the country. 

41. But little help must be expected to come from the 
people directly, in the attempt to mitigate as far as possibl!l' 
the influence of climate. They are hardly likely to originate 
such measures as have been suggested, and they have not the 
means to carry them out. Too often, it is to be feared, they 
will even oppose the taking of remedial action, at all events 
at thfl outset. Such has been the case already with Forest 
preservation, and it will not be' until they are convinced of 
the utility of the measures taken for their benefit, and for 
the improvement of their agriculture, that the people will 
accord their heirty support; the tendency with them will be, 
as it has been jn the past, to clear and to destroy rather than 
to save and to plant. Something may be done by way of 
encouragement in offering rewards for tree-planting, but it iR 
clear thu.t the work, both of irrigation schemes and of main
tenance and creation of wood" reserves," must fall to the share 
of Government. ' 

It becomes, therefore, the duty of Agricultural Departments, 
first, to make a careful enquiry as to the localities in which 
measures for mitigating the severity of the climate are most 
needed; then, to ascertain what the nature of such action is 
to be, and how it may be best applied.' This can only be done 
efficiently by instituting an enquiry 'Such as that I have 
drawn attention to in Chapter II., and by an" agricultural 
" analysis" such as is sketched out in the Govern,ment of 
India's Resolution of December H!81 (see paragraph 4 of the 
present Report). . 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

..- 42,' While the elimination of differenc,es due to' climate and 
affecting agriculture cannot be achieved, the mitigation of 
the.ir influence is to some extent possible. This may be done 
by increasing the means of irrigation to dry tracts, 'and by 
preserving and extending" reserves" of wood and fodder. In 
these ,ways an improvement in agriculture may be brought 

!!bout. Both measures are the work of Government. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

43, I recommend :-

The extension of Canals and oth!lr means <>f Irrigation 
to the drier tracts. 

The establishment, wherever possible, of HFuel and 
Fodder Reserves.'" 

The increase of Plantations along Canal' banks and 
Railway lines. 

The spread of Arboriculture. 
The instituting of Enquiry by Agricultural Departments 

as to where the above measures are needed, and hqw 
they may best be carried out. ' 

y 24266. 

CONCLUSIONS, 
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CHAPTER V. 

SOIL. 

44. THE soils of India have not, so far, been made the subject 
of careful or scienti.fic study. A few analyses are recorded 
of the soils of particular spots, and on two of the Government 
4Experimental Farms a practical analysis of the soil has been 
attempted by growing crops on them 'with the aid of manures 
in which certain chemical elements have been alternately given 
or withheld. This has,. however, been done without a previous 
knowledge of the soil and its constituents having been gained; 
has not been definitely known how much of each chemical 
element was actually supplied in the manures; ner was there 
any subsequent soil-analysis in order to see which constituents, 
and how much of each, had been removed by the cropping. 
Such experiments have a certain value~ it is true, and may 
occasionally give some rough idea as to the needs or capa
bilities of a particular soil, but they fall far short of what 
may be gained by a systematic and scientific enquiry. I do 
not wish, however, to. attach· too high a value to the mere 
chemical analysis of soils as the index to all soil improvement, 
knowing well, as .I do, the difficulties of interpreting the 
results aright, and, especially in the case of India, of applying 
the results in the form of recommendations that will be 
practically useful. It is not enough to ascertain that a par
ticular ingredient may be wanting in a soil or be beneficial to 
a crop, but it is necessary, too, to know in what practical and 
most economical form that ingredient may be supplied, 
and whether, in effect, it will pay to apply it at all. In this 
respect India is very differently circ~mstanced to England, 
America, and other countries. Not only is there an absence 
of large landowners, but the few wants and scanty means of 
the cultivators, and the smallness of the holdings (averaging 
probably less than five acres each), make it necessary to 
consider measures .of improvement from a special point Qf 
view. This has not been sufficiently borne in mind by 
those who. have advocated "improved" implements and 
chemical manures for Indian. agriculture .. Even 'those (and 
Natives too)'who have lived in England or have gone there to 
study have been disposed to exaggerate the value 9f ·chemical 
manures and chemical analysis of soils. While urging, as I 
shall do strongly, the employmeIl't of chemical and analytical 
skill in connection with.the investigation of the soils of India, 
aild in agriculture generally, I must not lead those whom I 
am called upon to advise, to' expect too much from the 
researches of an Agricultural Chemist. Analysis of soils may 
do much to explain phenomena, and to suggest the lines of 
improvement, but it can, unaided, certainly not reform 
Agriculture. There is, however, without. doubt,. a large 
field open for enquiry, wherein the assistance of chemical 
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!-nalys.is wi~l be ~ositiv~ly n~cessary, bu~ it must ~e employed 
In conJunctIOn wIth an IntellIgent acquamtance wIth agricul
tural practice and with the needs and resources of the. 
agricultural classes, an acquaintance which can only come 
from a caref.ul and systematic course of enquiry. . 

45. In respect of different geological types of soil India Variation in 

_exhibits far less variation than England. Soils of one main ~.ll:.!~o!ot 
character stretcli uncJianged over Infinitely wider areas, and ~~~~~asin 
the differences found in England on a single farm, necessitating 
special treatment and the growing of particular crops on each 
kind of land, are not often met with in India. Reference to 
the Geological Map given in this Report will show that the ~l~e~~t~f 
divisions are few in number and little varied over the country. Atl .. of India." 

They may be said to consist of three different kinds only, 
marked respectively on the map, brown (alluvial tracts), green 
(black cotton-soil), 'and red (hard rock). The vast alluvial 
plains composed of mud and sand stretch across the northern 
portion of the country from west to east; the second type 
or black cotton-soil is a basaltic formation, and occupies 
mainly the central and western divi!lions of. the map; lastly, 
the hard rocky type, composed of archaean and. metamorphic 
rocks, covers the southern and south-eastern divisions. In 
the next chapter I shall have occasion to point out how the 
effect of irrigation is altered by the existence of these different 
kinds of soil. . Peaty soils are. but little known in India, Types of soil. 

the chalky grav~ls and .oolite soils, the marls and clays and 
other varieties met with in England are absent; in their 
place are found distinctive types in the "black 'cotton:soil," 
in the pr.esence of .concretionary nodules of carbonate of lime 
called kankar, and In vast alluvial plains and silt-renewed 
tracts. 

46. Although the main geological types of soils are not.so ~~~.::~r:.::u •. 
varied as in England; there are a'large number of subdivisions, 
known by local names differing in each district; but the re- Local cl ... ifica· 

spective qualities of which are q!!!te clearly understood by the liou. 

cultivators.. These minor diff.erences, the result of variations 
in climatic conditions, in"the system of manuring, and in the 
greater or less prevalenc;e of trees "and forest in the neigh-
bourhood, are more numerous in India than in countries of 
more uniform climate and more similar agricultural practice 
and surroundings throughout. In several Provinces a regular 
system of classifioo.tion of soils exists, and is' used for Settle-
ment purposes, while each district has its own classification 
under the particular local names given to the soils in each. 
In . some Provinces every field even is classed according to 
its position, the nature and depth of the soil, the crops 
grown on it (whether it be wheat or rice or "garden" land), its 
nearness to the village site, &c., and particulars are recorded 
as to its being embanked, irrigated, or open to damage from 
water-channels, and whether.it be exposed to injury from 
wild beasts, &c •. 

c2 
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47. On one occasion when I was in the Central Provinces, 
several Inspectors, of Village Accountants (patwaris) and 
District Inspectors came to me; and, as we went over the 
fields together, I was much struck by the minute discrimina
tions which they made between different varieties of soil, and 
by the interest which they took in this, part of their 
work. They were, however, quite ignorant as to how soil; 
came to be formed, and of· the forces of nature, and of the 
causes which produce differences of soils. With a little 
sound instruction in agriculture, and in the elementary facts 
of science affecting it, these men would, I thought, have 
a much more intelligent understanding of agriculture, and of 
the conditions with which they have to deal in their daily 
work. 

48. I come now to the improvement of the soil. This must 
take one of two forms: first, the rendering of cultivated land 
more productive; second, the reclamation of land, orthe making 
fit for cultivation land which is now considered unculturable. 

49. Under the first head the, question naturallyarises-b 
the soil of India becoming exhausted? This is not an easy 
question to answer. Time after time it has been pointed out 
to me that the same fields have gone on growing the same 
crops on much the same system as at present, for centuries 

; past; it is averred, too, that, by rotation and fallows, the land 
receives the necessary .change of cropping and the "rest" 

/from cultivation which prevents it from goinO' down in 
quality. Further arguments are, that the rainfill contains 
more nitrogen in India than in England, that the sun acts as 
a fertiliser, and so on. On the ·other hand, there is a pretty 
general belief that the soil is becomingJess productive, and 
remarks to that effect occ'tir over and over again' in the 
Settlement Reports of most able officers, obliging one to 
conclude that they are more than mere casual observations. 

When, however, one looks for positive evidence of soil 
exhaustion, I admit that it is not forthcoming. . Still, this does 
not prove that exhaustion is not going on. The want of 
evidence is due rather to the absence of reliable records in the 
past, and to attention not having been paid earlier to the 
ct;,OP out-turns. When the question as to whether the soil was 
deteriorating was asked by the Famine' Qommissioners, the 
reply received from Bengal was, that there were no means of 
ascertaining. This same answer might with truth have been 
given by all the Provillces, for the whole of the. replies 
received were very indefinite, and dealt with surmises and 

r with popular report rather than with actual facts. When 
investigating the subject myself, I hoped to find in Settle
ment Reports more definite information, deduced possibly 
from instances of assessment having been reduced j but, 
whilst a large number of instances are given where land 
had become unculturable owing to the spread of the efBor-
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escence of Bodo. Balts known as 1'eh* (the land so affected 
being called usart), there are but few cases mentioned in 
which actual deterioration of soil through continual cropping 

. Lis stated to have taken place. Where, in the absence of reh, 
assessment had been reduced, it is impossible to ascertain 
whether any of the many other influences, such as fall in 

. prices of produce, want of rain, indebtedness of the cultivators, 
or oppression of landlords (zemindars), .has been the real 
cause of the reduction granted, or whether actual failure in 
the productive power of the soil has been brought about. 

It is hard to gauge out-turns, and to get to know what the 
soil is, by itself, capable of producing, or for what period the 
return from manured land will continue to differ from that of 
un manured. Further, it has to be considered that, as fresh 
land is broken up, the manure supply, always limited and 
insufficient, has to be spread over a larger area than before. 
The opinion of cultivators must, I know, be t!tken as worth 
little, especially i( it be given at a time when are-settlement 
is imminent; the other opinions which I shall presently 
quote I give without wishing undue weight to be attached to 
them. . 

On two points there is, however, decided agreement: 
firstly, that land newly brought under cultivation yields well 
at first, but that, after a time, the produce falls: and secondly, 
that, whether the soil be undergoing exhaustion or not, it.,.is 

. certainly not being enriched, nor is the average out-turn over 
the whole cultivated area an increasing one. This has led 
many to the conclusion that, while land newly broken up 
will yield largely for a time. and then decline, this. decline will 
not go below a certain level, and there it will stop. The 
instances of unmanured plots on the Experimental Farms ~t 
Rothamsted and Woburn in England have been quoted In 

support of this view; but these, though they show that, after 
a certain level has been reached, subsequent deterioration goes 
on very slowly, yet prove that it does go on. 

The results obtained" at Rothamsted in the case of a wheat 
crop continuously unmanured for 40 years are:- . 

• Average produce of 
Corn per acre in Bushels. 

8 years 1844--51 (previous to commencement of 
experiment). - 17 

20 years 1852-71 (experimental period) 13·9 
20 years 1872-91 " " . n·l 

That positive evidence of exhaustion in the soils of India 
is not yet forth~oming is no proof, therefore; that the process 
is not slowly going on . 

. • Reh.-An etlloreseence of 801a sa.lts. whioh a.ppears a.s Ii ·white crust on the surf&. 16 of the soil and 
penden it uncultnrable. The salts Bre prinoipally impure carbonate of, soda., ~ut lIulph,a.te of soda. 
also ocours largely. and with them are found common salt and salts of lime !lnu magnolWlt. See also 

P·~:l.~r!:n~'1~~~egnated with soda Baits, as above, and thereby rendered barren. &e also 
paragraphs 73-76. 
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60. I invite attention to the following instances which 1 
have gathered, or which. others have kindly collected for 
me:-

Mr. Nicholson, in his" Manual of .Coimbatore,'" says ::-
" In Erode (Madras) the dry crops are usually poor i the talulc has been 

" widely cultivated, so that the land has had no rest i rainfall is variable 
" and partial, cattle are not abundant, and population IS large, so that the 
" surface soil (and there is but scanty soil on the uplands) is exhausted for 
" want of sufficient manure, most of which goes to the gardens." , 

Again::- • 
" The open sandy and treeless wastes south-east of Udamalpet, near the 

" foot of the hills, are melancholy instances of ;reckless tree destruction in 
"long-distant periods i these were evidently rich jungles like those of 
" Anaimalai, but are now treeless and exhausted." 

In the Gorakhpur (North-West Provinces) Report is the 
following :- . 

" Although the productivene>!S of the soil contrasts favourably with that 
" of neighbouring districts, Mr. Wynne is of opinion that gradual deterio
" ration will necessarily result from the ruinous system of over-cropping 
" which is now practised.' The fertility of the land is not maintained by 
" allowing the fields to remain periodically fallow, or by a sufficient use of 
" manure, or by a judicious system of rotation of crops. _ .. _ ... , .•.. 
" In proof of the correctness of his impression in regard to prospective 
"general deterioration, he remarks that Tappah Sugurah, which has been 
" the longest inhabited, and twenty years ago was said by Mr. Chester to 
" be one of the most fertile, is now the least productive in the l'el'gUllnah, 
.. and contrasts most unfavourably with Tappah Sehurree, of which the 
""Soil was lately virgin. In a note on the Settlement of Gorakhpur Mr. 
" Reade teferred back to a traditionary period when the district had been' 
" one of the most productive and fertile in this part of India. It had 
" subsequently reverted to its primeval state of forest and jungle, from 
" which it has been gradually emerging within the mt:mory of the present 
" generation .. He concluded that it was liable at long and undefined 
" intervals to such periodical alterations. and anticipated a gradual deterio
" ration after cultivation should have been carried to a maximum." 

In paragraph 19 of the review of the Gonda (Oudh) Report 
is this:-

" There is no alternate root crop known to the husbandry. A large 
" amount of animal manure is diverted from the land and used for fuel. 
., . . . .. The natural consequence is that over-cropping in time exhauita 

. "6'\'en the best soils, and the culture during a series of years is unduly 
"low." . . 

In' the Purtabgurh (Oudh) Report occurs this :--
I' The soil, though fertile, bears evidence of exhaustion through want of 

"manure and fallow seasons. . . . . , , . ., The root of the present 
" complaint, that the present yield is not equal to tha't of forn;ter times, lies 
" in the fact that under the native rule a field was Mlldom tilled for mot'e 
" than two or three years in succession. In the third or fourth y~ar a plJt 
" of waste was broken up, while thll whole land. was allowed to he fallow. 
" A succession of rich harvests' was the consequence. Now, however •.•. 
" competition r.teps !n aud prevents the rllsting of a single acre." 

In the Report on the agriculture of Lohardaga Mr."Basu 
writes:- , 

" The fertility of the soil is being reduced fast to the permanent 
"limit by (1) continued cultivation without replacement by sufficient 
" manure; (2) spread of cultivation (less forests and paRture, less cat~e, 

... . .'. 
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.. and bigger areas to be manured) i (3) cattle epidemics. The supply of 

.. manure is extremely limited." 

In another passage Mr. Basu says :-
• "Fallowi~ used to be done, but is restricted o~ng to press)lre of 
" population. ' • 

From the replies to enquiries addressed by the Famine 
Commission I take the followi~g :- . 

Central Provinces.-Mr. (now Sir. Charles) Elliot in 1865 
wrote:- • . 

"It stands to reason that land, even the black soil of the N erbudda 
" Valllly, must deteriorate if it is cropped year after year without anything 
" being returned to it. . . . . .. .As long as half the first class was uncul
" tivated, and a pew field could be broken up for every one thrown into 
" fallow, the crops (of the Nerbudda Valley) are. not likely to have deta
"riorated much. But when' once regular cultivation set in, and ·the 
"majority of ihe land came under thll plough, a certain amount of 
" deterioration:followed ...•... " '. 

" The old rate of produce in the golden age, or fifty years ago; is sup-
"posed to have been tenfold, and, judging from the Tapti Valley ..... . 
" I do not conceive it can have been more than twelvefold.· I reckon the 
" average now to be sixfold, and my belief is that it fell very rapidly from 
" twelvefold to about eight, and then rather slowly to six or seven; that 
" it was at that stage when the land was reported' very much exhausted' 
" in 1830, and tljat it haa fallen vory slightly, if at all, siDce then." 

Madras.-

(f) Instances 
from replies to 
enquiry of Fa
mine Commission 
88 to exhaustion 
of soil 

I. Central 1'1:0- ' 
Vince8~ 

ii.Madra& 
\ , .. No Collector has reported'that there has been deterioration of the,eil 

" within his own exp'erience, but some are satisfied, froIll"the enquiries they 
"have made, that deterioration is going on.,..... The question of 
" deterioration does not specially arise in this Presidency with regard to 
"irrigated land, On tpecontrary, visible deterioration is apparent 
" chiefly in connection with unirrigated land newly taken up, and not 
" unfrequently relinquished again after some years in favour of another , 
" fresh field, or one that has had some years' rest." . 

61. The above extracts, while perhaps not furnishing absolute !;,~~~!i:~:~~ng 
, prqof that the process of exhaustion in soils is going on, point ag?culture the 

to much more than mere probability of its existence. It must ~~~o~e~':IT'yt 
be accepted as ,an axiom in agriculture that what is taken off poorer. 

the land in crops must in some way 'be put back into the soil, 
or else the soil will suffer exhaustion. It is. an equally 

I a~cepted fact that the pro~uc~iop. of ,heavier crops means t~at 
more manure ~ust be apph~ A country whlCh 
exports both crops and manure ,must be declining in fertility. 
Now, what is the state of things as regards India 1 On the 
one hand there is 1 large export of Qil-seeds, cotton, and other 
products; besides -an increasing one of wheat, all of which 
remove a considerable amount of the soil-constituents. What"1 
is returned in their place? Only. the straw or the stalks and 
leaves; and it is not even correct t.o say that these are 
returned, for, after all, it is. only a portion, and frequently a 
very small portion, that does find its 'way back to the so~lJ 
Part is necessarily used up in the bodies of the cattle, part IS 

wasted by imperfect conserving'and ~toring of manure, part 
must unavoidably be lost, however great the care that may be 
taken; thus it comes about that it is only a. fraction t~at. 
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contributes finally to making up the loss the soil has sus
tained. 

i 
Were, on the cqntrary, all grain to be consumed by the 

people, and all night-soil ~o be used in agriculture j were all' 
refuse of oil-seeds (after pressing out the oil) to be utilised for 
manure j we~e all straw to be consumed by cattle, and the 
droppings, solid ap.d liquid together, to be carefully preserved j 
lastly, were all stalks and leaves to be buried again 'in the 
land; then the balance might be more nearly preserved. But, 
as things are, the exports of oil-seeds, grain, &c. (that of bones' 
I will discuss later) simply mean so much of the soil-con
stituents carried off, . for which no adequate recompense is 
made. 

L • 
1:he consequence must be that the soil become8 gradually 

poorer, though the effect may not as yet be visible to the eye; 
for, even. if the soil be still. producing the same crops, the 
potential fertility (by which I mean the resetve of con
stituents for the production of future crops) must be suffering 
loss, and the capabilities of the soil must be less than under 

-a system of equal giving and taking. .In face, therefore, of 
the enormous increase recorded in the population, and future 
increases that will have to be met, it becomes a .most serious 

~:Ie pToblem of question how the food for these millions is to be found; in 
tllelutuTe. other 'words, how the manure is to be obtained without 

which the crops.necessary for feeding'these people cannot be' 

Wheat-yields of 
ttilferent 
countries. 

grown. 

52. I cannot, therefox:e, agree witl,t the theory thai fixes a 
certain level to which production may sink, but below which 
it will not go. This is apparent rather than real. The decline 
may be slow, 'but this is a mere matter of time. When we 
compare the wheat-yields of different countries, we have, as 
nearly as one can judge, the following :-

TABLE I.-Wheat-yields of different Countries. 

II U.,~ I I II I Um~ Australia. - India.t Kingd Fmnce. Germany. RuSSl •• Canada. State~ of 
. om.. I Awenca.. • 

. 
Bf/wll. 11.".,,11. BruMI •• B,.,""". B .. IIelI. Bw",,". BIU""". Btullell. 

Average yield 'per 
acre in bushels· • 10 28 • 11 18 9 ( 14 }2'6 J.l ., 
• Taken from 1111e Agrioultumi RetunlS of the Bol\I"~ of AgrlcultuTe, 1890. . • ., 
t Averflge of the five years ending IH~-8"', as given lD the GO'9'ernmeut of IndIa s statlStum. The 

8vemge yield'in 1889-90 was 9'4 bu.;;lu~ls only. . . 
l Average of tho last 40 years. The" ven>ge of the last eigbt years was 30 bnsbel .. 

The wheat-yield in' India will vary, not only according to 
the season, but also with the conditions under which the 
crop is O'rown' for instance, it must be taken in~o account 
whetherO the l~nd be manured or not, whether it be land 
dependent on rainfall alone, or supplied by.irrigation as well. 
and. whether rainfall be sufficient or not. As nearly as 8. 
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Gclusion can be formed, the followin'" are the out-turns on 
lIle of the respective classes o.f land :~ 
On unmanured dry-cro.p land where 

rainfall is precario.us and o.ften 
insufficient - - - - - 7 bushels per' acre. 

On manured land in tracts of better 
~nfull '-W 

On manured and irrigated land - 15toi5bushel~'per acre. 
. In co.mparison with the a.bove, it may b~ mentioned that 
m the Rothamsted Experimentst~ pro.duce o.f land con
tinuo.usly unmanured for 40 years is 12k bushels per acre, at 
61 lbs. per bushel. ' 

53. The real.answer to the question whether the soil of PO'sibleezplana

India is becoming exhausted o.r not, seems to me to lie in the ~~c'h::~ ~~~oi1 
fact o.f the small produce annually" removed. In England fe~ti1ity not . h . ..., bemg a.pparent, 
WIt Its 28 to 30 bushels' per acre, what IS removed o.ver and thotlghreally 

above the yield o.f the unmanured land is due to what is put ezistent. 

into the land in the form o.f manure: India's 10 bushels, on 
the contrary, represent almost entirely what is takeno.ut of 
the so.il itself. The extra cro.p in England is, in other wo.rds, 
the produce of what is added to, and' no.t, as in India, the 
pro.duce of what is taken out of, the so.il: 

Nevertheless, the powerful suno.f India, aided by moisture, 
o.r by water (where it is applied artificially), exercises, I 
believe, a far more rapid and po.werful influence in decom
po.sing and bringing' into. an assimilable' condition the con
stituents o.f the lower layers of the soil and of the stones and 
rocks which go to. produce soil than is the case in England; 
and why no decline is noticed, after a certain limit has been 
reached, may be due to there being just eno.ugh fresh material 
decomposed and brought into active co.ndition annually to 
produce the requisite small yield. It must not be forgo.tten, 
it is true, that the wheat crop o.f England is generally a nine 
mo.nths' crop, that o.f India o.nlya five months' cro.p ; but I 
believe that the influences named above are the most potent 
factor~ in causing the differences of yield. Were demand, 
however, made upon the soil for a greater yield, the soil could 
no longer supply it, and it would have to be met by outside 
sources, in other wo.rds, "by manure. ' 
. Such a demand must be loo.ked fo.r in the rapidly increasing Impomnceof 

~ f d' f d f the question of po.pulation, and III the greater difficulty 0. pro.vi mg 0.0 o.r mannre supply. 

it. Sir James {laird, in treating o.f this pro.blem, estimated 
that if the pro.duce o.f the land co.uld be increased by one o.r 
two. bushels per acre the difficulty co.uld be met. It will b& 
my endeavo.ur to sho.w in this and the fo.l~o.wing chapte~s that 
~he necessary increase can o.nly be met m o.ne way, VIZ., by 
impro.ving the manure supply o.f the country. ,Improvement 
in the system o.f la~d tenur~, impro.~ement. o.f the. l?,nd 
by expenditure o.f pubhc and prIvate capItal on Itl and SImIlar 
m.easuresj may alleviate the co.nditio.n of the Indian cult~vato.r, 
but they will no.t give him larger cro.ps, and they Wlll not 
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provide the food. that the .people must have to Hve upon. :ror 
this the soil itself must be looked to, as it alone can produce 
the crops, and: manure alone can enable it to bring forth the 
necessary increment. The question of manure supply is, • 
accordingly, indissolubly bound up with the well-being and 
even the bare existence of the people of India. " 

64. Having con~idered the soil as a whole, and chiefly in 
regard to the important question of its 'deterioration or the 
reverse, it is well that I should now discuss the separate 
ingredients which go to make up soil, and which cause the 
differences between one soil and another. The main ingredients 
are the following ;-water or moisture, vegetable matter or 
humus, sand, clay, and carbonate :of lime. These I shall take 
as presenting themselves in a chemical study of Indian as 
distinguished from English soils, and, in addition to pointing 
out the most characteristic differences, I shall endeavour to 
indicate possillie lines of further enquiry. 

66. First to be considered among the components of 
cultivated soil is Water or Moisture, without which no germi
nation is possible. In. India the relation oj soils to moisture 

_ acquires a greater significance than almost anywhere else, on 
account of the rainfall bein!!" lim.ited to particular periods, Speo\allmport- ~ 

Kilee in India. instead of being distributed throughout the year, a.nd because 

Relation of soila 
to moiature. 

Alluvium. 

of the intense' and prolonged heat, with . consequent ra.pid 
evaporation. Climatic conditions; as shown in Chapter IV., 
exercise most marked influences upon Indian Agriculture, and 
cause the practice of it to vary greatly in different parts. 

A striking difference is seen between the condition of 
English soils and that of the generality of Indian soils. 
Speaking broaaly, it may be said that the normal state of an 
English soil is .. wet," anq that of most Indian soils "dry;». 
and whereas, in the case of the former, the object is generally 
to get rid oj .. the superfluous water by' means of drainage, 
the difficulty in India is, as a rule, to keep the moisture in the 
land. The relative behaviour of soils to the moisture which 
falls on them in the form' of rain, or "'hich is conveyed to 
them by artificial means of irrigation, is, thereforer of great 
importance. . The differenclls of geological types of soil men
tioned in paragraph 45 must be here again borne in mind. 
and'reference to the Geological Map will assist the" explana

"tion. The alluvial soil (coloured brown on'the map) which 
occurs in the Punjab and North-West Provinctls, under condi
tions of a dry climate, low rainfall, and hot sun, soon loses 
its moisture and becomes baked, so that dependence has 

, largely to be placed on irrigation. and the more so where the 
alluvium (or mixture of sand and clay) is sandy rather t~an 

H,u,l rocky 0011. clayey in character. So. too, the hard rocky formatlOn 
(coloured red) of Southern an,d South-eastern India calls for 

ml\ck ootton· 
BOiL 

the same measures.': But where, as in the Central and Western 
parts, the black cotton-soil (coloured gre~n) occurs, we find !l
!!"reat difference; for this soil is naturally very retentive .of 
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moisture, and as it dries it cracks into block:1I which, though 
hardened and baked externally, will, be found; on being broken'. 
open, to have enclosed moisture within them, and to have thus 
prevented it from being lost. So it comes about that there is 
always sufficient moisture for the germination of the seed, 

. and for the growing of the crop. Irrigation, cOilsequently,is 
L not necessary in these parts, and famine is of rare occurrence. 

There is another class of soil, that found in the tracts along Soil of tracts 

the river beds of the large streams in the Punjab, which always ~!°M;,i=j~S 
has a sufficiency of moisture in it, although not actually 
inundated. With this exception, and that of the black cotton
soil, it may be said that in the majority of cases great import
ance attaches to the retaining of moisture in the soil. I have 
often been struck by the attention which the cultivator gives 

_ to this, and have noticed with surprise how, even under the 
influence of a burning sun, the land, by r'eason of the careful 
preparatiol\ given to it, is made to retain sufficient moisture to 
ensure the germination of the seed put into it, for, on turning 
up the earth to a depth of tW9, or at most three, inches, the 

Importance in. 
most cases of 
retention of 
moisture in soil. 

"'precious water will be found in it. In indigo-planting this is 
..,!Lbso.lutely essential, and great, is the care taken to break up 
and pulverise each crust that forms on the surface. (I cannot "'0: Y' 
help suspecting that the system of shallow ploughing, as Shallow 

ploughing. 
practised by the Native, and his aversion to ploughs that turn 
over a broad slice and form a wide furrow, may have some
thing to do with this matter of the 'retention" of moisture, 
and that the effect of deeI4 ploughing would too generally 

. be to lose the very moisturllthe cultivator so treasures. ') 
~ 56. From the foregoing remarks it follows that one obvious 
direction in which improvement in soil can be effected, is the 
increasing of the supply of water to dry tracts, and thus of 
moisture to the land: . The means by which this may be. done 
will be more specially treated in the next chapter, and it will 

Improvement of 
soil by increase 
of water supply 
to dry ta>cts. 

suffice here to say that for any work to . be carried out on a 
large scale it must be done by Government or by Government ~:!!:::.:..~~kot 
aid. 

57. While I have drawn attention to the importan~e of the ~~.=~~.d 
retention of moisture in the majority.of soils, it must never- tion. 

theless be remembered that this principle cannot be enforced 
everywhere, and that there are some instances of its misap-
plication, as in the making of canals where they were -not 
really wanted. !>rissa is a case in point. ' , 

There is little room for doubting that, by the introduc
tion of canals into tracts where there was no real necessity 
for them, the soil has suffered from the removal of its valu
able constituents thrqugh the 'continual washing process. t'o 
which it is subjected, and also that a system of over-croppmg 
(beyond what the soil ·can bear) is, frequently consequent 
upon the introduetion of canals. Other results attributed 
to canals are, the spread of rea (see footnote,. p. 37), the 
increase of fever through the raising of the water-level of the 
country. and the destruction of·wells. . '. ' . 
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These various points will be dealt with in the next 
chapter. It is necessary, however, to interpose here the 
caution that, while, in by far the greater number of instances, 
the supply of water to and retention of moisture in the land 
is of the highest importance, it does not do to lay down a' 
universal rule, and there are cases where any further supply 
of water would be attended by positive harm, or where 
measures for the removal of water might even be called for. 

58. The next soil-constituent to consider is that which 
IS variably termed" Vegetable matter," "Organic .matter," 
or "HWT/1,U8." Along with it it will be convenient to take 
Nitrogen also, inasmuch as this constituent is, in measure at 
least, derived from humu8. Though, apart from water, the 
carbonaceous constituents form the largest portion of ordinary 
crops, these are derived not from the soil but from the atmo
sphere, and therefore do not concern us so particularly- here.
But the vegeta.ble matter or humus, which has its origin in 
the dead roots and leaves of a previous vegetation, or in a 
previous manuring with organic materials, exercises a distinct 
influence on vegetation, for, though probably not directlyassi
milable by crops, it is the principal nitrogenous ingredient of 
soils, and on being further oxidised will yield carbonic acid, am

. monia, and. lastly, nitric acid. This is effected by means of a 
nitrifying organism or bacterium, which occurs in fertile soils, 
and most abundantly in the surface soil. The nitrates or 
salts of nitric acid thus prod'lced are the form in which 
nitrogen can be taken up by plants as food. . 

There are also physical advantages in the presence of 
vegetable matter in soils; such a!;l, the binding together of 
sandy soil. the retention of moisture. the increase of porosity 
in clay soils. Further, the presence of vegetable matter in 
the soil has an indirect influence on the climate, inasmuch as 
soils rich in it absorb more heat from the sun's rays than 
do light-coloured sandy soils, -which are generally deficient in 
humus. and in consequence radiate out more heat. 

On looking into analyses of Indian soils which have been 
recorded, and others which I have made myself, I find that, 
with the possible exception of black cotton-soil, Indian soils 
are generally very deficient both in organic matter and in 
nitrogen. The following analyses will illustrate this :-. 

TABLE n.-Organic Matter and Nitrogen inJndian Soils. 
I. 

\ I. 
II. j III. IV. V., VI .. VII •• 

Ca.wnpore SoU from Soil ITom Dnmraon Three Soils from -- Arrah. Siripnr, Farm Soil, Wheat-growing Land in 
Farm Seil. Behar. Behar. Behar. Sirsa District, Punjab.. 
(SoA.HilI.) (E. Kincb')1 (B. Kinch.) (E. KlllCb,) (J. A. Voelcker,) 

I 

Seu (dried at 212· F.) hrC.,ol. ~Celll. hra.lII. Per a.1II. hrC'ftol. Por a.m.l Per a.m. 
oontained :-

OrganiC matter and 
J "20 1'14 2'11 6'63 o-S3 J'61 &6& 

combined water 

Nitrogen - - 0028 '036 '013 '06 '01 -OJ -
• For full analyaes ... AppendiX A. 
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In the foregoing analyses the organic matter is not stated. 
alone, but along with ~t is the water which is chemically com
bined with the mineral constituents, and which is not 
removed at a temperature of 2120 F. Accordingly, the organic 

'matter appears more than it really is, but, when compared with 
ordinary fertile English soils, the quantities, with the excep- Indian soils 

tion of. No. IV., read low,. and i~ some c~ses extremely so. In ~:~~!~in' 
every Instance the amount of mtrogen IS small, and consider- organic matter 

ably below that found in the average of English agricultural and nItrogen. 

land. 
A person with knowledge of agricultural chemistry will 

readily understand that· such soils as the above can be con
siderably benefited by the application of cattle-manure, by 
green-manuring, or by the use of other organic and nitrogen
containing materials. 

The importance of nitrogen is emphasised when it is Functlonaof 
explained that in the case of cereals the assimilation of starch nitrogen. 

is dependent upon the amount Of nitrogen supplied to the 
plant, and that it is the nitrogen which helps to bring the 
different mineral constituents of the soil into action. It is not 
enough to have mineral constituents present in the soil, but 
there must also be nitrogen, in order to render them available 
for the plant's use. 

It becomes necessary, therefore, to ell-quire very carefully 
into. the sources from which nitrogen may be derived, and 
whether the deficiencies already noted may not be made up 
in some way or other .. 

59. A considerable quantity of nitrogen in the form of ~;:~ne~t~ 
ammonia and nitric acid is. conveyed to the soil in rain. Indi.!"'oontofu: 

The knowledge of the importance of nitrogen, and of its fre- :'~;:g~.:':"nln 
que.nt deficiency in Indian soils, has led to an incorrect idea England. 

that the rainfall in India contains much more nftrogen than it 
does in England and other temperate climes, and that by this 
means the deficiency of nitrogen is met, ana. this important 
element is supplied to the crops. 'This statement has been 
copied over and over again into books, and has been pointed 
to in support of anotheJ: erroneous opinion, viz., that practi-
cally no loss is incurred by the burning of cattle-manure, so 
long as the ashes are used, because the nitrogen that passes 
off in the burning is supposed to come down again in the rain. 
I have pai<J special attention to examining the evidence ·on 
which these theo.ies are based,· and I have ascertained that 
the original analyses which gave rise to them were incorrect, 
in consequence of the impurity of the chemicals sent out from 
England. Dr. Van Geyzel, CheJUical Examiner for Madras, 
has been kind enough to give me the inform~tion on this point, 
and also his owll- later analyses, from which it will be seen 
that the amount of nitrogen in the rainfall, as now returned, 
was, in 1888, only one-thirteenth, and in 1889, only one
twenty-fifth 'Portion (4 per cent.) of what was stated to be the 
amount in 1885-86! The following are the results, and by the 
side of them are given those of more recent analyses of rain~ 
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fall made by Mr~ Warington at Rothamsted; Hertfordshire, 
England :-

TABLE IH.-Nitrogen in Rainfall of India and England. 

MADRAS. MADRAS. I MADRAS. BNGLAND 
(RoTIlAMSTKD ). 

---
Twelve Months, Twelve Months, Twelve Months, Twelve MonthB, 
September 1886 . January January May 1888 

to to to to 
August 1886, December 1888, December 1869, April 1869, 

Rainfall in inches - . . 84'71 82'48 43'88 211'27 

Total nitrogen reckoned as 
nmmonia, lbs. per acre . •• 2'338 3'997 2'U4 4'04 

e Incorrect result. 

From these results it would appear that the rainfall in India, 
insteCff having mor~ nitrogen, has actually less than in Eng
land. I do not say absolutely that this is ,the case, for Madras 
may. 0 be typical of all Indja) Besides, its situation near 
the sea causes the composition of the rainfall to vary greatly 
at times, and to contain more chlorides, especially at cyclone 
periods, than would be the case at inland places. What, 
however, I do say is, that it has not been shown"that Indian 
rainfall contains mOTe nitrogen than English, and the argu
ments based on the presumption that i~ does are p.ltogether 
faulty. 

60. If, however, not from the vegetable matter, because less 
in amount, nor yet from the rainfall, because not richer than 
in England, we are· to look for' a compensating supply of 
nItrogen for .that removed in crops, there is still another 
source the importance of which has been brought to light by 
quite recent scientific investigations-the utilisation of the 
nitrogen of the' atmosphere itself, The researches of Hell
riegel, Wilfarth, Prazmowski, Nobbe, and others, and now 
confirmed by the" further experiments of Lawes and Gilbert 
(which are still in progress), have fairly established the fact 
that, though plants have not the power of absorbing the free 
nitjogen of the air directly through their leaves, yet, in the 
caFe of the Leguminoscc, the nitrogen is fixed in the course of 
the development of the organisms contained within the nodules 
which form on the roots of the Legu'minoscc~ and the resulting 
nitrogenous compounds are absorbed and utilised by the ho"st, 
that is, the Leguminous plant. At present the evidence 
indicates the frobability that this action is limited to 
Legulll,inoscc 0 the Sub-order PapiU,onacecc .. 

( 
,N 0 enquirer going over India «ould fail to be struck by 

the enor~ preponderance of trees, crops, and even weeds 
!that belong ~Natural Order Lefluminoscc. Almost 
\everywhere the babul (Acacia arab~ca) is ~ee!l' 'Yith many 
~the,r leguminous- trees; gram (C1ce1' ar1ettnum). a1'har 
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((Jajan'U8 indic'Us) and numerous varieties of pulses, il!-digo, 
&c., are among the commonest crops, and are all highly nitro
genous; lastly, leguminous shrubs and weeds abound, and 
are often spread on the land or ploughed in as manure. How 

• can this be in a soil naturally poor in nitrogen? The recent 
investigations referred to point to a strong probability that 
the conditions of India arepecuIiarly favourable to the 
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen through the medium of the 
nodules that are known to form on the roots of certain of 
the Leg'Uminos(13 at least. Support is. given to this by the 
fact that quite Jately, in Germany, Nobbe and Frank have 
found these nodules on the roots of leguminous shrubs, as 
well as in the case of the clovers and pulses that form our 
ordinary European leguminous crops. 

A fertile field for investigation is herein set forth, and 
India, to my mind, presents special advantages for the elucida
tion of the problem, one which, when solved, 'will unfold much 
that is still unexplained in the advantages of rotation of crops. 

61. . The special case of black cotton-soil and its properties 
has been mentioned, and this, again, offers & field of enquiry, 
for its origin and its qualities are not fully understood. ~t is 
believed in some parts to be derived from basalt by ~urface 
decomposition, in others to be the impregnation of argillaceous 
earth with organic matter. Carbonate of lime is present to a 
considerable extent in black cotton-soil. In .depth this soil 
varies greatly; at Akola it is from. 40 to 60 feet .deep, but 
further away it thins out to 19-20 feet, and after that gets quite 
shallow. In the rains it becomes quite impassable. It is 
generally s~pposed to require no manure and to be incapable 
of exhaustion. That it has peculiar powers, there is no ques
tion, but that it is so rich in. vegetable matter and in nitro
genous ingredients as to be independent of manure, I do not 
think. I have not had the opportunity of studying it 
specially, but I give the following results from an analysis 
of black cotton-soil by the late Mr. S. A. Hill, and from 
one which I made of a specimen of this soil from Akola, in 
Berar:-

TABLE IV.-Orgwc Matter and Nitrogen in Black Cotton-Boil. 

• 

I. 
Black Cotton-soil 
from North-West 

Provinces, 
near the J 1l1lffi&. 

S. A.. Hill.) 

Soil (dried at 2120 F.) contained:- Per Cent. 
Organic matter and combined } 4'95 

• water 

Nitrogen 'OS4 . 

IL 
Black Cbtton-soil 

from Akola, 
Berar • 

(J. A. Voelcker.) 

Per Cent. 
S'S3 

'OS6 

The amounts of nitrogen are very low, and though there is 
more organic matter than in the Boils tabulated in pa.ragraph 

Field for enquiry. 

OrganiC matter 
a.nd nitrogen in 
black cotton- '. sou. 
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58. yet the quantities are not really large.. Support is given 
to my belief as to the condition of this soil, by the increasing 

.. practice. among the better cultivators, of manuring it. It 
was stated in Settlement Reports of the N erbudda Valley some 
25 years ago, that it was not the custom to use manure, but 
now in Saugor and Damoh it is by no means uncommon to 
find manure used, and the people all say that they want more. 

62. From the organic portion of the soil we may now pass 
tb the principal inorganic or mineral ingredients, viz .• sand, 
clay, and carbonate of lime. According as the sand or the 
clay (which is, chemically, a silicate of alumina) predominate, 
so we find differences in the water-retaining powers of soils, 
for sand has the least, and clay the most, power of holding 
water. This is well illustrated in· the alluvial deposits 
brought down by rivers and streams, and which form the 
vast Indo-Gangetic plain. These are composed of alternating 

.layers of sand and clay, ~nd as the transported materials, 
whether the heavier sand or the lighter clay, have been 
deposited on any spot to form there the surface soil. so may 
variations be found in the soil's water-holding capability. In 
pahs, such as the sandy desert plains of the Western Punjab 
and Rlijputana, the surface soil is principally sand, owing to 
its deposit there, while the finer and lighter clay has been 
carried on farther. Such Boil, in the absence of water, is little 
more than desert land. In other parts, clay may predominate 
and water be better retained." On the other hand, capillary 
attraction, or the force by which water is brought up from 
the subsoil to the surface during dry weather, is more active 
in clays than in coarse sands, and evaporation is more rapid 
from a consolidated surface than from an open and well-tilled 
one. So it is that the incrustations of soda salts known as reh 
(see footnote, page 37) are found on the clayey rather than 
on the sandy lands. Agai.n, a sandy soil is a better conductor 
of'heat than a clayey one, and, being thus more rapidly warmed 
or cooled than a clay, is not so likely as the latter to become 
.. baked." . 

To show the variations that occur between soils even at 
no great distance apart, I give the following results from 
mechanical analyses by Professor Kinch, of Cirencester, of 
soils from Dumraon, Arrah, and Siripllr, in Behar, sent ~o him 
];.y Mr. D. B. Allen :-

TABLE V.-Sand and Clay in Indi¥ Soils. 

I. JI. I Ill. 
Dumrann Farm 

Soil. Soil from Arrah. Soil from Sirlpur. 

Soil (dried Bt 21J" l!'.) contalned:- Per {'~tlt. Per Ce,II. Per (\oral. 

Co ....... ud • • • • . 10'8 28'6 lI'7 

Fin. saud - . . , - - . 8'0 32'0 "'3 

CIB1,&0. - . - . - - 81'7 8904 ' ilil 

.. The a1luvlBI plain. of IndiB may be said to oo~taln four types of soil: (1) ,heavy loam of 
:Bengal, where clay predominates i (2) heavy lo~m WltJ;l cl8;Y and BODle BIll.ld; this 18 found in the 
inundated land of Northern India. and the 8011 l'f'lIB1DS In dods; (3) hght loam of Bebflr and 
parte of the PunjBb: here tb~ clods fall to ple.e.; (4) very light IOIllD and aand of some pBl't$ of 
the North·West and the Punjab. 
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63. The remaining principal ingredient of soil is carbonate 6. Carbonate of 
of lime. Reference has already been made to the' peculia.r lim •• 

concretionary form of limestone known as kankar, which Kallkar. 

, occurs largely in India. These lumps are found near the 
lmrface, and are, doubtless, the result .of the evapqration of 
water containing in solution lime whicl,l has been .obtained 
by the decomposition of the mineral portions of the soil. 
Now, lime works beneficially in many ways; it not only acts 
itself &s a plant food, but it makes clay land permeable to 
moisture, and enables it to absorb potash, ammonia, and other 
salts, whilst, not least of all, its presence is required in the 
process of nitrification, by which means nitrogenous matters 
in the soil are made available for the plant's use. 

Speaking generally, lime is more plentifully distributed in 
Indian soils than in English; that is, deficiencies of it are not 
80 frequently met with. A notable exception, however, which 
I have found, is in the laterite soil of parts of Southern India, 
such as the coffee-growing districts of Coorg and Mysore, and 
the tea plantations in the N eilgherries, where, I have I'eason 
to believe, a more abundant supply of lime would be decidedly 
beneficial. . 

The following analyses exemplify these points :-

TABLE VI.-Lime in Indian Soils. 

I. II. IIL I IV., V. V.I. VII. I v~~~1 I~. Lx; 
" 

• • • 
S • 

~ ,..------.. :;:0 ~ ,,"" 
I "'aO III s ..., J3 .d S :'--:-

- ~z ~ 1l.:lJ ~ e jl:>l 11 .... 
~!~ 

1>0..., ~.~~ I>o~ ...:..., !!! e= e.g 9'8 oS:Jl Soia lp..~ 

~~ 
aiel> ... " . il'~ ~.~< ~ ... ...: ~~ l'If.,j _1>4 
8~ci, SO>· ~.~..; ~~ '8~ 

~Z~ o~. "'~ Ul~ 

Soil (dried at 2120 1".) con- Per P<r Per Per p.,. P<r 
p" I Ptr Per Per 

CJenI. Cm/. Gmt. (J,ollt. Otllt. Oent. Cent. Cent. a.1II. C<IIt. 
talned:-

Lime- - - - . 3'68 '90 1'66 1-44 1"86 1'00 '86, '20 '3S '32 
(calcium oxide, CaO.) II 

The amounts of lime in Nos. I.-VII., inclusive, are more 
than in most cultivated English soils; but in Nos. VIII.-~. a 
marked differenGe is apparent. Of the majority of I~dll\n 
soils it may, however, be said that they contain a suffiClency 
of lime. • 

64. Having taken now the principal ingredients of soils, ,!e 
may pass -on to those soil-constituents which, while found In 

lesser amount, are, nevertheless, those which exercise a great 
influence on the productive power of soils. Of these the 
principal are phosphoric acid, potash. and soda, and they are 
the only ones that .need be dwelt upon separately. Other 

• For full analyses I« Appendix A. . 
~ For full anal,.... Itt Appendix B. These soils had been cultiVllted for 80 years preVlOusly ..... d only 

had bones in small q11l!ntity supplied to tIlem. 

y 24266. P 
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constituents such as iron, alumina, magnesia, &c., which are 
. found in soils and which enter into the composition of plants, 
do not call for'special reference. :Iron is a widely-distributed 
element in soils, and occurs largely in the laterite soils of 
South-western India, .notably in the coffee-soils of Coorg and • 
Mysore. This laterite is a porous argillaceous rock, impreg
nated with iron peroxide (hydrated), of which it may contain 
25 to 35 per cent; Alumina enters into the composition of all 
clays, but magnesia, so far as I know, acquires no special 
importance in Indian agriculture. Magnesia appears to exist 
in sufficient abundance ,throughout, and more plentifully than 
·in English soils. 

65. Phosphoric acid I believe to be inore abundantly 
distributed in Indian than in most English soils. There are but 
few analySeSto reTe"rtO; in consequence of the absence of any 
investigation in India from the standpoint of agricultural 
chemistry, but what analyses there are seem to show that 
there is, happily, not that pressing need for the additional use 
of phosphatic, and I may add for mineral manurial elements 
generally, that there is in Engla1,ld. In the latter country, if 
a soil contained 0'12 or 0'13 parts of phosphoric acid in 100 
parts of the dried soil, this would be reckoned a good average 
amount, and 0'17 per cent, would be decidedly above the 
average. From analyses of Indian soils I quote the following 
results, giving, for convenience, the determinations of potash 
in the respective soils at the same time :- . 

TABLE VII.-Phosphoric Acid and Potash in Indian Soils. 

: 1 1;'1 I~, i ;. v. VL VII, VIII., IX'I x. t t t 
e - ~l: ' ~ ~p; 

~'" '" ,.; ~~ --- ./::.c~ ~ B .. ! =:.; ';i~ . .!S.~~ ':d' ""...,. ~ ~ fil "S::t 0 ....... ='" ="'8 lp.,!> al:q ~~ h 8e::q ie!> 
II t...j ~...j .:::~ ,!d';...t ~.~.,j 

~e, = , ~" , ltd::! -~Uj~ ~~ cil~ $XI:S~ o~~ 

!loll (dried at 112° F,) 0011- Per Per Per Per Per -t Per p.,. Per talned :- C~,.,. 0...1. CtnI, CtnI. CfflI, CtnI. CfflI, ().,." Gml, ~"', 
Phosphoric acid - - '11 '2$ 'li '51 '10 '09 ·,'11 '11 '1& '10 

• Potash - - - '39 '74 '31 '31 l'fi8 '00 '28 ·U '10 '10 

I 

Although variations are shown in these results as regards 
the phosphoric acid present, in no case are there the ~arked 
deficiencies frequently met with in England, and, ta-kmg the 
four first-named soils as representative of a great tract of 
wheat-growing land, I should c?nsider them, especially well 
supplied with phosphates. ThiS may possibly have some 

• j' or full 811Bly ...... Appendix A. 
t F or full analy ...... Appendix 11, 

, . 
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bearing on the question of the utilisation 'of bones in India as The ntllisatloll.t 
against their export. If a soil show lJu deficiency of bonee as lDAIlur •• 

phosphates, there may lie in this the explanatIOn of the fact 
that bones have not as yet been clearly proved to be beneficial 

'or necessary to a number of Indian soils. 
On the other hand, the somewhat lower amount of ph0S

phoric acid found, in the laterite soils of Mysore, together 
with the greater demands of the coffee plant upon the mineral 
ingredients of the soil, may be the reason that bones are in 
these parts used extensively by the planters, and are 
considered necessary: The benefit Of thell application may 
lie also in the fact that they supply lime and nitrogen as well 
as phosphoric acid. . 

66. Potash, like phosphoric acid, is avery important plant 11 •. Potas}tin 

food. It appears to be ~ d~ributed, and its additional Indian BOlls. 

supply to be only exceptioria11yCalIed for in Indian soils .. For 
growing ordinary farm crops in England 0'25 per cent. of 
potash in a soil would be reckoned a, fair amount, but, as will 
be seen from the table given in the last paragraph; Indian soils 
may contain considerably more. , Only in the coffee-soils, 
Nos. VIII.-X., do we find what may be. termed a deficiency. 
. In many parts of India. and notably in Behar, Nitre Nitre. 

(nitrate of potash) is found impregnating the earth, especially 
on spots where hlLbitations have stood before. The earth is 
lixiviated with water and the nitre is extracted in an impure 
state, after which it is purified by boiling 'dowY). the solution 
and crystallising out the nitre. 

67. Soda, when potash is also present, can hardly be 12. So<l?'inIIl

regarded as an essential constituent of plant life, and in India. dian80ils. 

there is no lack of it. Indeed, the existence of soda salts in 
large quantity in the soil of some parts of India gives rise to 
an exceptional feature in the agriculture of the country. The 
selective power of plants for food is well known, and their 
preference for potash-containing rather than for sotla~con-
taining salts has been well established: But in some parts of &h and war. 

India, soda salts are present in the soil to such quantity as to 
positively destroy vegetation. The salts are brought up from 
the subsoil by the combined action of water and the sun's heat, 
and then crystaUise out, on the surface, forming a kind o~ 
"snow" which is termed" reh,"-and the land thus affected is 
known as "usar"- land. The composition of reh isnot uniform;. 

most generally cat;bonate of soda is the prevailing ingredient, 
at other times suJphate of soda, but both occur together, and 
associated with them jn more or less quantity are common 
salt and salts of magnesia and lime. Of the origin of these 
salts there is no positive certainty, but they are most probably 
the salts which are dissolved out on the /!,radual decomposition 
of igneous rocks, and ar~ subsequently deposited when' the 
'water which holds them in solution evaporates. That'theY' 
may be afterwards brought to the surface; depends on two 
conditions be~ng present-first, wateI' to"percolate downio 

• See footnotes, page 37. 

D2 
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the subsoil and to re-dissolve the salts; secondly, a strong 
evaporative force, such as the sun's heat, to draw them up 
and then cryst.allise them out upon the surface. I am unable 
to say either what amount of salt is met with in any 
particular soil, or what quantity is found in practice to be ' 
injurious, nor yeti again, whether the carbonate and the 
sulphate of soda are equally injurious to vegetation, for, 
strange a! it may seem to English men of science, the whole 
of the enquiries that have been conducted in India on the 
1'eh question have been carried' opt without associating 
with them· any agricultural or even general chemist. I have 
little hesitation in saying that, owing to this want, much 
information that. might have been gained, and wnich would 
have aided 'the enquiry greatly, has been lost, and that specu
lation and guess-work have been indulged in where it would 
have been possible, had ali agricultural chemist been at work 
on the subject, to have obtained certain knowledge. : 

The question pf how to deal with 'Usar land, with a view to 
its reclamation, will be dealt with later on (see paragraph 73 
of this chapter). It ,will suffice to say here that deficiency of 
soda is not met with in Indian soils, so far as I know, but 
there are, on the contrary, many instances o( its presence in 
excessive and injurious quantity. '. 

68. The improvement of the soil in respect of any 
deficiency in the constituents named in paragraphs 58-67, 
must be effected by manuring. The consideration of this 
subject, and of the means available in India, will come 
more appropriately under Ch,apter VII. (Manure) than' here. 
It is evident, however, that the increase of the manure supply 
for the purpose of enriching the soil is an' important factor 
in the improvement of Indian Agriculture. To anticipate 
my conclusions, I would say that here again, as with the 
supply of water to dry tracts, the work will have to be ini- . 
tiated by Government; while, for the purpose of knowing what 
supplies are available, and what remedies can be effected, 
there is need of careful and scientific inquiry. 

69. I pass on now to the second of the two heads given in 
paragraph 48, 'under which agricultural improvement may, 
talr.e place. viz., the reclamation of land, or the rendering fit 
for cultivation land which is now considered unculturable. 
Under this head are reckoned ravine and SImilar waste land, 
land infested with kans grass '(Sa~har'Um 8pontane'UnL) and 
other weeds,.and, lastly, saline or 'U8ar land. ,.. - . \ . 

70. Reclama\ion, of ravine land may take place in two 
different wa.ys-either by covln'lng it with trees, shrubs, and 
grass, or by lll!Lking the land itself fit to bear crops. The 
consideration of the first part of this subject will come more 
~ppropriately in Chapter V~II .. (Wood), '~he.n dealing with the 
question of wood supply i but It may be mCldentally remarked' 
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that the growth of trees and grass implies an improvement of the 
soil itself, in that it becomes enriched by the accumulation of 
vegetable matter or humus derived from the decaying of the 
leaves that fall upon its surface, as also .from the herbage 
that grows on it, and which gradually dies down. It is not 
often that land cut up by ravines can be levelled, and the 

fo'hole area be thus turned into a culturable space, but much 
can be done to localise the effects of the floods that wash 
down and sweep before them .the fine topsoil. In many 
cases these floods can be prevented from spreading their 
destructive influence further, and from injuring the'lands that 
lie beyond them. The work of actually levelling ravines is too 
great and too expensive a one to contemplate, save in ex
ceptional circumstances. Here and there an individual pro
prietor, having a large holding and also capital, may do it, and 
Government may also initiate it as a means of prot~ction, or 
as II famine work," but it cannot be looked on as remunerative. 
Much, however, may be done by throwing embankments EmbankmentOf 

across the nullahs or channels made . by ravine streams, ravine streams. 

and thus holding up the water and preventing. the continual 
washing away of the surface spil. I give instances of what 
bas been already done in this direction . .... 

Captain Chapman, on his estate at BUi in Oudh, has carried out C.ptain Chap
embankment of land on a large scale. He has thrown masonry dams or ~Ml:" w.rk •• 
blind, acros813 channels (/lalla/'s) which had been cut by the rain water pour-
ing down off the higher land, and he now uses the reservoirs thll,8 made by 
the collected water fill' irrIgation purposes. ,Captain Chapman has also 
reclaimed some of the raviqe land' by terracing it. . 

At Raksha, near Jhansi (N. W. P.), an experiment was begun in 1888 by Experiment. at 
the then Commissioner, Mr. G. Ward, to see whether the denudatlOns of Jhanal. 
the hilly country around could be stopped by making embankments which 
would hold up the rush of water in the rainy season, and prevent it from 
washing the topsoil away .. It 'was thought that fertilising deposits of 
silt might be formed near the embankments, and that, as the water 
Boaket!. into the gronnd, land might be left which w()uld be readil,y 
culturable; while, ifibe water did n()t disappear, it would serve £01' 
irrigation use. The soil is' thin, with rock underlyipg it, and wells are 
very difficult to construct. There is evidence that, in former days, when 
t.he country arouud was richer, ' the 'Natives used to throw up similar 
embankments, and that the large proprietors uSlid to construct dams to 
hold up the water i but these h¥e now been let fall into disrepair. 
Mr. Ward in 1888 began to throw up a series of embank~ents or bwnds 
of eart~, and at present 30 such have belln. made i. the 'slo~es have been. 
sown WIth babul (Acacia arabiea), and grass 18 covermg the SIdes. A.s yet, 
owing to deficient rainfall,' not enough water bas collected to ,be used for 
irrigation, nor have the beds been.oultivated,.but the trees have"grown 
fairly, and the gr~ses are improvi~g, dul! gra~s (C~not\on Dactu~on) 
having spread considerably. It is saId that the ~tatl0n of Jhansl IS 
oooler since these works have been made. . '. . • . 

At Nawabganj, near Cawnpore, I saw 220. M!lMS of . land (1 bigha Reclamation at 
= ! acre), which, six years ago, was waste r&vme l~nd llnde~ th~ Court Oawnpore. 
of 'Wards. An enterprising .Native .,hec3:I?e proEJ'let?r of this area, 
levelled it, and then let It out .. to l!Ul~lvatOJ.1.. It 18 now rented at 
Rs. 5 per acre. 't,. ' 

A.gain,at Etawah (N.W.P.), although the ravin.e land there Isc(lUverted Recl ..... ti.llat 
into a" Fuel and Folider Reserve,'" ,elt, where the ravines l~ad down to the Etawah. 
river (the Jumna) cultiyation is Cllrritld out OB every bIt of land that 
offers itself, and cr~ps are grown partly on the· soil washe~ down f~om the 
hiO'her ground partly on the silt washed up by the-rIver. If In such .., ])3 
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places the iii-st rush of water that takes place during the rains were stopped 
by embankments, then the good soil might be collected instead of being 
washed away into the river, and not only would more soil be available for 
,!ultivation, but the water might b~ held up for irrigating the land. Rat'ines 
such as those at Etawah extend all along both banks of the Jumna and 
Ganges rivers. 

. 71. There may be other waste land besides 'Usar and ravine 
land which is capable of reclamation. . 

I saw with great interest at m.ti (Ondh) the 7,000 bighas (bigha = 
. § acre) of land which Captain Chapmaq had, with extraordinary energy, 
reclaimed. Formerly it was one vast lake into which the Ganges, when in 
flood, poured each year. Wbat Captain Chapman did was, to shut out 
the Ganges entirely by constructing a massive embankment or bund 
7 miles long, and. he then proceeded to pump the water back into the 
river. This work, begun in 1873-4, is now nearly complete, and what 
before was a lake is now culturable land thrown into the property .. With 
the help of steam ploughs and pumping engines the land has been tilled, 
drained, and also· irrigated, and the soil, being natJlraIIy very rich, can 
grow splendid crops without allY manure. . 

At Mahim (Thana, Bombay) a good deal of land near the sea has been 
reclaimed by embanking it so as to keep out the sea. . 

The enormous stretcnes of "choh" land in the Punjab, notably near 
Hoshiarpur, present a serious problem in the way of reclamation. Streams 
come rushing down from the hills, bringing at first silt, but sooner or 
later sand. At first the action !)lay be beneficial, as the good soil from 
villages higher up is washed down, but soon the sand comes, and this is 
driven about with the wind, and the good soil is covered and rendered 
unculturable. The land thus destroyed is called "choh" land ..• Some 
30,OuO acres of good land have been spoilt in this way, and remedies have 
in vain been suggested .. The .cause assigned is, that the hill sides have 
been ovec-glazed, and the trees along the banks of the former streams 
have been cut away, so that the soil is 'not held up, and the streams, no 
longer confined to their course, have spread over the country. The 
apparently most reasonable suggestion made is to close the hill wastes to 
grazing, and to let the sides clothe themselves again with grass, shrubs, and 
trees. There are, however, difficulties in the way of dealing with the 
"chohs" under Chapter III. of the Indian Forest Act, the Goyernment 
not caring to risk the. responsibility of having to acquire the land (as 
they might be called on to do) some 10 or 12 years hence at fabulou,\ prices . 

• 72. The infestation of land with kans grass (Saccharum 
spontaneum), with kunda (Sacchar'Um ciliare), and other 
deep-rooted and fast-spreading weeds, is a matter for which 
there are remedies in deep and continllous cultivation and 

. stirring of the soil, also by heavy manuring,. and by leaving 
the weeds to rot, as well as by embanking and flooding the 

. land with water. But, unless these steps be taken in hand 
e~rly, the evil may rapidly increase, and the land be pro
nounced unculturable. Mr. GolIan, the Superintendent of 
the Saharanpur Botanical Gardens, point~d out to me the 
grass in the Municipal Gardens, Saharan pur; it is now a 
mass of d4b gJ;ass (Crnoclon Dactylon), but had at first been 
infested with kans. By. manuring the land heavily with 
night·soil ah.d town refuse the kans grass had disappeared 
entirely. Mr. Gollan believes that this can be effected in a 
single season, and he instanced to me that the same thing 
had been done at Wingfj.eld Park, Lucknow . 

. I have myselfseen,ein the Central Provinces, land· that was 
within quite recent times under cultivation, but which has 
. . \ . 
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heen abandoned on account of the kans grass. I learnt that 
the rent had been remitted on this account, but I could not 
help thinking that had the raiyats been obliged to cultivate 
their fields diligently, as they would hav!! been, for example, 

• in the congested districts of the N orth-West Provinces, the 
kam grass would soon have been eradicated. A North-West 
raiyat would have quickly been down on hands and knees 
and never have let the weed get the mastery. Here, on the 
contrary, amid easier surroundings, not only was the cultiva
tion less careful, but as each field was in turn abandoned the 
weed I>pread, and its seed was carried on to the neighbouring 
plots;while the tenant who should have eradicated it at the 
beginning, rejoiced in the remittance of his rent. It may 
seem a hard thing to say, but I fully think that, in cases such 
as this, the improvement of the soil will be mainly effected 
by the pressure of circumstances nece.ssitating a better and 
more careful cultivation. . 

In the Madras Presidency I saw a quantity of land near 
Bellary infested with the weed kunda (SaccJ~arum ciliare), as 
also near Gadag, and along the Kistua river. The cultivators 
dig up the weed by hand labour, collect it in heaps and burn it. 

73. Of a different nature to the foregoing is. the improvement ~Iam.tlon of 

f Ii "l d b' t h' h h d ... Uneltmd o sa ne an or U8ar. a su ~ec . on w lC muc goo work, (mar). 

energy, and ability have been expended by the Government,. 
and mainly by the Agricultural and the Irrigation Depart-' 
ments of the North-West 1;'rovinces. 

Usar land, as explained in paragraph 67, is land which is 
impregnated with soda salts to such an extent as to make 
it' unfit for growing crops. A white "snow," which is 
made up of these soda salts and is termed reh, spreads 
over the surface of the ground, and cultivation is impossible. 
Enormous areas, especially in the plains of Northern India, ExtentofUlar 
are thus affected, and in the North-West Provinces alone ploinoinN.W.P. 

there- are betjVeen four and five thousand'square miles of 
usar land. In the Deccan and in the Southern Mahratta 
country, too, are similar large tracts. A strange feature is, 
thltt, scattered amidst the barren parts are patches here and 
there where cultivation, an<i that, too, of a high order, is 
carried on. Such crops as opium, sugar-cane, wheat, c.astor-oil 
plant, and cotton, all of which require a good soil and high 
cultivation, may be seen on these fertile spots, standing out like 
oases in the salt-c"vered desert all around them. How this has 
come about, whence the salts are derived, whether they are 
spreading in extent or not, how they may be checked, and 
how the land may be reclaimed, are que$ions which have led to 
many long enquiries and experim;m~s to which I must here

l refer. Already in 1874 the Irrigation Department of the Th.,,~.h" 
N. W. P. set about trying to reclaim usar, and in 1877.a "Reh" Comnuttee, 1877. 

Committee was appointed to investigate the subject,-and to 
determine the lines qf future enquiry. Subsequently, experi-
ments were commenced at AYla in 187!!, at Cawnpore in 1882,_ 

. D4 
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and at Aligarh in 1885. Most of these being still in progress,' 
I was enabled to visit them and see what had been done. 

74. Natura1ly, the first question for. the" lteh" Committee 
was, to say what rek was, and whence it came. Its com
position,' as explained in paragraph 67, is variable, but soda" 
salts, are always the main ingredients, the carbonate of soda 
preponderating generally, at other times the sulphate of soda; 
common salt and salts of magnesia and lime occur likewise. 
What accounts for the preponderance of one salt or the 
other on any particular area has not yet been ,shown. 
Different views have been propounded as to how the soda 
salts originated. , 

Professor Medlicott, who was a member of the" Reh" Com
mittee, held that reh was the result of the decomposition, by 
air and water, of rock minerals found in the soil, and that 
they were those parts unassimilated by vegetation, and which 
were not removed by rain water. He was, further, of opinion 
that the upper layers of the soil were originally quite free 
from salt, but that consequent upon the destruction of forests 
and the extreme climatic conditions that followed, aided by 
the introduction of canal irrigation, the salt was first dissolved 
and then brought to the surface. Professor Medlicott, relying 
upon pne or two analyses made at his instigation, regarded the 
canals themselves as bringing a considerable amount of salt, 
and expressed himself strongly to the effect that where canal 
irrigation came, there must, in a few generations, be complete 
destructiOn by reh. In his view, reh, accordingly, was saline 
subsoif water. 

Other opinions found expression in the" Reh II Committee, 
Sir Edward Buck attributing the appearance of reh to the 
presence of a series of depressions, the salt from the higher 
parts getting washed into the depressions by the first shower 
of rain; thus the higher portions might become culturable. 
and the liepressions infertile, owing to the reh. 

Finally, the Committee came to the general c8nclusions that 
reh was the result of evaporation in a dry climate; that it 
would make its appearance if the water-level were raised; 
that it sprel).d to a limited extent by surface washing j that 
its occurrence was concurrent with that of an impermeable 
surface; and that canal water did not itself bring the salt to 
th{lland. 

Reviewing the facts brought out, it appears to me that there 
is not sufficient evidence for believing that the canal water 
actually brings the salt to the land. The analytical evidence 
on which the\assertion is based is neither strong nor con
sistent; the am'ount of solid residue per gallon in some of the 
analyses of water quoted is about 28 grains, a by no means 
large amount, while in others it is given as only 11 or 12 grains 
per gallon. Analyses made by myself of canal water from the 
Cawnpore branch of the Ganges Canal gave only 15 grains per 
gallon of solid residue, containing less than 21 grains of soda 
salts, while that of water from an adjoining well showed 72 
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grains per gallon of solid residue and 40 grains of soda salts. One 
would expect the well water to cause an efflorescence of soda. 
salts rather than the canal water, but this was not the case. 
Again, if canal water were the real source, it would no.t, to 

.my mind, explain the fact that the compo.sition of reh varies 
o much, nor why the canal should in one part give rise to. 

carbonate of soda, and in another to '8ulphate of soda princi
pally. Nor, if the origin be saline subsoil water, is it alto.gether 
made clear to me why reh should occur here and there, with 
culturable patches between. I am much more disposed to. con
sider the reh in the light of local deposits, derived undou htedly 
from the decomposition of the mineral ingredients of the soil 
but collected probably in depressions below the surface, and 
left as a deposit, just in the same way as a bed of phosphate 
of lime or similar mineral deposit is formed, or as a bed ,o.f 
sand, of gravel, or of clay, is found.' So long as the surface was 
covered with trees and vegetation there would be less capil
lary attraction, but with the denudation that ensued would 
come the" baking P' of the surface ~ where this surface was clay, 
capillary action would b~ much increased. Without moisture, 
however, the salts might remain harmlessly below: but if we 
now imagine canal irrigatio.n to be introduced, there would 
be present the two forces requisite to bring the .1·eh to the 
surface, viz., the water to dissolve the salt, and then a strong 
evaporating force, such as the sun, to beat down on the bare 
unprotected ground, and to draw the salt-holding water up, 
this action being aided bY'. the capillarity of the clay topsOil. 
This appears to me to account for what has been often observed, 
viz., that reh occurs in impermeable clay soils, and but very 
seldom on sandy soils. I incline, therefore, to the belief that 
where, "midst usar,·culturable spots are found,it is either 
because these aie spots where there is no reh underlying, or 
because, on account of the occurrence of a sandy rather than 
a clayey topsoil, capillary' action is not so strong at that 
particular place. The same result of reducing capillarity 
would be effected by cultivation, by manuring, or by the 
growth of trees, shrubs, or grass. The fact that such measures 
as the above have proved the best in the endeavour to reclaim 
'Usar land gives considerable reason fo.r. believing that their 
removal has conduced to its existence. 

The variableness, not alone of composition, but of the extent 
of the action of reh, is another reason for considering its occdr
renee as local, an~ not as coincident with the distribution of 
canal water. There is what is called" very bad" usar; there 
is also other which, though salty, may be fairly easily re
claimed, and these are often found in close proximity to one 
another. How cOl!lld this be unless the deposits were local, 
i. e., unless there were more salt in some spots than in others? 
Nor would it be consistent altogether with a theory that 
attributes its occurrence solely to the incoming of the canal 
water. Canal water, I have no doubt, supplies one factor 
necessary to bring reh from below to the surface, but I do not 
at all thinlr that it directly brings the reh.· , 
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~e':r.~:::'~~!"o~n75. Passing next to the experiments made for the purpose 
war. of reclaiming usar; I must briefly note these. ",;" 

Experimllnta of 
Irrigation D .. 
partment, 
N.W.P .• at 
Aligarhand 
EtawBh. 

Experiment. of 
Agrioultu .... l De
partment. 
N.W.P. 
1. At Awa. 

"2. At Juhl. 

The Irrigation Depar~ment of the N. W. P. began in 1874by taking up , 
area9 in the Aligarh and in the Etawah districts. At Aligarh there are 
now three areas treated as plantations. The best result was attaiIied b~ 
digging holes, 4 feet deep, jillmg them with canal silt, and then planting 
babal trees (Acacia al'abica) in them., Canal water is available for watering 
the trees, and, on the usal' land, between, dab grass (Eragrostis cyrwsuroideB) 
is sown. The grass grows plentifully, but there is no sale for it, and the 
trees grow well enough till they come to a height of about 20 feet. Then 
they seem to reach a subsoil of kanlcar (concretionary limestone) and 'die. 

At Etawah there are also three areas, and here the most successful plan 
has been to embank land and to run canal water and silt over it for about 
four months. These areas may now be described as reclaimed, as they 
have been let out for cultivation. Still, it iii held that the capitalised 
value of the improved land has not covered the expenditure. . 

In 1879 experiments were begun at Awa by the Agricultural Department 
of the N. W. P. Here tree-planting was not tried, but only simple enclosure 
and exclusion of grazing. Although the experiments came to a premature 
end, owing to the Awa Estate falling out of Government hands, they 
amply proved that by simple enclosure a plentiful supply of kar UBara 
grass (/:3porobolus pallidus) could be obtained on the very worst asar, even 
that covered -by efflorescence: This means, in hrief, t~at, if cattle be 
kept off and be not allowed to nibble away every blade of. grass as ~t 
appears, the worst uSa!' will rapidly clothe itself with grass of a kind. 
The difficulty is then what to do with the grass. 

Following on these, lines, the Agricultur\101 ,Department started fresh 
experiments in 1882 at Juhi, and also at Amramau, near Cawnpore. At 
the former, simple enclosure was adopted for the preservation and 
extension of the natural grasses, and, on elevated spots, fuel and fodder 
trees were planted. The grasses have 'decidedly:improved, and the 
success of the trees has been fair. Since 1888 Mr. Duthie has had selected 
spots under his observation, to see what changes take place in the herbage. 
The- better grasses, such as janewa (Andropognn 'annulatu8), musel (Istilema 
laxum), and anjan (Pennisetum ce1wlircides,), are gradually replacing the 
original usar grass (Tetrapo!Jo" tetl'a.~tacllys). At the time of my visit 
(January 1890) there was a most marked difference between the enclosed 
land and that outside the boundary, the grass standing knee-deep within 
it, whereas the other was neady bare, and mostly covered with f"ell. Here, 
too, it seems, however, doubtful if a fair interest on the capital expended 
will be yielded. 

3. At Amramau.At Amramau the experiment was commenced on a commercial basis. 
jMir Muhammad Husain, the Assistant Director of Agriculture, N. W. P. 

• and Oudh, induced the Government in 1882 to purchase 52 acres of USar 
land at R. 1 per acre. This he enclosed for two tQ three years, then put 
d(\iry cattle and sheep on to eat the grass, and sold the milk off the farm. 
Next, he embanked fields before the rains came, and so held up the water 
in them j when it had soaked in, he ploughed and manured the land 
with the dung of his cattle and sheep, and then sowed rice. H the rice 
took, a winter crop followed, and this was the test of reclamation. In 
this way one-half of the farm has already been l'eclaimed and let at 
ThI. 8 per acre. The total cost of reclamation has been Rs. 2,000, and 
this sum Mr. Holderness, the Director of Agriculture, e~timates will just be 
cleared. A pleasing feature is that landlords (zetnindars) around are be
ginning to try the experiment themselves. Immense credit is due to 
Mir Muhammad Husain for the way in which he devised and also carried 
out this experiment, certainly the most hopeful of any yet attempted in 

4. At Aligarb. 

the reclamation o~ ttsar. _ 
Meantime, in 1885, fllrther experiments on a large scale were initiated 

at Gursikran and Chherat, near Aligarh At the former there are 
718 acres, and these are treated like the Juhi enclosure. cattle being kept 
off, and the grasses being left to themselves. Mr. Duthie now has these 
110180 under observation. Kar umra (SporobolUB palliduB) is the principal 
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rr~s. Enclosure i~ effected by .a small ditch and mound only, but it is 
qUite enough to make a marked dlfference between the bare plain outside 
and the enclosed part, in which latter the grass grows thickly. The better 
grasses, however, are only very slowly replacing the "sar grasses. In the 
hollows dub grass (Cynoaon Duetylon) begins to come. 

• At Chherat there are 242 acres. One-half is left to itself, like Juhi 
and here the better grasses are decidedly taking the place of the "sar gras~ 
(here Chloris telrostoA;hys is the chief UBar grass), dub, dab, anjan, musel, and 
gande! (Andr~pogo" 1a1liger) being now prominent. Grass came well the 
firat rainy season after. enclosure was begun, and now there are but few 
bare patches left. No manure or irrigatIOn is used. The grass is allowed 
to die down, Bnd the soil seems to get coated with a covering of vegetable 
mould, on wbich subsequently B better kind of grass appears. I had noticed 
this same at Juhi, and more particularly that there were numerous ant
hills inside the enclosure, but none outside_ On these hills were gathered 
the glumes of the grasses, doubtless adding more vegetable matter to the 
Boil, as well as loostlning it_ On .comparison of notes that had been taken, 
these ant-hills were found to have moved onwards over the formerly un
occupied space; the ground waS in consequence raised where they were, 
and on these elevations the grass grew in clumps_ Sir Edward Buck is of 
opinion that, by the raising of these mounds, the first flow of water in the 
rains f10wl off them and runs into the lower land, taking the salt with it 
and forming there a Htrong saline solution which destroys vegetation. 
Sir Edward thinks that if this first flow could be prevented from spread
mg over the surface, or be run into catchment holes or channels, it would 
do no further harm. However this may be, I believe that it is from these 
raised spots that vegetation begins to spread, and .that t:&e iilcrease of 
vegetable matter on the surface Hoil is a sign of improvement. I quite 
agree also with Sir Edward Buck that a certain amount of damage, at 
least, is done by the surface flow of a saline solution, and that it would, in 
many cases, bit lessened by the raising of a small mound or embankment_ 
00 one part of Chherat the experiment has been tried of scraping off the 
effiorcscence as it forms, but. tbis has not been 'successful, nor has much 
success as yet attended the efforts to grow the salt-bush (A,·triplex nummu
laria), date-palm, or other salt-loving plants, in the bope of extracting the 
salt from the soil. But one-half of Chherat has been more recently 
worked on the lines of Amramau, and different methods of reclamation 
have been tried. Thus, 35 acres, on whicb the salt was two to three inches 
thick, were surrounded with an embankment, and the rain water was thus 
kept in to the depth of three feet. Subsequelltly the land was ploughed 
to loosen it, and when I saw the place the grasses were being fed· o:!f 
by cattle. It was noticeable that the usar grass was nearly all gone. 
Mir Muhammad Husain had observed that it rQtted away in the stagnant 
places, and this led him to try flooding the land_ Here, anyhow, it 
disappeared, and the first grass to take its place was nal'l·j (lJiplaclme 
ju8ca); this, starting from a point a little raised above the rest, spread its 

. runners in every direction, looking just like a catherine-wheel; the runners 
in turn rooted themselves in the soil and became fresh centr.es. After 
seeing this, I could well understand that simple enclosure could enable the 
grass to establish itself and to cover the surface, whereas, if grazing were 
permitted, the young shoots would be at once nibbled off, and neven.be 
allowed to spread. Ar.jult, dub, and dab also in turn .appeared. Yet 
another portion haslbeen flooded from the canal, and the water held up 
by embankment; reclamation has gone so far that som? of th~ land has 
been let out to cnltivators and I saw wheat crops growmg on It here and 
there. Enquiring of a ralyat which land he would like to have if more 
could be let to him he said that what. he liked was the "black" soil. 
(doubtless that which had the vegetable crust to which I .have referred), 
I then asked him to indicate what part of that noW' growmg grass could 
be cultivated and what not. He darted off at once to where dub grass was, 
and said that WSB what he would like to have, but not that which had the 
usar gr3.l!8 on it. 

Another plan of reclamation tried has been that of manuring 
heavily with night-soil. . 
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At Naraianpur, near Cawnpore; Mir Muhammad Husain took up 10 acrElI 
of U8ar land four years ago, and trenched night-soil in it before the rains. 
Mounds were pqt round, and the rain water held up. After 10 months the 
land was let to a cultivator for Rs. 20, and Rs.40 was offered if a lease for 
six years were granted. Here canal water was available. Of this land 
there were 800 acres in the neighbourhood. • 

Again, at Dera Ismail Khan it was found that the "Ottley" plan 
(digging out the soil to a depth of about 18 inches, spreading night-soil in 
the pit 9 inches thick, then sifting the earth back and levelliug the whole, 
subsequently watering it) got rid of the kalar or saline effiorescence. 

Lastly, I have to instance other attempts to deal with 
'Usa'/' land by growing trees upon it. In the cases given so 
far the success has not been a marked one, ~hough it has been 
shown that they will grow, ·~s also grass in abundance, if 
enclosure be resorted to. . 

In the Kapurthala State there are 9,000 I1cres of land in Phagwara tahsil 
which have been taken up' by the Administration. Of this, 7,660 acres are 
so much impregnated with kalar, or soda salts, that they are not fit for 
cultivation. Nevertheless it has been found that the dhUk tree (Buteafron
d08a) flourishes on this soil, and 40,000 maunds of fuel (maund = 281bs. 
here) are supplied from one plantation annually. Every 10 years the 
whole is cut over once, and the sale proceeds and grazing.fees amount to 
RR.9,000 per annum, while the yearly expenditure by the State is only 
Rs.540. There is this advantage with dhUk, that cattle, sheep, and goats will 
not tOllch it, and RO grazing does no injury. I notice that the dhUk tree 
has been but little tried in other experiments; it should, I think, be more 
extensively grown on U8ar land, and there seems to be no reason why the 
Kapurthala pla,?-should not succeed elsewhere. . 

76. To summarise the experimental work done on the 
reclamation of 'Usa'/'. It seems thoroughly established, Firstly, 
that by simple enclosure and exclusion of grazing, grass 
(probably 'Usa'/' grass only at first) will establish itself, and 
cover even the worst places; that the grasses will slowly 
improve, and trees may be fairly successful. Secondly, that 
hy covering''Usa'/' land with a thick coating of canall!ilt, and 
then flooding it (as is done in Egypt), it may also- be re
claimed. Thirdly, that by enclosure, feeding off the grass, 
embanking the land, allowing the rain water to be held up 
on it, then ploughing 'and manuring it, it can be rendered 
·culturable. Fourthly, that the same may be done by heavy 
manuring with night-soil, where water is procurable. There 
are difficulties to be encountered in every case, such as that of 
disposin::(' of the grass grown; then canal water and canal silt 
ape not everywhere available, nor is there sufficient night-soil 
or other manure to warrant the outlay involved in rec.Iaiming. 
But it seems to me that the plan of embankment and 
holding the water up, as well as manuring the land with 
stock put ofl it, is feasible everywhere. Where silt-laden 
canals are at hand, they could be run on to the land, for they 
would be in a silt-laden condition just at the time of the 
rains, when they are not so much needed for the irrigation 
of cultivated land. As to the grass diffioulty, this might be 
overcome by making the grass into silage. The difficulty with 
haymaking is that the grasses that grow often co~e during 
the rainy season, when they cannot always be made mto hay, 
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but if made into silage, simply stored in pits duO' in the ground 
they might afford abundant succulent fodder for cattle: 
Lastly, where trees are grown, the best plan is to have a rapid 
succession of -quickly-growing trees or scrub, rather than to 
try and obtain trees of any good size; the dhak tree (B1£tea 
frondo'la), as at Kapurthala, should also be much more ex
tensively tried. 
. Suggestions have been made in the past that subsoil drain~ 
age will be found the only way to cure 1£8ar, but I can hardly 
look upon this as a practicable remedy in India. 

Taking what I have seen,poth of the occurrence of 1£8ar 
land and the attempts made to reclaim it, I believe it to be 
concurrent with the existence hf an impermeable condition of 
the soil, conducing (as clay does) to increased capillary action; 
and that improvement of such soil will be effected by any 
means'which tend to alter this impermeable condition, either 
by forming a fresh and Iighte~ surface, such as is done by the 
finely~vided canal silt, or by breaking it up, as is done by 
the growth of grass_ or trees, or by manuring and ploughing. 
The formation of vegetable matter on the surface-is, I believe, 
most important, and the covering of the' soil with grass tends 
to decrease that "baking" of it which, as we have seen, is 
one of the most powerful agencies at W9rk iIi causing reh to 
appear. . 

A good deal has been said, notably by Mr. Holderness, the 
Director .of Agriculture for the North-West Provinces and 

r Oudh..-as to the result of the experiments not having been a 
financial success on the whole. To my mind a great deal too 
much has been made of this aspect; not that it is not the 
ultimate test of success, but because it should be remem
bered that until the effort has emerged from the experi
mental stage it cannot be fairly put upon its trial. So long 
as experiments are being tried, expenditure is made upon a 
great many things which have to be abandoned later on; ex
periment should be for the purpose of seeing which one of a 
number of different plans that have suggested themselves 
seems to give the best prospect of success, but not until this has 
been reached can the system itself be fairly said to be on its 
trial. It is a remarkably promising omen that Mr. Husain 
has been able to show, even in the initial stage, such success 
as has been attained .at Amramau, and to him very grea.t 
credit is due. • - Not long ago it would have been said that 1£8ar could not 
be reclaimed at all, and to show that it can be is, in itself, a 
most valuable fact. That it ma.y not at present 'pay to take 
up 1£8ar land and so reclaim it, is a matter affected by 
present conditions; but there may come, ~re long, a demand 
on the Boil, owing to pressure of populatIOn and spread of 
cultivation, which may call for even ~sa?, land to be t.aken 
up, and then it may pay well to reclaIm It. The experience 
gathered from past experiments will then supply the neces
sary g-uide, and a financial success may well result. 
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77. The'reclamation of land, whether it be ravine land or 
'U,8ar land, must, as indicated in the foregoing pages, come 
mainly from 'Government agency. In a few instances the 
native proprietors may follow an example set, but the initiative 
must come from Government, and from Agricultural Depart-.. 
ments in particular. The improvement of land infested with 
kans grass and other weeds is part of a better and more careful 
cultivation. 

78. In reference to the reclamation of 'U,8ar I have expressed 
my surprise at this enquiry having been carried out without 
the help of an Agricultural Chemist. Such a man would have 
been able to render very considerable help, and to have pre
vented many mistakes and speculations from being made. To 
take a single instance-'-w hen remedial measures were attempted 
it should certainly have been ascertained (as could have been 
done readily by chemical analysis,) what amount of salt was 
present originally in the soil, and how much salt each remedial 
process had succeeded, in the end, in removing. It is still 
unknown in what quantity the salt exists, and in what amount 
it will be injurious. Such an example as this constitutes a 
strong claim for having agricultural investigation in India 
carried out with the association of an Agricultural Chemist. 
I do not say that the preSQnce of such a man would, of itself" 
enable the reh question to be solved, but I am sure it would 
very greatly aid the enquiry, and no such enquiry should be 
carried out without the assistance of an Agricultura.l 
·Chemist. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

79. The differences which are directly tracfiable to the 
,varying nature of soil are. ,like those resulting from climate, 
not capable of elimination either by the pe-ople or by the 
Government; they can only be modified too. certain extent. 
Any improvement of agriculture in this c~nriection wiil be 
achieved by-

(1) increasing. in dry tracts, the supply of 'Yater and, 
consequently, of mo.isture to the soil ; 

(2) hlcreasi'ng the manure supply and enriching the 
poorer soil; 

(3) experimental enquiry and the scientific study of soils 
and their treatment. 

The main work of the above must fall upon 'Government; 
for the people will only in' a few cases at best follow the 
initiative set., nor indeed will they have the means for so doing. 
The third part, or the introduction of W estern Science, must 
also come from Government alone. "Of scientific st,udy of soils 

. in India there has heen almost a total absence in the past, 
and experimental work. as in the reclamation of 'usar; . has 
suffered in consequence. I regard the problem of the possible 
exhaustion of the soil, under a continuation of the present . .-
system of agriculture, as one which the Government wiUhave 
to meet by devising measures for increasing the manure supply 
of the country. Good work has been done by the Agricultural' 
and Irrigation Departments of the North-West Provinces iIi. 
the endeavour to utilise ravine land and to reclaim usar l~nd, 
and encouragement should be giveR to the 'continuance ,of 
this work of enquiry. '. ,1" 

: RECOMMENDATIONS. .. 
80. I recommensJ. :- i 

The increase, by means of Irrigation, of the water supply 
to dry tracts. 

The increase of the manure supply to the soil. 
The instituting of Enquiry to ascertain where such 

measures are needed and can be carried out. ' 
The continuation of Experimental Research, aided by 

Chemical Science. 

OONOLUSIONS. 
• 

RECOMMENDA.· 
TIONS. 
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CHAPTER VI. CHAPTER VI. 

WATBB. 

General (livision 
of India In 
reference to 
irrigation 
requirements. 

Divimon into 

WATER. 

81. WATER, in one form or another, is indispensable to agri· 
culture, and in no country does this relation acquire greater 
significance than jn India. So varied, however, are the 
climatic conditions met with in different parts, that each must 
be considered by itself before any general conclusion can be 
arrived at as to the sufficiency of the rainfall or the need of 
supplementing it. Not only climatic but geological features 
also will determine the need and the mode of further supply. 
This supplementing of the natural rainfall may, broadly, be 
called Irrigation. In this sense we may consider India as 
divided into three great areas :-

1st. Where irrigation is not needed. 
2nd. Where irrigation is highly desirable. 
3rd. Where irrigation is absolutely necessary. 

It protected .. andl 
U precarious II I 
tmota. 

82. Thefirst division comprises districts where there is an 
abundant rainfall; these are protected thereby from drought 

I and famine; such regions exist over Burmah, Assam, Eastern 
Bengal, along the sub-Himalayan range, and in the Western 
GhAts. In the Central Provinces also, and over a great part 
of Central India, a sufficiency of rainfall is aided by the 
presence of a black soil which retains that water -firmly, and 
to which the supply of irrigation would possibly be even 
harmful. 

Prooarlous 
Dl.tricta 
indicated on -
Rainfall Map. 

- The third division. comprises the driest tracts of all, the 
regions of lowest rainfall, such as the arid plains of parts of the 
Punjab and Rajputana, with nearly th·e whole of Sind. In 
these, while irrigation is an absolute necessity for the carrying 
on of agriculture, yet in respect of being subject to famine 
they are safer than those of the second division, this latter 
including all those districts where the rainfall is uncertain 

: and variable. The reason of this, as explained in Chapter IV . 
. paragraph 34, is, that where rainfall is low the raiyat or 
cultivator will nev.er try to grow. a crop unless he has a 
certainty of water, whereas, in parts to which sometimes rain 
comes in sufficiency and sometimes not, he io tempted to risk 
the growing of a crop, and should the rain then fail, the crop 
may be entirely lost. It is these districts of uncertain rainfall 
that are the really "precarious" ones, and here the fear of 
famine is almost ever present. They are the tracts which 
are light-coloured on the Rainfall Map, and they extend over 
a great part of N orth-West India, Rlijputana, the Deccan, and 
Madras. It is to providing protection against famine in 
these precarious tracts that Government have devoted such 
constant efforts, and that so much skill has been exercised by 
the Irrigation Department in particular. 
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83. It is w~ll .now t.o summarise the main types of water 
supply met wIth In IndIa, and, after that, to show how irrigation 
alters in character and how its extension is largely, dependent 
upon the physical conditions and geological features of the 
.country. 

Snmmnryof 
main types of 
water mpply and 
tl.eir 
uisttibution. 

(a) In the first place is the Rainfall j abundant reference (al Rainfan. 

has been already made to this in Chapter IV. 
(Climate). The dark-colou'red parts on the Rainfall 
Map are those of heavy rain, and are thus naturally 
protected from drought. Under the same heading I: 
has been mentioned the 'water-retaining black/' 
cotton-soil, where, too, irrigation is not ~alled for. ' 
This soil covers the parts coloured green on the 
Geological Map, . 

The above districts may be considered as " protected," I ~ , ' 'I 
and as not requiring further irrigation. ..J "J ~ . 

(b) After this we may. take those districts which do not 
require irrigation because they are 'inundated by 
rivers, or which, though not inundated, yet derive 
sufficient moisture from rivers in their proximity. 
Instances of the latter have been given in the 
tracts along river beds in the Punjab: Inundated 
tracts are found also in many parts of the Punjab, 
for instance, at Multan, where the country beside 
the river banks is often flooded to the extent of six 
or eight miles. Again, in Gujrat (Punjab) and other 
tracts along the foot of the hills there are large 
areas which are annually inundated by mountain 
Rtreams bringing silt down with them. The rainfall 
is insufficient for the crops, and the spring-level is 
too deep for irrigation wells, so the flood waters of 
the torrents that issue from the hills are turned 
out of the beds of the torrents by means of tem
porary dams erected in the beds, and are thus poured 
on to the slope of the country. The latter thus 
acquires sufficient moisture and also a renewal of 
silt more than equivalent to a manuring. An in
stance of a dry tract such as this is Shahpur, 
between the Indus and the Jhelum. 

'r 

(c) Next are the canals :-
These ll'ay be classed under three heads :-(l} The 

perennial canals from snow-fed 1'ivers, found, 
for instance, in Northern India. (2) Inundation 
canals, available only while the river is in flood. 
The banks of the river are above the level of 
the surrounding country and the flood waters are 
carried off from-the river. This is, accordingly, a 
rainy-season supply only. Such canals are met 
with in the Southern Punjab and in Sind. (3) 
Canals or rather channels from rive1's that a?'e 

Y.24266. E 

(b) Inundation 
by rivera atilt 
streams. 

(el Canals amI 
l'iver-chuufic:R. 



(d) Wells. 

(e) "Tanks." 

(I) Shallow 
tanks or ponds. 

Distribution of 
B~'stcnis of irriga
tion n.ooording to 
the physioal 
features of the 
country. 
Geological lInp. 

GG 

(d) 

Water. 

not snow-jed. A dam, or "anieut" as it is tech
ni~ally known, is thrown across the bed of a 
river,and the latter is turned into a lake, from 
which it is led into irrigating canals and distri
buting channels.. In this wayan autumn and Co 

winter supply is obtained. Of this nature are 
the channels off the- Cauveri, the. Godaveri, and 
the Kistna rivers, in Madras. . 

The next system is that of 'wells, the most widely
distributed one, but seen principally in the alluvial 

: belt of the Ganges plain, and notably in the Doab 
(or two - river district, i. e., the country lyin rr 

between.the two rivers, the Ganges and the Jumna) 
(e) Then follow the ~o-called " Tanks," principally found 

in Madras, w4ere the ground is rocky and the 
country hilly or undulating. These are really 
lakes or reservoirs, B:nd are constructed by putting 
dams across depreSSIOns or valleys. In them rain 
water is collected for use in the dry season. 
Some are also fed by jungle streams and rivers 
as well as by rain water. They occur, further, in 

(f) 
Rlijputana and in Central India. 

Lastly come' the shallow tanks or ponds which are 
dug in the earth whenever the soil is of a clayey 
character, and serve to hold the one year's supply 
of rain water. These ponds are met with in 
Western Bengal, the valley of the Ganges, as als() 
in Madras. . 

84. On referring to the Geological Map, sufficient· reason 
will be found for the occurrence of the particular systems 
in each part, the alluvial soil of the north (coloured bro7vn 
on the map) lending itself rather to canals, wells, and shallow 
ponds, and the rocky ground of Madras (coloured red on the 
map) to the so-caned" tanks," as well as to channels, whilst 
the central, or black cotton-soil portion (the part coloured 
green) needs neither particularly. But the variations of 
rainfall, situation, and nature of soil, in different parts call for 
still further consideration. Thus, to take the alluvial plain of 
the Ganges-in the extreme west the water lies too deep 
down for wells, and this part, including the Punjab generally. 
is essentially the region for canuls; the. central part, the 
North-West Provinces, is the well district pa'r excellence. 
though supplemented here and there by canals; then, coming 
to Bengal,- in the western portion are shallow ponds or 
tanks, and mainly where clay covering the soil enables the 
water to be retained, whilst in the eastern portion the rainfall 
itself is enough, and canals woulq be out of plac~ and even d() 
harm. In: Madras the underlying rock, on the contrary, lends 
itself more naturally to the construction of large reservoirs 
or " tct·nks," holding more than the one year's rainfall. But 
this is not all, for, as is well illustrated in the North-West 
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Provinces, a cross section may be drawn throuO'h the Gan
getic plain, and it will exhibit different features ~f irrigation 
in each division. .Thus, taking such a cross section, we may 
have, first of all, a region like the sub-Himalayan range, where 

"rainfall is abundant and no irrigation is called for. Then there 
will come one where, with less rainfall, the water lies close below 
the surface, and can be eMily obtai~ed from shallow wells of, 

. say, 10-20 feet depth. This is the case, for instance, at Bareilly. 
Next may be one where the water lies deeper and is less 
readily obtainable, and canals may be called for in addition. 
Suc.h is found to be the case in the Doab, where wells are 20-30 

. feet deep. Lastly, may come ·a region situated on a central 
elevated ridge of the country where the wells are too deep to be 
profitably worked; the water is often brackish, and canals are 
the only available means of irrigation. This is the case along 
the Jumna riYer, the wells being 30 feet deep 0:- more, and 
the water bad. . 

I have set these points out, because without beal:ing them 
in mind it· is not possible to understand the considerations 
that have to be taken into account in providing for the irriga
tion of any tract, nor yet to grasp the point of what I wish 
particularly to impress, viz., the necessity of careful enquiry 
into the agricultural requirements of each separate district 
and the best way of supplying thes8. 

85. Before dealing with particular points connected with 
each class of irrigation, in the endeavour to show where 
improvement may possibly be effected, I wish to qualify any 
suggestion I may make, by saying, at the outset, that I 
consider the way in which Government have attacked the 
problem of irrigation and the manner in which the Irrigation 
Department have carried out the work, are worthy of the 
highest praise; moreover, the disposition of each to meet, 
wherever it is practicable, the needs of the country,both 
for protective purposes and for the improvement of its 
agriculture, shows how deeply concerned they are in t~e 
well-being of the people. 

Easy though it .be to criticise Government Departments, 
be they Irrigation, or FQrest, 01' Agricultural, and to point 
to mistakes that have been made in the past, and to isolated 
cases where harm rather than good has resulted, I prefel', 

. and think it is but right, to acknowledge the vast work done 
and the enormom'benefit that has accrued to the country 
generally as the result of the attention which Government 
have bestowed on this great subject of Irrigation. It is 
hardly necessary even to ask that the operationl'l should be 
extended, for both Government and the Irrigation Depart
ment are. fully alive to the necess~ties, and wil~ not fail ~o 
avail themselves of every opportumty for extenslOn OL theIr 
work. 

The great work 
done by the 
Government and 
the Irrigation 
Department. 

86. Pe1'ennial Canal8.~1t has been explained that in 6:~~'::.ial 
certain parts, for instance, the Western Punjab, the rainfall 

E2 
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is very meagre, and the water-level is so low that wells 
cannot be sunk profitably j hence the canals from snow-fed 
:ivers are the'only means of irrigation. I ca.nnot give a better 
lllstance of the change effected by the introduction of a 
canal to a dry arid tract, than what 1 saw in the course of 
my tour through the country lyi:v.g around Multan in the 

Changesprodllcel\ PunJ' abo The Sidhnai Canal has been brou!!ht here, and now, 
in the appearance ....... 
of the country by wherever it spreads its arms, fertility and prosperity abound, 
the introduction I '1 h h' h I b of a .anal iuto a W 11 st t e parts w lC ie eyond its influence are typical 
diotrict. of barrenness and desert. Here a· complete transformation 

in the appearance of the country has been effected. The soil, 
though in itself rich enough, is powerless, in the absence of 
water, to sustain its crops .. It is only where an occasional 
well occurs, or where water has lodged in.a depression, that 
there is any cultivation at all j but Vi here the water can 

Beneficial effects reach, agriculture flourishes. On one side of the railway 
ofmnslo. , line, as I travelled from Multan to Rashida, the Sidhnai 
'l'be Si<Umai . Canal spr·ead, and cultivation was all around " on the other 
OWlS!.) 

side of the line there was no canal, and the land was entirely 
bare, save for a few stunted bushes. No one could see the 
contrast presented, without being deeply impressed by .the 
great good done by calial irrigation. This scheme was started 
in order to take settlers from the congested districts of the 
Punjab (Lahore, Amritsar, &c.). It was estimated that 64,000 
acres of land would be required, but already 110,000 acres 
have been let to cultivators, so that the canal has been very 
successful. Other instances which particularly struck my 
attention, as exemplifying the beneficial effects of canals 
upon agriculture, were the remarkable development of 
market-gardening around Amritsar (Punjab), the outcome of 
the Bari-Doab canal j the sugar:..cane and rice cultivation at 
Hospet (Madras), which has entirely developed since a channel 
was taken off from the River Tungabadra; and the sugar-cane 
cultivation around Poona. . 

When speaking of wells I shall have occasion to point out 
respects in which I consider that cultivation by means of them 
is superior to cultivation by canal, but it is necessary to point 
out that it is only in a very limited region, mainly the Doab, 

Primary """of that the two systems really come into competition. What is 
OB.IAI.. requisit~ in extending canals is, to take them primarily to those 

districts which have no other available means of water 
supply, but not to supplant an existing cultivation carried 
on by means of wells or tanks. But wherg these latter means 
are insufficient, ~hen canals may do a great work in supple
menting the supply. The main object should, however, be to 
carry canals to the parts where agriculture must depend upon 
them alone. 

Objection! 
urged agwnot 
canals. 

87. It has been urged against canals, and with some reason, 
that in some cases they have been brough.t where they were 
never needed j that they have been carried across the main 
drainaO'e lines of the country, and have obstructed the natural 
drainage, beshles raising the water-level, causing the spread 
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of the saline efflorescence known as ?'eh, spoilin rr the wells 
and bringing fever and ill-health to the populati~n affected~ 
There have been, and always will be, minor complaints of the 
occasional harshness of higher, and the corruption of inferior, 
canal officers. But, to my mind, all these objections sink 

• into insignificance before the grand work that has been. done, 
and that'is now being carried on in the light of theex . 

. perience of the past. Were but the cultivators to use th'e 
water with anything like the care with whijjh it has been 
provided to them, the results would be mucn greater still. 
The Irrigation Department will, I know, not be slow to 
acknowledge that there have been mistakes in the past
mistakes of construction and of distribution-but they are 
now careful to avoid these as far as possible, and when exten
sion of canals is made, it is only after the agricultural circum
stances and needs of the districts have been considered, in 
order to determine whether they ought to be served by canals 
or by wells, and in order to construct the canals so as to give 
distribution of water over the widest area possible. 

88. I will now consider the several objections taken to ~:;~~~:~~here 
canals. The first is, that canals have been carried where there not required, 

was no need of them. A colouJ;. is given to this objection 
because, in order to reach tracts 'where there is no other means 
of water supply, canals have sometimes to pass through dis-
tricts already provided for; still, it \s quite true that canals 
hav'e been brought unnecessarily to some parts of the country, 
In the Cawnpore district of the North-West Provinces there 
are many villages along the line of the canal, like Rura, which 
(.mght to have depended upon wells, and indeed were partly 
supplied with them; but now only the ruined remains 6f the 
wells exist, for they were merely dug in the ground, and had 
no masonry to support the sides, consequently they fell in 
when the water-level was raised through the introduction of 
the canal. That this is altogether due to the canal is hardly 
the case. I made special enquiries on this ,point, and found 
that though destruction of wells undoubtedly occurred at first, 
yet the water-level soon became constant, and wells can now 
be easily made without masonry. What really happened was, 
that when the canal came the cultivators relied entirely on it 
as the easiest means of watering their fields, and so they used 
the water wastefully, and· allowed the wells to fall into dis-
repair. It is only when the supply of water runs short, owing 
to the spread of il'rigation over a wider area, that the raiyat 
begins to get economical in the use of canal water. In some 
instances, indeed, the canals have improved the wells. by 
raising the water-level and making the supply mOl:e ac.cesslble. 
Still, there is undoubtedly some reason for comp~amt. that 
canals have been carried where they were not reqUIred. An Illstances. 

instance of this is seen in Orissa, where a canal was started 
in 1866 as a 'protective measure, after the. famine that 
occurred there but it has never been wanted since>. and has 
not only been' unremunerative, but has also done positive ". 

• C"I, ~ 
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harm to the country by interrupting the natural drainage. 
'The' upper part of the Western J umna Canal is, similarly, 
not a success .. Both in Behar and in the Bombay Presidency 
there are canals which, in so far as they have not paid 
directly for their construction, have been called "failures." < 

But this is not a fair view of looking at the question, and no 
~ who has had experience of the loss of human life and of 
cattle in past times of scarcity, and will contrast it with the' 
protection aff~ded by the canals now, can for a moment 
doubt the wisdom of constructing these very canals, although 
the expenditure may not have been directly recouped. Never
the less, in districts where wells can quite readily be dug, their 
extension rather than the replacement of them by canals 
should be sought. In the Cawnpore district I have seen the 
wealthier cultivators constructing masonry wells although 
they had the canal flowing past their land. They were, how
ever, situated near the 'termination of the canal, Ij.nd knew 
that the supply of water was precarious because of so much 
being used higher up the stream. But on their wells they 
could always rely, and so they preferred to dig them rather 
than to trust to the canal. . 

89. In districts situated near the termination of a canal,. 
and where consequently the supply of water must be uncer
tain, it is worth considering whether reservoirs might not be 
advantage.ou~ly .constructed 'which would ser:ve as stora~e 
tanks for IrrIgatIOn purposes. At Cawnpore, during the hot 
season, I saw the crops of some Kachhi cultivators which were 
being quite ruined owing to want of water, for, although 
the canal was within a stone's throw, and water was passin~ 
down it, there was not sufficient water to allow of the 
outlet to the cultivators' fields being opened; nevertheless, 
the stream, then flowing two feet deep, shortly afterwards 
found its way again into the river, and its benefit was lost 
to the land. Had there been a" reservoir at, the end of the 
canal, or some system of small tanks in the-fields themselves, 
which cquln be filled and drawn from as required, less entire de
pendencecould have bp.en placed upon the uncertain canal supply. 

90. The second objection urged against canals is, that they 
have interfered.lrith the natural drainage of the country, and 
that, by raisin"g the water-level, they have brought fever and 
ill.!'health to the people. This, again, is a charge which has 
IUuch to support it; but the Irrigation De{lartment is fully 
alive to the necessity of avoiding these evils in the future; 
accordingly, new canals are now aligned with greater' care. 
Villages in the Etah and Cawnpore districts of the North
West Provi'ncel'l, others in the Delhi and Kamal districts, as 
also some along the Bari-Doab Canal in tl1e Punjab, are known 
to have suffered from excessive canal irrigation, and to have 
hecome unhealthy on account of the faulty construction of 
canals, and a reduction of assessment has, in consequence, had 
to be granted. This subject opens up a very serious problem 
for consideration. Are the Jfeople to have the land left dry, 
and the climate healthy, though they themselves may suffer 
and die from the inroads of famine, or are they to reap an 
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abundant harvest at the sacrifice of health? In other words, 
are they to drop off one by one by slow degrees and unnoticed, 
Qr are they to be swept away in numbers at a time by famine? 
This is, to put it plainly, the. position that has to be faced. 
The verdict, it seems to me, must be the one that actuated 
the appointment of a Famine Commission, and also their subse
quent recommendation that, the preservation of the lives :J 
the people being the chief concern, the causes which stand out 
most markedly as sweeping thtl population away wholesale· 
must be first combated. Beyond this, the only possible line of 
action seems to me to be the exercise of greater care in future 
alignment of canals, and the introduction of subsoil drainaO'e 
in especially bad tracts. Subsoil drainage is, I am awa:'e, 
a very difficult and costly matter in India, and for the pur- ~l::S~!t,,:~'1';~nge 
pose of merely reclairning salty land (usar) is hardly to be 
thought of; but where the lives of the people are concerned, 
and when there is undoubted evidence of the depopulation of 
water-logged districts, I do not see how the issue can be long 
de~ayedo At all events, I think that subsoil drainage should 
be thoroughly put to the trial, in order to ascertain whether 
it can be carried 'out successfully on a large scale. 

91. Other objections to canal irrigation follow as conse- Other 

quences of the two'main ones alreadY noticed. It has been ::~!:r:.~~~ual'. 
mentioned that the introduction of canals has been detri-
mental to existing wells. But it is ourged also aglrinst them 
that they have caused the spread of the salty efflorescence 
termed l reh (see paragraphs 67 and 74), is districts w~tered 
by canalso I endeavoured in the last chapter (paragraph 74). S,reaolof"A.&;, 

to explain the part which canals play in the· production of 
reh, and to show that they supply the water necessary to 
dissolve the salts that lie below the surface and enable them 
to be brought to the surface by capill~ry attraction. Lhave 
pointed out, however, that, by Hooding the affected land with 
bilt-Jaden canal water, a remedy can be provided, and the 
injured land be practically reclaimed by means of the canal. 

92. Inundation Canals.-In the Gangetic system (to which :::::;1.:~'t:on 
the perennial canals just described belong) the water of the ~ry 
and rainless season is utilised. There is then little or no SlIt, 
and the water serves rather as a substitute for rain than as a 
fertiliser. In° the case of the Inundation Canals, on the other 
hand, the silt-laden waters of the rivers are carried at Hood ti.rue 
to the hiO'het lands and thus afford greater benefit to districts 
where rainfall is !!eflcient. As·their name indicates, Inundation 
Canals are of use only in the rainy season, and they are 
taken off from rivers the banks of which are above the level 
Qf the surrounding country. Such canal? are met wi~h 
principally in the Punjab and in Sind. ThIS system ~as m 
voO'ue before the time of the EnO'lish occupation of India, and 
m;ny of the canals were con~tructed and worked by the 
N ati ves themsel \·es. 

I S · f l R· ntver-c:lumnels 93. C(t/lals 01' River-Channels rom •. pl'tng- e( Hfel:s .-;- l .. ulUspring-fod 

These occur principally in Southern IndIa, and ~o not dlff.er rlvc .... 

except in their origin and methods of constructIOn and dIS-
tribution ffom the afore-named snow-fed canals, It has 

E4 
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been often pointed out that a great deal of water is allowed to 
flow down the rivers of Southern India and to find its way into 
the sea, whereas increased means of intercepting it before it 
reached the sea would result in a large amount of water being 
saved for irrigation purposes. Mr. Nicholson, in his" Manual, 
of Coimbatore," points out that much good might be done by 
storing the water of great rivers· in reservoirs, and that. it 
would not onll.,.supply irrigation, but would prevent a source 
of danger to tlie districts below, which arises hom the sudden 
rushing down of "the river at the beginning of flood time. In 
a Report on the Condition of Anantapur Mr. Nicholson in
stances that the water of the Penner and the Hagari rivel's 
might be advantageously stored in this way, especially as the 
districts through which these rivers flow are peculiarly 
exposed to drought. . 

.. Tank.... 94. Tanks.-This term, as applied to the rain, stream
i 

and 
river fed reservoirs which occur principally in Madras and in 
Central India, is an incorrect one. They are in reality Lakes 
or Reservoirs formed by the erection of dams across 'de
pressions or valleys, and are fed either by the rainfall or by 

Waste ohater in jungle streams and rivers. They are largely utilised in Madras 
rice .ulti .... ti.n. for rice cultivation, and it is certain th!i-t a very exce!,sive 

quantity of water is often used from them. I noticed this par
ticularly.at Salem. Mr. Nicholson reckoned that in Coimba
tore as much as 12 feet depth of waterin a season was used from 

t.anks kept for rice cultivation. Frequently the tanks are the 
~roper~y of individuals or communities, and are managed by 
them. In some cases, however, the Irrigation Depa~tment 

- undertakes the distribution of the water. Better management 
in the repair of tanks is a matter calling for attention, and will 
be referred to later. The supply of water from tanks which 
are merely rain-fed must, at best, be looked on as precarious, 

Cultivation by owing to the uncertainty of the rainfall. Tank irrigation is, 
tank irrigatloll. rh f d t . th f . It' t' b t . owever, pre erre 0 any 0 er or rIce cu Iva lOn, u a 

cultivator will not oPgin to use a tank unless he knows that 
there is sufficient water in it to last him for his crop through
out its w hole growth. If the tank be full, he grows rice; if it 

'is not, he grows other ·crops. The consequence of waiting is 
that a good deal of water is wasted by percolation, and the 
tank may, after all, not be available. It is difficult to 

, suggest any remedy. 
~. Though tanks occur mostly in Southern India, yet they are 
I sometimes made in the rice-growing districts" of Bengal; or else 

reservoirs are fOlmed by throwing embankments across drain
age hollows ornatural slopes of fields, and are used for irrigating 
rice in the event of long droughts; when required, the banks 
are cut and the wateI is allowed to flow out. Reports from 
Chota Nagpur show that while in SC'lmf,l parts, Palamau f01" 
instan(e, irrigation by these reservoirs is a necessity for rice, 
in othel's, such as Lohardaga, (lnly a few tanks exist. More 
might, however, be -easily made and the rice be irrigated. 
On occasions when drought has occurred, the villages that 
PO"I-tFs('d t'mbanked reservoirs have suffered no loss of rice. 
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once at Banda, for example, the banks were cut, the watel' 
was led for four miles, and over 200 acres of rice were thus 
saved. Even in the Central Provinces it is now under con
si.der!ltion whether in parts, such as the Mandla and Balaghat 

.dlstrlcts, tanks sho.uld not be constructed for rice irrigation. 

9';. Shallow Tank. or Ponds.-These are the true Tanks 
for they are excavated reservoirs, and are not merdy thos~ 
formed by embanking depressions or valleys, thereby holding 
up the water that comes. The true tanks only hold the rain-
fall of the year, .and dry up entirely in the hot weat)ler. 
Where the soil is clayey undemeath· is thamost favourable 
spot for their 'construction; if the soil be sandy, without 
clay beneath, the water will soon sink in and disappear. 
They are, of course, simply rain-fed, and are met with not 
only in the alluvial soil of Bengal and the Gangetic Valiey, 
but also in parts of Bombay and Madras. 

Shallow tanks I 

or ponds. 

96. WeIl8.-1 have left the consideration of wells until Wells. 
now, so that I may include under this head some of the prin
cipal differences' that occur between cultivatioIl" by wells 
and that under other means of irrigation. Irrigation by wells 
is at once the most widely-distributed system, and also the one 
productive of the finest examplC.§..ofcareful cultivation. I 
may fairly say that nothing in the agriculture of India ·im-
pressed me so much as the excellence of the cultivation carried Excellenceof 
on by irrigation from wells (" garden' 'Iand). This was not th~ ::J\~~~~~, 
case merely in one or two parts only, but in almost every in.:-
stance where this system of cultivation: was adopted. 

Whether it be in the bet~l and. plantain gardens. of Mlihim Examples of 
(Bombay), the market-gardening. of ;Meerut (North-West :.Ftti~:~~ .. 
Provinces),the "garde;n " land of Coimbatore in Madras, orthat 
of G6jrat and Hoshiarpur in the Punjab, the finest cultivation 
I have seen has almost invariably been that carried on by well 
irrigation. Here it is that the greatest care is given, and the 
greatest economy used; it is for this land. that manure is 
most saved, and from it every weed is plucked away as an in-
truder; here every inch is utiliRed for growing crops-not one 
crop alone, but oftel). three or even four together-and to these 
crops the precious wate\, is dealt out,' as it were, by measure. 
To take a single instance :-at Mahim the betel plant is 
watered every sixth day until manure is apvlied to it, and, afler 
that every third eday~ntil the rains come;' sugar-cane once 
every six days until the rains; plantains similarly, and ginger 
at intervals of three days only. The e1tplanation of the 
excellence of cultivation as carried on by irrigation from I 
wells is found chiefly in' the fact that every drop of wat~r 
has to be raised by the ·raiyat's labour and that of hIS 
bullocks and that rthe wen itself has often been built with 
his own 'money and by his own hands. But I must not dwell~Li~tle or no~bing . . ' .. . h I to improve Ib 
on this except to say in regard to thIS cultIvatlOn t at can this respect. 

suO'gest nothinO' in it to' improve; indeed, the peoplt\ have l 

m:stered thor;ughly all details of the .syste~. .English 
farmers ma~ well join with me and look on lD admlTatlOn, and 
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~ t should be the aim of everyone interested in agricultural 
1 mprovement in India to extend this method of irriO'ation in 
every way possible. '" 

Further, as regards wells, one cannot help being struck by 
the skill with which a supply of water is first found by the. 
native cultivator; then by the construction of the wells, the 
kinds of wells, and their suitability to the surroundings and 
means of the people j also by the various devices for raising 
water, each of which has a distinct reason for its adoption. 
All these are most interesting points with which I am 'not 
called on to deal, for I see little to improve in them which 
the cultivator does not know per~ectly welL I would, however, 
draw attention to Major Clibborn's valuable Report on the 
Oonstruction of Wells in the North-West Provinces, where 
many particulars as to wells and well irrigation can be found. 

97. As I have explained before, it is only exceptionally 
that cultivation by means of wells can be brought into 
comparison with that by canal irrigation, and it must be 
remembered that the value of the latter system consists in 
the fact that canals can often be brought 'where construction 
of wells is impossible. Where the two systems exist near one 
another I have sometimes had the opportunity of comparing 
them. Such was the case at Amritsar, Cawnpore, and 
elsewhere; frequently, too, wells are useJ, as at Multan, to 
supplement the canal supply and to ensure the safety of the 
crops. Not only are the plots on well (or" garden ") land kept 
very much freer from weeds, but infinitely more care is taken 
with the distribution of well water than of canal water, ~xcept, 

,l>ossibly, when the latter has to be raised by lift, from the 
canal before it can be put on to the land. When canal water is 
available the tendency is great to'let the water flow on just 
,as one would turn on a tap, and allow it to run. ~ 0 extra 
labour is involved, and no extra charge is made for the quan-
_tity of water used, as the water rate is solely for the area 
brought to maturity. But in the case of a well, all water 
raised has labour expended on it, and so the cultivator is 
careful that it is only used as the crop requires it, and that it 

. is made to go as far as possible. The very appearance of the 
-fields under the two systems of cultivation is different. The 
beds, or "'yo,ries as they are termed in the North-West 
P70vinces, into which the plots are divided by means of 
small embankments which direct the flow of water to par
ticular parts. are numerous and small- in the case of 
cultivation by wells; in canal cultivation, on the other hand, 
they are few and large. Colonel Forbes, the head of the 
Irrigation Department, pointed out to me that for every bed 
which exists in the case of canal cultivation there would 
be from five to eight beds on the same. area if a well were 
used. 

Major Clibborn, in his Rep~rj., remarks on the loss sustained 
throuO'h percolation in watercourses, especially in the case of 
long c"'anal channels, and in village watercourses. Well water
courses, on the other hand, are short and are well-made as com-
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pared with those of a canal. The canal courses in villages 
are the property of the cultivators, and are made by them' 
but, as the villagers have no interest in the economy of canai 
water, ~hc ~oUl'ses are often badly .kept,. an~ th~ loss by 

.i'erColatlOn IS very great. Advance In thIs dIrectIOn might Irrigation 

be effected if the Irrigation Department had more powers of ~1:hr~~~t 
construction and of improvement of watercourses, and if they ~~h:'l:':er. 
could recover the cost by a small rate. It is very difficult for courses. 

an isolated cultivator to arrange for the water to run to his 
field when it first passes through his neighbours' fields. The 
main courses, which are kept up by Government, are, as a 
rule, in excellent order, and the loes by evaporaticn and 
percolation is comparatively small. 

Although there is Ii. rule to enforce the making of beds or ~'::'!fo~.)"ater 
compartments of a certain size, the raiyatB who use the canal irrigation. 

water will evade the rule if they can, and the canal. officers 
find it difficult and harassing to enforce it stringently. I~ 
districts to which canals have recently come, the people are new 
to this particular mode of irrigation, and this fact affords 

. another reason for the authorities not wishing- to press too 
-much at first for compliance. As a consequence, water, when 
distributed from a well, is generally put on to just a sufficient 
depth and no more, but canal water is often run on to an 

-unnecessary extent: Major Clibborn _ concluded from his 
investigations that rather inore than three times as much 
water is used for irrigating an acre from a, canal as_ from a 
well. The average depths of water used were ,0'9 inches from 
wells and 2'86 inches from canals. This has led to a con- Should aU canal 

-sideration whether, in future; canal water should not be sup- ;;;~~,;.r?aised 
plied by " lift" only, instead of by "flow" ; but it is felt that 
the plan would not work, inasmuch as a cultivator will often 
wait until the last mOI]lent, in the hope that rain may come 
and so enable him to dispense altogether with the canal water, 
or rather, with having to pay' the rate for it. Thus, very fre-
quently, he will not take the canal water until positively 
obliged to do so. Had he then to raise all the water by "lift," 
he would not be able to get enoug~ labour to irrigate the 
whole area in the time, and the canal would fail in accomplish-

~~~~ . t 
- Similarly, all attempts at devising a scheme for payment of :t.::~t,~ 
water by the quantity used have failed. • aym.nt~tb 

-- At Multan, Ferozpore, and Shiyali, I observed instances ::':~i~US~. 
of beds or compaitments being made too large; at Hospet, 
on the cop,trary, far more care was exercised; and the com
partments were not much larger than in " garden .. ~and. . 

In the Punjab it is found, as the result of lDcreaslDg 
canal irrigation, that the tendency is to grow more wheat. 
This is the case whenever the' canal runs long enough to 
supply moisture for sowing the crop, inasmuch as a single fall 
of rain afterwards, about January, suffices for wheat. . 

A disadvantage in cultivation by canals as compared wIth 
that by wells is that in the latter case a man has always somt: 
work to do, and is more independent t~an if he r~lies on a 
canal which Dlay only be let on to hIS land at lDtervals. 
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Hence when there is the chance of giving the land a good 
soaking the tendency is to put a great deal more water on it 
than is real1y,neceRsary. 

Again, 8. raiyat is not so careful in levelling his field when 
he uses canal water as when he has to raise water from a well, 
and thus waste is incurred with canal water. 

98. This leads me to the consideration of the "over
cropping" of the land, consequent on the introduction of canal 
irrigation. The Report of the Famine Commission records 
instances where deterioration of soil has followed the 
coming of canals into districts previously un supplied by them. 
Undoubtedly, with the introduction of a canal into a district 
comes also the tendency to force the land to bear more crops 
than it ought to: unless it be plentifully supplied with manure, 
which is seldom the case; also, the careless use of the water 
causes the washing-out of those constituents of the soil which 
should form part of the crops. Moisture and heat are neces
sary to bring the soil-constituents into activity, but over
watering not only produces a state of stagnation and coldness, 
but goes farther, and actually removes the very plant food 
which it has been instrumental in bringing into an assimilable 
condition. 

I,t is necessary to make the reservation here, that much Depends upon the 
h,id of water depends on the kind of water employed. If it be what may 
uoed. be termed a "poor" water, that is, one without any silt, or 

with but little mineral salts in it, the effect will be a " wash
ing-out" one, but if silt be brought with the water, or if it 
contain fertilising salts, the res~lt may be a" renewing" one. 
It is often the case that canal banks are cut, and that the 
water is let on the land for the sake of tile silt, the principle 
of this waste of water being that the more water that is used 
the more silt is tllere deposited. Thus, the Tanjore Delta, 
which is all rich rice land, has been formed entirely by silt 
brought down from the river Coleroon, a brancaof the Cauveri. 

Pref(>renee of 
cultivator for 
well water. 

99. Where both canal and well water are available the 
preference of the raiyat is very marked for the latter, more 

Lespecially for his" garden" crops. He calls the canal water 
"cold," the well water .. warm j" and when the well water 
is brackish.(khara) it lias in his eyes particular virtues for 
cttrtain crops, especial1y tobacco, which the" sweet" (meetha) 

[yanal water does not possess. As to' one being" warm" and 
the' other" cold," there is a certain amount d truth in this, for 
irrigation is employed mainly in the cold season, when the 
canal water is the colder of the two; besides this, the canal 
water, often comes over clean river beds, straight away from the 
melting snows, whilst the well water is below and is'impreg
nated . with the earth's salts. The chief reason, howevt:r, is, 
I believe, that over-watering with canal water brings about 
a cold and stagnant state of the soil, such as happens with an 
imperfectly drained clay soil in England, and causes a .. chil
linO''' which the well water, since used in lesser quantity, 
do:s not produce. In reading papers which have been written 
on this subject I have been amused to notice the speculations 
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indulged in on this point. whereas in none of the investiO'a-
tions has a single record been given of the actual tempe~a
ture of either the canal or the well water. The speculations 
as to the particular salts contained in either well or canal 

S pec1llations as to 
the differences 
between Qaoal 
and well water .. 'water are equally random. For example, one writer speaks 

of "compounds of ammonia and lime," these being, as yet, 
unknown to science; another is not afraid to say, "the 
"superiority of cultivation by wells I attribute without 
.. hesitation to the presence of lime," and this without any 
analytical data whatever to support the assertion, These Needofa 

points I name as showing the desirability of associating in chemist,. 

any future investigation a scientific man with knowledge of 
chemistry, It is only fair, however, to Sil: Edward Buck to 
say that he did take. the precaution to aave an analysis 
of the water made when he was inyestigating. this questiQn 
of relative efficiency. 

I was led to examine this question'myself, so far as occasion My ~l1Alii"'" 'if 
permitted, and, in April 1890, I was conducted by Mr. Holder- ~'::r:.n we 
ness, the Director of Agriculture. in the N orth-West Pro-
vinces and Oudh, to a village named Rawatpur, not far from 
the Cawnpore E"lCperimental Farm, Here a well was shown to 
me which was considered to yield water especially good for 
the tobacco crop. and to be much superior· to the water 
from the canal (Cawnpore branch of the Lower Ganges Canal) 
which flowed near by; I took samples of the w.ell water, and 
Mr. Holderness subsequently collected others from the 
canal supply. These I sent to my laboratory in London for 
analysis,* . 

The composition of the two waters may be represented a'l. 
follows, the quantities being stated in grains per' gallon :-

. 0 . Canal :Watel· . Well Water, 

c. Graills GraiTllJ 
l,el' Gallon, per GallO/I, 

Sulphate of Lime - . - - - 1'80 10·71 
Phosphate of Limlj - - - - - '13 1'59 
Carbonate of Lime - - - - - 4'55 4'09 
Carbonate of Magnesil\ - - - - 3'52 13'23 
Chloride of Potassium . '" - - '63 '59 
Carbonato of Potash.- '60 - . - - - -

14'69 Chloride of Sodium.-. - - 7 - -
Nitrate of Soda - - - - - - 8'66 
Carbonate of Soda - - - - - 2'39 16-41 
Oxide of Iron and Alumina - 0 - '28 -
Soluble Silica. 0 ~ .. o· . - 1'26 1-96 . . --'------_.-. . 

71'93 TOTA.I, Solid Residue per Gallon - - 15'16 

Free Ammonia - - - - - - -001 '002 
.Albuminoid Ammonia " - - - '007 'JUS 

o For full analyses Nee Appennix C. 
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From these figures it will be seen how very marked is the 
difference in the amounts of solid constituents contained in 
the respective waters, the canal water having only 15 grains 
to the gallon, as against 72 grains in the well water. Lime 
does not constit-q.te a leading distinction; altogether there are" 
3'36 grains of lime in the canal water and 7'56 grains in the 
well water. The divf\rgence in magnesia is much more 
marked. It is mainly, however, in the soda salts present 
that the waters differ, and in the nitrates, chlorides, and 
sulphates. The canal water contains 1'40 grains of soda, but, 
the weU water has no less than 20'53 grains per gallon. 

Chloride of sodium (common salt), nitrate of soda, and 
carbonate of soda. with carbonate of magnesia and sulphate 
of lime, constitute the special properties of the well water. 
It is further noticeable Q-lat the well water does not contain 
more, but rather less, potash than the canal water, and that 
it is as salts of soda, and not of potash, that the greater part 
of the salts exist in the former. This I was hardly prepared 
to find, fully expecting that nitre (nitrate of potash) would 
be present to a large extent. 

Repeated applications of the well water would, accordingly, 
be equivalent to a, manuring with readily soluble salts such 
as nitrate of soda, carbonate of soda, common salt, and salts . 
of magnesia. To this is, no doubt, due the believed fertilising 
quality of the well water; in other words, it is owing to the 
large amount of saIts held in solution. 

Incidentally it may be mentioned that, as regards organic 
purity, both waters are good, and have but little ammonia, 
though a water with so much salts dissolved in it as tlie well 
water has would probably not be palatable. 

This is but cme analysis of well water, but, from my 
observations, I am sure that the composition of the water 
varies very greatly in different parts. In some cases the 
salts, instead of being beneficial, are considered hurtful to 
crops. A chemical study of this subject would lead to 
interesting and useful information, and give definite know
ledge instead of the present uncertainty that exists. 

I have found a record of two analyses of Ganges river 
water, taken at Benares by Mr. G. Venis, which show the 
total solids "Contained in the waters to be 16'52 and 19'95 
grlj.ins per gallon respectively. These figures do not differ 
widely from my own.' The dates of Mr. Venis's samples were 
December 19th 1888 and February 6th 1889.C> 

100. Having spoken of the means :of supplying water, it is 
well to mention also means of removing water, or rather, of 
preventing the harmful effects of a rapid flow?f water. Some 
of these have been instanced already. Thus, llllprovement of 
land cut up by ravines has been spoken of in Chapter V. 
paragraph 70, subsoil drainage and damming up of rivers, in 
paragraphs 90 and 93 of the present chanter. A further plan 
is t!lat of embanking arable land, in order to stop the rapid 
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flow of water over its surface at the beginning of the Embankment or 
rainy season. It is in the Central Provinces, perhaps, that bundl1lllofl&nd. 

this has been most effectually tried, for it has been found Much done In 

that by embanking fields the rich topsoil is not washed ~~':,:IPro
~way, and a quantity of water is also held up, which comes 
in usefully for irrigation later on. Great encouragement has 
of recent years been given to the spread of this practice, more 
espec~ally by the issu~ of vernacular notices to the effect that Encouragement 

such Improvements will be exempted from, assessment at the given to practice 

next Settlement. Tlw Administration Report .of' the Central of bunding. 

Provinces for 1888-89 says, on page 8 :-

"The failure of rain in October IBBB showed the advantage of 
"embanking land; the • bunded' fields rehining moisture enough for 
" lowing, whilst the open land was harJ. and. dry." 

In SOlliEl parts of the Central Prov;nces it is found that by 
holding tip the rain water a crop of w:\leat can be taken after 
the rice crop is off. Irrigation has even been proposed for wheat 
itself, but there is conlliderable fear that the crop will be attacked 
by .. rust." In the absence of embankment 'or bunding of 
land, as it is termed, it is found that manure is not properly 
used, for, if put on, it would be washed away to a considerable 
extent. It is well to point out that it is not so much the total 
quantity of rain that falls, but the amount that falls at one 
time, that may do harm to the land. " 

It is pOSSible that a good deal of existing swampy land 
might be reclaimed by draining the water off, but this could 

. hardly be carried out unless a Government grant for drainage 
purposes were made. . 

Draining of 
Bwa.mpy land. 

101. I might now indicate, by way of instances, some districts Districts i~ need 

which came under my notice, and which stand in need of f:J;~~~ .• 
further irrigation. In the Punjab, Multan and Hissar are two The Punjab. 

places where a quantity of land could be brought under culti~ 
vation if canals were more extended. The success of the 
Sidhnai Canal has been mentioned, but there is also a great 
unwatered tract enclosed between the rivers Chenab, Ravi, 
and Sutle{ The land here is rich; all it wants is water. At 
Hissar, too, the canal supply is very uncertain. 

In the North.., West Provinces, Mirzapore is badly off for irri· Nort~-We.t 
gation; there is none from canals, and but little from' wells. ProvlDces. 

Agra, Gwalior, and Jhansi are all precarious tracts. The fiBst 
named is on the e~e of the" shrinkage!' of the monsoon, i. e., 
the monsoon rains may stop short before reaching .tb.em. 
Gwalior is likewise badly placed; the wells are GO feet deep or 
more, and the district is too far off for irrigation to be sati~ 
factorily brouO'ht to it. At Jhansi, wells are over 40 feet 
deep; bunding, as stated, is being tried here. There. is :-.180 
scope for extension of well digging near Cawnpore. 

In regard to Bengal, ment~0n. ha~ beenmad~ of.the gooJ that BCllg'.I. 

would follow the making of lrl'lgatlOn. reserVOIrS In Lohardaga 
(Chota Nagpur), and Mr. Basu mentions tracts in the valley 
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of the Amanat and the plain of the river Son where irrigation 
canals and reservoirs could easily be made. 

In R6jputaria, Ajmere is known as a precarious district 
which the monsoon frequently does not reach. Parts of the 
Deccan, again. stand much in need of irrigation, whilst, coming' 

I down ~ Madras, we find numerous other instances. Anan
tapur IS one of the driest districts in the Presidency, being 
badly situated for both the south-west and the north-east mon
soons; there are only about 37 wet days in the year, and, with 
an annual rainfall of only 23 inches the water soon dries up. 
Tanks are, therefore, very uncertain. Bellary, Kurnool, Coim
batore, and Madura 'are also very precarious districts. At 
Bellary the wells have to be made in the solid rock, and are 45 

. - feet down; there are no canals, and but few tank~. Kurnool 
has..few wells, the suppl~ of water is poor, and the water itself 
often brackish. Coimbatore, being situated on high ground, 
has no. irrigation except from wells, and they have to be taken 
about 4.5 feet down, and through rock. At Madura there is 

" 
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. great want of water, and all the tanks have been made that 
can be made; both canals and wells are, accordingly, wanted 
here. The possibility of extending wells in the Madras 
Presidency is shown by the fact that, during the recent 
distress, in the Chingleput district alone the Government have 
advanced 2i lak'hs (say 20,000 t.) to enable 19,000 more wells 
to be begun. Mr. Nicholson has' pointed out, also, that the 
waters of the Penner and Hagari rivers might usefully be 
stored for irrigation purposes; also that a storage scheme for 
Kallapuram, whereby 2,000 acres might be irrigated, is quite' 
feasible. The centre of Mysore is another part. which' is very 
poorly off for water, and wells might. with great advantage, 
be constructed. The possible advantage of tanks in certain 
districts of the Central Provinces has been indicated, as also 
the benefits that would follow the embanking or bund~ng of 
land. The Saugor district is a case in point. 

102, There is a matter which I do not wish to pass over, but 
the full consideration of which I postpone to the next chapter; 
I mean, the interdependence of water and manure. The one 
without the other is productive of but limited good, and, in 
most cases, it may be said that either of theni alone is useless. 
An estimate given by Sir Edward Buck, in reference to land 
n6ar Ajmere, expresses this point as follows :-" Irrigation 
I' from tanks is lavish, and it is put on to Jands which it has 
"robbed of its fertility, as the manure supply, before 
"deficient, is now totally insufficient to restore fertility. 
" Given unlimited manure, water will raise the rental of land 
" to Rs. 50 an acre; with no lUanure it will sink to 1 R. an acre." 

103,· We must now consider how the extension' of the 
different systems of irrigation, according as they are best 
suited to each case, may be carried out. . 

\Vhere minol' works have to be constructed, such J.S the 
digging of wells of a moderate depth, the making of shallow 
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Minor works rna, 
be done by the 
people them
selves,. aided by 
Government. 

tanks, and the em l;lanking Dfland, these may be e~trustedto the 
people themselves, aided by a judicious system of " advances" 
of Government money for the purpose of beginning·such works. 
To this system of advances the name" taccavi " is given.- In 

.a later paragraph I. will endeavour to show what improve
ments in the working of this system may be .effected. But 
for. all works Df greater magnitude, such as the carrying 
of canals over the country, the taking of channels from 
rivers. the formation of large .reservoirs or tanks, dependence 
can alone be placed o.n Government. It is true that in former-

Kajorworks 
must be con
structed by 
Gove!'umeut 

times the people themselves made inundation canals,. and 
constructed large reservoirs which are still o.bjects of admira-
tion, but the people are not so likely now to construct fresh 
ODes, but !l&ther to rely o.n the Government j besides thisu 
whatever may be said of the excellence of the earlier construc-
tions, the engineering skill of the lITigation Department is 
now able to carry out more effectual and lasting work. It is 
to assist the people in works which they can carry out them-
selves, and to do what they cannot do, that the efforts of 
Government should be put forward. The initiative must now'::..- • 
rest more than ever with Government, and. as I have pointe<LTh~.duty:of 
out. a careful enquiry is necessary in the case of each separate ~;:;~c:~~~::,~. 
district, so as td ascertain exactly what its irrigation require-
ments are. and how best they may be met. It should be a main 
duty of Agricultural Departments_to. set on foot such enquiry. 

104, The last paragraph leaves Mtill open for Iurther con- The",:"kingof 
sideration the agency by which wells of mor.e than ordinary. l:~~ mrockl· 

depth, or those which have to be made under circumstances of 
special difficulty, are to be constructed .. To give instances:~ Iostances. 

In the Coimbatore district of Madras the wells are frequently • 
in~ rock, and are large and costly, the depth varying from 
IS-feet to 40 feet, while they have to be wide also, in order to . 
include a spring within the area. At Bellary, similarly, 1 
noticed that wells had to be cut thrDugh rDck to a cDMiderable 
depth, and had also to be made very large. Mr. NichDlson. il:l 
his" Manual Df CDimbatDre," speaks Df wells as "being the 
" mainstay of revenue and the rai'JIat," and he says :-" Unless 
" by great irrigation schemes Dr' development of wells, it is 
"nDt prDbable that production can keep pace with human 
.. reprDduction." In another place he says :-'··Well irrigation 
.. alone prevents· minor famines j" but he also instances 
frequent· cases where "wells have been. begun and given up 
.. because of the iflterposition of impenetrable rock." In my 
own enquiries in these parts I found that the cultivators often 
shrank from taking "Government advances for digging wells, 
because of the chance of rock intervening, and the consequent. 
difficulty of cuttinO'throuO'h it; they might have to go to an 
uncertain depth, :'ith th~ chance of not finding water soon 

o . Taccal:j system-a system by which a~vances of .DolJe.y at a lo'Y rate of 
interest are given by Government to cultlvator5 for ag.r~culturallmprov~
ments, and mamly for the digging of wells. The rate of mt~rest chargp.c11s 
I pIe per rupee per month, or 6* per cent. per annum. .. 

f 24266. F 
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enough to make the well profitable to work, 'and thus they 
might expend the whole advance and yet not obtain water. 

The ignorance of the raiyat in the matter of "blasting" of 
rock is a further hindrance. 

It is worthy of remark that in the last great Madras' 
famine it was the deep wells that held, out, so that a 
decided advantage follows their ~onstruction in precarious 
districts, an advantage which must be looked on in the light 
of a .. protective" measure, and not as distinctly remunera
tive. It appears to me, therefore, that -in cases of difficulty, 
where, on account of deficient rainfall and absence of canals, 
the agr~cultu!e absolutely depends upon wells, it is fully 
worth considering whether Government might not undertake 
the construction of wells. In other cases, however, it is 
probably better that t:Qe cultivator should be encouraged t() 
construct wells himself; he chooses his own spot (and no 
engineer could do it hetter), and he employs his own labour and 
materia.l~. Wells could undoubtedly be constructed more 
cheaply with the landlord's materials than with those wh,ich 
the Governme:r,tt would have to obtain and bring to the spot. 
, It is only in exceptional cases, therefore, that I, consider the 
construction of'wells by the State is desirable, But it would 
be easy, in many cases, to make the system 'of Government 
advances more blOwn and more popular, and to induce the 
cultivators'to avail themseIves further of its advantages. 

Majo,r Clibborn, in the Report already referred to in. para- , 
graph 97, concluded that, as regards the North-West Pro
vince8, a rate of Rs. 2 per acre of annual irrigation would 
cover the outlay of construction of wells. The cost 'would, 
of ,course, vary in different parts according to the depth and 
nature of the soil passed ,through.' But it must be remembered, 

. that Major Clibborn was dealing with alluvial soil, and not 
with hard rock, such as is met with in Madras. He reported 
that Government 'could not safely undertake the constru~tion 
of wells on a large scale, but that they mus1! leave this to the 
landlords (zemindars), and to the working of the taccavi 
systeI:r,l. (See footnote on page 81). ' ' 

Since my return from India I have heard from my friend, 
Mr. R. H. Elliot, 'of a scheme which he has laid before 
the .... Government of Madras, for the digging of wells by 
Government in unoccupied fields, and the loaning them out 
to 'cultivators at .. wet" rates of assessment. In Madras, it 
must be explained, the waste land belongs to the State,' 
and it is not an uncommon practice for a raiyat, after 
cultivating a field for some time, to throw it up and to take 
another, 'the field so thrown up remaining in the hands of 
Government until a fresh tenant is found. In this way 
enormous quantities of land may be in the hands of the State 
at one time. Mr. Elliot now suggests that if the Govern
ment were to dig wells in these unoccupied fields, or perhaps 
even on waste lands, and thus gradually turn them from 
~', dry" to "wet" lands, not only would the coup-try be pro
tected against famine, but the revenue might, in the end, be 
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very greatly enhanced. Such a project is 'one which would 
carry with it great benefits. though it is obviously only where 
a Land System similar to that of Madras prevails that it could 
be adopted. . 

There is no doubt that a. great deal can be done in im- N~hcanbed:ne 
proving the water supply in precarious districts. if Govern- are :;:~:d\' 
ment are prepared to look on the measures taken as those of a !"::'ol~,,:,,:~::'.' 
"protective" and not purely II. remunerative nature, ·This m....."...:: 
is well expressed in a note by Colonel Mead. Chief Engineer 
for Irrigation. Madras, He said. in 1887.- -

.. Much can. no doubt, be done to improve the existing supply to tanks 
~' if Government are prepared to accept the benefit to the raiyat as a snffi
,. cient returu for outlay incurred, and to, cOlIsider the works as entirely 
" prptective in nature.·.· 

106. I found a very general expres~ion of opinion. both in Mauagement"of 

M d d 
. smulltau&.s by 

a ras an In Bombay, that the management of small tanks thepeople. 

should be left in the hands of the village communities. or else' 
be· under the Collector of the district. 'and not be administered 
by the Irrigation Department. At Belgaum there are a great 
many tanks, and these are managed by the villages, the water 
being let out for a group of 100 fields ·at a time, the ra'iyats 
settling . among themselves how it is to be used. 

On the other hand, the management of canal branches by Management of 

the people .has been tried and has not been found to be success- ;;a;l:~eb:;:~~:, 
ful. Thus, the Eastern J umila Main Canal was made by soti.mctory. 

Government, but the branches by a joint-stock arrange~ 
ment of .the cultivators, the Government advancing money 
for the purpose. The cultivator!!, however, could adjust neither 
the sharing nor the payment. among themselves, 'and Govern-
ment had finally to take the management into their own hands. 
It has been found also in Southern India that there has been 
considerable neglect shown by the 'people in keeping irrigation 
channels in order.. The people allow underwood ·to grow, 
and let the leaves fill up the channels and there decay; 
one place after the other becomes malarious and the people 
leave, going higher up the stream. So, too, in other parts 
weeds are allowed to overgrow tanks,' and then the 
people go lower down, and leave the Government to clean (lut . 
the tanks. 

106. Improvement can certainly be effected in providing.for 
the more prompt and better repair of tanks. Mr. Nicnolson 
in his "ManuM of Coimbatore" mentions. the· case of 
Kondampatti village, in Udamalpet, where the repair of a 
large tank is quite feasible. In B~ngal. Burdwan is mentioned 
8,S a. part where repair of tanks is difficult, and Palamau 
as a division where there are many reservoirs which are 
out of repair. Once when at· Poona, I met a number 
of landowners and ,others interested in agriculture. and 
an unanimous opinion was expressed by them in favour. 

Repair of tanks ; 
improveU12nt in 
this respect 
\lOssible. • _. 

of the manaO'ement of small tanks by the communities them-
selves and "'not by Government, and. especially that the I 

. repairing of these should be left to the village communi~ies .. ' 
The same opinions were expressed ~o me on the ol:caslOn 01 

. F 2 .. 
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a similar gathering at Madras.. Goi!1g on from Madras to 
Madura, and then to Coimbatore, more precise particulars 
were given me, not by landholders, but by actual cultivators. 
In the Madura district, where there is much tank irrigation, 
there were complaints of the difficulty in getting repairs done, • 
and a desire was expressed that this work might be put under 
the Revenue Department rather than the Department of Public 
Works, the Collector being considered the person who knows 
the wants of the people best. The cultivators instanced the 
delay that takes place when a tank wants repair; how that· 
wheu the Tahsildar hears of it .he goes to the divIsional 
9fficer (Assistant Collector); the latter to the Collector; 
the Collector to the Executive Engineer .of the Public Works 
Department; the Executive Engineer writes to the Super
intending Engineer (stationed, in this case, at Trichinopoly, 
there being only one s11ch officer lor three districts); he writes 
to the chief office at Madras, and says whether it is .a matter of 
first or second importance, a.nd so on. Altogether it is a long 
business, and in the end the year's crop is generally lost. Under 
the old system, I was told, the .. Executive Engineer was the 
direct subordinate of the Qollector, and small works requiring 
no special skill could be effected at once .by . the Collector's 
dil'ection. It was,. of course, necessary for large engineering 
works to be enquired into .~nd to wait, but three-quarters of 
the" major" work (anything over 200 acres of irrigation being 
considered" major" irrigation) was siIpple work of repair, 
putting up bunds, digging channels, digging tanks, &c., which 
any workman could do, and which needed no particular: skill. 

It would appear desirable, from what I gathered, that there 
should be a classification of tanks, and, in accordance with 
this, it should be determined which tanks should be managed 
and repaired by Government, and which by the village com
munities. It is clear, anyhow, that good might be done by a 
simplification of the process by which repairs are effected. 
Necessarily there must be official enquiry as to any work of 
magnitude, but in nine cases out of ten the repairs required 
are those whicn call for immediate attention, and which, 
if neglected, may produce,very much aggravated c;onsequences. 
If the circumlocution that has been instanced could be 
a voided, and a' certain amount of. discretion and executive 
power be given to the Collector to have these repairs effected 
at the tinte, the local needs would be more readily met, and 
expense be, in the end, spared. • 

107, ItiremainsPfor me to refer to the system of Government 
advances 'known ~nder the' name taccavi .. - Though not con
fined to the purposes of digging and repair of wells, it is 
mostly for these that the advance~ are .used,. and t?ey are .the 
schemes which are the most satJsfac.tory In theIr workmg. 
Advances are also given for embanking of land, for purchase 

. of cattle, purchase of seed, and 'occasionally to assist in pay
ment of deb.ts. The advances are made by Government at a 
moderate. rate of interest (61 per cent. per annum), and are 

• sei footo?te on page 81. 
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intended to save the peopie from being compelled to resort to 
the money-lender or baniya, who charges a rate of 12, 18, or 
more per ce~t., and out of whqse clutches the cultivators 
seldom get. The plan is an excellent one; but its success 
depends entirely upon how it is worked, and how nearly it is 
trought home to the people, and is adapted to their means. 
What is still requisite is, iio make-it clear to the cultivators that 
the system is one that will benefit them, one that will enable 
them to benefit themselves. If this idea could he once 
thoroughly grasped, the advantages, not alone to the people, 
but to the Government, in the form of an increased revenue 
from the land, would be very great. " 

Anyone going through the country as I did, co~ld not fail to 
be impressed forcibly with the difference" between the way in 
which the taccavi system is worked in one part and that 
adopted in another, and also :with the de'pe~dence of the system, 
for its success, upon the energy and interest of a single 
individual, this being, as a rule, the- Collector or Deputy Com" 
missioner. Whilst the system is popular in' some districts-
for instance, in Belgaum (Bombay), the Native State of Ka-
purthala, Multan, and other parts of the Punjab-in others, 
such as Aligarh (North-West Provinces); it is reported that· 
" the people will not have it on any terms;!' and in Madura, 1 
Coimbatore, and other parts of Madras the. complaints are, 
great as to the difficulties put in the way of making "use of 
the advances for the digging or repair of tanks. 

When advances are made by Government agency, the 
returns show that it is but seldom that' there are arrears of 
any long 'fltanding, and the State loses very little on this 
account. The objections of the people to avail themselves of 
the advances do not arise alone from difficulties put in the way, 

.or because the advantages of the system have not been suffi-
. ciently impressed upon them, but largely, also, from their own 

fault, their careless and improvident habits, their suspicion, and 
their inability to appreciate what is intended for their benefit, 
The most important factor in removing these hindrances is 
the personal interest and activity of the ,Collec~or or Deputy 
Commissioner, . " 

Tbe ditfel"ent 
ways in which.it . 
is wlministereu 
in different JXl.rts. 

The cultivator wiU often prefer to resort to the money- J~:,eu~~l:~~~' 
lender, because the latter" gives him tl!e advance at once, 00:"''''':<''01 
because he asks no questions, and does 'not insist upon the sy m. 

money being .devoted solely to the particular purpose for 
which,it is .giviln; fe does not come round and see tha;t the 
,work IS bemg carrIed out, but allows repayment at leIsure; 
lastly, he has no intermediaries whq t:equire to ~e." feed.'" 
When, however, a cultivator applies for a taccav~ advance; 
he complains (and frequently with reason) that the delays are 
long, and that the enquiries are put off; ,that he has often .to 
wait several davs at the Tahsildar's office before that offiCIal 
will attend to him, and that, in the end, the advance frequently 
comes too late to be o( auy use; that he is bothered by 
minor officials who come to see that he has not used the, 
advance for other : purposes ; by others, again, who come to 
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"pass" the work, b~t who one and all require their :' palms' 
to be " greased; " and that the money, thus filtering .through· 
.several hands, never comes. to him to the full ·extent of the 
advance; lastly, that the Government insist on punctual 
payment of interest and repayment of loan. Thus the raiya~ 
comes to undervalue the advantages of the tac-cavi system, 
and resorts to the easier method of going to the baniya, 
though it may be dearly bought in the end. Then, having 
once obtained the money, he will often use it for marriages 
and for other extravagancies rather than for the presumed 
object, and thus he gets involved deeper and deeper in debt. 

108. I will now give some instances of the need that exists
fo.r the cultivators to be made more acquainted with the 
advantages of the taccavi system, and also of the need for 
better administration of the system. 

At Rura, near Cawnpore (North-West Provinces), I saw a cultivator 
who was constructing a masonry well at a cost of Rs. ]50. This was' 
intended to irrigate 25 acres. The cost was being paid partly out of the 
man's savings, partly by gifts from -his family, and the remainder was 
borrowed from the money-lender. The man "'new nothing abQ1It GOt'em
ment adt'aMes. Other cultivators here said the same thing. 

In the Punjab Administration Report for 1888-S9 it is noted, in regard 
to the Gurgaon district: .. Tah8ildar8 need eonstant reminding of the 
,. desirability of encouraging advances. A lot has been done in Rewari, 
" but there is no reason why the number of wells should not be doubled 
"in the district'j also welll'epairing should be done by tacc(U:i. The 
.. payments, ~hen advances are made, are very punctual.". 

At Ahmedabad (Bombay) I found that the taecat'; advances were not 
made use of. The Manda/dar did not like the trouble attaching to them j 
his objection was, that he had to keep separate.accounts for them. 

In the Central Provinces, at Saugor, only two wells have been· dug by 
means of Government advances in the last three years. Of Dongasara it 
is reported, .. There might be more wells here, and the malguzars (land
"lords) could easily make them." The Chief Commissioner (Mr. 
Mackenzie), in his proceedings for the year 1888-S9, points out that it is 
not the debt to the balliya that ruins ·the rai.1fat, but the high rate of 
interest, and the way he is cheated in settling his accounts with the 
bani!la. Also he iustances a case where in one division there was an 
extremely high mortality of cattle, and where the people would surely 
have been glad had help been given them j and yet there was not a single 
loan for purchase of plough cattle, and this entirely because the Deputy 
Commissioner did not trouble about it. 

Speaking of Bilaspur, Mr. Mackenzie says," The fact is, that the granting 
" of loans is opposed by the whole weight of the treasury and tahsIl 
"...establishments, and it is not till a Deputy Commissioner has made It 
"plain that no obstruction will be permitted, that people are able to 
" oLtain I.oans with reasonable facility." ~ 

When at Madras: I met in conferen~e a number of landholders j they 
one and all spoke of the difficulties in the working of the laecal'; system; 
and' at a similar conference at Poona it was remarked that local officers 
did not trouble about tucrat·j because it entailed extra work on the 
.1famlulI1Ul·8, Tah8ildal's, and others, and they had to keep separate accounts 
for it.. ' 

During my tour Ui the Madras Prellidency I came across many instances' 

~
f the non-use of taccal'; advantages. At Salem I found that only four or 

five wells had been sunk in the last two years by Government aid. The 
people preferred to borrow locally at 12, 15, or even 18 per cent., and ~ot 
o be restricted in their application of thQ money. At Avenashi (Colm-
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batore) rai!lat3 borrowed locally at 12 per cent. in preference to using the 
Government loan. I was told that in·Tinnevelly the risk of taking the 
taccUI'i advances was, that if a man took a ioan.and tried to dig a well, 

. he had to pay whether he was success~ul or not, and the rocky nature of 
the ground made the attempt very uncertain. In cases where a man has 

• tried and failed, I think, possibly, the rules ·might with advantage be 
relaxed. 

In many Rarts <If Bengal the landl"'rds (zemilldar8)· have no direct 
interest in the produce of the land so long ,as they get their rents, and 
they are often too encumbered to layout capital in water supply j the 
raigat. are too, poor to do anything unaided, and, in consequence, 
reservoirs that used to benefit low-lying rice fields have fallen out of 
repair, and no fresh ones have been conatructed. 

109 . . By way ~f contrast, I may' now mention cases where 
manifest advantage has followed the energetic administration 
Qf the taccavi system, and the popularising of its objects and 
advantages. 

In the Punjab Admin:stration Report for 18.88-89 it is said: "The 
•• increased resort to laccari is in many cases due to the personal influence 
" of Deputy Commissioners." Again," In th& Moutgomery Districl; the 
" system of advances is undoubtedly popular." 
. In the MuUan distr~t I found that the Deputy Commissioner had, in 
the last year alone, given Rs. 28,000 in taccUt'i advances for the digging of 
wells to supplePlent the Rupply of water from the Sidhnai Canal. 

In Belgaum (Bombay), and entirely through the personal energy of the 
Collector and District Deputy Collector, advances to the extent o.f bet:ween 
thirty and ferty thousand rupees annually'have been made during the last 
four years, and the number of applications have averaged 748 per annum . 
.Advances 'are made for well and tanlr diggin!l' and repair, for embanking, 
for removing rank grass and weeds, for levelling ground and making 'rice 
fields out of dry land, for purch"se of seed and cattle, and for cutting 
away prickly pear. The District Deputy· Collector (Honourable Gur" 
shidapa Virbasapa I, who was i~ charge of two divisions (tolukas) seven years 
ago, took a per.onalinterest in the matter, and by himself explaining to the 
people the advantages of the taecaL'; system induced them to take it up. 
The Collector,]I'ir. Muir, issued circulars in the vernacular, and now all 
the seven tallll~a8 of the Belgaum district have adopted the system. 
During the Beven years there hali not been one bad debt, and ~o much 
work has been thrown on the II'lamialclal's that three extra clerks have 
had to be obtained for this work, the. cost being paid out of the lacca,,; 
grant, The District Deputy Collector explained to me th:\t everything 
depends on the prompt examination of applicjttions, and on not keeping 
the applicants waiting about at the iIlamia!dur's office, or sendin~ them to 
and fro repeatedly. The only reason that advances were not even more 
used was, that the people had, already mortgaged their lands so much 
for other debts that they had no stcurity to give for the 'Government 
advance. He' was· of opinion that it was· absolutely ne~essary ,for the 
people to be ready with thei. payments On the <lay fixed, allil tha~ It wot11d 
not do to allow thell\, any laxity. With this opinion I am inclined to 
agree; and, though at first I thought that where security' was good some 
liberty might;..be shown, I nuw believe that strict enforcement of payment 
'When due io advisable. . . 

Bengal. 

Instn.nces of ' 
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, At Wardha in the Central Provinces through the personal energy of CentmlPro
Colonel Scott: taccari advances ha.ve be~n largely mad~. and in the Centxal vinces. 
Provinces generally, encouragement is given to the taking: up of the ad,vances 
by distributin!! vernacular notices (8anads) announcmg e,emptlO,n ~f 
improvements from as.essment at the next Settlement. Mr. Fuller, ID hIS 
.Annual Report for 1888-89, as Commissioner of ·Agr.eulture, speaks of t~e , . 
necessity for the distribnt·on of these notices, and deprecates delay ID 

dealing with a.pplications, pointing out that people sh~uld be ~et kDfJW that 
they can get advances without expense or trouhle bemg enta.tled on them. 
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.Mr. Fuller reports,' ~urther, that' very great progress' has' 
been lately made in the amount of the loans advanced under 
the Agriculturists' Loitns A~t (No: XII. of 1884). The figures· 
for the last three years are as follows !-;-

, '., r •• 1 1 

~887":'88 
1888-89 
1889~90 

YEAR, 

" 
'1,444 
. 1,692 
2,53~ 

Amount. 

Rs. 
26,00Q 
45,285 

1,07,459 

Such a mark~d increase is highly satisfactory, and shows 
what can be done. by the exercise of 'personal energy. It is 
added that, "in .. the whole ,of 'the Central Provinces re
"coveries were ,made withou~difficulty; in only' one case 
" was resort to ~oerch:e meas'ures found necessary; Govern
"ment realised 6'4 per cent. on it!:' outlay under the 
"Agriculturists' Loans Act." .of Bilaspur, which has.been 
mentioned in paragraph)08 as . having . been backward in 
utilising the advances, itis po~ said," for several years it was' 
" reported that the people were reluctant to take advances. 
H but in' 1889-90, Rs.·16.768 we~e advanc~d here alone." 

no. Native States have not been slow to realise the advan
tages of advances for ag~iculturai improvements. 

In Jeypore the cultivators are Mt allOt06d to borrow money for sinkin~ 
wells; the State advances. money at intetest varying from 6 to 12 per 
cent., and the Land Revenue. has incrl'&sed very considerably wherever 
wells have been dug. . 

In the Kapurthala State, 1Ulder ,British administration; the system of 
giving advances for agricultural improvements has been made easy,and 
is largely used. Within the past two 'years Rs. 65,482 have been dis
tributed, mostly for digging lind repair of wells. No interest is charged, 
and payment is recovered by lIeven annual instalments, beginning .three 
years subsequent to the completion of the work. No increased revenue 
is taken 1Ultil the imp'roved lands have, been benefited for five years. 
Applicants are not obliged to attend at. the Kapurthala treasury, but· can 
obtain advances from the fahsil treasury without delay. The time occupied 
in deciding taeeat·; cases rarely el<ceeds one month. Help is occasionally 
I!iven to indebted owners in the form. of advances to free theIl). from the pro
fHsional money-lender; .l.dvances are given for new wells, for repairs, for 
purchase of plough cattle and Feed, and for'redemption of mortgage. In 
1889 there were 246 new wells under constructiol: and 73 under repair. 
and neal"ly one-half the increase of wells during the last 10 years had been 
made by means of lacca'" advances. Major Massy reports t~t repaymenh 
ai'e generally made with punctuality, and that there is still room for exten
sion of well sinking .. , Anvances for wells went up from R~. 7.270 in Sam bat 
1942 (year 1885-86), and Rs. 6,690 in Sa.mbat 1943, to Rs.24.702 and Rs. 35,755 
in Salllba/81944 'and 1945 (year 18~8-89). thus showing what can be done by 
personal influence and, energy. I mention this case specially, because 
Kapurthala borders on'the districts' of J"ullundut and Hoshiarpur, and 
here 'eultivation !lepends mainly on .the existence of wells. On passing 
through this pal'~ of the country I saw wells in process of construction, but 
there is room for many more, and for the t:z;erClse of individual zeal on the 
.part of Government officers in effecting the improvements that would follow. 
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W. The foregoing instances show cleady. how mu~h has Necessi;y for 

been done, and also how much can still· .be done, if only the ~;;:~~!~i~!and 
matter be made & perso'1Lal one. Were further demonstration complaints of 

needed, it would be found in the case I have mentioned in cultivators. 

4paragraph 101, viz., that during the quite recent distress in 
Madras the Government advanced mpney to the 'extent of 
20,000 l. in the Chingleput district alone to enable 19,000 new 
wells to be begun. Besides this, nearly 10 lakhs (say 72,000 l.) 
were advanced in the Kurnool, Bellary, Anantaptir, and Cud. 
dapah districts fOI: wel~ digging, and l-llakhs (say. 9,000 l.) 
undel' the Agriculturists' Loans Act.. . . 

The want of capital on the part of the raiyafis llPdoubtedly 
& main SOUTce of the difficulty in enabling him to undertake 
the construction of wells, tanks, &c., on his own account, and, 
therefore, the aid of Government may most advantageously 
be called in to assist hini and to'better the agriculture of the 
country. But it is' incumbent that every reasonable difficulty 
that stands in the raiyut's way, and which prevents him from 
availing himself of the advantages;:;;hould be removed; 

I do not say' that the obj~ctiomi. aJ;ld . complaints of the cui· 
tivators are valid ones in gerieral, or that the indifference' of 
the people is not mainly their 'own fiLult,butithere are ways 
in which procedure may be simpl~fied, and thes'ystem of 
advances be made more popular."Afidhere/while suggesting 
some improvements~ I would. desi're 'not! to be' misunderstood, 
nor to hint in anyway that Go~ernment are not fully alive to 
the importance of. urging on 'their district officers the carry. 
ing out of the system; nor, again, am I forgetful of the great 
good that has been done in ,the past. But the subject is one 
which cannot be forced toooften. or too strongly upon the 
notice of Government and its officials. 

112. In the first place, the issue of vernacular 'notices, setting 
forth the advantages of tuccavi advances, $hould be more 
widely adopted, and these should be, supplemented by the 
personal activity of the district officer.. In certain cases, as 
has already been done in some parts, there might be added 
special inducements to the taking up of the advances, such as 
the securing'of exemption of improvements from' assessment 
at the time of the next Settlement. I am quite aware that 
the Government have declared· in India' generally that they 
will not tax improvem~nts ,effected by private capital, 
including those DIJl.de by means of taccavi advances; but; as a, 
matter of fact, this prop!ise is rendered nugatory in many 
parts, inasmuch as taxatiop is raised"not on account ~f the 
improvements directly, but on the general grounds of rise of 
prices, construction pfnew roads,' exten$ion oi railways, and 
other means of communication; consequently, there is no 1 

certain security under the present system t~at pr~vl;tte 
improvements will not be taxed. As long as thiS contmuelU 
it will certainly act as a bar~?, ~a:gricul:ural improvement, .and 
will prevent the outlay of private capital on wells e,~d mmor 
worktl of irriga.tion., I think, therefore, that, the system 

• 
Ways In which 
the taccavi 
system may be 
rendered more 
popular. 

The non-taxatioD 
of improvements. 
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should be relaxed, at least· to th,e extent of securing to' the 
man who digs a masonry well that he shall not be directly or 
indirectly liable to ~. of taxation on account of the 
improvement' which he has effected by the expenditure of his 
private capital upon it. . " . • 

There is little doubt that had such a' provision existed In 
reality as well as in name, a great many. more irrigation 
works wou~d have been carried out by private effort. A 
single instance will make this clear. In, a Resolution of the 
Revenue Department of the North-West Provinces and Oudh. 
No. 898A. of 1889, a comparison'is 'drawn between the four 
districts Ghazipur, Jaunpur, Ballia, and Benares, which are 
'Under permanent settlement as regards the Land Tax, and the 
adjacent and similarly situated, districts whi~h are temporarily 
settled, and, consequently, are Hable to periodical revision of 
the Land Tax. In the former, 55 per cent. of the cultivated 
area has been brought under irrigation by wells, tanks, and 
streams, and in Jaunpur alone ~5,224 wells have been dug by 
private capital. But in the temporarily settled districts only 
be.tween 16 and 17 per' cent. of' the cultivated area has been 
brought under irrigation from wells and other sources, 
exclusive of canals. If the land under canals be added, there 
is, even then, only a total of 22 per cent. of thp. whole 
cultivated area of the temporarily settled· districts under 
irrigation, a1! against 55 per cent. in the permanently settled 
districts, there being no canals at all in the latter; Private 
efforts, therefore, under these circumstances, have done far 
more than all the aid ,of Government, even including the 
making of canals. The points here brought out are well 
worthy of consideration, and it has further to be remembered 
that anything which induce!! the people to invest money on 
the land gives them a permanent interest in the continuance 
of, the English 'rule. ' ' , 

Next, all hindrances to and delay in giving advances must 
be removed. The Talisildars and others must know that it is 
not a matter of their choice whether or when they will attend 
to applications, but that it is their clear duty to expedite 
the advances. A fair interval must be allowed for an im
provement to tell, before payment of instalments is called for. 
This done, I am in favour of strict·adherence to the rules as to 
pa.yment 'on the date when due, and I think that the rate of 
interest is well within the cultivator's means. ,. 

, Again. repairs should be more promptly attended to; and 
minor repairs, as also the management' of the smaller tanks, 
should be left to the village community themselves, or to the 
Collector's authority. . 

In certain c~ses, such '~s that instanced, where a man, after 
takinO' a taccavi 'advance for digging a well in rocky ground, 
has f~iled to reach water, the rule might be relaxed in his 
favour, if it be clear that he' has spept the advance in the 
endeavour. 
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Transference of 
surplus from-one 
district to 
another. 

113. An improvement might be effected in' the method of 
disposing of surplus funds accruing from grants made for 
taccavi ,purposes., 

When the taccavi grant for any district has not been fully 
IlPplied for, so that a surplus is over, this surplus might well SI 

be transferred to, another district where the applic!\.tions may 
have exceeded the original grant made for the purpose. 

It is also worth the consideration of local Governments 
whether a certain sum of money should not be gi~en' annually 
to each Collector or Assistant Collector, which he would be 
bound to expend in advances for wells or sip1ilar improvements. 
This would not leave it so much a matter of choice as it is at 
present with the district officer whether he will exert himself 

Allocation of 
money to district. 
officers, which 
must be spent 
for aclvances. 

or not in the giving of advances for .agricultural improv.ement. 
In the last place, I am strongly of opinion that some share' A sha" in the 

in the administration of taccavi advances should be put jn ~t'::~~~,!ration 
the hands of the Provincial Agricultural Departments. It ~~~~~ ~ho~d 
would clearly be unwise to take any step which would bring of~~.A'::ri~~I
about collision between the existing Revenue Authoriti(ls and ~~!.D.part
the Agricultural Departments, a.nd, the1'efore, the c,ontrol and 
disbursement of taccavi advances. could hardly be entrusted 
to the Provinci!\.l Directors of Agriculture. But, at the same Thedutyofthe 
. h D f I Director of tIme, t e irect.or' 0 Agricu ture is the person, who should Agriculture. 

best know the agricultural needs of his Province, ,and he 
should be enjoined to give his special attention to the 
extended working of the t(iccavi system. F~rther, he should 
be empowered to advise the _Revenue Authorities generally, 
,and to report on specific cases, either of special need, or of 
~on-observance in the application, of the funds which 'have 
been granted. " 

It ~s a misfortune attending the position Qf the Director of 
Agriculture that he has no immediate executive power, but he 
llhould certa.inly, I think: be entrusted with the share in 
the administration 01 the taccavi advances which I have 
indicated. ' 

CONCLUSIONS. 

114. Inasmuch as differences in agricultural systems are 
found to be largely due to differences in the facilities, f(~t 
water supply which a.re possessed by various districts, Im
provement in Agric"ulture will be effected by any mean:;J which 
modify these existing differences; Of this nature are the 
exteij.sioll of irrigation to 'dry and' precariou~ tracts, the 
carrying of canals t~ districts which have no other system of 
irl'i~tion available, and the digging' of wells wbere canals' 
cannot be brought. The agency by which such work can be 
carried out is twofold. The people can construct minor works, 
such as the digging 'of shallow tan,ks, the embankment .of , 

CONCLUSIONS. 
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land, and the making of wells of moderate depth. But the 
carrying o.ut of major works, such as the con~truction of canals 
and the formation of large reservoirs, can be achieved only by 
Government. The efforts ·of the pMple should be assisted 1u" 
Elncouragement given to them by the State, and, in particular, 
by the fuller and freeF application of the system of taccuvi 
advanceg. 

The Government and the. Irrigation Department have done 
a great work in the past in pushing .on irrigation schemes 
which have been of enormous benefit to the country; all that. 
is wanted is to continue the work. I have shown that there 

. is still great scope for extended action in this direction. 
More particularly can an immense deal be done by making 
known and by ·popularising the taccavi system, and by. pro-
viding for the more prompt r~pair of tanks. . 

The special work o~ Agricultural Departments il\ .this 
connection is to make an "agricultural analysis," such as 
that referre~ to in the ·Go~ernment of India's Resolution of 
Dece.mber 1881, whereby the requirements of each district in 
the matter of irrigation may be ascertained; as also the best. 
means by which the improvement may be effected. In such 
.an enquiry the assistance of an expert enginee·r il'J ~equired. 
and that of a chemist may also at times be useful. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

115. I recommend ;-
The extension ·of Canals and. other means of Irrigation to 

districts which are in need of them. . 

The encouragement of minor works of Irrigation by 
• r~ndering the system of taccavi advances more popular. 

The giving to Agricultural DepartmeJlts of a share in the 
administration of taccavi advances. 

The prosecution of Agricultural Enquiry in order to 
ascertain the req';Iirements of each district in r~spect of 
irrigation. 
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. CHAPTERyn. 

MANURE: 

116. THIS subject, like the foregoing, is . one of tlie very 
highest importance in a consideration of Indian agriculture 
and its possible impr9vement. Water and manure together 
represent, in brief, the raiyat's chief wants. In some respects 
the latter is the more important requirement, for, whilst atten-
tion has already been f;urned to the ,supplying of water for 
agricultural purposes, but little has been done towards giving 
the raiyat more manure. ,The reason is, I believe; that 
whereas no one has doubted the value' of water, and it can, 
moreover, in many cases be hrought. from outside and 're-
dundant sources, the means of supplying manure, on the

i contrary, do not appear ready at hand, and there has been, 
and still is, uncertainty as to the use and value of ordinary 

CHAPTER VII. 

KAtroRB. 

manu{es such as cattle-dung, bones, oil-seed refuse, nitre, &c. , 
This is principally due to a want of scientific knowledge, and ':bsence of • 

o~ its application to practical agriculture., W e ar~ still to-day ~~~~J!o;,,~;'_ 
dlSCUSSlDg whether cattle-manure loses any of lts value by led~toPractical 
burning it as fuel; whether it makes &ny' difference how ~~Ieur .. n 

manure is preserved and stored; whether urine h~s any value; 
whether bones ought to be used in the coJintry, or might be 
allowed to go for ,export. While this is the case; it is hardly 
to be wondered at that Government are',not anxious to take 
up the question of manure supply in the 'same way as they 
have that of water. This want of definiteknQwledge, and 
the absence pf anyone acquainted with 'Indian agriculture, 
who is at the same time able to speak authoritatively on 

, points of agricultural chemistry, const,itute a great failing in 
India, which calls for early remedy. ' 

117. In Chapter V., when dealing with the question of the Importanceof 

possible exha.ustion of the soil (paragraph 50), I quoted several manure. 

instances in which referenCE) is made to the importance of 
manure, and to the insufficiency of its supply f~r keeping up 
the soil's fertility. Also, in Chapter VI. (paragraph 102), the 
difference between manured and unmanured land was shown 
in the case of Ajmere. The following further examples may be 
given:- ;, . .' ' 

)[r. Nicholson writes in i~~rence to (loim~atOi:e :-' 
"That progress is possible' cannot be doubted. In seasons ot serimll 

.. drought, sncb as in the north, east monsoon of 1881, tbere were a few 
"acres of decent crop oli land absolutely similar and contiguous to that 
•• prodncing almost lul crops, and in oue case the cholam' was almost eqnal 
" to that of garden land. Tbis W.1S simply due to m!lIWI'8 and the carefJlI . 
U cultivation of small areas." , ' 

Again, speaking of Erode, Mr. Nicholsoq says :-
"No greater contrast, save between guden and ordina~y dr! crop3, can

" be seen than between the ordinary uplanct crops, espeCIally 111 a year of 
"poor rainfall, and the very' nme ~?ecie3 of crop 08 a piece of newly-
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"reclaimed or well-manured land. In 1291, a year of"dl"Ought, there was 
" an opportunity of making the contrast, the well-manured .dry land in the 
"m!)st prominent case belonging to a Pat';ah, and having an excellent 
"clwlam crop, while surrounding fields had practically nil. The raiyatB are 
"perfectly aware of the reason, and !lllege want of capital and pasture." • 

r . 
There are numerous proverbs current among the' people as 

to the necessity and. value of manure, but the practice is often 
! not as good as the precept. ' 

Mr. Benson gives, along with others, these from Kurnool :
" Turva (a kind of soil) hungers after manure as a Brahman after gk;;'" 

"a field without manure is as useless as a cow without her calf" (meaning 
that she will not give milk uilless the calf is before her). 

Mr_ Nicholson quotes these:-
"Old .muck and lots of water;" "turn dry land into wet, pen your 

"ca~tle (in the field), and feed straw tI?' them;" II muck i~ (,etter even than 
"the plough/' -II If manure is useless (guod) soil is useless;" or ".manure 
"is better than good soil." ' . ' 

118. It has already been mentioned in the last chapter (para
graph 102) that water and manure are really interdependent, 
and that the supply of the one must be considered in reference 
to that of the other. In parts where rainfall is sufficient,' 
manure alone may have to be sought, and where' there is 
freshly-reclaimed or virgin soil, 01" land enriched by silt, the 
supply of water' alone may suffice. But these conditions 

r:8eldom' prevail. In the course of my enquiries I found that 
in every part ~here rai.nfall' was light, water and manure 
were mentiQned together, and it may be said, withou.t fear of 
contradic.tion, that one is necessary to the other, 'and that 
witho.ut the presence of both, the full benefit of . neither will 
be obtained; in. brief, they are interdependent. , This is well 

. set forth in the following extract from the- Report of the 
Director of Lalld Records and Agriculture, Bombay Pres i
.~ency. 1888-89 :-

''It cannot be doubted that(l) character and disu-ibution of rainfall, (2) 
.. want of capital, and (3) want of manure, are the most important factors 
"which regulate the demand, for, canal irrigation. . _ . • .' . As 
"regards manure, the difficulty is great. Irrigated crops trench ,on the 
"temporary fertility of the soil, which must be restored eitber by manure 
"or rest. Irrigation, ther,efo're, "annot be 'carried beyond the limits which 
L' the supply of available manure fixes." 

•. A practical proof of the truth of the above is seen in, the 
s~gar-cane cultivation around Poona, the entire industry 
being the outcome of the joint supply of water and of manure, 
whereas neither, by itself, would have been sufficient. It was 
not until the canal was brought here that the sugar-cane 
cultivation sprang up, and then the grower~ found that·they 
must have manure as well Meerut, Amritsar, IIoshiarpur, 
Mahim, Avenashi (Coimbatore), and numerou'3 other towns, 
furnish instances of the same truth. Almost every village 
site in the North-West Provinces is in itself a similar example. 
In the centre are the habitations, clustered together, probably 
for purposes of defence in- past times. Here are the wells, used 
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alike for drinking, washing, and irrigation purposes. Here; 
too, the manure from cattle, the sweepings of the houses, &c., 
are nearest at hand, and are available for the fields closest by, 
these being also the ones frequented by the people for purposes 
of nature. As a consequence, it is here that both water an<i/ 
manure are most used, and that the richest and best cultivation 
is carried on, sugar-cane, poppy; castor-oil bean, potatoes, and 
vegetables of all kinds being grown. This is ·the inner circle, 
or .. garden" culture. N e-xt comes a circle lying beyond 
this, but neither so much manure nor yet so much water can 
be spared for it, and the crops, though still good, are not 
so good, nor, as a rule, of such a remunerative character'; pulses, 
wheat, barley, and oil-'seeds are more general. Next is a 
third or outer drcle, which is only partly manured, and only 
occd.sionally watered, and where cultivation is, still.Jess high. 
Lastly, t,h~re may be a fourtnor outlying part, never bearing l 
'more than one crop a year, a summer crop one year, and a 
winter crop the next. This .land gets no manure and no 
water except the rainfall, and may be t~rmed "dry" land..., 
Thus, one is able to draw, as it were, successive rings or belts 
round a village, each belt; as it is further removed from the 
centre, indicating less intensive culture, and also the close inter .. 
dependence of water and manure. The rent may accordingly 

'vary, as I found it do in a village near Bilhaur, from Rs. 30 
in the central zone, to Rs. 15 in the sec'ond, Rs.I0 ill the 
third, and Rs. 7 in the outlying portion. This was repeatedly 
pointed o.ut to m& by Sir Edward Buck durin~ our tour in the' 
Cawnpore district. , . . 

It may be said, generally, thatlmanm:El goes' first to the' 
.. garden" land (watered by. well), then to the, .. wet.'"land 
(watered by "flow"), and what is over goes.to the "dry "Jand 
(watered by raiTJ. only). ',.j 

It is not that' the soil was, originally different in quality, 
though this may sometimes have been thl case, t~ereby 
inducing the people to pitch their habitations where it was 
best; bl.!-t it is mainly the manl!re, the water, and the resulting 
cultivation, that have brought. about the change. It would be' 
of little use to extend the supply of water unless there were 
tJu, manure to back it up. The converse is equally true; atJ 
Hissar (Punjab) there is plenty of m~nurei but it is not made 
use of because.. there is not, water enough. Beng~l, on the 
other hand, furnishes many iristances of an abundant rainfall 
but deficiency of mlJllure. As a contrast to Qoth'these, Meerut 
and Hoshiarpur are examples. of what can be done b:f a suf
ficiency of each, night-soil being largely us~d there 1D con
junction· with well water. Similarly, Amntsar and PooD;a 
prove what can be done with canal water and manure. It IS 
a common saying that, if you give a r~iyat -yvater and manure 
he will grow a crop even upon stones! 

119. The Indian cultivator' shows by the money which 
he is willing to pay for ?Ianure whe~ able to afford it, 
that he is by no means Ignorant. of Its value. When he 
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burns the cow~dung which he collects, he does it, as a rule, 
rather from necessity than from "'ant of knowledge of its 
~orth. That; ~hen he ha.s manure, he often does not preserve 
~t well, or use 11; to best advantage, is, however, the result of 
Ignorance. ,\ • 

At Mahim (Bombay) I found that Rs. 96 an acre was quite 
an ordinary amount to spend in manure for the "garden" 
c:ops. . Even larg~r sums than this are expended over betel 
vmes, as much as Rs. 280 to Rs. 380 an acre being given out in 
manure, while for ginger, sugar-cane, and plantains the cost 
frequently goes up to Rs . .160 an acre. A cultivator thus graphi
cally described to me the effect of manure on the ginger crop 
he was cultivating; he said :-" I use 'manure, and 3 or 4c sons 
"come to each plant." At Poona, as much as Rs. 200 per acre 
is spent on manure for sugar-cane; at Amritsar, Rs_ 43 an acre 
for tpe potato crop; at Hoshiarpur, R.s. 60 an acre for sugar-
cane. . 

Nor is it in the quantity of manure alone that the Native 
j often displays great foresight. He also often knows when to 
:put it on, and for w"hich crop to use it. He knows that he 

must not use it on "dry" land but on "wet" land, where it 
will decompose. He knows, too, the harm of using fresh 
dung, and that it will attract the white ants, and thAt they,. 
}n turn, will destr~y the crop. 

120. I propose now to review the different way.., available in 
India for manuring the land, and then to see to what extent 
each manure is made use of, to consider what relation its 
supply bears to the wants of crops, and how the supply may 
be improved and extended. . 

• 121; The most general manure, alike in India and in 
England, is cattle-man~re, or, as made in England, farmyard. 
manure. B'ut, whilst m the la~ter cou~try it has to be, and 
can' be, supplemented, and even in part replaced, by artificial 
manures, this is not the case in India, and cattle-manure is the 

"""universal fertiliser and often the only one available. When, 
therefore, we find it the g~neral practice, even iIi villages, to 
burn a large proportion of the dung from cattle as fuel, and 
""hen, on neaHng any town, we may see troops. of women car
rying in baskets on their. heads, the cow-d't~g ca:kes or bratties, 
which th~y have made m~o cakes and drIed In the sun, we 
cannot but pause to ask ourselves whether the burning of 
these cakes as fuel does not. imply a great agricultural loss. 

I Some have maintained that it does n.~t, for they say that the 
ashes are saved and used on the fields, and assert that is practi
cally the only thing of value in the dung,; others hold that, 
ev.en if the nitroO'en be lost in the burning, the cattle are 
so poor, and so po~rly fed, that there is but little nitrogen to -
lose, for' the dung is of very low quality, .whilst.eve~ wha~ is 
lost is recovered in the extra amount of mtrogen WhICh eXIsts 
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in the rainfall in India. Such statements as these have been Sta~mentsmade 
d . lb· as to th_poor ma e, even qUite recent y. y men who, though not agricultural quality of Indian 

chemists themselves, have not hesitated to express boldly their :~~"j;:,!,,~ 
opinions on points which they were .not able to investigate for in bnrningit. 

.themselves, nor were qualified to pass judgment upon. And 
80 it has come about that, from an error as to the amount of _ 
nitrogen in the .rainfall, many theories have been built up, 
-and but little real investigation has been done. I do not 
mean to say that I have been able to investigate the question 
at all thQroughly, but I have done so sufficiently, at least, to 
satisfy JJlyself of the, incorrectness of many of the theories 
propounded, and to show that cattle-manure in India is noti 
the poor miserable stuff it has been represented to be, but 
that it must, and does, lose a very great deal if it is burnt for 
iu"l, this loss 'aot being recovered in the rainfall. Even were.J 
the latter to be the case, we should have a further difficulty; 
the districts of slight rainfall, where most dung is burnt (be
(lanse wood is most scarce there), would get least nitrogen 
back, for the greater part would be transferred to the more 
rainy and more wooded tracts. • 

To satisfy myself on these points, I obtained, through the YyowninvesU. 

kindness of Mr. R. H. Elliot, of Bartchinhulla, Mysore (whom gaUons. 

I was visiting at the time), a number of samples, not only of 
the solid droppings of cattle, but <of the urine and the 
drainings from manure heaps; also samples of the ashes of 
the same dung after burning cakes made from it; samples of 
leaves used for litter, of castor..oiI refuse (castor paanae), 
-earth-nut cake, &c. I must not burden this part of my Report 
with all the analyses, but, referring to the Appendix for these,-
I will now only give sufficient data to enable a comparison to be 
instituted between English and Indian cattle-manure, and to 
establish -such other points as I may wish to demonstrate. 
The samples taken were sent to London, and analysed in my 
laboratory there. The cattle-dung was composed of the solid 
droppings of lean working bullocks, taken when fresh and 
put in a tin box, thus reaching me -simply in the air-dried 
condition. Analysis A is my own; analysis B is one by Mr. 
John Hughes. of London, of the sun-dried cakes; C is a stan-
dard analysis of English farmyard manure; D is an analysis 
by myself of the ashes left after burning cakes made fro~ 
dung similar in composition to that given in column A; E ~s 
an analysis calculated from the results quoted ·in columns ~ 
and D. • 

o "For fuUanalyses 888 Appendices D, E, F, G, H, J, K 

Y 2t266. G 
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TABLE VIII. 

ANALYSES of CATTLE-llANURE (Indian) and FARMYARD 
MANURE (English), 

'Moisture ~ 
• Organic matter ~ 
t Mineral matter (ash) 

• oontaining nitrogen· 
equal to ammonia .. 

t containing
Sand 
Oxide of iron and alumina 
Lime 
MRgDesia. 
Potash 0 

Soda 

0, 

Phosphoric BOid -. 

o. 

A. 

Dung of Lean 
Cattle (Indian). 

[Air-dried,] 

19'59 
.. 

69'26 
2I'15 

100'00 

1'34 
1'62 

14'43 
3'36 
1'04 
'44 

1'16 
'34 
'47 

B, C. 

Sun-dried F~rmyard 
Cakes of Manure cattle-manure 
(Indian), (English), 

1'22 ae'17 
65'32 2824 
27'46 6'59 

.-~---

100'00 100'00 

1'48 '86 
I'SO '79 

18'62 1'76 ' 
'42 

1'96 1'35 
'15 

'63 '67 
trace '08 

'64 '31 
equal to tribasic phosphate of lime 0 • l'OS 1'18 '68 

TABLE IX. 

ANALYSIS of ASHES of CATTLE-MANURE (Indian). 

D, E, 

Ashe. of 100 parts of the 
Ca.ttle--manure 

(Je.ttle-manure . (Column A) would. 

(Indian) 
approximately, 
contain, 8ft~r 

after burning. 
burning ... 20 parts 
of Ash, thus !-

:Moisture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1'04 } • Organio matter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO '89 

Oxide of Iron and alumina 0 0 0 0 0 0 9'26 1'~5 

t PhosphoriC acid . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1'S7 '28 

Lime 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . ;, l'Y6 ·:)6 

: Alkalies and magnesia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J'97 'li9 

Siliceous matW 0 . . 0 0 0 0 0 80'20 16'04 -------. 100'00 JO'OO 

• containlug nltrogeu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·tT -oS4 

equal to ammonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '110 '040 
t equal to tribasic phosphate of lime 0 0 0 0 S'ga .99 

: containing potash 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2'1lti 'G8 

REFERENCES. 

"hwlysis B,-Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXXVIII., No. 1,948, 
:March 21st 1890, page 441. 

AnaltlSis C. - Johnston and Cameron's Elements of Agricultural 
Chemistry and Geology, pages 316, 317, and 318 . .. 
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I have placed the analysis B, made by Mr. Hughes, side by 
side with my own (A), and it will be noticed that while the sun
dried cakes have, of course, less moisture than the fresh dung, 
yet, taking this into account, the general composition of the 
~wo materials is very similar, thus showing that my analysis A 
is not that of an exceptiona.l sample, but of a fair average one. 
This makes my deductions from column E all the stronger. 

Comparing analyses A and C, the Indian dung has, it Indian cattle

will be seen, far less moisture, but, as a consequence, the ~~~:",.i8not. 
organic matter in 100 parts is very much higher. The large 
amount of sandy matter in Indian dung is noticeable, but in 
other mineral constituents, notably ;I!hosphoric acid, it is quite 
as good as English manure, while it has double the amount of 
nitrogen. This is, of course, taKing the two manures just as 
they-are used, and comparing them weight for weight; but, 
to meet. objection, even if we suppose the Indian dung to' 
contain, not 19'59 per cent. of water only, but 66'17 per cent.' 
like the English farmyard manure, th~ amount of nitrogen in 
it would be '563 per cent. This is only a little below the 
'65 per cent. of the English sample, and' that, . by the way,.-, 
one of well-made dung. Therefore, whether we consider I 

them on the same basis of moisture, or whether we take them, 
as we really have to do with them, viz., weight for weight, the 
small value and inferior quality of, Indian cattle-manure is J. 
by no means e~tablished. In this connection it must be-l 
remembered that the Indian dung is made without litter, and 
is merely the solid droppings of the .cattle. with more or less 
earth, whereas English farmyard manure' consists of a quantity 
of litter, 'as well as of the solid and liquid excrements of the 
cattle. 

Now let us consider what takes Flace when the dung is Greatlossresot\t .. 

burnt. Analysis D shows the composition of the ashes in 100 from burning it. 

parts, but, in order' to institute a comparison, I have added 
column E. This is calculated from analysis D, on the 
assumption (founded on analysis A), that 100 parts of the 
original dung will leave, after burning, 20 parts (one-fifth) of 
ash. In analysis A the actual amount of ash was 21'15 per 
cent. ; in another analysis which I made, it was 20'25 per cent. i 
20 per cent., or one-fifth, is taken for the sake of convenience. 
It will be seen that 100 parts of the original dung (analysis A), 
containing over 59 parts of organic matter and 1'34 parts of 
nitrogen, lose, on burning, practically all the organic matter 
and nitrogen. Thellnitrogen is reduced from 1'34 to '034 per! 
cent., in other w:ords, for every ton of cattle-manure that is 
burnt 29 1 1bs out of a total of 30 Ibs of nitrogen (97'5 per 97'5~."c.nt.,of' , 4" • • :.:J the nltrogen 18 
cent.), are altogether lost. loet. 

In Chapter V. (paragraph 59) the idea was fully combated 
that this loss was made good by its return in the extra amount 
of nitrogen supposed to be contained in .the rainfall. . . . 

Mr. Hughes, in the paper from whICh the ana.lyslsB IS 
taken, remarks that, while tho nitrogenous orgamc matters 
are lost in the process of burning, "the 'mi!lera~ matte~s, 
" which, include the lime, potash, and. phosphOrIC aCId, remam . \ ' G2 ,. 
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" in the ashes; and if these were returned to the land the only 
" los8 (the italics are my own) would be the 331bs. of nitrogen 
"(the quantity in one ton of manure), equal to 155 lbs. of 
"sulphate ()f ammonia for every ton of cattle-manure so 
"employed." But I would point out that, even were this the. 
only l08s, it'would imply a very considerable one indeed. The 
1551bs. of sulphate of ammonia, putting the cost of the latter' 
at 12 l. per ton, would mean, even in England, no less an 
outlay than 168. 7d. to replace the nitrogen thus lost by 
burning a ton of cattle-manure.. Hence the loss is not a 
slight one at all, but a very heavy one, and, if it costs so much 
to replace it in England, it cannot be a matter of indifference 
that so much nitrogen is lost to the soil of India by a wasteful 

practice. But this is not aU, for there is another point that 
must not be overlooked, viz., that the entire value of the organic 
(or vegetable) matter is lost in the burning, and this is a 
matter of no small moment when, as I have shown, soils in 
)Jndia are generally notoriously poor in vegetable matter. 
I Nor even this alone, for dung has an important physical 
as well as chemical effect on the soil, and it acts as a retainer 

! of moisture. Indirectly it may be said, therefore, that thc 

reat of India is increased by the burning of catt~e.manure; 
, the soil losing the advantage .of ,the moisture-holding 
\J!laterial. In some cases the physical or· mechanical effect 
of dung is quite as great .as its directly manurial one. This 
is not pORsessed by the ashes, and would be entirely lost in 
the burning. It is not necessary for me to pursue this further 
than to say again that the statements made as to the small 
value of Indian cattle-manure, and the small loss that takes 
place when it is burnt, are incorrect. My analyses are, of 
course, those of single samples only, but they were taken 
quite in the ordinary course, and are confirmed by Mr. Hughes' 
results. I am, however, well aware t'hat much more extended 
work Q,nd enquiry than I have had leisure to make are needed 
before facts are established for India in the same way as they 
have been in England. Nevertheless, I sh&11 have shown by 
these examples how very great is the need of careful scientific 
enquiry in connection with agriculture, in place of the con
jectures and theories of the past. 

. ' 

C'rIlIlMlmdo 122. I have spoken of the practice of burning dung as being 
not burn dung for I . d' fl' b t 't' f fuel unl... a: genera one, an so It un ortunate y, IS ; u 1 IS very ar 
obliged to do 80 f b . . 1 t' ' ·...It· t d throughocarcity rom elng a unlversa prac lCe among Cta: ,Iva ors. pure an 
~f ftrewood. simple. I would go further. and say that the best cultivators 

do not burn dung except out of sheer necessity. and because 
they have nothing else for fuel. and that, even amongst 
second-rate cultivators. a great majority will not burn dung 

" if they can help it. Perhaps in all my enquiries there was 
none into which I looked more closely than this, as I had heard 
and read such diverse opinions about it ; consequently, where

rever I went, I did my best to inform myself upon it. As the 
result, I have no heSItation whatever in saying that amongst 
culti1'atol'S the reason why they burn dung is that they 
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have no wood; and that if wood could be -made cheap and 
accessible to them, there would be an enormous increase in the 

U!-mount of man'ure available for the soil. I can instance place 
after place which I have vjsited and where no cultivator burns~ 

• a scrap of manure for fuel, or where the least possible quantity
is so used-generally only a little to boil milk. Coimbatore,_ 
Salem, Madura, Gujarat (Bombay), N adiad, Hospet, Hoshiarpur" 
and Multan are cases in point. It is where, as in the North
West Provinces, wood is dreadfully scarce, that the practice of 
burning dung has grown into a habit, and I have been told by 
people well acquainted with the North-West Provinces onlY, 
that the people will never give up the practice, and must use 
dung for their cooking. But what I have seen in other parts, 
where not a morsel of dung is used even for cooking, or for 
boiling milk, convinces me that, if firewood were provided, 
the cultivators would soon come to know the benefit of saving 
their manure for the fields. Those resident in villages, but 
not themselves the actual cqltivating classes, will doubtless 
continue to burn dung, and near a town there will always be 
the inducement of realising something by the sale of cow-duJlg 

ieakes. The seller does not appreciate that the cakes have' 
cost him anything to produce j that they are really his crop 

. taken off his land, and he returns from the town happy with 
the two annas or so of ready ~n.oneywhich he receives in 
return for a donkey-load or head-load of cow-dung cakes. If 
he buys firewood, on the contrary, he has to pay money away 
~stead of receiving it. When, however, one gets away from, 
the towns, it will be found that manure is rarely a pur: 
chaseable article. The'reason why dung is used as fuel, for 
cooking, and es~ecially for boiUng milk, is, I believe, that it 
gives a(slow fire ;Which does not need any attention, whereas 
a wood fire does. There are also ideas that cow-dung imparts 
to the food a particulllr flavour which the·people like; but, as_ 
I have said, there are many places which I have been t~ 
where cow-dung is not even used for this purpose. Cow
dung fuel is a handy form in which a Native can carry fire 
about with ,him all day long, for it keeps smouldering away 
gently; wherever matches are unknown, this fact accordingly 
acquires considerable siguificance. 

123. I give some'instances, from my own observations and Instances in 
I SUPJlort~ 

from the r(~ports of others, which bear out the opinion. 
have expressed. ' 
. At Hosbiarpur ~he~~ is plent,Y of firewood, ~D:d.compara~ively little dung Punjab. 
IS burnt; the cultivatIOn here IS by wells. VIsIting Rashlda, near Muitan, 
where the Sidhnai Canal comes, I found tbat the cultivators do not bur? 
dung, with the exception of a little for boiling miJ~. . 

In tbe North~We8t Provinces, as stated, the 8.carClty of wood IS, perhaps, ~~:vl'.!::,1> 
greater tban anywhere else and so the burnmg of cow-dung cakes has 
become, from necessity, alm~st a habit, even among cultivators. But what'" 
is more frequently the case is, that fo~ four mon~h8, Novembe~ to 
February, the rail/at makes cakes for burmn~, and durmg the other Alght

J months the dung is used 8S manure. Sometimes I have fc:mnd that the 
cakes are made during eight months, and that ~he manur~ IS used for the 
fields the remaining four'; in each case the rams determme the date, for 
during tbe rainy season cakes for fuel cannot be made. 

G 3 
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Thus, a (lultivator near Cawnpore, belonging to the chama!' or leather
dresser caste, told me that he made cakes for three months, and collected 
dung for his fields the other nine months, dating from April 1st in eacIi 
year. An AMi· (goatherd) near Rura made cakes for four months 
(November to February), but collected. manure the rest of the time, 
except a little which he burnt for boiling milk, and for his pipe (hookah) ;. 
a Brahman here told us that he burnt as little dung as he possibly could. 
A K6chhi at Cawnpore, who had dug a well for himself, and grew vege
tables largely, made cakes for eight months in the year, and burnt them, 

\but only because he had to pay so much money for firewood. He was 
in the habit of buying the stalks of indigo and arhar (a ~lJ.lse) to eke 
o~t his fuel, and, in addition, he purchased the town-sweepings to put on 

.' hIS fields. . 
~. Mr. Moens, in his Settlement Report of Bareilly, says, " three-quarters 

" of the available cow-dung of every village has to be consumed as fuel, for 
" want of wood."· 

.At Rasurpur, near Aima, I found that manure is sold to other villages, 
but the reason of this is, that the village is a cattle and not a tillage one 
at all. 

Travelling in Eastern Bengal, in the neighbourhood of Serajgunge, 
I noticed that the general practice among the cultivators was, to have. two 
heaps of dung, one for fuel and one for manure. 

Mr. Sen writes of Burdwan :-" In Beerbhoom no good cultivator would 
"think of using his cow<dung as fuel. Everything of manurial value is 
" put in the dung-heap." Here there is plenty of jungle. 

Reports from Lohardaga, Palamau, Pichasa, and other parts of Bengal 
say that dung is "not a marketable article," or is "seldom bought or 
"sold."· . 

I cannot give any instance from the Central Provinces iI! which dung 
was not regularly burnt as fuel. But, as it is well known, here, if any
where, the soil requires no manuring, and one would accordingly expect 
less care in the preservation of dung. 

At Biawar, near Ajmere, Bome dung is burnt, and some is kept for 
manure .. The supply of water is, unfortunately, short, and this prevents 
as much manure being used on the land as might otherwise be the case. 

r At Ahmedabad, firewood is scarce; it costs R. 1 for four maunds of 
40 lbs. each, and the testimony of the cultivators is, that they gather 
all thEl stalks, &c. off their fields, and. would not burn any dung if they 
could possibly help it. Poona is another place where firewood is expensive. 
It has to be carted between 30 and 40 miles, and then costs Rs. 5 a 
cartload, whereas a cartload of cow-dung cakes costs Rs. 3, and a 
cartload of loose cow-dung, R. 1 only. It is not to be wondered at, 
then, that the cakes are burnt as fuel instead of the wood. The general 

. opinion expressed was, that if the price of wood were halved the cul
Uivators would not burn cow-dung, for they fully appreciate its value. 

The country around Nadiad is well wooded, and no Charo/ar Ku1tbi (the 
best cultivating caste) burns dung, not even for cooking purposes. 
Manure is sold out of the town to the· cultivators, they paying R. 1 for 
20 maunds (of 40 lbs; each). 

~. Mr. Beyts says o( Gujarat (Bombay):-" Here manures are largely 
~'I,sed. Cow-dung tis-not burrit." 

It was, perhaps,· in Madras that I found the strongest ground for 
concluding that cultivators, if they had firewood~n sufficiep.cy, would 
abandon the burning of dung as fuel. . 

At Ave~shi (Coimbatore) the cultivators do not burn dung at all, but, 
on the contrary, they buy it from the people who keep cattle but have no 
fields themselves. This is not be~ause of any plentifulness of firewood, 
but because by growing hedges and clipping them, and by gathering all 
stalks, &c., the people manage to eke out their stock of fuel .without 
having to burn the dung. No oultivator at Salem burns dung, although 
those who live in the town and keep buffaloes will make up cakes for 
burning. The same is the o&se at Shiyali. 

At Hospet there is plenty of wood,'and consequently dung is not burnt, 
excflpt just a little for boiling milk. Firewood at Hunsur (Mysore) has 
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to be carted 17 miles, and costs Rs. 3 a ton besides; this is the sole cause 
{)f dung being burnt there. 

lIr. Benson says that in some parts of the Cuddapah district of Madras 
dung is never burnt. " 

Mr. Nicholson, in his" Manual of Coimbatore," goes into this ma"tter at 
eeonsiderable length, and shows that cattle.dnng is neve,. used as fuel except
in towns, and that Mr. Robertson (Superintendent of Government Farms, 
Madras) waa wrongly informed when, in one of his J;teports, he said it was. 
:Mr. Nicholson's remarks are worth quoting:-

"Cattle-dung is never nsed except in towns. Very occasionally a few 
~. brattie, may be seen in B band,'I-pettah (a standing or halting place for 
"carts), but not a hundredth of the cattle-dung is so used, partly because 
II the value is perfectly known, partly because fuel for the few wants of 
., the raiyat is supplied by hedge and tree loppings, cotion and kaTl!bu stalks, 
., and so forth." ' 

" Village sweepings and cattle-droppings are carefully stored; pots and 
.. tiles are burnt with sweepings, stalks, and small wood, but not with 
., brattiu.", I 

It shouid be added that cow-dung is used for plastering thil 
floors and walls of houses; also, that, a very large quantity is 
~mployed, especially on the outskirts of large towns, fo.~ 
brick-burning. e 

124. The instances here mven show clearly how close is the The OIOt'!" 
. - f~= (lOnnectlOn between the supply of firewood and the return 0 between the 

manure to the land. As the result of my enquiries, I feel I ~~.:~:: 
may safely assert that where the practice of burning dung as 
fuel prevails among the genuine cultivators, it arises, in eight 
cases out of ten, from the scarcity of firewood. The other 
-causes are, a. deficiency of water; the land (as in the Central 
Provinces and silt-'I'enewed tracts of the Punjab) not requiring 
manure; and, lastly, bad cultivation, which generally means 
cultivation by castes agriculturally inferior. . ' 

The fuller treatment of the way in which to remedy the loss 
<If manure caused to the land will be taken' in the next 
chapter, but I may, before passing on, say that the only 
remedy I can see is the establishment of the" Fuel and Fodder 
Reserves" spoken of in Chapter IV., paragraph 37. Anyh?w, 
there can be but one opinion as to the desirability of lessemng 
the amount of dung burnt. Sir Edward Buck wrote in 1881 :-

"It is manifest that in the interest of agriculture every 
4' attempt should be made to minimise the expenditure of 
.. , manure as fuel." 

125. Ashes~f du~g have ~ disti~cl;value:on account of tlwir ~:!::'~dtheir 
mineral constitu~ts, and they :may occasronally be used to speoial uses. 

greater advantage than the dung itself~ When, for example,. a 
forcing effect is not desirable, the ashes are preferred; agalB, !n 
very wet parts, such as Mt.thim, the cultivators have dlf~icult.y In 
preserving manure, and the most general use they put 1~ to IS to 
burn it for rab· (the system of making s~ed-beds for 1'lc~, &c.). 
The unburnt manure would possibly, In such a wet ch!llate, 
retain too much moisture and keep thesoi~ too sodden;wliere!l's 
the ashes have a reverse effect and enable the water to dram 
away better, thus keeping the 'soil porous and less saturated. 

,~ See' footnote, page 27. 
o4t 
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Again, it is a question still to be determined satisfactorily, 
whether in soils like black cotton-soil there may not be 
sufficient organic matter to render, the ashes of dung as 
effective as the dung itself. 

I mention these points in suggesting a. field of enquiry in" 
"Which agricultural chemistry can do much good by explaining 
what does actually take place. 

~ut, tha~ the cultivator, when he does prefer ashes to dung, or 
else the whole dung to the mere ashes, does so simply from fancy 
or from ignorance, I am by no means ready to allow, but 
assert that quite the contrary is the case. A cultivator from 
Tinnevelly, whom I interviewed, described to me his practice 
thus :-" I would use aRhes for my nursery beds, and raw 
"-dung to get 'produce.''' He added that for heavy land he 
would use the raw dung, and the ashes for his lighter land. This 

I use of dung for opening heavy land quite agrees with English 
experience. At M.adura the cultivators said to me "the Native 
" knows the unburnt dling is better j there is more 'force' in 
.. it." I often think of the answers given to me by two culti
vators, one at Salem~ the other at Avenashi, when, after they 
had complained to me of the difficulty of getting firewood, I 
'sajd to them, for the purpose of testing them, "But why don't, 
" you make the dung into cakes and burn them? Then you 
" have the ashes left ; what more do you 'tant?" The one 
replied, " What is that 1 J t's only a little ; that's not enough." 
The other said, "If I burn the .dung what shall I have for 
" manure 1 How can I live if I burn my cattle-dung? I 
" want it all for my garden." , ' 

I pass on now to consid~r other modes of manuring the land. 

Sheep.folding, r 126. Folding of sheep and cattle on land, for the purpose of 
• manuring it, is another practice understood in some parts, 

but neglected in others., It has one great advantage, in that 
-the urine is not lost, as it generally is. Folding is practised 
largely in CoimlLatore and other parts of Madras j in the 
North-West Provinces; in Palamau and Rungpore in Bengal 
(chiefly for sugar-cane and tobacco crops); at Rawal Pindi 
(Punjab), and elsewhere. Sheep and goats are generally used, 
but cattle are not un frequently tied outside the pens also, and 
fodder [principally cholam (a millet)] is given to them. The 
animals are allowed to graze by day over the qry fields, along 
rq,adsides and wastes, picking up whatever they can, and at 
night they are brought into the pens. T~e pens are moved 
about every second day. The cultivators pay for the privilege 
of baving the sheep go over their fields, thereby manuring 

'the land. In Tinnevelly, sheep are bred largely, and chiefly 
l with the object of using them for manuring the land. 

R.fuoefrom r 127. Perhaps next to, but insignificant as compared with. 
oU..,eed oruollingl • • I f "cattle-manure, IS the use, as a manUl'la agent,o the refuse 

"obtarned from vario1,ls oil-seeds after the oil has been expressed 
from them. The principal oil-seeds thus used are the 

I following :-Castor-oil seed (Ricinus communis) j Gingelly, 
Til, or Sesame (Sesam'wl'Il. indicum); Earth-nut or ground-
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nut (Arachis hypogea); Kardai or Safflower (Oarthamus, 
tinctori'UB); Rape seed; Mustard seed; Niger seed (Guizotia. 
abyssinica); Linseed; Cotton seed. The seeds of the fruits 
of several trees, such as' Pongamia glabra, Ba8sia lati/olia 
·(th~ Mahua tree), and Melia Azadirachta ,(the Neem tree), 
are also pressed, and the refu!le is employed as manure, chiefly 
in. the coffee districts. Most of these seeds, after expression 
of the oil, are also used primarily for feeding .cattle, and 

~condarily for manure. • 
Castor-oil is a plant grown very largely in Qujarat (Bombay), Castor oake. 

and it is a common sight to see it fringing the fields in the 
North-West Provinces, also in Bombay and Madras. In 
Mahill', where, in consequence of heavy and continuous rain, 
it is hard to preserve cow-dung, castor refuse, obtained 'from 
Gujarat, is u,ed to a surprising extent for the more expensive 
crops. Thus, for betel vines, from 9 to 12 tons of castor cake 
per acre, costing Rs. 280 to Rs. 380, will be carefully applied 
in handfuls round the' base of the plants, in some 15 to 20 
separate doses; for ginger, sugar-cane, . and plantains, lesser 
amounts, but still costing from Rs. 60 to-.s.s. 160 per acre, are 
used. Castor refuse is also employed at POQna; Burdwan 
(Bengal), Hoshiarpur (Punjab), and elsewhere, but in many 
places it is merely thrown on manure heaps or else burnt 11.1> 

fuel. Its cost vaJOies from Rs. 20 to Rs. 35 a ton. An extensive 
use for it is found in the coffee-growing districts of Coorg and 
Mysore, wh,ere it is known Il:scastor poonac. 

An analysis which I made of a sample of castor poonac from 
Mysore showed it to contain-

Nitrogen - " 
equal to Ammonia .. 

Phosphate of Lime 

Per Cent. 
4'52 
5'49 
2'86 

Acc~rdingly, it possessed manurial properties of decided 
value.· 

Gingelly cake is often fed to cattle, alld is also exported. Other caIt ... 

Earth-nut is grown mostly in Madras, and especially in South 
Arcot; it goes mainly for export. Rape seed and Mustard seed 
are similarly exported. Niger seed is not largely grown, but 
yields a good burning oil, and the residue is used as food for 
cattle. Linseed is almost entirely an export crop. Cotton seed 
is generally feillocally to cattle.' The other seeds mentioned 
have mostly only a local significance; but from the flowers of 
the Mahua tree (Bassia lati/olia, a spirit is obtained by dis
tillation, the spent material being used as food for cattle. 
The fruit of the Mahua tree, when allowed to ripen, contains. 
a hard seed from which a valuable oil is expl'essed, and 
the residue is used as manure under the name Bas8ia cake. 
For the particulars' given . as to the various oil-seeds 1. am 
mainly indebted to Dr. Geo. Watt. Analyses of several of 1 
the varieties of cakes are given in the Appendix. * 

o Su Appendices J. and K. 
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N oyr it is clear that, as these seeds are for the greater part 
exported, their export must imply the removal of a very 
considerable amount of the constituents of the soil. Were 
they (with the exception of castot:'oil seed) to be consumed 
by cattle, after expression of the oil, the manurial constituents 
would be returned to the soil from which they were drawn, 
and the balance of fertility might be maintained. The oil, 

lhavingitself no manurial properties, and being derived from 
the atmosphere and not from the soil, is a fitting object for 

i......-export; but to send away the entire seed, or the refuse after 
removal of the oil, is to send away the valuable manurial con
stituents contained in the seed, including those taken out of 

lJihe soil itself; in brief, to export them is to export the soil's 
,fertility. The answer given will doubtless be that there is the 
&dvantage of the ready cash obtained in exchange; but it 
becomes the duty of Agricultural Departments, and of Experi
mental Farms in' particular, to demonstrate clearly to the people 
what the advantages are of using such refuse materials, either 
as food for cattle, II.nd thus indirectly as manure, or else by 
direct application to the land. Where, as in India, supplies of 
manure in any form are so short, it seems w.rong to allow so 
much manurial element to be carried beyond the seas, without 
endeavouring to establish its value and the importance of 
retaining it in the' country. We in England are not slow to 
avail ourselves of the advantages this export system offers; 
and at the time of my leaving for India I was feeding bullocks 
at the Woburn Experimental Farm on linseed cake, and was 

r-also growing crops with rape cake manure. Both these 
materials, in all likelihood, were the produce of In'dian soil, 

Land represented its transported, fertility . 

I" 128. Seet, or Indigo refuse, consists of the leaves and stalks 
of the Indigo plant after they have been steeped in order to 

j 
extract the colouring matter, and is largely used in the Indigo 
districts of Behar and Bengal by the planters, being,. practi

L-.-cally, the only ma~ure they employ. 'Yhere, as in Madras, t~e 
North-West Provmces, and the Punjab, the manufacture IS 

mostly carried on only on the small scale and by Natives, the 
Beet is'''purchased by the ordinary cultivators, and they spread 
it on thrir fields. A great deal is so used in the Cuddapah 

rdistrict of Madras. A field thus manured is considered not to 
LIleed any more manure for the next three years or longer. I 
saw, near Cawnpore, a splendid field wherc...-vheat was growing 
on land thus treated, and experiments conducted at the Cawn

. pore Experimental Farm have shown the benefit of the refuse. 
(The cultivators do not like the seet when new, but prefer it 
,--when nearly two years old. At Rura, near Cawnpore, I found 
that the landlords (zemindars) were in the habit of manuring 
the fields with the seet at their own expense, and then letting 
them out to cultivators at a high rental. ' 

r 129. Next to be considered is green.-manUl:ing: a' pl'acti~e 
. not unknown, but yet not nearly as WIdely dlstnbuted as It 
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might with advantage be. San or tag hemp (Crotalaria 
juncea) is the crop most generally ploughed in; indigo is 
another; mustard is occasionally used; and frequently on 
rice fields the weeds are allowed to grow,and then turned 
1n to act as manure. In Lohardaga the favourite green crop 
IS Bawan (a wild form of Panicu'11J, miliaceum); it is often 
grown with rice, and after the rice has been harvested the 

-green crop is turned in and buried in the soil, Green-manuring 
is well understood in some parts j for example, in Gujarat 
(Bombay). It is also practised in Hoshiarpur, Burdwan, 

-Hooghly, Chota Nagpur, Poona, and parts of Khfmdesh. San 
ploughed in as a green crop, in preparation for sugar-cane, is 

yhe usual form of green-manuring. In other districts, such as 
Bareilly (North-West. Provinces), green-manuring is quite 
unknown; inq oimbatore too, so far as the actual growing of 
green crops is concerned.; whilst in many parts of Bengal its 
use might be more extended. Mr. Moens says of, Bareilly, 
.. The benefit of ploughing in a green crop is quite unknown 
., here." Experiments made at the Bha~gaon (Bompay:) and 
Cawnpore (North-West Provinces) Farms have demonstrated 
the advantages of ploughing in green crops such as the san 
hemp or indigo. . 

130. Over a large part of Madras, Coi.mbatore included, the Us. of twigs and 
spreading of wild shrubs sucl). as wild indigo (Wrightia leav .... manur •• 

tinctoria), madar (Calotropis gigantea), avarai (Cassia 
auriculata), kolinji (Tephrosia purpurea), convolvulus, and 
the shoots and leaves of Pong ami a glabra and other trees 
is much used on .. wet" lands, principally on rice fields. The 
shrubs and lea.ves a.re spread green on tne fields, and then 

_trodden in by foot. At Hospet; which is served by a canal, led 
by a weir or anicut from the river Tungabadra, and where the 
cultivation is exceptionally good, I saw this plan of green
manuring being carried out. l'rees are grown round every 
field and along the banks of the water-channels, and are de
foliated once in three years; the twigs and leaves are spread 
on the land where rice is to be sown; canal water is let on, 
and the twigs are trodden into the soil with the foot. About 
eight days later, rice is sown broadcast on the top. It is 
worthy of note that, though served by canal irrigation, the 
compartments or beds in which the water is enclosed are here 
quite small, just as in " garden" cultivation. • 

The practice of • putting twigs and leaves on rice fields is 
largely adopted in Tinnevelly. Branches andJeaves are used 
as manure near Bangalore in April, and at the end of the 
monsoon. When touring in the Suni Valley (Punjab) Dr'l 
Watt pointed out to me a shrub (Adhatoda Vasica) which acts 
as a weed-exterminator; the natives spread it, whengreeJl, 
on their rice fields, and it is said to kill all the weeds in 24 . d I hours. At Mahim the leaves of the sugar-cane are sprea on 
th,~ ginger-beds to act as manure; leaves are also put round 
tho plalltains. Near Rura (N orth-West Provinces) I.saw a' 
cultivator using leaves, as manure on his opium beds, and he 
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thought very highly of them. In the Forests of North Kanara 
and along the Malabar coast leaves are gathered and used as 
manure. Leaves are, generally speaking, collected in the 
neighbourhood of towns and villages for the purpose of 
" parching" grain. _ • 

I believe that in thes~ various ways of green-manuring, the 
physical improvement of the soil is an important point. At 
the same time it shows that the value of vegetable matter, 
as an addition to the soil, is not neglected by the raiyat, 
although some would maintain that its loss in the burning of 
cow-dung is of no account. 

r 131. Associated with the use of twigs, leaves, &c. for 
manure is the system of seed-bed cultivation termed rab. Ill
This system is employed mainly in the Bombay Presidency 
throughout the districts of heaviest rainfall, but. it is not 
unknown in parts of Bengal. The crops for which it is 
chiefly used are rice and a millet called nagli (Eleu8ine 
C01'acana). The word rab literally means" cultivation." The 
pro<;ess consists in,. heaping on the spot selected for the seed
bed successive layers of cow-dung, tree-loppings, shrubs, 
leaves, and grass, with earth on the top to keep all down; 
the heap is made about three feet high, and then the whole is 

~et fire to, -
As regards the advantage, still more the necessity, of rab, 

there have been continuous contentions between the culti
vators and those who have supported them, on the one hand, 
and the Forest Department on the other, the latter main
taining that the practice is a wasteful one, and that the 
lopping of trees injures the forests greatly. In 1885 a Forest 
Commission was appointed in Bombay to enquire into the 
matter, and Mr. Ozanne, Director ot Land Records and Agri
culture, BOIIJ.bay Presidency, . conducted a. number of experi
ments, which, though not absolutely conclusive nor complete, 

\ 
went far to show that the raiyat in rab areas was adopting, 
the only ready means by which he could cultivate hi~ rice 
crop with profit. Great credjt is .due to Mr. Ozanne for the--
energy which he showed and the line of enquiry he adopted. 
He pointed out that there are defined limits to rab cultiva
tion, viz., the districts where rainfall is very heavy and also 
continuous. For example, 1'ab exists in the Konkan, whereas 
in Dharwar, where the rainfall is less heavy, it. does not
'Similarly, rab is not used where there is tank irrigation, for 
by the aid of the tank the seed can be so.-n before the heavy 

'rains come. Mr. Ozanne's experiments also showed that-brush
wood and shrubs when used as rab material give just as good 
results as boughs of trees do, and that there is nothing in the 

r:!aiyat's belief in the superior virtues of particular kinds of 
-trees, Cow-dung (which the raiyat prizes most for rab) gave 
the best results of all j the supply of it is, however, limited; 
but, with the aid of brushwood, shrubs, and grass, the culti
vator can make up the necessary amount for burning. In this 

o See footnote, page 27. 
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way the Forests had, up to the time of the enquiry, been of 
great use to agriculture. 

It is undisputed that transplanted rice gives far and away 
the best return, and that only the finest kinds of rice are so 
sown. At Igatpuri, where, owing to scarcity of Tab .material, 
Ii good deal of rice is grown from" sprouted" seed (the seed 
being allowed to soak for two days in water before sowing), 
the out-turn is not so good as at Kalyan where Tab prevails. 
If seed is .. sprouted" and sown, but the rain does not then 
last, the seed is wasted, but Tabed seed is not put in the seed
bed until the rain actually comes. The assessment of the land 
has of late been lowered at, Igatpuri, on account, it is believed, 
of the difficulty in getting Tab ma.terial, and the consequent 
lesser yield of rice. Rice, though aquatic, cannot stand im
mersion, and it is noticeable that where Tab is practised 
the seed,-bed is a/tways on elevated ground. Rice cannot 
be sown in the wet, as it would rot; this accounts for Tab 
being used at Mhhim, inasmuch as, apart froIfl the diffi
~ulty of preserving the cow-dung in such a wet climate, if it 

t were put on the seed-bed it would tend t&lhold the moisture 
all the more. By burning the dung on the land a. drier and 

. more porous soil is obtained. 
v At first sight, I allow, one would conclude that the practice Tbeadvantages 

must be a very wasteful one, but the fact that it is carried of rlib. 

on by Taiyats such as those at MAhitn', the excellence of 
whose cultivation excited my highest admiration, obliges me 

to conclude that, though l' cannot explain why it- is, yet it is 
the one way in which the cultivator can grow his rice to best 

LJ>rofit. I cannot believe that men who annually spend such 
-large sums as these cultivators do in the purchase of castor 
refuse, &c. would burn their cow-dungfor Tab if they had 
not found out by experience that i~ was the best plan to 
adopt. In other words, I am content to learn from practical 
experience, and to endeavour to explain the science from the 
practice. . 

It is not at all unlikely that much of the benefit of 'l'ab is· ~=ble explana

due to the change produced in the mechanical texture of the 
soil by the burning which it undergoes. .This results in the 
liberation of some of itt dormant constituents, and the supply 
of ready-formed food for the plant, whieh, at this stage, needs 
to be quickly forced on; then, again, the addition of mineral 
matter from the materials burnt must conduce to the richnes.\l 
of the soil, and, while supplying plant food, would, at the 
same time, render the soil porous, sd that it would not retain 
excessive moisture, as might be the case were natural manure 
or green leaves to be used. There is a· further possible benefit 
in the destruction,. through burning, of any weed seeds which 
might choke the rice in its early stages. I find it stated in 
the Lohardaga. Agricultural Report that :- . 

.. for paddy nurseries, in-many parts the m~nure heap is 8e~ ~n' fire 
.. first the motive being to kill grass seeds, whICh, where the soIl IS poor, 
" wouid germinate and kill the rice; but this is not done in Five Parganas, 
.. since the land is fertile there, and the young crop grows up strongly 
" enough to keep the weeds ill check.· . 
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This instance from Bengal may afford a possible explana
tion of what takes place in o~her parts. The whole subject 
of rab is an ,interesting and important one, about which there 
is still much to be lllarnt, and on which the scientific aO'ricuI-
turist may usefully work. ' '" 

Manuring b:r I 132. Another system of manuring is that by using silt, 
Bllt, or by soll- t k d & b th .. f·l f dia- h mixing. an mu, c., or y e mIxIng 0 SOl S 0 uerent c aracter, 

L-in order to improve the texture of the land. . 
Silt from rivers, Vast areas in Bengal are annually renewed naturally by 
:'':~B.and the silt of rivers, and there are in the Punjab, for example, 

, near Gujrat, stretches which are covered yearly by the silt 
brought down by mountain streams. In the Jhelum and 
Shah pur districts, at the foot of the Salt Range, there are 

/similar tracts; here the fields are first embanked, and then 
the flood water of hill torrents is turned into them through 
an opening in the upper end of the embankment. The water 
is allowed to'flow in until the field is converted into a pond. 
When this dries up, a crop is sown, and requires no further 

L.!'atering or rain. .In'this way the wheat-growing areas of 
.these districts are formed, and no manure is used or needed, 
the 'coming of the silt supplying more fertilising matter than 
many manurings could. 

In Behar a large proportion of the land is inundated, and 
the soil is washed from the higher to the lower land, the 
latter consequently not requiring manure., 

Jute-growing in Eastern Bengal is carried on by the annual 
renewals of silt from the rivers, and where it comes no manure 
is neecled at all.· .. 

It is found that wherever there is silt the raiyat does not 
value ordinary manure or take trouble in preserving it; he 
looks for the silt to come instead.. . 

In the case of silt-laden canals one reason for the excessive 
use of canal water is, that the more water that is used the 
more silt is there d'eposited, and the people alongside canals 
have been known to cut the banks in order to get the silt on 
to their lands. The use of canal silt for growing trees on salty 
land (usar), and for reclaiming the latter, has been mentioned. 
(See paragraph 75.) . • 

, Great distinctions are drawn by the cultivators between 
the rivers and canals which bl'ing silt and those which do not. 
Thus, the Sutlej'is a snow-fed river, and brings sand rather 
than mud; the silt of the Jumna is consider~d fertilising, that 

Lof the Ganges is not.' 
Boil-mixing. rt The rich soil dug out from tanks is widely appreciated 

throughout Madras, and in Coimbatore I have seen" soil
mixing" going on, a lighter and red soil being mixed with 
a heavier and 'black one. ,At Rungpore in Bengal this is also 
practised, especially for jute land, the better soil being 
mixed with the inferior,just as pond mud might be mixed 

LY'ith a sandy soil. r At Nadiad(Bombay) I noticed another kind of "soil-mixing." 
Here the fields are all surrounded by hedges growing ~n em-
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bankments. When·it is required to turn a field into a rice 
field, the topsoil is thrown from the centre up against the 
hedge, thus making an embankment; the .level of the field 
is lowered thereby, so that the rain water, when it falls, is 
\leld up and soaks the soil thoroughly. When, in turn, the field 
requires to be manured, the soil is thrown back from the 

[......bedge-side on to the field and is spread over it; 

133. Nitre or saltpetre (nitrate of potash) is it salt with Nitre or ... It
which the soil in many parts of India is impregnll-ted, and the petre. 

manufacture of nitre, together with some common salt, by a 
somewhat crude process of extraction and purification, may 
be seen very frequently. Thougb the manufacture is widely 
distributed, it is in. Behar and the N orth-W est Provinces that· 
most nitre is made. The earth around .the remains of old 
villag~s is speciall~ fo~nd to be thu.s .impregnated.. Th? ~cc?
mulatlOns of the salt m all probabIlIty have theIr orlgm m 
the natural process of nitrification' (production of nitrates) 
which the solid and liquid excreta of cattle and men, as 
well as vegetable and other refu~e, have undergone. Wood Itsme~hodof 

d h bl h 1 h-· h formatIOn. an ot er vegeta e as es supp y potas m t e form of car-. 
bonate of potash, which then combines with ,the nitrates, 
producing nitrate of potash. The potash in. the soil itself, 
more especially when th~ soil is clayey. in nature, nQ doubt, 
contributes also to the production of nitre. ThisexplanatioTh 
accounts for the nitre-containing earth being found mainly; 
where habitations formerly stood. . 

The men who manufacture the salt know py tasting ther 
earth whether it will pay them to work it or not. 
[Nitre as Ii. manure is but little used, owing to its high-price. 
J<.;xperiments at Government Farms have shown that it gives 
a considerable increase in the out-turn of ·cereal and other 
crops; but these e~periments, like several others, .have not· 
been conducted with a view to seeing if the extra return 

,would pay for the expenditure, and if' there be a likelihood of 
I the raiyat availing himself of the manure. The price of crude Price. 

saltpetre varies in Behar from Rs. 1. As. 8; to Rs. 3 per maund 
(of 80Ibs.), but the lower-priced kind would .be very impure. 
Generally speaking, it may be said that its' cost locally is 
Rs. 21 . to Rs. 3 per maund of 80 lbs .• This is the . price at 
Cawnpore; also at Salem (Madras). In Gujarat (Bombay) 
nitre costs nearly Rs. 5 for the same weight; and delivered at 
Calcutta, the price is from Rs. 5 to Rs. 6t, according to 

- quality:.· -r. The price of saltpetre, accordingly, puts it quite beyond 
the reach of the ordinary cultivator, and it is only in the 
case of crops which bring in a large monetary return, such as U .... manure. 

\.!Jugar-cane, coffee, tobacco, opium, and indigo, that it has any 
chance of being used in the country. Thus, it becomes 
almost exclusively an article of export, principally to the 
United Kingdom. In Coorg, among the coffee planters, a 
small amount is used as manure. Occasionally, too, the
N atives will use the nitre-co~taining earth itself as a manure, 
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spreading it round the base of the sugar-canes, &c. I saw the 
earth being w'Ied for canes at Hoshiarpur, and also for wheat 
at Hissar. J.n etHorescence of nitre often appears on the 
walls of hous,)s in villages of the North-West Provinces and 
Oudh, as well AS'on the earth around them; it is then scraped 
off and used as manure. • 

Reference has been made in the last chapter (Chapter VI., 
paragraph 99) to well water which is termed khara by the cul
tivators, and which is held in !Special repute for tobacco-growing. 

Well watersoon- Nitrates, as I have shown in the analysis there quoted, hold 
tainlng nitrates. a very prominent place in the composition of such waters, 

although, in that instance, rather to my surprise, I found 
that they existed as 80da and not as potash saIts. It is quite 
possible that nitrate of potash occurs in other cases, but the 
subject needs more complete investigation. In. another 
instance, when at Avenashi, I noticed a white crust. on the 
soil, and the cultivator said that it was prejudicial to his 
sugar-canes; he added that it came from the well water. 
He did not grow tobacco here because the water was not of 
the kind of bracki~.hness he liked. As far· as I could tell 

Jrom a cursory examination, the saline crust o,n the soil 
was sulphate of soda, but whether it came from the water 
or from the soil no one could tell me. I only mention- this 
to show that the 'Native clearly discriminates between the 
properties of different waters, though he 'does not know 
whence they arise, and also to show the amount of useful 
work that could be done by a chemist who would inve!'tigate 
these various points . 

. I Other sources of potash are wood ashes and the ashes from Wood .,h ... 
burnt cow-dung cakes; these, as we have seen, are not wasted, 

Lime. 
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l..but generally find their way on to the manure heap. 

r- 134. Lime is seldom, if at'all, used as a manure. Nor, as we 
v-have seen in Chapter V. (paragraph 63), is its use generally 

required, the soils of India, as a rule, containing a sufficiency. 
Were:there to be need of its special application, an-abundant 
supply would be found in the concretionary limestone known 
as kankar. which in so many parts underlies the soil. 

A further supply of lime, in another form, is available from 
the vast beds of gypsum (sulphate of lime) found in the Salt 
Range in the Punjab, which are capable of supplying almost 
inexhaustible quantities of lime. Some experiments that have 
b~en carried out seem to point to the possibly profitable use 
of gypsum as a ~anure for indigo, and s\':pport for this may 
be found in the known value of gypsum as a manure for 
clQver. Indigo, like clover, is lit leguminous plant. It is on 
the laterite soils of Coorg and Mysore, as also in the 
Neilgherries, that the lack of lime in the Roil is felt, and here 
its a.pplication separatelY would, 1 am confident, be beneficial. 
Mr. Elliot, of MunjerabaJ, reports to me that lime, where -put 
on, ha~ done good. Uhfortunately, it is in these parts that 
lime is hardest to pror.ure. In Coorg and Mysore a compost 
for coffee is made out of the pulp from the coffee berries 
mixed with lime, soil, &c. 
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, 135. B()nes Are practically the only source of supply of Phosphatio 

Lphosphates to the, soil. Small quantities of apatite and manur ... 

. phosphatic nodules were found by Dr. Warth and' Mr. Parsons !:,"~~~~~l 
at Mussoorie (North-West Provinces), in 1884, and by Dr. covered • 

• Warth, in the Eocene of the Eastern Salt Range. Coprolites 
'have been discovered in spots in East Berar and .theUpper 
Godaveri district in Hyderabad, but nowhere in anything 

like sufficient quantity to be profitably worked. Nothing 
else that I know of in the way of raw phosphatic material for 

Lmanufacture into manures has been 'found in India .. 
r Fish manure, which may be considered partly a phosphatic Fiohmanure. 

manure, is prepared in parts along the sea coast, such as Man-
galore (Mysore), and is transported inland within certain 
distances, being used almost entirely by ,the coffee planters of ( 
Soorg and Mysore. ' -, 

I pass now to the more important consideration of the use 
<>f bones. 

':- 136. Bones, as is known, are 'very eitengvelyexportedfrom Bones. 

India, and are but little used in the country itself. The ques
tion whether the export of bones should be allowed to continu~ 
without a strong tltfort being made to retain this source of 
manure in the country, has been prominently broughtforward 
of late years, and the Government of India recently caused 

L!nquiries to be made as to the, trade' in anduse of bones. The 
,general reply received was; that the export was an increasing 
one; that the trade was carried on entirely by European 
<:apital, and that the actual collection of bones was done by 
Muhammadans and low-caste Hindus; that it was principally 
eonfined to districts served by railways, and from villages 
within an easy distance of the line; and, lastly, that· bones 
were not used by the, native agriCUlturists. It is estimated 
that 60 million cattle die or are slaughtered annually in 
India. ~The export of hides and skins amounts to over 30 
million y"arly, though the number is not an increasing one, 
for more raw hides have been used in the country itself of 
late. In 1888-89,as also in· 1889-90, 6t million raw hides 
were exported from; India· to foreign countries, Ii million 
dressed hides, 4 million raw; skins, and 19 million dressed 

~kins. Whether taken from the number of hides or from the 
estimate of the cattle that perish, it is evident that there must 
be a very large supply of bones available. Hindus, howev~, 
being largely a DOn-meat-,eating people, and regarding the 
bones of cattle as those of their ancestors, and hence sacred, 

. are prevented by their caste· prejudices from collecti.ngor 
utilising the bones.. Ninety per cent. of the Hindus may be 
said to be non-meat-eating, and, of the remaining 10 per cent., 
fully 5 per cent. cannot afford to get meat. The conseq~ence 
is, that the bones are left lying about wherever the ammals 
may happen to die, or are thrown into ditches (nullah,s) and 
ravines and left there. It has also to be remembered that 
Indian cattle are less hardy in resisting disease than European 
cattle, and, consequently, may drop off in great numbers when 
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(an epidemic bl'eaks out. Within the past fifte~n years a large 
trade has sprung up in the collection and export of bones; it 
has increased and is still increasing. Almost the whole 
amount collected is sent to the United Kingdom, where the 
use of bones; either raw or else manufactured into artificial < 

manures, is valued highly. The exports of bones from India. 
have been, in round numbers, as follows :-

Year. Tons. Year. 
1884-85 - - 18,000 1~87-88-
1885-86 22,000 1888-89 
1886·-87 - - 18,000 1889-90-

Tons. 
- 26,000 

35,000 
- 44,000' 

Of this total, above one-third goes 'from Bombay, somewhat 
less from Karachi, and almost all the rest from Bengal (Cal
cutta). Madras exports only a small amount, and that mainly 
to Ceylon. The total value of the exports in 1889-90 was 
Rs. 24,27,489. Out of the 44,000 tons exported in 1889-90. 
close. upon 40,000 tons went to the United ,Kingdom, and 
~,200 tons to Ceylon. Thus, the trade may be considered one 
almost entirely with(the United Kingdom, and yet, despite 
this large influx of bones, it amounted, in 1888, to only about 
one-fourth of the total amount of bones used annually in the 
United Kingdom. 

For the statistics here given I am indebted to Mr. J. E. 
O'Conor of the Finance Department, Government of India, 
and to Mr. H. Voss of the Anglo-Continental Guano Works, 
London. 

TbeooUootionof r The collectors of bones are mostly coolies of the Chamar 
bone.. . caste. The bones are roughly broken with a hammer. 

conveyed to the nearest station, and there left for removal by 
train. Bones may be seen lying in heaps at a great number 
of the stations along the railway routes and waiting for 
removal to Calcutta, Bombay, and Karachi. Villages within 
a. 10-mile radius of the line have been already cleared of any 
accumulated stores of bones, but collection of fr~h bones 
goes on, although it does not as yet extend much beyond this 
limit. The collection of bones is thus a limited one, but, as 

Whot pre.ellta 
bone. from being 
ntiJlsed In Iud .. 1 
(a) prejudice. 

l!ailway fa.cilities increase, so will it spread. In Bengal, where 
a damp, hot climate prevails, ~ones seldom lie long on the 
ground, but disappear within a couple of years; in the hot, 
dry plains of the N orth-West, on the other ha.nd, they get 
delliccated and bleached, and may thus last a long time and 
accumulate. Those accumulated stores, hQlWever, have now, 
for the lUOb!; part, been already carried off. 

137. 1 wIll now consider what stands in the. way of bones 
being utilised in India for agricultural purposes. 

In the first place co~s caste preJudice. The influence of 
this, however, will gradually break down, and, before long, the 
cultivator will not scruple to use bones if he finds it to his 
advantage to do so. In the businesR office of a bone-exporting 
firm I myself saw the different samples being handled by a 
Brahman. 

Secondly, the value of bones for agricultural purposes 
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has not been definitely shown as regards India. It seems (b) tbeirmlu .. 

hard to believe that there should so long have been ~i~!::~telY 
thi~ available source of manure,' and yet that the raiyat 
everywhere should have been quite ignorant of its use. He 

·utilises most of the inateria.ls that he ha:sat hand, and even 
&8 regards those which prejudice has prevented him from 
using largely, night-soil for instance, he is perfectly well 
aware of their fertilising value. But it is not so with regard to 
bones; nor have the experiments conducted on the Government 
Farms at Cawnpore and Nagpur succeeded in establishing 
the value of Dones, nor in showing that it would pay the 
raiyat to collect and use them. I do not say that the 
enquiry is complete, but it is clear that the benefit of bone 
manures is not of the marked nature in India that it has been 
found to be in some parts of England. . When looking .for a 

-possible explanation my attention was drawn to analyses of 
t Indian soils. As I have pointed out in Chapter V. (paragraph 

65), these, as a rule, contain considerably higher 'percentages of 
phosphoric acid than most English l:Ioils 00. Now, phosphoric 
acid in the form of phosphate of lime is the chief ingredient 
of bones, and the one for which their use in agriculture is 
prized. Again, it is necessary to point out that bones, or even 
bone manures, are not cifuniversal benefit even ill England; 
on some lands, and in certain parts of the country, there is 

L!lothing that does so much good; in others they and the 
money paid for them are thrown away, and quite as 
good a result would be obtained by ,using the cheapest 
mineral superphosphate. No practica1 farmer and no agricul
tural chemist has ever yet peen able to determine exactly why 
or when this is the case; but it remains a fact that the 
application of bones has really to b~ made experimentally at 
first in order to see whether they do good; then, if they do, 
they generally pay well. . But each man has to get to know 
his land, an~ to learn by experience whether bones are good 
for it or not. -

Now let us take the practical difficulties apart from caste 1!~~1:11J1;:I~(t 
prejudice, and let us suppose for the moment that the value keeping. 

of bones in India had been proved. The whole export is little, -
more than one-fourth of what the United Kingdom annually 
requires. What would this amount to, therefore, i.f spread 
over the whole of a vast continent like India? It would not 
be much more than a drop in the ocean 1 

Again, while i~ ~llay pay a trading, firm to ,send out col
lectors of bones, it does so only along rail-served tracts, .and 
within a certain radius. We have to see how the ra'byat 
would be affected. The death of one of his cattle is, happily 

-for him, not an every-d.ay occurrence, and, when it does 
. happen, it is only about 2iLseers (40 Ib!!.) of bones that are 
'-yielded. What is the raiyat to do wi~h these? Is he t.o 
store them until another of his cattle dles, and so' en, untll , 
enouO'h are accumulated to make it worth his while to break 
thembup and manure a field with them? Or is he to roam 
over the wastes and ravines and pick up single bones? If the 

H2 . 
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use of bones is to be genera], there would .be others doing what 
he does, and how far would the bones go then? He would, 
again, find hImself in competition with the paid agents of 
exporting firms, as soon as the extension of railways or the 
difficulty of getting a sufficient supply of bones near at hand
had obliged the search to be made further abroad. It must 
come to it, I think, that the most that the raiyat will do will 
be to throw the bones on tt> his manure heap, even if he takes 
the trouble to do that. 

Cd) dltllculty of I N ext, there is the difficulty of preparing bones for use. 
fo,:':.~"g bones Suppose the raiyat were to collect a sufficie~t supply and 

to kee'p them separate, how would he prepare them for use? 
Some kind of grinding is necessary, or the bones could not, so 

Proope0t8 of 
bone being an 
object of SRle in 
India Itself. 

Ljlxperiencf:) tells us, be used to advantage. Unless bones be 
ground to a coarse meal, it is impossible to secure their proper 
distribution over the area to be manured, nor can the forces of 
nature so easily act on them and disseminate them throughout 

I 
the soil as plant food. The old idea in England was, that bone 
was a capital manur~.because it lasted w~ll, especially if after 
a number of years a pIece of bone could still be found in a field: 
this idea, has, very rightly, given place to the mQre scientific 
one, that a profitable return must be the one which is readily 
reaped in the crop and not merely stored up in the earth. 
Accordingly, the fi'neness of agricultural bone- meal is now 
insisted upon. The raiyat, however, cannot afford to pay for 
a bone-mill, and he has no reany available means for reducing 
the bones to a small size. On two occasions I have seen· 
bones being broken up by hand; this happened on the estate 
of Mr.SabapathiMudliar at Bellary, and at the Seebpore 
Experimental Farm, Calcutta. At the former place women 
were employed in pounding th-e bone, and I was told they 
would make 100 lbs. of boile into meal in a day. At Seebpore 
three men using a dhenki, or kind of lever hammer worked 
with the foot, made 20 seers (40 Ibs.) into meal in 5f hours. 
It is possible that if the value of bones be clearly shown, the 
native cultivators may begin to break up the bones that lie 
near at hand, but that the practice will become a general one, 
or that, if a general one, it will be capable of supplying the 
manurial requirements of the land to any great extent, I am 
inclined to doubt. 

It has been suggested that bone":mills might be· started 
up-country, and the bones be sold to the 1'aiyat rather than 
sent for export; but then comes in the rai'i/at's difficulty, his 
want of capital. He has seldom money to pay for manures, 
especially those the value of which he is not convinced of. 
And, in any case, the whole matter would be one of market 
considerations. If there is a constant and increasing demand 
for hones, the price of which in Calcutta is now from Rs. 40 
tu Rs. 45 a ton (say 3l. to 3l. 15 s. a ton), they can only be 
kept in tpe country if those who -are likely to· use them are 
willing to pay as much as this or more; and where is the money 
to come from? A tea planter, or a coffee planter, perhaps, 
may find it worth ?is while to purchase bones; but it is only 
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crops that yield' a high return that will justify their use. In 
such cases the planters generally have their own bone-crushinO' 
mills worked by steam; but, even in the midst of the indiO'~ 
cultivation of Behar, I met planters w!:. . ., regularly colIect~d 

.and bagged bones for export, finding it more profitable to do 
80 than to grind them up and use them on their land. Rail
ways will not do so much to distribute bones as to afford an 

. outlet for them; in other words, they will facilitate the 
export. . 

It is necessary to add one caution more,-as the demand 
for bones for export purposes increases, it· will afford another 
inducement to the professional cattle-stealer and the cattle
poisoner. Already the hide is an attraction, the flesh is 
rapidly becoming one also; if to these are superadded the 
bones, more care will have to be taken in the future to;-£ro- v 
tect the cattle of the country. . . 

The whole question of the export of bones is, therefore, I ~~n~"!.~~~r 
hold, under existing circumstances, one purely of mctrket o.f market cou. er 
considerations. . sulerat:ons • 

• 
138. The next subject, that of imported manures, which in 

an account of English agriculture. would fill a most important 
place, may, so far as India is concerned, be very summarily 
dismissed. If natural manures, such as bones, are not yet likely 
to be used, still less so are artificial manures. Not only 
have no sources of the raw material been discovered which 
would pay for working, but the acid (sulphuric acid, or oil 
of vitriol) required for their manufacture, costs, at present, 
far too much. Over and above would be the cost of carriage 
both of l"ILW and manufactured material. Once, again, the real 
difficulty comes in, who is to pay for these? Only crops 
giving a high return could possibly meet the outlay, and, 
owing to lowness of prices for produce, the tendency among 
planters towards economy in artificial manures has of 
late been marked. The day is still distant, I believe, when 
artificial manures can be profitably used in India. Some 
great change, either in the cost of manufacture or ~n the con
dition of the agricultural classes, must take place ~rst. A' 
leading firm of chemical manure manufacturers told me, before 
I went out to India, the result of their efforts at introducing 
artificial manures into Russia and the East. The only manure 
which they succeeded in getting into use in Russia was the 
cheapest mineral ~uperphosphateJ and then only in the en
lightened Baltic Provinces, where the farmers were, for the most 
part, Germans. While, hc,wever, there may be nc immediate 
opening for artificial manurd." it behoves those concerned in 
aO'ricultural welfare to be on the watch for any developments 
that may take place. For this reason I consider that the 
presence of an agricultural chemist would be of service in 
possibly discovering and in utilising fresh manurial sources. 

" 139. In connection . with the extended use of manures, 
whether for employment in the country or for export, it is well 
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to point out that the practice of adulteration has already been 
LJ.!ltroduced. This is the case with bone-meal. For the pur-

pose of competing against the well-known firm, Messrs. Croft, 
Wells & Co., some of the native Hindu and Parsi merchants 
resorted to the mixing of bone-meal with shell-sand, lime, and. 
similar cheap materials. After inspecting Messrs. Croft, 
Wells & Co.'s bone-crushing mills at Thana, near Bombay, 
I was taken to the Mazagon Dock, Bombay, where, at . 
and around the landing-stage, were several small establish~ 
ments belonging to native merchants, and provided with bone
crushing machinery. At some of these works I saw heaps of 
the shell-sand, lime, &c. referred to, and of the bone-meal to 
which these were added. I was. enabled to get samples of 
the materials so used; and I give analyses of them in the 

I Appendix.. They consisted, in one instance, of shell-sand, 
in a second, of burnt magnesian limestone, or substances 
akin to it .. Naturally, a business such as that which Messrs. 

l-(iroft, Wells & Co. carryon will have its imitators, and unfair 
dealings may be used in the competition. In this way the 
reputation of Indian.bone-meal as exported to England may 
be prejudiced, in the same way as th/!-t of Indian wheat has 
been. It is only, however, by purchasers insisting on re
ceiving a definite guarantee of composition and purity, that 
security in transactions can be obtained. . . 

The adulteration of wheat and oil-seeds will be considered 
later on, but, so far as my acquaintance went, bone-meal was 
the only manure which I found to be adulterated. It is well 
known, however, that rape-cake, when obtainable in England, 
is almost always mixed with a quan~ity of sand and earthy 
matter, although it is not clear where the actual admixture 
takes place. . 

The presence of a chemist would be a means of detecting, 
and probably of checking, the practice of adulteration. 

Point. In WbiC~ 140. Having now reviewed the manurial resources which 
:!t1~:: does are in more or less general use, I pass on to consider two main 
.. o,uset~. points in which the Indian cultivator does not make full use 
::w~r.: be 11... of what he. has at hand. These are, firstly, the non-utilisation) 

of night-soil j secondly, the imperfect conservation of th:J 
Lordinary manure from cattle. . . 

141. It is undoubtedly the case that a very great improve
Ill'ilnt might be effected in Indian agricu~ture if the system 

!~P~~U:~:i~! of utilising night-soil, sweepings, &c. w~e universal. Of 
of D1gilt-eoil. special importance does this become in. a country which, as 

we have seen, is too poor to purchase artificial manures, or 
even to retain in it the bones now sent for export. Still 
more'so when, as in the case of India, not the crops alone 
(such as wheat, linseed, and other oil-seedsl are exported, but 
also the very manures which might be supplied in the refuse 
from the oil-seeds after the expression of the oil. 

• 866 Appendix 1[. 
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Mr. Nicholson, speaking of Coimbatore, estimates that a :;!~holson·. 
population of 1,650,000 persons takes yearly from the soil, for 
food, 330,000 tons of grain, and a lot of other produce; 'Of this 
but little is returned to the land. Mr. Nicholson sums up his 

• remarks in terms with which I thoroughly agree:-
.. Every man should void himself on or for his field; artificial manures 

., are too expensive for the raigat, and he must adopt either the Mosaic 

., plan or the indirect Flemish, German, and Japanese plan. It is'·this 

., manure (night-soil) which enables the l<'lemings to.recuperate their soil." 

\' I regard the spread.of a good system of utilising human and =~tion ot 
household refuse, street-sweepings, &c. on the land, as a most 
potent factor in the improvement of Indian agriculture, and 
having had, among other duties, to enquire' 'into different 

~chemes for town sanitation, I must record my conviction that 
the dry system is the one best suited to Indian circumstances, 
and that any system which diverts from its proper destination, 
the land, that which has originally come from it, would be 
attended by loss to the cultivator and to the State, and would 
not be satisfactory from a sanitary point of view. . . 

142. Prejudice is the great bar to the proper utilisation of Prejndicois , 

night-soil. It is not that its value is not known, as the :~=:on .. 
appearance of the fields nearest to any village will testify, for 
the growing of a tall crop, such as arhar (CajanuB indicuB), is 
frequently a direct indication that'that particular field has 
eome to its turn for receiving manure. On these fields the 
erops are manifestly better than the rest i what is wanted is, 
greater distribution of these fields. The hope for improve- ~be hope for 

ment lies in the gradual breaking down of prejudice; That Improvement. 

there are signs of this going on is evidenced by the fact that 
in certain towns, such :ts Farukhabad, Cawnpore, and Nag
pur, the utilisation (\f night-soil has had an indigenous origin, 
and its spread has been due to other cultivators following 
the example set. It will be, on the one hand, by the force of 
example, and by the necessity of adopting the most remunera-
tive methods, and, on the other hand, by the breaking down 
of prejudice through the spread of education, that, by degrees, 
the ready and natural means of replenishing the land by the 
use of night-soil will come into general use. 

143. In a great many towns and villages it is the' practice 
to utilise the sw~pings of the houses and streets, but not "the 
night-soil. _ , 
. I will now instance cases where the utilisation of night-soil 

has been effected, and where it has resulted in very great 
agl,'icultural benefit, alike in the well-being of the cultivators, 
the increase of food to towns and villages, and an increased 
'revenue to the State. These instances will afford evidenf'c of 
that the capabilities that exist for the improvement of Indian 
agriculture from within. 

To take, first, cases where the practice has been incligenous in 
()rigin. . 

H3 
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Farnkhabad. . The cultivation around Farukhabad is carried on almost entirely by 
Kdchhis. Men belonging to the8weeper cBl'te collect and store the night
soil, and the Kdchhi8 use it on their fields, putting' on as much as 25 tons 

. to the acre. The 8weeper8 receive annually ILl! much as Rs.40,000 for the 
manure. Land which is close to the site where the manure is stored ill' 
assessed at Rs.20 an acre, that within the manure limit, Rs.IO-I2. and land. 
outside at Rs. 5-6, whilst where liquid ~ewage can be baled out on to the 
land the rate goes as high as Rs.30-40. These high values, it should b~ 
remembered, are due entirely to the manure, and not to the soil. By its aid 
three crops a year are grown, first maize, then potatoes, and afterwllrds-
tobacco. . 

(b) Oawnpore. From Farukhabad Sir Edward Buck took some of the Kachhi cultivators 
and induced them to Bettle at, Cawnpore. This they did, and introduced 
their system of cultivation most 8ucceS8fully, so that the value of the land 
increased rapidly. Only a portion of the original settlement remains, as 
the land was required for the railway, but what is left retains still the 
name of "Buck Sahib's" village, and the rentis R~. 40 a bi,qha (Hhs of an 
acre). 1'he Kachhis here spend as much as Rs. 40 a high(/, on the manure" 
and it is stored in trenches for one year before it is used. 

At Nawabgang also, near Cawnpore, I found Chamar cultivators using 
night-soil. 

(0) Nagpur. Another batch of Kdcl"dcultivators was transferred from Farukhabad t() 
Nagpur, and, as mentione« in Chapter III. (paragraph 27), not only did they 
continue their special kind of cultivation, but the cultivators around (mostly. 
KUllbis), were induced to' follow their example, so that now the entire 
manure from the town is used. 

(d) Ho.hlarpur.\ At Hoshiarpur (Punjab) night-soil is used largely. When I was there 
I was told of au action which the sweeper8 had even brought against the 
Municipality, to prevent their hel'elita,ry right to the disposal of the night-

L-.- soil being taken away from them.. . 
(0) Hulton. Around Multan, street-sweepings and night-soil are used together. 
(j) B&haranpur. 

(g) Heerut. 

• 

Just outside S"haranpur I saw the market-gardell cultivation carried 00 
by SalliB. They use town refuse and night-soil together, spending for sugar
cane as much as Rs. 90 an acre in manur~ 

Meerut ie another place where night-soil is extensively employed for 
'market-gardening, also by Sallis principally. The Slt'&per8 collt'ct the manure, 
dig it in trenches, leave it nearly a year, and then the Sani8 go and fetch it. 
The .price ,the cultivators 'Pay is Rs. 30 for 20-25 loads, each weighing 
10 maunds of 80 Ib8. each, ,which makes the price about Rs. 4 a ton. 

The above are, 80 far as I have been able to separate them. 
examples wherein the utilisation of night-soil has originated 
from the people themselves. The instances that follow are those 
where an extended use of night-soil has' been originated 
mainly by European enterprise. 

AmritoBr. r- At Amritsar there is a population of 150,000, involving a gross annual 
< _', out1ay of Rs. 50,000 for ~c:1vengering, &c., but no less an income than 

Rs.34,000 is received from the sale of night-soil, hou., refuse, &c., making 
" the net cost of the entire sCl\vengering of the town only Rs.16,000 yearly . 

. The system was introduced in 1877, and the result is largely due to the 
"enel'gy of Mr. E. Nicholl, the Secretary of the Municipal Committee. Not. 

only this, but the market-garden cultivation that hIlS sprung up around the 
town, as the joint result of the use of night-soil and the coming of the Bari
Doab canal, is very remarkable. Land will let here for Re. 30 and Rs. 40 
an acre, in addition to canal water charges. The cultivators are mainly 

.-Arail/8 and KUI/lbo8 (market-gardeners). It is only in the rains that night

. soil has to be buried i at other times the cultivators come and take it away 
,as soon as ever it is brought to ~ho depots on the borders of the town, and 
so great is the demand that there is often quite a fight to get it I Dry el\1'tb 
is taken into the houses by the !Hoeepel's. The cost of the manure is Rs. a 
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Lior a hundred donkey-loads, eAch load being about 1 maund (80Ibs.). Even 
the anlh.ge water that passes' along the open sewers of the town is, after 
it get. outside the limits, drawn up by a Periian wheel and is poured on to 
land. This land is let ont at Rs. 42 per acre,' including water and the 
nse of the well. What water passes on iR taken by cultivators situated 
tower down a channel (?lullah), into which' the water flows. r- Poona is another good iustance of what can be done in an agricultural 
direction by the use of night·soil. Here th& ashes, house· sweepings, &c. (I) Poon •• 
are collected, sifted, and burnt i the night·soil is collected separately and 
put in layers with the ashes, in pits 18 feet X 15 feet and 1 foot deep ; 1 inch 
of ashes is used to every 5 inches of night-soil. After a time, the whole is 
mixed. more ashes are added, and finally a dry poudrette is obtained which 
takes live days to make in hot weather, eight days in dry weather. and 12 
days in the raina. In the rains this w,ork has to be done under cover. There 
is a g,·e:.Lt demand for the, manure Ilmong the eultiv,-tors, although seven 
years ago they ,would not have anything to do with it. "The extensive sugar- ( 
calle cultivation around Poona is entit'ely due to the coming of the 'canal 
and the lltili~ation of the Poona poudretfe. ") One half 'Of the entire cost of 
8cavellgering the town and preparing the manure is'met by the 'sale of the 
latter i ill 1 ~89-90 it realised Rs. 34,604. The price varies with the demand, 

t.9ut is "bout Rs. 2 per cartload of 7001bs., say Rs. 6 a ton. 
The urine and sullage water is not utilised as it is at'Amritsar. but is allowed 

to flow iuto the river. It would be well, I think, 80th for the 'sake of the 
land and also of the rivel', that a plan such as that employed at Amritsar 
should be tried. Also, it is cl96r that the ready way in whioh the manure is 
disposed of at .A.mritsar musL save much trouble and the expense or pre-
paration into poudrett". , 

J hr. ve mentioned (paragraph 75) the trenching of night-soi! on salty land U) Oawnpore. 
(/tsar) noar Cawnpore. l'its are dug 2 feet deep, and only a light covering of 
eluth is put over it; it is enougb, however, to prevent any objectionable 
smell. Land thus trenched IElts for Rs. 45 pt:r bigha (~ths of an acre) where 
there is water in additiol!, and for Rs.17 where there ui no water. 

The night-soil of Allahabad is removed by the Municipality, and poured (k) Allahabad. 
into pits 16 feet deep, soil being put over the top.' Two lind a half acres are 
thus treated every month, and the soil is vastly improved both manllriallyand 
mechanically,; it becomes quite fine, porous, and open, whereas beforehand 
it was hard and lumpy. • 

I read that four l'tIuuicipalities in Behar have begun to dispose of night- (/) Behar. 
soil on land, and have realised profits by re-Ietting the land. Iu Gya the 
profit is Rs. 100 to R~. 150 yearly;' in MozufferpoL'c, Rs.120; in Buxar, 
Rs.84. 

At Madura (Madras) night. soil is mixed along with the town-sweepings 
in the municipal refuse. The latter costs about Rs.21 a ton, ILnd it is 
reported that the prej udice against it is pasaing off. 

At the Government G;'3SS Farm at Allahabad, land which formerly did 
not fetch above four anna~ (one·quarter rupee) a bigha (~ths of an acre) is 
nolV worth Rs. 20 a bigha, since it has been trenched with night-soil. Town 
refuse is also Hpread to a thickness of three inches as a dressing for grass 
land, and as many as live cuttiugs of grass can be obtained in the first year! 

• . 144. At Ferozepore (Punjab) I saw in use the system of 
sanitation which I consider the best for village latrines. It 
is the plan of having shifting screens or enclosures, made 
of bamboo, and within the enclosed area a shallow trench is 
dug, earth being thrown over at once by the attendant. The 
screen is moved daily and in' this admirable way the land 
gets manured evenly' and regularly. Subsequently it is 
ploughed up, and crops (m~illlr vegetables) .are grow? 

In regard to village sanItatlOn, a suggestIOn that I~ worthy 
of attenti<?n ~as ma.de recently by th.e(Poona AgrIcultural 

(m) Madura-

(n) AlIah.bad 
Grass Farm. 

Suggestions 
for village sanita
tion. 
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Association.) The proposal was, that the rubbish, night-soil, 
&c. should be collected by village servants, hereditary or 
hired, and be sold tq the villagers as· manure, the proceeds 
going towards payment of the expenses of keeping the villages 
clean. If there were some system of this kind inaugurated it.. 
would soon'proye an agricultural benefit. 

Where night-soil is to be disposed. of to the cultivators, the 
system in use at Amritsar seems to me to be the very best of 
aU, especially as it provides for utilisation of sullage water, 
urine, &c. Still, it may not be possible to adopt it everywhere, 
and the Poona plan of making poudrette may sometimes be 
found the most practicable. If night-soil hasto be trenched, 
I think that there is no necessity for the deep trenching so 
often employed. A depth of Ii feet of earth, or even I foot, 
is ,not called, for; earth is a capital absorbent and deodoriser 
of night-soil, and a thin coating of it on the top of the night
soil is sufficient to prevent any smell. If a foot or more of 
night-soil is put in a trench it is apt to form a scum and to 
dry on the surface whiJst remaining moist below, consequently 
it does not amalgamlt.te well with the earth. If, on the other 
hand, a. depth of only two or three inches of night-soil be 
used it is much more quickJ,y incorporated with the soil, and 
the land is earlier ready for sowing, or for trenching again. 

::~=ofuseof 1- 145. Although the foregoing cases of the utilisation of 
night-soil. night-soil have been named, they are exceptional, and there is 

still a general neglect, throughout the country, of this useful 
source of manure, one doubly useful because it is at ~and and 
has not to be purchased. 

L Throughout Bengal, for example, night-soil is, as a rule, not 
used at all; in Surat (Bombay)' and Ahmedabad town-sweep
ings are regularly used, but not night-soil. Similarly, in 
Madra.s I found that at Shiyali, Salem, and Avenashi, 
-only the sweepings were used. In some places there was 
no one to collect the night-soil; in others, there was a general 
idea that a crop would not grow with ,it, though the experi
ment had never been tried; in others, again, no one would touch 
the material. In brief, in almost all the villages which I went 
to, and in whatever Presidency, as soon as I asked the question 
whether they made use of the night-soil, the cultivators 
shrugged their shoulders and turned away~ .. 

• But I believe that, in time, a change will come; and, if 
reasonable arrangements be made, and the example given 
elsewhere be wisely enforced, there will tTndoubtedly follow 
distinct agricultural improvement. 

Imperfect 146. The second point in which the cultivator does not make 
::=::'::.f full use of what he has at hand is in the conservation of 

the ordinary manure from cattl.e. Excellent as in many respects 
his cultivation is, yet in his method of securing to advantage 
the droppings of his cattle, the raiyat is, I am sure, greatly 
at fault.. This is,. in fact, one of the' comparatively few 
matters which lie close to hand in which he can be shown a 
better way. Perhaps in no respect has the British farmer of 
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recent years advanced so much as in the economy introduced 
by the proper making of farmyard manure. The superiori~y 
of box-made manure to that of open yards needs no explanation v 
here; the advantage of recovering in the manure the cake 

.which has been fed to beasts is fully admitted, as also the 
folly of allowing the urine to go to"waste. But in India it is 
quite different; no litter is supplied to the cattle, and not once 
in a thousand times is. any. attempt made to save the urine. 
The solid excrements are picked up, and either made at once 
into cakes for burning, or else they are thrown on the manure 
heap, such as it is. The urine sinks into the ground, generally Theurinewasted. 

in the hollows worked out by the animals' feet. Now and 
again a little of the softened earth is scraped away and 
thrown on the manure heap, but it results in little more 
than a deeper hollow being made, and serves to expose a fJ;'esh 
surface for the urine to sink into. The value of the urine is, I 
am sure, not only not fully appreciated, but is actually 
unknown to & yery large number of the cultivators. Did 
they know its value they might do something more to save it. 

I give here an analysis of a sample of Urine taken direct 
from Indian working bullocks, at the same time and under 
the same circumstances as the sample of dung the Analysis 
(A) of which is ginn in paragraph 121 of this chapter, [Table 
VIII.] For the sake of comparison I giv~ a standard analysis 
of cows' ,urine (English).· 

TABLE X. 
ANALYSES OF URINE from INDIAN BULi.OCKS and ENGLISH Cows. 

Wam and ev&porable matters • 
.Solid residue • 

-mcluding mineral matter (&8h)t • 
fcontaining-

Band 
Lime 
lIagnesia 
Potash • 
Soda • • 
Phosphoria acid • 

Total nitrogen '. 
equal to ammonia ' • 

.' 

TABLE XL 

1', 0, 

Urine of Bulloeks eo .... Urine 
(Indian), (Bnglisb.) 

90"62 
9'38 

100"00 

1'74 

'01 
'08 
'57 
'643 
1lll 
'022 , 

1"168 
1'418 

9l'60 
8"60 

100"00 

1'60 

'90 
1"08 

ANALYSES of LEAVES used in MYSORE for LITTER. 

l(o!8&ure 
-Organio matter -
tMineral matter (ash) 

.... containing-
. Phoopbate of lime " 

Silica -
Potaoh· • 

• containing nitrogen .. 
equal to ammonia • 

H. 

10"73 
78'44 
10'83 

100"0<1 

J, 

10"72 
64'68 
4'60 

100"00 

R1!FBRXSCB,-.!,ItIl,1U tl,-Johnston and Comeron'. Elements of Agrionitural Cbemiatly and 
Geology. page 321. . 

• 8H al ... AppaodiJ: ::i, 

Analyses of 
nrine. 

Analyses of 
leave8 ueed for 
litter, 
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Comparing the two analyses of urine, the Indian sample is 
not inferior to the English, and contains even more nitrogen. 
Urine contains the greater part of the potash of the total 
voidings; and, though I do not know the average quantity of 
urine yielded by ca.ttle in India, it has been found in England<
that the total amount of nitrogen voided in the urine is from 
three to· four times the quantity contained in the solid excre
ments. Seeing, therefore, that the urine of animals is richer 
in fertilising matters than the solid excrements, the loss 

r involved by letting the urine go to waste must be very large. 
The answer generally given by cultivators when I asked 

I them why no litter was used, was, "We have not enough 
II fodder for our cattle. How shall we give them any litter? " 

FAnd yet this is not a real answer, for, when I turned to 
the manure heap, J almost invariably found in it stalks 
and straw and leaves, all of which would have done to 

Litter not uBed. l.Jlse as litter. These stalks were thrown in anyhow; so, 
too, the solid manure; but there was no attempt to 
mltke really good farmyard manure out of it, or to let the 
dung, . as it ferme'hted, break down and decompose the 
stalks and straw and form a uniform mass. Each material 
was left to itself-the stalks to remain as they were, hard 
and desiccated, the manure to get dry and to lose part of its 
value by exposure to the fierce sun during the hot season, or to 
the heavy rain in the wet season. Had these stalks, straw, &c. 
been put under the cattle, and been trampled down by them, 
it would have served to retain a not inconsiderable portion 
of the urine, and would have made a more' uniform material, 
and one which would have all rotted together afterwards, and 
formed good farmyard manure.' I do not say there is abund
ance of material for litter in all cases, but there is certainly 

Is.. great deal that might be utilised. Leaves, for instance, 
~hough collected for parching grain, ate neglected for litter. 

How manure ( Again, if loose earth were sprinkled on the floor, to make up 
~~::.d~otter the deficiency of litter, and if this were to be periodically 

removed, much of the urine could be collected. Waste and 
coarse grass, shrubs, weeds, leaves, and rubbish of almost 
any kind would serve for the purpose, and I have often 
thought that if I could but spread the so-called manure heap 

IYnder the cattle again, I could double its value. 
Where the cattle are better cared for, earth-nut, gingelly 

; cake, gram, and other foods having high manurial values are 
rY~ r-given to them frequently, but it, is not btlrne in mind that 
, with these more concentrated foods it is only about. one-tenth 

of the nitrogenous and mineral constituents of the foods that 
actua11y goes on to the body of the animal and repairs its 
waste, but that nearly nine-tenths remain in the solid and 

Lliquid droppings, It is the knowledge of this fact which has 
made English farmers careful to preserve the manure of cake
fed cattle, and to keep their stock in covered yards instead 
of in the open. 

Another frequent source of loss is, that the manure is often 
put, not in pits, but in loose heaps into which sun and rain 
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can easily penetrate. Even when pits occur, they are often 
not much more than holes dug in the ground. If the bottom 
of the pit were well rammed down and the sides beaten firmly, 
or, where possible, plastered over with clay and allowed to 
'harden, much loss would be saved, The manure, once in the 
pit, ought to be turned over occasionally, even in India, so 
as to get the drier portions mixed with the moister, and to 
make the mass rot evenly together. When the rains come, 
there is no difficulty in covering the pits with earth, and if 
the manure were well ma.de, and less like the contents of a 
rubbish heap, less space would be taken up, and it 'would well 
repay to cover it with earth as suggested. . 

In Appendix F. I have given an analysis of a sample of the Drainingafrom 

liquid which was draining away from a manure heap at manureheaps. 

Bartchinhulla, Munjerabad, Mysore, and, alongside I have put 
the analysis of a simnar sample from a manure heap in 
England, These figures show. that the drainings from the 
Indian manure heap are slightly richer, both in solid matters • 
(including potash and phosphoric acid)~ than those in the 
English sample, and that they contain considerably more 
nitrogen. It is evident, therefore, that allowing the drainings 
to go to waste is productive of considerable loss in IJ].dia, 
equally as it,has been found to be the case in England. 

147. One objection made to littering cattle is, that if they 
were kept in sheds with litter under them they would be 
pestered with ticks and flies,. and that on this accOl,mt cattle 
have to be occasionally tethered out in the open fields. Of 
course, when flies or ticks are particularly troublesome, the 
cattle can be tethered outside, if necessary, just the same; 
but it is simply the general principle that I am advocating, one 
which, if adopted, would result, I am sure, in much saving. 

Another objection is the one which the English farmer 
made when covered yards were first introduced,'viz., that the 
cattle would be unhealthy; how~ver, in England this has not 
been found to be the case, and, even as it now is, Indian cattle 
are often tied up in sheds; so I do not believe for a moment 
that the sprinkling of a small amount of litter, coarse grass, 
&c., supplemented by loose earth, would have any other eftect 
than to make the sheds smell very much sweeter and cause a 

rvery important saving in manure. The pOElar idea in India, 
\ that cattle kept in sheds with litter put under them would 

fall ill, has been o.isproved by a 15 years' experience at the 
(J?aidapet Farm, Madras.. Mr. Benson adds, from his own 

observations in the Presidency, that he has never heard of a 
case where any harm has resulted to the cattle from their. 
being littered in sheds. . 

To my mind, a much more potent reason given for the ~on
adoption of the system is found in the answer which a ra~yat 

\') gave me at Avenashi (Coimbatore). .. It is hard enough to get 
" sheds for ourselves," he said; .. how shall we get them for 

I- " our cattle? " 

Objection. to 
use of litter. 

• 
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148 •. It is ~lear to me from what I have Jjeen all over the 
country, and also from the writings of others, that manure is 
not well kept, and that there is great room for improvement 
in this particular. . ' ( 

A little beyond Multan I saw heaps of dung 8cattere,d pver the fields; 
they had been left out in this way for over a month. 

At Gujrat I noticed that upon the manure heaps was thrown ,a quantity 
of stalks and other material which would have done over and over again 
for litter. The greater part of the refuse is sold for the local trade of 

U(pottery.making~and the cultivators mainly depend for manure upon the 
,coming of the sut from streams. 

(b) North-West 
Flovine ... 

(0) Bengal. 

c' 
(<I) Madl'll8. 

(e) Government 
Experimental 
Farms. 

Mr. E. B. Francis, oi Ferozepore, writes to me :-
" The most important question in the improvement of our agriculture is 

" to improve the collection and storage of manure, which would at the same 
" time he a measure of sanitation." . 

It is a frequent practice at Cawnpore to spread the manure out on the 
fields earll'. and to leave it in heaps until the rain comes. By doing this, 
considerable loss ill incurred; the manure ought to be spread out at once 
over the ground, and then the loss would not occur. 

Mr. Moens, in the Bareilly Settlement Report, says :-
" There are two poinl~ on which our agriculturists need instruction

" (1) growing green crops for cattle; (2) the proper management of their 
"manure." . 

In Tirhoot, I saw near Bara, heaps of manure lying in fields where they 
had heen exposed for several weeks, and were fast losing 'their goodness. 

The following extracts are taken from Bengal Reports :-
Palamau.-" Manure is kept on the bare ground, and a great deal is 

" wasted." 
Burdwan.-u Manure heaps are not well kept, and the urine is wasted. 

" Sometimell the heap is very carelessly managed, and let to get too. dry. No 
",litter is used, and th". urine is allowed to sink into the mud floor of the 
" cow-shed." . 

Dacca.-" Instances are not wanting' of heaps of rich-fed cattle-manure 
" wasted." 

In only 1\ few places in Madras did I find any attention paid to the 
preservation of manure. At Avenashi no litter of any kind was used, and 
the cultivators seemed even to be nnaware that leaves might be used as 
litter. On the manure heap a quantity of straw, weeds, &c. was thrown, 
but it was not rotted at all. and might quite,well have been used as litter. 
All this time the bullocks were tethered in the open, and their urine was 
being wasted on the hard bare ground. If only the stalks, &c. had been 
thrown under the cattle the urine might have been partially soaked up. 
It is only right to add here, that the raiyat8 expressed themselves as very 
ready to receive instruction from anyone who would impart it to them. 

At Shiyali and Madura I saw no litter used, except in one instance. 
¥r. Benson writing of Kurnooi, remarks on the bad way in which 

manure is kept. , 
Of Pallachi, in the Coimbatore district, Mr. Nichols3n says :-
" The improvidence of the rail/at is here exhibited in his reckless waste 

" of manure, whether animal or otherwise, which lies everywhere around the 
" villages." , 

Even at the Government Experimental Farms, although in some cases 
care was taken to store the manure better than the raiyaf8 did, I found 
there was still great room for improvement. 

I must make an exception in the case o£ the Saidapet Farm, Madras, for, 
here, littering of cattle was O&\'e£ully done. But at one of the Bombay 
Farms (Poona) the urine was allowed to triokle down all open drain, me\'ely 
cut in the earth, but not piped in any way, and was supposed to flow on to a 
manure heap at the other side of the £arm buildings, and situated a con
siderable distance off. 'l'he consequence wast that, so far as J could see, 
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the urine was all absorbed in the earth before it reached the heap, exoept, 
perhaps, when a heavy fall of rain might wash it down in a diluted state. 
The solid dung was thrown on the heap along with stalks, &c., and the 
whole was left exposed to Bun and rain: A.t the other Bombay farm (Bhad
laon) much more care had been taken, and better manure was proauced. 
although the heap ought to have been better mixed up, and turned 
occasionally; the urine from the cattle was, however, allowed to mingle with 
the rain '!fater from the roofs of the sheddings. 

149. 1 believe that a. great deal might be done by showing Tile value of 

the usefulness of leaves for litter. When I was in Mysore I saw loaves. 

leaves being used by coffee planters as Jitter in covered sheds 
for the making of cattle-manure, and it is quite feasible to 
extend this practice to many other parts. A slight sprinkling 
of fresh leaves on the surface e very now and then is all that is 
necessary, whilst the lower layers get trodden and matted well V' 

together, formmg capital manure. In Table XI., paragraph 
146, I have given two analyses of leaves collected for this 
purpose, a large quantity having been mixed carefully and 
·subdivided repeatedly to get average samples. A comparison 
of these analyses with that of farmyard IV.anure (Table VIII., 
paragraph 121), will show that there is more nitrogen and 
about the same amount of potash in the leaves as in the dung; 
the large proportion of vegetable (organic) matter must also 
exercise decided benefit. In one instance the amount of 
phosphate of lime is as much in the leaves as in the farmyard 
manure. The two analyses of leaves show considerable 
variation in the amount of mineral.matter in each, this 
arising, doubtless, from difl'erent kinds of leaves being used. 
The relative values of different kinds of leaves for manurial 
purposes has stilLto be worked out. The leaves of the Jack-
frutt tree (Artocarpu8 integrifolia) formed a large proportion 
of the sample marked H. The leaves analysed were those 
collected on Mr. R. H. Elliot's coffee estate in .Mysore, and 
were similar to those he was in the habit of using for littering 
his bullocks. In some parts, for example, on the Malabar 
coast, it is the practice to collect and use leaves for manure. 

150. If I ha. ve ~poken of manure being badly kept, it is only Instances of 
. . b I k d manure being right to mention a. few instances where It IS etter 00 e wellJ>reserved. 

after;-· . 
The Saidapet Farm at Madras has already been spoken of 

as one instance. • 
On the eastern.side of Rawal Pindi it is the practice to 

impregnate stable . litter with urine before throwing it on the 
manure heap. 

In Tinnevelly, earth is often thrown over manUre heaps" 
before these are used for the cotton crop. . 

Littering of cattle by the coffee planters in Mysore has been 
referred to. . 

At ShiyaH Mr. S. Sabanayagam Mudliar makes pits and 
clamps the manure closely together j in Gujarat (~ombay) 
manure is kept in pits and not in heaps j at Nadiad. ~r. 
Becherdas Viharidas Desai has a very large masonry pIt 10 . 
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which manure is stored, and from which his tenants (those from 
whom he takes a share of the produce) are s'upplied,. It was at 
Nadiad, too, that I witnessed perhaps the most careful method 
of censervation of manure to be found anywhere in India At. 
the tiD),e of JIly visit, the method was unfortunately threatened 
with 8t~oli~.on.through the action of the Sanitary Authority, 
The practIce 10 the town was, to keep the cattle in sheds 
within the compounds; the ground sloped away into one corner 

. close'at hand, where a pit was carefully dug and plastered; a 
.channel was cut, leading from where the cows stood, and 

• along this the urine was led into the pit (a distance of only 
a few yards); In, this way the urine was' soaked up and 
absorbed by the solid excrements, ashes; and house-sweepings. 
As fresh manure was dropped it was added to the heap by 
plastering it over the surface. In this way'an almost solid 
block of first-rate mamu'o. including the urine, was formed, 
and the surface getting quickly hard and dry, there was little 
or no smell, nor anything objectionable. 

151. The instancEfs of manure being prop~rly preserved are, 
however, very rare, and, broadly speaking, it may be said 
that the Native does not know the best way of making cattle
manure, nor of preserving it when he has it. At the same 
time I fully believe that if he were shown how to do it, and 
were to be convinced that the practice is better than his 
present one, he would adopt it, and would litter his cattle. 

A great opportunity is given til Government Experimental 
Farms to show how this can: ho done. If.' this matter 
were seriously taken up simultaneously at all Experimental 
Farms, and the cultivator were. shown (as 1 am sure he would 
be) that better manure could be made, and better crops be 

, grown as the result of saving the urine and storing the whole 
carefully, it would do far more good than experimenting with 
artificial manures which are altogether beyond the reach of 
the raiyat. 

152, My enquiries into the,subject of the better conservation 
of cattle-manure brought me i,nto contact. with points con
cerning village sanitation. To one. of these, as distinctly 
affecting agriculture, I must refer, more especially as the 
extended application of the sanitary rules is contemplated. 
This I can best illustrate by the instance of Nadiad, in GujanH 
(Bombay), to which I referred in paragra~h 150. I there de
scribed the careful method by which the cultivators preserved 
the solid and liquid droppings of their cattle, keeping them, 
as well as the ashes, house-sweepings, &c., in such a way that 
there was the minimum of agricultural loss, and at the same 
time no smell or other objectionable feature was introduced. 
Notwithstanding the care exercised by the cultivators, the 
sanitary authorities, in their activity, had ordered the removal 
of the manure heaps, and had forbidden the keeping of pits 
within the precincts of the dwellings. The consequence of 
this was, that when I visited Nadiad in July 1890, instead 
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of there being closely-packed heaps of well-rotted manure 
. within th~ compounds, the urine being absorbed before 
it had had time to decompose, I found, lying along the 
roadsides, or in the lanes, or by the hedge-sides, numerous 
lIIJlallloosely-packed unfermented heaps of fresh manure and 
rubbish, on which. the rain beat down, washing "out the 
goodness, and rendering it cold and unfermentable. Women 
might be seen carrying out in baskets on ,their heads mere 
handfuls of manure, they having frequently to go a considerable 
distance several times a day. Within the compounds it 
was even worse, for the cattle being still kept there, the 
urine, now no longer absorbed nor allowed to collect in the pit" 
flowed over the grl;lUnd, and, mingling with the rain water, 
ran into the open street and along the sides of it, producing 
in its decomposition, wherever it dried up, 8. powerful smell 
which was the very reverse of sanitary. ' The effect of the 
so-called remedy was to produce a state of things infinitely" 
worse than before.· But it is the agricultural loss to which 
I wish particula~ly. to refer. The people (they are Patidars) 
complained bitterly of having to convey· the small lots of 
manure outside the town every day; tl.J.ey said that it was 
against the Patidarll' feelings to let their women carry the 
manure out themselves, and so they had to pay for hjred 
labourers to do it; that, when the heaps were put out, they 
were constantly liable to be stolen; that the manure, was not 
well-made, the urine was· lost, and the heap much spoilt by 
the rain, so that it never totted,·properly .. To test them, I 
asked to see what they called well-made manure, and soon 
I was shown some well-rotted; nearly black, rich manure,· 
obtained, no doubt, from a manure pit which had not yet 
been removed. The quality of this was such as to convince 
me that these people, at least, knew what good manure was 
and how to make it. In a. part like this, where a magnificent 
cultivation was in a very' great measure the result of 'the 
careful conservation of manure, it seemed to me a great mis
take that the sanitary authorities should have stepped in 
only to produce a state of things infinitely worse than 
before in a. sanitary light,and one that involved decided 
agricultural loss. It is abSlll'd to take such measures while 
still allowing cattle to remain within the compounds, the 
urine polluting the streets, and the manure heaps makingthe 
roadsides objectionable. Either the PatidarB ought to be
allowed to follow. their economical and unobjectionable 
practice, or the cattle ought not to be allowed to stand at 
'all within. the compeunds. The reason stated for the 
action of the authorities was, that' human ordure was 
also put on the heaps in the pits, and a rule was made to com
pel the people to resort to the latrines outside the vjllage. 
Even if a little ordure did so go, it was of small consequence and 
showed a sense of economy; and, besides, whatever sanitary 
rules may be made, I do not believe that they will e:rer suc
ceed in compelling the women to go out at ni~ht mto the 
fields where the latrines are. The people of Nadlad are very 

Y 24266. I 
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healthy, and epidemics ar& much more·frequent in the towns 
tha.n in these rural districts. It was pointed out. also that, 
whIle the presence of the manure heaps was considered by 
the sanitary authorities to be highly dangerous, it was the 
practice everywhere to plaster the walls and floors of hOUSQS 
with cow-dung, and yet no one' got ill from it. Fully one
third of the entire population of Nadiad were cultivators.-

When I was' in the Central Provinces I found that similar 
rules were being enforced on account of the fear of cholera. 
Nevertheless, the cattle were still allowed to be tied 'up at 
the houses, although the manure had to be carried outside the 
villages.. . Here, however, the manure heaps were not kept 
with the same care as was exercised at N adiad. ' 

I might mention in this connection the desirability of 
covering over, both in towns and in villages, all wells which 
are used solely for drinking purposes. . . ':. . 

In view of the contemplated extension of. the, application 
of sanitary rules, I have gone into these matters. at consider
able length, as I think that attention should ~e paid to them, 

153. There is one way in which the manure supply I both of' 
cattle-manure and of. night-soil, could be used to better 
advantage, but it is hardly a feasible plan now, I fear. I have 
remarked upon the appearance of a N orth-West village, the 
habitations crowded together, the wells and the best cultiva
tion and the most highly manured land lying close around 
the village site. This, doubtless, has arisen out of the experi
'ence of the past, owing to the necessity of combination for 
self-protection against the raids of marauders. Undoubtedly, 
however, if the habitations could now.be more scattered over 
the land, and not be huddled together on one spot, the manure 
would be more widely distributed also, and probably not be 
so much wasted; the wells also would be dotted about and 
riot clustered together. Captain Chapman told me that when 
he came into possession of his property at Shahpore, in Oudh, 
one of the first things he did was to dig wells, not around 
the village site, but distributed over different parts of the 
estate. The consequence was, that when new settlers came, 
they fixed their dwellings where the wells were, and thus the 
manure from their cattle was distributed over a wider area 
'and was not concentrated around the dwellings. leaving 
the outlying parts unmanured. . '. 

Could the habitations be more scattered, and the wells too, 
the land would certainly be better maltured . 

• Since Wl'ltinw the above, I have heard tl,.t the Collector of NBdiBd I" .. rec?mmended that the 
inhabitauts be nllowed to keep their Dll\l1ure heaps in the town 88 before, proVlded tha~ eacb IIl&Il 
mok..,,, pit with brick aid ... aud th"t the mlUlure be removed to the tieldsas soon ... the p.t is full. 
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CONCLUSIO~S. CONCLUSIONS. 

154. Whilst a few soils, such as those of silt-renewed tracts, 
'the black cotton-soil, and newly-reclaimed or virgin land, may 
not require manure, it may be said of the greater part of 
India that the necessity for using manure is enormous, and the ........, 
supply of it is notoriously inadequate. Water and manure 
are interdependent, and, just as the former has been and'is 
still being provided for, so must attention be given to the 
supply of manure. These two factOl"S, water and manure;' 
constitute the 'I'a,iyat's great needs,' and in. theil" supply 
consists, very, largely, the Improvement of Indian agriculture-'.,\ 
It has been shown in this chapter that, under existing 
circumstances,' the manurial 'supplies in use are 'not sufficient 
to replace the, crops that are taken off th61 land ; further, thaC 
the increasing tendency to export both crops and manures 
must ca.use a deterioration of the soil. 

In considering the various sources ot manure, it has been 
pointed out that, with the exception of cattle-manure, the 
amount and use of them is most limited. 

Practically, therefore, everything centres in cattle-mailure,~' 
and the question of how to use it to better ad;antage. \ 

There are two'main causes which prevent manure from I 
being properly utilised. The first is, that it is burnt as fuel 
because there is a deficient supply of. wood; -the second is, 
that it is not properly made, inasmuch as the urine is' 
altogether wasted, and the manure is badly kept. The second...J ' 
of these two causes may be gradually removed by the spread 
of agricultural instruction, and by the example of Government 
Far~s and Estates. The first cause, however, is one that 
~annot be removed except by the taking of bold measures by 
Government, such as those taken in introducing canals aI\.d 
in carrying the~ throughout the country. Government 
~annot directly provide llllLnure {or the land, but what they 
~an do is, to provide wood to take the place of cow-dung as 
fuel, and so to liberate the latter for its proper use upon the 
land. In short~ Government must now turn to supplying- wooa"l 
for agricultural purposes, just as they have supplied and are 
mpplying water. -1 

The situation has been sketched out in Chapter V. (para· 
~aph 51), when dealing with the question of exhaustion of 

12 
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soil. A rapidly-increasing population creates a. greater de~ 
mand upon the soH and upon the, food·crops which it bears. 
Could the produce be increased even by one or two bushels per 
acre, as Sir James Caird .estimates, th~ difficulty of population. 

_would be met; but without more manure the soil cannot do 
it, and the export both of crops and manures is removing 

;,jnstead, of adding to jts fertility. ,Meantime the increase 
of water facilities, through Government aid, calls for the use 
of more manure, but the latter is for the greater part wasted 
because the supply pf wood for use . as fuel is inadequate. 
Wh!lot is the position. of Government in the matter 1. For 
pra<;tical purposes Government are in the place of a lanalord, 
and as such it is their duty to look after their property, and to 
see that it is kept up, and pot be allowed to become impoverished. 

/ The present syste~ is pne,of gradual soil-exhaustion, which 
} must end in. a decline, slow it may. be, but still a decline of 

fertility and of productive power. It. behoves Government, 
therefore, for their own sake/to take this ml\.tter into serious 
consideration, and, while there is yet time; to push forward 
active steps for preventing tl1e decline in the value of their 
property. Unless this, situation .. be faced, Government must 
be distinctly preparlild .to see, ~he land pring in a diminished 
revenue, and to find the people. le~s Jl.ble to live upon the land. 
Nor must the bearing upon.' ~he question of Famine be 

. . ~ 

ignored. . '. . . ":" 
Mr. Nicholson has pointed out. ~hat in times of serious 

drought manured,land is able tq yield at least something. or 
even a. moderate crop, whil.st :unmanured land may produce 
absolutely nothing. The existence of ,some crop, instead of 
total failure,may make all thE) difference between famine and 
no famin~: 

Lastly •. there is .the consideration that if more manure be 
;upplied, the land will become more fertile, and be capable of 
returning an. increased revenue to the ~tate. It therefore 
becomes, I maintai~ the duty of Government, both to 
themselves and ~o the people, to supply manure to the land. 
In this, now, mU!jt rest practically the lmprovement of Agri
culture., Of what benefit will ~t be to cover the country with 
Agricul~ural Schools, and to teach better methods, .unless the 
one great want ,of the cultivator be met, viz., more Manure! 
Of what use will it be to demonstrate at ~xperimental Farms 
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the value of manure, and how to preserve it, when the culti
vator has to burn it because he has nothing else for fuel? 

The one way in which alone this question of paramount 
importance can be met is by supplying more Wood, and thus 
setting free the manure for use on the land. I shall deal in the 
next chapter with the exact way in which wood might. be 
supplied, but I may say here that it is in thig connection 
mainly that I advocate the establishment of "Fuel and Fod- ...., 
del' Reserves." 

To adopt the method followed in my earlier chapters, of sum
marising possible improvements in agriculture-it has been 
seen that considerable ,differences ,exist in agricultural 
practice according as the facilities for manure supply are 
greater or less. Improvement in il.griculture will 'take place 
through the modification of these differen~es. This cannot be 
effected directly by the people to any great extent, although, 
here and there, as with the Kachhi cultivation, example will 
tell. Government will be able to assist in the work by the 
spread of Agricultural Education! Education wiIlhave a 
powerful in8.uence in breaking down prejudice, and; by it, the 
better practices and their advantages will be made known. 

But the work of Government does not stop here; positive 
measures, too, must be taken. First and foremost, Government 
must supply wood for agricultural purposes, to take the place 
of the cow-du~g at present burnt. Then, Agricultural Depart
ments must, by means 6f an organised system of agricultural 
enquiry, ascertain the manurial facilitiesa.nd needs of each 
part of the country; they must acquaint themselves with th~ 
practice of the best parts, and' transfer it; when possible, to 
others i they mu~t. 8.scertairi: and demonstrate at Experimental 
Farms the value of varioug manures, and, in especial, the 
benefit of littering' Clittle;and the better preservation' oj 
manure. It is evident ihat ill this work advantage will have • to be taken, not only' of a knowledge of indigenous practice, 
but also of Western science and experience. In this connection 
I would urge, &s most desirable, the appointment of an 
Agricultural Chemist, who may render much assistance in 
utilising existing manurial sourc'9s, in demonstrating their 
use and value, in possibly discovering new manurial resources, 
and in solving various questions bearing on the relation of 

soils, crops, and manures. 
13 
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TIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

155. I "dvocate,-

~ The establishment of "Fuel and Fodder Reserves," for 
the primary purpose- of supplying wood to take 

'~ the place of cow-dung as fuel. 

The inauguration of a system-of Agricultural Enquiry, 
to ascertain the manurial facilities and require
ments of each part of the country . 

• 
The spread of Agricultural Education, to assist in 

teaching the value of better practices, and to break 
down prejudice. 

The' employment of Experimental Farms, for the 
purpose of showing how manurial resources can be 
best used and conserved, and for demonstrating 
the value of, and ext~nding, the better practices of 
other parts. 

The employment of _ an Agricultural Chemist, to assist 
in utilising existing manurial resources to best 
purpose, in dis~overing fresh ones, and in the 
olution of agricultural problems. 



CHAPTER VIII. - OHAl'TBR VIIL 

WOOD. 

106 • .lfROM the last chapter, in which the manurial resources 
of India were considered, I pass now to discuss the wood supply 
of the country, and how it may be increased, primarily with 
the view of setting free more manure for the land by the 
substitution of wood for cow-dung as fuel. 

In order to understand how agricultural ends in the matter 
of wood supply are to be best served, it is necessary to briefly 
review the policy which, in the early days of the Forest Depart
ment, was adopted in regard to forests and other supplies of 
wood, and also the changes which have been called for in 
more recent times. . 

WOOD. 

r 157. At the time of its creation, about 1s:fi6 the Forest Earlypolieyof 

Department found the forests of the count;y fast7nsappearing r~:fnistraiiou. 
before the spread of cultivation, and before the reckles& 

Ldestiuction carried on by the people. Agricultural resources 
were vanishing, and the climate was, not improbably, being 
affected injuriously. None too soon did the Forest Depart-
ment step in to prevent the entire deforestation of the 
country, which would most certainly have taken place. As 
the demand for cultivation spread, so would the forests have 
disappeared before the plough, had not a strong hand been 

.-interposed to save what was still remaining. _ 
The people, left to themselves, have never been able to 

manage forests properly, nor to understand how forests may 
,.be conserved and utilised to the best advantage. Their 
practice had been simply to cut and clear the forest to make 
room for cultivatio~, and, as !loon as the virgin soil was. 
spent, they pushed on, broke up fresh land and cleared mOi", 
forest. And this, if allowed, they would still do, thinkin~ 

• 

only of the immediate present, and not of the future. . 
But the Forest Department, by its intervention, has stopped ~o::~k doue 

in a great measure the work of destruction, and has not only Department. 

brought in a large, and ensured a continuous, revenue to 
Government, but it has laid the f,Pundations of a systeII! 
which, if properly directed, may be made to conduce greatly ./ 

lto the agricultural·prosperityof India. But when it begau- V. 
its work its chief duties were the preservation and develop-
ment of large timber forests, such as the teak forests of Lower . 
Burma, the sal forests of Oudh, and the deodar forests of the 
Himalayas, or the forests of the Western Ghats. Its objects 

t-:were in no sense agricultural, and its success was gauged 
mainly by fiscal considerations; the Department was to be a Its snee ... 

h measnred by 
r-revenue-paying one. Indeed, we J?lay go so far .as ~o say t at direct tIn.DeW 

its interests were opposed to agrIculture, and Its mtent was returns. 

rather to exclude aO'riculture than to admit it to l\l'ti.cipation 
., 14 
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in the benefits. The chief reason for this was, that the 
admission of grazing into ·the forests would have destroyed 
the young seedlings, and have rendered the maintenance of 

tJhe forests by natural reproduction impossible.. So far as the 
original design went, the Forest Department deserves full 
recognition of the admirable work which it has done in saving 
to the country the forests now under its care, but which, if 
left to the people, would have been ruthlessfy destroyed. . 

158. At that time, however; these large timber forests were 
not in contact with important tracts of cultivation, but were, 
for the most part, situated on hills and mountain ranges, only 
occasionally bordering on cultivation, and that of· a sp~rse 

land backward kind, often carried on by half-wild tribes. As 
the population increased, and the pressure on the land called 
for extension of the cultivated. area, so the latter spread to 
the borders of the forests. Again, of recent years, there has 
been a feeling that the forests. and other'wooded tracts ought 
to be made to serve .the interests of agriculture more directly 
than they hav:e done in the past, and that areas should be 
reserved and .fresh ones be created in the midst of the cultivated.. 
land, and not merely on hills and mountain ranges. The Govern
ments of India, Bombay, and Madras have been ·urging their 
respective Forest Departments in this direction, and have 
endeavoured to extend the influence of the forests from the 
remoter hills to the cultivated plains. ( In this way the policy 
of the Forest Department has been lIndergoing a change, in 
order to meet the altered .conditions of agriculture. The old 
traditions which al,limated its officers, viz., that the 80le aims 
of a forester were to grow big timber and to show a large 
revenue, are wearing off, and. whereas considerable prejudice 
existed in the past against the Department, hy reason of its 
being opposed to agriculture, a feeling is now growing, among 
the more enlightened of its officers at least, that one great 

t object should be to directly serve agricultural interests. It is 
this altered policy that I wish to support, and to show, if 

possible, the need of giving fuller scope to the usefulness of 
the Department. 

Agricultural 159. The requirements of the agriculturist in respect of wood 
::;':'T:;~~ot:, are, small timber for house-building, wood for making imple

ruents, and firewood; the last-named principally to take the 
place of the caw-dung which, though the most ~aluable 
manure at the raiyat's disposal, is, nevertheless, generally 

~urnt as f~~U?- defaul~~ 
The paramount 160. In the last chapter, after reviewing the various sources 
Importance of of manure sUtPly , we saw that they were very limited in 
lupplylllg wood I 
to replace dung number, and t at the only material availab e in any quantity 
alfuel. was the ordinary cattle-dung. Further, we found that, wher-

ever wood was liufficiently abundant, dung was used for the 
..f land and it was not burnt; but that where wood was deficient, . 

manure was burnt in tne absence of any other source of fuel, 
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and that the land was thus deprived of it .. The dependence of 
the soil for its fertility upon the supply of water and of manure 
was also instanced. The concluRion was, accordin'gly, drawn 
that the supply of wood to serve as fuel forms one of the most. 
important factors in maintaining the fertility of the soil, or, 
in other words, the prosperity of agriculture. I can hardly put 
this too strongl,. for it is the one practical measure on which I 
place the most lmportance; it is that which calls for the most 
urgent attention. and from which the greatest benefits may be 
expected to follow. 1 make. in my Report, other recommenda
tions and suggestions, it is true, but I consider them minor 
ones compared with this. Let us once more review the 
position. A country exporting manures as well as crops, not 
utilising even the night-soil, and then burning the cattle
dung because fuel is scarce; an ever-increasing population, 
and a greater demand on the land to supply more and larger 
crops, these latter depending on more manure being available. 
What more ready plan than to supply wood as fuel in order 
to save the manure for the land 1 In the substitution of 
wood for cow-dung no question of caBte·prejudice is involved, 
such as iii the case in the use of bones or of night-soil. It is 
a measure. which the' people would adopt, and have adopted, 
on their own account, wherever it has been possible. Further, 
the improvllment thus to be effected is one which proceeds 
upon the right lines; viz" 'the improvement of Indian Agri
culture from w·ithin rather than from without. 

I therefore do not hesitate to say that, just as Government 
foresaw the difficulties of the people; in supplying themselves 
with water, and so provided it for them, so must .attention 
be now turned to the difficulties of the people in the matter of 
fuel, and, seeing how impossibte it is for them to provide it 
for themselves, Government must do this for them too. It is 
not in the interests of the people alone that I would urge this, 
for, having fully discussed all other ways of increasing the 
manure supply, it is clear that this is the one way in which 
it can be effected, and, if not effected, sooner or later the land 
must fall off in productive power, and the revenue derived 
therefrom by the State must decline too. .Accordingly, I 
regard the provision of fuel as the most. potent' means of 
maintaining prosperity, not alone to the cultivators, but to 

_the State itself, and as a measure which the latter, in its own 
interests, should take up immediately. .If wood could be 

.made to take the ·place of dung for fuel we should soon come to 
realise that more wood means more manure, that more manure 
means more crops, and more crops. an increasing revenue to 
the State; whilst, to the cultivator, it implies more fodder, 
better cattle, and more manure again to ensure the future 
fertility of the soil. . • 

161. I do not take to myself credit for more than emphasising 
what others have already pointed out on' this subject. As 
much as 17 years ago Mr. R. H. Elliot, writing in the "Times," 

The importanCl 
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• 
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expressions of 
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urged the necessity of" Fuel Reserves" for India, and much that 
he then said hall since proved to be true. The same views 
have been urged by others, but there is call now for more 
definite. action than there has been in the past. What has 
been done so far, whilst not without benefit to agriculture, 
has, to my mind, taken mainly the form of supplying wood 
for the requirements of large towns and railways. Although 
agriculture has been indirectly helped by the smaller amount 
of dung burnt in consequence, yet I think that hardly 
enough importance has been attached to the 'bearing of the 
wood supply upon the fertility of the soil, and to the need of 
supplying firewood to villages as well as to towns. 

162. The influence of an extended growth of wood upon 
the climate has been fully dealt with in paragraph 38 of 
Chapter IV., and has been referred to as affording a pos
siDle, though perhaps only local, amelioration of the severitie~ 
of climate. 

P~oteotion from I" There is another feature about tree-growing which must not 
WInds and BUn. • • 

be forgotten, VIZ., th~ shelter and protectIOn -afforded from 
tJhe burning sun, and also from the violent winds. Mr. 

Nicholson points out that many tracts in the Coimbatore 
district are exposed to severe winds. He says :-

• 
Dharapuram District..-u Hedges and belts of trees would be peculiarl, 

" useful in this wind-swept tract." - . 
Udamalpet.-" It is the ~ost open tal uk in the district,having few hedgel 

"and very few trees j hence the winds of the south-west monsoon arE 
" severely felt_" . 

Many parts of Mysore suffer greatly fwn damage by wind. 
On the North-West frontier the presence of trees is- in-

4dispensable to the growing of grass. • 
Supply of I ... ves. The advantages of tree-gr";)wing in connection with. thE 

supply of leaves for litter and for manure have been spoken of 
Famine food_ in Chapter VII. (see paragraph 149), and to this may he 

added the provision of food afforded both to men arid cattle 
in' time of famine, if suitable kinds of trees be grown. 

What Govern
ment have al
ready done in 
this di reotion. 

Sir D. Brandl.' 
work. 

163. Whilst laying particular stress, as I have done, on thE 
need for an extended wood supply, and mainly for the'purposE 
of providing fuel, it would be wrong to ignore what thE 
respective Governments of India, Bombay, and Madras haVE 
done, or, at least, have urged on their FOrjst Department! 
the necessity for doing. Without going into particulars, ] 
would indicate the general lines that have been taken. 
r- It was Dr. (subsequently Sir Dietrich) Brandis, the real 
founder of the existing Imperial Forest Department, whc 
gave the great impulse to the growth of what may be termed 

I.!-!-Agricultural Forests." It was he wh~ clearly saw the line 
which the Forest policy of the future would have to take, and 

!who did his best. to guide it in this direction. Already in 
1873, at his suggestion, tracts had been taken up in Ajmere-
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Merwara, a little territory under direct Imperial control, and 
jbUIl available for the purpose. This will be explained more 
in detail later, but it may be said here that the results were 
very satisfactory, and Sir D. Brandis wrote :-

• "It may be pointed out that in all except the most arid tracts, or where 
"den~dation is c0!Dpl~te a!ld of long sta~ding, mere protection, aided by, 
" Rowmg and plantmg m sUItable places, WIll gradually clothe grounds with 
.. trees amJ. shrubs." - , 

Sir D. Brandis, at the close of his Indian career, went himself 
to Madras to assist the "Madras Government in framing their 
policy of " Agricultural Forests,'~ and largely to his efforts it is 
due that in Madras so much has been done to make the Forest 
tPepartment serve agricultural interests. --

r The Famine Commissioners showed that they were alive Reoommend&

..to the way in which the forests might assist agriculture. g~~:,,:':.J:ne 
They said in their Report :-

" So far as any immediate advantage is to be sought from 
"the extension of forest in respect to protection against 
" drought it will, in our opinion, be maillly in the direction 
" of the judicious enclosure and protection of tracts . . . . 
"from which improved and more certain pasture may be 
"secure.d for the cattle of the vicinity jil. su,pply of fire
" wood secured which may lead to a more general utilisation 
" of animal ]]}anure for agriculture, and a possible addition 
" made to the power of the subsoil to retain its moisture, and 
" to the prospect of maintaining the sUPl'ly' of water in the 
.:: wells.'" ' 

The Government of India, in following up the recommen- Government of 

dations of the Famine Commission, issued, in March 1883, a ~~~tion of 

Resolution' calling attention to the' growing decrease in the )larch 1883. 

area of grazing land and wooded tracts in many parts,' -
notably the Punjab, the North-West Provinces, and the 
Central Provinces, and to the damage done thl'ough excessive 
grazing.' They quoted numerous cases, such as Banda, where, 
in the famine of 1878-79, grazing areas had been instru-
mental in saving thousands of cattlej and other instances, 
such as Jhansi and Rohtak, in which thousands had perished 
for lack of these areas. ,They asked. therefore, the. attention 
of Provincial Agricultural Departments to this questiori, 
and the co-operation of the Forest Department. It was 
suggested that enquiry shQuld be made by district officets, 
with a view of aseertaining how far cattle needed protection, 
and what lands, either Government property or else purchas-
able at reasonable rates, were available for the formation of 
what were thenceforth to be termed "Fuel and Fodder 
Reserves." 
- It was recommended that the purchase of land should be 
effected, provided the 'price caine within a limit of, Rs. 20,000 
for ,-10 square miles. The actual management' of the 
" Reserves" was intended to be in the hands of the Forest 
Department. . 
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,Enquiries were next made, at Government suggestion, as to 
whether suitable spots for "Fuel and Fodder Reserves" 
existed along canal b~nks ahd lines of railway. . 

As the result of the enquiries made, it was ascertained that 
in the Doab(North-West Provinces) saline land (usar) could be" 
obtained in abundance, and also, a certain amount of ravine 
land, both of which would pay for growing trees and grass upon. 
Ravine lands at Etawah and at Jhansi were subsequently 
taken up, and canal plantations have been established at 
Cawnpore, Agra, Rurki, 'Delhi, and other parts of the North
West Provinces and the Punjab. Other ,plantations, such as 
those of Changa Manga, and Shahdara.; near Lahore, had 
been previoutlly created by the Forest Dep'artment. 

Mention was made just now also of the «reserves" esta
blished at Ajmere-Merwara at' .the instigation of Sir D. 
Brandis. 

Action inYnclra8. [" But it is in Madras that more has been done than anywhere 
, else to assist agriculture by means of ,the forests. One great 

reason for this is, that in this Presidency the waste land is 
the property of Government, and they can therefo:ae dispose 
of it. as they like. This is alsQ the case in Bombay, and 
wherever no permanent settlement of the land exists. The 
exceptional circumstance that Ajmere-Merwara was under the 
direct control of the Government of India enabled land 
similarly to be taken up there for the purpose of forming 
"reserves." AgtLin. in Madras, cultivated land is more or 
less mixed up witli undulating wood-producing country, and 
thus field' and ft>test come in close proximity, presenting a' 
great. contrast ·to the vast level plain which includes the 

c 
Thel&rge 
timl>n'1'roducl"l1 
foreal& 

Punjab, .N orth-West Provinces, and Bengal. 

164: I propose now to deal in succession with the diffe~ent 
ways in which at present the supply of wood is maintained, 
and then to consider in what directions extension for agri-
cultural ends is most needed. 

-/ First of an 'come the large timber-producing forests. 
(Everyone must recognise the necessity of having these; they 
-supply Europe with teak, for example, and are requisite for 

all building purposes, and for providing railway sleepers, fur
niture, &c. As we have seen, they are for the most part 
still removed from the general area of cultivation, and it is 
mostly on the hills and mountain ranges that they are found. 
They are clearly demal'l!ated and defined atf being forests for 
the primary purpose of· supplying large timber, and should, 
I think, be rightly treated as such. ' 

In them the main end should be kept in view, and every 
means be used'to grow as fine and as large timber as may be 
req'uired. From these forests gt:azing must be excluded 
entirely, if the forest be worked on the jardinage system ., 
(that according to which trees of all age.s, from s~edliv.gs to 
mature trees, are mixed up .together, smgly or m groups, 
everywhere over th~ whole area, the feIlings being similarly 
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located at short intervals wherever a suitable tree may 
happen to be). The object being to encoura"e natural 
reproduction and restocking, grazing would do gr~at damage, 
inasmuch as the seedlings would speedily be nibbled off 

-or trampled down. If the forest .be ,worked in blocks,' 
trees of like age being classed into separate groups, it 
would perhaps be possible, without direct damage to the 
forest, to admit grazing into particular blocks at certain 
times. In any case, in time of drought these forests 
would be the means of keeping alive many of the cattle 
of the coun~ry'. But, beyond ,this exceptional event, in 
forests of thIS class I should like the forest officer to have 
full liberty and every facility for growing large timber 
independently of any minor considerations; also .. I think! 
that he should be allowed. to stric~ly enfor.ce rules for 
preventing forest fires and for excluding grazing, &c., a~ f 
wel~ as all o.thers that are necessary. to the attainment of his _ 
main purpose. ' .., :i\/ :?':-A .. · .. 

It is, in short, impossible< to have t~~o.r~sts and I ~J:':;:i~~~~~ -
agriculture on the same area·; the most t,illat these forests can, l'o::stsandttgri: 

do for agriculture is, to provide, for the immediate viciility, ~~m~':~~=' • 
a certain amount of small wood and firewood obtained from 
the timber that is felled, and to serve as a'refuge for cattle \ 
in time'of drought and famine. . ---I 

Of this nature are the Coorg forests, which I visited under 
the guidance, p( Mr. H. C. Hill, Officiating Inspector General 
of Forests. They are at a distance. from. and not in the 
midst of or near, cultivation, and they· could not now be 
brought to benefit directly the actua.l c~ltivators of populated 
villages at a distanC6. Around them is only a scattered agri-
c111ture and a. meagre population. Here, I should say, are 
forests which by their position' are best adapted for timber
growing purposes, and for such purposes tliey should De kept. 
They are too far off to supply the cultivator with firewood at 
a rate which he could afford to pay, and which would at the 
same time be remunerative to the Forest Department; whilst, 
to the cultivator, even were there any considerable agricultural 
population, the cost o( carting would be prohibitive. It may, 
however, pay quite well to remove large logs, such as con
tractors or railway companies would buy. I am obliged:\ 
therefore, to look on these forests as likely to do but little 
to increase the supply of .manure available for the lahd 
through the substitution of wood for cow-dung as fuel. .--! 

Whilst advocating the closer' attention of the Forest Depart.!" 
ment to agricultural ends, and commending the step taken .in 
18840, which brought· the Depa-rtment- u~der the.Imperlal 
Department of Agriculture • .I ha~~ no WIsh to urge. mter-_ 
ference with the necessary aI\d legItImate purposes whIch the 
large timber-growing forests serve for the g~od of the country. 
Large. timber is, and always will be, l'equIred, and. to make 
the supply a means of obtaining a large revenue IS a very 
proper end, where, as. I have shown, other interests do not 
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# suffer thereby. I am, accordingly" in full sympathy with the 
Forest Department in their contention that, where the object 
is to grow timber, it is necessary to close these forests alto
gether to grazing, or at least only to open certain blocks at a 
time, and to enfol'ce stringently the rules which exist ill 
regard to the prevention of forest fires. I have myself seen, 

, ?ver and over again, during my tour through the Coorg forests, 
Instances of the damage done by forest fires; how that seed
lings are killed and the entire natural reproduction, so 

lessential in a timber forest, is completely stopped. (I can quite 
understand, too, the damage that will be done in a forest 
where reproduction is going on, either on account of cattle 
trampling down the seedlings, or by goats pulling down the 
branches and young trees bodily, or by goats and sheep nib

. bling off the young shoots. Goats, iIi particular,must have no 
LPlace in a forest of this kind;') 

~Iuch has been said by certain writers, in favour of the 
annual setting on fire of the forest grass, in order to get a 
fresh growth of herbage. The occasional clearing of the 
coarse dried grass \>y fire may result in the growth of a tem
porary crop of fresh grass to feed cattle for a month or so, 
but it simply means ruination to the forest, and the infliction 
of damage from which the forest will not for many a year 
recover. I have, therefore, no sympathy whatever with those 
who have maintained that it is a good thing to have an 
annual burning of the forest grass, or that the forests ought 
to be thrown open 'to unrestricted grazing. But I wish to 
make it clear that I am here speaking of forests which are 
essentially, by situation and natural conditions, timber
producing forests . . 

Clt.a!i8cation of I 165. The Forest Department recognises three classes of 
Forests. . forest~, (1) "Reserved Forests," or those which, being the 

property of Government, or over which they have proprietary 
rights, have been set aside and constituted" Reserved Forests j" 
(2) "Protected Forests," or those which, though the property 
of Government, or over which Government have proprietary 
rights, have not been included in a "reserved forest;" in these 
Government may declare any class of tree reserved, or close 
any part for a term not exceeding 20 years; (3) all other 

L!0rest lands are termed" Unclassed Forests." 

"Protected \' 166. Of" Protected Forests" I need say little more than that 
FOl68tti.1f 

I think it would have been very much baiter to have made 
Uhem all " Reserved Forests." The retaining of certain rights 

by Government, and allowing the people to do otherwise as 
they like, is not conducive to the forest, serving the best 
purposes. 

In many cases, notably the Punjab, the creation of "pro
.tected" forests ,has arisen, I believe, mainly from the fact 
that the Local Government have not had the courage to 
extend full protection to land which ought really to have 
been "reserved" forest. A partial protection only has been 
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extended to them, the Local Government fearing to cause 
friction with the people. In view of the important issues of 
forest preservation, the reckless use of the forests by the 
people when uncontrolled, and the general unsatisfactoriness 

• of the working of "protected" forests, it would, I think, 
have been much better to have taken the bold step at the 
outset. In the case of p,ny land that is reserved, exclusioll 
from it may be necessary for a time at first, but before long 
the benefit of doing this will be apparent, and even in the 
first year a quantity of grass will probably be available for 
cutting as fodder. . 

167. Among" Reserved Forests" are included the timb~r- "Reserved 

growing forests, which I have referred to in paragraph 164. ~~ft~!;::;o~,,:",r 
I now intend to deal with those" reserved forests" which are! ~ // 
near the cultivated areas; and which can be made to serv'e v 
agricultural ends.) The action taken by the respecitiv~ 
Governments of India, Bombay, and Madras in extending tlie 
influence of the forests from the hills to the cultivated plains 
was, undoubtedly, a good one. But,. from one cause and 
another, it has come about that, with some exceptions, the 
advantages of "reserved forests "have hardly been brought TheRdvant&ge. 

not fnlly re&liBetl 
home to the agricultural population, and too often the latter by the people. 

have been inclinep. to regard the reservation of a forest as· 
their exclusion from it, rather than as the means of providing 
a benefit for them. . 

It is necessary to look briefly at the causes which have Thereeeonsfor 

brought this about. Undoubtedly in the past there has been "thi .. 

a tendency on the part of the Forest Department to grow 
large timber only, and to reap a large revenue by doing this. 
We have seen, in paragraph 157, h6w this naturally came 
about, and that it was the result of the duties with which the • 
Department was charged at the outset. But the' traditions The traditions 

have not altogether passed away even now, and there is still ~e:!~!:''::~ 
need of reminding the Department, as Sir D. Brandis did in 
1883, that the growing of big timber is not the only, and often, 
indeed, may not be the main, object of 81 forester's existence. 

Sir D. Brandis wrote in. 1883 :-
.. It must now be distinctly recognised that not only does the provi9i~n 

" of timber and firewood come within the legitimate scope of forest admlD-_ 
" istration in India but one of its most important duties will, in future, be 
" to increase the ~upply of cattle fodder, particularly during seasons o~ 
" drought in the drier districts." • 

There have b~en undoubtedly, considerable difficulties in' Dilllcultieein 
, d h ,,' th procuring land. the way of the Forest Department, an . were, as m e c?,se 

of Ajmere-Merwara, there has been no hmdrance to procurmg 
land, the Department has shown its readiness to minist~r to the 
more agricultural needs !LS well as to the growing of tImber. 

Nevertheless there ~s, I think, a great deal more that ~an 
be done, and what· is chiefly needed is, to extend ,the actIOn 
taken by the Madras Government. 

I should in justice say here that among the officers of the 
FOrest Department there are many who recognise the import-
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ance of the objects to which Sir D. Brandis refers, and who 
carry them out as far as they can. Some such men I met 
during my tours. 

Dllllculties 168. What prevents extended action is not any check from 
~~t!,hDd:i!c~!on I the Government of India, nor yet from phe Forest Depart
IDBD'!!fricultural ment, but it "is a fiflancial check, and one which accordingly ::::':::Clal prevents Local Governments from taking action. The Forest 
obeck. Department is practically called upon to show a large revenue, 

, and is naturally proud of the profit it makes. At the same 
time it is a notoriously undermanned Department, but is 
U1~able to increase its staff materially (as would be necessary 
were the more agricultural purposes closely followed), unless 
by showing a still larger surplus to meet the expense of 
additional officers. So it has come about that, in the majority 
of cases, the officers have turned their efforts mainly to pro
ducing large timber wherever they.could, even though the 
circumstances of the" reserved forests" would, in the wider 
sense of the good of the country as a whole, have often 
adapted them better to other purposes than timber-growing. 

"Reserved 
P'oreatB " often 
better adapted to 
other purposes than tlmbel
growing. 

169. It is by no means the case that timber-growing will 
always be the purpose to which the forest is best suited 
naturally, or the most desirable one when all considerations 
are taken into account. Areas have been taken up in the 
past, and the attempt has been mad!) to grow on them timber 

}!db. 

for sale, whereas these areas were never fitted for such a 
purpose, but only for growing scrub-jungle and for providing 
grazing. There are I1lany such instances in the' Madras 

r-fresidency. If the Forest Department is told to conserve 
\ timber it will do it, and wherever it sees a chance. (What 
must come to be und.erstood is, that forests may be so situated 
or naturally so adapted that timber-growing may not always 
be the main end to be sought, but that what the forester is 
accustomed to regard as "accessories," such as; small timber, 
firewood, grass, &c., should, in many cases, be the main con-

Asideration, and that for which the forest should be worked. 
in some of the Bombay forests, for example, the supply of 

/

tWigs and leaves for the r~ system of making seed-beds 
(see Chapter VII., paragraph 131), may be the most useful aid 
to agriculture, and the growing of trees that may be pollarded 

, would do much more good than supplying timber. At Mflhim 
l'ollBrdingand (Bbmbay) and Hospet (Madras) I saw cultivators lopping 
lopping of trees. the trees around their own fields, the twigs. and leaves being 

utilised either for rab or else directly as manure for rice fields. 
Nor were the trees ruthlessly destroyed, for they were only 
lopped once in four years. Similarly, some trees are most 

r usefully grown for pollardin&.> the shoots being used as props 
for plantains or betel vine. Af Ma.him I counted over 50 new 
shoots on a. pollarded bltendi (Hibiscus) tree, and I was told 

• that the number went sometimes up to 100. The shoots take 
three years to grow to a sufficient size, and the trees live for 
40 years, I could Dot help~ thinking it was much better for 
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the trees to thus yield a triennial supply of shoots for 40 
years, than that they should be left alone all the time in order 
to afford at the close of it one single log of timber. 

Where such is the case. and seeing that in wet regions the 
Mb system has been proved to be the best for rice cultivation, 
it would frequently be very legitimate for the .Forest Depart
ment to work for the supply of rab instead of for timber. 
The Forest Department have, in some instances, tried to 
undertake the provision of rab, but the difficultY.has been 
that they feel compelled to cut it according to rule, and then 
to stack and. keep it, whereas the cultivators must have it 
fresh, and just when they want it, as well as at a not expensive 
rate. 

170. In demarcating a" reserved forest" it is the practice (Thep~ion 
to ascertain, register, and provide for the continuance of ~b~g 
rights which are found to be already existing over such areas. . 
But more than this is required. It is. not enough to satisfy 
existing rights, or to provide for the wants of ·the people 
immediately around the reserved area,· and then to say, 
"Having done this, we will now grow our timber.". What l 
I maintain is, that, having marked off the most suitable. and 
more distant areas for timber-growing, the" reserved forests".., 
which are nearer cultivation should be worked more in the 1 
interests of the people than h!,-s been the case in the past, and 
that the first consideration, and not the last, should be how 
the wants of the agricultural community generally (who are 
not fortunate enough to have acquired any rights) can be best 
met, and 'how the benefits which the forest reservation confers , 
may be extended to as wide an area as possible. To this there-l 
are limits of distance beyond which firewood, &c. cannot be . 
profitably carted, but my contention is, that the object to be 
kept in view should be to see how large a number Qf the cul-
tivating villages can be provided for, not how few must have 
their actual rights supplied. When this is done, I have not a 
word to say against the remainder of the forest being utilised 
for timber-growing, for sale of fuel to towns, for letting out to 
graziers, &c.,. whichever be possible and most remunerative; 
but these must come after, and not before, the agricultural 
needs of.the country. '. . 

171. It is right that I should here make an· exception in Exception in favour of 
favour of what hft.s been done in Ajmere-Merwara. The Ajm .... ·Merwara. 

reserves here, which I had the pleasure of visitiD:g under 
Mr. H. C. Hill's guidance, quite meet the ends whICh they 
should fulfil. No attempt is made to grow large tim~e~ (the 
soil indeed is quite unsuited to it); but large quantItIes of 
sm~ll wood 'and of firewood are produced, and a considerable 
amount of grass is cut for fodder, whilst, even during my 
visit, the reserves had, in a. time of drought, been the me~ns 
of saving a number of cattle belonging to the surroundmg 
villages. 

Y 24266, K 
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I am told that similar reserves maybe found in different 
districts of'thePunjab. 

If the example of Ajmere-Merwara were to be followed ex
tensively, .much good would certainly, result, but, as it is, 
there is room for improvement, and my remarks ,made abov~ 
hold good, 1 believe, in general. 

172. As ta firewood, it' is quite true, as forest officers have 
, pointed out to me, that the}>rice of firewood must be regulated 
by the demand, and that firewood cannot be-sold at one rate to 
a town and at another to the cultivator, or else the latter will 

\at once resell his purchase at a profit. But, what I think 
might well be adopted is the system by which the inhabitants 
of certain defined areas around a "reserved forest'" might be 
allowed, on payment of a certain yearly sum, to take out an 
annual license to remove what wood they require for building, 
implements, and firewood, as also fodder, &c., provided these 
be for their domestic use only, and not for sale; also to graze 
(when grazing canbe provided) all cattle of which they are 
~he bona fide ~wneY'3. This would g~t rid of any difficulty as 

regards the price of firewood; and, masmuch as the licenses 
would specify the particular blocks' where the permission 
could be exercised, and 'Would be liable to be cancelled if the 
restrictions were exceeded, the control would lie with the 
forest officer, who would determine the areas to be thus set 
o~ • 

The only difficulty would be in the case of those who 
hold rights of grazing, of removing firewood, &c., and who 
would hardly be willing to pay an annual 'sum when 
before they had been free. This would, however, not apply 
everywhere, and where it did, the rights would have to be 
defined, just as IS done at present in the case of "reserved 
forests." 

173 . . 1 have spoken of the need of a. larger staff of better
trained men in the Forest Department to carry out the 
working of forests in an agricultural direction. As the 
forests come more in contact with agriculture, so will there 
be need of greater supervision and more official protection 
against fire and against unauthorised grazing, &c. To take 
an example, in the Coorg forests there is only one European 
professional officer over an area' consisting of 24S square 
miles of "reserved" forests, and 601 square miles of .. pro-
tected " forests. • 

The Foroot 
Department 
80metimea triP.!, 
or is expected, to 
perform impossi
biUtica. 

174. But the Forest Department is sometimes called upon, 
or else attempts, to. perform impossibilities. When the need 
for serying agricultural ends has been impressed upon them, 
the officers have frequently been expected to produce out of 
the Rame forest large, medium-sized, and small timber, fire
wood, leaves, rab material, and grazing, all at once. In 
Bombay the Forest Department has decided that these varied' 
wants can best be met by a 40 years' rotation. This means 
that l'ab, for example, could in anyone year be only taken 
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off one-fortieth, of the aI'ea~ a very insufficient amount in 
many cases. It is quite clear that cutting for rub must be 
done near cultivation, and that there must be regular work
ing plans drawn up for it, the people being allowed to cut the 
tnaterial themselves over allotted areas, worked, say, on a 
three or four years' rotation, and payment to be by levy on 
the rice area cultivated, or on a village as a whole. 

Again, the agriculturists being under the Revenue officials, 
there are not wanting instances where, owing to the absence of 
a proper understanding between these officials and those of the 
Forest Department, friction has been caused upon the closing 
of the forests, or by the issue of orders to stop the lopping ... 
of trees for rub. . 

. 175 . . T~us, partly from ~he nature of its a~tio~,of necessity :~o!f 
a. restrlctmg one, but mamly froni the oblIgatIOns put upon. Fore.tDepal't
it by the Executive Government, also from the impossibilities ru~~~";o'k~~. 
it has been asked to perform, and, lastly, from being greatly 
.undermanned, the Forest, Department .has not been as 
popular in the past as it might have been. But I am sure 
that when it is fully ~ecognised that there are other ends 
which the Forest Department should serve besides that of 
growing timber and making a. large revenue out of the 
forests, the Department will readily carry these out ,t,o its 
best ability. • 

Such an end is that which I have indicated, the provision, 
for the agricultural community primarily, of facilities' for 
obtaining what they require, viz., small timber, wood' for 
implements, firewood, leaves, grass, or, where possible, 
grazing. No action would, I am sure, do more to rende. the 
Forest Department popular and its work one of widespread
ing benefit, could it be instructed to carry out such objects as 
the above, and to bring these facilities to ,the cultivators' 
doors. Such a policy would be one of giving, and ndt -what 
the 'people have considered the past policy, one of taking 
away. The cultivators would then feel that the forests were 
& real benefit to' them, and possibly much unculturable land 
would become clothed.with trees and grass. ' 

I cannot better conclude the' consideration of this portion 
of my Report than by giving the following extract from a: 
Resolution of the Madras Government, issued in October 
1890, upon this subject :,--' , 

Paragraph 24.-tlIt is, however, most necessary to correctl~=Of 
" the idea which prevails somewhat widely, that as soon as a Government, 

.' d t'b Idd dOotoberl890. " forest IS reserved, cattle an men are 0 e 'exc u e , an 
tl it is to be worked for the profit of Government rather than 
" for the benefit, 'Of ,the 'people. It cannot be too strongly_ 
" affirmed. that the chief object of the .reserved forests 
" throughout the greater part of the'country is the provision 
"of pasture, small timber, fuel, and leaves for manure or 
"litter. These are to be worked in order to meet the wants 
~'u' K 2 
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"of the villagers in these respecils, and are not to be con
" verted into close preserves for the growth of large timber." 

This important Resolution exactly expresses the opinions 
I had already formed, and it is in the direction indicateq 
that I think future policy should proceed. 

176. I am aware that changes cannot be effected with~ut 
expenditure of money, and perhaps a diminished revenue 
may be the result, at least for a time. But I have attempted 
to show that the obtaining of a large revenue from the sale 
of timber may not be coincident with the best interests of 
the country at large, and that a possible diminution of it 
may be attended by increased revenue to the State from 

cultivated land. It has also to be remembered that a very 
large portion of the revenue of the Forest Department is 

,derived from rich grazing, grounds which ,have been trans
jerred to it from the Land. Revenue Department. The Forest 
Department, in being a revenue-earning one, starts with the 
following advantalIe in favour of its old policy as against 
the one I recommend; that, if timber be sold, the return is 
~an actual one, whereas if the plan I advocate be followed, 
-the increase will be . a potential one; it cannot be directly 

~
:tranSlated into figures. Nevertheless, I trust I have said 
enough to, show' that action in the direction of providing 
or agricultural wants, and primarily as regards the supply 

of fuel, is inseparably bound up with the prosperity of the 
agricultural classes, and-' with the maintenance of the Land 

- Revenue of the State. . 
r- '177. Next to the forests come the plantations which nave 

been. established along canal. banks, lines of railway, and 
other selected spots, primarily for the supply of fuel to 

Ltowns and railways, and not with special agricultural intent. 
As mentioned in paragraph 163, plantations have been made 
along the banks of canals in the N orth-West Provinces and 
the Punjab, and such towns as Cawnpore, Agra, Rurki, and 
Delhi are thereby supplied with fuel. It was reported in 
1889 that in the N orth-West Provinces there were 36,037 acres 
of plantations along the banks of the Upper Ganges, Lower 
Ganges, Agra, and Eastern Jumna Canals. These are, however, 
under the control of the Irrigation Department, and not of 
the Forest Department, and no effort is made to create a 
local market for the wood; hence it all goes to the large 
'towns, and the plantations are of little lotal agricultural use. 

/ In addition, the system of letting out grazing is by no means 
satisfactor~·; in many parts the cultivators arrange among 
themselves, so 'that there is no competition for the privilege 
of grazing, flnd one man will thus purchase the right of 
grazing over an .p.;~tensive area for a merely nominal sum, 
putting on as mauy cattle (including his neighbours') as he can 
and in turn receiving payment from those whose cattle he 
admits. In other cases grazing is not allowed, but only the 
(,utting of grass. If the working of these plantationI'! were 
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put under a forest officer they would probably be better seen 
to. Along the Cawnpore Canal the plantations are 40 feet 
deep; babul, neem, pepul and other varieties of ficus, 
dhti.k, SiSBU, and jarman are the principa~ trees grown. The 
dative proprietors (zemindarB) in the neighbourhood some
times have plantations of their own, mostly of dhak and 
babul wood; every three years they cut these over and send· 
the wood into Cawnpore. 

Changa Manga is a large plantation of 10,000 acres,· Chauga Yonga. 

situated along the North Western Railway, and watered 
by the Bari-Doab Canal'. It was started in 1866, and its 
object was to provide fuel for the railway. Shisham 
(Dalbe1'gia BiBBU) is the tree grown, and it is cut on a 
15 years' rotation. :r found, on enquiry, that the railway 
company takes the whole of the wood, although only sup-
posed to have that which is above 2 inches il;l diameter. 
The smaller wood, 1 to 2 inches in diameter, is re-sold by 
the railway company. A large quantity of grass,. mostly of 
a coarse nature, grows in the plantatio:Q., lI.nd to this I shall 
refer in the next chapter, But ~ would mention that, so far 
as I could see, the Changa Manga· plantation does not serve 
any agricultural end whatever, except within a very limited 
circle. It simply supplies wood for the railway, instead of 
the latter burning coal. N earli the same remark may be 
applied to the Shahdara planta.tion, near Lahore, established 
in 1865, and covering 1,254 acres. The river is close at hand, 
and the soil is moist inconsequence; sissu, again, is the 
wood grown, The original intention was to supply fuel 
for the railway, but now the whole of 'the wood. goes to a 
contractor at Lahore, for use in the town as . fuel. Occasion-
ally a little grazing is allowed, but the. forest officers are 
evidently adverse to it. 

N one of these plantations, accordingly, whether along canal :::lft\~:=; 
banks or elsewhere, serve agricultural ends as usefully as cultural value, 

they might be made to do, and improvement ill the system 
of their working 1s possible. Of course, in one way, they 
all (except those which, like Changa Manga, are utilised 
solely for railways) indirectly benefit the land, inasmuch as 
by the increase of the wood supply, even to towns,' a certain 
amount of cow-dung is released which might otherwise be 
burnt as fuel. 

178. More agricu1tural in purport than the foregoing is the 'Arborlculture. 

system of Arboriculture, the spread of which has been pushed 
on with commendable energy, mainly by the Directors of ~ro-
vincial Departments of Agriculture. Apart from a pOSSIble 
influence on climate, the provision of shade and shelt~r, and"" 
ultimately of timber and fuel, cannot. but Qe bene~cllll. ~f 
trees such-as the proBopis, the mahua, and the ;ack-frWbt 
tree, were grown, they would in time of famine. be very useful 
in supplying the people as well as the cattle WIth food. The_ 
fruit of the babul, for example, is a very good food for cattle. 

K3 
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\ It is v~ry desirable to enco~rage the planting of trees 
by private individuals, and to hold out inducements for the 
doing of this. The feeling of possession, as instanced in the 
case of a man digging his own well, is one that acts as II
strong incentive to agricultural improvement, and it should 

Wood-growing in be fostered in every way. In Prince Edward's Island" arbor 
America. lIocieties" are formed with objects similar to the above, and 

in several States of America special inducements are held 
Qut for the taking up of land for the purpose of growing 

t::"- trees.-
"Tope" rule. f~· To encourage the growing of trees, -a" Tope" rule was intro-

I duced in some parts of India. According to it, a man was to 
i be allowed land free of rent for 20 years, provided that he 

grew plantations on it. But the rule was, unfortunately, 
• L-rendered inoperative,; for if another' man wanted to grow 

crops on the particular area he got the preference, and so the 

OndOBimbleta 
plant trees olose 
to cultivated 
lle1d •• 

LJ:ule really was never made use of. I consider that a great 
deal of good has been done, more especially in the N orth
West Provinces, by the encouragement of Arboriculture. In 
1888-89, Rs. 66,989 were spent in the N orth-West Provinces 
on Arboriculture, and the receipts amounted to Rs.47,084. 
In the Central Provinces, during thc same year, 29,000 trees 
were planted. But in Bengal and in Bombay little has· been 
done. In a ~art of the couptry where, as in the North
West Provinces, the forests are confined to the hills, and wood 
and shelter are notoriously deficient, it is of the greatest 
importance to show the benefit which the planting of trees 
along roadsides may confer. Casuarina is a tree well suited 
to sandy lands, and the growing of it in parts of Madras has 
been very successful. In the Native State of Kapurthala I 
noticed that plantations of sissu and other trees had been 
made on bare places around the town of Kapurthala, wherever 
possible. The native landed .proprietors (zemindars), too, 
have followed the example set, and in many villages even the 
common land (shamilat) has been planted with sissu and 
babul, wells are surrounded by trees, and· mango trees are 
planted along watercourses;' some villagers have even planted 
small gardens, and the State, as an' encouragement, remits 
the revenue of all. such lands. In driving along the road 
from Jullundur to Hoshiarpur I frequently saw sissu trees 
"\Vhich had been planted by zemindars in blank patches of 
the fields just off the road~ide. • 

.It is well, however,. that I should here interpose a caution 
as to the undesirability of planting trees; more ellpecially 
babul, close to the edges of cultivated fields, at least where 
cold-season (rabi) 'crops are grown. The roots of the trees 
run out in search of moisture and nourishment, and thus 

• This is done under .... Act known as the Timber Culture Act. A ,.riod of eight years is given 
during whioh to raise 10 acres of trees on a 16t)..aore holding. It must lie shown that the timber ia to 
~ oUltivo.ted for the exclusive nBe and benefit of the applicant, and Dot fOl'the purpoee of speculation, 
or for the uae and benefit of oth~r persons. An entry fee of $14 (21. 16 I.) is paid, and a like sum 
at date of ftnal proof. If, at the conclusion of the term, at least 616 thriving trees can be sho\\JI 
per acre," t.itle <leed to the land thDl planted iSllive... • 
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deprive the crop of each, especially the former. I have seen 
nl!-mer0.us instances of a .rabi crop being damaged in this way; 
with ramy-season (kharif), crops and where there is abundant 
.rainfa.ll, it does not, however, matter~ 

179. But, after all, and even were the existing '~reserved Theneedof 

forests" to be devoted, where possible,. more to agricultural ~r::!~ .. ~?re 
ends, there would not be enough reserved arf)as to meet the 
demand. The" reserved forests" ·can only serve, a certain 
circumscribed area, and there must yet remain, especially in 
the N orth-West Provinces, large tracts where trees, much less 
forests, are almost unknown. It is in such districts, untouched 
by forests, that the endeavour must, be made to create ~ 
',' reserves." It is hardly necessary to say much in proof of the 
above, the fact is almost universally admitted. The following 1nstanceaofthe 

instances, gathered in the course of my tour, may, however, be ~~~:tYOffir'" 
llseful~y giv~n,. as showing the scarcity of firewoo~, and that 
the price of It IS more than the cultivators can afford to pay 
in order to replace cow-dung by wood for. fuel. ' 

At Cawnpore the price of firewood is. 4 annas per maurid (80. Ibs.), or ~"!l'~:.:~ 
1 rupee for a little more than 30.0. Ibs., whereas 10.0. pieces of sun-dried 
cow-dung cakes (bra~ties) only cost 2 annas, or 1 rupee for a whole 
cartload, weighing some 70.0. Ibs., abont three cartloads going to the ton. 

At Rurki. which is supplied from the canal plantations, firewood . costs 
R,. 22 for 10.0. maunds, making the priee 3& anllas a mllUnd, I,)r much the 
same as at Cawnpore. 

Ferozpore is very badly off for firewood, especially 'along the riverside Punjab. 
tractS. The land here wants a lot of manure, 'and the people are well aware 
of this, but have little to spare owing to their being obliged to bnrn it 
for fuel. , , 

In the. Deccan, and in the Southern. Mahratta IlOuntry, wood fO;]Bombay. 
implements is specially scarce. ., . - I 
. In Bombay.itself, firewqod costs Rs, ~ for 10. maunds(80. lbs •. ea.ch). 
, At Poona it is very much dearer, and especially hard to procure, inasmllch 

&8 it has to be fetched 30. or 40. miles. The .cost in Poona is 8 aunaA 
a maund, or RB.5 for a cartioad, whereas, a cartload of dried cow-dung 
cakes (brattie,) costs RI. 3, and a cartload of 100secow-dung'l rupee only; 

Ahmedabad also is badly off in this respect ; th~ maund here is only 40. lbs., 
and 1 rupee will purchase OJlly 4 maunds of firewood, or 160. lbs. 

At Mahim firewood has to be fetched from the forest; this implies a three 
days' journey there and back j the cost fol' a smalleartload is 8 annas. 

The cost at Belgaum is Rs.2 to Rs.3 a cartIoad, but it has' to be fetched I 
from a distance of eight miles off. ' '.-l 

Even at Mercara, dere the Coorg forests are not far off, firewood costs Coorg. 
R,.3 a cartload j and at Hunsur, the depot of the Coorg. forests, the 
charge is R,; 3 per ton. It has, however, to' be carted 18 m~les, at a cost 
of 14 annas a ton more, before it can be of any use to the cultIvators. 

A cartload of 1 0.0.0. lbs. of firewood costs RI. 21 at ShiyaIi, 'and at :Madras. 
Madura a bandy-load (three to the ton) sells for Rs.4 to RB.5, but it has 
to be brought some 20. miles. 

Mr. Benson, writing about Bellary, says:-
." The supply of cattle-manure~,smaI1, except in a few places, owi.ng .to 

" the scarcity of wood for fuel. One of the .gr~atest ,,!ants o~ th~ distrICt 
" agriculturally is a better fuel supply, and this IS an obJect whICh 18 worthy 
" of the most careful attention." 

K4 
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Mr. Nicholson says of Karor:-
" There are no forests or jungle. A great deal of planting of hedges and 

"trees is still needed. Fuel is dear, palmY1'as scarce, and buildiDg timber is 
" brought from Plilghat at great expense. . ••••• 'At Pollachi firew!lod 
" costs Rs.2 to Rs.2& per cartload, the nearest available jungles being 10 
"and 12 miles distant." , 

Mr. Baeu writes thus of Chota Nagpur:-
"The mass of the people are too poor to buy fuel. No improvement 

,/ under the head of burning dung will take place until fuel is rendered cheap 
" and accessible. There are no fuel reserves belonging either to Government 
"or individuals. Around Rauchi firewood is scarce and jungles inacces
" sible." 

I ,<ould multiply these by a great many other instances 
which I have met with myself, or which I have collected. In 
Chapter VII., paragraph 123, I have already shown that 
wherever wood .is sufficiently plentiful it and not dung is the 
general fuel, and that manure being thus set free for the land, 
the cultivation has benefited immensely i such instances are 
Nadiad, Hospet, Avenashi (Coimbatore), Hoshiarpur, Multan, 
and" many others. .. 

As affording a cpntrast to the remark made above by Mr. 
Benson on the scarcity of wood in Bellary, another quotation 
from that gentleman, when speaking of Cud'dapah, will 
illustrate my point well :-

" The abundance of fuel in the neighbourhood prevents the use of brattiu 
" extensively for fuel, so that the soil receives a good deal of w'hat is removed 
"from it by the arops raised." 

180. Having instanced l:mfficiently the need of more firewood 
for agricultural purposes, I must now express my concurrence 
.with the views that have been expressed both by Governments 
and by individuals, that the way in which the supply of wood 
to agriculture can be best increased is by the creation of new 
enclosures of land for the purpose of growing wood, scrub, 
jungle, and grass. Such enclosures are now denominated 
" Fuel and Fodder Reserves." 

I shall indicate briefly what has been done in this direction, 
and then try to point out in what way extension or modifica
tion of the system is called for. 

The establishment of "Fuel and Fodder Reserves" was 
advocated successively by Sir D. Brandis in 1873, by the 
Famine Commission in 1879, and by the Government of India 
in 1883, acting upon the recommendations of· the Famine 
Commission (8ee paragraph 163). 

Sir Edward Buck, when an officer i~ the North-West 
Provinces, warmly advocated the establishment of these 
" reserves," and to him is mainly due the initiation of experi
ments on their formation over ravine lands and salty land 
(ou8ar) plains in the North-West Provinces (8ee paragraph 75). 

Mr. J. B. Fuller, writing on the subject in 1887, says:
" The de~irability, iu the intel'ests of the people, of establishing fuel and 
" fodder reserves is admitted on all hands." 

More recently (October 1890) the Madras Government 
issued the important Resolution on the policy of their Forest 
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Department, to which reference was made in paragraph 175, 
and from which I will now further. quote ;-
" Para. 6. "The question of the provision of fuel is hardly 

."less important than that of pasture. In many parts of 
"the Presidency the supply of firewood is so scanty that 
"the people Buffer considerable Inconvenience and discomfort. 
"But this is not the worst; wood being dear, the dung of 
" cattle is used in its place, and the soil is thus deprived of the 
"manure of which it sta.nds in such urgent need. Any 
" measures, therefore, which tend to improve the supply and 
" lower the price of firewood would be of immense advantage 
"to the cause of agriculture in this"country." " 

Para. 7. "For the reasons" set forth in the preceding 
"paragraph, his Excellency in Council is of opinion that the 
" establishment of fuel and fodder reserves is most desirable 
"in the interests of the cultivating classes." 

Para. 24. "Further, the Gov"ernment advocates, if the area 
"already taken up is not enough to furnish the estimated 
"requirements in firewood, leaves, and small timber," and to 
"afford grazing for all cattle necessary for agricultural or 
" domestic purposes, more land should, if possible, be brought 
" under management, and the natural jungle growth should be 
" supplemented by plantations created for the purpose of fuel 
" supply." 

In the above "extracts is contained the acknow ledgment that 
the supply of firewood is still very deficient, and that existing 
resources are not enough, but that new reserves will have t<! 
be created. 

181. We will now see what steps have been taken iIi this "Pueland -

direction since Sir D. Brandis and the Madras Government ~=== .. 
moved in the matter, and since the Government of India 
proceeded to act upon the recommendations of the Famine 
Commission. " 

The earliest "Fael and Fodder Reserve," in the strict sense, that I ca~ Patti forestl 
find mentioned,is the Patri forest, near Rurki, North-West Provinces. lIllrki• \ 

This plantation was begun in 1871, ~ve locks, comprising in all 80 .acres, \ 
being demarcated, and trees, mostl 8i88U,j being planted and watered by a 
cut takea off from the Ganges Canal. rD. Brandis reported in 1881 thaU 
it was doing well. He suggested that it would be necessary to keep out 
cattle at first, but by and by to permit grazing in protected blocks, admittipg 
only certain villaaes and making them responsible for the protectIOn. 
This practically w~ ojothe nature of a "village forest," and was agricultural 
in intent. 

The forests of Ajmere-Merwara, although of large extent and under the )Aim ..... Merwara) 
Forest Administration, are really "Fuel and Fodder Reserves" on a large " 
scale. I have shown how the Government of India were able to deaJ with 
them straight away, having a direct control over them. As I have said, 
they more nearly approach to my idea of what" agricultural "fore3ts " 
should be than anything else which I have seen or read of under the ¥orest 
Administration. My complaint is that there are not enough AJmere-
Merwaras. I allow fully the benefit of what has been done there, but tnere 
ought to be more" reserves" like ~hese. ~he answer of th~ ~orest Depart. 
ment is, that the difficulty of gett~g land IS so gre~t, and It ~s seldom t~at 
land can be found which, as at AJmere-Merwara, IS under dIrect ImperIal 
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control. This is quite true ,but when I see what has been done,,;38 I shall 
tell later, in tltking up land at Etawah, Jhansi, Aligarh, and Cawnpore, as 
well as in the plantations of Shahdara, Changa Manga, and ,along 'canal 
banks, I cannot think the difficulties insurmountable;, and if the Forest 
Department had been more alive to agricultural needs, and less anxious to 
show large financial returns, more might have been done in forming other' 
" Fuel and Fodder Resp-rves" like Ajmere-M erwara. -' 

Sir D. Brandis started the Ajmere reserves in 1873, by taking up and 
protecting the then bare hills lying around one side of the valley, where , 
the town of ,.A.jmere is. The hills on the other side were left as they were, 
and were not included in the operations, but were left free 10r whatever 
grazing or cutting of wood they could supply.' " ,-

The· villages included in the 'reserved part were handed over to 'the 
Forest Department, who, allowed the villagers to cnt and remove grass 
from November to February, and to have grazing from March ,to June, 
Further, the villages were tl! receive two-thirds of any surplus revenue and 
all the grass. ,No planting was done, but grazing was prevented, 'except in 
specified parts, and wood was only cut as allowed. No regular enclosure waS 
adopted, euphorbia hedges and stone walls only being put up here and there. 
In a few years there was a complete transformation, the bare hills soon 
clothing themselves with small trees and scrub, while grass sprung up in 
abundance., ' 

In 1881 Sir D. Brandis wrote in reference to them ~-" In all, except the 
" most arid tracts. . ~ . mere protection, aided by sowing and planting 
" in suitable places, will gradually clothe grounds w\th trees and shrubs." 

I Visited the reserves around Ajmere, and I found them to be as had been 
pointed out to me; the protected hills were green and covered with trees, 
shrub, and grass; the hills on the opposite side of the valley were barren 
and unclothed .. The contrnst presented was a. most striking one, and no one 
could see it withont being impressed with the change that simple enclosure 
could effect, even on a. thin and rocky soil such as that on these Ajmere hills. 
Undoubtedly, too, the 'oovering of the surface with vegetation has helped 
greatly_' in preventing ,denudation and surface-washing, ancl has thus 
contri,but;ed ,to ,the formation, of soil, a.nd the retention of the rainfall. ,., 

The principal trees are siZ'lJPhu8, anogeis8U8, and babul, and a, considerablE! 
sale of dried a.nd dead euphorbia bushes is also effected. 

The work of protection has not been confined to the hills a.round Ajmere 
known as the" N agpahar forests," but another hill slope near the town, and 
called' the ,., Mohwa bir," has been taken in<' likewise .. Here the soil-is 
thinner and, more stony than everj and ,it seems a wonder that anything 
whatever will grow on it. Yet, although little grazing ca.n be affordedt 
a good quantity of grass is cut, and sisyph.us and babul trees grow 'V,ery 
fairly,. , 

From Ajmere I went to' see the" Chang reserve/, another one forming 
part of <the Ajmere-Merwara forests, and about six miles from Biawar. 
This was begun in "1875, and comprises' 3,000 acres. Here, again, the 
contrast between the protected hills and 'the unprotected ones was most 
marked. A great deal of firewood is cut by contract, ,and carted to Biawar, 
2,400 camel-loa.ds <480 Ibs. each) and 6,572 head-loads of small fuel ,coming 
from the U reserve' in-the course of the year 1888-89. No 'attempt IS made 
to grow larCl'e timber, but in the better parts neem seed is dibbled, and 
this tree do;s very well. Reproduction goes on ve~ satisfactorily indeed, 
and protection from fire and trespass is well maintained. The grass is; as a 
rule, cut and removed, but the forests, in time of drought, are thrown open 
to grazing. , 

!Similar" reserves," which I had no time to visit, lie nearer Merwara. 
The whole area comprised in the Ajmere-Merwara. forests is,89,264 acres. 
In 1889-90 six areas of village lands, 4,395 acres in all, were voluntarily 
made, over by the people to the Forest Department for management by 
them. and were constituted" village reserves." To show, the Talue of the 
Ajmere-Merwara forests; it may be said that; in 1889-90, owing to failure 
of rain and scaroity of fudder, nearly all the reserved area was thrown 
open to grazing during part of the year, and no less than 14,684 head 
of cattle were allowed in. The fire lines (dividing the" reserves" into 
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isolated blocks for preventing'the spread of accidental fires) are burned 
by the people in return for the grass removed. 

I have mentioned the case of the Ajmere-Merwara. forests 
.rather at length, as it is the best example of what should be 
tried elsewhere. The financial result at the present time 
shows that expenses have just been met, but, to my mind, 
the good that h&8 been done, but which cannot be actually 
translated into figures, represents a very considerable surplus. 
The mere supply, to an agricultural district such as this, of 
wood to replace dung as fuel must be highly beneficial, and 
would be even more so did not Ajmere labour under the diffi
culty of a very uncertain and often failing rainfall. . 

My other instances of Government experiments must be 
drawn from those on ravine and salty (usar) land, for I have 
already spoken of canal plantations and others, such as 
Shahdara . and Changa Manga, and have shown that their 
ends are not, in the main, agricultural ones. Even ravine and 
ttsar lands I have previously fully dealt with in Chapter V., 
paragraplis 70-76, and need say little mo .. e about them now. 

Etawah, Jhansi, Cawnpore, and Awa are the chief places 
where tree-planting has been tried to any considerable extent, 
for on the ttsar land at Aligarh it has only been done on 
quite a small scale, and the efforts have been confined mainly 
to grass and crop-growing. I may here point out the financial 
success attending the enclosure of ravine land at Etawah. Btawah. 

About 4,400 acres (7,000 bigllas) of this land belonged to the native 
landownen (uminda,.s), and the area was of but little use except for 
cattle to roam over. In 1885 the Agricultural Department of the. North-

.. West Provinces persuaded the u,nindar8 to let it try the experiment of 
tree· growing, and got them to adva.nce R8. 600 for planting babul seed 
over the land. Cattle were kept off, babul seeds were scattered broadcast 
just before the raiDS came, the trees came up capitally, the grass grew 
well, and soon, without any a.rtificial irrigation, a useful "fuel and fodder 
reserve" was formed out of what had been simply waste land. The 
"reilerve " now brings in an annual income of RB. 1,100, and the seminda,.s, 
never having parted with the land, take care to keep the proceeds too. 
N';w, had Government done what it might have done and bought the land 
outright, the continuance of the" reserve" might have been secured, and 
the income also. As it is, the care of the •• reserve" is practically in the 
hands of the Collector of the district for the time being; he may take 
an interest in it, as Mr. Fisher (who originated it) and Mr. Alexander 
(his successor) have, but should he not happen to do 80, the entire good 
may be destroyed. 

This instance shows. however, how much may, with cate, 
result from an expenditure of Rs. 600 only. Similar ravines 
to those at Etawah extend along both banks of the Ganges 
and Jumna, and what has been done at Etawah might be 
followed elsewhere, with great. advantage to a Province so 
destitute of wood as the N orth-West Provinces are. 

In regard to ravine and salty (usar) land, a careful·investi- Ravi~8Ddw 
. . ' h D b d' t . t f th N rth land mNortb gabon was made In 1883 In t e oa IS rIC 0 e 0 - West Ploy .... 

West Provinces, by Me$srs. W. J. Wilson and parrah, when 
it was ascertained that ttsar land could be had In abundance; 
also that there was a certain amount of ravine land available 
for" fuel and fodder reserves," the averltge purchase price of 
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both of whi«h would come ,well within the limit suggested 
by Government as the price of purchase, viz., Rs. 20,000 for 
10 square miles. After making calculations which were 
purposely put more unfavourably to the scheme than was 
necessary, Messrs. Wilson and Darrah concluded their Report [ 
by saying :-

" On the whole it appears probable that plantations in the ravines will 
" yield a very considerable profit, and with usar, too, both grass and trees 
" will pay expenses." . 

It was pointed out that, while doubtful whether any effect 
would. be produced on the climate, it was certain that erosion 
of the soil would be prevented in ravines, and that a layer of 
humus would be accumulated on usar soil, whilst in times of 
drought the loppings of the trees would be of great value. 
The Report says :-

" The financial loss, if it occnrs at all, will be trifling, and the advantages 
I! of protection of land from erosion, and protection of cattle in drought, 
" would well warrant the expenditure." 

That the opinion ft>rmed was a correct one is exemplified 
by the result of the Etawah enclosure. 

Of the success which, may be achieved by growing trees 
on salty lan~ the instance of the Phagwara tahsil, in the 
Kapurthala State, given in Chapter V., paragraph 75, affords 
proof. 

The 9,000 acres taken up included 7,660 acres that were not fit for 
cultivation, owing to the soil being impregnated with soda salts (kalar), 
U8ar land, in fact j yet the dM.k tree (ButeQ. fi'ondosa) grows here capitally, 
supplying 40,000 maunds of fuel annually. The sale proceeds· from this 
and from grazing fees amount to Rs. 9,000 per annum, with an expen
diture of only Rs. 540. The growing of dliak has one great advantage 
in that cattle, sheep, and goats will not touch the tree, and consequently 
grazing does not harm it. - . 

The growing of dhU.k ought certainly to be much more exten
sively tried on usar land, especially seeing what quantities 
of such land there a.re in the N orth-West, Provinces alone. The 
experiments made up to now on usar land have been directed 
mainly to enclosing and growing g:tass on it. I should like 

~
o ee the growing of trees tried more extensively. 

~!~~e::.':,"!i, 182. The question was often asked by me, lwhy theFFordest 
engaged In epartment has not created more "Fue and od er 
:::!~\,~!"i.." Reserves." The answer most generally given was, that the 

The reservation 
of land tor corn .. 
nlunal purposes, 

Forest Department is still busy over the" settling" of the 
"Reserved Forests," and that as soon &s this is done it 
will go on to deal with the "Village Forests," which these 
" Fuel and Fodder Reserves" would virtually be. 

Undoubtedly, progress is hampered by an insufficient staff, 
but I consider this important question must not be longer 
delayed. 

183. It has been rightly said that one of the cur~es of the 
country is the indiscriminate granting of land wlthout the 
reservation .of land for communal purposes. I notice with 
satisfaction, therefore, that Government, in giving grants of 
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land nea.r Multan, along the Sidhnai Canal, ha.ve reserved 
about 10,000 acres for" forest reserve," and that, where the 
Sidhnai irrigation extends, the lessees may use the trees or 
brushwood, but may not sell nor exchange it . 

184. Having now established not only the usefulness of Thepractical 
"Fuel and Fodder Reserves" where they have been formed, ~.:!.~\~:~~~"I 
but also the need of more of them, we have to consider the fo~~becre.tion 
two practical difficulties which have been put forward by ~~d~~.:'r~es." 
those who have even allowed the desirability of the extension 
of " reserves." These are :- . 

Firstly, the difficulty of finding land suitable for the v' 

purpose. 
Secondly, the difficulty of acquiring it even if v 

suitable. 
These will have to be treated separately. 

185. As to a considerable amount of land being available, Considerable 
there can be no doubt to anyone who has' gone over the :::::;'..'::i~fland • 
country. • 

It is, however, true that where wood' is most wanted 
there the land is mostly taken up by cultivation, and wood 
can only be purchased at high rates, but tha~ wher,e wood 
grows freely there is no cultivation to demand it urgently. 

The North-West Provinces and many parts of the Punjab 
afford instances of the scarcity of wood. In the North-West 
the plains are, generally speaking, fully and even densely 
cultivated [except where salty land (usar) exists], whilst the 
forests are confined to the hilly regions on the northern 
boundary. In Bengal, too, it would only in certain parts be 
possible to extend the existing forests to the more cultivated 
areas. In Madras and Bombay, on the contrary, it would be 
quite possi~le.. -

186. Reserving to the next section the considerati~n of th;1lassesofiahol 
. h' hId t b . d I h' th avsilabl. . way In w IC an s are 0 e acqUIre, may ere name e 

classes of land which might be available. • . 
(a) The waste land belonging to Government whenever a 

raiyatwari settlement exists, and including (in the case of 
Madras, at least) the sides of roadways, channels, tanks, 
embankments (bunds), beds of streams, &c. (b) The.waste 
land of villages (at least when in excess of village requi7e
ments) and other Iilncultivated areas. (c) Salt plains and salt 
patches (usar land). (d) Ravine land. (e) The banks of canals 
and railway lines. (f) Land at present under dry cultivation: \ 
but which it might pay better to convert into "reserves.'~ 

In illustration:- Instances. 

(a) In Madras the waste land all belongs to Government. Mr. ~icholson 
rcpor'e 1 in 1887 that in the Anantapnr district alone there were 1,141,089 
acre~ of Government waste land, and tha.t there were parts where blocks 
of 1,000 a.cre8 could be dug round, enclosed with banks, and then seeds 
of trees be sown before the rains. 

In hi~ " Ma.nual of Coimba.tore " Mr. Nicholson mentions places, such as 
Karur, Dharlipuram, Kugaliir,. Pa.lavapaIaiya.m, Nambiynr, Udamalpet, 

(a) Government 
waste louu. 



(b) Village waste 
Bnd unoultivated' 
""" ... 

(0) U.ar land. 

(a) Ravine land. 
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and elsewhere, where fuel resetves are needed and might be established. 
Of Kar6.r he says :-"the channel and river banks might be planted with 
"advantage .... ' the talulc is poorly wooded .... even the most 
" favourable positions, snch as channel banks, deep spots near water, &0., 
"are not utilised ..•. there is one private jungle, but this is left to 
" nature and not assisted by plantation .... it produces babul trees and ,. 
" grass abundantly." 

Mr. Benson found in Kurnool (Madras) large tracts along the foot of 
the Nallamalais, which would be suitable .for "reserves." 

. Around Salem the hills are not fit for cultivation, bnt would make good 
" reserves." . ' 

I nQticed myself, when travelling in the Madras Presidency, many 
channel banks, sides of tanks and roadways, where trees might have been 
planted. 

When enquiry 'was made in the Madras Presidency in 1883 it was found 
that, taking the whole Presidency, 100 acres of land to every village in a 
talulc were available for" fuel and fodder reserVes." 

In the Central ProvincE'S, in one tahsil alone of the Sambalpur district, 
waste areas of over 6,000 acres were fonnd, which had remained the pro
perty of Government, and thus were available for conversion into" fuel 
and fodder reserves," 

(b) It is a qnestion how far it is advisabl! to tak~ np waste belonging 
to a village, but in the Punjab and in the Central Provinces, the latter 
principally, there are village lands which are considerably in excess of the 
people's requirements. The Lieutenant Governor of the Punjab concurs 
in thinking that land in excess might be turned into" reserves." Between 
Lahore and Amritsar I noticed uncultivated areas in abundance, and 
wherever trees occurred they grew very well. 

Between Agra and Gwalior I saw a lot of uncultivated land. 
In Bengal Mr. Finucane found that there were some 371 square miles 

in the Rhotas and Rehul plateaus of the Khymore Hills which might 
become "fuel and fodder reserves." The Bengal Government further 
authorised the purchase of 1,200 big has of land belonging to the Deo 
Estate, and in Sasseram other areas were proposed. The Deputy Conser
vator, in reporting on them, said :-" I do not think any site could have 
"been selected more suitable for the formation of fuel and fodder 
"reserves." The financial prospects, derivable solely from annual licenses 
granted to villages; were stated to be Tery promising. 

Between Bettiah (Behar) and the Nepaul frontier are strips which might 
be "fuel and fodder reserves." This land belongs to zemindar8, and would 
have to be obtained by purchase. 

Also, near Segowlie (Behar) is a good deal of waste land, it having 
fallen out of cultivation during the famine of 1865. 

The report of the Bombay Agricultural Department for 18Sl6-87 speaks 
of "much land both in riverside villages and others eminently fitted for 
"babul reserve~," and the Bombay Government. h,as given remission of 
three-quarters of the assessment to applicants Wllhng to devote land to 
tbe extension of babul plantations, or to take up new land for it. 

Such villages are some near Ahmedabad, Nasick, and Poona. 
In Mysore I observed large stretches of land between the towns of 

Mysore and Hunsur which were not cultivated, but on which larg~ am?unts 
of firewood might be grown, In the centre of Mysore, near Arslken and 
Hassan, are large tracts that might be enclosed and made into" fuel and 
fodder reserves." 

(c) The vast range of salty (ltsar) plains and patches in the Nort~-West 
Provinces has been mentioned (see paragraph 181)., Others ocour 1D the 
Punjab, the Deccan, the Southern Ma.,h.ratta country, part~ of Madras, a~d 
elsewhere. Between Delhi and Rewan IS salty land on which the tamarisk 
bush grows well.. . . 

(d) The ravines along both banks of the Ganges and Jumna ,~lver8 have 
been referred to (see paragraph 181). ,.' 

Sir Edward Buck, in a note on the Muttra Settlement, speaks of the 
feasibility of introducing "fuel and fodder. reserves" along t~e J umna 
Valley tracts, and points out that the experiments ma,de at AJmere and 
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elsewhere .. prove that und.er proper management large ar.eas will be 
.. available for trees and grazing which are not susceptible to ordinary 
.. cultivation." 
Ra~ne land occurs largely at Pahara, near Mirzapur, Korth-West 

ProVUlces. . . . 

• (e) The Administration Reports of the Central Provinces speak of there 
being always areaa for brushwood on banks, beds of streams, &c. . . 

The Bombay Agricultural Department Report for 1888-89 regrets the 
great opportunity which was lost in not securing stretches between Hubli 
and Gadag, along the Southern Mahratta Railway, .and on which babul 
grows splendidly. . 

The Bengal Agricultural Department Report for 1889-90 says that it had 
been ascertained that along the Assam-Behar, the Tirhoot e:x;tension, and 
the new Chittagong' Assam lines II fuel and fodder. reserves" could be 
made. '" . . 

(f) It is quite certain that there are many stretches of .dry cultivation 
where crops are taken only occasionally, it may be once in three or four, 
or even once only in six years, but wbich could be much.better utilised by 
turning them into" fuel and fodder reserves." . 

About 1,400 acrel of such land exis~ at M8.him (Bombay), and is not 
worth 1 anna au acre for rent. '. . . . 

At Avenashi (Coimbatore) is also a lot of dry land, assessed at 1 rupee 
per acre, which might grow trees well. This is alliO the r.a!le in Cuddapa-q. 

In parts of the Deccan, where wood for implements is very scarce, the 
growing of wood. even if not direcllly remunerative, would be a great boon 
to the cultivators. '. 

Mr. Fuller thinks that in the Central Provinces it would be good if 
Government were prepared to remit the revenue of a few fields in certain' 
viI.lages, on condition that the proprieto\'s planted and maintained. trees on 
roads running through it. • ..' 

(_) Bank. of 
canals and rail .. 
_ylines. 

(/) Land at dry 
cultivation. 

I might here refer to an experiment now being carried out by Mr. Experimentat 
Ozanne, at the Bhadgaon Experimental Farm of the Bombay Government.. :~I:~;"ta
In June 1888 Mr. O:l'anne sowed eight acres of cultivated land with babul tioO: 
seeds put in forrows i one-half of the area bas had 110 artificial watering 
whatever, the other balf only one watering, viz., in the first year. The' 
interspaces between the rows have been sown with crops of Mjra, gram, 
&c. At the time of my visit, in August 1890, the plantation was growing 
well, some of the best plants were 4 feet high. and the plantation had cost 
nothing whatever, the crops grown between the rows having paid all the 
expenses. . . 

It is very clear, from the instances I have given, that there 
isagood deal of land on which "fuel and fodder reserves" might 
be formed, and if only systematic enquiry 'be made it will 
result in showing, as Messr!i. Wilson and Darrah's experiment 
in the North-West Provinces did" that there is very much 
more land available than has been stated. 

In almost every district there are uncultivated spots 
among existing cultivation which would grow babul or 
similar wood perfectly well. Although it may not pay 
Government to take up these plots, yet,·if the example of 
tree-growing were set, encouragement .would be given to 
na~ive proprietors (zemindars) and others to adopt the plan 
a] so. 

187. Having dealt with the difficulty of finding land, the 
second one, that of how to acqll;ire it, must be taken. . 

According to the ownirs~ip and the terms under whlCh 
land is held, so will the procedure to be adopted vary.. . 

How to acquire 
l.ud. 
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No dillloultywlth Where waste land, as in Madras, is the property of Govern
=h:d~t ment the're is no difficulty whatever, and, as we have seen, 

under the term" waste land" is included much land, such as 
the beds of tanks, &c., which is not. available in other 

~ Presidencies. The matter for regret is, that, with the excep"' 
), tion of Madras, and possibly the Central. Provinces also, the 

amount of waste land still left is very small, but where there 
is any, and so placed as to be of probable benefit to the people 
if it weI;e turned into a "fuel and fodder reserve," such land 
should be thus converted. 

Reservation of 
trees grown on 
tank bods, &0. 
for local DIe. 

The Village 
wBSte, ebould it 
be aoql1in!d ? 

Tbi. not advl .. 
able ao a general 
rule· 

There is one provision I should like to see made, viz., that 
when trees are grown on waste land, such as the beds of tanks 
and streams, &c., the wood should be devoted primarily to the 
use of the people around, and that the trees should not, as is 
at present the case, be periodically cut down en bloc and be 'sold 
by auction to the highest bidder, often being taken far away 
from the district. A period then elapses until the fresh trees 
that spring up are ready again to bb cut. These plantations 
(they are mostly O'f babul) shpuld be kept for the wants of 
the district where they grO'w, becoming thus really" village 
plantatiO'ns," and they should not be cut down in one mass. 
The natural reprO'duction should alsO' be meantime looked 
after. . 

188. Nextcomes the vexed matter of the "village waste," and 
whether it should be taken up by the 1!'orest Department and 
worked for the people's benefit. This could not be done 
without, for a time at least, keeping the cattle off and 
excluding the people from any use of, the land, until the 
"reserve" was fairly establisb,ed. .Where the" waste" actually 
belO'ngs to the people, it is, I must say, a doubtful policy to 
interfere with the people's time-honoured! rights, and they' 
can hardly be excluded from them without considerable 
friction being caused, which it is well to avoid. At the same 
time, as I shall show in the next chapter, the value of the 
" village waste'" is greatlyexagghated, and I am doubtful 
whether it is not productive of more harm than good. Prac
tically, as feeding areas the .~ village wastes" are worthless in 
nine cases out of ten, and serve little purpose beyond that of 
prO'viding standing roO'm and exercise' ground fO'r half-starved 
herds. Nevertheless, it WO'uid be very risky to' interfere with 

• prescriptive rights, and, if it is possible, it is better to' avO'id 
dealing with the "village waste." Whatllmay, however, be 
hoped fO'r is, that in the mO're advanced parts the people, 
after seeing the good which" reserves" have effected in other 
parts, will enclose it, or a part O'f it, on their own account. 
That there is hope O'f this being done is exemplified by the 
instances of Etawah, Ajmere, and Kapurthala, already recorded. 
In these cases land belonging to private individuals and villages 
was voluntarily handed over to be worked by Government as 
"fuel and fodder reserves" (see paragraphs 178 and 181). 

Poosibl. OMO 
whnre I\OquisittoD. 
of viliag. waote 
I. d .. l .... bl., 

The one case in which "village waste" . might be directly 
dealt with is where the amount of waste land is manifestly 
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in excess of the requirements of the villages. This occurs 
frequently in the Central Provinces, and also in parts of the 
P~njab.. The difficulty of tll;king u:p waste belonging to a 
vlllage lS, that only that partlcular vlllage could share in the 
~rivileges, whereas if the land be Government land, or be 
acquired by purchase, it would be available for as many 
villages as it could serve. Again, the existence of rights in 
an enclosed area may hamper future action, and render .the 
dealing with these rights a matter of difficulty. 

On the other hand, it may often be the case that, in order -
to be of any use to the villages as supplies of fuel, these 
"reserves" will have to be near the.villages, and in ma~y parts, 
therefore, the only way to estabhsh them will be to appro-
priate portions of existing village wastes or commons. _ 

189. The suggestion to form" village forests," which should ':Village lorest .. • 

include the village grazing grounds and be protected and F'I I 

managed by the people themselves, wall made by Sir D. Brandis, a;~:~~ to 

but the efforts to establish them have successively failed. In ,reate them. 

the Indian Forest Act (1878) a chapter CChapter III.) was I d' Forest 

inserted to provide for thelU;signing of the rights of Govern- 1~t.lAn 
ment to or over allY land constituted a " reserved forest," and ' 
for calling it a " village forest." This chapter has, how~yer, 
been quite inoperative, owing, I am. informed, to the impossi:-
bility of determining adverse rights, and' of 'separating the 
rights of the community from the private rights of native pro
prietors (zemindars) and others. Often, for instance, there 
may be several zemindars, and thus several people to settle 
with. Anyhow. no .. village forests" have been taken up' or 
assigned under this chapter, which is accordingly a dead letter. 

In 1886 an attempt was made to amend the Land Revenue Land Revenuo • 

law of the Punjab, by inserting' a fresh chapter (Cha,Pter law 01 Punjab. 

VIII.) to read as follows :-
"If the majority of the landowners desire, or the Local 

" Government considers it expedient, that part of the common 
" waste lands of an estat\' be managed for the production of 
" timber, fuel, or fodder, the Local Government may proclaim 
" that any part not exceeding one-fiftp. shall be so managed." 
. Expressions of opinion were invited on this suggestion, and, 
while a general agreement was come to as to the value of 
such a measure in the intt)rests of the people, it was·felt thai10 
there would be diffi~ulty in the procedure, and in compulsorily 
dealing with the village waste. Thf' introducer of the Bill, 
the Honourable Colonel Davies, on bringing it before the 
Viceregal Council in July 1886, said :-

"There can be little doubt t1!at a power of this kind is very much 
" wanted, in the interests of both the State and the people; and, from my 
II own experience, I think I may confidently stat,e that in many parts o~ the 
" Punjab the intervention of Government to brmg about the results aimed 
" at by this chapter will be welcomed by the people." 

The Secretary· of State, however, o~ the matter being 
referred to him in N ovem ber 1886, consldered Chapter VIII. 
ItS an innovation, and that interferencei~ the interJla1 ~ffajf~ 

¥ ~.~ L 
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of villages plight, possibly be distasteful to the communities 
concerned; so he expressed the hope that the reply would be 
very carefully considered. " . 

The subject :was thereupon dropped for the time. 
The Madras Government, in their Resolution' of Octoberr-

1890, a.lready a.lluded to, discussed this matter and the various 
efforts which had been tried. Their opinions were expressed 
as'follows':- '" . 

Para. 23.-" The Madras Government now (October 1890) 
: "isM opinion that the idea of village forests must be alto
I .f< get'herabandoned; that it is desirable to have the sources 
. "of~ller a.n~ fodder. sup.ply under Government control,. a~d to 

" have the res~rvesm falrly large blocks." . ; 
Go:ernment,Bnd It is a' Iili~take; t think, to as~ign any rights to a. village 
:'''u.:':.'::.u:.:!~.. ~omm, ,unity" and to ha., ve "Villa. ge ,forests" managed by the 
trolofallforesta. community ,uncontrolled. The tendency of our system of 

government has, to a. considerable extent, been to break up 
, village communities, and now for the most part they are 

eterogeneous bodies rather, than, communities. What is 
a.ntedis~whileretaining 'control over these forests, to work 

them for the people's interests. 

Provision In 
Central Provln .... 
to" oontrol 
common UMm'." 

190. Short of actually plU'chasing land outright, there is a. 
provision in force in malguzari tracts, such as the Central 
Provinces, by which the proprietor (malguzar) may be called 

Central Pro
vinoea. 

upon to use excess waste land for the common good. --
In the Settlement of the Central Provinces it was stipulated 

that the rights of ownership to forest land would be subject 
to restrictions in the, int'erests ,of the 'village communities, and 
of the country as 'a whole. Tenants were to retain their 
customary rights' 'of .. user," and Government had the power 
of prescribing rules to prevent re<!klessclearing ,of land and 
sale of all the timber. . .. (.; , ' 

In the Oentral Provinces Administtation Report for i887-S8 
Wlls said :~" The increasing value of jungle"produce leads 
" 'malguzars to advance claims of exclusive right to the use of 
"'village wastes and forests; 'and they sometimes cut down 
" and sell all the timber of their village.' This is opposed to 
" the principles of malguzari' settlement. Raiyats have a 
.. right to,the use of the village waste for grazing, ana a right 
, .. to cut wood iIithe village jungles for firewood and agricul-
" tura] implements." , r" It ' 

JWendon of Such a provision is, in effect, an Act' to "control common 
~:~hl:.~lsion user," and the extension of it to other tracts might be usefully 

e~ployed for the purpose' of' pfeservi!lg th? fuel'supply of 
villages, In Bengal and other zem'Lndar'L tt;'acts an Act 
might, accordingly, be passed to lay the obligation o.n the 
proprietor to grow firewood, and to preserve these supplIes for 
the common good. 

- The shortest, and probably the best way, however, in 
zemindari tracts ,is fQr Government to .step in and buy the, 
land outright. -
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19~ It is III question, l belie;v~,. w~etherlll simple ruling of IAndAcqulBltiOD 

SectIOn 6 of the Land AequIsItlOn Act could be taken to Act. 

include the formation of areas for" fuel and fodder reserVes," 
or whether the Act would have to be amended so as to include 
\b~ formation of ihese. 'This is III point I, can express no 
opii:1ion'upon, except that it is very desirable that Government 
should' be 'able 'to l>urchase "land ;with this object 'iIi view} 
The amount of Government waste lan'd,' though sufficient 
perhaps in Madras, is, fo~ ~~e most part, man~festly deficient 
elsewliere, and the acqUIsItIOn of fresh land: IS undoubtedly 
called for in order to Bu'pply the prbpel'f am.ount of 'iuel . 
required.. . . • 

192. I am f~r from advocating the covering of the couritry Tbe work of 

II t 'th "'11 . f t" Wh . d . . BlforeotAtlon a a once WI VI age ores s. . atever IS one .must muetbedono 

be pone carefully) and at first e:i'l)erimentally; 'ev'en where a gradually, 

large area o~ land is avaqable, it may ~e .bette!, to .take 'up • ,?,' 
only l!- portIon at fir:st, .and to, extend It If successful. 'But V'
tth.e plan, should b~given. ,what i~ }las not 'yet had, lL.fai~ . 
nat <, r • , 

By enquiry alone can it be ascertained whether . there are Enquirylaneeded 

any purchasable areas, and whether they would be suited· ~=~ ........ 
for the purposes contemplated. No general rule for purchase 
can be laid down; alL· depends 'upon. :whera and. what. the 
land is, and what it costs. ' I 

, " - I '"1 tl, . , 

193. Where land has ,t() ,bepurchaseQ., Jt is recognised that, EfBt1m:te.Orcost 
as soon as this fact is known,. absurdly high ,prices, are ask;~d, ~ba:~, pur

although the land may be bringing in next to nothing. , 
The estimate of the North-West Provinces Government 

was, that, so long as land didno~ cost. abov~ Rs.20,OOO for 
10 square miles, or a little ,above Rs, 3 an, acre, it, would • 
'pay to buy it, and, 0.8 has been stated, when Messrs. Wilsoq 
and Darrah came to enquire, they found far more land avajl-
able and purchasable within, the price fixed th?,n had been 
expected. 'Further, ~hey found that the financIal prospects 
were fair, even after making calculations unfavourable to the I 

bcheuu,: Th~ estimate of. cost., it should be s?,id,in~'1;lde~.tR-at 
of fcncmg wIth' stone upnghts .and barbed WIre .. 

. In the North-West Provinces there is almost any quantity 
of salty land Cusar) available, but it!! frequent occurrence 
amidst cultivated land adds to the cost of purchasing block" 
which inolude cultivation, and to the expense of enclosure, 
which would then If'e necessary. Still. there are many tracts 
which are entirely usar land. . . 

. In the Central Provinces, Gove~nment is gel)-erally able .to 
purchase unculturable '.land at 1 rupee per .acre, andcultur
able though uncultivated land at. Rs. 2 per ~cre; so that 
here, 'where cultivation has. not. as yet pressed on the' lan~: 
the problem of obtaining land for" fuel and fodder reserves 
is not a difficult one. 

That land could be' taken up at this rate and worked 
profitably there can be little doubt, judging from the exp~' 1-

J,2 
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ments in the North-West Provinces, where the purchase price 
was Rs. 3 an acre. . 

194. 'Some practical details may now be mentioned in the 
workin~ of those" fuel and fodder reserves" which will have 0 

to be lJ'reated, either by the taking ~n of waste land or by the 
purchase of fresh land. 

The area to be taken up should not be too small; a mini
mum of 100 acres, or possibly' 200 acres, should be fixed, 
unless there are a number of small blocks close to one another, 
for which one and the same supervision would suffice., There 
is not,. I think, need of permanent enclosure or fencing, and 
guards (chowkidars) should suffice for the purpose. Even 
should a stray animal find its way in occasionally, the harm 
done will not be great, and the owner would be liable to have 
his privileges forfeited if the act were repeated. 

Even if enclosure were found necessary it would be quite 
feasible to enclose a portion at a time, and by growing a live 
hedge behind the pltotection of a barbed-wire fence, the latter 
could be moved on as the hedge became established. In this 
way successive areas of 20 acres at a time might be tak,en up, 

. until the whole "reserve" was formed. It is only where small 
, blocks occur in the midst of cultivation that the necessity of 
fencing is likely to arise, and then a small mound and ditch 
will answer best, unless it .be where thorn, babul, cactus, 
prickly "pear, aloe, euphorbia, or other hedge material will 
grow readily. -

Aloe hedges and earth walls occur near Mysore; stone walls 
are used in the Deccan; at Dumraon a hedge of euphorbia 
enclosing 15 acres of land took three to four years to establish 
itself properly, and the cost of throwing up an embankment 
all round the area, and planting the hedge, was Rs. 53 only. . 

At Gursikran, near Aligarh, 718 acres of salty land (usar) are 
enclosed merely by a small ditch and low mound, and the 
cattle do not get in at all. Mr. W. B. Hudson gave me par
ticulars of some enclosing which he had done. He made 
a ditch with sloping sides 6 feet wide at the top an4 2 feet 
at the bottom, the earth being thrown up to form a bank 
on the top face of which thorn is planted. The whole cost 
was Rs. 5 per 100 yards, or Rs. 88 pel' mile. In Messrs. 
Wilson and Darrah's experiments stone uprights and barbed 
wire, were used, and the cost was 1 Jupee per 9 feet 
(Rs. 587 per mile), or as much as Rs. 6-6 per acre for enclos
ing a block of 200 acres extent. M!Ljor Wingate, at Mian 
Mir, Kohat, and other places, has" however, carried out 
ditching, banking, and hedging at much lower rates ~han 
those stated in the Report of Messrs. Wilson and Darrah. 

In Messrs, Wilson and Darrah's experiments it was nece.s~ 
sary to entire~y enclose the land, but in the case of a "fue~ 
and fodder reserve" the entire charge of fencing, &c. might, 
I think, be ,replaced by ruard!! (cho'll1k~dars), at a sli-lary of 
]ls. 24 }leI' month each. . , 
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The privileges of using the" reserves" should be exercised :&xe,:"iseof 

in the way I have indicated before, viz., by the granting of priYilegea 

an annual license on payment of a certain yearly sum 'anti-
.tling the holder to timber, firewood; grass, &c." in: specified 
portions of the If reserve," so lo~g as these are required only 
for domestic use, but not for Bale;' also to grazing (when 
it can be allowed) for cattle which are the bona fide property 
of cultivators.' 

In the establishing of such blocks, and in advising as to Control'" 

their management and working, the a.id of the Forest Depart- " ..... rYe. .. 

ment must undoubtedly be sought. Where the blocks are 
large enough in extent, or numerous enough to warrant it, 
they should be put under a Forest Officer, or be included in a 
Forest Circle; but where they are nothing more 'tha.n village 
blocks, and far away from" reserved forests," they would not 
warrant the employment of a special officer, and in this case 
they should be placed under the Collector,Deputy Commis-
sioner, or other local Revenue authority'. ' 

The person who has the actual responsi'bility should be the 
village headman, the individual known in different provinces 
by the various names, patel, lamba1'dar, monigar,mukad
dam, &c. Chowkidd'rB would be employed as the guards iIi 
a.ctual charge. As firewood is to 'be taken' out by the people 
as required, and not sold by'the head-load; the' need of special 
forest guard!! to check the amount would not be experienced. 

In many parts which I visited,the desire 'was expressed 
by the people that they should be brought, in such' matters, 
in connection with the Collector or similar' Revenue official, 
rather than that they should have "fresh' Departments" to 
control them. Although I am aware how overburdened the· 

. Collectors in many cases already are; 'I cannot see a better 
way, where blocks' are small or scattered, than the plan I 
have indicated. Above all, ,there must ,be·', no collision' of 
authority. Generally speaking, the Collector is the man who 
knows best what is adapted to the needs of the district~ 

It would be necessary to close the blocks entireiy at first Cuttingoftimber 
• and gras .. 

for a few years, to allow of theirestaolishment, but the object 
should be, not to grow trees of any large size, but rather to grow 
sufficient and suitable wood for implements and for building 
requirements, and mainly' quickly-growing trees, such I\B 
babul (Acacia arabi,ca); jhand (Prosopis spicigera), dMk 
(Butea frondosa)f' and any scrub, brushwood, &c. These 
should not be allowed to stand a long time. a!'l in a timber
growing forest, but should be cut down as soon as can be done 
consistently with keeping up a continuous supply. One-fifth 
01' one-tenth might be cut over each yea~. . 
. The trees once sta.rted, grass would rapldly make Its appear

ance too, and I am not at all sure whether the best plan 
would not be to only allow the grass to be cut, but not to 
admit grazing at all, except ~n ease of severe drought. ~oats 
certainly should not be admltted unless parts can be speclally 
reserved for them. There are many other details into which 

, L3 
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I need not enter; such as, whether blocks should be re~erved 
for. grazing; whether'the whole should be cut in rotation or 
not, and other points. They are ,que~tions. for the Forest 
Department to, decide upon .. ; ,....' • 

In some parts it will be possible, 80S has actually been done 
in the Central Provinces, to have a village committee or 
panchayet to manage' among t1?-eniselves the illieJ;nalaJ;range,
ments, under the control of the Revenue authority~ and to 
~his panchayetthe village headman would' be responsible. 
IntM case, too, of villages which might in the 'future follow 
the exa.mple set and decide, to' turn their village was'te into 
a" reserve," 'the working of it through a panchayet . would 
be a good plan. In the majority of cases it will, however, 
be found that the" reserves" will, at first at least, have to 
be' worked practically by Government, and in this matter, 
as in the kindred instaI;lces of tea and cinchona, the 'Govern
ment will, have to initiate the work, !l-nd then they may 
w,ithdra}V. c" ,', ' 

; j95~ A,s to the fi.nanciij.l prospects. 'Taking, fore~ample, an 
area o~ 5,00 acres; there would be the purchase of the' land, 
flay 1 rupee' per acre,the cost of planting and Ipaintenance, 
and, as annual charges, the interest· on !ls, 500, say at even 
~ pel"Cent.,·~ogether with thewages of two guards at.- Rs. 26 
each per month, say Rs. 60 per annum. An annual charge of 
1 rupee per householder would, in all probability, meet the cost~ 
and; wit~out pressing in any way unduly upon the people, 
would supply them very cheaply with woo!i, fuel; and grass. 
, But, as I have indicated befor~, it ,is not the question of 

• actual return alone that has to be considered. It is also the 
well-being of the people, and the maintenance of the soil's 
fertility. In no way can, these be bette!.' secured, and the Land 
Revenue to the State be ensured, than by supplying wood to 
~he, p~ople a~ fuel,' and thus enabling,the cattle-manure to be 
used on the land. It is not, 'therefore, a matter which ,can be 
judged purely by the ,direct financial return, but is one the 
utility of which must be judged by wider considerations, such 
as, that, if i~ be negl~cted, it may imper~I the fertility of ,tbe sqiI, 
the prosperity of the people, and the weaJth {)f the cOUlitry: 

A good deal of this work may be considered as "protective" 
in character, and may be carried out. as a measure of ,relief 
in ti~es of scarcity, 91' .fa~ine, and ,1?~ lIaid}~r out of ,tlle 
" famme fund." , . . .. " , , 

Partofthepro8h 196."In this connection I would urge the considera.tion that 
~!!~t!:,:::t the profits obtained by the Forest Department should not go, 
;~~~~~~:iS:: as at present they do, simply to swell the Imperial Revenue, 
.. fuel and fodder but, that iii portion of· them should be devoted to· the work of 
reserve&. It • l al increasing the' supPly of . wood for ag'Mcu tur purposes. 

Outlay will certainly be required, if the scheme is to be 
rea.lised, .and it would be only right that a portion of the profits 
should be set aside for 8. work having such an important 
bearing on the welfare of, the country at luge ••. 

• Tlila Ia probably UDDecessarlly hi~b; , per OODt. mi8bt be ouJllciOJlt. 
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, 197. In sO far as the 'differences' which exist between ,the . ' 

agricultural conditions alid pra.ctice of, different 'parts 'arises 
from varying facilities for thE! supply ~f ~ood; a~ improvement 
i~' agri~urture mayiDa expected 'to come' from' a; m~dification 
of these differences. 'Such niodificatio~ ~~ii be' :effected' 'by 
• ' •• L " ,~.' • .' • 

mcreasing the supply of, wood. more especially~of firewood. 'to 
those' parts' which are insufficiently 'provid~;d with it. The 
task of doing this is one clearly beyon<l' the reach of 'the 
people. and it is to .GovernmEmt that ,theymu~t 'ookfor help. 
It is possible that in some cases the peQple will follow. in a 
sman w~y. the example set them, but the ~uty is' orre which 
GovermD'ent must take upon themselves. 'just' as they1i.a:ve 
done that of the supply of water. • .. ' , ' , 

The provision of wood as fuel. to take tlie place ot tlie (IOW~ 
dung at present so large'ly, burnt because 'wood is sO sc~rce. 'is 
the onlypraeticaI' war to' eilsut~ tIle. sufficl,ent Jrianuring of the 
land. and the keeping up or its ferti~ity."If 'tbis be"notaone 
the State must 'be prepared tp meet adiminution in the reven1;le 
derived from the land, and a decrease in the prosperity of the 
cultivating classes.' : ' ,'" , '., I ,I 

There is no doubt that fores~s have h.e,en ~,es.~royed., ,an,d, that 
cultivation has been pushed' on witholjLt sufficient ~eservation 
of land for the supply of fuel.' The Forest Department, 
happily, has stepped in 'to 'prevent the further destruction 
which the people. if left up.controlled.,.w6u1d ha:veco~ti~ued to 
carryon. Originally.the duties ~f the Forest Dl.lpartment 
were non-agricultural,and consisted In' the preservation and 
development of larg~ 'timb\:lt'fprests.' The 'succes~ was judged 

, .. I, .• \',' '. . " .' • 

from the financial standpoint alQne, In lat,er times, h~wever, 
cultivation has spread nearer'to the large forests. and wooded 

. tracts have beenereserved among existing cultivation. This 
has called for a change in the policy of the Department~ and 
its "functions' ; ,'have nece~sa:clly bec6me mote' .'agticultural. 

, Much good wo~kL1ias been: d~ne by the 'Depa~t~~nr but, it is 
"still necessary to extend it in 'a more ~gricultural direction 

than before. The" forest reserves" in Ajmere-Merwara afford 
,& good example of ,what can be done, and of the policy which 
should be adopted on an extended scale. After reviewing the 
existing supplies of wood, it is evident that tho l'eq uirements 
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of agriculture Ij,re very insufficiently met, and that the creation 
bf fu~ther supplies throughout the country is urgently- calleil 
for.' -The establishment of "Fuel and Fodder Resen~e;" ill 
the most desirable form in .which effect can be given to this 
recommendation. Such " reserves" should be primarily 
adopted to serve agricultural ends. There is a considerable 
a~ount of land which might be taken up for this purpose. In 
some cases Government waste land is' available, in others land 
must be acqmred by purchase. The results ~ust ~ot be 
gauged by financial c6nsiderations alone, but by the benefits 
conferred on the a~ricultural- population, _ the keeping up of 
the soil's fertility, and the maintainingpfthe Land Revenue 
to the State, Epltuiry is needed in order to a.scertai~ eX4Lctly 
what the requirements of each district 'are in respect of fuel, 
&c., and how thes~ may be met. Continued imcourag~ment 
should be given to tli~ spread <;,>f Arboriculture. "The Forest 
Department is certainly undermanned, and, the present 
financial check placed upon its further dev~ropm~nt in an .. . . ... 
agricultural direction should be re~oved. 

RECOMMENDATIdNS. ' 

19S', I recommend ;-
The creation of fresh "Reserves" of wood, fuel, &c. 

. .. . . . . . 

- (" Fuel and Fodder Reserves "), primarily foragl:i-
cultural' purposes. . ' 

The increase of Plan~ations along ,canal banks, railway 
lines, &c. 

The further encouragement' of Arboriculture. 
The establishment of Agricultural Enquiry to asc?rtain 

the req,uire/llentl ofeac!J.' cultivating district in the 
matter of woo'd supply. • 

The setting aside yearly' of a portion' of the Forest 
'Revenue, to be applied to the extension of "Fuel 

, • _~and Fodder Reseryes" to meet agricultural needs. 



CHAPTER IX. OHAPTER IX. 

GRASS. GRASS. 

Grazing. 

, 199. THE subject of grass supply is· cldsely~onnected with G.l'8Zlng areas In 

that of the foregoing chapter, inasmuch a.s the forests provide diotant forests. 

:the principal grazing areas, and the" fudand fodder reserves" 
'afford a certain amount of gl,"ass for cutting. Included among~ 

. the more distant forests are large pasturage, areas, the value 
of \1I{hich for this purpose has, always ,been reoognised, and 
which, on this account, have never been broken up. To these' 
tracts professional graziers and hereditary castes of cattle
breeders "resort, taking w~th them from -the plains the most 

\ valuable of the raiyats' cattle, fOT the purpose of seeking 
shelter and pasture for them during the hot season., The. 
retaining of these areas for the purposes of cattle-breeding 
is very desirable; it is, however, not the actual cultivators 
who directly make use 'Of them, but particutarcaRtes who 
make this their special- business, and who often 'bring cattle 
from a long distance. It is'l in these grazing areas that the
bulk pf the native but~er called ghi is produced. ~ 

. .. . . 

200. In addition to the p~sturage provided in the open and !:razing: 

more distant forests, there is another class, but still distinct fo~=' 
from the village" waste ,. or common land to ;which I shall,refer • 
later. This class comprise~ the grazing areas belonging, or 
which till recently did belong, to villages or individuals, but 
which are now included in the 4' reserved forests." In thefi 
Bombay Presidency (where these areas for the most part 
occurred) the land was known as gairan or " grazing," i. e., G61r6 .. in 

land set apart for grazing cattle. It differs from the" waste" Bombay. 

immediately around the villages in being really useful for the 
purpose, whereas the latt~r, as a rule"is little mor.e than bare 
ground. The Forest Depa'l'tment frequently found It necessary 
to take in these lands when forming their" reserved forests;" 
and in Bombay, ac~ording to the new grazing rules of 1890, the 
term gairan is to cease, and free grazing is to be provided in 
the open part of the forest for the" agricultural cattle" of 
villages which have contributed ga:iran to the formation of a 
forest block. These areas are let ont, and communities often 
combine for the right of cutting grass in them.' .J 

The Forest Department derives Ii considerable income from ~re.treven~e 
the foregoing grazing lands; and in looking at the Forest land: grazing 

Revenue it is weH to bear this in mind, 'and to remember that, 
whereas formerly the returns derived from forest pasture land 
were included in the general Land Revenue, they now go to 
swell the Forest receipts! 
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201. The' provision of grazing in "reserved forests" is 'at 
once a desirable and legitimate object by which the interests 
of cultivators may be served~ I would repeat Sir D. Brandis' 
note, quoted in the last chapter :- • 

"It must now (1833) be distinctly recognised that not only does the 
" provision of timber and firewood come within the legitimate lItlope of 
" ~orest administration in India, but one of its most important duties will, 
" In future, be to increase the supply of cattle fodder, particularly durina 
" seasons of drought in the drier districts." . 0 

The Madras Resolution of October 189<1 concurs in this ex-
pression, and affirms that. the provision :of pasture, 'small 
timber, fuel and leaves, is the chief object of thAI" reserved 
forests" throughout the greater part of the Madras Presidency 
(see paragraph 175). The importance of the forests in' time' 

Importanco;ofJ---:0f drought is very great. The Government of India's Resolu
=~f:i"~':ht. . tion of March 1883 pointed out that even the gro-wiJl.g ·of 

fodder~crops would no. replace grazing land, . beC!J,use, in time 
of drought (except in the few secured tracts that are thoroughly 

L,irrigated), the foddllr-crops would fail too. The sflrvice done 
by grazing areas in the famine of 1878-79 has been referred 
to in .paragraph.I63. During the last Mysore famine many. 
'cattle were lost through the owners having no place where they 
could feed them. This perishing .of the cattle involved: not 
only a direct loss to the cultivlJ-tors; but also a loss of manure 
to feed the subsequent crops. Had. there been .throughout 
the country such "fuel and fodder reserves" as have been 
suggested in the last chapter, many valuableeattle·would, 
undoubtedly, have been saved: . . , 

Provision of 
.,..mgnotan 
nblolut~ fI«IUtl, 
In ordinary times. 

202. But, notwithstandinl? the' benefits which '0 reserved 
forests" and "fuel and fodder reserves" may afford. in 
exceptional times, I cannot regard the provision of grazing in 
.. reserves" as an absol'ute necessity in ordinary times. It is 
a desirable purpose for the .. reserved forests" to serve, if it 
can be given consistently with other considerations, and in 
times of drought it may prove invaluable; but I could not assert 
more than this. In brief, I would say that I consider the 
provision of fuel to be of the greater importance, and that it 
would, as a rule, be better to have the grass cut than grazed 

Conditions under 
which graling 
may he pennltted, 

Exclusion 
",bere natural 
reprod notion i8 
going on. 

?y stock. . 

203. When, without interfering with t~e general purposes 
which a .. reserve" is to fulfil, grazing can also be permitted, 
well and good; but it must. only be carried on unfter 

,conditions which do not destroy the main utility of the 
" reserve." ,I 

Where natural reproduction of trees· is going on,' grazing 
must, for a time at least, be altogether excluded. If land is 
heavily grazed the soil gets har~l, the seed that falls from the 
trees is eaten or broken, or, if it comes up, the shoots are 
trampled down. The surface soil is rendered impenetrable to 
forest seeds, and trees can only be got to grow by means of 
planting. In a forest where clearing is done by .. selection.~' 
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ot trees over the ,,!hole' area; reproduction is going on' con
tlDuously, and grazlDg would always do harm. Often it is 
the case that the forest cannot be treated in any other way. 

'But where it is possible to work it in blocks, then it may be 
quite feasible to admit grazing in special blocks at a time. 
l'hereis, of course, the difficulty of preventing oattle, when 
adniitted, from straying over the whole area. This I noticed 
to ~e the case: at Etawah (8.ee paragraph 181). The people
havlDg complalDed, about belDg shut out from grazing, they 
,,'ere allowed this privilege' in one part of the "reserve." 
However, they abused the concession, and' when I visited 
Etawah I found cattle straying over other parts than those 
in which grazing was permitted . 
. The Madras Resolution of OC,tober 1890 says on this 

point:- , , 
", The working plans for the" fuel and fodder reserves" should contain 

"proposals for throwing open certain areas to grazing, while keeping 
" others closed against all heads." ' , 

" The necessity of restriction was recogni:ed by Sir D. Brandis. Si~ D. Brandis" 

He 'held that during the first few years 130me restriction opllllOn. 

in grazing must be entailed, in the formation of new 
"reserves." He said :-
i"" At first protection must be absolute, but meantime the grass that 
,', grows up abundantly can be cut, and supply fodder till the forest is 
' .. sufficiently advanced to admit of grazing." 

204. Restriction in grazing' sometimes arises from the Unwillingness 
'11' f f t ffi t 'd 't t' f of forest omeers unWl lDgness 0 ores 0 cers 0 provl e 1 ; some Imes rom to provide 

the past bad treatment of forest land by the people rendering grazmg. 

restriction imperative. On the, Shahdara (Lahore) plantation 
the, space for grazing is confined to the portion which is about 
~o be cut over in the then year, or year following. Even to this 
the forest officer$ o:t>je'l.t, saying that grazing makes the soil 
liard" andpievents. the shoots froDl comingllp afterwards, 
;Whilst; if the cattle were allowed among the mediuIn-sizedtrees, 
they would get at the boughs. I fear that where wood-growing 
is the object there will always be considerable difficulty placed 
by the forest ,officials in, the way of providing grazing 
fa.ciJj.ties.; , .... , ' " ' 

At Sa]em which used to be a great cattle-breeding district Rest,riction of 
, ., ,-' , I' th t gr.zmgcalled and noted market for stock, I heard great comp alDts a for by bad treat-
. 'h f }, db" d" th I ld t mentofforests !llnCe t e orests #,a een reserve e peop e cou no in the past. 

keep so ma.ny cattle, and only had their own fields to feed 
tlhem on, whereas formerly they had free grazing rights in 
the" reserves" two miles off. Grazing was still allowed, but 
it was at a minimum,iri consequence of the way in which, by 
excessive grazing, the "reserves" had been treated in the 
past.' , . 

'; 205 "It is not enough to confine grazing to particular The number of . . d t L:att~e must bf' 
blocks at a time, but the number of cattle admltte . mus restricted. 

a.lso be limited 'for unrestricted grazing is fatal, and IS the 
~hief cause of the many bare plains and hill sides that are to 
be' seen in. India.; .; " ,., .. , ' 
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r The Government of India's Resolution of March 1st, 1883, 
pointed out that:-

': The cultivated area had increased at the,expense of the, grazing area, 
"and uncultivated land had been rendered bare and unfertile by unre
"stricted grazing of sheep and goats, causing vegetation and scrub. to· 

L.." disappear, as in Scotland." 

The latter reference is to the Chev,iot Hills, which have 
• long been the resort of breeding-flocks of sheep. These flocks 

have removed a great deal from the soil, and, in particular, 
phosphate of lime, so that now the hills do not carry the amount 
of stock that they used to. , . 
, The Madras Government, in their Resolution of 1890, made 

provision that the cattle required for agriculture and for 
domestic purposes should have the first claim on the Govern
ment "reserves," and that surplus cattle should only be 
allowed when circumstances permitted. The grazing rates 
for agricultural cattle were to be one-half those for others. r In the ~ombay grazing rules limitations have been imposed 
on the number of cattle allowed to graze, and the order in 
which the privilege may be exercised has been determined. 
This has led to a difficulty as regards the definition of 

"Agrlculturl\l the term" agricultural cattle," inasmuch as, according to the 
cattle." Forest Department's inte'rpretation, milking-cows, buffaloes, 

and cattle used for transit would be excluded, and only such 
cattle as are used in the plough, or are worked at wells, 

Lwould be included. This close definition does not appear 
- to me at all a fair one, and the permission should certainly be 
extended to all cattle which the cultivator keeps for bonafidli 
agricultural purposes. 

Rtl'trlotion 88 206. Next. there must be restrictibns not only as to the 
~,~i~te~~ .took number but also as to the kind of stock admitted .to ' grazing. 

Comparing cattle with sheep or goats the former are decidedly 
preferable, sheep and goats eating much more closely, and 

Gmzlng by goat. doing far more damage to trees and shoots. Goats, there is 
objeotlolll\ble. little question, are highly objectionable animals to have in a 

forest; the destruction they do to young trees by cHm bing up 
and pulling down the branches, and often whole trees, cannot 
be contested; besides, they eat off the bark and kill the 
young trees. I quite agree with suggestions made, that goats 
must either be excluded from forests altogether, or else be only 
allowed in a special part demarcated for the purpose. The 
rearing of goats is not one likely to be giVllln up, and where 
it is an important industry it may be necessary to mark oJf 
special areas for their use; but, speaking generally, as theIr 
presence in a forest simply means ruin to it, they must be 
excluded. Both in France and in Germany it has been found 
necessary to altogether prohibit grazing by goats in forest 
areas. • 

r-- According to the Bombay grazing rules, only one goat is let 
in to graze to every 50 sheep, there being an idea in Bombay that 

uheep will not graze unless led by a goat. In both the Bengal 
and the Madras proposals for the formation of "reserves" goati:l 
are excluded entirely fro'm grazing, except i~ areas set aside for 

<.' 
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them. Camels may be classed with goats as being equally I 
destructive, but sheep graze more than they browse, and are 
not np.arly sO bad as goats, for they dQ not climb up nor tear 
down the branches of trees. .J 
• 207. Free grazing by cattle should never be permitted if if;\otller restrio
can be avoided, and the system of payment per head of cattle rons. 
admitted is very preferable to that by area grazed, --1 

I can quite understa:r;td the necessity of having a "close" .. Close ....... on. 
season, when grazing is not permitted; though this, unfor-
tunately, may come at the very time that the cattle would 
find the ~orests most useful. Thus, in April 'and May there is 
great danger of-fire, owing to the dry nature of the grass, and 
people coming in with cattle and kindling a light may easily 
cause great destruction to the forest. In June and July, 
again, there is no growth of grass, and to admit stock to the 
forest then is often to destroy it altogether for the future. Of 
forest fires' I have spoken, and the damage they cause to 
the future growth, so that, although a temporary growth of 
grass may come as the result of setting the dry' coarse grass 
on fire, this is obtained only at great loss' to the forest 
(see paragraph 164). . ' 

208. Unless where distant fQrestsare concerned, or whel'el!,u~tingOf~ 
" reserves" are sufficiently large to perJnit of grazing, I am in ~~ef::~t:~ .. 
favour of grass being cut and removed rather than of its gra.lOg. 

being fed off by stock. At rukh J elleke (near Changa Manga).J 
the people pay 1 rupee for the privilege of cutting and 
removing one head-load of 'gra.ss each day during one month. 
At the Etawah " reserve" the grass is cut by a contractor, and 
ill sold on'the spot for f anna per head-load of about 100 lbs. j 

this is sold at 2 annas in the village, and the pr.ice in 
Cawnpore is 6 annas., The grass is principally palwa 
(Andropogon pertusus), a good feeding grass. [M.b grass 
(Eragrostis cynosuroides), used for thatching, and baib grass 
(Pollinia eriopoda), used for making bedding, ropes, and 
paper, also grow well. The quantity of grass being beyond r 

the requirements of the village, a scheme was set on foot to 't .. l.(tJ, A,t.'\.' 

get hay presses, and to send the pressed hay to Cawnpore. /~ 'YJ ' 
A great deal of the grass is, indeed, wasted. This leads me to 1"rPl". of grass 
remark that in the case of an over-abundance .of grass t~~~~R;:-:~:e 
there is no reason why it should not, be made mto hay into .ilage. . 

'and stacked; or, if the weather be wet, the grass may be put 
green into pits simply dug in the ground, and so be available, 
as silage.. Either of these plans would form reserves 0!J 
fodder which in times of scarcity would be invaluable. 

209. Passing now from forests to the common grazing Tllo"village 
I waste" 

grounds of villages, the village commons, or, more proper y, . 
the village" wastes," I .may say at once,;hat I. r.egard thes~ 
simply as so much standmg-room and as exercise groun?s. 
As for providing any herbage, they are, except per~aps Just 
when the rains come, absolu~ely useless, and the eXistence of 
them is only an invitation to keep so many more half-starved 
cIl"ttIe than the la~d can carry. They ar~ instances of the 
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destruction !'lone by over-grazing; for, no sooner does a blade 
of grass show itself than it is nibbled off, and the place is soon 
left bare. ' .' , 

Mr. Sen, writing of Burdwan (Bengal), says:- _ 
"The system of cattle-grazing-and it is'the same all overBengal~ • 

"is most wasteful; cattle roam without restriction, the grasses have no 
" opportunity to grow, and it is a struggle for existence between. them and 
" the cattle." . 

- Throughout the Deccan the village grazing ground i~ 
nothing more than" cattle Iltanding-room.", ·1 have frequently 

,examined these ~. village wastes," and llav:e generally found, 
them to be hare during the cold and the :\lot sea~Qns, and during 
the rains to have little more than a covering of annual weeds . 

.§uch was the case, for example, at Baroda. At N adiad, 
where the cattle were well cared for, I. found that the 
cultivators did not use the village common at all.. Their 
cattle were fed with the grass grown as a border round their 
fields, and on the village common were .only the. cattle 
belonging to tradesmen and others in the town, but not those 
of the cultivators. ", 

:FrequentlYB r But there is a more serious side to this matter of the 
""urce of harm. .. '11 t" W 't' fl I t' ' . L.- VI age was e. ere 1 s In uence mere y nega lve. one 

I might stop here, but there is no doubt that these bare open 
spaces are often productive of positive harm. Not only do 
they permit: of hordes of miserable cattle being kept on them, 
but the number of the latter is constantly being increased by 
the offspring of parents, the one as wretched as the other. 
Religious prejudice prevents the slaughtering of these cattle, 
and so they drag out their miserable existence until death 
comes, or disease sweeps them off wholesale. If once, the 
latter appears, it makes short work among animals so little 
prepared to resist it, and the" village waste" becomes a hotb~d 
of disease, and a nidus for spreading it over the country 

raround. The impossibility of segregating affected. cattle 
while these " village wastes" are open is one reason for the 

L!normous loss of cattle by disease which takes place in India. 
lIow~omak. r- The only way to render these ~. wastes" useful would be to 
=:ful~lage waste' enclose them and then let only a limited number of cattle in,. It 

would be' possible to show the people what effect enclosure, 
even of a strip, would have j but the viJlage common, as 
shown in the last chapter, is a difficult matter to interfere 
with, and, except where the area is more .than the village 
requires, Government could not well step ~ and take up the 

L!and. In some parts, as in Kapurthala (see paragraph 178), the 
people may spontaneously follow the example set them of 
planting trees, but this must be left to thel}l. although much 
may be done in giving them encouragement to do so. 

G ..... lngalonJ>r:· 210. Canal banks and plantations afford, in some cases, 
i':~':!n~~~t:,d grazing 01' a supply of grass for cutting. . Along the canal 

banks near Cawnpore no cattle are allowed, but the grass is 
cut and removed j between Hurdwar and Rurki grazing is 
allowed along the canal banks j it is let for from Rs. 20 

Uo Rs. 50 a mile. to the highest bidder, without lin)it as, to 
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the number or kind of cattle? Grazing along the Eastern 
Jumna Canal is confined to the village that happ~ns to be in the 
immediate vicinity; as a consequence, there is no competition 
for it, and the whole grazing along such a strip may be 
Jet for as little as 8 annas. The canal banks outside the 
Changa Mango. plantation are leased to . the Forest Depart
ment; and the latter gives "permits" for grazing. for one 
month at the rate of 4 annas for each cow and 6 annas for 
each buffalo. 

In the Changa Manga plantation itself there is no grazing, 
it being irrigated by water channels from the canal. Insuch 
cases grazing is out, of, the question. But there is, as I shall 
show more fully, in a later paragraph, it, great deal of grass 
grown in the plantation and in open spaces, which might be' 
utilised either as hay or as silage.· . 

, , 

2U. In some parts of 'the country the 'people themselves1 G ..... grOwing 

are aware of the advantage of growing grass along the edges by cultivators. 

of water channels and the borders of fields. This is the case at 
Hospet (Madras), the people cutting the grass from the canal • 

I banks for their cattle. At Ahmedabad I saw grass being Cut 
from the railway banks; On thejourn~y between Rewari an<!J 
Hissar (Punjab) I frequently noticed grass patches along the 
sides of fields, and drovers in' charge of cattle which were , 
grazing there. But fhe instance of greatest care in this respect <J 
that came,under my notice was at N adiad, in Gujarat (BombayJ:1'adiad. 
where, as I said just t;to-vr, th~ cultivators do not uSe ~he villa~e 
common land for theIr cattle;, B,ut everyone of theIr fields IS 
enclosed with a hedge, and then comes a; headland of grass from 
15 feet to 20 feet wide all round the field, and producing capital 
grass. This is the more remarkable, inasmuch as the rent of 
the land is as much' as Rs. 5per acre. There is a double object 
in this practice, f01;" 'as' the fields' are hedged and have trees 
round them for supplying firewood and wood for implements, 
the people know quite well that crops will not grow when thus 
shaded, ,but that grass will. They obtain four or five cuttings 
of grass in the year as food for their cattle, and when the fields I 
are empty the cattle are let in to graze on them. At Baroda-.l 
the same plan is adopted, but the grass is not of such good 
quality. I was naturally led to ask why this practice was 
not followed elsewhere; but, in many ca!les, for example, on 
the black soil of KMmdesh, the grasses that would grow would I 
not be, the fine OlliS found at N adiad, but coarse, deep-rooted) 
ones, which would soon' spread over the whole land and 
become a regular pest. Also, where rain, as in KMmdesh, is 
not plentiful, hedges would not' grow without irrigation. 

Dub grass (Oynodon Dactylon) in many parts comes up 
naturally, or may be easily px:opagat.ed. fro~ c?-tti?gssimply, 
stuck in the ground. As, a cr.}p. for IrrIgatIOn It gIves II: great 
yield, and is about, the only, grass ,that keep~ ~reen Ill; ~ot 
weather. To on~ coming newly to the country It IS surprIsmg 
to notice how, from an apparently burnt-up and dead su:face ' 
~ crop, ~f. fr.esh ,grass will spring uJ.> on the first fall of ralI~. 
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Theprovioion r 212. There was an old Muhammadan rule which provided 
~~i~~i~~~~ ~i~~t that there sQ..ould be one acre of grazing land to every 10 acres 
~"!~~~~ of the of cultivated, and in the State of J eypore new semers still 

e. receive 25 acres of grazing in every 100 acres of their occupa
tion. But where cultivation has pressed upon forest and waste' 
land, the area under grass has had to give way. In N adiad there 
were formerly 900 acres of grazing for 9,000 acres of cultivated 

J.and, but now the former is diminished to 250 acres. I have made 
many enquiries to ascertain whether cattle are dependent on 
having grazing or not, and, though it may, undoubtedly, be a 
great advantage for them to have it, I do not find grounds for 

~ .. {\A 1 regarding its provision as an absolute necessity, nor does it 
11' appear that where grazing is the most plentiful the best cattle 

Instanoeo. are always ..... to be found. In Bengal, for example, there is 
grazing in abundance, but the cattle are poor and small; in 
Champarun (Behar) there is plenty of grazing, and good 
grazing too, and yet the cattle are the worst of any in 
Behar. At Nasick (Bombay) there is no grazing, yet the 
cattle are splendid ;~ at Mlihim, with its heavy rainfall, grass 
is plentiful, but the cattle are very small, though buffaloes are, 
by way of contrast, very fine. 

Will the "";g,,' 
keep mnl! I1ll1ler 
pastllre? 

Mr. Fuller tells me that in the Central Provinces the worst 
cattle are found, as a rule, where village grazing is most 

-,J?ractised. This is the ,case in the Chattisgarh division, and 
generally where there are rice lands. Numbers of cattle die 
from -disease in Chattisgarh. The one exception is the 
Balaghat division; here the main crop is rice, and .there are 
no village grounds, but the soil is good and all the cattle are 
stall-fed. Pulse crops are grown along the top of the 
embankments of the rice fields. In the Punjab generally, 
there is little grazing at the command of the cultivator, but 
the cattle, fed as they largely are on fodder-crops, are hardly 
anywhere to be found better, and are kept all the year round 
on the holdings, the buffaloes being .the only animals that 

, require to be driven to the forests or river sides in the hot 
weather. In the North-West Provinces and elsewhere, 
cattle may be seen roaming over the fields after the harvest 
has been reaped, and subsisting on apparently nothing; but, 
with what they pick up and the straw-chaff (bltusa) which is 
given to them, they ml!-nage to get on, and as soon as the rains 
commence the fields rapidly become covered with grass. 

213. The next question is, Will the gro\fing of grass ever 
form a part of the raiyat's ordinary cultivation? I do not 
I think that it will. Here and there he may be induced to grow 
grass for the supply of military Stations or camps, but these, 
especially the latter, are ever liable to be changed. At 
BelO'aum, fields are grown with grass, two cuttings are 
obt:ined yearly, and 6 annas is the sum paid for 100 lbs. of 
green grass. No seed is ever sown, only the grass that comes 
up naturally being used. IIi a few parts, such as Kalyan, near 
Bombay, and Culna, near Calcutta, grass is cut, and hltyof an 
inferior kind is sent to the respective cities; bllt the raiyat, 
a:;J !J. rule, looks to his field to supplr himself with grain and 
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h.is cattle ,,:ith fodder, and I cannot help thinking that he is 
rIght. Agam,. he ~o,!ld ~mly grow !I' continuous supply of 
grass by the aId of IrrIgatIOn, and he III hardly likely to afford 
this for his cl'ottle alone. He may, and should, grow fodder- "7"\" ! 

trops, but he will not, I think, grow grass. At Salem each II 
cultivator used formerly to have, a bit of pasture land
which was given at the low assessment of 4. annas an acre. 
If this system were revived, the cultivators would again growt 
pasture. In this district, where the sale of cattle is an im
portant one, it might possibly pay, even now, to keep some land 
down to grass. But the idea of making one part of the land 
feed the other is foreign to custom. A large proprietor can 
set land apart for this purpose, but not a raiyat with an 
average holding of 2! acres or so. ' --.J 

Mr. Nicholson says of Coimbatore :-
.. Occasionally grass is sown for pasture (hariU.li and l.:olei-kattei); it is kept 

II down some years and then plonghed up and recsown, or other crops sown." 
•• Early in the century all the beat lands were under cultivation, and only 

.. inferior ones in grass. Up to the time of the new Settlemeilt (1880) the 

.. tenant used to hold one.1ifth of his farm as patfture at on~uarter its 
II ass_ment. and only changed to full rates when he turned it into arable 
.. land. This was abolished at the new Settlement." 

Where pasture is urgently required, encouragement may be 
given to its formation by giving remission of assessment, but 
it is only exceptionally that the cultivator will put land in 
grass if he can grow another crop on it. 

Grass Farm.'J, Haymaking, Silage. 
214. I have visited several of the Grass Farms which are r='ra:::!an~ 

under the Military Department, and which are intended to \militaryru.tM. ( 

supply grass, hay, &c., fpr the requirements of the mounted 
service. My particular object was, to form an opinion as -
to whether grass could be grown, and' either be cut and 
given green, or be made into hay or silage, so as to render 
it profitable to the raiyat to keep some of his 'land under 
grass.. The Grass Farms were the only ones from which I 
could obtain any definite particulars as to what had been done, 
and I· have 'pleasure in acknowledging the readiness with 
which full information was given to me by the authoritieli. 
In addition to the Cantonment Grass Farms, such as those at 
Allahabad, Cawnpore, and elsewhere, there are the rukhs or 
unculti.vated grass lands devoted to military purposes; these 
occur largely in the Punjab. The word rukh originally meant I 
a tree; this shows· that these areas originally were wooded 
ones. Now the word is equivalent in meaning to .. grass run." 

215. ":'ithout going into descriptl
f
' ons 0lf a?-yof thesle Fdsarm

f 
s, ~i~';': started 

I may brIefly say that the system 0 enc osmg grass an or 
the purpose of supplying fodder to mounted troops was 
started in 1882 by Sir Herbert Macpherson at Allahabad, and 
since then has been extended largely, so that now there are 
two Circles, the Eastern and the Western, under which the 
different Farms and rukhs are included. In the Western 
Circle which' comprises the greater number of rukhs, 
Major' Wingate has been appointed Special Forage Officer. 

y 2!246. ~1 
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Previous to the introduction of the Grass Farm system, the 
practice had been to send out" grass-cutters,"whose duty it 
was to cut and collect grass for the troops from wherever 
they could. As the grass chiefly came off tpe cultivators' 
fields great friction was caused between the raiyats and th6 
"grass-cutters," and serious fights often occurred. 

In addition to the "grass-cutters" for British mounted 
corps, one "grass-cutter" was maintained between every two 
80wars or Native Cavalry soldiers, and a pony was kept for 
~im. Pensions had to be provided for the "grass-cutters," 
and, altogether, their cost might be .fairly put at Rs.51 a. 
month for each horse kept. In addition, very considerable 
sums had to be paid to the Native Cavalry as compensation 
for fodder purchased in ord.et to make ll.P the short supply 
of grass obtainable by the" grass-cutters." . 

The cost of hay is reckoned at 8 annas a maund (SO lbs.), 
and that of feeding a horse, at 2 annas a day, or Rs. 4 a month; 
besides this, the so war had to feed himself, and along with 
another 80war maintain one "grass-cutter" and a pony 
between the two ot them. (If the " grass-cutter" could not get 
sufficient grass, then fodder had to be purchased.) The Govern
ment scale of reckoning at Allahabad was that 35 maunds of 
green grass, or 40 lbs. of silage, were equal to 25 lbs. of hay 
or 20 lbs. of straw-chaff (Musa). If the monthly cost of the 
rations exceeded Rs. 13!, then compensation was paid to the 
Native Cavalry at the Government rat? . 

216. Owing to a full supply of grass being now obtainable 
by the "grass-cutters" from Government grass lands, not 
only have a large number of the" grass-cutters" of British 
mounted corps been dispensed with, but the claims for 
compensation for dearness of forage which used to· be paid to 
the Native Cavalry have lessened very considerably at nearly 
all the Stations, and have ceased altogether at several of them. 
In 1889- 90; payment of compensation had entirely ceased at 
six Stations in the Western Circle. Great saving has further 
been experienced by the reduction in the number of pensions 
to be paid to "grass-cutters." Thus, not only is tnere an 
actual money saving, but troubles with cultivators have been 
stopped, the horses are, believed to be less subject to anthrax 
(the grass no longer coming from unprotected and suspicious 
sources), and the Stations have been much improved, the 

J covering of grass having prevented the bl~wing about of dust. 

Thetllllllloi81 
r .. nlt. 

A more healthy state of surroundings is also produced by the 
growing of grass instead of that of ordinary crops, which 
latter would in almost all cases have to be irrigated. 

217. The result of the operations shows that a very large 
saving to Government has resulted from conserving the 
gras:> lands of Cantonment and military rukhs, and the 
system is one that ought to be extended wherever practicable. 
Allahabad has, perhaps, been the most conspicuous success, 
and besides the great credit due to Sir Herbert Macpherson, to 
Colonel Marriott and other officers who have been successively 
in charge, special mention should be made of Sergeant 
Meagher, who has shown much energy and ability in carrying 
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out the practical part ofthe work. The saving to Government 
at Allahabad in 1889-90 was estimated at Rs. 25,000, and for 
the seven years, 1882-89, at Rs. 91,158; in other words, these 
are the sums which Gov~rnment would have had to pay had 
the usual rations of straw-chaff (bhusa) been issued to trans
port and other animals, had full complements of "grass
cutters" been maintained for British mounted corps, and had 
compensation been paid to the Native Cavalry for fodder pur
chased to make up the" grass-cutters'" short flupply of grass . 

. The amount of grass grown at several of the Stations, in
cluding Allahabad, has been so increased that it is now 
possible to supply not only the British troops, but also the 
Native Cavalry with it. . 

It is, however, with the actual cost of the operations of 
cutting, haymaking, and ensiling that I have mainly to do; 
though, I should add that, in making any critical remarks, it 
must be remembered that in ~ost of the Stations the opera-
tions are still in their infancy; . 

218. The great difficulty on the Grass Fa\-msis the employ- ~;"''':~no:ln . 
ment of sufficient labour, and hence,. to anyone with ideas of India. 

cheap labour in India, the cost of hay making, &c., will appear 
very high for that country. . I am also prevented fx:om 
instituting the full comparison I wished to make, because 
the profits stated are not the actual profits of the Farms. by 
sale of produce in the open market in competition with private 
enterprise (representing what is actually over and above rent, 
cultivation, &c.), but the returns are merely comparative, viz., 
as to what Government would have had to pay if the Farms 
had not existed. So I must content myself with giving a few 
items and making a few suggestions. ' . 

It is generally reckoned in India that from 2~ to 2~ tons of 
green grass will yield 1 ton of hay. At Allahabad the amount 
ill 67 maunds (of 82 lbs.) of grass to 1 ton of hay. 

The following table gives the cost of cutting and hay- ~ 
making, &C!., at Allahabad and other Stations :-

TABLE XII. Cost of Cutting Grass and Making Hay at 
Grass Farms 

Per Maund Per Ton English 
equivalent. (80Ibs,) of taking 

of the Rupee 
Hay made. Hay made. at I •• 6 d • 

Allahabad. 18118-419: .A.'nJUU. Rio a. t. I. tl. 

Cutting grass. 1 aDoa per manDd - .' . - - 21 40 I - 6 I 

Making. stacking, and thatohing hay - - - I 1 J - 1 8 

TOTAL Cost of Haymaking - 3 6 4 
I - 7 10 

CaWDponr; IBM - - - - . ditto ditto - " 7 - - 10 6 

lIaIeilJy, 1890 - - - - ditto - ditto • - 6 9 - - 13 6 

The Punjab generally,(accordlng 1 ditta - ditto . 
to Major Wingate) - • - ) 

4 1 - - 10 8 

From 1 anna to Ii annas per maund (80 lbs.) of green grass) =.for outting 

may be taken as the general rate for cutting. 
. . M 2 
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219. In the comparison which I shall make I purposely 
take the Farm where the operations have been longest 
practised viz., Allahabad; at the same time, the cost here is 
the lowest. . 

Unmanured land at Allahabad' is reckoned to yield about' 
48 maunds, or somewhat less than 2 tons, of green grass to 
the acre, but by using manure (night-soil and town-sweepings, 
8ee paragraph 143) the yield has been increased from an 
average of 2 tons of green grass per acre in 1883-84 to one 
of 51 tons, or about 2 tons of hay to the acre over the whole 
Farm. The extent of the Farm is 3,558 acres in all. . 

The yield of grass per acre (5i tons) is not unlike what 
ordinary good land would give in England, but this is the 
ltVerage over the whole of the Allahabad Farm, there being 
only sufficient manure to supply it to portions in turn. 
Where a heavy dressing of manure is newly put on, as much 
as six crops of grass can be got in a year, five being cut for 
feeding green and for silage, and the sixth for hay, while for 
five years the man«red land will keep on producing an average 
of 22~th tons of grass per acre yearly. 

To compare next the relative costs of cutting grass in' India 
and in England. In England 18. an acre for cutting by 
machine, and 2 8. 6 d. per acre for cutting by hand, are prices 
frequently met with. 

Cutting of Ill'88/! The yield of hay per acre in England is from Ii to 
more expentdve . 
In India. Ii tons, as against the 2 tons per acre at Allahabad, so that 

• 

the cost of cutting would at most be only 28. a ton in England 
as against 68. 2 d. in India. A rate of 6 8. 2 d. per ton of hay, 
for cutting alone, must be considered enormously high in a 
country of cheap labour like India, where an agricultural 
labourer, one may say generally, can live quite happily on 
2 annas Gor about 2 d.) a day. . 

The total cost of haymaking in England will vary much 
according to the crop, its weight, &c., bllt 10 s. an acre all 
round, giving from Ii to 16 tons of hay, may be taken as a 
fair average in the case of grass like that met with in India. 
This would give a total cost of from 68. 8 d. to 88. a ton of 
hay, as against the 78. 10 d. per ton at Allahabad. 

Haymakingat I 'We are obliged, therefore, even when taking the most 
~':::::!l':.:. favourable estimates, viz;, those of Allahabad, to conclude 

that, at present, haymaking on Grass Farms in India is a !leal' 
process, the expense of cutting being the main cause. Besides, 
there is not the difficulty and expense of turning the hay 
which is met with in England, for in India the hay practically 

The estimated 
mlue of hay. 

L--makes itself. 

220. When rent and other charges are reckoned, the cost 
of production of grass at Allahabad is stated to be Rs. 3 
As. 10 per ton; and of hay, Rs. 10 (say 15 s.) a. ton. The 
grass is estimated to be worth Rs. 7 per ton, and the hay 
Rs. ~Ot (say 31 s.). This, it is true, is merely an estimate 
based on the fact that, if the hay had not been there, it 
would have had to be replaced b~ straw-chafl' (bh~tsa) bought 
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from contractors at the current rates of grass supplied by 
.. grass-cutters." , 

The estimated value of hay, 31s. per ton; and for such hay, 'rh~vaiueis 
.or rather dried grass, as is obtained, is much above the real too high. 

value, and is very apt to lead to misapprehension, for, if the 
raiyat could get anything like that sum for growing grass 
and for haying it, he had better layout his land for it at once 
wherever sale of hay is possible. A fair value to put on hay' 
in India is from 8 to 10 annas per maund (801bs.), whicJh 
makes it Rs. 14 to Rs. 17 a ton (say 21s. to 26 s.); 

These estimates, as I have shown, do not enable one to 
judge whether grass-farming pays as farming independently 
of sale to Government at comparative rather than competitive 
values. However useful, therefore, Grass Farms have been in 
the past, and whatever large econQmies have been effected, 
there is ample room for great economy still, i.{ '~he cost of 
cutting grass and of making hay be considerably more in a 
country of cheap labour than it is in one of dear labour like 
England., • 

221. The experiment has been tried, and at times with ~~~n!r~::'~for 
success, to press and bale hay for transport 'to camps. Thus, camps. 

for the Muridki camp in 1889, grass was cut from two rukhs at 
Mian Mir, and from the forest plantation at Changa Manga. 
Bales of hay, weighing 60 Ibs. each, were made,and altogether 
18,500 maunds of, hay' were delivered in camp, at a cost of 
9 annas a maund (80 Ibs.), which included 2 annas for 
carriage. The then price for loose dry grass in the camp 
was R. 1 As. 4 per maund, and a saving of Rs. 9,000, or over 
100 per cent., was thereby effected in the expenses of the 
camp. Besides thij3, if there had been less grass, and conse-
quently a greater demand for it, 'the price current would have 
gone' up, and even a larger saving would have been shown. As 
regards the hay sent from Changa Manga, the experiment ~::;~m~~~:!. 
was carried out by the Forest Department, and 5,075 maund 
of baled hay were forwarded to the Muridki camp. The grass 
cost 1 anna a maund to cut, and at first 2 annas, then later 
3 annas, per maund to make into hay. After baling ana all 
other expense~ had been paid, the Forest Department, by 
receiving from the camp 7 annas a maund for the grass 
(exclusive of carriage), realised Rs. 2,190 by the sale, and 
made a profit of 1 anna 3 pies on every maund, or 33 per 
cent. on the outl8f'. Not only this, but, after arrival at 
Muridki, the Commissariat Department, as we have seen, 
made a saving of over 100 per cent. in the camp expenses, 
under this head. , 

The result of the Changa Manga experiment may be sum-
marised thus:- Rs. 

Cost of 5,075 maunds baled hay, delivered at 
Muridki, at 10 annas 3 pies per maund - 3,251 

Cost of dry gras!! at Muridki, at price current, 
I rupee 4 annas per maund - 6,344 

Saving by the experiment - - Rs. 3,093 
M'!l 
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When r add that, on account of the difficulty of getting 
labour, the Forest Department ask now -to be relieved from 
the trouble of continuing the work, and that the Commissariat 
Department say that they cannot get hired labour to send to cut 
the grass, it must strike' everyone with regret that such 
an undertaking, yielding 33 per cent. profit to one Department, 
and effecting a saving of ovet 100 per cent. to another, should 
be stopped. . 

In another case,' hay was made on r'Ukhs Katlakput and 
Chandra, near Lahore. Altogether, 1,147 maunds of grass 
were cut, and the hay was sold at Katlakput without being 
baled. In all, . 952 maunds of hay were sold at 6 annas per 
maund, and the account stood thus :-

Rs. 
Total cost (including carriage from Chandra to 

Katlakput) - - .. - - - - 235 
Cash received, at 6 annas per maund 357 

• Profit - Rs. 122 . 
or 51 per cent. 

The requirements of camps are, of course, exceptional, and 
a continuous demand for grass supply may not exist; without 
this, it is probable that the undertaking might not be a paying 
one from year's end to year's end. 

Nevertheless, Changa. Manga might always be used for 
supplying hay to Quetta, to which Station 2 lakhs (2,00,000) 
of maunds of straw-chaff (bh'Usa) are annually sent from 
Amritsar. A great saving would be effected if hay were sent 
instead from ChangaManga. The Forest Department says that 
its establishment is for forestry and not for grass-cutting, and, 
while allowing that the result of the Changa Manga experi
ment was successful financially, the Department c;ays that this 
was only so because it did the work itself, and, in so doing, 
left a lot of its forestry work untouched. The work needed a 
lot of supervision, and would only tempt local labour, this 
being insufficient for the purpose. It is also stated by the 
forest· officers that the greater part of the grass in the Changa 
Manga plantation is a coarse grass called gharam (Panic'Um 
antidotale), which the Commissariat will not use, even' for 
litter. When, however, I went to Changa Manga I saw a 
large amount of anjan (Pennisct'Um cenchroifles) and of 
chhimbar (Ele'Usine flagellifera), both ot which are capital 
fodder grasses, and might have made good hay or silage .. 

222. The labour question is indeed a perplexing one; the 
main reason of the difficulty in procuring it is, that the people 
will not leave their own fields to come and cut gral:ls, for 
labour is required just at the time that they want most to 
attend to their own crops. This is at the end of the rains,' 
when the lands have to be ploughed. Cheap ,labour, too, is 
oftfln very inefficient labour, and I have seen with positive 
tLnnoyance, near Mian Mir, coolies leisurely cutting grass with 
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small sickles, while squatting down on the ground, the sickle 
in one nand and their pipe (hoolcah) in the other. A cooly 
gets 1 anna for a bundle of grass weighing not more than 
.~OO Ibs., and, having cu~ that, he generally goes away. It 
18 seldom that a man will stay to cut three bu.ndles a day, 
and, meantime, thousands of tons of grass are going to waste. 
The Commissariat Department,; has to pay even more, viz., 
1. anna 3 pies per bundle, the cutting being let out to a 

.contractor. I could not help looking with regret at the great 
pqssibilities open, when such quantities of grass, and fair 
grass too, were waiting to be cut, and would in the end 1:>e 
wasted. The saving that could be effected to the country 
from this source alone would surprise anyone who looked 
into the matter. And, while I urge the extension of . grass 
schemes for military purposes, as having proved a distinct 
saving already, it behoves the authorities to look much more 
closely into the matter of economy in the charge· for labour, 
and to see if the difficulties' cannot be met. I si.mply throw 
out a suggestion: why labour is not proC1¥able is, ·because the 
work is not continuous; might it not pay to keep up a 
regular staff to do this work, instead of depending on the 
occasional cooly who may choose to come and cut his bundle, 
get his anna, and then go off? 

. 223. I would make another suggestion. I am quite certain 
that over large areas, such as many .of the Grass. Farms and 
rukhs cover, an immense saving might be· made by using 
mowing machines in place of cutting by hand. I am not in 
favour of introducing "improved" implements except in 
special cases, .but this is one in point. Where ground is very 
uneven, a machine cannot, of course, be used, but there are 
many places where, seeing the eriormous' cost of cutting by 
hand, and the difficulty of getting labour, a. mowing machine 
would effect great· economy. . . 

I have heard some of the Farm Overseers object to mowing 
machines, and to say that the grass gets knocked down rather 
than cut. This, 'however, I believe .to be merely due to 
prejudice. It is true that a machine does not cut so closely 
as the Native's sickle does, and so the yield of grass will be 
less. But mowing machines have been tried with success 
at Mhow (Central India), and an acre of grass land only costs 
Ii annas tQ cut with a machine. A European will cut seven 
acres a day, a N at!ve from five to six acres, with the machine. 
To cut an acre of grass by hand costs, on an· average, on 
unmanured land, Rs. 1 As. 13. . 

I am quite certain that on large areas simple machiI~ery for 
cutting, tedding, &c., will pay welL E~evators for sta;ckmg hay 
would, often be very useful. There IS no reason, eIther, why 
battery horses should not be used for drawing the mowing 
machines. Another want is that of a portable press for com
pressing fodder. Those in use at present are mostly" Boomer." 
cotton presses, and they are all of ~hem too heavy. Wha~ IS 

wanted is to bring the presses readlly to where the fodder IS. 

M4 
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. Silage. 

224. Ensi.ling, or the preserving of green fodder, has been
carried out at Allahabad, Cawnpore, Hissar, Mian Mir, and, 
on an experimental scale, .at other military Stations; also on 
Government Experimental Farms and elsewhere. 

From the statistics which I have gath,ered I have. been able 
to institute a comparison between the cost of hay making and 
th,at of making silage, and the result is decidedly unfavourable 
to the latter. The loss of weight incurred in the process is 
surprisingly large, and the cost is so great that it would, in 
most cases, have been far more profitable to have made hay. 

The following table will illustrate this :-

Grass Silage Tot .. r I C~t '~I-I-per Ton per Ton of centage ~nB8 
~ 

ensiled. produced. Cost. of pr~~. ~i1~ ensiling. Grassoot. 

-. 21m •• . 71> .... & . RI • .... RI • .... hrG'tftt. hrCent. 

I,l1Si 6,860 '11 412 66'J8 . 41"12 
Allahabad • 

{ 1888"-89 2,181 

1889-80 2,8241 -1,012 - 1 1 . - -
Cawnpore . 1888-89 660 170 721 1 6 4 4 30"42 69'68 

e88
8-8a 

94 - 606 ' 6 7 - - -
HIaaar 

1889-90 - - - 3 , - - -
o Estimate. 

Taking Allahabad in 1888~9, we have the following 
comparison :-

2,187 tons of grass produced 1,231 tons ~f silage, costing 
to make, Rs. 5,850, or. 4 rupees 12 annas per ton of 
silage (as abov~). . 

If made into' hay (2~ tons of grass = 1. ton of hay), 
2,187 tons of grass would have given 795i tons of hay, 
costing to make, Rs.4,175, or 5 rupees 4 annas per 
ton 'of hay (as per table XII., paragraph 218). . 

Or, taking the figures of 1889-90 :-
2,324~ tons of grass are estimated to produce 1,072 tons 

of silage. . 
2,324~ tons of grass would have produced 940 tons of hay. 

The value of hay being, as we have seen -before, more than 
twice that of grass, it is manifest that, whichever year we 
take, it would have been very much cheaper to have made 
hay. 

The grass has to be cut whether hay or silage be made, and 
this is the heaviest item in the cost. Owing to the time of 
year at which grass is cut for silage it costs less than when 
cut for hay. Thus, grass for silage is often cut at Allahabad 
for 6 pies (I anna) a maund, but when cut for hay it will cost 
9 pies a maund in September and October,l anna in November 
and early December, and 2 annal! afterward.s. 
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Until silage can be made with very much less los.s and at 
much cheaper cost than in the instances given above, it is 
very certain that it will not be able to compete with hay- ./ 

• making. 

226. At Allahabad, silage is valued at 5 maunds (of 80 Ibs.) 
to the rupee, which makes it 5 rupees 9 annas a ton, or, in 
English equivalent, 8 s. 4 d., a figure which, even in England, 
would be considered high. 

This estimate is based upon the cost of its· production, but 
here, again, the estimate is merely a comparative one, based 
upon what the Farm would otherwise have had to pay for 
purchased fodder, so that it gives us little guidance as to 
whether the ordinary cultivator would be justified 'or not in 
making silage. . 

Estimated value 
of silage. 

226. The following are other instances of the making of ~:~f. !::=~"!f 
silage. . silage. 

At Hissar, where grass can be irrigated, it is cui for silage, as it is found 
to be too coarse to make into hay. . 

At Mian Mir cutting of grass begins about the middle of August, and 
goes on to the end of December; there are four silos on rukh Terah, in 
each of which from 800 to 900 maunds of silage are made yearly. 

I saw very good silage indeed in a silo on the Government Oinchona 
plantations at Ootacamund. Fifteen and a half tons had been made at a 
cost of 4 rupees 4 annas a ton; this, it will be noticed, is about the same 
cost as at Allahabad and Oawnpore. Earth to a depth of 4 feet, and 
giving a pressure of about 400 lbs. to the square foot, was used to weight 
the Filage, this being, I thought, an unnecessarily large amouut; 1 foot 
depth of earth is quite enough for all pnrposes. 

Messrs. Thomson and Mylne make silage at Beheea, putting the grass 
into a pit simply dug in the soil. 

At the farm attached to the Agricultural Class at Belgaum there is a silo 
dog 16 feet deep in the soil, the sides being plastered with dung and well 
beaten. 

Silage has been made for several years past at the Bhadgaon Experimental 
Farm. The silos are circular masonry pits. At my suggestion a "silage 
stack" was made by simply building up green. fodder, grass, roadside 
cuttings, &c., just as ,a haystack would be made, but weighting the whole 
with stones, or any other inexpensive material that was at hand. 

At the Poona and Nagpur Experimental Farms silage has been made on a 
small scale. . 

. 227. I can speak very favourably of the quality of the 
silage produced at the different Farms and Stations mentioned 
above. Its chief fault is that it is unnecessarily dry. Of 
course the value' depends mainly on the nature of the 
material used, and rich silage can never be obtained from 
poor material, although' the process of ensilage may render 
coarse food more palatable. 

228. One advantage of cutting an early crop of grass for 
silacre is that there are many grasses, such as numerous species 
of Panicum, which seed in the rains: these may be secured as 
silacre if rain continues, whereas the other grasses, being kept 
back. somewhat, yield a good hay crop about October when 
the rains are over. 
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186 Grass. 

It mayfurtner be said in favour ,of silage- that, hynieans of 
it, some- gr.ass, :which would otherwise havi\· been altogether 
l?stowing to the heavy, rain, is saved by being put into the 
sIlo. ! 

229. It is, however, wheIi one goes into the' figures of the 
cost of production, and examines the . actual ,loss of weight 
between the 'time of putting in the grass and of taking out 
the silage, that one sees great roon( for improvement in the 
methods of -making silage in . India~ 1 may, therefore, make 
a few suggestions here. 

It ig 'quite true that the real value of the process of ensilage 
'consists in saving what would otherwise be lost, and hence 
it is 'not always fair to compare the cost· of making' silage 
with that of making.hay. This I am ready to allow, but to a 
very limited extent only, for I have myself seen at Allahabad, 
Hissar, Mian Mir, and other places, silage being made in large 
quantities when the weather was, and had been, as fair as 
possible; and when t.here was not the least excuse for making 
silage; indeed; what was going into the' pits had been lying 
about and was really half-made hay already. I w\>uld insist 
strongly that this is a great. mistake, 'alid that, as I have 
endeavoured to show,.it is false economy to try and make 
silage when hay can be made perfectly well. 

To allow gr~ssintended for silage to lie about is also wrong. 
The essential feature ,of silage is that it is a wet or g!een food, 
therefore it should be packed in the silo as quickly as possible, 
be rammed down close, and covered over rapidly. If it is 
left about, it may just as well be made inter hay at once. 

I was reminded, when speaking in India on t?is point, that, 
in order to make so-called" sweet" silage, it is necessary to 
let the grass lie about for several days after being cut,so that 
it may get partly dry; but my advice to those who are going 
to make silage' is, not to trouble about whether it be "sour." or 
.. sweet" silage, but to get the grass packed away in the silo as 
quickly as possible, and then shut it up closely, thus avoiding 
loss, and getting finally as much succulent green fodder as 
possible for use when all else is dried up. 

The great waste incurred in making silage is due partly to 
loss of moisture before the material goes into the silo; partly 
to imperfect pressing and the nature of the sides of the pits, 
and, lastly,. to loss in taking out the material. Of the first I 
have spoken; as to the second, I am convinced that where 
a silo is to be a regular institution, and is not merely used for 
an occasional crop, it will pay infinitely better to have it 
made in brick-work or masonry (pucca) than to have a silo 

r~ with earth sides and bottom (kutclta). The extra initial 
expense will soon be covered by the extra amount of fodder 

vsaved. As regards the third point, I have noticed that, on 
taking out the silage, the usual practice is to remove the 
whole of the covering at once, and to leave the bulk eXp<lsed. 
This, aO'sin, is a great mistake, for the pressure should be o . 
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continued &s long as possible, and the covering over the silage 
should only be ·taken off the portion which is actually being 
cut into for daily.use. 

230. I have gone at some length into the silage question D!""gr~ement 
because I differ entirely from the opinions of one of my :~~::i'~ to 
predecessors, to the effect that India. is the great field for In~ bein~e 
the development of ensilage. That· it is. the field for hay- Fo:'" .u:~~ 
making I am much more ready to think. .With a sun and . 
climate such as exist over the greater· part of India I cannot 
see how it could well be otherwise. Hay requires no making, 
for it makes itself. Silage, I repeat, will only be useful when 
by means of it can be saved what would otherwise be lost. 

St.ill l~ss do I think there is s~ope for a~yof the pa~ent ~~~~:~~~. 
apphances advocated' for If stack-sIlage" makmg. The ra'byat cal appliances 

'bl b h h . f dd for the making may POSSI yes own ow to preserve greeQ 0 er, road- of silage. 

side gras8~ &c., by building it up into a stack .and weighting 
it with stones, timber, or other inexpensive Qlat~rial, but 
where is he to find the money to purcQ,ase s\lch appliances 
as have been sometimes advocated, and which cost from 12l. 
to 20l., and even more? Such, ;mechanical appliances may 
have a certaiQ value upon large estates possibly, but surely 
none upon five-acre holdings. . 

It becomes, however, one of. the useful.functions which a Experimental 

Government Experimental Farm can fulfil, to4tOllduct careful !:'~:.~~ri'.!t.on 
trials upon different methods of making silage, and to ascertain ~~g of 

how it can be made with the least loss, and in the most 
economical manner. Information may thus be gained as to 
the crops best adapted for ensiJ.ip.g, and as to the adaptability 
of the process to the raiyat's circumstances. 

231. There are some points in connection with the manage
ment of Grass Farms wherein improvement can be effected. 
The Station Farms are worked mostly by Grass Committees, 
of which the President and Secretary are the principal 
members, while a general supervision is exercised by .the 
Commissary General of the Circle, aided by his Special Forage 
Officer, the Quartermaster General in India being referred to 
in all matters requiring the orders or· approval of the Com
mander-in-Chief. 

Suggestions t«r 
improvement in 
the management 
of Grass Farms. 

I cannot commend the . Grass-Committee system. With grass. 
President and Secretary constantly changing, it is most OlDIDltt.es. 

discouraging for i< Forage Officer to work. No sooner does 
a President or a Secretary get to know It little of the system 
at one place, than, as.a rule, he ,is transferred to quite different 
work, and a totally new and inexperienced man is p.ut i~ his 
place. At Umballa' the Secretary has changed SIX tImes 
within 18 months, and at Mian MirthePresident about as 
often. This cannot mean either economy or efficiency. If, 
instead of Gras& Committees, there were a special Forage 
Branch of the Commissariat, the difficulties would be greatly 
lessened. . 

In the next place, the ove~seer~ .of the Farms arc ~on-com- Farmoveraeers. 

missioned officers, temporanly WIthdrawn from theIr corps. 
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But they are not properly selected, and care is not taken to 
choose the men who, from their previous acquaintance with 
the work, or from any aptitude shown for it, are the best 
fitted for the post of overseer. . 

At one Tukh which I visited I found a farm overseer, with • 
the very best intentions, making silage out of grass that had 
been lying about for several days. The sun was then, and had 
been, pouring down with intense heat all the time, but the 
order had gone forth to make so many tons of silage, and he 
was doing his best to comply with it. I asked him (though 
I felt the question was needless) whether' he had ever made 
silage before; no, he had" never heard of the stuff before, 
" until the order came." He was the station butcher! Such a 
man is to be pitied rather than blamed, but it does seem wrong 
that, where the field for' economy is so large, it should not 
be better aimed at. 

Another ground I have for complaint is, that when capable 
men have been selected, or after they have acquired some 
experience, their sQI'vices are not retained at th~ work in 
which they have shown aptitude. A farm overseer, if he 
keeps to his work beyond a certain period, does so at the risk 

. of losing promotion. He should be a permanent non-commis
sioned . officer of the Commissariat Department, .. seconded" • 
in the departmental list, so that he may not lose promotion. 

This is, I fear, a fault of the entire Indian system, and is, 
thus, one hard to alter; but, in the interests of the country, I 
would strongly urge the desirability of retaining the services 
of men for work in which they have shown special capabilities. 
Sergeant Meagher, of Allahabad, is such a man as this, and, 
knowing the energy he has displayed in the practical discharge 
of his duties, it would be a pity were his knowledge to be lost 
to this branch of the Commissariat, or he himself lose pro
motion by remaining where he is. The saving which the 
Military Department might effect in matters of this kind 
alone would go a long way towards providing the funds 
required for the other" agricultural improvements" which J 
am recommending in this Report. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

232. There are differences in agricultu,al conditions and 
practice which result from the greater facilities for grazing 
and grass supply provid~d in one part of the country than in 
another. Improvement may come from a modification of the 
differences through supplying these facilities where they are 
most needed. 

o This term means that an officer while employed on work outside bis 
legitimate sphere, would still retain his departmental position, and share in 
any prnmotion, reverting, at the expiry of his outside duty, to hi~ position 
in his Dopartment. . 
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Little is to be expected from the people; the most they! 
are likely to do is, in a few cases, to follow an example set, 
and possibly to convert the .. village waste," or a portion of 

• it, into a .. reserve" for the provision of grazing and supply 
of grass. But the work will practically fall entirely to the 

I 

share of Government. -I. 

In taking up this work, Government will have to avail itself 
not only of a knowledge of indigenous pl'actices, but also 
of Western science, as shown in economical methods of hay
making, silage-making, and the use of machinery, such as 
mowers, hay-tedders, presses, &c. 

The provis.ion of grazing by means of the pasturage areas-: 
in the more distant forests .is very desirable, especially 
for the purposes of cattle - breeding. Similarly, where 
"reserved forests" and 'plantations ne~er cultivation can 
afford grazing without detriment to the other interests which· 
they are called on to serve, the provision of grazing in them 
is a legitimate and very serviceable end for forest officials to 

. keep in view. In times of drought all classes of forests and 
,- woods may prove invaluable to the saving of cattle, and they 

should then be thrown open. -.I 
Inasmuch, however, as. in ordjnary times the supply of 

grazing cannot be regarded as an absolute necessity, and since 
the existence of i~ is not necessarily coincident with the 
occurrence of the best cattle, it should be restricted by 
proper rules as to the area to be thrown open at a time, the 
ti~e of year when allowed, the number of stock admitted, 
and also the kind of stock. Where natural reproduction of 
trees is going on, grazing must be excluded, and .EQ.a.t.s- should 
only be allowed if separate areas can be given to them. The 
enforcement of rules as to forest. fires is absolutely necessary. 
In .. Fuel and Fodder Reserves'" it will be generally found I 
better to allow cu,ting and removal of the grass than to admit 
grazing. 

The" village waste" is almost always useless for grazing 
purposes, and often tends greatly to the spread of disease. 

It is only .exceptionally that the. raiyat will be induced to 
keep land in pasture. --.'I 

Grass Farms have done a great deal of good, and· have 
effected considerable. economies by ~educing the number of 
" grass-cutters" attached to mounted troops, by preventing 
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troubles with. cultivators, and by saving large sums that used 
to be paid a.s compensation for scarcity of fodder. At the 

r same time,(~t is clear that haymaking, as carried,out on these 
Farms, is much ,too 'expensively done, and great economies are G 

pO~Bible in the saving of labour by having,a permanent staff, 
Land by the employment of IJ}achinery. The management of 

Station Grass Farms by Grass Committees is not good, and 
the whole should be worked by a special Forage Branch of 
the Commissariat. The officers in charge of the Farms, as 
also the overseers, should be selected with more regard to 
their aptitude for the work, and, when they have shown 
themselves capable men, should be retained at it, without 
running any risk of losing promotion thereby. 

The Forest Department should, co-operate more than it 
I has done in providing. grazing and grass for agricultural 

o 

~ErOMMENDA
TIONS. 

purposes, and in utilising the grass from plantations, &c., by 
means of pressing and baling hay, for military purposes. 

Ensilage is at present an expensive. process in India, and 
great improvement in the methods employed is possible. 
There are certain advantages in adopting the process in 
particular cases, but it will not become a genera) one in 
a country like India. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

,- 233. I recommend :-
The:' creation of more "Fuel and Fodder Reserves," 

in . order to supply Grass for agricultural purposes, 
and also Grazing where it can be permitted under 

proper restrictions. 

The extension of Grass Farms, and their management by, 
a .special Forage Branch of the Commissariat. 

The carrying out of investigations -at Governm~nt 
Experimental Farms on the best methods of makmg 

L Silage. 
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Fodder-Crop8. 

CHAPTER X. 

FODDER-CaoPB 
ANDHBDGBS. 

234. IN the last chapter I came to the general conclusion Fodder-crope. 
that the provision of grass, and of grazing in· particular, while 
highly desirable, could not be called absolutely essential. 

Nearly the saine must be said of the growing of special,Fod,le!"<lropsnot 
fodder-crolls: Undoubtedly, great advantages follow the =~~!,:]!f 
giving of these to cattle; the cultivation; of them, a.t.least cattle. 
where cattle are appreciated. and cared for, should be 
encouraged, and the endeavour ,be made to extend t:p.e .svstem 
to parts where it is not practised. '. • 

More particularly is this desirable whire the provision of 
grazing is very limited, and possibly entirely absent. N ever
theless, after enquiring into the matter with some care, I have 
not received more than tliegeneral reply that, while, cattle 
are undoubtedly far better for green food of some kind, yet 
they c~ live quite well on dry food alone~ '. 

This coincides with my own experience in England. 
In an experiment which I carried out at the Woburn Experi- Experiment at' 

mental Farm a few years back, I found that bullocks, ,when Woburn,England. 
fed on cake, meal, and hay, along with 'Water supplied' to 
them separately, but receiving no succulent food whatever, 
such as roots or grass, throve perfectly well, although the 
result of the feeding with hay did not prove to be an econo-
micalone. . ' 

At the Bhadgaon Experimental Farm (Bombay) experience EXpOrienceat 
has shown that 'cattle will do quite well on dry food during ~-::!~). 
the hot weather, provided that they have a little cott®--seed 
given to them.' , 

Mr. A. Sabapathi Mudliar, of Bellary, told me that he liked Mr. Bab.pstbi 
'to give fodder-crops to cattle if he could, put that they would !~~':::'at 
do quite well on dry food. For' cattle iii. hard 'work, or for Bellary. 
transit bullocks, he did not thin~ green food so desirable. In 
time of famine, however, he .had found the latter invaluable. -, 

. At other places also I heard the s~me opinion ~xpressed, n 
, VIZ., that fodder-c'ops were not so 'sUlted to work'bng cattle'-'. \ 
At the military Grass Farms there is !I' similar .objecti.on to!~=ri;::.~t 
the giving of silage to animals from whICh speed IS reqUlred. I ' 

236. It is one thing, however, to speak of a food not beinglFodder-oroPB 
essential for the exi8tence of cattle, but quite a different thing' ~:."ce:::::';~trof 
to speak of it being necessary for .the imp1'ovement, of c.attle. cattle. 
This is where, I believe, the growmg of fodder-crops WIll be 
re~re~ .~ 

It is true, as pointed out in the last chapter, that the eXlst-
ence of pasturage is not always coincident with that of the 
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~! best cattle" but yet instances were· adduced where, as at 
Nadiad, Baroda, Hospet, &c., the feeding of cattle with green 
grass from the headlands of fields, the banks of watercourses, 
&c., was pursued with manifest advantage..· . 

Thlsexempli1led: The Punjab supplies the best instances of similar advan- • 
1. In the Punjab. t d' d f f ages erlve rom odder-crops. In this Province th~ 

people depend greatly on their cattle, and they take propor
tionate care of them. The district of Jhang is an especially 
good examI!le, several kinds of crops being here grown 
entirely for the use of cattle. The Punjab cattle are, as the 
result, exceptionally fine. . 

I. In:Bebar. The same is seen in Behar, when the cattle of the European 
planters are compared with those belonging to the native 
cultivators. The former are fed with sugar-cane, juar 
(Sorghum), oats, &c., as fodder, while the latter only have what 
grass they can pick up, supplemented by straw-chaff (bhusa ,. 

The following quotations exemplify this still further :-
3. InXurn!"'l. Mr. Benson, in his Kurnool (Madras) Report, says:-

~ L "In the Cumbun and :M:arkapur taluk8, where the soils are generally poor 
and thin, Nellore cattle can rarely reach a live-weight of 700 to 800 lbs. 

"In the Nandyal valley, on rich black cotton-soil, the same breed fed on 
"thejuar (Sorghum) straw develop to 1,000 to 1,200 lbs." 

4. In Ooimbatore. Mr. Ni~holson, in his" Manual of Coimbatore," writes:-
" Kangyam cattl~ are famous in Dharapuram taluk because of the extent 

" and quality of the pastures ....• The raigats are dependent on pastures 
" and fodder-crops for the food of their cattle during the hot weather, 
"and the hedges, acacias, and wild shrubs give a good deal of good fddder, 
I" fuel. and common timber ..... Fodder-crops are grown for Kangyam 
" cattle, cholum or kambu being sown thickly in garden land in February, . P " irrigated and cut before earing." . 

• 
Prinoipal crop. ,- 236. The crops most largely used as fodder-crops are juar 
:~ps."'fodd.r- (Sorghum vulgare), known also aschg,,!,i when grown for 

fodder, and in S. India as cholum; Mjra (Pennisetum 
typhoideum), also called chambu in Madras; thirdly, and 

t_mainly in S. India, ragi (Eleusine Ooracana). 
Thick seeding ofl:: The main differences between growing a crop for fodder 
fodder-<>rops. and the same seed .for a grain crop consist in the thicker 

seeding and the earlier cutting in the former case. Whilst, 
for example, 5 to 6 Ibs. of juar seed to the acre suffice for the 
grain crop, as much as 120 Ibs. of seed per acre ar~ used for 
the fodder-crop. Fodder juar is sometimes fed green, and 

L!ometimes stacked when dry. • 
Juar,b&jra,ragi. Over the Punjab generally, fodder-crops are grown for 

cattle, and juar, or chari, as it is there termed, is the usual 
one. 

In Behar, jua1' is largely cultivated as a fodder-.crop. When 
young it is believed to 'be poisonous, and is put round the 
borders of fields to keep the cattle from trespassing on to the 
crops. . 

This crop is also grown in Gujarat (Bombay), at Poona, ani 
other parts of Bombay. .At Belgaum it is a frequent sight to 
see the fodder juar growing on the embankments of the riee 
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fields; and dotted htlre and there over the fields may be seeli 
single plants of juar which are cut for fodder. . 

Bajra, in many instances, takes the place of juar, but is -
considered inferior to the latter as fodder. _ 

• In Madras, ragi mostly takes the place of jUar, though tae • 
latter, there known as cholum, is also grown; as well as Mjra 
(chambu). The straw of ragi is considered to be the mosn 
nutritious pf all, and that of both juar and Mjra to be 
'Superior to rice straw. Ragi is us.ed both as green fodder and 
also in the dry state. . . .....\ 

Sugar-cane (Saccharum oiJicinar:.um), as a fodder-crop, is ~uga.r-c.ne. 
used· principally by the European planters in Behar. Like 
chari, it is sown thickly. It is chopped up when green, and 
is mixed with dry fodder, such as oat straw, &c. This makes 
a very good mixture for cattle. : --I . _. 

Maize (Zea Mays),. called tn the .Punjab maJki, is exten-"1raize.~ 
sively used as fodder in the Punjab, and .also in Behar and 
elsewhere. _ 

Oats, barley, and even wheat are grown for fodder, the two Oats, barley, 
former principalIy by European planterStor on Governme:p.t wheat. 

Stud Farms. Oats, are either cut green and chopped up as 
fresh fodder, or are allowed to ripen and are used as straw 
food, Oats and barley are taken by the indigo planters as 
change crops for indigo. -J 

In the Punjab, wheat is by no means infrequently fed'off in 
its early stages; this strengthens the sub~equent crop, and 
prevents it from being beaten down by wind and storms. 

Gram (Cicer arietinum) is grazed over in the Punjab when Gr&pl. 
still young. In the Balaghat district of the Central Provinces 
pulses are grown along the tops of the embankments of .rice 
fields, and are used for cattle. . 
. Turnips are largely grown in parts of the Punjab as a 'turnips. 
f~dder-crop. This is· the case in the Jhang, Gujranwala, 
Montgomery, and Multan districts. . . 

Rape is another crop similarly used in the Punjab. Rape. 
L~eme, where irtigation is available, is one of the most Lucerne. 

valuable fodder-crops, especially as green-stuff for ho!:sEls. 
Not only can several cuttings (often five or six) be taken 
during· the year, but ·the plant will last three or four years n 
before requiring to be ploughed up and resown. e:::'J 

Lucerne is always grown and extensively used at Govern
ment Stud and Cattle Farms, such as Saharanpur, Hapur, and 
Hissar, as also at ~oona and other Exper~mental Farm~. 

N ext, I would mention 'two crops which, though tried experi- . 
mentally with considerable success, have not· yet come into 
general use. The first is "Guinea grass" (P ani cum jumen- Guinea grass. 
tarum), and· the second,' the variety of Sorghum saccharatum 
known as Sorglw. I saw both .tliese trops growing at .several Sarglw. 

of the Experimental Farms, and at the SeebporeFarm, Calcutta. 
There is a ready demand for Sorgho in Calcutta by men who 
keep milking-cows. It can be cut three times in the year .. 

Prickly pear.(Opuntia vulgare) has been suc~essfully ~se.d Prickly pear. 

as food for cattle, and as (unfortunatE!ly for ~grlculture) It IS 

Y 24266. - N 
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only too abundant in Southern India, the utilisation of it in time 
of scarcity would be most desirable. The thorns with which it 
is covered are an obstacle to its use, but this difficulty has been 
overcome by Mr. A. Sabapathi Mudliar, . at BcIlary. On this 
gentleman's Estate I saw prickly pear being largely used as 
green food for bullocks .. Women were employed to remove the 
.thorns from the shoots after they had been cut and brought in. 
This they do, holding firmly the pieces of prickly pear with one 
hand by me;tns of pincers roughly made out of scrap-iron bent 
into the requisite shape, then, grasping with the· other hand 
a pair of tongs, also made out of scrap-iron and with saucer
like ends, t!:ley seize the thorns with the tongs and pluck 
them out. The pieces are' then handed to another woman 
who cuts them into slices on a knife fixed vertically on a. 
board, the latter being held steady by the woman's foot. 
A woman, receiving 2 an'nas daily' wage, will remove the 
thorns from, and cut into slices ready for feeding, as much as 
120 lbs. of prickly pear in a day. 

Mr. Sabapathi Mudliar has had experience of the value of 
this fodder, for, durihg the famine of 1877, quite 75 per cent. 
of his cattle were kept alive by means of it, they having 
nothing more to eat than the' prickly pear and 1 lb. a head 
daily of rice straw. 

Eight years ago, when Mr. Sabapathi Mudliar became Chair
man of the Municipality, he introduced this plan of feeding 
the municipal cattle, and now they are fed regularly on the 
prickly pear, and the cost is only Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 ,a month 
per pair of bullocks. . 

Mr. Sabapathi Mudliar is no~ trying to cultivate a thorn
less kind of prickly pear. 

237. I now give some instances showing the necessity there 
is. for extension, of the system of growing fodder-crops.' 

Mr. Moens, writing of Ba·reilly (N~ W. P.), says, in an extract 
already quoted :-

"There are two points on which our agricu1tu~ists need instruction :
"(1) growing green-crops for cattle; t2) the proper management of their 
" ma\lUre." 

Chota ~I\gpur. In\Chota Nagpur, fodder-crops are insnfficiently known, for 
of Lo~ard)ga Mr. Basu says :- . 

"Catt1e are small .owing to insufficiency of food •..•. There is too 
"little straw in the country, not enough to give more than 2 lbs. per head 
"to wor.ing cattle daily, and this is only rice stra~ .•.. There are no 
" fodder-crops." 

and of Palamau he says :-
" There is an insuffi.ciency of stored fodder, but it. is relieved by grazing 

"in jungle wastes ..... A lot of 'cattle are bred III the south and west 
" parts in the forests." 

Oolmbo.tore. Mr. Nicholson says of Coimbatore:-
, "Foddep-crops are rare; cholum or kambu is sometimes grown as a 

"fodder-crop on • garden' land, but none ever on • dry' land. The 
" rail/at prllfers to grow cholum to maturity, and get the grain, and eo 
II double th~yield. Bcsides,'it saves irrigation from wells." 

\ 
\ 
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At ~ ~Coimbatore) I found that no. fodder-crops 
were grown speCially for cattle. In the rains the" dry" land 
quickly gets covered with a coating of grass, and this feeds 
the cattle. 

238. Trees are frequently very valuable as supplying fodder-:J..es.s fQdder. 
for cattle. Among the hill tribes many trees are so used, but 
in the plains there are also t~e ~~at serve this purpose well. 
The babul(Acaciaarabica) is 0 these~ts pods are capital 
food for sheep and goats, and the shoots and leaves are also 
eaten by cattle. Other trees and shrubs so utilised are the 
lIfah'l1;a (Bas8ia latifolia), different species of Dalbergia and 
Terminalia, the Jack-fruit tree (Artocarp'1L8 integrifolia), 
different species of Zizyphus, &c. -1 

239. Little is known as to the relative nutritive values of· Little is known 

different fodders in India. Dr. Van Geyzel, Chemical Ex- ~~::,r'::~:of 
aminer, Madras, has made analyses of South Indian fodders Indianfoddera. 
with the object of seeing whether thef throw any light on ~':;;l;,:.Geyzel' ... 
the general preference given to some kinds over others, 
notably to cholum and ragi, as against rice straw, and also 
for ascertaining how Indian fodders compare with English and 
American fodders. The investigation is not, to my mind,' at 
all complete or satisfactory; the variations between different 
sa.mples, though collected from the same district, are far too 
great to allow of any real conclusion being drawn. Thus, 
rice straw from Madura gave, in one case, 6'2 pel' cent. of 
albuminoids, and in another only 3'5 per. cent.; while rice 
straw from Tanjore contained only ·87.per cent. of albuminoids. 
The amounts of woody fibre are made to vary from 20 per cent. 
in one sample to 32f per cent. in another; .the ash in samples of 
ragi straw from Salem varies from 8'2 per cent-. to 14 p~r cent. 
MaJl.Y other instances I might give, all showing how much 
depends on the time at which these samples are harvested, 
the circumstances under which they are grown, &c. The 
relative out-turns per acre are not given, and without this 
there is little to go upon, for what is really wanted is to know 
the total amount of constituents per acre, and which fodder 
supplies the most and the best of these, as well as whethE't' 
one sample is individually richer. thana.nother, indIPendently 
of the yield per acre. As I know from experience, ana~~e6 
of isolated samples taken at random will give little r.eal 
knowledge, and t1l.e whole subject of food-value of str1ws and 
grasses is a very difficult one. But this instance shoWS wel~ !.~ ~~=~UI. 
the need that there is of investigafion, not from the purely 
analytical side, but from that of agricultural chemistry 
specially. 

( Hedges. ") HIlOOIIB. 

240. In close connection with fodder-crops comes th;ln.eir use': ." . . " h b supplYlIlg fuel 
subject of hedging and enclosmg fields."· AttentIOn as een and ... w" 
directed to the way in which, by affording a certain amount mauure

N2 
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of fuel, live h~dges may help to increase the supply of manure 
to the land. ' , 

Use In preventing Again, they are very useful- in preven tin!! cattle-trespass cattle-trespass. ~ 
, and destruction of crops. Hedges are found over the greater 
"Part of Coimbatore, and Mr. Nicholson, writing of this; 
says:-

Their occurrence. 

" Cattle-trespass' is rare; cattle ltnd crops are protected, boundaries 
" respected, large quantities of fuel Rupplied, and protection is given to 
" growing trees." 

Mr. W. R.Robertson (late of ~dras) mentions, in a Report 
on Bellary, that(hedg«;ls of thorn~ould do much good there 
by affording similar protection. , . 

In Anantapur (Madras) fencing is unknown. . 
It is in the Madras Presidency that hedges and enclosing of 

fields are mostly found. I met with them generally in the 
Avenashi,"Erode, Madura, and Salem districts, also at Hospet. 
But they occur. in other parts of India also; for instance, I saw 
them at Mahim (Thana), N adiad (Guj,arat), Baroda, Ahmedabad, 
Jeypore, Ulwar, a,ndt'tlso at Hoshiarpur in the :funjab .. The 
special way in which, at Nadiad, the hedges.and grass borders 
to the fields are utilised has been mentioned in the last 
chapter, (see paragraph 211). 

:M.t~rial' used for-241. As materials' for enclosing fields, mud walls are used 
fenClllg~ehls. • in the Ulwar State, prickly pear at Jeypore and many parts 

of Madras, cactus hedges at Hoshiarpur, euphorbia. bedges 
around Abmedabad, as well as generally in Madras, -and aloe 
bushes in Mysore. One of the most useful hedging materials is 
the rnullu-kil'uvei (BaZsamoderwlron BerrY'i), a thorn which is 

.. largely used in Coimbatore and parts of Salem and Madura. 
i It is easily propagated by cuttings . 
/.-.- . 

Mr. Nicholso'n, speaking of the advantage of hedging fi~lds, 
gives the following proverb :-. 

" Note the field that is hedged, and the cattle that are pastured."Or, to 
put it. in another form: "Compare the cattle that are penned and the 
" cattle tJ..at are (merely) grazed." . . 

J meaning that the condition of the peimed cattle is far 
. superior. 
I Where' hedges are :r;l.ot grown it i~ not infrequently the case 

that ,a few rows of a special crop, such as linseed, hemp, or 
cha1·i (Sorghum vulga1'e) are put round a field in order to 
protect th.e main crop. Cattle, for exampfe, will not eat the 
linseed bordering a wheat crop; hemp is poisonous, and chari 
~n its young state is also 'injurio~s to cattle. 

n.dgo material r 242 Lastly there is a certain amount of value to be derived 
as fodder.. . ., f d f I M N' h I from hedO'es themselves as 00 or catt e. r.· IC 0 son 

Lpoints thi~ out in extracts. alr~ady given in:' this chapter, a~d 
.-there is little doubt· that m t~me of. scarcIty h~dge matenal 
l' ~·ould supply, as was found m the case of pnckly pear at 
L,.Bell.ary, a meful ~tore of fodder. 
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CONCLUSIONS. CONCLUSIOXS. 

243. In so far as differences in agricultural practice are the 
outcome of attention being paid, in the better districts, to the 
growing of fodder-crops for cattle, and of enclosing fields 
with hedges, while in other parts these are neglected, it will 
be possible to effect improvement in agriculture by modify:ing 
these differences. , 

It may not be possible to grow bedges everywhere, but the 
system is one undoubtedly capable of much extension; so also 
is that of growing fodder-:crops, both being followed with 
much benefit. We have here m deal with the third class of 
differences alluded to in Chapter II., viz., those arising, not 
from purely external sources, but" directly from a want of 
knowledge. The remedy must be sought, not in any direct 
measures which Government can iJtroduce, but in the 
gradual adoption of the better practice by the people. 
Government, however, and Agricultural Departments in 
particular, can aid greatly il!- the extension of agricultural 
knowledge, and in the transference of the practice of .more 
advanced districts to those which are more backward. 

Fodder-crops, we have' seen in' this chapt~r,are necessary i 
for the improvement of cattle, and in times of scarcity such 
materials as hedge-clippings, prickly pear, and trees, will be 

" found immensely valuable. 
But little is known as to the comparative values of different .

Indian fodders, and there is a considerable amount of work 
in this direction which can only be done with the aid of an 
Agricultural Chemist. -1 

• 

RECOMMENDATIONS~ 

244. I recommend:-

RECOMMENDA.
TIONS. 

The extensiQIl, wherever practicable, ()f the systems of 
growing Fodder-crops, and of Hedging or9therwise 
enclosing fields, more especially in parts where no 
pasturage exists, or where,it is very scarce. 

The employment of an Agricultural Chemist for In~ia, 
to investigate, among other matters, the comparatIve 
values of different Indian Fodders. 

N3 
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<OHAPTER XI. CHAPTER XI. 

LIVE STOCK AND 
DAIRYING. LIVE STOCK AND DAIRYING. 

" 245. THE subject which we now proceed to discuss is one 
on which there is not much to be learnt from the ordinary 
cultivator and his methods, and, in attempting improvement, 
the experience <?f Western practice will have' to be drawn 

L-upon largely. 
I have already spoken of cattle as affected by climate, by

the existence of grazing, an<l the provision of fodder-crops. 
Their importance as supplying the main source of manure to 
the land has also been fully dealt with. 

On points connected with t!Ie breeding of cattle I am not 
qualified to enter, and hence my remarks must be of a very 
general character: • 

Improvement of 
cattle only 
po&dble within 
limits. 

246. Inasmuch as both climate and soil largely influence 
the breeding of cattle, more especially in respect of their size, 
it is clear that, while improvement. of the smaller and inferior 
breeds is possible, it is nevertheless only so within certain 

.. 
'The food of 
<lattle. 

r 

limits. 
The Bengali will maintain that his cattle, though small, 

are Rtrong for their size, and that bigger ones would mean 
more grain for them and more cost to keep. In the Punjab, 
on the contrary, the bullocks are large and fine; they are 
well fed and carefully tended . 

247. Cattle 'repr~sent the raiyat's capital; they provide 
the labour in .ploughing and other field operations, they are 
used for drawing water froIp. wells, and they supply manure 
for the crops. In return for this, all that they get, in many 
parts, is the grass they can pick off the fields and roadsides 
during the rains, the stubble left after harvest, and the 

I, broken straw (bh'Usa) of cereal crops. 
v In other parts, as, for example, in the Punjab, ,they are 

V well cared for, and are fed with special fodder-crops, with r greeh grass, oil-cakes, &c:, or else .they are driven out to 
pasturage and shelter during the hot months. 

The principal dil-seeds given to cattle as food were fully, 
treated of in Chapter VII., paragraph 127. These are til seed, 
saffiower, cotton seed, earth-nut, and linseed. In addition, 
gram a,nd dul (Cajan'Us indicus), are often given. 

Exoellent ""ttle 248. It must be allowed that there are excellent cattle to 
in~na~e found In be found in the country, for, in going through it. as I did, or 

in visiting Agricultural Shows, one may see as good cattle as 
can be desired. I was grt'atly struck with the appearance of 
many of the cattle exhibited at the Saharanpur '1nd Meerut 
Shows, and no one can fail to be impressetl with the general 
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excellence of the bullocks used for transit purposes, as also 
of those employed in military service; . 

The trotting cattle and driving bullocks that one meets 
with in Mysore, Rlijputana. and elsewher~, are singularly 
hardy and strong. . . 

But, though individuals may be able to rear fine cattle and 
to keep up special breeds. this is something quite apart from
the improvement of' the cattle of the country generally. the 
cattle of the raiyat. . 

249. The reason why better agriculturai cattle are notl!reedingan4 
more generally found is mainly because of the inattention o~~~l!:onof 
paid to the matter of breeding and selection. Further, the . 
superstition that ex:ists against· the killing of bad cattle 
militates against the herds being better than they are. Still, 
it is not everywhere that breeding and selection of cattle 
are neglected. 'In the Boml:!ay Presidency the Gavli~, or Wherepractlsed. 

milkmen, follow a system in breeding their cattle; it is 
mentioned ill Reports of the Bombay Agricultural Department 
that in some villages of the Presidency 1Phe people are known 
to purchase stud bulls a.t their joint expense. In Gujarat a 
great deal of attention is given to cattle,judicious crossing is 
studied. and calves are cared for; oil-seads as well as fodder 
are given to the cattle, A bullock will work here for 10 I 
years at a well, or for 15 years if not put to well work. ~ 

In the Southern Mahratta country, cattle are, as a rule. "":::::l 
good. N eltore cattle are famous throughout the Madras 
Presidency. and in certain other parts. The bulls are quite 
big at two years old. and cost Rs. 150 to Rs.209 a pair. 
Nellore cows are greatly prized also. Alambadi cattle are 
b.eld in high esteem in the Salem district. The bulls cost 
trom Rs. 150 to Rs. 250 a pair. The ·Administration Report 
)f the .Central Provinces for 1887-8 says :-"in most districts 
• the bullocks used for agricultural purposes are of. very 
• good quality." . 

The Punjab owes. in large measure, the existence of its fine 
!attle to the bulls sent from the Rissar Cattle Farm. 

From Palamau (Bengal) it is reported that the cattle have 
)een improved by 'half-bred Be~ar bulls. . 

Bhagalpur cows are in demand all over Bengal; thebul
ocks are used too, but are said to eat 2~ ·times as much as 
ndigenous cattle. The Amrit Mahal (Mysore) ?~rd was' 
)roken up in 18/i.j . but a certain number of breedmg cattle 
~re kept by the Mysore Government at Hosur. The Bhad
~aon (Bombay) herd t?ok its origin fr?m .this.. . . 

ThouO'h the above Instances can be gIven, It IS very.gene- Generally 
'ally th; case that the breeding?f c~ttle is l~ft almollt entirely neglected . 
• 0 chance and that no selectIOn IS exerClsed.It has been 
lointed o~t in Chapter IX., paragraph 209, how largely the 
Ilame for this attaches to the" village waste," where herds 
,f miserable cattle mix indiscriminately together. . , 

in many parts of India the younO' bulls are the only sires 
,f the younO' stock. They run am~ng the herds until they 

o N 4 -
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are four years old, when they are castrated and turned into 
bullocks for plough or draught work. In this way the young 

I
bu1l8 often become sires, before they are physically fit to get. 
good stock.· After they are turned three years old they pro
bably make fair sires, and the strongest animals do. the most 
duty. Still, it is a not uncommon sight to see an old 
bullock driving away a young bull from' a cow, with the 
result that the la.tter may lose an entire season through not 

\ being served. " ' 

Th1Brahrnanf 250. The old Hindu system of breeding is carried on by 
1M, means of the sacred bulls, .or " Brahmani .. bulls, as they are. 

generally termed. These bulls, dedicated to Siva or some
other deity, are let loose when still young, on the occasion of 
funeral ceremonies, or in fulfilment of a vow.' They are 
picke'd cattle, and, being sacred, are all-owed to roam wherever 
they please, no one being permitted to kill them. The .cu.stom 
is still maintained, and in some .parts there are too many 

i-J3rahmani bulls: Sometimes considerable dissension exists. 
regarding the bulls~ and frequent troubles between Hindus 
and Muhammadans arise on this accol!nt. In many parts~ 
however; the Brahmani bull is quite eldinct, this being due· 
chiefly to the decrease in free pasturage area, and to the 
decline of faith in the old religious beliefs. . 

The Brahmani bull, where he exists, is almo13t always' a fine 
creature, "fed on th~ best of everything. All that a cultivator 
may do is to drive the bull off his ,own field, though it may 
be only for 'it to go on to his neighbour's. So well does the 
Brahmani bull fare that it is f.requently asserted against him 
that he gets too fat and lazy to pursue his proper calling, and 
that the cows get se~ved by the half-starved bulls of their 
own herds instead. Nevertheless, it is very certain that were 
it not for the Brahmani btd! many. villages would be very 
badly off. . 

In some parts; however, Behar for example, the bulls are too
numerous, and cause serious damage to the crops of the indigo
planters. Though they do not eat the indigo shrub itself, they 
tread it down while searching for the grass that grows under 
its shade,but nowhere else. Much expense has"accordingly. 
been incurred by the planters in putting ditches and hedge~ 
around their indigo fields. ' 

When the bulls get too many in nJlmJ:>er, Municipalities 
often seize them, and work them in the town carts. This pro

. ceeding, so long as the bulls are not killed or sold, is quietly 
acquiesced in. ' , 

In the North-West Provinces considerable trouble has been 
caused' by the depredations of cattle stealers and Muham

·madan butchers. Muhammadans, being meat-eaters, have not 
the same sacred feeling towa.rds the Brahmani bull as the 
Hindus have, and the complaint of the latter is loud that 

• numbers of these cattle are stolen for the purpose of being 
slaughtered, and that their flesh is sold. 
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Thus, I heard at Bharwari that the value of a bull 
had risen from . Re. 10 to Rs. 25 in consequence of the 
demand for its flesh. Near Cawnpore I heard complaints 

, that there were no Brahmani buUs left, and that the culti· 
vators have to go to the nearest man who has a bull, of 
whatever kind it may happen to be. The agitation has, more 
recen tIy, been increased by a decision "..; ven by Mr. _ Justice Legal decision OS 

~.. to ownership of 
Straight, in which he declared the Brahmani bull to be "no Brahm.ni bull 
"one's property," inasmuch as it could not be said to belong 
to any particular owner. The buH is thereby deprived of the? 
protection of ownership, and lJecomes more than ever the 
prey of the cattle-stealers and butchers, while the villagers 
are deprived of the means of getting their cows servedi-J 
Su,rely, such a decision cannot beallewed to stand. That 
men should be allowed. to steal and realise money by the sale 
of the flesh of stolen animals, and then escape punishment on 
the ground 'that the animals are "no one's property," seems 
manifestly unjust, and, in the interests of the- agricultural 

. communities, the practice should.not be p.rmitted to continue. -

251. It is very certain that without good bulls no improve."lstlibutionO! 
ment in the cattIe of the countz:y can take plaee. Where ~f~e~l~,t0 
Brahmani' bulls exist in sufficiency there is no need of doing Government. 
more; but where they are extinct, or where good country 
bulls -do not exist, then Government can do much good by the 
distribution of good stud bulls. _- . ' . 

As I shall presently show, much benefit has been derived in 
the Punjab from the distribution of bulls from the Rissar 
Cattle Farm. The same good might be done by the Govern
ment supplying other parts of 'the country, just as it has done 
in the Punjab. The .privilege, when given, does not appear to 
have been abused. A bulliocatl'ld in a village or town should 
be under the charge of .the village headman (the patel, lam
bardar, or similar official), .and the latter should be required 
to report periodically to the local authority. Further, it 
should be the duty of the Provincial Director of Agriculture 
to keep himself informed as to what is being done in each 
district to which bulls have been distributed. I do not think 
that any trouble need be taken about the food {)f the bulls. 
If good bulls,are given, the people will see that they are fed, 
and the responsibility on the village headman will s1.).ffice. 
The system adopted at Rissar, by which the cultivators can 
go to the Farm aJ!d choose exactly what suits their require
ments, is decidedly the best one, and should be encouraged. 

It is needless to say tpat the result to Government cannot 
be a directly paying OIie, but it is one which should be under-
taken In the interests of the people as agricultllral classes .. 

252. It is well, perhaps, that I should here interpose a remark 
to show that, when I speak of improving the cattle by using 
better sires, I am not at all in favour of trying to improye 
Indian ~attle by crossing them with English bulls.. The mam 
object in India is to produce cattle suited for work, and not, 

s~ lection ot 
nn.ti ve cMtle 
preferable to 
foreign Bires. 
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as in England, to produce either meat or milk. At th 
BhadgaonFarm I saw a bullock that was a cross between 
a Mysore cow and a Shorthorn bull, a big, beefy animal, that 
ate a great deal, but was not adapted to ploughing. '. 

Again, it is not enough, nor yet always the best way, to" 
bring in fresh sires; attention must be paid also to the . 
8election, for breeding purposes, of the best cattle of a 
district. 

Cattle-breeding 253. The distribution of stud bulls- for agricultural pur-
. Farms necessary. 

poses involves the retention of Hissar or other cattle-

Hissar Cattle 
Farm. 

\-)l'eeding' Farms, and the location of bulls at Government 
Farms or other suitable places. , 

I am inclined to think that the good which has already 
been done by Government in this direction is apt to be over
looked. I had the opportunity of inspecting both the Hissar 
Cattle Farm in the Punjab and the Bhadgaon. herd at the 
Farm of the Bombay Government, and without; as I have 
said, presuming to speak too definitely on points 'Outside my' 
particular sphere, I must say that I was much struck, not 

(

only with the excellence of the cattle at these Farms, but, 
what is more to the point, by the impress which they had left 
upon the cattle of the surrounding country through which 
I was then touring. . ' , 

254. The Hissar Cattle Farm,· at the t~me of my visit and 
for some years previously, had been under the able manage
ment of Captain Marrett. It covers 67 square miles in all, 
and has about 7,000 head of cattle on it, these being divide<I 
into herds according to the different breeds and ages. It was 

1 started as long ago as 1813, the primary object being to supply 
cattle to the army for artillery purposes; a secondary one 
was to'supply agricultural bulls for the Punjab and North-
West Provinc{ls. The artillery cattle are variously bred, 
according as they are re9.uired for "pole cattle" or for 
"leaders," or for other special purposes~ The Gujarat . cross 
and the Nagore cross are mostly used as "pole cattle," and 
the Mysore cross as " leaders." , 

About 350 head are supplied yearly to the Conimiss/triat 
Department. 

In addition, from 70 to 80 bulls are sold annually for agri
cultural purposes at the Government price of Rs.150 each. 
Intending purchasers are allowed to go t~ the Farm and to 
choose the bulls for themselves. 

On a farm of such extent there is almost unlimited grazing 
ground, but the grass is, 'seemingly, very poor and thin. It is 
only on spots where the water lodges that enough grass 
grows to afford a cutting. There is a f.urther difficulty, th~t 
of procurino- water, for the water-level IS so low that wells, If 
made, would have to be over 100 feet deep. Captain Mar
rett's efforts to supply green fodder in the form of lucerne, 
jUtlr (Sorghum), &c., are frustrated by the' irregula~ supply 
of canal water, the Farm being situated at the very ter-
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mination of the canal, and what water there is to spare 
goes first to the native proprietors (zem:itndars). 
t Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the Farm appeared to me 
If,? be capitally managed, and~he stock b~cd on it were unques
tIOnably fine. What struck me espeCIally was the really 
splendid condition of the young stock. The calves were left 
alone in the yards during the day, but had their mothers with 
them at night; the latter were not stall-fed at all during the 
rains, but Rimply grazed throughout the day; and the fact 
that they were able tQ support themselves and their calves 
too, is a proof of how much the grass, unpromising as it 
looked, could do for them. . All the cattle seemed to me 
excellent and in capital condition, and the spot must evidently 
be one well suited for breeding purposes. 
. 'Of t.he suitability of the Hissar cattle as transport and 
artillery bullocks I cannot speak, but I have no do~bt of 
.the agricultural good that is bdng done by the Farm. . 

Hissar was the first stopping-place in my. Punjab tour, and 
as I went aherwards to other districts I m,de a point of parti
cularly observing the cattle. I may briefly say that almost 
wherever I went in the Punjab I found that the existence of 
good cattle could be ,directly traced to the presence of an 
Hissar bull in the neighbourhood. Thus, at Ferozpore and at 
G6jrat (Punjab) the ordinary cattle were excelleht, and in 
each case I came across fine Hissar bulls, roaming over the 
fields, just as the Brahmani bulls do. These bulls, I found· 
on enquiry, had been given gratis by Government, but the 
boen had been appreciated by the people, for they are very 
fond of cattle. A pair of working bullocks at Ferozpore will 
cost from Rs. 80 to Rs. 100. In further' support of what I 
noticed myself, I give the following extracts from the Punjab 
Administration Report for 1888-89 :-

KaMtal.-" There were Fix Hiss"l' bulls in the district at the end of the 
" year; in 1888-89 ten more were got and ten more were applied for, as the 
"demand was keen and increasing. .Practical farmers are deputed to 
" Hissar to select for themselve~." . 
. Hoshiarpllr.-" There arc 24 Hisfar bulls in the district, which are 

"effecting .an improvement in the local hreed.· The zemillliars ~ighly 
"appreciate them; they are no expense; they are turned loose In the. 
"town." , 

Rawal Pilldi.-" There are 14 HiSl'ar bulls in the district." 

The follo~ing is from Major Massy'S Report of the Kapur
thala State for 18~-90:-

•• Hissar bulls are regularly imported. Fifteen Hissar bull, were distri
.. buted among the tahsils, and were highly appreciated .... The young 
.. stock Jlre vel'y promising." 

Major Massy adds :-
" It is notorious that ani~als of this cl~s were never possessed before by 

, • the Kapurthala peasantry." 

I also find that in 1887 two Hissar bulls were sent as far as 
Arrah (Behar) for use on the Government Estates there. 

Impress made 
on cattle of 
6U rrounding 
districts. 
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255. On- two different occasions I visited.. the Bhadgaon 
Farm' of the Bombay Government; .. Cattle~breeding has been 
established here for about 11 years, the herd having taken 
its origin from the Amrit Mahal herd of the Mysore Govern~ 
ment, since dispersed. The main object of this part of tht! 
Farm is to breed Mysore bulls for crossing with and improving 
the cattle of the country around. Her.e, as at Hissar, I c;ould 
not but rec9gnise that stock were being reared which were 
very greatly superior to those found in the country generally, 
and which could not fail to improve the latter if the right 
steps were taken to distribute the benefit. But it was not 
that the stock at the Farm alone were good, for, as I pasRed 
through the district, 1 saw evidence of the impress which the 
Mysore cattle reared at the Farm had made upon some of the 
other cattle, and how superior to the ordinary cattle were 
thos!: which had the Mysore "touch" in them. The people 

.of the district have now come to appreciate this, and there is 
an eager demapd for any young bulls that are for sale. In 
1889 nine young bplls, two to three years old, were sold at 
an average of, Rs. 58 each. The young stock I saw at the 
Farm were also most promising. A short time after my visit, 
viz., in October 1890, 27 young bulls, varying in age from 
six months to 18 months, were sold at an average of Rs.40 
each for breeding purposes. By this sale alone, Rs.] ,080 
were realised, whereas in the Farm Report issued previous to 
the sale these same animals had been valued at Rs. 650 
only. I regard this as a strong proof that the .people of the 
country will before long come to appreciat'3 any source from 
which good cattle can be procured. The maintenance of the 
Farm as a breeding~farm for cattle is very desirable, and it is 
to this purpose that, I think, it is admirably suited; more so, 
indeed, than as an Experimental Farm in the stricter sense. 

256. I have said that the result of distributing stud bulls 
from these centres cannot be a directly paying one; in many 
cases, indeed, it may at first be necessary to provide the bulls 
free to villages. . But the work of breeding good bulls, and of 
improving the cattle, must not be judged from the. financial 
standpoint alone, but from that of the good effect produced 
in the country generally. 

257. Where conditions are suitable, and wh'ere localities 
require it, I am distinctly in favour of .Government Farms 
being made breeding-farms for the supply of good bulls for 
agricultural purposes: Where conditions are not suitable for 
breeding, but where good sires are wanted, stud bulls might be 
located at Government Farms. This is done, for instance, 
at the Saidapet Farm, Madras .• If stud bulls were located at 
the Cawnpore Farm it would, to some extent, remedy the 
deficiency already referred to in the matter of good bulls. . 

Court of Wards' Estates, again, would be very suitable 
places at which to locate bulls. It is not, however, enough 
.to merely place the bulls at these FlLrms, but personal energy' 
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on the part of Directors of Agriculture will have to be shown 
in getting the people to avail themselves of the benefits . 
offered. When this ~s once done, the people will not fail, 
before long, to appreclate the result, and to make use of it 
tn the future. ' 

258. I cannot pass from this part of the subject without 'Illlpl'Ovement 

applying to cattle-breeding Farms under the Military Depart- ~;::::ln the 

ment remarks very similar to those which I applied to the ,::~~=~~ 
military· Grass Farms and rukhs. I refer to the evils of the 'Farms. 

system by which an officer in charge of such a Farm is limited 
in his tenure of the appointment to a term of five years. The 
management and breeding o~ stocK require special skill and 
technical knowledge. It is not every, or any, man who is 
naturally a judge or breeder of stock, or who can ever become 
one. When, tl1en, a man has been found who doe3 under'3tand 
these matters, a~d who likes the work, and shows abiHty in its 
discharge, it seems very false economy to remove him just at 
the time that he has got the Farm into good working order, 
and is in a position to effect considerable sa'iing in its manage-
ment as the result of the experience he ,has. ,gained. But 
what too often happens is, that, just at this time, his tenure 
of office expires, and he is replaced by a novice who may 
quickly undo all the good and throwaway alJ.o the ,work of 
the past through inexperience. A breeding stud is much 
more ,easily spoiled than it is formed. ' 

It is very desirable, therefore, that the men who are to 
hold in future the 'Position of Superintendents should be 
those who have shown some aptitude for the work, and they 
should receive beforehand the practical training, under the 
Sllperintendent, for which the Farm provides the opportunity. 
It would also seem desirable to attach an officer of the Com
missariat Department from time to time to the Farm, in view 
of his acquiring, under the teaching of the Superintendent, 
that knowledge of cattle and of farming operations generally, 
which all Commissariat officers should more or less possess. 

259. Bullocks are the general cattle uS,ed for field operation;7P10Ughcattle. 
and for drawing water from wells. Bulls as well as bullocks 
are, in some parts, used in the field. The cow, as being a 
sacred animal, is only rarely worked, and only by Muham-
madans. This is the case at Serajgunge (Eastern Bengal), the 
Muhammadans regularly using 'Cows for ploughing, but the 
Hindus not. The S'!l.me reverence is not always extended to 
the she-buffalo as to the cow. ,At Belgaum, when the buffalo 
cows do not calve, they are sent to the plough or to work the 
wells.' ' -J 

260. In some regions of 'heavy rainfall, such as Mahim, Bnffaloes. 

Igatpuri, and other parts of tlie Western Ghats of Bombay, 
as well as in districts of Eastern Bengal" the bullocks are 
small and weak. Buffaloes, on the other hand, revel in a wet 
climate; and are the principal plough cattle; ind~ed, the 
ploughing of tl?-e rice fields could hardly be earned ~ut 
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without them, for it is literally plougb,ing ill mud covered 
over with several inches of water. 

But where these wet climatic conditions do not exist, thE 
he-buffalo is generally reckoned a. misfortune. I saw he· 
buffaloes being used for ploughing on the Nadiad Experi
mental Farm, though this is, not done elsewhere in the district. 

I 
Going about the country as I did, and noticing buffalo COWf 

in abundance, and only here and there a buffalo bull or bul
'lock, I was often led to enquire what becomes of the young 
bull calves. 

r In Gujarat (Bombay) the he-calf is simply starved off by 
withholding milk from him. In other parts, he is driven away 
to the forests to become the prey of wild beasts. In Bengal he 
is often tied up in the fores1; and left, without food, either t(] 

I starve or' to. b~ devoured. And yet the people who do this 
--are those who would not allow an animal to be killed outright 

even if it were in extreme suffering! 

T"""a.i advances ' 261. The system of Government advances, known as 
foroattle. taccavi, has been discussed in Chapter VI., paragraph 107,: 

these advance.s may be made for the purchase of plough cattle 
as well as for the digging of wells, &c. , .... 

There are, I believe, objections to giving advances for the 
buying of cattle, inasmuch as the purchase represents so much 
capital which may in turn be parted with, and which is not, 
like a well, a jixt'Ure on the land. However, in cases where 
the cattle of a district have been swept off by disease; and 
when the cultivator has no cattle left with which to plough his 
lands or water his crops, the facility for .re-stocking his 
holding must come as a very decided boon. 

Dairying. 

Yield and qu&u[; 262. As a dairy animal the she-buffalo is more esteemed 
~.fi1krm (than the cOl!; it yief"ds a larger and, richer supply of milk, 
cat:!': auy and is generally better cared for. In parts of the Punjab the 

purchase of a buffalo _ is the first indication of prosperity. 
The two most striking features in Indian dairying are, the 
small yield of milk given by the cows, and the richness of the 

L milk of the buffalo. 
(. In Bengal the ordinary country cow will not give more 

than 2_lbs., of milk Ii. day. In Madras it may yield from 
2 to 4 lbs. a' day. As a rule, the cows will only milk for six 
months, and often have only one calf i,n"the course of two 
years. . 

The milk of the buffalo, on the other hand, is very much 
richer than average cow's milk in England,· for, whereas the 
latter may be said .to contain 3 to 4 per cent. of butter-fat, 
and 12 to 13 per cent. of total solids, buffalo's milk .has no 
less than n per cent. of butter-fat an~ 18 per ·cent .. of total 

1Jt0lids. . 
The yield of milk will, of course, depend upon the breed of 

the cattle,the food given them, and the ~al'e bestowed upon 
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them. The Gujarat, Sind, and N ell ore cows .are specia.llJl 
n9_teJL19-!....J;heir milking "pr.operties... qualities in which the I 
Mysore breed, for instance, are deficient. The cattle of these 
special breeds are, however, very different to the ordinary 

.country cattle. -
~hroug~out C~ota Nagpur the village cows are very poor, 

o~mg to msufIiClency.o~ food and :waD:t!Jf fodder-crops; no 
Ollcake or o~her additional food IS given to them. From-
1 lb. to 1,6 11s. of milk a day is all that they yield, and their 
value is from Rs.? to Rs. 10 each: Buffaloes, howevel", cost 
here Rs.,25 each, and will yield about 5 Ibs. of milk per 
diem. Oilcake is fed to them in the dry season: At Seraj-_ 
gunge, in Eastern Bengal, 2 Ibs. of milk is the average daily 
sup-ply of a cow. In Dacca, cows are rather better cared for, 
and oilcake is given to them as well as to buffaloes. They 
will yield, in consequence, about 4 Ibs. of milk a day. 

In Gujarilt (Bombay) milking,cattle are much more valued.
Thus, a cow will milk for seven months, giving 5 to 10 Ibs. 
of milk a day, and will cost from Rs. 20 toRs. 50. The 
buffalo is still more prized, and, being • fed with oilcake, 
cotton seed, juar fodder, &c., will keep in milk for eight 
months, giving, for the first three months 20 Ibs., the next 
three 12 Ibs., and the last two 6 Ibl'l. of milk daily. Its value 
is from Rs. 30 to Rs. 100. 

Nellore cows are good milkers. Some that I saw at the 
Saidapet (Madras) Farm gave about 20 Ibs. of milk a day. 
They were being fed· on 5 Ibs. per head daily of earth-nut 
cake and bran, with cllolum fodder.' ' 

263. When such differences exist as are instanced above, it Improvement of 

is very clear that in many parts improvement in the milking_~ilking-cattle. 
cattle is possible. As regards buffaloes, the people seem to I, • 

appreciate their value, and there is little, I think, that ne,ed 
be done further. But, there is a good deal that may be done 
towards improving cows, more particularly where the sale of 
milk or the manufacture of the native butter, called ghi, is 
carried on. This will be found to be chiefly the case where 
pasture and grazing areas.JLbound, and where the professional 
graziers resort with the cattle of the villagers, generally 
taking payment themselves in a share of tl1e milk. Beyond 
where such pasturage exists, little is done to maintain the 
cow specially as a milking .animal; but the buffalo take_s itt< 6" 
place, and the cow is looked on rather as the breeder offjil'i.tre Vv ; -" 

plough cattle. Thtis, while the distribution of stud bulls for [ 
breedinO" workinO"-cattle is capable of wide extension, it wilr,-' 
I think~ only bet:> in special parts, and where pasturage exists' 
in abundance, that improvement of the milking strains of the 
country cattle'will be effected to any great extent. , , 

This matter has, however, not been altogether neglected at 
Government Farms, for, at Hissar, Mysore cattle are crossed 
with Sind, Gujafllt, Angole, and Nagore breeds, partly with 
the object of improving their milking properties, the Mysore 

I breed being specially deficient in these. At the Bhadgaon 
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Farm, Malvi. cows are kept as' nurse cows f01" the young 
Mysore stock; and at Poona, investigations have for some 
time been carried on, as to the milk-producing qualities of 
Gujarat and Aden cows, and on the influence of different 
foods upon the yield of milk. . '" 

Dairy Fanrungin 264. Of late, efforts have been made 'to extend the 
Iudia. practice of Dairy Farming in India. (Mr. Ozanne:iwho, at 

the time of my visit,was Director of the Departinent of 
Land. Records and Agriculture in the Bombay Presidency, 
was foremost in the endeavours to foster this industry. A 
considerable-impetus was given to the movement by the 

Mr. H.A. How- visit to India, in 1889; of Mr.(H. A. Howman;.a well-known 
,man '8 visit in ' . 
m9. dairy-farmer, from Warwickshire, England, and who came o~t 

on behalf of the Dairy Supply Company, Limited, of London, 
for the purpose of introducing the 'mechanical "Cream
separators," for which that company were agents. These 
separators were of Swedish make, the invention of Dr. de 
.Laval, and were of a size which could be worked by hand
power. Mr. Howma,n also took over with him a number of 

Natlve.method 'Other appliances for waking butter. The native way of 
of making gh.. making butter is, to boil the milk as soon a~ drawn from the 

cow, then to cool it, and,after adding a little sour milk, to let 
it stand from 12 to 20 hours in a brass vessel narrowed towards 
the top .. After standing; the milk is churned by the rapid 
twisting round in it of a stick which is kept spinning round 
by the hand, first warm and then cold water being added now' 
and again, but quite empirically. The butter c. comes" in 

lIr. Bowman', . 
experiencE'. 

. about a quarter of an hour, and is strained off on to a cloth, 
the sour butter-milk, called tak or chUs, being much relished 
by the people. The butter is collected, put into another brass 

_ vessel, an.d melted oyer a fire. This operation requires careful 
watching, and good ghi makers are adepts at it. In the 
heating, the water is evaporated, and a portion of the mass, 
which is probably the enclosed curd, deposits at the bottom 
of the vessel, the remainder being pour~d into jars and stored. 
This .is the ghi, or native butter, so largely used in cooking, 
&c., and it has the property, which ordinary butter has not, 
of keeping good for a long time. , . 

Mr. Howman, when he first came to IQdia, was met with 
what proved to be a difficulty,-the exceptional richness of 
buffalo milk. But this was SOOI). overcome, and wherever the 
mechanical separator~ were shown. at work, the opinion was 
universal that capital butter wai1 produced, and that the 
system which Mr .. Howman demonstrated, that of making 
butter without it being at any' stage touched by the hand, 
was an immense' improvement on, .and a far more· cleanly 
method than, the native one. The butter which Mr. Howman 
made. would also keep quite well for a week. He further 
showed that he c'ould not only make ghi from the butter 
produced, bUt" that from the separated milk the sweetmeats 
and curds, in which the Native delights, could be made per
fectly well. The separation also gav~ .. in the form of freshly- , 
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separated milk, a perfectly sweet and wholesome article of 
drink. In England the main difficulty with the cream
'separator has been the utilisation of the skim-milk, and this 
is likely to prove the same in India. If the Natives show a 

• readiness to take it, either for drinking or for manufacture 
into sweetmeats, this obstacle may be overcome, but not 
otherwise. It was, however, whf;ln Mr. Howman put himself 
into competition l"ith the skilled ghi makers that he failed in 
showing that he could produce more' ghi than the native 
manipulator. He could always get more butter, but in 
making it into ghi the Native excelled. Icannot, however, 
regard the trials as by any means satisfa~ot complete. 
In one butter-making trial which I witnessed, the native 
operator showed himself very clever in making up his butter 
with a great deal of water, so that it might weigh heavy, 
whereas Mr. Howman's butter contained no superfluous 
amount. Then, when Mr. Howman's butter was made into 
ghi this was done by the ghi makers, and it is very certain 
that in some cases, at least, it was spoilt by them. But the 
chief consideration iR the following. In ·the absence of, any 
chemical investigation into the nature and composition of glti, 
it is impossible to say what glti exactly is, and whether, as 
made by the Native, it is purely butter-fat, or whether it does 
not contain some amount of curd. The latter, indeed, is pro
bably the case. The butter, as made by Mr. Howman, was 
merely butter-fat, without curd j this may accou.nt for the 
fact that Mr. Howman obtained more butter but less ghi . 

. What is really wanted is the investigation of such points as 
these by an agricultural chemist resident in India itself. 

Mr. Howman's visit undoubtedly showed that great im
provement was possible in dairy matters in India, but whether 
the benefit will extend beyond the European community is 
questionable. 

265. Mr. Ozanne was not slow to follow up the stimulus 
given to the plans he sad had for some time in contemplation. 

Mr. Keventer, a Swiss, who had assisted Mr. Howman; was 
retained in India by the Bombay Government, and the Agri
cultural Department star.ted a Working Dairy in the city of 
Bombay. This was fitted with cream-separators, churns, 
refrigerators, &c., and so successful WllS the sale of butter, 
that, after a time, the concern was taken over by a private 
capitalist and wo~ed by him. Then another capitalist 
started a second similar business, and, at the time I left" 
both were succeeding well. At Poona, also, butter is simi
larly made by the Agricultural Department, ,and is sold in the 
town. Mr. Keventer was lent for a time to the North-West 
Government, and at Cawnpore and elsewhere he s~owed the 
process of butter-making. He was also engaged m. demon
stratinO" that cheese miO"ht be manufactured in IndIa. The 
berries "of Puneria, it ;;ay.be mentioned, can be used in India 
for the purpose of curdling milk; they are obtained from Sind, 

Y 24266. 0 
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-At the Saiqapet Farm tMadras) a cream-separator is used. 
There'is a' ready sale for cream, and more is sold as such than 
asmadeintobuUer. The students of. the' college (Natives) 
do not care for butter; 'so I was informed: 

.~ . 
, . . 

\266. :This leads me to the consideration whether butter-· 
making by 'improved methods is likely to make much advance 
in India. ','1 must say I hardly think that it will, so far as the 

Ia there likeli
hood that 
Improved 
dairying methods 
will spread In 
India ? native population is concerned. Butter will not replace gM, 

. for the reason that it ·will not keep anything like the time 
ghat ghidoes. The Native; again, makes ghi with the simple 
I utensils he has at hand; he could not make butter in this 

Unllltistactory 
condition of the 
milk supply In 
India. 

Dairyl'arml. 

way. But, wherever there is a considerable Europea.n popula
tion, ,then, I think, English dairying, may be' pursued with 
much' ,benefit, and comfort to the community. I could not 
help 'wondering'~how, in such towns as Calcutta,Bombay, 
Madras, Poona, Allahabad, and, others, the English residents 
put up with the so-called '! butter?' with which they 'are 
supplied. ' 

267~ But of grea'ter importance th'an butter-making is the 
question, of the milk supply; of the conditions under which 
it is. generally: carrie,dpntha, less s~id, the better. Th'e 
surroundings ;in ,almost all, cas~s 'are most. insanitary; the 
manure, heaps are, too ~ften close"beside~he wells and drain 
into them; the', .vessels a.r~ washed ~ri. this 'Y'ater, and the 
cattle dril!k it or other equally bad water. Seeing, as we 
know only too well in England, how readily, disease is 
propagated through the medium of milk~'the wonder is that, 
in India, epidemics have nQt been more closely traced to 
impure water, or to insanitary surroundings affecting the 
milk supply. The supply of milk to military cantonments 
is one affecting vitally the health of our troops in India, and 
that this should go on, as at present, without any control, is 
highly prejudicial to their welfare. There is little or no check 
upon either the state of the places where the milk is produced, 
nor upon the adulteration (often with Impure water) which 
constantly goes. on. Bombay and PO(,ma are exceptions to 
this statement, as careful supervision is exercised there. 

Wherever troops are stationed, the 'supply of milk should 
be carried 'out by regular contract, and. the sheds where the 
cattle .are kept and the milk is produced ,should be under 
constant inspection and control by sanitary officers. 

, ," e 
268. Schemes for the establishment of regular Dairy Farms 

in connection with the supply of milk to troops have been 
I suggested by Colonel Marriott, of Allahabad, and others, and 
, I regarfl, the proposalS very favourably. ,Where troops are 
\ re2J1J-'~y quartered such Farms might with advp.ntage be 

'e- ;(hed, and. should have a herd of good milking cows, 
~owe·o or three stud bulls. J n addition to the milk sup-
Pllducete cows would produce calves, which, if females, would 1 tmrt 

1,y w ,,' 
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be the future milking animals, and if males, would do for 
entering into Government service as transport and artillery 
bullocks. 

The attention of the' Comm'issariat Department should be 
strongly directed to this important 'matter Qf a pure milk 

-supply to 'troops. 
In addition to military cantonments, Jails are institutions 

which would benefit from a regular and supervised system, of 
milk supply. . '. 

At Madura, what was formerly the Experimental·Farm of Madura Farm. 

the Agricultural Society is now kept up as a Dairy Farm. 
There are about 15 cows here,mostof them good country 
cows, and & few Aden cattle. They are reckoned to give 
about 121bs. of milk each daily, when in full milk, and are. 
fed with earth-nut cake and gingellycake.Milk is sold to 
the town, but not cream, butter, or ghii This part of the 
Farm pays very well, and would seem to show that a good 
milk supply would be appreciated in native towns as well as 
,where Europeans are in considerable numbers. Mr. Ozanne 
has in prospect the establishment of a large Dairy Farm for 
supplying Poon& with milk, butter, ~c. 

269. Horses do not in India come under' the term "agri- Hor .... 

cultural live 'stock;" but, inasmuch as the Horse-breeding . 
Operations of the Government' of India are included 'nnder 
the work of the Agricultural Department, a pas!;ling reference 
should be made. ' 

The object of the Horse-breeding Op' erations is, primarily, to H ...... breedlng 
J Operation! of 

supply Remounts for the Cavalry. Formerly there were army' Government of 

studs at Hapur and elsewhere, but these are now given 'up, India. 

and the Cavalry have been supplied with horses imported 
from Australia and New Zealand. The endeavour of the 
Horse-breeding Department has been to improve the horses 
of the country by mating the country-bred mares with pure-
bred sires. The selected sir~s are either Norfolk Trotters or 
thoroughbreds, imported from England, besides a few Arabs., 

At the different Fairs and Shows, country mares are chQsen 
by the officers of the Department, and are branded as being 
eligible to be served' bya stallion belonging to the Depart
ment. Their produce are intended to supply the remounts. 
The stallions are quartered in different parts of the country. 

I went over the Hapur Farm,' near Meerut, and saw the 
stallions of the Herse-breeding Department, and also the 
breeding mares, and the young stock belonging to the Army 
Remount Department. It is found' necessary to buy the 
produce of Government sires at as early an age as o~e year, 
for, if left till older, the horses are found to be mostly Injured 
permanently. Also at Bhadgaon, Lahore, G6jrat (Punj~b), 

, Hoshiarpur and Salem, I saw stallions of the Horse-breedmg 
Department that were quartered there. In addition to ~he 
horses, there were,' both at Hapur and at ,the other depots, 
donkey stallions kept for mule-breeding purposes. In the 

flO) , 
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P~njab·and North-West Provinces these were very popular, 
but in Bombay the idea has not taken at all. 

In the. Rawal Pindi district (Punjab} alone, there are 25 
horse stallions, and .47 donkey stallions, belonging to Govern-
ment. . • 

In the Central Provinces, Government stallions are located, 
but are not much used, trotting bullocks being generally 
used for transit purposes.. ~ . 

It would be travelling beyond my sphere were I to pass any 
detailed criticism on ·the way in which the Horse-breeding 
Operations are conducted:. I cali, at most, mention my general 
impressions of what I saw, witbout wishing to attach much 
importance to them. But, after seeing Norfolk Trotters in 
England, I cannot say that I was favourably struck with the 
representatives 'of the breed that had been sent out to India; 
they appeared to be too heavy, too large-bodied for their legs, 
t.o have a lack of style and a coarseness of leg which did 
not bring back to my mind . the specimens I had seen in 
England. It is, I .. believe, questionable whether the Norfolk 
Trotter is the right kind of horse te cross with. tile country 
mares in order to produce a cavalry Remount; the appearance 
of the young stock would indicate their suitableness' for 
dragging guns rather than for making riding horses. 

In the case of the thoroughbreds, the acquiring of a good 
animal seems to have been sacrificed to the obtaining of a 
high-sounding pedigree. Of a number of horses that I saw at 
Hapur, the majority were rather" weedy-looking," and several 
were lame. But the money difficulty comes in here, and. when,' 
as iii the case, the' 'purchase price is restricted to 2.50 guineas, 
or 300 guineas at the outside, one can hardly expect to get 
a really good sire.' '. 

The Arab stallions were, as a rule, very good, occasionally 
a little light; the best I saw was one named .. Ajeel," then 
standing at Hoshiarpur.. ; 

Some of the donkey stallions were also good. The general 
fault with them was, that they showed a' shrinking of the 
hoof. . . , . 

270. Of other farm live stock I need say but little .. 
Attempts have been made by Colonel Coussmaker and 

others to iniwove the breeds. of sheep. and to obtain a better 
wool, but nothing of a lasting or general nature has been 
accomplished. • 

At' the Saidapet Farm a fresh cross-breed, called the 
It Saidapet breed," has been established. At the Hissar Farm 
Jeypore sheep have been crossed with the progeny of Leicester 
tups and Bikanir ewes. It is stated that the sheep now give 
wool, rather than the hair which they produced before. 

The country'sheep (Bikanir) have 'also beeil crossed with 
Australian Southdowns, but the latter only lived six months. 
Thei,r produce, however, seemed to show an improvement in 
wool, the price realised for' it off the farm. being Rs. 25 per 
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maund, whereas the general price for country wool is only 
Rs.17. 

The question of improving sheep and' goats is partly one of 
providing for them a more abundant supply of food, and not 

• leaving them to pick up merely what -they may chance to 
find. But it is probable, also, that much can be done by 
careful selection of the stock already in the country, rather 
than by importation of breeds from other lands. 

Cattle Disease. Cattle Disease. 

27L Comparatively little is known in India on the subject 
of cattle disease, and yet it is one of great agricultural 
importance, for, when an epidemic breaks out, the cattle 
perish in thousands, and do not seem· to have a power of 
resisting it equal to that possessed by English cattle. The 
Natives believe that cattle :epidemics are visitations of the
goddess "Mata.," and that they can. only get rid of the 
epidemic, by propitiating the goddess. The variety of names 
by whicli diseases are known to the Natives in different parts 
makes it hard to ascertain how far they really recognise the 
particular ones and the r~spective ·symptoms. To a certain'
extent it appears that the people are awar~ of the advantages 
of isolation, and make some use of it. The herding together 
of & lot of miserable half-starved cattle on the "village waste" 
is, as I have previously remarked, one of the most potent means 
of spreading disease. 

In the Central Provinces, enquiries were lately made as to 
the means of checking the spread of disease, and the replies 
received indicated that the people would welcome Govern
ment interference to prevent the cattle of villages where 
disease existed, from mixing with. those of other villages. 
But the proposed isolation of individual cattle in a village 
hospital pound was not so readily approved, and it. was felt 
that the owners "Would want to go and feed their cattle, and 
thus would themselves be the means of spreading infection~ 
Yet another difficulty is. 'that of preventing -the spread of 
disease. through the sale lof . hides.. When' cattle diethej 
Chamar8 or leather· dressers . come at once and skin the 
animals, taking the hide for sale.' The hide is their perquisite. 
It would seem that the only waJ of remedying the evil 
arising from this-source is to give compensation for the 
hides destroyed. 

Mr. Nicholson, in describing the state of Anantapur, says 
that lakhs of rupees are annually lost by cattle disease. He 
points out that feneingis. not done here, and that segregation 
w~uld preyent much loss. 

272. Within recent years efforts have been made to gam a. EJlortomad:to 
knowledO'e of the diseases of ca.ttle, and of their treatment. :~:e~~L ... ttle 

At Lahore (punjab) a Veterinary College was established in 
1882, and now has 90 students. A dispensary and hospital 

03' 
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are attached to. it. At Po.o.na (Bo.mbay) Co.llege there is, 8. 

veterinarY,co.urse, and men who. have passed thro.ugh it are 
qualified to. take charge o.f the lo.cal dispensaries which have 
Po.w been started at.Ahmedabad, Nadiad, and o.ther to.wns in • 
the Bo.mbay.Presidency. These dispensaries are used to. so.me 
extent by the different municipalities fo.l' the' treatment o.f 
their wo.rking cattle, and their wider usefulness, is beginning 
to. be, appreciated. In the Punjab also.. there are similar 
dispensaries, and in the Central Pro.vinces veterinary ho.s
pital assistants are sent o.ut tQ different districts to. treat the 
cattle in them. 

The mo.st impo.rtant step which has o.f late been taken'is the 
appointment o.f Dr. Lingard, a man o.f established, scientific 
reputatio.n, as Imperial Bacterio.lo.gist to. the Go.vernment o.f 
!ndia. Dr. Lingard, after co.nsiderable Euro.pean experience 
tinder men o.f such no.te as Drs. Ko.ch and Klein, was brough't 
o.ut 't~ India in 1890, and, lo.cated at Po.o.na, a special labo.ra
to.ry being establisked fo.r hhn' there by the Go.vernment o.f' 
India,fo.r the express purpo.se o.f enabling him to 'pursue 
o.riginal research and investigate the causes and cure o.f cattle 
diseases in India. This appo.intment is o.ne o.f great impo.rt
ance, and is almo.st the first in which a man trained in 
scientific investigatio.nhas been bro.ught to. India and enabled 
to. fo.llo.w original research. Asso.ciated with Dr. Lingard is 
a selected veterinary surgeon, who undert!Lkes the survey 
of 'cattle diseases in India, and in this capacity' brings to. 
Dr. Lingard's no.tice any o.utbreaks or new diseases which 
manifest themselves in the co.untry. ' 

There is a pro.bability that a bacterio.lo.gicallabo.ratory will 
also., be started at Laho.re, in co.nnectio.n with the Veterinary 
Co.llege there, ,and be used fo.r the investigatio.n o.f equine and 
bo.vine diseases. ' , 

273. In Madras, the step taken' 'has, o.n the 'contrary, 
been of a retro.grade character" as the Go.vernment have 
abo.lished the cattle disease' branch o.f their Agricultural 
Department, a,nd have given up, . fo.r the time, all a:t.terupts to. 
co.pe with epidemics., The o.utco.me of a Go.vernment, Enquiry 
was to. repo.rt that the veterinary staff was· insufficient. 
and inefficient, and that the cultivators o.ffered oppositio.n to. 
,the actio.n of the veterinary o.fficers.. ' 

These do. no.t appear to. me valid reaso.ns fo.r giving up the 
at.tempt to. learn mo.re abo.ut the epidemics which annually 
clear o.ff so. many o.f the cattle o.f the co.untry. The first duty 
sho.uld be to. provide a pro.per training fo.r the men who are 
to go abo.ut the country, such as is, fo.r instance, being pro
vided at Po.o.na and Laho.re. When a class o.f pro.perly
trained men is obtained, and efficient supervisio.n is provided, 
then it will be the duty o.f Government to. draw up ;wise pro.visio.ns 
for iso.lating cattle when affected, and fo.r the treatment o.f 
disease, and then to. insist firmly upon these being carried out. 
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Such work should manifestly be p~rt of the- duties of 'an 
AgricuLtural. Depa.rtmen~. ;and ,not·. (as it has been madeHliI. 
Madras) that of the 'Education Depa.rtment. . . 

• I believe that the subject of cattle, diseases in India. ope~s' a 
great field for investigation, and that wide-spreading benefits 
may accrue to the agriculturaleommunity thereby. ,. 

r ,', 
" 

274. Differences, in agricliltural,conditions and practice 

~hi~? result fro"the. varying q~ali~i~s. of the,cattle of 'one 
dIstrlCt as compared wIth another', arise In p'art from 'external 
and physical causes, such as climate, 'grazingfaciIitles; &c. ; 
and in part directly fro~ want of knowledgein:'breeding'and 
selection of cattle. 

The imp~ssibility' of ; altering : physical ilUrroundingiil iIi any 
material degree, prevents more than, a pa~tial modifi~ation of 
the agricultural differences: , 

To some extent,' however;' it 'is' possible to :modify ·the 
differences, and improve'mentin agriculture will be effected'by 
providing for the better supply-of stud buns,~ and ,for their 
distribution throughout the country: ' . 

The people themselves will do little in' this di'tection; 'and 
the initial work will have to be undertaken by Government .. 
The people, however, ~ay" ~a tlj-ey h~ve, done in the past 
in the Punjab, slowly come to appreciate the advantage of 
obtaining good cattle. 

In effecting 'any improvement in' cattfe the examples of 
native practice will not suffice, but the experience of Western 

OONCLUSIONS. 

practice must be applied also. , . 
The people may; howevllr, be induced to follow the practices "\ 

already adopted in some parts of India, and may grow hedge~ 
for penning cattle' and fodder-crops fo~ feeding them.' -1 

The retention ot 'CattIe:breeding Farms is very desirable, 
but improvements rn the system by which they are managed 
should be made. The chief, alterations desirabie are, the 
better selection of Superintendents, and the continua~.c~, in 
their position, of men who have shown ,theIpselves, specia~ly 
qualified forthe wo'~k. ' .'" . ,. , • 

, Gove.rnment Experimental Farms and Court of Wards' 
Estates should have good stud' blills standing at them, these 
bulls being available for the use of the neighboul'hood. 

04 
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In Dairying there i! but limited scope for improvement. 
Where a considerable European population exists, or where 
troops are quartered, the introduction of better methods of , 
butter-making is likely to succeed, and it is very desirable 
that it should do so. With the native population not much 
progress will be made. The question of milk supply to 
troops, as well as to the European population, to jails, and 
other institutions; is a most important .one, and demands 
urgent attention. The establishment of Dairy Farms is the 
best way to provide for the want of a pure milk supply. 
Where dependence has to be put on native milk dealers, the 
various establishments should be under control. Up to the 
present there 1.J.as been no scientific'study of dairying matters 
in India, and an Agricultural ,Chemist should be appointed to 
carry this out. • 

Encouragement should be given to the study of cattle 
disease, and to the employment of methods to prevent the 
isolating spread of epidemics. The enforcement of regulations 
for affected animals will have to be firmly carried out, even if 
opposition be at first shown by the people. • 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

275. I recommend :-
The continuance and extension of Cattle-breeding Farms, 

and the distribution from" them to villages, through 
Government agency~ of stud bulls su!table for 
improving the agricultural cattle of the country. 

The'making Experimental Farms and Court of Wards' 
Estates centres for the location of stud bulls. 

The establishment of Dairy Farms for\he supply of Milk 
to Troops and Government Institutions. 

The appointment of an Agricultural Chemist to investi
gate matters connected with Dairy Farming. 

The prosecution of Enquiry into Cattle Diseases, and 
int,o the means of preventing cattle epidemics. 
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CHAPTER XII. CHAPTEK xu. 

IMPLEMENTS. IllPLB1f&NTSo 

276. PERHAPS in no direction have efforts at improving Not. much scope 

I d· . It b h d th· h f· d· for Improved n lan agncu ure een pus e more an In t at 0 mtro ucmg implements 

new or so-called" improved ,. implements: Even at the present ::3[tf:~:~ing 
time it is not unusual, among people who speak of· the raiyat's 
farming as being II primitive," to say, H What canyou expect 
II when he uses a plough which merely scratches the soil?'~ 
After seeing for myself what is used, and what have been 1 

suggested for use, I am obliged to conclude that there is not 
much scope for improved implements· under existing con-
ditions. Not that the ones the raiyat uses at present ar~ 
perfect, or that others have not advantages, but it is equally 
true that the existing implements have also advantages, and 
the 8uggested ones disadvantages, both ·of which have often 
been overlooked in the past. :I'hat there is some room for TIUlt improve
. . h b h h'· h h 'd d h m.ntiBpossible lmprovement lS 8 own y t e success.w lC as atten e t e iB iustanced by 

introduction of the Beheea sugar-mill. Still, when this has ~~I\~eaBugar
been mention.ed, I confess that one canuot go much further; 
and if the history of the Beheea mill is looked into, it will be 
found that it 8ucceeded only after a. close study had been made 
of native ways and requirements, and after the machine had 
been adapted to these. I have no hesitation in saying that if Native require

this method be not followed it will be quite useless to spend ::~~,:,ust be 

time and money in trying to effect improvements. Even if a 
thing be good in itself; patience, perseverance; and energy are 
required to make the Native comprehend its advantages, but 
when once he is thoroughly convinced of its utility he ~ill 
not be slow to follow it up. It took sev~ral years of waiting 
before the Beheea sugar-mill began to make its way, but when 
once it was introduced into a district tlie demand for it often 

'exceeded the supply jthis has led in the past to many imita
tions and new adaptations of it~ !lome bad, some good. 

227. Ploughs have often been made the subject of at- Ploughs. 

tempted improvement, and yet the native wooden plough 
holds its own, and will continue to do so, I expect, whereas 
.not one of the nEW kinds of iron ploughs have had more than 
a local fame. Almost every Government Experiinental Farmi 
h ·t" t" 1 h th "K· "th" D 1 "(C 1 1 Iron ploughs in as 1 s pe p oug J e usar, e· up ex 0 one ,UBe at Govern-

Pitcher's), and the" Watts" plough, at Cawnpore; the" Sai--mont Farm .. &0. 

dapet" plough. and the "Massey" plough, at Madras; the 
II Stormont" plough, ·at Khandesh; the" Seebpore '~ plough, 
at Calcutta; Then there are the" S. S." (Seeley's) and the 
.. Hindvostan" (Avery's) ploughs, both in use among the"Behar 
indigo planters.. A certain number of th~ ploughs are sold 
annually in .the particular districts named Out, except amQng I 
the larger landowners and the planters, they do not, it must be 
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Obiectlons to 1\88 admitted, fi~d their way. T.he reasons are several, the first . of iron plough •• 
1. Their cost. being that of cost. The raiyat's practice is to buy an iron 

share in the bazar, for 4 annas; this he takes, along with some 
babul wood, to the village carpenter, who then makes the • 
plough. In Eastern Bengal a wooden plough costs 8 annas 
only, but Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 may be considered the general range 
of prices throughout India. 'l'he cheapest improved plough 

~ill, however, cost Rs. 5 .to Rs. 6. The prices are as follows: 
th~ "Duplex," Rs, 5; the "Kaisar,'.' Rs. 6; the "Seebpore," 
Rs. 6; the " Watts," Rs. 7; the "Saidapet," Rs. 8; and the 
"Hindoostan," Rs. 12, . .As. 8. Every attempt has, been 
made to lessen the cost, but without avail. Until it .C.ll.n be 
brought down to the raiyat's standard, he will be loth even 

_ to give a fair trial to a plough the advantage of which has 
not as yet been made clear to him. In Gujarat (Bombay)· a 
complete set of farming implements can be purchased for 
Rs., 20, and one may see, as I did, the oxen returning from 
the fields, drawing along, in one load, SOme four or five imple-
ments, including·pldugh, bullock-:-hoe, leveller, and seed-drill. 

2. Thelrweigbt. r- .A second objection which the raiyat makes is the weight 
of an iron plough; it is, he says, heavy to work; his cattle 
are. not strong enough, 'and he cannot carry it himself, as he 
does his wooden plough, on' his· shoulder from field to field. 
These contentions are often'true; but not always. The native 
plough, generally speaking, weighs about ~51bs.; some are 
even lighter; the Konkan ploug~,for example, weighs only 
201bs. .An" improved 'I plough will weigh from 301bs. to 
80 Ibs.. But, frequently, the native plough is' considerably 
heavier than this .. The Khfmdesh plough; one in common 
use by the raiyat of that district, weighs no less than 150 Ibs.; 
it costs Rs. 5, is worked by one pair of oxen, and goes 
down 7 inches into the black soil, turning up heavy clods, 
which afterwards weather down. The NagaI plough of Gu
jarat (Bombay), on'the contrary, weighs 60 Ibs. (with yoke), 
and is drawn by from six to eight pairs of oxen. Why there 
should be this difference, the smaller number of cattle being· 
used for the heavier plough, is hard to explain; still, it is the 

. practice, so Mr. Ozanne assures me. The heavy Deccan 
[-plough is worked with as many as 12 pairs of oxen .. .At 

ShiyaH (Madras) Mr. C. Sabanayagam Mudliar uses an "im~ 
proved" plough, but his cattle are much superior to . th!=lse 
of the surrounding country, and, being bMter fed, they are 
able to. work the'plough, whereas the ordinary country cattle 
.could not. The value of the latter is Rs. 10 a pair, and those 

I of Mr. Sabanayagam Mudliar, Rs. 50 a pair. The contention 
as to the greater weight of "improved" ploughs is, thull, not 
always correct, but yet, taking· the ploughs in more general 
use throughout India, and omitting those on heavy black and 
sticky soils, it may be said that the raiyat can, as a rule, 

L . car.ry .them o~ his shoul~er fr?m field ~ofield or to his home. 
o ThIS IS a deCIded consIderatIOn, for It may happen that a 

cultivator has land in two different places some little way 
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apart; besides this, ploughs and other implements are never 
left out on the fields at night, for fear of their being stolen. \ 

A third and more potent objection is the difficulty ojre-I 3. D!ftlcultyof 
pairing iron ploughs. When, occasionally, I have found iron' repaIr. 

ploughs used in a district, it has been where a proprietor owns 
a small foundry, and' is able to execute the repairs there,;.-l 
This was the case at Bellary. Mr. A. Sabapathi Mudliar sells a 
number of Swedish ploughs here. Those used on the Mack soil 
go 1 foot deep, and require six to eight pairs of oxen; they 
cost Rs. 50 each, but a smaller size, used on red soil, costs 
Rs. 25 only. One thousand ploughs, in all, have been sold; the 
repairs, however, are all done at Mr.,Sabapathi's factory. Mr. 
Sabanayagam Mudliar, at ShiyaIi, also has his own workshop; 
where repairs can be executed. _Messrs. Thomson and Mylne-; 
who make the Beheea sugar-mill, hav'e found this same diffi
culty of repair, and have met it by establishing local dep8ts, 
taking back the worn-out mills from the cultivators, and re:
placing them by new ones, in preference to trusting to local 
att~mp~s at repair. The manufacture -?f wooden plou&,hs, 
agam,' IS a regular employment of the VIllage carpenter; he 
forms part of the village community, and does not charge for 
his labour, but is kept up atthe general expense of the villagers. 
At harvest-time be gets a proportion of the grain, and, in 
return, repairs and makes new ploughs all the year round. 
His occupation would be in great measure gone were iron 
ploughs substituted for the wooden ones. 

There is yet another objection. The raiyat, if he be given 
II. furrow-turning plough, will not use it as it ought to be used, 
viz., allowing it to run fiat on the sole; but he will stick the 
point into the ground, just as he does with the native imple-
ment, and the work will be both faulty and difficult to 
manage. It was at Nadiad that I saw a Native working with 
the" Saidapet" plough; the front wheel was q1,1ite up in the 
air, and never ran on the ground at all. I saw the same done 
at Seebpore, with a plough introduced by Mr. Sen; but, when 

• the man was shown how to~ use it properly,·the work was very 

4. The Native wip. 
not use an iron 
plough in the 
proper way. 

good. . , -. I 
Vtitil the foregoing objections, nolably the, nrst and third \ 

(cost and, 'diffiC11lty of repair), are, met,. I dO"not think that 
hQn.plou~hs will be used to any considerable extent. 

,278. Even if lYoperly used, a plough that goes deep maYPhiectiODBto 
d' , h ' h.r--· ld t . b t' ,le.I> ploughing o' arm were a natIve one wou no, VIZ., y urmng up in India. 

inferior soil; and by bringing lumps of limestone (kanl"ar) to 
the surface. - . 
. Again, it is quite possible that, were deeper ploughing to be 
in vogue, the moisture, which, in the case of some soils, it is so 
nt)cessary to retain,' migbt be lost. The turning over of a 
furrow is. not always an advantage in India; if the soil be Il;t 
all stiff, the sun will rapidly bake the slice turned over; It 
will remain more like a brick than like' soil, and will not 
teadily pulverise again. This would not occur with the native 
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pl~)Ugh, th.e 'action of which is m~re like that of a pointed 
stICk runmng through the ground. Just below the surface, say 
2~ to .3 inches deep, simply stirring .and loosening it. For, 
hard and sun-baked ground, such as is often met with. no 
action could be better adapted, and, in a trial at Meerut, • 
I saw an English plough completely fail-on such land. 

; I have Mr. W. B. Hudson's (Tirhoot) authority for saying 
that for breaking up land in wet weather the native plough is 
better than a furrow-turning one, for the latter throws over 
a slice which will not break aown readily. . . 

In black soil, too, a plough that goes deep is bad, if no rain 
falls after ploughing. ' 

The fine tilth produced by the frequent ploughing with a 
native plough produces. a surface which will absorb water 
bette~, if rain follows,· than would that left by a furrow-
turning plough. . . . 

Against deeper ploughing it may also be.' said that there is 
so little manure to go on the land, thai more would be lost if 

_the soil were turned<up to a greater depth. 
Even when deep ploughing.is employed, as bY' Mr. Saba

pathi Mudliar at Bellary, this is only done once in four years 
with the Swedish plough. The native plough is used for the 
rest of the time. . 

Further, land is frequently infested with weeds, such as 
ku~1t1la (Saccha1'um cilial'e), which, if buried, will readily spring 
up, and whereas the native plough, with its diggiIl:g action, • 
tears the weed out and. brings it to the surface, a furrow
turning plough would cover it over, and give to it the very 
bed it required for propagating'itself. So, too, would it be 
with a field covered with dub grass (Cynodon Dactylon), every 
joint of which will grow again. For rice cultivation, nothing 
but a digging and stirring plough, like the native one, would 
do any good, working, as it does, among mud with several 
inches of water over it. For breaking up new land the native 
plough has also advantages, and somewhat resembles the 

'. tearing action of the "steam-digger." 

Trlallof ontlve 279. At the Meerut:(North-West Provinces) Agricultural 
aud "Improve,." Show I was a witness o.f work done by native plouahs brought 
P·Ollih•• ~ 

into competition with English and .. improved" ones. The 
field had oat-stubble on it, and but few weeds. The English 
ploughs, drawn by horses, were altogether handicapped by the 

( smallness of the plots~and by the difficulty·of turning, so that 
they had no chance of even showing quick work. But the 
long slice turned over (the ground being wet below the surface) 
soon began to dry in one mass, and looked very like forming 
into a hard brick under the influence of the hot sun, whereas 

. the native. plough just scraped the soil up, leaving it very 
fairly pulverised, and the stubble exposed on its surface. The 
best work, in the judges' opinion, and in my own also, was 
done by a .. WaUs" plough, for the soil was quite inverted, 
and yet it crumbled as it fell, cove,ring over the stubble com-
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pletely, and leaving the appearance of the field far more even 
than iri the case of the other ploughs. The covering in of the 
stubble, as I shall explain presently, may be an advantage 
or & disadvantage, according to the nature of the weeds and 

• grass turned in with it. But, after' all, the judging of the 
merits of ploughs by mere inspection of the ground ploughed, 
partakes greatly of the nature of speculation. Before the 
question of "improved" as against native ploughs can be 
settled for India there must be actual demonstration of the 
superiority of the crops grown by one method as against those 
by the other. . 

I am well aware that deep ploughing has been advoca.ted by'" 
Mr. Benson and others of .grea~ experience in India, and also 
that some experiments carried. out on a small scale at the 
Cawnpore Farm seem to point to the· advantage of deep as 
against shallow ploughing; but, although I am ready to allow, 
&s I shall state later, that there are occasionally instances 
where deeper ploughi~g may be useful, I am obliged to 
conclude that it has not yet been 'proved that it· would be of 
general advantage, and I could not ther/!fore recommend it. 
Nor has it been shown that a mould:;goard is required on 
ploughs in India. As to the Cawnpore experiments, I do not 
regard them as conclusive, and they are on much too minute 
a. scale. If the raiyat can be shown, not a small plot, but a 
whole field divided into two parts, one' ploughed with the 
native plough, the other with an "improved" plough which he 

• can purchase and also work with his own cattle, he may be 
led to believe in the superiority of the deeper ploughing 
when he sees a better crop produced on that half than on the 
other.· 

Numerous -
plougbiDga given 
by Native to his 
lIelds. 

280. It has been said that if the. native cultivator had 
" improved" ploughs he . could dispense with the many 
ploughings which he gives to the land, and that he would 
thus save himself the cost'of going over his field again a~d 
again, crossing and recrossing. These ploughings are always 3' 
or 4 in number for ordinary crops, and .8, 12, and even as 
many as 20, for sugar-cane and other special crops. But the 
answer is, that the end is achieved in time, a finer and better 
tilth is obtained, and the moisture is not lost. Besides, 
the raiyat has his bullocks, and it costs no more whether he 
works them or not, and his labour is not, as a fule, hired 
labour for which he has to pay, but is his own or his family's""" 
Ploughing, too, is generally done on a mutual accommodation 
system, neighbours working. together· on one another's fields, 
and. in turn lending bullocks for the ploughing. -1 

It has been pointed out by Mr. Benson and others how im
portant it is to get sowing done early, and that a crop is often 
lost by the land'not being sown in time. But ploughing is an 
operation which goes on more or less the whole year round, and 
itis mainly where a broad stretch is put in with one and the same 
crop that there is the urgency spoken of, alid this urgency is 
ra.ther in the sowing than in the a.ctual ploughing or breaking 
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up of the land. I cannot see that the greater area which an 
" improved" 'plough would prepare in a given time would COlIlr 

pensate for the disadvantages which the raiyat would meet in' 
the extra cost, difficulty of repair, and the need of stronger 
cattle, whilst, as regards the soil itself, I think it would in 
most cases be left in a better condition by the native plough. 

Had the raiyat· to pay for the labour, I could understand 
that this item would counterbalance the cost of an ,i improved" 
plough, but this, as I have stated, is seldom the case. 

" Where cultivators are, as a class, inferior, it is quite possible 
that they may delay sowing too long, but this is hardly the 
fault of the native plough, and it would not occur among the 
better cultivators, as, for example, those of the North-West 
Provinces. '. 

Oaseawbere ~~ 281: There are cases, however, where "improved" or 
"improved" 
plougba may be English ploughs may be profitably used. This will be, I 
used profitably. think, only where there are large areas to be cultivated, 

• 
The.team
plough. 

Iron ploughs 
useful on clea.D 
land. 

time being thus a matter of -importance, and the economy of 
qUick labour and improvements having room to show itself, 80 

that the question of ' first cost becomes relatively of no conse-
~uence. This, in my opinion, accounts for the adoption of the 

" Hindoostan " plough by the indigo planters of Behar. over 
their wide fields, but the raiyat, though I hear that he likes 
the plough, cannot afford to go to the expense of adopting it 
on his small plot or holding. 

Both Mr. Sabapathi Mudliar, at Bellary, and Mr. Sabanayagam 
Mudliar, at Shiyali, are large landed proprietors, and I could 
understand the advantage to them of the" improved" ploughs. 
The latter gentleman had 287 t~llage cattle, and he reckoned 
that. he could do 13' acres with the "improved" plough in the 
time that the native wooden plough was doing 4, or, at 
most 5 acres. So this meant to him an economy of cattle. 

In Behar I have seen even the steam-plough do good service, 
and Mr. W. B. Hudson told me that he considered it a good 
plan to phugh with it about half an iIich deeper each time, so 
as to bring a fresh layer of soil into use. Again, at Captain 
Chapm'~n's estate at Bati, Oudh, I saw a steam-plough a.t 
work. The" cultivator" was employed for the purpose of 
breaking up land and bringing it under cultivation. The land 

, had previously formed the bottom of a lake; and such & mat
ting of weeds and roots I have seldom seen. The steam-plough 
had as hard a task set as was possible to imagine, but it did 
its work splendidly; side by side was othe. land which had 
before been in the same state, but now, mainly as the result of 
steam-ploughing, was bearing magnificent crops. Had not the 
well-kn-own zeal and energy of Captain Chapman brought the 
resources of improved machinery to bear on this land, it would 
be un reclaimed still, for I am sv,re that no implement other 
than the steam-plough could have possibly done the work. 

There are yet other cases In which I think an iron 
plough might do good. When land is clean and free from 
weeds such as kunda (Saccharum ciliare.), the turning over 
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of a furrow would bury the stubble, so as to allow it to rot 
and serve as manure to the land. In the trial of ploughs 
which I saw at Meerut the native ploughs left the stubble 
(oat-stubble) exposed on the surface of the soil, but with the 

... Watts" plough the stubble'was entirely covered in, and the 
field was left very even and clean. If there be nothing butT 
stubble and harmless weeds, the turning in of these would 
enrich the soil by the added manure provided in the decom
posing stubble and grass,Unstead of wasting it as the native 
plough would; If, however, the weeds were of such a nature 
as to spring up again after being buried, the harm done by 
inverting the soil and covering them in would be much greater 
than the benefit received manurially. . .. --I 

In preparing land for sugar-cane, a N ati ve will plough' lro~ ploughs 
8, 12, or even 2~ times, in order to get. deep enough, and ::~!;'!~f{;::fo'"';: 
to render the SOlI fine enough.. Here I am sure that deep 
plollghing at the first would effect It great saving of labour. 
The possible loss of moisture has, not to be considered, for 
sugar-cane is almost universally watered artificially. As a 
matter of fact, in the sugar~ctlltivation earound Poona it is 
the practice to plough· 7 inches deep with an a-bullock 
plough. . ---.J 

Lastly, it sometimes happens. that, when heavy rains come~on ploughs 
on suddenly, the surface soil may get supersaturated and water- ~::':lv:~e~ ... vy. 
logged; the lower layer remaining firm and,dry, whereas, had 
the soil been deeper ploughed. it would have retained the 
water better, and p.ave allowed· it to sink in to a greater 
depth, instead of soaking merely the surface, soil, and then " 
running off. 

282. If for ploughs of. new de&igns there be but little room, Little"",pefor .; 
still less is there for more' expensive implements, such as =~~~~trillB. 
see~-driUs, m~wer~, rea.pers, threshing machi.nes, &c .. Thei~:~~r.fn,:""hine •• 
native seed-dnU wlll strike everyone who sees It at work as macbine.,&c. 
being wonderfully ,efficient,and, leaving little to be desired~ 
At the' Saidapet Farm was. an English seed-drill which had 
been purchased at a cost of Rs. 77, but that the raiyat, having 
already an efficient implement, would ever go to this expense' 
is most improbable. I can, however, understand that when 
one watches the slow process ,of reaping a crop, a number 
of men. (and often w,omen too) squatting down, cutting 
handfuls at a time, laying them in bundles. and then leisurely 
taking these hom «to he will naturally think that a mowing or 
reaping machine wo~ld pay better !n the. end., But ~t .is !ar 
otherwise, for there IS no fear of ram fallmg and thus mJurmg 
~he crop, and the raiyat gets.a}l his work dOIl;e in time, an~. 
very much more cheaply than If he used machmery. Expen-
ence shows that, even in England. when labour falls. below a. 
certain level, it does not pay to use machin~ry, and reaping 
by hand may still unq.er ~oIl;le co.nditionsb~ Imore e~(momicar, 
than by machinery. . SO IS It WIth threshmg machmes; the 
cultivator has his bullocks; they may as well work and tread 
out t~e grain; he has no fear of bad weather coming, and no 
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urgent ~all on his time, nor hired labour to pay; besides, he 
gets the broken straw and chaff (bhusa) soft, so that his 

Lbullocks will eat it readily. At the Cawnpore Farm there 
is a threshing machine the price of which is Rs. 188, but it is 
almost needless to say that none of this kind have as yet been c 
sold. 

283. Threshing machines and winnowers, however, demand 
somewha.t more attention, by reason of the importance 
attaching to the cleaning of grain, more especially that of 
wheat. It is only on large estates, the" concerns" of indigo 
planters, and by. Europeans generally, that threshing machines 
will have any actual use on the farm itself, and then it will 
be because in such cases there is a great deal to thresh, labour 
has to be hired, and saving of time is thus an object in view. 
Against them it is urged that they break and chip the wheat a 
good deal; that they do not separate gram from wheat; $tnd 
that the bhusa is not rendered short or soft, as it is by the 
prQ.cess of treading out with bullocks. 

Inasmuch as the '"Planter grows his oats, barley, or other 
grain, not for export, but for use on his estate, the objection 
as to the appearance of the sample does not matter to him, and 
he finds, too, that his cattle, after a short time and on getting 
used to it, wilJ perfectly well eat the straw thrashed by the 
machine. However, to meet the objection (one, I think, based 
on custom and idea only), in some modern threshing machines 
an arrangement for[, softening> the straw has been added. 
Winnowing machines have met with more favour from the 
cultivator than have threshing machines, and he is ready, I 
think, to admit their usefulness. If a small and not over-, 
expensive machine could be supplied to the raiyat, as an 
inducement towards cleaning his grain better, he might 
adopt it. But where exporting of wheat is practised, the 
grower is met by the trade difficulty that he cannot get a 
better price for clean wheat than for uncleaned, and as long 
as this is the case there will be only the inducement' of 
saving of time to act in favour of threshing machines, and 

o..ttl .. powera"J~winnowers'. To the raiyat this is of no consequence, and 
:,,:,,,~~er some experiments conducted by Mr. Finucane tend to show 

that treading-out of corn hy bullocks is more economical 
than steam-threshing. It may be said generally, as regards 
machines, that, where speed is not required, c,attle-power 

~will always beat steam-power in India. 0 

r- 284. Anyone who has watched the clever devices of the 
::~~·i::::~!~;,(.l native cultivators in the implements which they use for har
and effective. & ' '11 h t 'f rowin"', levelling, drilling, raising water, TC., W1 see t a 1 

anything is to replace the existing implements it must be simple, 
cheap, and effective. He will indeed be & clever man who 
introduces something really practical. ~ wa~ especially struck 

J with the effectiveness of a small hand-pIck, m common use for 
digging holes to put seedlings into. .A~other useful impleme~t 
is the kodali or hoe; I have heard mdlgo planters say that, If 
"they' could afford it, they would prefer to' have their fields 
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broken up with this hoe rather than with any· kind of plough. 
The Native raises the kodali above his head and brings it 
dOWJl with force int.o the soil. It penetrates about 4 inches, 
and brings up the soil in large blocks which are left to 
weather down. Dub grass (Cynodon Dactylon) can be exter-
minated in this way. -.J 

A short.:handled hoe, called, in some parts, a mamuti, is in \ 
general use also, and is a most handy tool. I was very pleased, 
again, with a kind of wooden slegge which I saw at Igatpuri, 
and which is used for carrying rtce seedlings from one place to 
another Jor transplanting. As many as would make head~ 
loads for 10 men are piled upon the sledge, and it is safely'" 
dragged by bullocks over fields and roads, however rough, 
and sometimes to considerable distances. _ 

In speaking of attempts made at improving natjve imple-.\ Improvement 

ments,'I am reminded of a story which I heard about a man who :::'~~;~i~:'. 
tried to introduce spade digging into India. Hearing that 
the Native did not wear shoes, he had a broad piece of iron 
fixed on to the spade, so that the foot might be put on it 
more easily; but he quite forgot that tM Native never uses 
his legs or feet for driving anything into the ground with 
force, but does so entirely with his arms. It is useless to 
try to make the Native do anything of this kind except in 
his own way. Take, for. example,. the case 'of men mending.-l 
a road and shovelling stones' on to it; they do not work as 
English labourers would, but one man holds the handle of 
the shovel while another pulls at a. rope fixed, on the lower 
part of the handle just above the iron. In this way the 
stones are scraped up on to the shovel and deposited where 
wanted. It is the same with ploughs; a Native, if given a 
double handled plough, would naturally conclude that it was 
meant to b\, guided by two men, 'one at each handle. 

• 

285. Ingeniousthougb. ,native implements be, and hard 
Lhough they be to improve UpOIl, there are, nevertheless, 
instances to show tha.t here and there it ca.n be done. .These 

Improvement in 
implements baa 
been ellected. 

• 
[ proceed to consider. • 

286. At the 'Cawnpore Experimental Farm several kinas of Implemenlo sold 

mplements are manufactured and sold yearly. In 1888-89, ;.!:.~ CawnpoN 

l4 ploughs (" Watts'" and "Kaisat: "), 22 pumps, 24 corn~ 
,rinders (costin 0' Rs. 25 each), and 8 chaff-cutters, were sold 
~t the Cawnp;re Farm. Sometimes implements are given 
mt on trial, but n'lost are sold outright. . 

The pump sold here is generally. known as' the "Cawppore The Cawnpore 

lump." It is a kind of chain pump, and is admirably suited pump. 

'or raising water the depth of which below the surface does 
lOt exceed 20 feet. The pump has had considerable success in 
,he neighbourhood, though it hardly comes within the raiyat'8 
Ilea.ns; the prices are, for.3 feet to 10 feet depth, Rs. ~O; 
'or 15 feet depth, Rs. 45; and for 20 feet depth, Rs. 50. 
rhis pump is an adaptation from one brought by Sir Edward 
3uck from Australia. After a long series of careful trials 
,nd modifications, made under the supervision of Mr, W, J, 

f V 24266. 
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Wilson, of the Irrigation Department, North-West Pro
vinces and. Oudh, it was found that for depths between 
15 feet and 20 feet the pump could beat all the native devices 
for raising water, but that at depths shallower than 15 feet 
or so, and again at depths exceeding 20 feet, the native 
appliances were superior. 

Sagar-mills. ! 287. The success 'that has attended the introduction of 
iron sugar-mills has been touched on in passing (see para
graph 276). In many parts they have quite replaced the old 

_clumsy native wooden mills. The native mills are either the 
kolhu, a mortar and pestle arrangement, in which the cane 
is bruised. and pressed, or else wooden rolle'r-mills, of which 
there are two. kinds, the gundi or cherki, consisting of two, or 
.sometimes three, upright wooden rollers, and the belna, used 
in the Punjab, and made {)f two horizontal wooden rollers. 
The wooden mills cost Rs.20 to Rs. 30, and last about 10· 
years. They are hard to work, and do the pressing very 
ineffectually, the canes having to be passed through the rollers 
several times, always three or four, and sometimes as many 
as eight times. The only points in favour of the wooden 
roller-mills are, that they can be made locally, and. that the 
canes have not to be chopped up or cut into short lengths, as 
is the case with the 1calhu and with the iron, mills; thus, the 
fibre, after pressing,· is available. for rope-making, and 
~specially for ropes for wells. For the latter purpose the 
sugar-cane fibre is much prized, at! it will stand the constant 
immersion in water necessitated by the employment of the 
Persian wheel, the method of raising water most common 
throughout the Punjab. Still, it has been rightly pointed out 
that there are quantities of munj grass (Saccharum ciliare), 
which would serve the saIJ;l~ purpose quite ,as we~l. . 

Ol",n~stanc.. 288. Anyone possessing a knowledge· of the chemistry 
::.~~~~: ~~:"gar. of fermentation is well aware how great may be the gain or 

how great the loss resulting from attention to or neglect of. 
the numer,ous, and often seemingly minute, points which 
affect the condition of lermentable substances, such as the 
juice of the sugar-cane. Cleanliness, rapidity of expressing, 
speedy transference to evaporating-pans, rapid boiling, 
extent of surface exposed, removal of non - crystallisable 
matters, proper desiccation, and final careful storage, are 
considerations which fe.voura'Qly influence, in a most marked 
way, the out-turn from one and the same qtantity of original 
material worked upon. . There are a number of other 
determining factors, such as, the variety of cane grown, the 
method of cultivation, the ~anuring given, the influences 
of soil, weather, and watering, the time of cutting the 
canes, and the. rapidity with which the canes are taken to 

Need of .. i.ntlfto be ·pressed .. On all these matters knowledge in India is but 
enquiry. limited, and a wide field is still open for enquiry .. On one or 

two points there is some general knowledge, as, for instance, 
that the quicker the juice be expressed, and the more cleanly 
the process bs, the larger will be the actua~ yield of sugar. 
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In these respects the Beh~ea sugar-mill and its' imitators Advantage.at 

show great improvement over the native methods. The iron ~~li~~.~~:r
mill has also the advantage of being portable, and it can be nativemillo. 

, worked b~ the lab.our which the raiyat can command. The 
Beheea mill was mtroduced in 1873-4, and, as first manu
factured, was a two-roller one, costing from Rs. 80 to Rs. 100, 
but within the last seven years a three-roller mill. has been 
introduced, and is a greatly improved, though necessarily 
more expensive, machine. It crushes the cane before it is 
pressed, and thus presents ~t flat to the pressing rollers.. I 
have spoken of the difficulty attending the repair of the 
ir,on mill, and how the proprietops, Messrs. Thomson and 
Mylne, have ~et this by establishing depots throughout the 
country, where worn-out mills. can be replaqed by new ones. 

The careful and prolonged 'study of what the Native really 
requires has,. in this instance, resulted in the production of a 
machine the advantages of which have l)een clearly grasped 
by him;' hence the progress made. . ., 

289.rgive the following instances of the extension of the In6tancesof 

use of the iron sugar-mill:- ~ft;~~i::r~ 
mill. 

The P~njab Administration Report (1889) speaks of the Beheea sugar- 1. Punjab. 
mill and its modifications aR being .. the only implement succesAfully in-
" troduced into the Punjab in late years." In Rohtak it is " driving the old 
" kolhu (native mill) out of nse ;" in Kapurthala. the Bubstitution of it for 
wooden mills is actively encouraged. At first the cultivators would not take 
it; but when, in 1886, as the. result of competition, the price came down, 
first 30 mills were purchased, and later on 200 more. There is abundance of 
munj grass (Saccharuin ciliare) at Kapurthala to serve for well ropes. Iri 
Hoshiarpur the iron mill is coming into use; the native mill (belna) is 
worked by three pairs of bullocks, and the ca.ne has to be passed through·the .. 
rollflrs several times. . 

From Bengal there are many reports of the extension of the use of the 2. Bengal. 
iron mill, e. g., in Lohardaga, Palama.u, and Rungpore. In Palamau the 
native kolhu has been· driven out of use, and in Rungpore, on· one Estate 
(Balashan) alone there are 300 iron mills in use. 

At H08pet, in Madras, I found .that 75 Beheea mills had been sent there 3. Mad"",. 
between January and August 1884 alone. Mr. Goud, of H08pet, has since 
pusbed the sale of iron mills largely, and they are highly appreciated; there 
are now 600 Beheea mills in the 'district, and the wooden mills are all gone. 
The iron mills are hired out for one rupee per day. Mr. Goud told me 
tbat there is a large field for iron mills in Hyderabad, as the people have 
not yet given up their wooden mills. . , . --J 

From Bombay it is reported that in one village alone, viz., Velur, in Valva ~. Bombay. 
taluk, Satara, there are 120 iron mills in use. The mill is pushing its way 
in the Deccan, but in Ciujarat, with few exceptions, the wooden mill 8ti~ . 
holds sway. ' . 

It iR in the North-West Provinces that most advance has been made, and 5. North-We.t 
iron mills are almort general. The Beheea firm have 'depots at Saharanpur Provinoes. 

and elsewhere. . 

290. It is not for.me, without special investigation and 
trial to go into the respective merits of rival iron sugar-mills, 
but i would say that these are legiti~ate points for Pr?vincial 
Agricultural Departments to enquire mto. Expenmental 
Farms are places where such trials should be exhaustively 
carried .out. . .. . 
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291. Passing from the sugar-mill, t would next men.tion an 
implement the extended use of which would be attended with 
much benefit; 1 mean the shallow iron evaporating-pan for 
boiliJIg the expressed cane-juice in. The more rapid evapora- . 
tion effected by the broad shallow pan, as against that with 
the narrow and deeper pan generally used, would give much 
less opportunity for secondary fermentations setting up, and 
for impurities finding their way into the juice. Both of these 
circumstances will cause a loss in the amount of crystallisable 
sugar yielded. In Palamau (Bengal) the shallow pan is in 
use, but not in Lohardaga, nor yet in Dacca; in the latter 
earthen pans are employed. In Gujarlit (Bombay) the use of 
the shallow pan is universal, but it is not known in Bassein, 
where deep narrow copper pans are in vogue. 

292. Still more recently a centrifugal "drier" or sugar 
" turbine" has been introduced into India; it. effects the 
rapid separation of. the molasses from the crystals of sugar. 
Though worked b:y"hand, and very efficient. it is of necessity 
expensive. and cannot as yet be expected to be applicable 
except where sugar is made on a tolerably large scale, or by a 
combination of raiyats. A sugar "turbine" of 36-inch size 
will deal with 50 maunds of crude sugar in 10 hours. 

293. Ploughs, winnowing machines. and iron sugar-mills 
are about the only implements which the Natives have in any 
way appreciated, and. among these, the success of the last
named has been much the most marked. 

Of other implements, I must say that it is not likely that 
they will enter to any extent into the raiyat'8 agricultural 
system. Chaff-cutters may, perhaps. be here and there appre
ciated, and a few have been sold at Cawnpore; so, too, may it be 
with corn-grinding machines. Others, such as bone-mills, 
water-pumps driven by wind, .cream-separators and other 
dairy implements. mowing. reaping, and threshing machines, 
elevators, cotton-presses, &c., will only be employed on large 
Estates. on Grass Farms, or in connection with towns. 

I can, however, indicate one implement of which there is 
need j this is a portable oil-pressing mill. At present the 
mortar and pestle arrangement adopted in the native wooden 
oil-mill, though effective, is cumbrous. Its cost is Rs. 50. 
In consequence, all the oil-seed· has to be~brought to a place 
where there happens to be a mill. , .What is wanted is an oil
mill of a domestic size, which a woman can work inside the 
enclosure of her own house. A way seems open for someone 
to replace the present oil-mill with some such ma~hine as that 
with which Messrs .. Thomson and Mylne supplanted the 
wooden sugar-mill. 

294. But improvement in implements, or rather in the 
cultivation by their means, need not always proceed from 
o~tt8iae existing India·n practice. Sometimes it may ba found 
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that in a particular district an. implement is unknown, or is 
inferior to one in use elsewhere, and improvement may be 
effected by the transference of practice. At a little distance 
from Ferozepore, on the way to Ludhiana, Mr. -E. B. Francis 
showed me some light sandy land on which, when a shower of 
rain falls soon after sowing, a crust is very apt to form, so 
that the young shoots cannot force their way throu~h it. 
This is especially the case with barley, and rather less with 
wheat; when it forms, the people habitually re-sow the crop, 
for they have no implement corresponding to a harrow. I 
have instanced how careful the Behar indigo planter is to 
break up this crust the instant it forms, using a bullock-rake 
or harrow having spikes some 8 inches long, and penetrating 
about 2 inches into the soil. An implement of this· kind, if 
introduced at Ferozepore, would entirely dispense with the 
necessity of re-sowing. The improvement here would consist
in a transference of native methods, not all. importation of 
foreign onlls. A similar instance is that of a seed-drill for 
II dry" (unirrigated) cultivation. In the northern or Telegu 
portio~ of Madras such a drill is used, but not in the southern 
or Tamil portion, where the grain is sown broadcast on II dry" , 
land. . ~ 

295. Experimental Farms have in some cases been, and ought Triols of impl .. 

to be still more, the places where different implements should ::~::ental 
be put to thorough tests. Subs.equently they might be the f,.~=o~·:/is
centres for distribution of such implements as had been found ~~plementa by 

to be really beneficial, and which the "uiyat would be able ~o em. 

avail himself of. But much mote care must be exercised, I Need of grooter 

think,- than has been given in the past, .before a machine goes ;!:.than in the 

out with the Farm's imprimatuT on it. If it be found to be 
useless, or if it be beyond the raiyat's reach, it will not 
redound to the Farm's. credit, nor to that of the Agricultural 
Department of the Province. I have seen at. Experimental 
Stations implements which there was not the remotest chance 
of the raiyat ever using, and, unless these are really required. 
for the economical management of the Farm, their presence 
for demonstration purposes is _a useless expense. 

296. In conclusion, I would remltrk on the desirability of Desi"!'bilityof 
.. . 1 1 . . f'· . fi tt' assoclatmg men emplOyIng In agrlcu tura enqUlnes men 0 sClentl c a aIn" of scientific· 

h . h' t b t . t I' t & attainmentawitb ments, suc as engineers, c emis s, 0 anis s, geo OglS s'. c., agricD!tnral 

whichever the circumstances of the case demand. If thIS be enquiries. 

not done, such ex!>erimental trials will lose the great~r part of 
the value that might attach to them, and there WIll be no 
guarantee as to their beinO' properly, that is, scientifically, 
conducted. On the other hand, real value may be derived 
from such experiments when carried out on a right system, 
and with scientific help. It is most desirab!e, the~efore, ~~at 
Agricultural Departments should employ In theIr enquIrIes 
the aid of skilled experts. 

p3 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

297. In co.nsidering the differences o.f agricultllral practice 
which arise fro.m the po.ssessio.n, in 'o.ne district, of implements 
unkno.wn in ano.ther district, we have passed .,entirely beyo.nd 
the seco.nd main divisio.n -o.f differences laid d~~n: in Chapter II. 
No. lo.nger do. external surroundings enter, but it is altogether 
with the third divisio.n that we have to do., viz., the differ~ 

ences, which arise directly fro.m want o.f kno.wledge. 
On this acco.unt the peo.ple can do. little 0.1' no.thing to. effect 

impro.vement, while, fro.m the peculiar. co.nditio.ns o.f Indian 
_ agr~cu~ture,the Go.vernment canno.t do. much either. 

In brief, I do. no.t think that there is any great sco.pe fDr 
iIp.pro.v~ment in the raiyat's farming implements. /; , 

Further, where al'l.y impro.vement is po.ssible, it will co.me 
mainly fro.m witho.ut and no.t fr~m within, i.6., by the'.appll
catjo.n o.f Western science to. native ways and requirements. 
Very occasio.nally o.nly will it be po.ssible· to. extend the use 
o~ a native implement already in use in one part but unknown 
in ano.ther. 

The intro.ductio.n o.f the Iro.n Sugar-mill has, - ho.wever, 
clearly sho.wn that marked benefit may arise fro.m the 
emplo.yment o.f machinery o.f 'Western origin, pro.vided this 
be 'carefully adapted to. the needs o.f the Native.JJnless this 
pro.visio.n be taken failure will certainly result. 

Similar benefit may result fro.m -the use o.f shallo.w 
evapo.rating-pans fo.r sugar-bo.iling, and there is an opening 
fo.r a po.rtable o.il-pressing mill. 

Although in so.me instances deep plo.ughing is advantageo.us, 
this is no.t generally the ease in India, and I do. no.ttl1i~k~hat 
iron plo.ughs will take the place o.f the native wo.o.den ODes 

. until the difficulties as to. initial Co.st and repair can be met. 
Fo.r· winno.wing machines, chaff-cutters, .and co.rn~grinders 

a limited future may be o.pen, buto.ther implements, such as 
mo.wers, reapers, threshing machines, elevators, bo.ne- millll, 
~ream-lleparato.rs, &c., a use will o.n1y be fo.und o.n large 
Estates, Grass Farms, 0.1' in to.wns. . 

'The wo.rk o.f Go.vernment in co.nnection with the intro
ductio.n o.f new implements is to. submit them to. exhaustive 
trial at Experimental Farms, and to wo.rk them side by side 
with the native metho.ds. .'. '1 
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If the advantage of a new implement is clearly demoq
strated, then the Provincial Agricultural Department should 
make its Farm, the centre from whieh to distribute the imple-

• ment, and its Shows the means of exhibiting the machi~e at 
work. 
: In conducting any 'exhaustive trials t~e Provincial Agri. 
cultural Departments should make use, of experts in .t~e 
particular branches of science connected with the enquiry. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. . 
298. 1" recommElnd :..,..... 

The exhaustive trial of new, Implements at Govern
ment Experimental Farms. • 

The association; in trials of Implements" of men 
specially skiUed in the respective sciences con
cernedin the enquiry. 

The distribution of ,approved ,Implemen,ts from 
Government Farms, and the utilisatioll of Agri

ru:COMMENDA
TIONS • 

cultural Shows for: demonstrating the working of , I 
such Implements. --3 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

CROPS AND CULTIVATION. 

299. A DESCRIPTION either of the crops of India or of 
their cultivation is not called for in my Report, and I shall 
therefore only deal with tliese matters in so far as any 
suggestion for their improvement can be made.- . 

300. I have remarked, in earlier chapters, upon the general 
P" .. lhllity of excellence of the cultivation; the crops grown are numerous 
Improvement. and varied, much more, indeed, than in"'England. That the 

cultivation should Often be magnificent is not to be wondered 
at" when it is remembered that man)' of the crops have been 

..... known to the raiyats for several centuries;. rice is a prominent 
lDstance in point. Yet, that improvement is not impossible 
may be seen in the sgread, within recent times, of indigo and 
jute cultivation, the introduction of tea-planting, the raising 

', __ of the potato and other vegetables, the growing of maize, &c. 

Q~U\nge8 produced 
U1 export. 

301. The increasing demands of other countries for wheat, 
oil-lleeds, cotton, &c., have exercised an important influence upon 
the systems of Indian agriculture, and, whereas the raiyat 
formerly looked to his field yielding him a. crop which would 
provide gra.in for himself and his family, as well as .straw for 
his cattle, the element of export has now entered into his 
calculations, and has marked changes in the kinds and extent 

• 
Inorease in wheat 
area. 

Review. of 1m. 
provQuu!nta in 
oultivRtion dis
CUB..."ted in pre
ceiling ohapten. 

of the crops grown. ' 
Thus, in the Punjab, in the year 1888-89 alone, an increase 

of 11 per cent. was recorded in the area devoted to wheat
growing, no less than 54 per cent. of the rabi or winter
cropped portion, or 31 per cent. of the whole cropped area of 
the year, being now taken up by this cereal. 

In the Hoshiarpur district, sugar-cane is no longer 
considered the best-paying crop, but its place has been taken 
by wheat, sugar-cane coming next in importance, and then 
cotton. 

302. In the preceding chapters much has been said in 
regard. to improvements which can be effected in crops 01' 

in cultivation, through internal and externlfl means. It has, 
for instance, been shown that the breaking down of caste 
prejudice would induce better cultivation j that the extension 
of systems of irrigation and of embanking land, together with 
improved working of the taccavi- rules, would enable larger 
crops to be grown; and that the better conservation and 
increased supply of manure, the provision of \ "Fuel and 
"Fodder Reserves," the growing of fodder-crops, the better 

• Sf,(J footnote page 81. 
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breeding of cattle, the adoption of certain implements, and 
other means, would directly improve agriculture. I will not 
refel again to these methods in the present chapter, but will 
confine myself to a consideration of possible improvements 
not already treated of, and which are of a kind more nearly 
connected with the individual crops themselves. Such 
improvements are those which may result from the, practices 
of fallowing, rotation, selection and change of seed, or from 
the introduction of new crops or new varieties of crops, the 
extended cultivation of particular crops, and so forth. 

'!'be present 
chapter. 

'303. When discussing', in Chapter V., the question as Fallowing 

to whether the soil of ~ndia is becoming exhausted or not, :!~:l\Cticable 
I referred to the practICes of Fallowing and Rotation (see 
paragraph 49). The more special treatment, however, of these 
subjects comes in here. Fallowing is quite well known to the \ 
Indian cultivator, and its value,is understood, but the pz:actice \'1 
of it is greatly reduced by the pressure of popUlation on the V 
land, and by the increasing demands made upon the soil. '.I.'he . .J 
instances cited in paragraph 50 bear testimtmy to this, although 
the evidence also shows that the raiyat will fallow his land 
if he can afford it. In some of the cases quoted, a prolonged 
fallowing and renovation of the land was effected by allowing 
it to revert to its original state of forest and jungle, and then, 
after a time, clearing it for crop~growing.· As population 
presses and cultivation spreads, fallowing will, of necessity, 
be employed even less than at present, and, therefore, it is 
of no use to advocate it as a remedy. The raiyat will do 
it, as I have said, if he can afford to, and he will do it if he is 
obliged. 

• 304. It is quite a mistake to 'suppoRe that Rotation is not «Mixed crops." 

understood or appreciated in India. The contrary IS the case. 
Frequently more than one crop at a time may he seen occupy-
ing the same ground, but one is very apt to forget that this 
is really an instance of rotation being followed. It is not an 
infrequent practice, wh'en dtilling a cereal crop, such as juo.r 
(Sorghum vulgare) or some other millet, to put in at intervals 
a few drills of some leguminous crop, such as a1'har (Cajanu8 
indicus). The grain crop grows the more rapidly and keeps 
the other back; it is duly reaped when ripe, and the land 
which it occupied istheu ploughed. The pulse crup, , thus 
free to extend it~lf, grows on apace, spreading partly over 
the intervening area, an~ becoming the crop of the field, 
until in due time, it too is 'reaped. The next year the 
same' "mixed crops" may be 'sown agll;in, and thus, to the 
casual observer it might appear that contmuous croppmg was 
being practised. This, however, is not s~, f~r there.is a per-I 
feet rotation of cereal and legume. ThIS IS, perhaps, the 
simplest form of rotation, but there are many more compli-
cated than that of ," mixed-cropping.'~ The latter, however, Ad~nt&g •• of 

has the advantage of providing against the fluctuations of ::::~;~g ... 
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season, for; should one crop from any reason fail, the other 
\will probably stand and cover the ground. This is' a 
'matter of no small moment, seeing that 8; ra'iyat's entire 
hoI. ding is only a few acres in extent, and that it has to feed 
him, his family, and his cattle, and to pay the rent as well. 
In an experiment made at the Bhadgaon Farm it was found 
that a greater profit was obtained by intersowing cotton with 
j'Uar 'Or arhar than by growing the cotton alone. 

::.=- "Mixed crops" are not confined ·to two in number on the 
. ground at the same time, but fleveral sorts may be sown 
together; for instance, wheat, barley, and gram (Oicer ar'ieti· 
num), or these with rape (sirs on) as well .. Wheat and gram 
often occur together, so also wheat and linseed, the latter 
trequently fringing the wheat field, and thus serving to 
keep cattle off, inasmuch as they will not touch the 
growing linseed. Cotton with j'Uar, 'cotton with arhar, and 
wheat with mustard, are other instances of "mixed crops." 
There are many systems in ordinary use which are far more 
complicated than the above. For instance, not only may 
there be the rows of crops side by side, as noticed above, but 
the alternating rows may themselves be made up.of mixtures 
of different crops, some of them quick-growing and reaped 
early, others of slower growth' and requiring both sun and 
air, and thus being reaped after the former have been cleared 
off. Again, some are deep-rooted plants, others are surface 
feeders, some require the shelter of other plants, and som.e 
will thrive alone. The whole system appears to be one 
designed to cover the land, and thereby to prevent the bare
ness and consequent loss to the soil which would result from 
the sun beating down upon it, and from the loss of moisture 
which it would incur. It is known also that the process of 
nitrification in soils is much more active when a growing crop 

L_!s.on the ground than when the latter lies fallow. 

- 305. In most parts it will be found that, whilst rota.tion is 
practised, no regular order in the crops forming a rota.tion is 
kept to, but that considerable . latitude is exercised in their 
choice. Nevertheless, the crops will generally be found to 
follow certain rules of rotation, such as cereal after legume, and 

~tation 'Rot rotation is not practised is rice. Why this should be so may i
~ruit-bearing crop after bulbs. The one crop with which 

p ..... tised with e better understood when the conditions under which rice is 
rioe.· grown are considered. Rice flourishes on ~ilt-renewed lands 

that need little or no manure, and which are plentifully 
. supplied with water~ The water itself, by its constant renewal, 
probably makes the soil-constituents more readily available. 
Under these circumstances the rice plant becomes semi-aquatic 
in character, and is more independent of manure, and of the 
manurial benefits effected by rotation. Differences in the 
mode of cultivating rice may, however, be followed; thus, in 
some parts of Bengal ~t is the rule to sow rice broadcasted 
one year, and transplanted the next. 
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306. The following 
different parts :-

are instances of Rotations practised in Insllmcelof 
BotAtiODli 
pracl;i.oed, 

, In the Punjab :-
• On "dry" (baram,) land. 

Fallow. 
Wheat and gram. 
Chari (fodder judr). 
Fallow. 
Fallow. 
Wheat and gram. 
CAari. 

On rich land. 

Cotton. Wheat or barley. with gram 
"&"ii (a millet). and oil-seeds. 
Sugar-cane. Judr or Mjra. with pulses. 
Maize. Fallow. 
Wheat.. Fallow. 
Cotton. Wheat or barley (as above). 

Juar or Mjra (as above). 
,In the North-West Provinces:

Indigo. Millet. 
Barley and peas. 
Fallow. 
Wheat.. 

In Bengal:-

Fallow (green crop ploughed in). 
Wheat or other winter cereal. 
Millet. 

In Lohardag.; on uplands. 

1st year. marua (a millet). 
2nd .. gora (rice). 
Srd .. urid (pulse). 

• 
4th .. gtmdli (millet). followed by an oil-seed or pulse. 

In Palamau. 

1. Cotton. 
2. Gingelly (oil-seed). 
S. Kodo {millet). 

, 
(b) 

1. Maize or some millet. . 
2. Wheat for two or three years. 
3. A leguminous crop for a year or 

two. 
In Dacca. 

1. Potatoes. 
~-)--------------------(~ 

1. Jute. 
2. Tobacco or a pulse orop. 2. Rice or jute. 

S. Chilies. 

In the instance from Lohardaga there is a four years' rotation. giving five 
crops, of which three are cereals. In Palaman the same cold-season (rabi) 
'crop. whether cereal or pulse, is never grown on the same land for more than 
two or three years snccessively, but it is always followed by a ram erop of 
a different character or growth. . 

In ~he Central Provinces:-
,Ju4r.1.:0d0 (a millet), and arhar (pulse) sown together. 
-Wheat. 

In Bombay:-
In Gnjarat.. In Mahim. 

i. Cotton.' -2. Wheat or judr. 
S. Gram or some pnlse. 

In Surat. • 

1. Stua hemp ploughed in and fol-
lowed by Bugar-cane •. 

2. Sugar-cane. 
S. Rice with arhat' or some pulse. 
4.. A pulse crop. . .. 

1. Betel vine, two years. 
2. Ginger. 
3. Sugar-cane. 
4.. Plantains, two years. 
5. Rice or rrigi (loc. nligli), on robed 

seed-bed. 

In the Konkan, on hill land. 

1. Nrigli. 
2. Warai (a millet). 
3. Niger seed (oil-seed), then Fallow 

for five to six years. 

L Punjab. 

I. North-West 
Provinces. 

S. BengaL 

4. Oentral 
PI'Ovi.D.CPS. 

5. BoIDba)·. 
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A general rule in " garden-land" rotation in Gujarltt is :-
"Tap-roots follow fibrous, and that which bears fruit should follow 

"bulbs." " 
Th" rotation instanced at Mahim is a seven years' course on "garden

land," but another, of five years' duration only, is made by the omission of 
betel vines, ~nd is also practised largely. 

8. Modr... In Madras:-
In Coimbatore, though there are variations caused by early or late 

rainfall, a frequent practice on "dry" land is to sow cllOlum (Sorghum 
~'ulgOl'e) or gingelly (.sesamum indicum) in May, to reap in August, and to 
follow in October with cotton or gram. On" garden land" l'agi (Eleusine 
Corocana). sown in May, is followed in October or November by tobacco, 
and this by cholltm in the next April. Sugar-cane is followed by cereals. 

In Tinnevelly, cotton succeeds kambu (millet) and pulses j it is sown 
L_with the cerea.ls, and remains after that crop is reaped. 

Improvement 307. Sufficient proof has now been given that rotation of 
of Rotations. crops is both understood and practised. Whether the 

rotations are of the best kind, or whether they might be 
improved upon, is another matter, and one upon which my 
limitp.d knowledge, of the crops and their habits does not 
allow me to give an opinion. I have frequently read state
ments as to inferior cultivation being the result of injudicious 
rotations, but I have seldom seen a.ny suggestions as to what 
should be done instead. Much must depend on the climate, 
the nature of the soil, the facilities for water and manure, &c. 
In England, the Use of artificial manures enables great 
liberties to be taken with rotation, and may even cause it to 
be partly suspended in case of the market favouring the 
growing of a particular crop. In the same way it is more 
than likely that the miyat will, in general, be the best judge 
of what his land can do. 

SIt' I 308. Though the raiyat may have little or nothing to learn 
c~a".:'g~O~f~:~. about rotation, he is very ignorant in regard to selection and 

\ change of seed. In this respect the Indian cultivator might '-1 well follow the E~ropean planter, as, for example, in the careful 
'selection of indigo seed .. EveninGujarat(Bombay), where the 

Not geDemlly 
pructisecl. 

indigenous cultivation is excellent, the benefit of selection and 
change of seed is not appreciated; throughout Bengal it is 

I. unknown, except in the case of indigo. The Hospiarpur(Punjab) 
Settlement Report sa~-s, "It is to be regretted that the cultiva
" tors should ordinarily exercise 80 little care in the selection of 
"seed for their crops." The Rawal Pindi Settlement Report 
speaks of the absence of careful seed selection by the cultiva
tors. The !:lame neglect is shown in the Central Provinces; 
both here and elsewhere' this is especially the case with cotton; 
indeed, the complaint that the long-stapled varieties, such as 
Broach, are deteriorating, is traceable to the want of selection 
of seed, or rather to a mixture of seed being given to the cul
.tivator to sow. 

There are several provel'bs, such as one which Mr. Benson 
found current in Kurnool, pointing to the desirability of 
selecting seed. "As you give gifts' to the deserving, so select 
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• seeds for your soil," runs th(' proverb, but the practice is 
different to the precept, and seed is not habitually selected. 

Now and again selection of seed is practised to a certain 
extent. Thus, in the Rawal Pindi Settlement Report Mr. F. A. 
Robertson points out that the Arains or Malliars are the best 
cultivators, and that they select their maize seed. The 
crop is, in consequence, far superior to that grown by the other 
cultivators. He adds, .. What is wanted is careful selection of 
.. seeds by the culti"Yators, and the fostering care displayed 
.. by the Malliars in bringing their crop to maturity." 

At Hoshiarpur I found that, when juar was grown as a 
fodder-crop, fresh seed was obtained every year from another 
district, viz., Ludhiana. . 

It is very certain that if more care were taken in the selec
tion of potatoes for seed, and in change of seed, the crop might 
be greatly improved. 

309. The root of the mischief lies in the system by which~Thec.lll'8ofthe 
the culti'vator is not his own seed merchant, but is entirely neglect. 
dependent on the baniya, mahajan,Qr-similar individual of 
the money-lending class. These. men supply the raiyat with ·Money-Iender .. 
seed, charging interest at an exorbitant rate, for they know 
that he must have seed or else he cannot grow his crop. The 
accounts between merchant and cultivator, thus begun over 
seed transactions, are seld.om allowed to lapse, and often 
assume enormous proportions, leading to mortgaging of land 
and other evils. It is in this that the utter improvidence ofJ 
~he raiyat is shown, and that he frequently becomes a prey Improvi.lence of 
to the money-lender.> Having saved no seed for himself for thera/vat. 
resowing, and having no money to purchase elsewhere, he has 
recourse to the means so ready at hand, and the land is 
practically charged with an extravagant burden, and one of 
the raiyat'8 own creation. It is strange, indeed, what a hold 
~he money-lenders have on the people; in one district of the 
Central Provinces I found well-to-do cultivators; who could 
easily have purchased their seed in the open market or 
rrom other cultivators, but who, nevertheless, went to the 
mahajan for it, because they liked to be on good terms with 
him; so they regularly borrowed from him, and paid him back 
at the end of every half-year. 

Mr. Fuller, in one of his Reports, says, .. Borrowing seed
"grain is incompatible with improvement by seed selection," 
and this is strictly true. But the practice has become almost 
Ilniversal, and the mahajan is a regular institution, so that 
lmprovement cannot proceed to any great extent unless by an 
alteration in the raiyr.tt himself. 

In the case .of cotton, the cultivator sells both .fibre anP.&nseOfdeteriora-
. h '. . II I t f~ ~'OD of ootton. ~eed, and the gram merc ant, receIvmg many sma 0 so' 

seed, often of. different varieties, mixes them u~ tl)gether. 
Later on, the grower buys back the mixed s('ed and sows it, • 
and, thus, purity of seed and uniformity of quality are alto-
gether lost. ~ 
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S~le~tion and 1- 310. As the raiyat, even under the best of circumstances 
::l:'yug~~e~J can hardly free himself frQm resoFting to the money-lending 
mentalta~~r&i- grain merchant, because he has nowhere else to go for his 
men ~-~., c. d I' b see supp y, It ecomes one of the most useful acts which 

Good work 
al ..... dy dono. 

Government can do, to provide the cultivator with seed,' or 
rather, with the facilities for obtaining it. . ' 

,-' The business of a seed merchant, as understood in Europe, 
is unknown in India, and I do not think that there would be 
any scope for it, even if it were desirable to introduce it. 
But Government, by means of its Farms, might serve a most 
useful end in growing pure seed and in making it available for 
distribution. to cultivators. This has not been altogether 
neglected in the past, and the Cawnpore Farm of the N orth-
West Provinces especially, and also the Farms o( the Bombay 
Government, have done good work in showing the advantage 
of selection and change of seed, and in the establishment of 

Extended action distributing centres for good seed. But much more extended 
needed. action is required before the c.ultivator can be rendered. in

dependent of the grain merchant. The' Farm at -Cawnpore 
cannot now supply e'nough seed to satisfy the demands made 

Facilities should 
be given tor 
purcbeae of good 
seed. 

. upon it. There ought to be not 'only Experimental Farms, 
but Seed-growing Farms, where the raiyat could buy pure and 
good seed at a moderate cost, instead of, as he does at present, 
going to the bazar and getting what he thinks looks best. If 
the experiments at some of the Government Farms were 
curtailed, and more land were laid out in producing selected 
seed for distribution to the district around, I think more good 
might be done.. This work does not imply the existence of.,a 
distinctly experimental farm, nor of a skilled staff, but there 
might well be, under 'Provincial Agricultural Departments, a 
Seed Farm in each district t6 provide for the requirements of 
that district . 

. The Bombay Agricultural Department distributes seed in 
Sind to zemindars on the simple condition that the amount 
of seed given is subsequent~y returned to Government. 

At N adiad the local Agricultural Association has established 
a seed store in the town, for the sale of selected seed at cost 
price. The plan is slowly making way with the cultivators. 

Court of Wards' Estates,' again, would be, very suitable 
places at which to grow selected seed, and they might act a~ 
distributing centres for tb,~ supply of seed to the neighbour--
hood. .1;', , 

Not only must the seed itself be availabl~, but encourage
ment and facilities must be given to the purchase of good 
seed. The system of taccavi* advances is applicable to the 
case of seed-purchase, equally as to the digging of wells and 
purchase of cattle. But in the case of seed, advances are given 
only in time of scarcity"andnot in ordinary times. There 

, would be no need of such restriction if Government became 
the grain supplier. As long as the cultivator resorts to the 
money-lending grain merchant'the working of taccavi advances 

• &6 footnote, page. 81. 
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for purchase of seed will be unsatisfactory, but if Government 
were to supply the seed from their Farms or from other 
distributing centres, the cultivator might. be freed from 
having to resort to the baniya. III other words, Govern-I 

• ment might practically become the baniya themselves. --l 

--:. ... " au. Improvement may be effected not only by selection Iutrodnotionof 
and cbange of seed, but by ,the introduction of ne.w varieties. new-varieties. 

Experimental Farms have, in this matter also, done very 
useful work in showing what new varieties' are likely to have 
any permanent value, a:Q.d in some cases considerable benefit 
has accrued from their distribution. A.t the Cawnpore Farm 1. Wheat. 

. other varieties of wheat than those in local use have been . 
tried; the Muzaffarnagar variety, in particular, meeting with 
considerable success. ,Thus, .in .1888-89, about 40,OOOlbs. of 
Muzaffarnagar wheat were distributed, and over 7,OOOlbs. of 
seed oats. The Bombay Agricultural Department also does a 
very considerable work in trying new varieties of seed. The 
1888-89 Report statef! tha.t 'a soft white variety of wheat from 
the N orth-West, after acclimatisation, W/J!! distributed to 65 
zemindars in Sind. It proved very successful, and 2~8r5 acres 
in the Nara Valley (being one~eighth of the total wheat area) had 
been sown with it. It is found to ripen quicker, to yield more 
grain and more 'straw, and to be less liable to "rust" than the 
hard local variety; besides, the price obtaiI~ed for it is Rs: 2 
As.'14 per maund, ·as against .Rs. 2 As .. 8 per maund for the 
Sind wheat.· The Report further says :_H the experiments lijhow . 
" that the interchange of seed between various Provinces is most 
"successful." In Reports of the Bengal Agricultural Depart-
ment it is stated that Buxar wheat has been successfully 
introduced into Bhagalpur, and has produced a wheat which 
fetches quite 6 annas a maund more than the local grain. 

Mr. Ozanne; the Director of the Bombay Agricultural,. Cotton. 

Department. has made many experiments with a. view to 
improving the quality of cotton produced in. the Presidency. 
American varieties of cotton 'have ·been acclimatised at 
Dharwar, and then transferred to Khandesh a.nd other districts, 
and an endeavour is now being made to perpetuate the long
stapled varieties of Berar cotton known as bani and jari. It 
is found that the American varieties give a smaller yield until 
they have been acclimatised 1;0 a dis~!;ict, and hence the culti
vators do not care to risk the immeaij:te loss incurred. This 
militates against tile spread of the growth of better varieties 
of cotton in India. 

It is very certain that, not in wheat and cotton alone, but 
in maize and sugar-cane cultivation too, improvement may be 
effected by the introduction of varieties new either to a par-
ticular district or to the country. . 

It is necessary, however,to interpose· a caution against 
trying changes of this kind on any but an experimental scale 
at first. There should also be Bome prima facie indication, 
such aB would be derived from a simila.rity in the climatic 

, f 

3. Maizeand 
Sugar-cane. 

Need of caution 
in trying Dew 
varietief. 
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conditions- of the respective regions, that the transference is 
one likely to succeed. The unsuccessful attempts to introduce 
English wheats into India are instances of want of under
standing of the relative conditions of English and Indian 
agriculture, and Provincial Departments of Agriculture would' 
do well to consider these before they accept the assurances of 
enterprising seed merchants ~ England. The season in India 
is too short for English wheat to mature, anq, although grown 
in the cold season, the wheat does not (except in the hills) lie 
under snow, nor is it subject to severe frosts. Consequently, 
20 to 30 days of heat will cause it to grow rapidly, and if the. 
grain be, not formed by February the crop will be prematurely 
ripened. What is wanted is not so much to try exotic or im
ported seed, which may be good one year and fail to produce 
good results the next, but to try indigenous varieties which 
have already been found by the experience Qf other districts 
to be well adapted. . 

When, however, a new variety has been found to be,.beyond 
doubt, superior to !llocal one, Experimental Farms can do a 
most useful work in distributing the new seed j as also in 
selecting and perpetuating pure and good local varieties. 

312. It is not alone in the introduction of new varieties, 
but also in that of new crops, that improvement is possible. 
Here, again, Experiment,al Farm~ have not. heen backwlll'd_ 
ani!. though it may-be asked how many of the new crops t.J;ied. 
at these Farms have everbeeD:· fairly introduced, I maintain 
that such workiof'Emquiryis a'-legitimate one, and .. that it is 
the necessary fate of all .experimental work that only one or 
two things out of a hundred'tried may possibly succeed j never
theless, the record and obset\ration of what has been done will 
not be ~ltogether thrown ~w'ay,-. It will be known wha.t has 
been tried, and so need' not'be tried again; also, what may 
possibly succeed under other circumstances.' . 

Introduction of. new erops may take piace in two, direc
tions, The crops may be either entirely new ones to the 
country, or merely new ones to the particular district. . 

The history of the present.erops of India is one telling largely 
of importation j such imported crops are,-the numerous' 
millets (the principal food grains), maize, tobacco, tea (though 
tlle Shrub was subsequently found and cultivated in India), 
coffee, the potato, and many other kinds of vegeta.bles. There 
is, therefore, no reason why other crops shoUld not be imported 
also. At Government Stud Farms hlcerne has been introduced 
with much success. . 

Where a crop is not known to one district, but is to another, 
improvement may often be effected by the transferenc eo e 
practice. There is little doubt that the cultivation-of th 
potato might with 'advantage be introduced to fresh districts. 
At Salem (Madras) vegetables such as the onion, the pump
kin. the egg-plant, &c., are grown in profusion. but the potato 
is not raised j the people say they do not know how to cultivate 
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it. Wheat might be grown in parts of Eastern Bengal where it 
is not now known. Oats might usefully find a wider sphere 
than they occupy .. t present. • 

313. An impetus can, in some cases, be given to the extended Extension of 

1 . f· cultivation of ell tivatl.on o. remuneratIve crops, such as sugar-cane, potato, existillg ClOpS. 

&c. ThIs wIll, however, result rather from the adoption of 
better modes of cultivation or of manufacture, than from other 
mllans. At Dongasara,in the Central Provinces, I found evi-
dences, in the disused stone presses still lying about, that 
sugar-cane was formerly grown here, but now it is not cultivated. 
With the hel~ of tbe new iron sugar-mill the cultivation of 
sugar-cane mIght once more be profitably followed .. Potatoes 
grow very well in Dacca, but the acreage under this' crop is very 
small, and. might readily be increased. I believe that good 
may be done also in increasing the variety of ~rops grown; and 
in obviating thereby the placing of so much dependence on one 
crop alone. TAftjore, for example, depends practically upon rice, 
Bellary upon cotton. If other crops were mbre- extensively 
cultivated, the consequences attending th~failure of the staple 
crop would be minimised. 

314. I wish to note here the desirability of gaining more 
knowledge as to the diseases to which crops are liable, and of 
the injurious insects ,,~hich attack and destroy them. It,is 
satisfu.ctory to note. that the Government of India have, with 

. the co-operation of the Trustees of the Indian Museum, Qalcutta, 
:tna~e a begtnning in this dir~c.tion, -and'~'liat '~he services of 

" Mr. E. -C. Cotes, of the Entomological- Depa.t~ent of the 
Musettm,'na.e been utilised, riO't.dnlyfor teaching U"the Forest 
School,· 'Dehra, but also fo'r-:i.n"'estigating the history and 
lil'evention of insect attacks OJ(Rlint life. -

The valuable services which, in.England, Miss E. A. Ormerod 
has rendered to agriculture, may b$: ta.ken as illustrative -of 
the good that may be done sill1ilarly in bldia. " _ 

315. There i~ still much to learn in respect of the out-t~rn of 
'different crops. A system .of "crop experiments," or experi': 
mental cuttings, is conducted in the Bombay Presidency and 
in a few other pal'~s, and has been,.found useful for Settlement 
purposes. ·The trials are conducted by District Officers, the 
crops over small accurately-measured areas' being cut, and 
the produce weighed. The object is not only to get to know 
the yield of different crops, but also to find out the incidence 
of assessment on too yalue of the gross produce, and thereby 
to ascertain if the land-tax has been justly estimated .. In 3,'" 

few cases further special experiments over entire holdings are-
made, for the purpose of ~sce.r:taining -whet~er . a fair. return 
is "'iyen for the cost of cultIvatIOn, &c. ConSIderable dIfficulty 
is :xperienced in getting, these trials carried out acC'utately, 
and the returns need to be subjected to careful examination 
and criticism before being accepted. l regard. the work, how-
ever; as a very desirable .one to carryon, for, by the compila-
tion of these returns, considerable agricultural knowledge may 
he gained as t.o the yield of crops in different parts of a Pro-
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vipce, as well as of India generally; while, as stated, they 
wIll also be found useful for assessment purposes. 

316. Improvement, both in crops and in their cultivation, may 
be effected by a transference of method from one 'country or 
locality to another. The' introduction of new crops and of" 
new varieties affords in itself instances of this improvement 
by transference of method. . 

Many of the improvements which I have summarised in 
paragraph 302 come under this same head, and are connected 
more or less nearly with cultivation. I shall, therefore, only 
give now some improvements which are directly concerned 
with actua~ crop-growing. 

Improvement of 317. :Rice, in its many. varieties, is not sown in the same 
rloecultlvation. way everywhere. Sometimes it is sown broadcast, sometimes 

it is transplanted from seed-beds. It is known that the out-
Sowing of rloe. . turn of transplanted rice is greater than that of broadcasted, 

and only the better varieties of rice are used in the former 
case. Yet there arl( districts where transplanting is the rule, 
others where it is not, and the question naturally arises 
whether the better practice might not be successfully intro
duced into districts where it is not knowl1. Mr. Fuller 
pointed out to me that' rice is sown broadcast in the Raipur 
and Bilaspur districts of the Central Provinces, and is not 
transplanted even on the best lands. Enormous waste of 
seed is thereby incurred. In the Sambalpur and Bhandara. 
districts, on the contrary, rice ·is very extensively trans-

Manuring of lice 
lauds. 

planted. . 
The rice cultivation of Tinnevelly is far superior to that of 

Tanjore, and the out-turll... is much better. The differel!-ce is 
·the result of the inferior cultivation in Tanjore. Whereas in 
Tinnevelly it is the rule to ml1..nure the land by ploughing in 
green crops, wild indigo, &c., this is not done in Tanjore. 
The practice of manuring rice land is now becoming much 
more frequent. At Ahmedabad I found that it was the rule to 
manure with cow-dung; tank silt was also used. At Bel
gaum all J'ice fields are manured with cow-dung, and with 

L- ashes from the villages. 
Ploughing of rl •• ~ Again, in the better districts it is the practice to plough up 
~.~~~ the land directly after the rice crop is cut. This is done in 

Tinnevelly. Before being told of this, I had, when in Tanjore, 
been struck by the hard and baked surface of the rice fields 
after harvest, and I could not help thinking that an improve
ment might be effected if the land were ploughed up while 
the moisture was still in it. If the . land is left to get hard 
and dry, evaporation is. more rapid, and when rain comes it 

tis not so readily absorbed as when the land is in a finely-tilled 
state. But if the field were to be ploughed after harvest it would 
be easy to work, the stubble would be allowed to rot, and to 
mingle with the soil, subsequent ploughing would be· rendered 
much easier, and a. quickly-growing green or "catch" crop 
might be meantime sown. This is not universally practicable, 
I am a.ware, but t,here are very many parts where it might be 
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done quite well. At Shiyali lTanjore) the culti~ators allowed 
that, after the rice was cut in February, a crop of grain might 
be sown and reaped green in April, but they said it was too much 
trouble to do it. Later on, I heard of parts where this was 
actually done. At Mahim, if there is enough mdisture after the 
rice is off, a crop of. gram, and sometimes eyen of castor 
(Ricinus communis), is sown. At Belgaum almost alUhe rice 
land gives a second crop, either of peas, lentils, or barley. 'The 
seed is thrown on in the rough, and there is no great pre
paration of the land beforehand. I find that Mr. Nicholson, in. 
speaking of Coimbatore, remarks on the advantage that would 
follow the ploughing of waste lands after harvest iil Novem
ber, thus enabling the November ,rains to be more utilised. 
From the Reports of the Bengal Agricultural Departme,nt J 
take the following:- " 

" Rice has been 80 long cultivated that there is little to teach, the 
, " rai,/atB, ,but those of one part can learn a great deal from tbose of 
II ano~her ; e. g., the Burdwan "ail/at always uses oil cake. Again, plouahing 
" of nce lands aftar harvest, to weather and sweeten the soil, would be an 
" advantage ...•...•. ; in parts of Bengal rail/6ts spread hide salt to get 
" rid of what they call a' disease,' but which is really ,the consequence 
" of leaving the land unploughed." 

Great waste of seed in sowing rice is undoubtedly often 
incurred. Mr. Nicholson found ,that in Caimbatore 80 ,to 
100 Ibs. of seed-rice per acre were used in the transplanting 
process; he estimated that on the 87,000 acres of rice land 
in the district no less than 3,100 tons of seed, costing 
Rs. 1,40,000, were used. 

Mr. Sabanayagam Mudliar is also of opinion that far more 
rice is used in sowing than is necessary, and at Shiyalihe adopts 
much thinner seeding than is usually p.ractised around him.' As 
instanced above, there is much waste of seed when, as in the 
Raipur and Bilaspur districts of the Central Provinces, rice is 
sown broadcast. instead of by transplantation. ' 

Inferior cultivation of rice is sometimes due to the fact 
that water 'is allowed to stagnate on the fields; this is the 
case at Dacca, and I have also seen it at Ferozepore. There is 
little doubt that water is frequently sham.efully wasted 
in rice cultivation, and, though plentiful water is, requisite, 
stagnation is harmful to a crop. Mr. Nicholson says:
"The difference between a paddy (rice) field and a swamp is, 
" that, in the former, water is not allowed to stagnate on the 
"surface." ' He illstances that as much as 12 feet depth of 
water is sometimes used in a si'ngle season for rice cultivation. 
It might be possible to effect improvement by a transference 
of practice in respect of the moderate use of water. 

I mentioned in paragraph 131, when speaking of ,rab cultiva
tion, that in some parts of Bengal, where soil is poor and weeds 
predominate, a kind of rab process is used, all manure being 
burnt before it is put on the land. In other parts this process 
is not employed. In Bombay the reasons for use or non-use 
of the ,·fIb process are well understood, but this is not the case 
in Bengal, and it is quite possible that a transference of 
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method in this respect may be followed by benefit in parts 
where the system is not known. . 

Early grazing of 
rioe by c~ttl •• 

An actual instance of the adoption of transference of method 
was mentioned to me. by Sir Edward Buck. The Burmese 
rice-growers often complained of the crop getting too tall, 
and of the seed dropping out, but when some ~ehar cultivators 
came' and settled in Burma they introduced the practice of 
letting their cattle graze over the young rice, thus keeping it 
back. This practice was thereafter followed by the Burmese 
cultivators with success. 

Possibility of 
improvement of 
rice CUltivation 
in some parts .. 

Thus, even.with a crop of such ancient cultivation as rice, 
there is, in some parts, room for improvement· of its cultiva
tion through the transference of the practice-of one locality 
to another. . . 

Improvement 318. There is much that one district can learn from another 
in cultivation. • h b I" f S Th 
of sugar.caJle. . 1D t e etter cu tlvatlOn 0 ugar-cane. e native method 

DitJ'erenli systelils 
of sowing sugar .. 
cane. 

of sowing sugar-cane is to plough the land some 12 to 14 times, 
the plough going round and' round the field and forming a 

-fine seed-bed 4 or .5 inches deep. Next, the field is levelled, 
and the cuttings of seed-cane' are scattered broadcast· over 
the surface. The seed is then lightly covered over with soil. 
In consequence, the cane grows irregularly, and a jungle is 
formed; weeding cannot be properly done, and air and light 
cannot properly penetrate. 

The Mauritius system is to place the cuttings in holes about 
9 inches aeep, placed along rows 3i feet to 4 feet apart, 
or else to lay the cane along channels or furrows in tbe bottom 
of which the manure is put, and the cane above it. The 
" hole" system is mostly used 'on undulating ground, but the 
" furrow" system is the best wherever irrigation is required. 

;-Thus, the "furrow" system is the one best suited to India . .1 

. AdVllntage of 

If the plan of sowing the seed-cane in furrows were to entirely 
replace that of simply levelling the ground and sowing the cane 
broadcast over the field, a very much increased y~eld of sugar Hauritius . 

system. 
(_would be the result. Messrs. Thomson and My lne have clearly 

demonstrated at Beheea that this would be the case, and that 
the cane grows very much thicker if planted deeper. N ever
theless, the Behar cultivator, even on Messrs. Thomson and 
Mylne's own Estate, continues, with few exceptions, to adopt 
his old plan of broadcast sowing, and nOD-use of manure. It is 
noteworthy, however, that the iron sugar-mill is now univer-
sally employed. • 

Although in many parts, as in Behar, the old method of 
sowing is adhered to, yet in the best districts, and among the 
Lest classes of cultivators, the "furrow" system has made 

.. I •.•.•. great adv~nce, and it is recognised that it yields far better 
results; what is wanted is to make the practice universal. 

Instances. .As a contrast to careless methods of sowing, I call to mind a practical 
demonstration which a cultivator at Mahim gave me. of the way in which 
sugar cane is grown in the ThUna district of Bombay. The entire pro· 
cess was carried out on a small scale before my eyes. and I could not 
but wonder at the great care displayed in every detail. The lines in 
which the cane was to be sown were pegged and marked out with strings; 
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the seed-cane was set at regular intervals, a stick being used to mark the 
respective distances apart; the boil was next covered over, and water was 
allowed to flow on gently, though not in excess; the manure (castor 
refuse) was put on, not broadcast, but in small handfuls around each plant 
(the laiter being supposed then to have grown) ; lastly, the leaves w<lr~ 
tied round the stems, as the rainy season was represented to be eoming on. 
Little wonder is it that the. out-turn is so large and the crop so remunera-
tive. . 

Again, as contrasts, I mention the following from ])Ir. Basu's Report on 
the ~griculture of Pa~amau: .. T~e cultivation of sugar-cane is very 
.. neghgent, as now earned on; cuttmgs are sown at random and lightly 
II covere:l with soil; the fields are not hoed properly, and light and air do 
.. not get in. This is very different to that of the central districts of Ben
.. gal, where large kinds of cane, e. g., sam.sera, are grown, and are planted 
"in furrows, the stems being wrapped up in leaves in the rainy season, 
.. thus letting in light and air; here oil cake is used as manure, and the 
" fields are hoed ...... So the. Palamau raiyat gets his 25 maunds of 
" unrefined sugar (gar) per acre, while the raiyat of Burdwan or Hooghly 
.. will obtain 60 inaundi." 

The Mauritius system of cultivating sugar-cane is prac-
tised around Calcutta, but is unknown in Bhagalpur and the 
greater part of the Patna Division. The cultivation of sugar-
cane is much better in Burdwan than in ~ahabad, though the 
manufacture of gur is, on the other hand, superior in the latter. 
At Hospet (Madras) sugar-cane is largely grown; it is always 
planted in furrows, these being split after about three monthH. 
At Meerut, Sahal'anpur, Hoshiarpur, and generally throughout 
the N orth-West Provinces and the Punjab, the "furrow" 
system of planting is adopted by the better cultivators. 

319. The cultivation of the Potato is carried on much better 
in some parts than in others_ I find it stated that in Rawal 
~indi :-

.. Potato cultivation is not good and leaves much room for improvement; 
." large and quick returns are obtained fora year or two and then fall off, 
" owing to want of careful husbandry." 

In Lohardaga, potato cultivation is not carefully carried on, 
but in Hooghly and East Burdwan it is good. 

.. \,.-,: 

Improvement in 
cultivation of 
the potato. 

320. The sowing of "dry" (unirrigated) land in Northern Other;nstances) 

Madras by means of a seed-drill has been mentioned, whereas ~~~';';~'l~~r.·nce 
this is unknown in Southern Madras (see paragraph 294). 

In Tinnevelly cotton is not drilled, but it is very probable 
that if this were done much less weeding would be requisite. 

Mr. 'Hill, Officiating Inspector General of Forests, in his 
Report on the Coorg :I!'orests points out the benefit that would r 
result from teachiJlg the Kurubars of Coorg the plan of teak '-J 
seed planting adopted by the Karens of Burma. At the 
commencement of the rains the seed is laid down in beds from 
which, as it begins to germinate, it is picked out and transferred 
to land on which rice, vegetables, &c., are grown. The teak 
seed is put in lines 9 feet apart, and 4 feet intervene between" 
each seedling. The rice or other crop is reaped and the young 
teak plantation is left. . 

I mio-ht mention many other instances where benefit would 
follow the transference of cultivation methods, but the fore-
going will fully suffice to make my point clear . 

. Q 3 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

321 The differences which are met with in methods of • 
cultivation throughout India are largely those belonging to 
the third class of differences set out in Chapter II., viz., those 
arising directly from want of knowledge. The variety of 
crops grown is, of course, bounded toa great extent by 
physical conditions, such as climate, soil, water, &c., but, as 
has been shown, it is in some degree also due to want of 
knowledge. Improvement in Agriculture will, as before, 
result from a modification of these differenceR .. Such modifi
cation will be ~ffected mainly by the transference of method 
from one district to another, and even from one country to 

r-- another. The pracft;ce of other countries, as seen in the case 
of the many imported crops now common in India, as also in 
the planting of sugar-cane, may often be usefully adopted; so 
also may that of the better indigenous districts. 

In the work of transference of method the people are likely 
tQ do but little or nothing, and the duty once more falls upon 

. Government, and upon Agricultural Departments in par
. L!'icular. 

The principal improvements that can be effected are: in 
demonstrating at Experimental Farms the benefits of selection· 
and change of seed; in giving facilities for the supply, pur
chase, and distribution Of good seed; in demonstrating the 
utility of new varieties of existing crops·; in testing and 
introducing new crops; in investigating the diseases and 
attacks to which crops are subject; in transferring a better 
method of cultivation to a district where an inferior one 
prevails. .... 

It is very clear that no' work such as is contemplated in 
• the foregoing suggestions, and more especially in the last-

named, can possibly be carried out without a very thorough 
knowledge of existing practices. This knowledge, it seems 
to me, is still wanting, and can only be attained by a definite 

. system of Agricultural Enquiry. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS. 

322. I recommend :-
The continuation of Experimental Enquiry at 

Government Farms in regard to selection and 
change of seed, growth of new varieties of crops 
and of crops altogether new, methods of cultiva.
tion, &c. 

The establishment of Seed Farms under Provincial 
Agricultural Departments, for providing good seed 
for the various districts; and the giving of 
facilities and encouragement for the purchase of 
seed from these Farms by tM cultivators. 

The pu.rsuit of the study of Diseases and injuries of 
crops. 

The organisation of a system of Agricultural 
Enquiry, for the purpose of obtai~ing a thorough 
knowledge of present agricultural methods, and 
,for the transference of better methods to districts 
where inferior ones prevaiL 

RECOMMENDA· 
TIONS. 
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CHAPTER XIV. CHAPTER XIV. 

AnRldul.TUltAL 
INDU~'rRIKS AND 
ExPOI<l's. 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES AND }:XPORTS. 

323. In addition to the ordinary crops which the raiyat cul
tivates for his own use, there are some, such as tea, coffee. 
indigo, sugar, and tobacco, which undergo a process of manu
facture before becoming marketable articles, and others, such 
as cotton and wheat, with which special considerations in the 

Scope of this 
eh.pter. 

~ matter of export are bound up. 
\ In the previous chapter cultivation only was dealt with, and 

suggestions were made as to how it might be improved. 
I propose here to treat of points in which I think an improve
ment, either in rnanufacture or in the conditions of expo1"t. 

: may be effected. 
r---- I said then that it was no part of my duty to describe crops or 

cultivation, so it is ~ot for me here to describe manufacturing 
processes, or to touch upon the relations of trade between 
India and other countries, or upon the varying elements which 
affect it. 

During my tour I had the opportunity of seeing the 
industries connected with the utilisation of the above-named 
crops, and I shall briefly note any points which specially struck 
my attention as affording evidence of the possibility of im
provement. 

Sugar. 
r~ 324. Sugar-cane is certainly one of the most profitable crops 

for the 1'aiyat to grow, There is always a ready market for 
the manufactured sugar, and, generally speaking, the area of 
land under sugar-c;ane is. not sufficient to meet the .local demand 
for the unrefined sugar or gur, as it is termed, As a conse
quence of this, and of the high rates for· transmission within 
the country itself, a gx:eat d~al of sugar is imported from 

- Mauritius. . 
In the Bombay Presidency it is estimated that, after deduct

ing all expenses, a profit of from Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 per acre may 
be made by sugar-cane cultivation. The general out-turn of 

, unrefined sugar (gur) may be put at one ton per acre. 
Wen suited to L-. Sugar-cane is a crop particularly well suited to India. The 
India. soil is adapted to it, and the climate is by n~ means unfavour

able. Where irrigation is obtainable, cane can, as a rule, grow 
well, and yield a very rich return. India, indeed, in the 
matter of sugar production, ought to be an exporting rather 
than an importing country. It is well. therefore, to look at 
some of the reasons which have caused the present condition 
of things, and to consider whether they can be removed. 

Improvement in 
produotion ot 
sugar. 

325. In the last chapter I have spoken of the cultivation 
of sugar-cane, and have shown that there is room for im
provement in it. The improvement will consist principally 
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in adopting the" furrow" Systl;lID of planting '(see :paragraph 
318). Beyond this, there are· points connected with the 
manufacture of sugar from the expressed juice, which have 
heen touched on under the head of "Implements" (see 

, paragraph 288). If I were asked what had tended most to 
render the manufacture of sug;),r not as satisfactory as it might 
be, I should be inclined ~o say, .. The little' that· is really 
known as to what influences the yield of sugar." Onthese 
points I will briefly touch. 

326. In the first place, although it has been shown at Beheealmllroveme,t in 

that cane planted according to the Mauritius plan produces owmg. 
more sugar than when sown broadcast, more precise know-
ledge i.s required in regard to other parts of the country also, 
and the demonstration of the fact should be made clear to the 
people. .-J 

Next, whereas many different varieties of cane are growIi~lT.heJi.ldSfrom 
1· I . d d' k h . ld f . . Idltfereutvan ... very Itt e m ee IS nown as to t e Y1e 0 respective vane~ ties. 

tiel!. In one district one kind of cane is in favour, in anothe~ 
a different kind. Sometimes a cane ist required for eating 
purposes, sometimes one that will resist the attacks pf white 
ants, or one that jackals will not destroy. But, though each 
may have its special merits, next to nothing is known of the 
actual amount of sugar that each will produce. Mr. F. M. Gill, 
of NeIJikuppam (Madras), in a Report issued not long si.nce, 
points out the great differences which ~xist in the juice of 
different varieties of cane. From his own experience he 
deduces the result that the variety of cane known in Trinidad 0(' 

as .. Green Salangore " gives a better juice than any variety 
of cane grown in Barbadoes. This variety Mr. Gill believes 
to be the same as the ordinary Coimbatore cane. He there-
fore advocates the cultivation of this variety in preference 
to any other.' Mr. Gill. strongly urges the. necessity for 
investigation into this branch of the sugar industry, and that 
careful analyses and records should be made and collected. 

327. The influences of weather, soil, wat~r, and manure, Illftuthenceofr' . d wea er, SOl 
in determining the yield of sugar, are but httle understoo ... ·.ter .• nd 

The reason is not far to seek. It is,' that no one has m.uur •. 
specially worked out the question for India. Here and there 
a few analyses have been made, and at one factory a chemist 
is regularly employed who has made some investigations, 
but the informat4>n needed is that from a much wider source, 
and embracing conditions not peculiar to one part of India 
alone. To give a singl~ instance: in the neighbourhood of 
Poona, where cane is very extensively cultivated, a.nd where 
the night-soil of the town is employed as a manunal agent, 
there is an idea that the" poudrette" (as the manure is called) 
gives a juice poor in crys~allisabl~ sugar. Whet~er this is 
actually the case or not still reqUIres demonstratIOn; at all 
events, it is given as one of the reaso~s why t~e s~gar ~ac~or! 
at Poona is not successful. The penod of npenmg IS, It IS 
known, affected by the use of certain manures, but the par-
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ticular way-in which they act is not understood. It has been 
noted already (see paragraph tl9) that the native cultivator has 
a partiality for wen water in preference to canal water, if both 
be obtainable, and that he sets a certain store upon water of 
a particular kind which is highly charged with soluble salts, 
and which he considers' especially favourable to sugar-cane 
and tobacco crops. The use of earth impregnated with nitre, 
for putting round the stems of sugar-cane as a manure, has 
also been referred to (see paragralJh 133). 

r- - -
Time of cutting' 328; Next, there is uncertainty as to the right time for 
cane. cutting the cane. This can only be definitely arrived at by 

kcareful investigation and by the aid of chemical science. It is 
well known, however, that the measure of success aMained 
depends much upon t.he time of cutting. If the cane be cut too 
early, the saccharine juice will be found not to be sufficiently 
developed, whereas, if left too long, some sugar will be trans~ 

'formed into fibre and other constituents. The desideratum is 
to take the cutting 'at the time of maximum development of 
sugar. The chemist' at the Rosa Factory in the North-West 
Provinces has made a1;lalyses showing that the top joints of the 
cane contain no cane-sugar, even when nearly ripe, and that 
the 'common practice of reserving whole canes for" seed" is 
a wasteful one. The West Indian planter only uses the top 
of the cane for' "seed," and this, though done in parts, 
ought to be done ~niversally in India. 

t--
I 

The" ratooD II' 

Sy • .,m. 

Experiments 
should b. made 
npon Its valne. 

329. Another point on which there is very uncertain infor
mation is the extent to which ~he system of "ratoon" grow
ing is a profitable one. In some parts, the' cane, instead of 
being freshly planted each year, is allowed to stand over for 8-

second, third, or even later season, and is then called" ratoon " 
.cane. At Poona I saw such a crop of the sixth successive season, 
but the opinion is general in the district that .. ratoon-growing" 
wiII pay for three years, but not longer. 'The advantages are, 
that muchl;ss labour is required, and that only half the amount 
of manure is used. On the other hand, there are the objec
tions that after a time the land gets sticky, and cannot be 
worked properly; \also that the new shoots spring out from 

Ln-eyes" higher up the stem than they did when the cutting of 
seed-cane was deposited below the -ground, and in this ,way 
roots grow out above the surface of t,he soil, giving the cane a 
less firm holding and less power of drawing.upon the nourish
ment placed below it. I could not, however, obtain anything 
but expressions of general belief, and it will not be until the 
respective systems have been tried side by side, and the culti
vation expenses, out-turn of sugar, and other items have been 
drawn up in a balance-sheet, that really reliable information 
can be given. Such work as this would be a most useful one 
for Agricultural Departments to undertake, and I would urge 
it being done, not only on Experimental Farms but on land 
in the actual occupation of cultivators. Where, as on an 
Experimental Farm, all labour is hired, cultivation expenses 
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are very different to those which the raiyat would hll.ve to 
meet, and therefore it is of advantage to take land under 
ordinary cultivation, and to Bee exactly what it would cost the 

, raiy(d to carry out one or the other of two competing systems. 

330. The point at which, perhaps, the greatest waste of 
sugar occurs is after the cane has been cut, and it is largely 
in consequence of imperfect management ,in the stages subse
quent to the cutting that India is an 'importer of foreign 
sugar. 

• 
Transfer of cane 
to press, and 
rapidity of 
pressing. 

Rapidity of transfer of the cut canes to the pressing machine, i 
and rapid expression of the juice, are most essential, or the loss 
of crystallisable sugar through the setting-up of fermenta
tion will be very great. \ There are few things which are--'l 
capable of more rapid transformation into less valuable pro-· 
ducts than is sugar-cane juice, and every effort should be made 
to limit the action of fermentation. If the caDeS, after cutting, 
be left about, or have to be carted long distances, or if the 

. pressing process be long delayed, loss of sugar must supervene. 
It is in obviating such difficulties as thes~ that the Beheea iron Advantage of 

1 
Beheea mill. 

mill has done so much good. It can be easi y transported to the 
spot where the crop is grown, it presses the cane rapidly, 
and does not necessitate the repeated passing of t.he canes 
through it as the old native wooden mill did, nor th6 cutting 
up 'of the cane into the short lengths required by the" mortar 
and pestle" mill (kolhu). Both these elements in the native 
method of procedure promote acidification and consequent 
loss of sugar. Dr. Waldie and others have shown that about 
10 per cent. more crystallisable sugar is found in the 
unrefined sugar (gur) obtained by the Beheea mill than in the 
product made by the native mills. 

331. Not only must there be rapidity in pressing, but also Evaporating. 
in transferring th.e expressed juice to the evaporating-pans, :m~~~d mpid 
and in the boiling of the juice. I 
. It is in this latter respect that a great improvement has of i 

late been effected through the introduction of wide, shallow 
iron evaporating-pans in place of the narrow, deep, copper or 
even earthen pans that were universal before. The exposure 
of a large surface promotes rapid evaporation .and gives less 
time for changes to take place. . 

Another essential to success is the removal of scum and of 
non-crystallisable bodies from the juice as it is being evapo-
rated.· . . . ,--'1 

332. Perfect cleanliness of all vessels used ·in the manufac~eceBSlty of 
ture is requisite for obtaining the maximuin yield of suga~cleanline ... 
The presence of any foreign material, dirt, &c., will speedily 
set up fermentation; so, too, will the use of any vessel 
with an imperfectly cleaned surface. Messrs. Thomson 
and Mylne pointed out to me that they had effected con
siderable improvement by inducing the native cultivators 
around them to collect the expressed juice in tin vessels. such 
as' are used for holding paraffin, instead of in their earthen-
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'ware vessels or gharrahs. r The tin vessels can be readily 
purified by burning sulphur i~ them, and thus be kept. sweet 
and clean, but the juice soaks into the porous earthenware 
'pots and turns sour. W ashi~ will not remove this: and the 
vessel is never sweet; the consequence is that, when fresh 
juice is poured in, the acidifying process is quickly set up, and 
a certain amount. of crystallisable sligar is thereby lost. 
Captain Montgomery, in the Hoshilirpur Settlement Report, 
says.:-

"After pressing, a decided improvement might be effected in greater 
" cleanliness; the vessels which hold the juice are J;!2t cleaned as often as 
"they should be, and the juice therefore is very liable to acidification, 
" while the general disregard of the ordinary rules of cleanliness in the 
" sugar refiner:.es is beyo.nd description." 

333. In Coilll.batore and many .other parts it is :usual to 
throw lime into. the juice as it is being evaporated, in order 
to neutralise any acidity, but this is done in a quite hap
hazard way. In other cases no process of purifying the 
sugar is used. In 1.0hal'daga and Palamau only the scum is 
removed, and there is .no demand for sugar of superior 
quality. 

The solid sugar calledgu1' is the juice boiled down and 
allowed to cool into a mass. A liquid sugar called 1'iib is 
made by not boiling the juice as much as in making gur, and by 
clarifying it while it is being boiled; the juice is then left to 
cool in earthen vessels, and purified sugar may. be made 
from it by a process of straining and crystallising-out which is 
conducted by the regular trader, though not by the cultivator., 
The process takes three to four months ... The liquid sugar or 

The • centrifugal 1'iib may also be purified at once by the" centrifugal drier," 
drier:' or (( sugar-turbine," introduced by Messrs. Thomson and ~Iylne 

(see paragraph 292). The molasses drain away and leave the 
dry crystal~. As much as 50 maunds (of 80 Ibs. each) of 1'iib 
may be thus made into sugar in 10 houts.. . 

Proper desiccation and storage of the sugar after preparation 
by any of the above methods is necessary, and the" centri
fugal drier" will be very useful where sugar is made in any 

_ quantity. 
Native Obi,otit. A difficulty in the way of improving the refining of sugar 
to.rellnedsuga. is that the demand for sugar of any kind is so great that the 

inferior qualities fetch a high price, and the better quality will 
not command sufficiently more to make the.efining remunera
tive. A prejudice exists, too, against refined sugar, owing to 
the belief curr~nt among the Natives that it is purified by 
using the bones of animals. • 

BagarFactories. 334 •. The establishment of central Sugar Factories has been 
urged as a means of increasing the sugar yield of the country. 
It has been pointed out that, while there are 2,500,000 acres 
under sugar-cane in India, the produce is only about one ton 
of sugar per acre, whereas in the West Indies it is about two 
tons per acre. 
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Improvements in cultivation are, as I have mentioned, 
possible, but the Factory system, though it has been tried, has, 
with a few exceptions, been a failure. The reasons are various. 
One difficulty in growing sugar-cane is, that enough manure 
cannot be obtained, and dependence has also very often to be 
put on canals which. afford uncertain -supplies of water. 
Then, the rainfall is more regularly distributed in Mauritius 
than in India, and the produce will be affected accordingly. 
Again, sugar-cane is cultivated in India on a number of small 
patches, often some distance from one another, and noton large 
areas ItS in Mauritius j consequently there is considerable loss 
in cutting and carrying the canes any distance to a Factory, 

Cultivation in 
India and 
Mauritius com-
pnd. 

and the portable iron mill is found to be the most convenient 
machine to use. The high price asked for the' raw material is -
another and true obstacle to the success of FactorieA. The 
local demand for gUT i!3 great, a good price is given for it, and 
there is an unwillingness to pay more for refined sugar. The_ 
working season in Inelia is only aoout 75 days j in Maul'itius, 
Demerara, &c., it is from 100 to 140 days. Lastly, only a few 
of the Factories are allowed to make ru~ from the molasses, 
and the prohibition, when exercised, destroys the profit of refin-
ing. The Factories at Poona and Baroda have failed from these 
reasons, but one in Kohlapur (a native State) pays because 
liberty is given to make rum. The R-.Q§a Factory in the 
North-West Provinces pays fairl:1, I understand, and it is 
worthy of notice that the Company employ a chemist of their 
own. 

-, 
335. In 1889-90 nineteen million rupees' worth of sugar was iExport ard 

imported into India, chiefly from Mauritius, whilst nine importo sugar. 

millwn rupees' worth of unrefined sugar was exported, chiefly' 
from Madras. Import is mainly confined .to the Bombay side, 
and here Mauritius sugar has quite driven out the North-West 
Provinces sugar, owing. to the cost of transit within India being I 

so great. On the other hand, export takes place on the Cal-
cutta side and from Madras. The question naturally suggests 
itself j Why do not Madras and Bengal supply Bombay? 

Sugar is, in a few cases, derived from other sources than Date-sugar. 

the Rugar - cane j for instance, the Date - palm (Phmnix 
clactylifera) is sometimes used for sugar manufacture in the 
Lower Provinces of Bengal. Its use is, however, declining 
very much. 

336. There is nt doubt that a ·much larger area of land Ext<;nsionof
f 

1 d 
cultlvatlOD 0 

could be put under sugar-cane.. More manure wou d be neede , 8ngu--cane. 

and perhaptfmore water facilities also .. Still, it is noteworthy 
that, around Beheea, when Messrs. Thomson and Mylne first 
came to it, there used to be only 1 per cent. of the cultivation 
under sugar-cane, and now there is 10 per cent. . 

Mr. Nicholson points out that in Coimbatore therell.re tens 
of thousands of acres of wet land on which Rs. 20 an acre are 
spent in order to grow a crop of food grain worthRs 40. whereas 
on the same land dch crops like sugar-cane and, plantains, 
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worth Rs.,150 an acre, might grow' I;plendidly. Rich mer
chants, however, buy the land as an investment, and hand it 
over to poor tenants for cultivation; these latter cannot put 
a single rupee into the land, but are obliged to utilise it for 
growing grain crops to feed themselves. Mr. ,Nicholson esti~ 
mates the profit on the growing of sugar-cane to be from 
Rs. 75 to Rs. 125 pel' acre, or, if made into sugar, from Rs. 85 to 
Rs. 105 per acre. . 

Mr. Sen, in his Report on the Agriculture of Dacca, s~ys :
" The extent of land capable of growing sugar·cane is probably greater 

" than in any part of Behar and Lower Bengal, and the supply of sugar
"cane for local consumption comes from places so far distant as Ghazipur 
" and Benares (both in the North-West Provinces).' The soil is fertile, 
" but the cultivators are lazy and devoid of enterprise. If ,properly 
" utilised, the land can produce sufficient sugar to. supply the demands of 
," the whole of Bengal. but the cultivation of sugar-cane is at present 
" extremely limite,d." , 

Sugar-cane used to be extensively cultiv'ated in the Central 
Provinces. The juice was boiled over wood fires, and large 
areas were denuded for the purpose of getting the firewood. 
Now, owing to thtf'scarcity of firewood, the cultivation of 

~U:gar-cane has been largely given up:' Mr. Fuller; on coming 
hel'e from the North-West Provinces, introduced the practice 
-common in Meerut and Rohilkhund, and showed that the 
juice could be boiled quite well by using the megas8 or spent 
cane after it has passed through the rollers, and that firewood 
could thus be dispensed with. 

This is a good instance of improvement by transference of 
practice. 

337. In the various points 'upon which I have touched I 
have, I think, made it abundantly clear that, in the cultiva
tion and manufacture of sugar, there is sufficient work 
to call for the employment of a chemist for the purpose~ of 
that industry alone. Occasional allsistance in the numerous 
questions awaiting decision may be rendered by a Government 
chemist temporarily giving his attention to such matters, but, 
the subject is one really large enough to justify the telling
off of a man specially for this work. If a single Factory 
p.nds, as I am assured that it does, that it must have its own 
chemist, how much more reason is there for the deputing of 
a man to. work, from ·the chemical side, at the questions 
affecting an industry of so much concern to Indian agricul-
ture. • 

A considerable duty also rests on Agricultural Departments 
,to collect precise information as to the cost of cultivation, the 
out-turn, and the merits of different implements \nd methods 
of manufacture, so that the most profitable one may be intro-
duced and be generally practised.. ' 

Cotton. 
338. Cotton, like sugar-cane, is a very profitable crop for 

the raiyat to grow. The actual cultivation of it is thoroughly 
, well understood, and I am not aware, of any suggestion that 

~------.-..•.. 
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can be made for improvement in this respect. There is, how
ever, a great deal of information to be gathered in regard to the 
respective yields of different varieties, and towards ascer
taining which is the most profitable one to cultivate. _ 

Cotton is generally a' single year's crop, but perennial 
varieties are occasionally grown which are left for a second 
or a third year. I saw perennial cotton growing at Ahmedadad 
and at Avenashi (Coimbatore). The indigenous varieties now 
generally cultivated give a short-stapled, hard cotton, although 
finer and longer-stapled varieties are still cultivated in some parts 
of Berar, in Broach, and elsewhere. American varie.ties of cottonl Afomati"'tion 
were introduced about· 60 years ago, arid have been acclimatised, ~ cotton. 
principally at Dharwar; they yield a fine and long fibre. For· 
the last 20 years there has been a steady deterioration in the 
quality of the cotton exported from India; and the long-
stapled varieties, which, under the special names, "Oomtas," 
"Broach," "Dharwars," &c., bad· acquired special favour in 
the.Liverpool market, have been subject to an incre;l.sing and 
now enormous amount of adulteration with the inferior, shorter-
stapled kinds~so that the significance of the old names has /,'~~~~g"Of 
now almost disappeared, and complaints as to the inferiority 
of Indian cotton have been very great. The cotton most 
largely used in this way is the Vilayati or Varadi cotton of 
Kh:indesh. The cotton grown in Bengal, the N orth-West 
Provinces, the Punjab, Rajputana, and Central India generally, 
is known all "Bengals ;" that from Madras and Western India 
generally, as " Westerns." . 

'. ---;:l 
339. Many efforts have been made, and even Government/AttemPtoto 

I . l' 1.. b t . d .. d t k th fi unprove ootton. e~ ahon -lias een 1'1e, In or er 0 eep pure e ner 
qualities of cotton, and to prevent the increased g~owing of I 

the coarser native kinds. But all these efforts have failed, and 
at the present time the cultivation of the indigenous varieties ... 
is more extensive than ever. The reasons· are, briefly, that 
the country cotton is a better-yielding variety, it is earlier, 
and more hardy than the long-stapled kinds; besides, it 
commands a good price, the crop pays the raiyat well to 
grow, and there is a ready demand for every bale that is 
grown. The raiyat, therefore (and; as it seems to me .. 
wisely), concludes that he is justified in continuing to culti,;' 
vate the Coarser kinds, and he does not care to run the risk of 
growing a smaller-yielding and less certain crop, hesides) 
having to wait l@.~er for it, and. in 'the end getting but little 
more return for it. ) A quick return means, to the 'f'aiyat, that-
he can the sooner repay the loan he has obtained for the seed 
and the cu!tivation. The general opinion is that it is useless to 
interfere by legislation, and that unless it can be shown to the 
raiyat that he will get more for growing fine cotton than he 
does now, and' more than will eover the risk he runs in the 
smaller and less certain cro'p, he will continue to grow the 
country cotton,' and legislation will fail, as it has done before, 
to prevent him from getting and sowing the seed which he 
knows will succeed. As long,. too, as there is the ready 
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demand which exists for the country cotton, and so long as 
merchants will not give higher prices for better kinds, the 
supply of country cotton will be maintained. But if the 
complaints made against Indian cotton proved to be so well 
founded that the merchants had to stop purchasing the 
cotton, then, I believe, the raiyat would very quickly alter 
his practice and grow the finer kinds. In this matter~ as in 
many others, the cultivator would show himself quite alive to 
his own interests, and he may be very well trusted to do what 
pays him best. . 

340. There may, however, be some fear that if there were 
a sudden demand for finer cotton the raiyat would not have 
the seed for growing the crop. Therefore, I regard. with 
favour a proposal made by Mr. Ozanne, to grow and to 
perpetuate a certain quantity of pure seed of some of the 
better varieties, such as bani and jari, which are still known 
in Berar. -

It would, further, appear very desirable to have some re. 
cognised trade-mark .description for the various kinds of cotton 
grown. At present there is no protection for any of the 
admittedly finer varieties, althougl merchant& might be 
willing to pay a higher price for them. 

The misfortune as regards the cultivator of the better kinds 
of cotton is, not only that there is no protection afforded to 
him whereby a certain name and better price would be secured 
for his cotton, but that, through the system of obtaining seed-

ncotton by advances on it from the grain merchant, a 'pure seed 
is not obtained for re-sowing. The cotton pickers are always 
paid in kind, receiving so much seed in return for their 
labour j they take the seed in small lots to the grain merchant, 
who mixes all the seed together, and the cultivator buys back, 

L not his pure seed, but a mixed lot. Thus the purity of a 
variety becomes 1ost. 

Cotton Pres... (./ The Cotton Presses which are now distributed over the 
country; are, it would appear, responsible ·for a part of the 

i __ systematic "mixing" which goes. on. The cotton is brought 
in, cleaned, and packed by the Presses for transmission to 

. Bombay and other ports for shipment. A Cotton Press which 
I saw at Jeypore ha.d paid a.ll its expenses in the first three 

Mixing" of ryears of its .existence. The" mixing" of cotton which goes on 
COttOD. up-country is due, in great measure, to the fact that the 

merchants at Bombay and ot.her ports, inste,d of purchasing 
direct, leave the execution of their commissions to native local 
traders, in whose hands is, therefore, the entire manipulation 

, . of the cotton. If the merchants were to go up-country 
- themselves and purchase direct ftom the producers, a better 

state of things would prevail. . . 
It would be a mistake, however, to suppose that all the 

"mixing" of cotton goes on up-country. On the contrary, the 
European merchant is greatly to blame, ·and very much of the 
" mixing" goes on at the ports of shipment, under the eye of 
the heads of European firms. . . 
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341. The whole question of the adulteration of cotton' i;}~. remedy .... t 
one the remedy for which seems to rest rather with the !J:ade ~thtbetrade. 
than with agriWture. If there were a demand for long-
stapled cotton, and if the trade were willing to give more for it, 
the cultivator would soon grow it; but so long as the demand 
for cheap cotton is so great, no change can be made, and it 
would be unwise to interfere with trade by legislation, or to try 
to oblige the raiyat to grow only certain varieties of cotton. _J 

342. Dr. Watt estimates the total annual production of Exportofootlon 
il-nd cotton feed. 

cotton in India at 9,200,000 cwt., of which, 3,500,000 cwt. are 
consumed in Indian mills, .and 5,700,000 cwt. are exported, 
principally to the United Kingdom. 

I have spoken of cotton seed as a food for cattle, and"have 
mentioned that it is but little exported (see paragraph 127): 
Dr. Watt has called my attention to the fact that, reckoning--' 
from the cotton produced, and after deducting what seed is used '" 
for home consumption and for sowing again, there ought to be 
fully 600,000 tons of cotton seed available annually for export~"j . " 

Indigo. Indigo. 

343. The cuftivation of indigo is, perhaps more than that 
of any other crop, beset with considerations which are rather 
of a political than of a strictly agricultural character. It 
would be fore~gn to the objects of my Report were I, with my 
limited experience, to enter into the discussion of matters 
which call for a wide knowledge of the political relations of 
planter, zemindar, and raiyat, as well as of the past and pre
sent condition of the people in the indigo-growing districts. 

These points, all important though they be in t1J.eir bearing 
upon the indigo industry, must be left to others to deal with. 
I shall, as. I have done before, confine my remarks to a few 
matters which came under my notice when visiting the indigo 
districts of Behar. 

344. Indigo 'is grown under several d~fferent systems, th~Jt.cultivation. 
merits of which I will not discuss, but, generally speaking, the 
raiyat covenants with the European planter to grow indigo for . 
him over a certain proportion of his holding. There is n~j 
stipulation as to how the land thus set aside shall have been 
previously cultivated. The planter has, in addition, a cer-
tain amount of land around his factory which he cultivates 
himself, growing gn it principally indigo, with an occasional 
change to oats or barley, or else sugar-cane, juar (chari), 
maize or some other fodder-crop for feeding cattle (see para-
graph 236). . . 

The cultivation of indigo has been very greatly improy'ea.
by the European planter, and the native growers have t.o some 
extent followed the example set them. I have noted In pre
vious chapters (see paragraphs 55, 278, 294) how great is the 
care exercised in tilling the'soil, in obtaining a fine even" 
surface, in prev~ntin&..any loss of moisture, and in brell;king 
up any crust that forms after rain has fallen. I have pomted 

r 24266, ~ 
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out also that selection of seed is carefully attended to (see 
paragraph 308), and that imported or "improved" implements 
have an opportunity of being usefully employed in indigo culti
vation (see paragraph 281.) On the indigo estates or" concerns," 
as they are called, there is a large area to be sown, and it is 
all important to get this done quickly' and just,at the right 
time. Hence the indigo planter uses a urill which will sow, 
not one, but several rows at ,a time, and he uses a large number 
of these drills. 

~:~~r::~th \" 345. Whenever it ~s possible, an in~igo crop is ~ake~ on the 
indigo. home land, but occasIOnally a change m the croppmg IS made. 

This however, can hardly be termed" rotation i" it is merely a 
" rest '" to the land from growing indigo, and is resorted to 

\ whenever the crop shows any signs of failing. During my 
I-tour, land was pointed out to me which had been under indigo 

for as much as forty years with only a very occasional 

Poosibl. 
explanotion. 

change of crop. The capability of the soil thus to grow indigo 
successively is, in my: opinion, closely bound up with considera
tions which have b~en quite recently brought to light by 
scientific investigation. It has been shown tha.t certain plants 
of the Natural Order Leguminoste have the power of assimilating 
indirectly the nitrogen of the atmosphere. This power is 
exercised; not by direct inspiration through the leaves, but 
by the medium of particular" nodules" which form upon the 
rootlets of the plant, and enable the plant to utilise the 
nitrogen supplied from the atmosphere (see paragraph 60). 

The'indigo plant (Indigo/era tinctoria) belongs to the 
Natural Order Leguminosre, a~d, although scientific investi
gation has not, as yet, been specially directed to it, I have 
little doubt that it will be found to possess properties 
similar to those already established in the case of other 
Leguminosre that have been studied. Presuming this to be 
the case, we may have in this the explanation of the con-

Comparison with tin~ed cropping with indigo that is such a remarkable feature 
continuous in India. It is not, I should point out, a parallel case to that· 
coru-cropping. of continuous corn-growing, the' possibility of which has been 

clearly shown. in England i nor yet is it like the continuous 
cultivation of such crops as sugar-cane, coffee, tea, &c., in the 
West Indies and elsewhere. In these cases the continuity is 
maintained by the heavy application of manures which supply 
the demands of the plant; and accordingly, if there be manure 
enough, and of a suitable nature, rotation rftay, within limits, 
be dispensed with. Thus, at Rothamsted, Messrs. Lawes and 
Gilbert have grown wheat and barley continuously for 50 
years without change, by the aid of artificial manures. At 
Woburn, I myself hav~ under observation similar experiments 
where these corn crops have been sown year after year for 
16 successive seasons, and still continue to yield an undi-

Practioaillmlto. minished produce. The limit, so far as the practil'al farmer is 
concerned, is that of the expense and trouble of keeping the 
land clean, and of freeing it from the weeds which are the 
invariable concomitant of these crops. These can best be got 
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rid of by introducing a change of crop, and by growing one 
the habits and cultivation of which differ from those of the 
crop which has preceded it. In this sense a root crop may be 
termed a " cleaning" crop. ' 

But'though the case of indigo is analogous in the respect ~.!,uringfor 
of requiring an occasional " cleaning," it is very different in mdigo. 

that of manurial treatment. Broadly, it may be' said that-l 
the only manure for indi&2...is indigo itself, in the form'of the v' 

refuse indigo twigs and leaves, termed seet, which are removed 
from the vats after steeping has been done. Artificial manures, 1 
have made no way in India, and where they have been tried-
for indigo they have not clearly shown any compensating 
benefit. Even with simpler manures, such as lime, gypsum, 
nitre, &c., there is uncertainty as to their efficacy. Seet, on 
the other hand, is known to be beneficial, though it has yet 
to be established how it acts, whether by virtuEl of the 
nitrogen which it supplies, or on account of the vegetable 
matter which it returns to, the soil, or possibly even by its 
physical effects and moisture-holding pr~perties. Wl1at the 
planter does complain of is, that he has not as .much seet 
to put on the land as he would like. 

Indigo cultivation, accordingly,. is not an illustration of 
rotation being dispensed with by means of heavy manuring, 
but the explanation of its continuation ·may possibly be 
found in the power which it shares with some others of the 
Legum'in08(B, of assimilating atmospheric nitrogen. This 
opens up a very interesting field of investigation, for ,which 
India affords special opportunities. 

346. While indigo may thus be, and is, taken year aft~r 
year, it is known that a change of cropping is occasionally 
desira:hle or even necessary. This is termed a "rest" for the 
land. Similar, though more serious ,in result if not freely 
practised, is the change required with clover-cropping in 
England, the land being rendered" clover sick," as it is termed, 
if clover be too often repeated during the course of a rotation. 
Miss Ormerod, lately Consulting Entomologist to the Royal 
Agricultural Society, has shown that, concurrent with, even if 
not causative of, this" clover sickness," is the presence of a des-
tructive eel-worm (Tylenchus devastatrix), whose extermina-
tion is best effected by "starving it out; "in other words, by 
growing in place. of ,the clover some crop, on which the 
Tylenchu8 will not thrive, and in not repeating clover until 
the pest has died out. ' 

Similarly, the indigo crop has its own particular pests, 
although their ravages are not so general as to prohibit th~ 
cultivation of the crop. Caterpillars and ,1. kind of cricket 
called zirwah,which burr()ws in the ground, are itS principal 
enemies. .' ' . , , ;, ", 

A cha~ge of cropping IS the most efft~ctual means of getting 
rid of the pests, both insect and vegetable, which att!!,ck the 
pl~nt, and which are more or less fostered by the cont.Inuanc.e 
of . one and the same crol> upon the land. A change In Cultl-
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vation is also beneficial to the soil, and the growing of a crop 
different in its plant-requirements to the preceding one 
enables dormant or non-utilised constituents in the soil to be 
made use of to the advantage of the new crop. I believe that 
change of cropping m~ght be usefully followed in indigo culti
vation to a much greater extent than is now the 'case, and 

'this without expenditure of more manure. What has told 
in the past against the practice is' the anxiety of tlie .... planter 
to get his money as quickly as possible out of the indigo 

I cultivation, and therefore to put as great a breadth of land 
in indigo as he can. ... 

347. Care is shown in the selection of seed, for in thi$l 
respect the European planter does not follow the Native. 
There are English merchants at Cawnpore and elsewhere who' 
make it their business to select and sell good seed to the 
planter, and the planter in turn is very particulal' to get a 
change of seed. 

348. There' is, ho~ever, considerable uncertainty as to 
whet.her thick-seeding or 'thin-seeding is the better. Then, 
uncertainty exists as to manuring, except in the value attached 
to the refuse indigo plant or seet. The seet water, or water 
run off from the settling-tanks in which the finely divided 
indigo deposits itself, is sometimes used on the land with a 
manurial object in view, but it is more often allowed to run 
to waste, as being worthless. . Its value has yet to be demon
strated, and I could form no definite opinion on the point 
without chemical examination ~nd experimental trial. There 
is much difference of opinion, again, as to whether seet should 
be spread on the land thickly or thinly. Each planter has 
his own idea of what is best, and he holds to that. Another 
disputed question is, when the seet should be put on. SOllie 
planters cart it out fresh, straight away from the steeping-vats, 
others prefer to let it rot and to apply it when old. 

I have been on estates where it is the practice to collect bones, 
to grind them in a mill, and use them as manure; more often 
they are collected, broken and bagged for export. Thus, 
even by the European planter, the value of bones has not been 
established, or, rather, a better return can be got by the sale 
of the bones. I have been with a planter whose belief in the 
sulphate of lime (gypsum) and other sulphates was almost 
unbounded, also with another who thought tl!at nitre was what 
was wanted for indigo, whilst many more whom I met 
ridiculed equally either idea. But I never saw anywhere what 
I would call a "comparative trial," conducted on a level 
uniform piece of land, with portions marked off, one cul
tivated in one way and another in a different way. Suppose, 
for example, one plot thickly sown, the adjoining one thinly j 
one manured with seet thickly spread, the other with a thin 
dressing only; one on which seet tvater had been poured, thE 
other with the same volume of ordinary water only; one 
manured with fresh seet, the other wi~h old seet i one manured 
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with bones or with nitre, or else gypsum, and a corres
ponding one without. These might all form uSP-fui experi
mental trials, and I might easily multiply them, but enough 
has been said to show 'what scope there is for enquiry in 
connection with the cultivation of the indigo crop. The most 
I could hear from any planter was that he had tried this or 
that plan one year, but he could not see any benefit from it, 
and so did not repeat the trial. But I cannot regard these 
as "comparative trials." An experiment, to be a real one, must 
be a test of one practice aga.inst another, carried on side by 
side, under as similar conditions as pos'sible, and it may have 
to be repeated, and ought to be repeated, before a definite 
conclusion can be come to. It is .not that a larg~ area hI 
required, or that the ri8k of heavy outlay is incurred. 
For an experimental area, an acre, or even half an acre of 
land would be ample, and if every field had such an area, and 
If it were made the" learning. school" for future extension of 
lne or the other practice, great benefit would result, and an 
~nswer be given to the many questions awaiting solution. But 
~he planter prefers to put a whole large-area under a so-called 
'experiment" and to incur risk and expense in giving it a 
;hin or a heavy dressing of Beet, o£ bones, or other manure, 
lI'ithout having previously ascertained by any trial on a small 
md inexpensive scale whether it is likely to succeed or not. 
[f only planters would adopt the simple plan of making" com
>arative trials" on a Bmall Bcale at first, they would gain 
mow ledge which would repay the trouble over and over 
~gain when they came to applying the. result to the larger 
~rea. But what happens is, that when the crop is ready to 
:ut, all that the planter thinks about is to get it carted home, 
md to put it in the vats as soon as possible, and so the" experi
nent" has to go to the ~all. 1 know only too well that this is 
he general fate of experiments in England as well as in India', 
.nd the indigo planter in no way differs from the average 
:ood English farmer, who, though he may be induced to start 
.nd to watch an experiment while it is in progress, yet 
ails at the last by not reaping the produce separately and 
~eighing it, but allows" estimate" or "guess-work" to take 
he place of ascertained" fact," and recorded result. I know 
hat there are difficulties to contend with, and that the separate 
eaping and weighing at harvest involve trouble which comes 
t the most awkward time, but I am equally certain that until 
,lanters will g<1to the trouble of seeking truth in the way 
rhich I have indicated, no definite progress will be made, 
or the many.questions affecting this important industry be 
ecided. 

349. If the remarks which I have made apply to the culti- ~r~~ll::'intho 
ation, similar ones miQ'ht be made with even more force manufacturoot 

~ indigo. 
pon the manufacture of Indigo. It is allowed on all sides, 
ven by the planters themselves, that the manufacture, as at 
resent conducted, is a mere" rule of thumb" one, and utterly 
nscientific in character. So, indeed, I found it to be, though 
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it is no easy matter to say off-hand how it should be altered. 
. I saw enough to warrant me in saying that there is ample 

. scope for improvement, for instance, in the replacement of a· 
"rule of thumb" method by a strictly scientific one, one, that is, 
in which the details of every step are thoroughly understood. 
But, at the same time, I cQuld see that it would not be done 
by anyone coming as I did and simply throwing out a 
suggestion or two; but that,it would require .the aid of. some
one who. had made a thoro'ugh investigation of the whole 
sUbject from the chemical side, and who could study each 
detail, ascertaining exactly what changes take place at each 
step, and then following these throughout until the final 
stage is reached. The same difficulty which attends experi
·ment in the field accompanies experiment in the factory. 
There is the anxiety to get on as quickly as possible, the im
possibility of checking any process when in actual operation 
and the preference to continue in known ways rather than to 
run the risk of failure with new ones. And so, I fear, it will 
always be, until someone lays himself out to carefully work at 
the subject, and to. experimentalise, so that the changes 
which take place and the conditions which regulate these 
changes may be fully understood. The planter is not a man 
naturally of a scientific turn of mind, and he doeR not care to 
experiment in directions not understood by him. The same 
causes, I regret to say, make him, not unfrequently, the 
victim of the pretensions or persuasions of men who, with 
some smattering, perhaps, of scientific knowledge, induce him to 
adopt this or that patented method of their own; assuring 
him that thereby he will distance his brother-planters in the 
quantity and quality of his out-turn. It is surprising what a 
readiness is shown by the planters to take up and to work for 
a time the invention of some adventuring so-called" chemist," 
although previous efforts of the latter may be known to have 
proved disastrous failures. There is always someone ready to 
take on the new" patent process," and to embark upon it, in the 
hope that, out of the many plans that have been put forward, 
one at least must turn out a success, and that it will be his 
good: fortune to secure that one chance out of the hundred. 

If planters, instead of endeavouring to gain .an advantage 
one over the other, would only combine together to have the 
whole subject carefully worked out by a man of eminent 
scientific standing and of known integrity, the result might 
be attended with enormous benefit to t1le whole of the 
plaI).ting community, and the enquiry could be carried out at 
an infinitely lower cost than is now expended by individual 
planters or trading firms in abortive attempts to f'ecure an 
advantage over their competitors. 

350. To take some of the points in dispute. It is. still 
unknown which is the best way to pack the bundles of indigo 
plant in the steeping-vats; whether, for instance, they should 
be tightly or loosely packed. Some planters support one view, 

.others the opposite, while many maintain that the manner of 
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packing is qllite immaterial. The kind of water which it is ad- IDnd of water 

visable to use is another matter for discussion. It is argued' used. 

though quite empirically, that the white streaks often found 
running through the lilocks of manufactured indigo are the 
consequence of a hard water being used, that is, one containing 
a quantity of lime salts. To obviate this difficulty, ·some 
planters have employed a. process for softening the water 
before it is run into the steeping-vats. But there is no 
satisfactory evidence as to whether this is essential or e~en 
desirable. The supeIior quality of the "mark" of a particular 
factory is frequently put down to the kind of water used, and 
there is a general agreement that soft water is preferable to 
hard, and that muddy, stagnant, or foul water is prejudicialto 
the production of a good quality of indigo. I have little 
doubt that the kind of water used is of material importance, . 
for ·soft· and hard waters have very different extractive 
powers. But it has still to be determined' whether the 
matters capable of being removed :from the indigo plant by 
the one kind of watez: and not by the other are conducive to a 
larger or better out-turn, or otherwise .•. 

·The length of time which steeping should occupy is another Duration of 

deb!Lted point. Some say that the best colour is got by sbort lteeping. 

steeping, !Lnd that though the quantity: obtained may be less, 
the best paying result is obtainable in this way. Others will 
steep for nine to ten hours, or even for as long as twelve and 
thirteen hours . 

. 351. Over the question as to whether the cut plant should The,,!,eof 

be steeped in water alone, or with some chemical re-agent, a oheJlllC&is. 

great deal of speculation and a great deal of money have been . 
expended, and so far with little result. H is this stage 
which has been the principal field for the ingenuity of the 
.".inventor." The use of nitre, ammonia, alum, carbolic acid, 
caustic soda, and other materials has bee~ brought forward, 
and .each plan finds some planter or other who is willing to 
take it up from time. to time, although as to. what the action 
of the added chemical is, there is complete ignorance . 

. 352. When we pass on to consider the" beating" process, 
the want of harmony between practice and theory is more 
than ever apparent. The accepted ideas of each are indeed 
almost diametrically opposed. What is effected by " beating" 
the inrugo-containingliquid after it h.al! been run off from the 
steeping-vats is· very far' from being known, and until some 
one of high chemical attainments can work at the sll:bject, not 
simply. in the laboratory, but also in conjuction with the 
actual manufacturing process, the real solution of the question 
will be very' distant. The entire manufaCture; from the 
beginning to the end, is one which should be intensely scientific, 
and should proceed on the most definite lines, instead of which 
it is as I have described it, a " rule of thumb" procedure. To 
tak~ a sincrle instance. The time at which" beating" should 
cease is determined by a very rough test, the object of which is 
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to see whether the indigo has been separated out from the water. 
If the finely-divided indigo settles down quickly and leaves 
no blue solution above, the" beating" is considered complete. 
This may serve as a rough indication, but is not more, and it 
ought to be replaced by a chemica,! test which would indicate 
more certainly whether a quantity of indigo was being run to 
waste Qr not. 

353. After the indigo has deposited itself in the " beating
vat" and the. supernatant liquid has been run off, the finely
divided indigo or "fecula" is transferred to the boiling-vats. 
But, here, again, difl'erence of opinion exists as to whether it 
should be boiled once only, or twice, and also as to the 
temperature which it is best to employ in boiling. 

354. Dr. Watt, in the able article which he has written on 
indig;, in the "Dictionary of Economic Products," reviews 
fully the bearing of scientific investigation upon the manu
facturing process, and emphasises the failure .to apply the 
former to the latter .• The main question, as to what" beat
ing" effects, resolves itself into that of whether oxidation is 
produced in the beating-vat, or whether the change is one of 
a purely mechanical nature. . 

The colouring matter contained in the indigo plant is a 
soluble glucoside termed indican. which. on maceration of the 
plant with water, is converted into indigo-blue, and this 
latter, on fermentatio~, is reduced to indigo-white. 

The view of the practical man is that when the plant is 
steeped in the vat, fermentation takes place, indigo-white is 
produced, and in the "beating process" this is oxidised back 
again to indigo-blue. Consequently, several patents have 
been introduced with the object of facilitating fermentation 
and rapid oxidation, and they consist in the addition' of 
substances, such as nitre, alkalies, &c., to the steeping
vat, or to the beating-vat. If oxidation. is effected by the 
" beating," the liquid as it enters the beating-vat from the 
steeping-vat must be indigo-white, and this, by the oxida
tion, becomes converted into indigo-blue. But if the 
liquid as it enters the beating-vat is already finely-divided 
indigo-blue, there can be no use in putting oxidising materials 
into the beating-vat, and the change produced by the "beating" 
must be a purely mechanical one. 

The chemist who has worked most at this s~bject is Schunck, 
in Germany, and he has clearly shown that oxygen is not neces
sary either for the decomposition of the colouring matter 
indican in the plant, nor for the formation of indigo-blue. 
Therefore it is hard to see what good purpose the addition of 
oxidising agents. can effect, and possibly it may do harm. 
The further investigations of chemical science have led to the 
conclusion that fermentation is not required at all, but that 
by' simply macerating the plant with water or with.' a little 
acid, indican is extracted' and is decomposed at once into 
indi,go-blue and an indigo-sugar, called indigluci1~. What is 
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needed, therefore, is, not to assist, but to preve'n.t fermenta
tion the effect of which would be to decompose the indigo
hlue into indigo-white, and necessitate its re-oxidation to 
indigo-blue. The process of manufacture as now generally 

, carried out would appear to be this latter one, and to comprise 
really three stages, viz., the formation of indigo-blue, the 
reduction to indigo-white, and the re-conversion to indigo
blue, whereas the chemical process would be a single one, 
viz., the formation of indigo-blue,and its retention in this 
form by arresting fermentation. 

The necessity for 
applying 
chemical soienoe 
to the nlanfaotuN 
of indigo. 

355. It would be of little use were I to enter further into 
the discussion of what takes place, but I have said sufficient 
to show that at almost every s~age of the manufacturing 
process there is an absence of any definite knowledge. This 
knowledge can only be obtain€'d by the application of~ 
chemical science to the manufacture. In hardly any other . 
branch of industry where chemical processes play an important 
part is there such neglect to obtain the scientific. help that is 
required for the proper working of the iooustry. But, in the 
case of indigo, the old ways are kept to, and no advance is 
made. \ Meantime, chemists are busy in England, Germany, and , 
elsew here, in working out methods for successfully replacing the 
nat.ural product by artificial means, just as they have done in the 
case of cochineal, madder, and othel," dyes. I regard it merely as 
a matter of time when this will be successfully done, and it can 
only be postponed if those who are engaged in the indigo 
industry will make use of the very best scientific assistance 
they can obtain, for the purpose of putting the manufacture 
upon a rational and scientific basis. If the indigo planters 
would but combine together to engage a chemist of high 
standing who would take up this investigation in a thorough 
manner, it would be the very wisest thing they could do; 
otherwise they must be content to see the prosperity of the 
industry gradually decrease. 

356. Undoubtedly there are improvements which can be Unsatisfactory 

effected in connection with the system under which indigo is f,~~'!:otiODSof 
cultivated. cultivation. 

Under the assamiwar system (the one most generally 
adopted) the planter takes a lease from the zemindar, and the 
raiyat is virtually a tenant of the planter, but is obliged to 
put a certain proportion of his holding under indigo each 
year for sale to the planter. _ 

It must be acknowledged that indigo-growing under these 
conditions is not altogether a voluntary system on the part of 
the raiyat. He does not look on the indigo crop as he does 
on a food crop; there is not the same inducement for him to 
grow a good crop, since he is paid one of two rates, either for 
a full-crop or for a half-crop, and not acc.ording to the act~al 
yield: The raiyat's const~nt ~nd~avour IS: therefore, to glv,e 
his worst land for growmg mdlgo, whilst the planter s . 
a.im· is to ~et the best land. 
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On th~ other hand, the planter has his ,own difficulties. 
For instance, he has a large capital invested in his manu
facturing plant, while he is himself placed to a great extent 
in the zemindar's hands in regard to the continuance of his 
lease j he has to meet the difficulty of procuring sufficient land. 
for.growing the crop under the system generally prevalent, 
whIlst were he to adopt that of purchasing the plant from the 
raiyat by the bundle (the khuski system) he might not get 
sufficient crop., .. .. , ' 

The prevailing system, it is right to say,is ~ot a creation of 
the English planter; he found it existing when he came, and 
has simply continued it. . ' 

Lastly, all alike, I wHether planter, zemindar,or raiyat, 
suffer from the non-existence of a proper.Record of Rights, in 
which· the areas of holdings and the rents charged should be 
clearly defined. . 

n~ ~~, 

Un •• ttled .olnla 
In tea oultivation. 

357. I took the opportunity afforded by my travels, of seeing 
something of tea lSultivation both in the N eilgherries 'and at 
Darjeeling. 

This industry, like. that of indigo, is one in which empirical 
rules take. to a great extent, the place of ascertained and clearly 
defined truths, and ,both in the growing of the crop and in the 
manipulation of the tea, there is much still to be learnt. My 
visits were of too hurried a nature to enable me to do more 
than get a general insight into some of the question!'! which 
are ~aiting for solution. " 

358. There appears to be still a good deal of ignorance as to 
the elevation, best suited to tea cultivation., Thus, in, the 
N eilgherries, tea is grown as high as 7,300 feet above sea
level, while in the Ouchterlony valley the elevation is 3,500 
feet only. In the Darjeeling districts similar wide variations 
are found. '. 

Then, in respect of the soil, little is known as to its 'require
ments. In the Neilgherries, for instance, there is good 
reason to ·believe that a. deficiency of lime; if not of available 
potash also, has had to do· with the decadence of tea cultiva
tion there. On almost all sides there is but little known 
about manures, even about those which are available, such' as 
oil cake and bones; the different oil cakes are classed together 
just as if they were the same and of liqual value; it has 
not been established whether bones are useful, whether green
manuring is advantageous, and still less on which lands the 
systems should be or need not be employed. The influence of 
particular fertilisers, such as nitre or other potash-containing 
manures, 01'e1se of phosphatic 'Or nitrogenous manures, upon the 
quantity and quality of the tea is not definitely known. In 
regard even to tillage there are questions, for example, as to 
what depth of soil should be turned up, whether the land 
should be left in clods or be tilled finely, how far drainage 
is requisite, &c. 
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359. The same kind of difficulties . a.re met with in the l!.,,:!tled point. 

manufacture of tea; and the delicate processes of drying, manufact\ue. 

withering, rolling, fermenting, firing, &c., are carried on with 
an almost entire ignorance of the chemical changes which take 
lllace at each stage, and without the power of controlling them 
in any way. By long practical experience a great deal of 
knowledge has been gathered by skilful manipulators, and the' 
changes of appearance in the leaf at the different stages· are 
closely watched and taken as a guide, but this is very different 
to knowing exactly what does take place, and how·to regulate 
each operation, so as to produce the best result. 

360. Another field 'of enquiry consists in the study of the IDSeCtandother 

insect and other ravages to which the tea plant is exposed, mvages. 

and in devising means for combating them. 
The" red spider" lTetranychu,s biscu,latu,s) and the" tea 

bug" (Helopeltis theiovora) are the main insect pests, and; as 
yet, no successful way of preventing their attacks has been 
found. Mr. Wood-Mason in particular has given a great deal 
of attention to the study of the work of these insects. At 
Darjeeling I found that" sulphuring" ms largely' made use 
of to guard against "red spider," but it was an expensive 

'process, costing quite Rs. 20 an acre. . 
361. It is an acknowledgment of the importance of scien- Appo!ntmentof 

tifie inquiry in connection .with ~he cultivation and manu- ~~~n:tT~ 
facture. of tea, that the Indian Tea Association have A""":iation. 

commenced a definite line of investigation, and have secured 
an analytical chemist of their own. Mr. Bamber was originally 
appointed in . October 1890 for a term of Ii years, and has 
already presented his report of the progress made during the 
first year; this has had to do with enquiries as to the soils, 
cultivation, and manuring of the tea plant. It is now pro- • 
posed to continue them for one year more, hut more specially 
to devote investigation to the manufacture of tea. 

I am far from saying that an enquiry lasting over 2i years Theinsut!lc!8II07 

will not be productive of some good, but I am decidedly of of tho enq
wr

7· 

opinion that the time is far too. short to allow of the solution 
of any but a few of the many problems which have been 
sketched outfor decision. It seems a pity that an enquiry 
affecting an industry of such importance, and representing 
so much capital as the tea trade possesses, should be limited 
to so short a term. , 

The first thing that a man coming out to take up a work of Proper~ethod 
this nature must -do, is, not to make discoveries off-hand, of enqu

lr
7· 

or to invent theories, but to make himself thoroughly con-
versant with what has been done before, both in the culti-
vation and in the manufacture. . It is only after this that he 
can be expected to usefully apply his scientific knowledge to 
the actual details. This is a work, not of a year or two, but 
of several years, and it necessarily involves patient work and 
patient waiting, though sooner or later I am s11re that the 
industry will reap the benefit, as others have done which 
have made use of the application of science to practice. 
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Ooffee . 

. 36.2. My tour took me through some of the coffee-growing 
dlstncts .of Coorg and Mysore, and, besides meeting a number 
of planters, I stayed some time with Mr. R. H. Elliot on his 
coffee estate at Bartchinhulla, Munjerabad, where I had a· 
good opportunity of learning about this industry. . 

As compared with tea, the .industry is a much simpler one, 
for the manufacture does not mvo]ve the careful manipulation, 
that is requisite with tea; but. the actual cultivation is a 
matter of equal importance in each case. 

Problem. in 363. I may briefly say that the same questions which I have 
cotree cultivation 11 a uded to as being still i!l dispute as regards the cultivation 

of tea, present themselves when dealing with coffee-growing. 
The important matters' of elevation, aspect, and shade, are 

by no means determined, nor are they attended to as they 
ought to be. The nature and requirements of the soil, have not 
been sufficiently studied, whilst there is much to learn in 
regal'd to manuroo, their use 'and relative values. Lastly, 

. there are diseases and injuries to which the coffee plant is 
liable, hut which have not yet been successfully combated. 

Elevation: A suitable elevation, as in the case of tea, would seem to 
have much to do with the successful cultivation, though along 
with it must be taken the consideration of rainfall. The 
Bartchinhulla estate is about 3,000 feet above sea-level,and the 
rainfall is from 90 to 100 inches, but at Messrs. Cannon's 
estate, where coffee' of the highest repute is grown, the eleva
tion is 4,500 feet and the rainfall is only 60 inches. . 

Soil. Tho kind of soil, or rather; its earlier history, is a point of 
the highest importance. If the land has previously been old 
forest land, thinned for the purpose of growing coffee, it is 
likely to do well, but if it be that which has before been 
under cultivation, more especially of the class known as 
kumri cultivation (in which ·the land is cleared by cutting 
down the wood, setting fire to the: vegetation, and growing 
.crops without manure of any kind) it is not nearly so valu
able. 

Shad.. The aspect must be studied, chiefly in ~he matter o~ sh.ad0, 
while both the presence of shade and the kmd of shade proVlded 
are most essential points. Perhaps nothing affecting the 
cultivation of coffee impressed me mote than the importance 
of shade. I have been over estates wh~re shade has been 
attended to, and I have noticed the healthy and natural 
growth of the bushes. I have also been to other estates 
where shade has been neglected and dependence has been 
placed upon heavy manuring. The result has been that a 
forced unnatural growth of the bushe!! has taken place and an 
unhealthy appearance has been caused by the presence of a 
heavy crop with but very little leaf or young wood. A 
heavy'crop of berries may in t.his way be produced for a few 
years, but then the bushes 'Yill in all probability fail, and in 
the end will not succeed lIke the shade-protected and less 
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forced bushes, even though, for the time, the latter may yield a 
lesser crop. A sure sign of the J.a.nd being too highly manured 
is the appea.rance of shoots all up the stem. The indication 
,of a good bush is, on the contrary, the healthy growth of new 
wood on the branches to form the fruit-bearing branches of 
the year to come. I have little doubt that the failure of 
many coffee estates is due to the clearing away of the trees, 
and the neglect to provide other shade. The provision of proper 
shade constitutes a. study in itself, to which too much 
importance cannot be paid, and if ,it be neglected it cannot be 
made up, more than temporarily at least, by any quantity of 
manuring or othE'r means. The amount of shade should-vary 
with. the aspeCt and be so arranged as chiefly to protect the 
plant from the sun at every point during the hours when it 
is at its fiercest. It i'J recognised that trees differ very much 
in their suitability a.'J shade-givers. While some supply but 
little leaf deposit for renewing the soil and spread out their 
roots along the surface of the ground, thereby depdving it of 
moisture a.nd nourishment, others such as ~he J ack-fruit tree, 
and the cubbusarree, gom, mittli, poonar'l1,l, &c., are of a 
different habit of growth, and afford a large leaf deposit .. 
N or is it enough simply to provide shade at the outset, but 
tI.ere should be a succession of shade, the older and taller 
trees being successively removed for timber or fuel a~ 'the 
yo1,lnger ones come on to take their place. 

The mechanical cultivation of the soil must be closdy Tillage. 

attended to, for it must be kept constantly stirred and not 
be allowed to get hard. To go on the land when it is wet is 
certain to do great harm. Perfect drainage is of the highest 
importance. Holes called' " renovation pits" are dug on "Bonomtion 

sloping ground in order _ to hold up the soil and prevent it pito." 

from being washed away by the heavy rains in the wet 
leason. These are generally 3 x 2 X Ii feet, and are put 
between every four bushes; into them the leaves which fall 
from the shade-trees are swept, and in them the fine earth is 
retained as it washes down the slope. When the holes are 
again dug, this earth and leaf mould is spread around the 
stems of the shrubs. But I could not help thinking that 
the "renovation pits ',' were often unnecessarily numerous 
and close together. The digging of them is laborious work, 
and the ground is apt to get somewhat consolidated, besjdes 
which, in the diggi~g, many of the rootlets of tl),ecoffee-plants 
.are cut across and sometimes even the larger roots too. 
Therefore I think that the number of "pits" should not be 
greater than is necessary in order to stop the surface wash. 
At present it is the practice to regard these pits as means of 
bringing tbe subsoil to the surface, as well as of catching any 
wash, or of holding vegetable matter. It by no means 'follows 
that it is always an advantage to bring the sub-soil up, for it 
may be poorer in quality and the richer top-soil may thus be 
buried. " 

As to the soil itself, ,judging' from analyses which I have SoU'conltitwmtl. 

n~l\.cle ot coffee-soils from Mysore, there appears ~o be clear 
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evidence (see paragraph 63, as also Appendix B.) of the want of 
lime in the laterite soils, also that phosphoric acid and potash (see 
paragraph 65 and Appendix B.) are less abundant than in soils 
of alluvial nature in other parts of India. The frequent us€ 
of bones by coffee planters as a manurial agent is a support tc 
the belief in the need of phosphatic manures, and it is probabl€ 
that potash-containing manures might also Qe usefully 
employed: In Appendix B. I give some detailed analyses 
of Munjerabad coffee soils, and I would, in passing, comment all 
their richness in vegetable matter and in nitrogen resulting 
therefrom. This is accounted for by the fact that the land is 
old forest land, and it is likely that lime and mineral ingre· 
dients are what the soils require rather than more vegetabl€ 
matter such. as would be contained in oil cake, cattle-dung: 
&c. It. is, indeed, quite possible that over-richness in nitro· 
gen may produce a rankness of growth, and over-development 
of leaftothe exclusion of berry. In other caBes, and where.a 
lesser richness of surface soil is found, the reverse may be thE 
case, and there may> be decided need of organic manures. All 
soils cannot be treated alike, but each must be considered in its 
own special relations. . 

Differences of practice occur in the manner of applyin~ 
manures, some planters preferring to throw manure broadcas1 
and to fork it in, others thinking it better to dig a trend 
round the bqsh about 1 foot or Ii feet from the stem. and to uu1 
back the soil mixed. with whatever manure it is i.ntended tl 
apply. But I am not aware of any comparative experiment! 
that have been made in order to teRt which is the better plan 
and, indeed,it would very probably be found best to put om 
kind of manure on in one way, and another in a different way 
The plant food thus supplied should be put where the rootlets 
can best avail themselves of it, and therefore I should be ir 
favour of scattering manure about rather than of accumulatin~ 
it in one spot or even in a circle, so long as it is not too widelJ 
scattered or put beyond the plant's reach. Bulky manures,sud 
as cattle-manure, leaves, and similar vegetable matter, requirE 
to be incorporated with the soil, so as to exercise a beneficia: 
mechanical as well as chemical effect on it, whereas solublE 
salts, such as potash manures, may well be so~n on the sur· 
face or be lightly forked in. The tim~ of application will alse 
differ according to the nature of the manure, bones and othel 
materials which take long to decompose Heing better suitec 
for early application, and more readily decomposable or solu· 
ble manures for fL later dressing. 

If coffee planters woula make a feW small but careful experi. 
ments Jor themselves they would certainly be able to obtaill 
more information as to their particular land than could bE 
O'iven by anyone advisin'g them, but who does not possess thE 
~equisite information 118 to the soil, the situation, al!-d other local 
conditions, or even as to the manures which are readily obtain
able. Manures, such as bones, oil cake, &c., are too generally 
used because they have always been used, and because there is a 
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general belief in their utility, but it is more than probable that 
in some cases large sums are needlessly expended on them, 
while, in others, lack of lime, potash, -<>r other -soil- con~ 

,stituent, may be responsible for a. diminishing yield. 

364. The coffee-plant, like the tea-~hrub, has its own particu- Di~.B&nd 
lar enemies, of which the chief are the" borer" and the" leaf ~:k'::.:~I~~tlO 
disease." By planting good kinds of shade trees the" borer" 
has been largely suppressed, and is now but little dreaded 
under the best conditions as to shade. In open plantations 
or under bad kinds of shade trees" leaf disease" inflicts much 
damage, but not under good shade or on well-cultivated land. 
As to liability to disease, the ~ost that can be said is that if 
the plant be maintained in good active growth, and not be 
unnaturally forced, it is less prone to disease and attacks than 
if the soil be not maintained iri. fertility, or if. the plan~ be 
forced on so as to produce berries to the exclusion of a fair 
proportion of leaf. . 

Mr. John Hughes has examined healthy and diseased: leaves 
of the coffee plant, but the analyses, thougb showing the. com~ 
parative poverty of the diseased leaves in soluble organic and 
mineral constituents, do not point to the presence Or absence 
of' any particular constituent which might be considered . 
deficient. in the soil or be supplied in manurial form. 
Sulphuring and limewashing have been put forward as remedies 
for" leaf disease," and I might suggest another viz., the use of 
II blue-stone" (sulphate of copper), in the form of the mixture 
with freshly slaked lime, known as "Bouillie Bordelaise," and 
already used with much success in vine cultivation. Unfortu, 
nately, the difficulty of transport, and the difficulty.ofgetting 
labour, would militate against the success ofsuch remedies, and 
against their extensive application even if they should be found 
to be protective in ·character. But it would be well worth 
making experimental trials in order to ascertain the efficacy 
of any such applications. " .' 

365. Two main difficulties which coffee planters have t~wom'in 
contend with are, that' they cannot get enough labour and tha~ ~~:::"..:t:,g. 
they cannot get enough manure. As to labour, although high 
wages are given (Rs.7 per month for ,men, and Rs.5 for 
women), it is very difficult to procure enough just at the time 
when it is most wanted, while, a'l to manure,. the difficulty and 
cost of transport a~ heavy, and there is not a sufficient supply 

. of manure to meet the demand. The extension of railways 
will undoubtedly help much in removing the difficulties both 

I as to ~e supply of labour and that of manure. '--~ 

OaTdamoms. Cardamoms. 

366 .. Associated with coffee-growing,. more especially in 
Coorg, is the cultivation of Cardamoms, an industry' which, 
until lately, was most remunerative, and to which I would 
merely allude in passing. It is found that after continuously 
growing this crop for. some time, the produce declines mate-. 
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rially, and it ,is clear that consideration ouO'ht to be turned to 
the. manurial point of view of the cultivation, a subject 
whIch up to now has been quite neglected. 

Tobacco. 
367. The cultivation of tobacco ·is one on which great 

care is bestowed. Like opium and sugar-cane, the crop 
carries with it considerable profits, but it is almost entirely 

-Brown upon good land and where both manure and water 
are available. Speaking generally, the crop is grown in 
rotation with other crops, but it is not unusual in some parts 
to grow tobacco year after year on the same land. In Gujarat 
(Bombay) and Sind it is the common opinion that the quality 
of tobacco is 'much improved by the continuous growth of it 
for many years on the same spot, and fields can be pointed 
out -yvhich have produced tooacco for 40 years and more, and 
are specially noted, the produce often fetching quite "fancy" 
prices. Manure is, of course, used lavishly. But this con-

-tinuous glowth of tobacco in certain districts is remarkable, 
_and well de~erves 'investigation, inasmuch as in other parts, 
for example, Khlmdesh and Belgaum (where the produce is 
also good), the cultivators will not take a tobacco crop oftener 
than once in ten years, alleging as the reason the impossibility 
otherwise of keeping down the parasite (Orobanche N icotiana), 
~hich affects the plant so seriously (see later on, paragraph 
,372). Tobacco is grown principally as a "garden" (irrigated 
by wells) crop, but sometimes also as a" dry" (unirrigated) 
crop, the seed-bed only being watered by hand.' I have 
instanced the preference of the grower of tobacco for par
ticular kinds of water, and in 'paragraph 99 I have given an 
analysis of a well water which had the reputation of being 
specially suited to the crop. I also mentioned in paragraph 
133 that in some parts it is the custom to spread round the 
plants earth which is impregnated with nitre. . 

So far as the cultivation goes, I see nothing in which the 
raiyat can improve, for, like other "garden" crops, tobacco 
is one over which no trouble is ·l!pared. It may be possible 
to get better information as to the. effect produced by 
manures of various kinds, such as cattle-manure, nitre, 
oil-cake. refuse, &c., upon the quantity and quality of the 
leaf, but this will hardly be the case so long as the Native 
uses his present crude methods of curing. When, however, 
as is now beginning to be done in Madras,Cprivate firms turn 
their attention to the proper manufacture of tobacco and 
cigars, there will be the call for guiding the cultivation also 
in the most favourable direction. 

368. In GujanH (Bombay) a great deal of tobacco is 
grown. At N adiad I met Rai Bahadur Becherdas Viharidas 
Desai, a most enlightened and leading agriculturist, who has 
given a great deal of attention and also money in attempts to 
improve the growing and the cul'ing of tobacco. At the farm 
of the N adiad·Agricultural Association, of which Mr. Becherdas 
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Desai is an active supporter, many experiments have been 
carried out, and are still in progress, in order to find the manure 
best suited tothe tobacco crop. Thus, the effect ofthe following 
manures was being tried at the time of 'my visit: cow-dung, 
goats' -droppings, castor cake, saltpetre, and tannery refuse. 
The general conclusions obtained thus far are, that saltpetre-! 
gives the laTgest yield, but does not produce a tobacco which is 
relished, and that for quantity and quality together, the best 
results are given by the goats'-droppings and by the tannery / 
refuse. I Mr. Becherdas Desai,in addi~ion, has cultivateL 
toba.cco on a large farm 'near Nadiad, and has endeavoured 
to introduce the, produce into the European market. Though 
the tobacco is pronounced by experts as being carefully cured, 

, a peculiar strong flavour is noticeable in the smoking, which 
renders the leaf unsaleable. Mr. Becherdas Desai .is quite 
cognisant of this, and has tried long, though without success, 
to ascertain whether the drawback lies in the growing or in 
the curing. Finally, he has had to give up the' attempt to 
create a European sale for the tobacco. 

• 
369. Curing of tobacco as conducted by the Native is done Nat,iv. method of 

in a very primitive way.. The leaves are not removed one cunng tobacco. 

by one when ready for picking, but, after a few spots have 
begun to appear on the lower leaves, the entire plant is cut 
off clolle to the ground, and is left exposed to the night dew. 
Next (lay the plants are arranged in small circular heaps, 
about two feet high, with the stalks outwards. At the close 
of the day the heaps are opened, and the leaves are spread 
out for the night. The next day they are heaped again, and 
so on until after about five days they begin to turn yellow. 
Then the plants are hung upon horizontal poles for 15 to 20 
days, the stalks being pressed close to each other. After this 
the leaves are again packed in square heaps, and these heaps 
are opened and re-packed every two or three days. The 
leaves begin then to sweat and finally to turn black. This 
blackening is a sign of fermentation being finished, and the 
leaves are then stripped off the stalk and tied up in bundlcs 
and baled. Often, crude molasses (jagri) and water are 
sprinkled on the leaves after fermentation is over. 

370. This process of curing is evidently a very crude one, Improvement in 

and. admits of very great improvement. The curing of curmg. 

tobacco requires every stage to be carefully watched, the 
telnperature to be ·observed, and fermentation to be induced 
or checked at the exact point which experience has deter-

'mined as being best Every leaf indeed should be treated 
as a unit by itself, and not simply as one of many leaves com
prising a bundle or heap. But it cannot be expected that the 
Native cultivdor will ever be able to do much 'more in thili 
direction than he has done, and, wheI:ever a better leaf is 
reqUll'cd, it will havc to be obtained through the establish-

• 'J'hl.$ '}18cr.ptiun itt taken from 8 Relort by Mr. H. en.jlle, ot )JRdrJ.s (Bullecin Nu. 4, ItU:f~30. 
Agpc.lht:nll D~pa:1;I1 ... ..'n·~t .M~liru.ti). ., 

Y. :l-J.2fifl. 
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ment of separate curing-places such as those which have 
been started in the Madras Presidency, and which will be 
under the care of practised" experts." , 

371. Endeavoqrs have been made by Messrs. Begg, Dunlop, 
& Co. at Pusa in Tirhoot, and also at Ghazipur, North-Wcst 
Provinces, to establish tobacco-growing and manufacture 
for the European market. Considerable advance has been 
made upon native methods, but it cannot be said that the under-

, taking has in either case been successful. A fine or even fair 
quality of leaf has not as yet been produced, though whether 

N
the soil, the climate, or the curing, has been at fault has not 
been a.scertained. The failure to grow a high-class leaf in the 
above places and also in Gujanlt may be due partly to the 
soil, but more probably -to ,the climate, which is not suffi

, ciently uniform throughout the year, out exhibits extremes of 

T 
dryness and of wet at different periods. For this reason the 

-more regular warmth met with in Southern Madras and the. 
greater freedo.m from extreme conditions may account for the 

! larger measure of, Sll::!cess which has attended. the efforts in. l that Presidency to establish the manufacture on an improved 
basis and with the .assistance of expert knowledge from 
other countries. The prospects of the industry in Southern 
India are decidedly encouraging. 

-Tobacoo parasite. 372. The tobacco plant has a great enemy in the' Orobu,nche 
Nicotiana or "Bodu," a vegetable parasite which grows out 
from the root-stock of the plant. It is an annual, but the 
seed is readily propagated and is hard to get rid of. It is 
very certain that it attacks weakly plants by preference, and 
that it occurs on poor rather than on rich soil. The only 
way to effectually remove it is to'detach 'it from the tobacco 
plant before the seeding of the parasite has begun. Being an 
annual its preparation may thus be prevented. Thorough 
hoeing of the land is very necessary, and careful cultivation 
is said to keep it down (see paragraph 367). 

Flax. 

Flax and Jute. 
373. Flax or linseed is grown in India entirely for the sake 

of the seed, and not for the fibre. Indeed, experiments which 
have been made would seem to point to the ordinary linseed of 
the country being best adapted as an oil-giving and not as 8. 

fibre-yielding plant. It has been urged that considerable 
improvement in the preparation of fibre both from the linseed 
plant and from san hemp (Crotala1'ia juncea, which is not 
really a hemp at all) could be effected if men skilled in the 
manufacture could be obtained from other countries to teach 
the N ativ,e how to dress the fibre. But more than this is 
involved. It would, firstly, have to be ascertained what 
kind of seed is the one best calculated to produce a good 
fibre rather than seed i and, secondly, the method of cultiva
tion would have to be altered. In order to produce fibre, the 
prant must be sown thickly so as to grow tall and upright and 
not short and bushy, as is the case at present. Furthet, 

I ~. • 
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it is more than likely that a good fibre-produ(,!ing pi ant 
could only be grown well on a particular class of soil, a 

( sandy and not a clayey one being requisite. The experiment 
has belm tried in the Punjab, but the manufacture of flax was 
not founel to be a profitable one. Mr. Ozanl'l.e also tried the 
growing of flax for fibre at the Bhadgaon (Bombay) Farm. 
but it did not succeed, for, even though thickly sown, the 
shrub was found to branch too much, and would not grow 
properly. When 'tried as a rainy-season crop, Mr. Ozanne 
found that it would not stand much wet, owing to its liability 
to a kind of " rust," and when tried as a cold-well-ther crop 
it pro ved to be exceedingly delicate. Again, the preparati,on of 
flax fibre is. much harder than that of either the San hemp or 
of jute, and it needs skilled supervision and the employment 
of an "expert" in flax-dressing. But the principal objection is 
that it is impossible to grow seed and fibre on the same plant; 
if seed be desired, the fibre must be sacrificed, and 'Vice 'Versa. 
'As long, therefore, as the cultivator gets a good profit by selling 
the seed he is not likely to risk the produftion of fibre, and if 
he is wanted to grow flax it must be made worth his while to 
do so. 

Even as regards san hemp, (the preparation of which for 
fibre is easier than that of flax), its place as a fibre has been 
virtually taken by jute. ' , 

374. At Serajgunge in Eastern' Bengal I had the oppor- Jute. 
tunity of seeing the cultivation of jute, and also its preparation 
and manufacture. The damp hot climate th3lt.. prevails here 
especially favours the crop, and, inasmuch as it is mostly 
cultivated on rich inundated land which is constantly silt
renewed, there is little need of manuring, as a rule. Occasion-
ally cow-dung is used. or a: pulse-crop is fed off previously' to 
sowing the jute. • 

Silk. 
375. The decline of the Bengal silk industry is believed to Silk. 

be in great measure due to the spread of certain diseases 
among silkworms. The worst of these is known as 'pebrine, 
and so serious have been its ravages that an effort was made 
a few years back to investigate its nature' and the means of 
prevention. Mr. N. G. Mookerjee, of the Bengal Agricultural 
Department, was deputed to Europe in 1888 to study the 
methods of silkworm-rearing practised in Italy and France, 
and more especially' to acquaint himself with the system 
introduced by M. Pasteur, of examining microscopically the 
moths intended for laying the eggs or "seed," as they are 
termed. The eggs of any moths which are found to be affected 
with disease are rejected, and only healthy" seed." is kept. 
It was hoped in this way to establish a pure race of silkworm 
free from disease, and by distributing the pure " seed" to 
silkworm-rearers to thus get rid of the evil. A central 
" seed-station" was Imbsequently started at Berhampore. 

It must be acknowledged, however, t)lat the work has not 
been altogether satisfactory. and the: steps taken in India· 

. 82 
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have not been successful in perpetuating silkworms which 
are free froJ?1 disease, at least in the silk districts of Bengal. 
Mr. MookerJee, who has had charge of the experiments, has 
been able to rear s~lkworms free from disea~e in places such 
as Dehra Dun whICh are far removed from the silk districts. 
but as soon as the seed is removed to the silk districts of 
Bengal peb1'ine appears and it is no longer possible to keep 
pure" seed." 

Gl'aill'c/ean- Grain-cleaning. 
ing. 376. The export of wheat and oil-seeds from India has 

introduced important considerations as to the cleaninO' of. 
---Erain and seeds, and on these I wish to touch. " 

r - Indian wheat has, without doubt, acquired a name for being 
" dirty," and of being inferior to the Canadian and American 

"Dirty" 
cOJUUttOIl of 
ImliRD wheat. 

wheats put upon the English market. It is stated that a con
siderable amount of earth, and of seeds other than wheat, 
come with the grain, and that this necessitates special clean--

The basi, of ""Ie 
of wh .. t. 

Ling of the deliveries after their arrival in England. In 
addition, Indian wheat has to be washed, partly in order to 
soften it (Indian wlleat being very hard), and partly so as to 
get rid of the earth and dirt which are invariably found along 
with it. A lower price consequently rules for Indian wheat, 
and many millers who would be willing to purchase it are kept 
back from doing so by reason of the expense involved in pro
viding special appliances for cleaning the grain. 

377. It has been customary to sell Indian wheat on the 
basis of its co.l)otaining a certain amount of impurities, the 
exact amount varying with the place of export and the time of 
year when export takes place.· In the case of Calcutta wheat, 
5 per cent. of impurities used to be allowed for ante-monsoon 
shipments (previous to 1st July), and 6 to 7 per cent. for post
monsoon shipments (after 1st July). For Bombay wheat a 
somewhat lower percentage, viz., 4 to 5 per cent. was allowed, 
but wheat from Karachi was reckoned as being more impure 
than that from Calcutta or Bombay, and the ante-monsoon 
season also extended to 30th September. 

':!!--- The causes of wheat being shipped in this impure condition 
w.ere alleged to be the inferior cultivation of the Indian 
raiyat. the habit he has of growing wheat, not alone, but as a 
" mixed" crop. and the imperfect means at his disposal for 
threshing out and cleaning the grain. It was argued that as 
the cultivator threshes his corn by treadi,pg it out upon an 
earthen floor with his bullocks, the earth must of necessity 
O'et mixed with it j besides this, that the means of sifting out 
foreign seeds being crude, and the ~'aiyat having no machinery 
for the purpose, impurities arising from the crops grown along 
with the wheat must prevent a good clean sample from being 

~btained. 
Hawln~l.n 378. Tha.t a certain amount of foreign seeds and dirt finds 
wheat comes to I d' h t f th b . b. "dirty." its way into n Ian w ea rom e a ove causes IS un-

Qeniable j but. as I shall presently show, this does not account 
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for anything like the percentages of "dirt " which it has been 
the custom to fix. When first the export of wheat began to: 
assume any considerable dimensions the purchase of ship- ' 
ments was conducted oli the system of "mutual allowances," 
the buyers paying for any superiority in cleanness shown above .. ,., 
the arranged limits, and the shippers paying' for any 
deficiency.; Samples of the different cargoes were submitted, 
on arrival in England, to the Corn Trade Association for analysis~ 
and the percentages of impurity were fixed thereby. But it) 
was Boon found out that, despite the statements that had been ' 
made as to the raiyat'B imperfect methods, Indian wheat 
generally arrived in BO clean a condition that the buyers had' 
in most casee. to pay for the extra cleanness. They soon got 
tired of doing this, and accordingly dropped the system of 
" mutual allowances." They resolved 'only to purchase upon 
the basis of "fair average quality" (f. a. q.), this implying 
that the wheat might contain the percentage of impurity or 
" refraction," as it is termed, allowed according to the port and 
time of shipment, but they refused to pay for any superiority 
over the Ie refraction" limit, though t1iey still claimed an 
allowance for any inferiority shown, leaving the exact amount 
to be settled by arbitration. . -J' 

The result of this action soon made itself apparent. Indian 
wheat,which up till then had been coming over clean, now 
began to deteriorate, and the London or Liverpool buyer 
talked loudly of its" dirty" condition, and assigned this as a 
reason for giving a lower price for it than he wouldfo!, 
Canadian, American, and other wheats. But the change in thel' 
character of Indian wheat was the direct consequence of the 
English buyer'S action, inasmuch as the Indian shippers, finding ~:i~1~~~~~. 
that they no longer got a penny more for wheat which they 
sent over clean than for that which had the full allowance of 
impurity, naturally took good care not to 'ship any which 
had not the full amount af impurity. This has led to a 
deliberate system of adulteration of wheat being practised, 
and, however pure the grain lllay be when it comes off the 
cultivator's field, it is always made 'Up to "fair average 
quality" as understood in the English market, before it leaves 
the place of export. ~ 

...r 
379. When' this change in 't,he ,condition of exported grain Attemplato 

secnre-pUl'ity Cl 

was brought about, strong represe,ntations were made by those Indian wheat. 

interested in the Vtdian trade, and also by millers in England 
who had been using Indian wheat and would have gladly 
continued to use it had there nat been the difficulty of deal-
ing with it in consequence of the dirt and impurities it 
contained, and the expense they were put to in removing 
these. Messrs. McDougall Brothers, of Mark Lane, London, 
specially interested themselves in this matter, and laid before 
Viscount Cross, the then Secretal'Y of State for India, much 
valuable information upon the subject. Messrs. McDougall's 
enquiries elicited the facts that not only was clean Indian 
whea~ desired, but that an extra price would be paid for it, 

s3 
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and increased' use be found for it. 1'he desire of the millers 
was that admixture should be limited by contract to 2 per 
cent. 

Reports and papers were laid before Parliament in 1888 and 
1889, and on May 8, 1889 Viscount Cross presided at a 
Conference held at the India Office to consider the question 
of Indian Wheat Impurities. In the course of his opening 
address his Lordship pointed out that no less than three 
million cwts. of dirt are imported every year with Indian 
wheat, and that this implies a useless and foolish expense. 

The London Corn Trade Association on their part main-
• tained that the condition of Ind'ian wheat was a natural one, 

d,ue to the methods of the raiyat in cultivating and threshing, 
and that the basis of 4 per cent. of impurity for Bombay and 
5 per cent. for Calcutta wheat was accepted by shippers as 
being the normal condition of wheat as grown. Shipment on 
a 2 per cent. basis, they maintained, would imply cleaning at 
the place of export, and would necessitate English millers 
paying a proportionately higher price, which they would not 
be found willing to do. The London Corn Trade Association 
raised objections to selling wh~at on analysis (in the same 
way that linseed is sold), and they deprecated Government 
interference in a trade matter which would gradually right 
itself and effect the desired improvement in time. 

The Liverpool Corn Trade Association differed entirely 
from the London Association, and saw no difficulty in fixing 
a 2 per cent "refraction" standard, at least for Bombay 
wheat; they believed that if a 2 per cent. limit were fixed in 
England the wheat would ~oon come from India of the 
required purity. The term" fair average quaJity," they felt, 
was a very elastic one. 

A point of considerable importance was raised by millers 
in the Midlands and other inland counties of England. They 
pointed out the disadvantage they were at in having to pay 
not only for the extra dirt, &c., coming from India to London, 
Liverpool, or other English ports, but that they had to pay 
as well for its conveyance at high rates along English 
railways. In ,this way the smaller millers and those inland 
were much prejudiced, fl)r they could less afford than the 
larger millers to put up the requisite machinery for removing 
the impurities which had been deli~erately put it?- and for 
which they had had to pay extra carrlage. 

It was not to be expected that any genersl agreement could 
be come to at the Conference, when interests so divergent 
were concerned, but, although a few large millers, who had 
already gone to the expense of setting up special machinery for 
dealing with Indian wheat, were in favour of matters 
remaining as ,they were, the National Association of British 
and Irish Millers, and millers generally, strongly urged that 
improvement ought to be effected, that' wheat should be 
shipped cleaner, and that wilful adulteration should be 
nllnillhAd. 
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380. In India itself, enquiries were made, and, efforts were t.~~~e 
put forward to induce a trade in clean wheat. The Reports of supp\yclean 

the Bengal Agricultural Department showed that the unsatis- wh ... t. 

factory state in which wheat was exported was not due to !~~ltura\ 
the inferior eultivati(}n and dressing which .it received from Department. 

the raiyat, but that when clean wheat was offered, the 
merchants, owing to the action of the buyers in England" 
positively declined to give any better price for it than for 
wheat with 5 per cent. of impurities. Mr. Finucane, Director 
of the Bengal Agricultural Department, instances that in 
August 1887 the Manager of the Dumraon Raj wanted to 
grow wheat largely and to supply it.in ,a clean state, if he 
could get a remunerative market for it. He proposed giving' 
the raiyats advances of seed and money by way of inducilng 
them to grow wheat alone and not as a "mixed crop;" also to 
set up machinery for cleaning wheat. But he was obliged to 
give up the idea, for ,the merchants would not give a higher 
price, and, what was worse, the clean grain was deliberately 
mixed with mud so as to make it up to the 5 per cent . 
.. refraction" before it left for shipment to England. The 
manager of the Raj relates that, near Buxar, he used to' sell 
wheat to an agent of a leading wheat-exporting firm, and that 
his servants were instructed how to make little pellets out of 
mud'and water, which would resemble wheat, and- to mix 
2 maunds of this earth with every 100 maunds of grain when-
ever the wheat was found not to contain 5 per cent. of 
impurities. 

381. The Bombay Chamber of Commerc~ have repeatedly 
urged the London and Liverpool Corn Trade Associations to 
accept a basis of 2 per cent. of " impurities," and have said that, 
were it adopted, there would be no difficulty whatever in 

Proposals of 
Bombay Ohamber 
of Commerce. 

getting any quantity of wheat cleaned to that extent. To 
these proposals the Liverpool Association seemed to be ~~~~~ o!nd 
favourable,. but the London Association declined to assent. LiverpoolOorn 

In place of it they proposed, in November 1889, the follow- I=~iation •• 
ing "refraction" limits for ante-monsoon shipments:. 3 per 
cent. for Bombay wheat, 4 per cent. for Calcutta wheat, and 
5 per cent. for Karachi wheat. Of these" total impurities" 
about Ii per cent. was to be " dirt."· Somewhat higher per-
centages were fixed for post-monsoon shipments. The 
Liverpoo~ Association joined in the recommendations. In 
vain the Bomb6tY Chamber pointed out ih reply that the 
analyses of Bombay wheat, as given by the Official Analyst 
of the London Corn Trade Association, showed even less 
impurities than the latter Associatiqn proposed, but so the 
matter stands. ' 

382. I was ~aturally desirous of forming 'my independent 
conclusions upon the question of clean wheat, and therefore 
made my own enqui~ies~ Mr. John Marshall, of the Bombay 

• The term "dirt It includes earth, chaff, and misoellaneou8 weed seeds of no intrinsic "wue. 
84 

lly own enquiries. 
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Chamber of Commerce, }~r. Wishart. (Cawnpore), Mr. H. M. 
Ross (Calcutta), and others, kindly gave me much informa
tion as to the practices of the trade; but, in addition, when 
pursuing my general enquiry up-country, I kept this object, 
among others, in view. I ascertained that eaqh country, 
such as England, France, Italy, &c., to which Indian wheat is 
exported, has its own requirements, and wants particular 
grades of purity accordingly. .Wheat comes into Bombay, for 
instance, of all degrees of impurity, containing, it may be, 2, 4, 
6, 8, or even more per cent, of " impurities," and, before being 
shipped to its destination, it is made up to the particular 

..---degree of impurity required by each country to which it is 
I being sent. It would be quite easy, I am assured, to clean all 

wheat to 2 per cent. of impurity. If the English merchants 
really want to have clean wheat they have only to insist· 

I ~ upon its being supplied, and it would at once be forthcoming. 
Ac)ultemtioll or. Any doubts that I may have had as to wilful adulteration 
:;~ .... t oeo& by of wheat being practised were set at rest by my .geeing, as I 

was passing ChangaManga rail~ay station (in the Punjab), a 
large heap of whea~ being deliberately mixed with earth. 
This was going on in full view of everyone. 

The qnnUty of 
'wliMt from the 
cllltivd.turs' 
thresliilll!-fiooTl', 

383. My attention was next directed to ascertaining how 
the impurities that are found in wheat exported to England 
find their way into the grain. For this purpose I endeavoured 
to .find out what the quality of wheat is as it leaves the 
threshing-Hoor of the raiyat, whether, in fact, it does contain 
all the dirt that it has been represented to have, for- instance, 
the mud from t~e threshing-Hoor, and the gram and other 
seeds from the" mixed" crops grown with the wheat. 

Accordingly, when staying at Cawnpore with Mr. Holder
ness, Director of the Agricultural Department of the North
West Provinces and Oudh, I obtained through his Personal 
Assistant, Mr. Lachman Parshad, six samples of wheat which 
were taken, according to my detailed instructions; direct from 
the threshing-floors of cultivators in the neighbourhood of 
Cawnpore, and just as the wheat was about to be sent to the 
nearest bazar for sale. The wheat was accordingly in the 
state that it left the cultivator and as it passed into the hands 
of the local traders for transmission to agents of the large 
wheat-exporting firms, and for subsequent despatlh to the 
port of shipment: 

The heaps of wheat as they lay on the- threshing-floor, 
ready for removal and sale, were carefully sampled by turning 
each over and drawing from it handfuls from different parts. 
turning it over again and taking fresh handfuls, and so on, 
until an average of the whole was obtained, which, by sub
seq:uent division and sub-division, was reduced to a lesser 
bulk. The final samples were sent to me and the separation 

. of the wheat and the impurities was carried out in my 
presence; the results of the separation were as follows :-
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TABLE XIII. 
Mechanical Analyses of Samples of Wheat taken fr(,>m 

Threshing-floors of Cultivators in the Cawnpore District: 

I . I' ,IMPURITIES. 

I Ca.) I (II.) (c.) I CLEAN 
No. VILLACIE. Gram, BU'ley, Rape, and other Chaff, Total I Pulses, Immature Small Weed- WHEAT. 

IWith I~argel Wheat, see' Is, auel Impurities. 
Earth. &C. Fine Earth. 

Percent. Pc'·rrnt. I Percent. Pm' cent. Pc,' rcnt 
I lIinaitpur - - - i - '15 99'85 
2 Cawnpore - '35 1'18 '2-1 1'71 98'23 
II Ootaya - - '20 1 'a·!' '24 1'78 98'22 
4 Likhanpur - '16 1:72 '28 2'16 97'84 
I) Law.llllur - - . '68 '03 '71 99'29 -6 Nawabganj - - l'll 'IJ 1'23 98'77 

Average pf six samples - - - 1'30 ·98'70 
. . NOTX.-· No 1. ThlS sample wns exceptlonally clean, awl the tmpuntles were too small to classify . 

" 2. (a, mostly Ltrlhgrm ,atka, mung, I>mi grnm; (b) bArley and smalJ wheat; (c) rape . 
•. 3. (u) LaJ"!II'1I1 ARtim, mUlIg; (~) BUlall wheat; (t') flue earth.. ' 
,0 4. (u, LaI/Wrlt, Mfiru; (b) barlcy aud SII1&ll wheat; (c) fine earth. 
'0 6. ~ b) oats. cludf ; (e) mpe.. , 
., e. (b) small wheat, ORts, barley, earth: ee) weed·8eeds, fine earth. 

Mecha.nical 
analysis of 
SRmpleli of wh~ 

Other details of the Analyses are given in Appendix,N. ____ . 
From my own inquiries, therefore, I am convinced that the \ 

wheat, as it leaves the raiyat'8 threshing· floor, contains only 
about Ii per cent. of anything but wheat,and thaHhere would 
be no difficulty whatever in supplying clean wheat on a basis" 
of 2 per cent. "refraction," if .only it were wanted. ---1 

There is another significant feature, namely, that if the 
earth that is so much complained of came from the threshing
floor it would much more probably be the fine crushed earth 
and not the small lumps which are so generally found in im
ported wheat .. The case of wheat is different to that of linseed, 
for, while the latter is generally pulled up by the roots along 
with their adhering earth, wheat is, as a rule, cut and nO.t 
pulled. . .. . 

384: The charge a~ainst t~e rniyat, that he. sends dirt;b?c~~!d~:[.'U: 
wheat mto the market IS, accordmgly, not substantIated. What get. into India 

really happens is .. ! believe, that. .the traders or middlemen wbeat, 

between the cultivator and the exporter all have their profit 
to make out of'the wheat as .it passes down to the place of 
export. This they do, as I myself saw being done at Chang~ 
Manga station, by mixing earth or foreign seeds with the 
wheat. The middlemen take good care that the cultivators 
send them the wheat clean, otherwise they.would not be able 
to make their own profit out of it, and if the raiyat delivered 
the wheat to them dirty they would refuse to take it. But, 
as the grain passes on from hand to hand, each man makes his 
little profit by mixing other material with it, and. finally it 
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reaches thll place of export; here it is made up according to 
the requirements of the trade with each country, and thus in 
the case of wheat sent to England, H,p' 5 or 6 per cent. of 
impurity necessitated primarily by L .. .:. action of the London 
Corn Trade Association, is gradually added, shipped to Eng
land, and on its arrival has all to be taken out again, 

That this is what really takes place was forced upon me 
still more strongly by an examination which I made of a 

. sample of wheat taken from' a bulk in Cawnpore market, 
exposed for sale there. This bulk I saw myself, and had a 
large !!!tmple of it drawn, and the impurities were' sifted out 
and weighed in my presence. The results were :-

Clean wheat 
Per cent. 

- 96'37 
'88 \ Barley - - - -

Gram, dal, and other pulses 
Small barley and chaff 
Rape, unripe wheat, earth, &c. -

1'56 f 3'63 '44 
'75 

100'00 

This wheat was of the description, known as "No.2 Club." • 
A noticeable difference is found between the amount of im

purities in the sample b.m Cawnpore market and that in the 
samples from the cultivators' threshing-floors in the surround
ing district. This tends to support the view which I have 
expressed, that the impurities find their way in as the wheat 
passes from hand to hand. . 

I found also that at Cawnpore the refuse from the flour-mills 
in the town had a substantial value in the market. 

385. I lay the blame for the impurity of Indian wheat 
not upon the raiyat, nor yet upon the exporter, but upon the 
home buyer, as represented by the London Corn Trade Associa
tion""1n particular. The home buyer does not want to have 
pure wheat. If wheat were sold on the basis of absolute 
purity this would lead to more arbitration upon samples; and 
would minimise speculation. If a margin of 4 or 5 per cent. 
of impurity is given, the buyer will look· at a sample and 
judcre very fairly whether it has 3 per cent. of admixture or 
mo:'e than this, but if the basis of sale were "absolute 
purity," or else 1 per cent. of impurity, there would constantly 
be arbitration as to the exact amount, ana.the buyer, instead 
of, as now, getting a delivery sometimes better. than usual, and 
being able to resell it at an advantage, would nave the element 
of speculation removed and only be able to sell on the 
certified quality. 

The presence of admixture in Indian wheat keeps its price 
below that of Canadian and . other wheats, and thereby . offers 
the inducement of a. lower price to buyers, and promotes 
speculation. So long as the term II fair average quality'J is 
retained the meaning to be attached to it will be a very elastic 
'one. 
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Undoubtedly, too, not only are the merchants opposed tol 

any change in the existing practice, but there are also large \ 
millers to whose interest .it is to keep Indian .wheat "dir~y.' 
They have put up extenSIve and costly machmery purposely 
to enable them to deal with Indian wheat, and, being able to 
buy the latter at the lower quotation, they secure an ad vantage 
over their smaller rivals who cannot go to the same initial 
outlay. =.j 

386. It has been suggested that if the" elevator" system, ThoUolevator" 

which is in vogue in America and in Russia, were. ·to be system. 

introduced into India, the grain might be screened in bulk and 
be graded at the different dep8ts, so that it would sen 
according to its ascertained quality. 

But there are difficulties which make the system inappli~ i:Jr.lic&bl. to 

cable to India. Apart from the undesirability of subsidising, 
as has been suggested, any private firm for a term of years to 
carry this scheme out, and apart from the impossibility of 
Government taking in hand the whole wheat trade of the 
country, there are considerations as to tht nature and methods 
of cultivation which place Indian wheat on a different footing 
to tIiat of other countries. In the first place, Indian wheat 
will not keep for any length of time, but is liable to the attacks 
of weevil j it is thus much better suited for bagging than for 
keeping and selling in bulk. S~ondly, the number of 
different kinds of wheat grown is so 'large, and the individual 
areas over which they are distributed are so small, that to 
grade these numerous small lots would be a difficult if not 
impracticable task .. In Ame~ica and in Russia, ~or instance, I 
we should find one smgle varIety grown over a WIde extent of 
country, but in India the wheat is grown on small patches, one 
kind in one field, another in another, a hard wheat here, a 
softer wheat there. Altogether, some thirty different descrip-
tions of wheat are sent from India to Europe. -1 

387. The real remedy for the condition of Indian wheat will 
be found in the abolition. of fixed rates of "refraction." As 
long as these are maintained the exporters will work up to 
them, but if the English buyers say that they must have clean 
wheat it will be speedily forthcoming. France and Italy have 
both refused to receive dirty wheat from India, and the con-
sequence is that they have it. sent to them clean. Russian 
barley is sold on • basis of 3 per cent. of impurity, .and this 
plan works quite smothly. When clean linseed was insisted 
upon by Calcutta merchants the raiyat8 up-country soon began 
to screen it ana to deliver it clean. At one time the same 
difficulties that exist with ~heat occurred also with rice, but 
these have been now removed, and rice is sold on a" pure" basis. 

The same might be readily done with . wheat if the trade 

The remedy to 
• bolish fixed 
rates of 
Il refraction.'~ 

really wanted to have it clean. . 
J f, however the trade are not willing to set the practice right Logi8lation may 

, . h f t fl' 1 t·· be n.e ..... .,. themselves, there only remams teen orcemen 0 egIS a Ion . 
to oblige the sale of wheat on a "pure" basis, and to make it,a. 
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penal offence to adulterate wheat, or to export or trade in 
adulterated wheat. 

rr:he trade, and in particular the London Corn Trade, have 
the power of remedying this themselves, but they have shown 
little disposition to do it, and it is, I think, time that stronger 
measures should be taken to oblige'them to put the Indian 
wheat trade upon an honest basis. 

Lin8eed. 
388. My inquiries on the matter of grain-cleaning extended 

to linseed as.well as to wheat .. 
A large number of samples were collected for me in the 

C~ntral Provinces by Mr. T. C. Wilson, then Settlement 
Officer at Damoh, and by others of' Mr. J. B. Fuller's (Com
missioner of Settlements and Agriculture, Central Provinces) 
staff. Most of these samples were taken direct froni the 
cultivators' stores or threshing-floors, and in the. manner 
described before. The samples were brought by me to England, 
and the mechanical, analyses were performed in my own 
laboratory. In Appendix O. I give the detailed' results of 
analyses of 39 samples collected from different districts .• 

The seed was first passed through a coarse sieve which· 
retained all coarse earth and large seeds, then through a finer 
sieve which retained the linseed, allowing the fine earth and 
small seeds to pass through. The amount of " sieved linseed" 
was thu'!'l obtained. Finally, the sieved linseed was hand
picked, and everything was removed that was not "pure 
linseed." The following table gives the summary of the 
results ;-

TABLE XIV. 
Mechanical Analyses of Samples of Linseed taken from 

Cultivators' Stores and Threshing-fl09rs in the Central 
Provinces. 

18 samples from Bilaspur district 

4 " " 
Raipur " 

2 
" " 

Jubbulpore 
" 

2 
" n Damoh 

" 
11 ., " 

Nagpur 
" 

A vera~t" from all districts 

-

I - I 
- i 

I 

Pure Linseed 
(hand·picked). 

Pe,' cenl. 

92'87 

93'94 

95'81 • 
91'60 

95'79 

94 

. 

TOTAr. 
Impurities. 

Per cmt~ 

7-13 

6'06 

4'19 

8'40 

I 
4'21 

6 

Further details of the analyses are given in Appendix O. 
Linseed at &111 To one sample in particular (No. 31 in Appendix 0.) I would 
Brothers'sto1'8. refer. This is one from the :N agpur district, and was taken 

at Messrs. Ralli Brothers' store, or "go-down," from linseed 
t· • 
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which had been brought in in carts for sale at the .. 
down." go-

It gave:-

Coarse earth and large seeds 
Fine ear~h and small Beeds _ _ 
Stalks. chalf, &c., removed by hand _ 

picking 

Total impnrities 
Pure linseed -

Per "".,. 
'63 

1'18 
'85 

2'66 

Per cffll. 

2'66 
97'34 

100'00 

The different s/!-mples give varying amountR of impurities, 
but, on comparing the results with those obtained in the case of 
wheat, it will be noticed that the average amount of impurity 
~ higher when li~seed i~ the crop. This is but to be expected, 
masmuch as the hnseed IS generally gathered by pulling up the 
plant bodily with the roots and adhering soil, also the foreign 
seeds, short stalks, and chaff, are mucl1' harder to separate 
from linseed than they are from wheat. Yet it would appear 
from the result.'1 given above that when the merchants _ want 
well-cleaned seed, they can get it readily enough. 

389. I ascertained at Bombay that the w!Ual plan fol
lowed in buying linseed for export is as follows :-the seed is 
bought from the up-country raiyats by the dealers; the latter 
bring it to Bombay or some other port and place it in the bazar. 
An intermediary called the m'Uccadam buys the seed in the 
hazar and cleans it; he brings samples to the various seed
shipping firms, and covenants with them to supply a certain 
amount like the sample, of a definite percentage of purity 
and at a certain fixed price. The linseed is generally bought in 
India on a. basis of 94 per cent. purity, and is sold to buyers in 
London and elsewhere on a basis of 96 per cent. The muccadam 
is responsible for the purity, and if, on arrival in England, the 
seed is found, according to the test of the Oilseed Association, 
to come out below guarantee, an allowance is made for it, and 
the m'Uccadam has to pay this to the shipper. But if the 
English buyer gets a seed of higher purity, he is not called on to 
pay for anything above the guarantee. Accordingly, the 
shippers chance the deduction being made for anything below 
the guarantee, and take care not to send any seed of above 
96 per cent purity. Formerly, linseed was bought on the 
.. reciprocal basis," the purchaser paying more for the cleaner 
seed, and beina allowed for that which was less clean. This 
clause, howev;'r, was eliminated by the home buyers, and at 
once the quality of linseed deteriorated, as it was no longer 
to the- interest of the exporter in India to get pure seed. 

About five years ago it was decided by the London Oilseed 
Association to buy upon the basis of" absolute purity," but this 
proved a. dead letter, as there was no demand in ~he home 
market for" pure" linseed. 

Method of 
porehase and 
export Qf 
linseed. • 
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With' linseed, as with wheat, it would be quite possible to 
get clean seed if there were the demand for it, but, unless 
buyers are willing to pay on a higher scale for pure seed, the, 
trade will continue as at present and the seed be graded to 
just the percentage of impurity which meets the requirements 
of the market. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

390. The'improvement of particular agricultural industries, 
such as those connected with sugar, indigo, tea, coffee, tobacco, 
&c:, would be~efit agriculture gener~lly. But the carrying on 
of these industries is, as a. rule, confined of necessity to cer
tain particular localities,and cannot be indefinitely extended 
over the country. Improvement in agriculture, through the 
modification of differenc~s in practice, can have, therefore, but 
limited scope. It is'rather to a bettering of practice in each 
industry that attention must be directed. 

In sugar cultivation and manufacture, however, there are 
clear cases in which better methods are employed in some 
districts than in others, and it would be within the power of 
Agricultur~l Departments to extend the knowledge of the 
better practIce. It is very certain that sugar cultivation 
might be very much extend~d, and that by better ways o~ 
dealing with the canes and with the expressed juice the out
turn of sugar might be largely increased, and India become 

, less dependent upon the importation of foreign sugar. 
L_· 

Beyond the work which Agricultural Departments can do in 
demonstrating the advantages of .certain modes of cultivation 
and of appl'Oved implements such as the iron sugar-mill and 
the shallow evaporating-pan, there are numerous questions 
affecting the production of sugar which can only be solved by 
the application of chemical science. So much work is t~ere 
to be done in determining the causes which influence the out
turn of sugar, that it almost warrants the -employment of a 
chemist for this industry alone. 

The indigo industry is one which pre-eminently calls for 
the assistance of chemical knowledge, and for its application 
to the processes of the manufacture at every stage. In per
haps no other industry where chemical processes are involved 
is so little known of their nature 01' how they may be con-
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trolled. A skilled chemist should be set apart for this 
work alone. This is. however. a matter. not for Govern
ment. but for those engaged in the indigo trade. 

The quality of, Indian cotton is no doubt inferior to what 
it used to be. but the cause is the demand for cheapness. an!I 
the remedy is not with the raiyat, nor with the Government. 
but with the trade. It is advisable that seed of the better 
varieties of cotton should be preserved in case of a demand 
arising for 'them in the future; also, it would be very 
desirable to secure by recognised trade-marks the various kinds 
of cotton which are grown; Government can, however. do but 
little else. 

, , 

In the cultivation and manufacture of. tea, there are many 
points which call for the aid of the chemist. This has been 
already recognised by the Indian Tea Association. The same 
applies in some degree to the cultivation 9f coffee, and still 
more so to .the curing of tobacco. The employment, however. of 
the necessary scientific assistance is a matter for .those engaged 
in the particular industries rather, than for Government, 

The fact that the Indian wheat imported into England has 
the name of being" dirty," arises, not from bad cultivation or 
from carelessness on the part of the raiyat, but from the action 
of the English Corn Trade. Clean wheat is not desired by 
English buyers, and exporters consequently 1ll:a,ke up their 
cargoes to the requirements. Wilful adulteration of grain 
consequently takes place in India. If clean wheat were 
wanted it would be at once forthcoming. The elevator system 
is not applicable in the case of India. , The remedy for 
" dirty" wheat will be found in the abolition of fixed rates of 
" refraction," but, unless the trade itself adopts the remedy, 
it will be necessav to make adulteration of wheat a penal 
offence, as also the export of, and trading in, adulterated 
wheat. 
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lI~~~Th~~~· RECOMMENDATIONS. 

391. I recommend :-
The setting on foot of Enquiry by Agricultural 

Departments in order to ascertainOthe best methods 
of cultivation and manufacture of crops such a.s 
sugar-cane, indigo, tea., coffee, tobac<:o, &co, and the 
endeavour, by demonstrating these methods, to 
extend the cultivatioI). and increase the out-turno 

The employment of chemical science in the investi
gation of probl~ms affecting these industries, and 
more pa.rticularly that of an Agricultural Chemist 
in connection with the sugar industry. 

The making it a penal offence to Adulterate wheat, 
or to ex~ort. or trade in adulterated wheato 



CHAPTER XV. 

ECONOMICAL AND POLI,}:,lCAL CONDITIONS. 

CIUPTBB XT. 

BCOlfOHIOA.L 
A.ND POLITI04l. 

• OOlfDlTIOKS. 
392. IN my opemng sketch (Chapter II.) of the grounds 

upon which I considered that improvement in agriculture was 
possi1le, I mentioned the existence of differences in agricul
tural practice which could not be traced either to physical 
conditions or to want of knowledge, but which resulted from 
varying economical and political conditions. As an instance, 
I mentioned the effect which pressure of population",.or the 
absence of that pressure, would produce upon the agriculture 
of any part, and I indicated that a modification of the differ
ences which exist might be accompanied by a change in the 
agricultural practice. Thus, if in one part the, conditions of 
living are easy, the agriculture will ofte'll be found t,2.1>e Ilt4.;-' 
whereas;-w1len the struggle for existence is harder, the agri
cultural methods will frequently: be more closely attended to; 
Another element which will affect agriculture is the extension 
of railways and other 'means of communication, resulting.,in ),
the developmeIU.- of an export trade. Other influencing cir
cumstances are the varying systems of land tenure, the rela
tions of tenant to landlord and of people to the State, the e
indebtedness ofcultivators, the want of capital in agriculture, 
and the subdivision of land. 

393. These and many others are matters which exercise R_~nJt0tr Dot 
. t b' h' h' h . It . treating. these an Impor ant eanng upon t e way lU w lC agrlCu ure IS In detAil. 

pursued, and if I do not do more than touch upon them, it is 
not because I am not aware of their importance, but because I 
do not feel myself qualified to treat of them. They involve 
,questions of economics" and an acquaintance with political con-
ditions, the consideration of which belongs to a different sphere 
than that of the agricultural chemist. Besides this, I feel that a 
thorough knowledge of the people, the languages, and the 
political relations, are requisite before one can venture to 
speak to any good purpose-upon these intricate points. 

It may be said, perhaps, that if, whilst I acknowledge the 
importance of such considerations as the foregoing, I do not 
treat ofthem, of\vhat use, then, are my suggestions? To this 
I reply that, even were the Government demand for land 

\revenue reIUitted by one-half, it would not result in the 
\production Qf that which Indian agriculture requires most of 
all, viz., more manure to put on the land. While this need 
remains unsupplied the actual produce of the soil cannot be 
increased, however low the rent payable by the cultivator 
may be. Nor can a better system of land tenure directly 
produce an increased yield of a single bushel per acre, nor 
can it provide wood to replace cow-dung, and so set free 

Y 24266. T 
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the latter for its right use upon the land. Improvement in 
tenure, remission of rent, &c., may make the condition of the 
cultivating classes better, but they will not provide more 
manure, better cattle, more pasture or better seed: 

394. The smallness of the holdings occupied by cultivators 
constitutes a limit to the possibility of improvement. The 
average size of a holding is probably below five acres, and 
each man's first concern is to provide food grains for himself 
and his family. Consequently it often' happens that land 
which might grow highly remunerative crops is given up to 
the growing of grain crops,and the best, use of it is accordingly 
not made.' . ' 

Mr. Nicholson says of Coimbato:r:e:~ 
"The land is often handed over to poor tenants who cannot wait for rich 

" crops like Bugar-cane and plantains, but must grow food grains. Sugar
" cane and plantainllj worth 150 rupees per acre, would grow splendidly on 
',' tens of thousands of acres of wet land, but, instead of this, 20 rupees are 
" spent to grow. crop worth 40 rupe~s.'" , , 

The smallness o~ the area also'limits the obtaining or the 
laying out of capital. as well as the benefits of superior 
implements, and the employment of. better cattle. It has 
been rightly said that" what is wanted is not increase in the 
n~mber of five-acr~farms, .but more t;epi!al p~t into the 
eXIsting ones." !tIS not as if we were dealIng wIth farmers 
occupying some two. or three ,hundred acres each, and where 
capital. education, and enterprise are present; but it is the 
absence of these, and the subdivision of the land into small 
patches, that make the problem of improvement, so hard a 
one. ' 

395. The conditions under which 'land is held in the 
different Provinces of India have important bearings upon 
the agriculture. Under the raiyatwari' system of, Madras, 
for example,the State deals directly with the peasant pro, 

'prietor, a,nd the, latter, so long as ,he pays the assessment 
which has been fixed, is able to do with his land as he likes. 
,This. howeve'r, a('l Mr. Nicholson points out. begets a tendency 
to rent out the land to others. and to live upon the proceeds. 
Land may thus become the object of competition. and rich 
merchants frequently buy it as 'an' investment, handing it 
over for cultivation by poor tenants who are themselves un
able to put any capital whateve17 into it. There may. in this 
way, be undue extension, of cultivation,' the, raiyat (h~re 
really a proprietor) being allowed ,to take up any quantIty 
of land. regardless of whether he can do justice to it or not. 
A proprietor (raiyat); so long as be paYR pis fixed assessment, 
is able to t:ent his land to sub-tenants at any figure which .he 
can obtain, and the sub-tenants become really tenants-at-wlll, 
liable to be turned out by a, higher bidder. There is, con
sequently~ ~ disinclination 'on the part of the sub-tenant to 

I BUt. money into the land, as, for example, by sinking a well » 
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whereas. to the proprietor there is the inducement to get the 
profits of a petty landlord rather than those of the hard
working cultivator. 

On the . other hand, a great deal of land is cultivated on 
the metayer or sharing system, the tenant paying for the 
cultivation and taking one-third or one-fourth of the. pro
duce and all the straw, and handing the remainder over to 
the landlord, the . latter paying the Government assessment. 
·The interests of tenant and proprietor thus become one. 

Other systems prevail in other parts, each with its special 
advantages or disadvantages,. but into these i must not 
enter, nor yet into the vexed matter of the influence of a 
permanent settlement as opposed to that of a re~settlement at 
intervals of 20 or 30 years. 

396. The natural indebtedness of the cultivating classes, Indebtedne .. of 

d th . kl . th tt f' d' cultivatins an elr rec essness In e rna er 0 marrIage expen. Iture classes. 

and in litigation, are features which affect most seriously the 
possibility of improving the agriculture. But:here •. again, I 
am on ground where I can make no us~ful suggestion. and on 
subjects which have for long engaged, and, now are more than 
ever llccupy~ng, the earnest attention of Governinent. By the 
introduction of the taccavi system of advances, and by loans 
for the purchase of seed, cattle, &c., in ~ime' of scarcity, the 
State has endeavoured tO,afford advantages to cultivators. 
But the .latter ,have not as yet fully availed. themselves of 
these advantages, the chief reason, in most cases, being that 
they are too deeply in the hands of the: baniya or' money- Money-lende ... 

lender to offer any security for the advances made. The baniya 
is also the grain merchant, and it is he to whom the cultivator 
resorts for the seed which he needs before his crop can be 
sown. The baniya advances the seed, generally at exorbitant 
rates of interest, 25 per cent. for .six months being quite an 
ordinary rate .. But the cultivator must have the seed, and, 
having , kept .none over for himself, he resorts to the grain 
merchant, and thus a crop is often mortgaged even before it is 

• grown. The_ sums spent by cultivators in marriages an~ Marriage 

displays are enormous when compared with their incomes, and ~~r::t'r:,"n~ncl 
for these, as well as for what they require in litigation, the 
raiyats repair to the money-lender. So long as there is any-
.thing on which security can be given, be it crops or be it land, 
the baniya is willing to advance, and when once in his hands 
it is seldom that the borrower comes out again. The accounts 
thus opened ate rarely closed. and increase with astonnding 
rapidity. interest being added to principal, and becoming the 
new principal. On interrogating cultivators in villages in the 
Central Provinces I frequently found that there was not 
one who was not in deht to some extent or other, and yet this Indebtecltioo .. ·"'l 

Was not because of the peverty of the soil or the inferiority almostuniven.L 

of the crops. It was a habit, and one carried to such' an 
extent. that even those who were well able to purchase their 
seed went, nevertheless, to' the· baniya, if only. to keep up 
friendly relations with him. In one case I found that an 

T 2 • 
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original debt of Rs. 120 had in a few years mounted to one 
. of Rs. 600; a decree had been obtained against the 
borrower, but there was not· the least intention of enforcing 
it, and it was elicited also that the same cultivator had already 
spent Rs. 400 in weddings, and was now about to spend 
another Rs. 50 in order. to marry off his son. 

Near Cawnpore I came to a village owned by four zemin
dars, holding 2,600 bighas (bigha = ~ acre) between them. 
All four were more or less in debt. One owed Rs. 5,000 and 
had mortgaged his land, paying 10 annas for Rs. 100 per 
month; a second had had several lawsuits, and had given the 
baniya a mortgage, the principal and interest to be repaid 
in ten years; a third· had found an existing debt on the 
property when he came into it; and the fourth was Rs. 16,000 
in debt. It was clearly impossible for these men to do 
anything to improve their tenants' position. The zemindars 
often are too encumbered to layout money for well digging 
or for water supply by tanks. In parts of Chota N agpur and 
the Central Province.:! the forests have been cleared in 
consequence of the indebtedness of the landed proprietors, and 
in order to provide the latter with ready cash. In these ways 
the land passes from its hereditary possessors and falls into the 
hands of the money-lenders. In Thana (Bombay) almost all . 
the land has become the property of non-cultivators. In the 
Hoshiarpur (Punjab) Settlement Report it is stated that :-
" owing to the pressure of population and the special tendency to litigation, 
" and to spending large sums on marriages, the district is loaded with a 
., large burden of debt.· The area mortgaged in the last 30 years has been 
" 116,000 acres, and that sold, 31,000 acres, or 16 per cent .. and 4 per cent . 

... respectively of the cultivated area. Still the mass of the rural popula
" tion is better off than in most of the districts of the Punjab." 

In the Central Provinces the amount of indebtedness is 
deplora.ble, and here it is the If absolute occupaI).cy tenant" who 
suffers most, as he possesses the most rights, and they favour 
credit being given. The cultivators are, as a rule, comfortably 
off, and their being in debt is mostly the result of their ability 
to give security. To have a large sum in the baniya's book 
is, indeed, considered a sign of prosperity, a,nd the possession of 

I good credit. The existence of the baniya is the result, and 
not the cause, of the fD.debtedness of the raiyat, and amongst 
the surest'- signs of real poverty are the paucity of 
baniyas and the absence of jewelry on the females. The 
habit or getting into debt is strengthened· by the almost 
total absence among the cultivators of any system of keeping 
accounts of income and expenditure. 

397. The remedy for indebtedness is not the extermination 
of the baniya, even were that possible, but it will be found in 
an increased general prosperity, which will make the people more 

. se~epend.ent. Mr. R. H. Elliot, of Munjerabad, 
Mysore told me that formerly the cultivators around his 
estate ~sed constantly to come to him to borrow money, to 
pa,. the Government tax (he lendin.g it to them without 
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interest), 80 that they mignt not increase their indebtedness 
to the baniya; but that more recently, by having their own 
patches of land in coffee, and by working in plantations, the' 
cultivators had, to a great extent, become free of the baniya 
and now rarely came even to him (Mr. Elliot) to borrow 
money. 

In a few cases the people have combined for mutual protection YlI:tna1 benellt 
aga.inst the exorbitant charges of the money-lenders. In 0001Ot7&t Hospet. 

Hospet (Madras) 8. Mutual Benefit Society has beellestab-
Iished in consequence of the money-lenders charging as much 
as 24 and 30 per cent. interest. The founding of the society 
has brought the charges of the baniya8 down very con-
siderably. , 

At Beheea Messrs. Thomson and Mylne practically got rid Y ....... Tbomson 

of the native baniya by giving loans themselves to their =O~~tDB~h';'~ 
tenants at a much reduced rate of interest. They pointed out 
to me, however, the absolute 'necessity that there was of being 
on the spot, and of knowing all the circumstances of the indi-
viduals who applied for loans. . ' . 

In some instances it may be necessary to adopt stringent Y~re8to 
measures against the action of the money-lenders. It would ~~= .. m~:r;, 
certainly seem right, after what has been said, that enquiries 
should be made not onlv into existing debts but also into the 
history of these debts. Mr. J. B. Fuller told me that, according 
to an old Hindu law, no greater arrears of interest could be 
recovered at any time than amounted to the principal sum, 
and he thought that this rule might well be revived. Mr. 
Fuller was also in favour of Government granting loans to 
cultivators in some parts of the Central Provinces where goed 
security was undoubtedly present, to enable them to payoff 
their debts to the baniya8. Their past experience of the 
extortion of the money-lenders had been so bitter that they 
would, Mr. Fuller thought, avoid its recurrence in the futu.re if 
they could once be set free from it. 

In the Saugor district of the Central Provinces the land 
belongs almost entirely to money-lenders, and, in consequence 
of the way in which the raiyats were ground down, the plan 
was devised of alleviating them by giving a lower assessment 
to the proprietors, provided that they undertook in turn to 
charge less to their tehants. This plan Government approved. 

But the same remedy 'will not apply in one Province that 
does in another1and each will have to be dealt with accord
ing to its particular circumstances. 

398. Next to indebtedness and extravagance comes, as it '';jntofenter-

drawback to agricultural progress, the want of enterp"ise P ~ . 

sometimes met with among cultivators. ~~ 
of Coimbatore :-

" There is a low level of Bociai comfort, and the .desire for progress is 
I" prevented thereby; there is a disinclination to economy in time. and 
I" land, or to exertion in unusual times and seasons. The tend.ency IS to 
" rent out the land, and to live on the proceeds." 

T!l 
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Of Anantapur Mr. Nicholson writes ;-
" The total absence of effort and determined struggle, except on· the 

/I old lines, on the part of the people, is the cause of poverty_" 

This lack of enterpriRe is not always the result of the 
hardship of circumstances or the poverty of the soil. Fre
quently it may be the'precise reverse. The Central Provinces 
have been described as a country of" rude plenty." The 
soil naturally produces enough to make the people comfortable, 
and for more than this they do not care. I have .described in 
an earlier chapter (Chapter III., paragraph, 23) how improve
ment in circumstances might be produced were the cultivators 
in the wheat-growing districts to raise other crops than wheat. 
But they get all that they want, and their wheat. gives them 
only about two months' or three months' work, at the most, 
whereas, if they grew other crops, they would have to work 
more, and also to irrigate the land. They .are ready to admit 
that embanking of land (bunding) doei good, but they will 

• not go to the trouble. and expense of doing it until positively· 
obliged. As compar~d with the N orth-W es1r Provinces, the 
density of population is 40001' 5000nly to the square mile of cul
tivated land, as against 1,090, but the produce of wheat per acre 
is.Iess than in the N orth-W est. Were enterprise present, the 
wheat produce in the Central Provinces might be much more 
than it is. Assessment,too, is low as compared with the 
North-West; but a low rate of assessment is by no means 
synonymous with prosperous agriculture. Of many parts of 
the Central Provinces it might be said. that, were the 
assessment higher, the agriculture would improve, in order to 
enable the increase to be met. Around Damoh the people 
have been obliged to embank their land so as to make the crops 
pay. It is certain that there are many parts where an increased 
difficulty of living would bring about improved practice of 
agriculture. It is not where population is least dense that 
the best agriculture is seen, but more frequently in the most 
congested districts, such as those around Benares, Azamgurh, 

. and other parts of the North -West Provinces. As the struggle 
for· existence oecomes harder there is the ·inducement to put 
fortq effort to meet its demands, whereas comparative ease in 
.circumstances, a light assessment, and a naturally fertile soil, 
may prevent the exercise of energy, and'may foster a backward 
condition of agriculture. Where such is the case an improve
ment can only be expected to come from-the disturbance 
which time or pressure of population will make in the easy 
circumstances which exist. 

. . 
399. Attent.ion has of late been turned greatly to the sub

ject of the export trade in wheat, and it has been debated 
w:hether, in order to meet the distress caused by famine, the 
·export of gra.in from India should not be restricted or stopped 
altogether. This' question has been so fully and ably dis
cussed by such authorities as Mr. J. E. O'Conor, Sir. Edwa.rd 
Bli'ck. and Mr. Holderness, that there is no call for me to say 
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more than to emphasise the general conclusion come to that 
what is exported is practically the overplus, often specially 
grown for the purpose of export, and that if it did not pay 
the raiyat to export it he would soon give up growing it for 
this purpose. Besides, in time of scarcity, the price of wheat 
would rise in India along with that of other food grains, and 
it would then pay better to keep the wheat in the countryoJ' 
than to export it. The amount· orwheat exported is at 
present only about one per cent.·of the total of the food grains 
produced, and only one-tenth of the total wheat crop. 

Railways have, it is true, greatly facilitated export, but 
they have also done service in prevent.ing flnct.n8.tion of price.s. 
in different parts, whilst their value, in time oLfamine, for con
veying food to distressed districts_can hardly be over-esti
mated. 

CONCLUSIONS. CONCLUSIONS • . 
400. In this chapter I havetouche~ on sonie few of those . 

economical an"'d political conditions which have an important 
bearing upon agriculture and on the possibility of its improve
ment. Many others there are, such as social habits, emigra
tion, &c., but my purpose has been merely to i~roduce a few, 
lest I should be thought guilty of ignoring their influence on ./ 
the progress of agr~ulture. I have, however, expressed my 
inability to discuss them properly, and, besides, they are such 
as do not strictly fall within the scope of my more special 
enquiry. 

I therefor.e refrain from making any recommendations 
under this chapter. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

PRACTICAL AGRICULTURAL ENQUIRY. 

401. THE foregoing chapters consist of a review of the 
agricultural conditions of India, as they presented themselves 
to me during my tour. As each subject has been successively 
dealt with, I have indicated where improvement may, in my 
opinion, be effected. , 

In the concluding chapters of my Report it will be my object 
to discuss in detail ,the age~cy by which the suggested im
provements may be carried out. 

I ha ve had occasion, in almost everyone of the sections, t() 
point out the necessity which exists for a systematic enquiry 
into present agricul1(ural practices, and to insist upon the 
acquirement of definite knowledge before attempts are made 
to teach any fresh system, or to carry out any extended work 
of experimental research. 

It is with this matter of practical enquiry into agricultural 
conditions and method!:! that I' shall occupy myself in the 
present chapter. , 

402. Practical enquiry, or, as I may here put it, the .obtaining 
of knowledge respecting agricultural practice, precedes' both 
'scientific enquiry and experiment. The scientist, without 
some knowledge of the practical issues involved. is unable to 
push his enquiries in the right direction, and, however able 
his researches, he may fail from being unpracticjl.l. Similarly. 
the experimenter, without a knowledge of what is done else
where, or of what is within the reach of the cultivator, may 
waste both time and money in trying what has no chance of 
ever becoming of any practical value. 

The practical man must first become thoroughly conversant 
with what is being done in native agriculture. and with the 
conditions under which it is carried on j then the scientist 
may l!ome in and explain the rationale of the practice. and 
may apply these principles to the extension of the better 
systems, and to the discovery of further resources j finally, by 
the happy combination of 8cience and praclice, the work of 
experiment may proceed in a. definite and useful direction. 
In this way some advance in agriculture may be made. 

403. As I said in my opening chapters, I believe that it will 
be possible here and there to graft on to Native practice the 
results of Western experience, but the main advance will come' 
from an enquiry into native agriculture, and from the exten
sion of the better indigenous methods to parts where they 
are nat known or employed. 
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In addition to the improvement of agricultural methods, 
there comes another most important branch wherein enquiry is 
absolutely necessary; this is the ascertaining of the require
ments of different parts of ,the country in respect of facilities 
present in some, and deficient or absent in others. To this class 
belong those physical surroundings which I have summarised 
in paragraph 18 (Chapter II.), and which are comprised, 
mainly, in the supply of water, manure, wood, and grazing. 

404. It must be clear to everyone that, before any improve- ;~:u~ty of 

ment in the agriculture of a country can be effected, the first recognised. 

preliminary is that a knowledge of the country, its con-
ditions and its needs, be obtained. I may also say, without 
fear of contradiction, that, as regards India, comparatively 
little is known of its agricultural methods, and that they have 
only been, so far, the subject of casual and isolated enquiry by 
individuals. An organised system of enquiry, on the other 
hand, might result in the collation of definite knowledge of 
the agricultural resources and needs of the country. 

The Famine Commission recognised the-necessity of careful By the.lI"~mine 
and organised enquiry in order to get a real knowledge of the COlllllllS81oners. 

agricultural state and conditions of India. I repeat the quo-
tations from their Report, already ~ven in paragraph 15 :-

" The defect iu the efforts made by Government to instruct the culti
" vator has consisted in the failure to recognise the fact that, in order to 
"improve Indian agriculture, it is neces8i\ry to be thoroughly acquainted 
"with it." 

This view was also entertained by the Government of India 
in their Resolution of December 1881, in which they strongly 
urged the" prosecution of agricultural enquiry," and insisted 
that" it must precede any attempt at agricultural improve-
"ment." With this view the Government of India initiated 
the" agricultural analysis," which was to "indicate the con-
I< dition of each tract of the country, alike for its protection 
" against famine and for the improvement of the agricultural. 
~, system." 

By the Govera
ment of India. 

The Lieutenant Governor of the Punjab (Sir J. B. Lyall), in SirJ.ll.Lyall'l 
opinion. 

a recent note, says :-

" I am altogether averse to attempts to give instruction in the practical 
" business of agriculture ... our positive and comparative knowl"dge of 
.. the subject are alike insufficienl to warrant such an attempt at the pre-
.. sent time." • . 

In a Note prepared for the Agricultural Conference at Simla, Mr. J. B. Fuller'. 

in October 1890, Mr. J. B. Fuller writes :_ opinion. 

"We have far more knowledge of European than Indian agriculture at 
"'our command •••. laborious investigation is· required h"fore we can 
" trace out the causes which have stimulated development in some parts of 
" India, and have retarded it in others." 

~ 

The Note of the Madras Government presented to the 

, 
Opinion of tho 
Modras GoYe .. • 
me .. " 
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same Conference says, in reference to the failure of exper~
mental work in that Presidency;- . 

"The experiments·... • were doomed to failure, either from want of 
"intrinsic suitability or from want of knowledge of indigenous practices. 
" and conditions ... the faults ... would not have occulTed had there 
" been a department of wide knowledge and full experience of native and, 
" especially, local practice and conditions." 

. The policy proposed by the Madras Government contains as 
its first recommendation, "the institution of a careful and 
" definite system of enquiry into existing practices;" and it 
mentions" the importance of enquiry as an essential prelimi
.. nary to any original endeavours to improve Indian agri-
II culture." . 

405. The "agricultural analysis" proposed by the Govern
ment of India. has, up to the present time, been confined to 
the collection of Land Revenue statistics, and of information 
regarding the liability.of districts to famine, and there has 
been no enquiry ionto agricultural methods with a view to 
agricultural improvement. The' cause of this has been the 
absence of any organisation for the purpose, and the want of 
money for instituting it. Accordingly, whilst" Land Records." 
have been put on a satisfactory basis, agricultural knowledge 
and improvement have remained much where they were when 
the Famine Commission issued their recommendations. 

That it was not the intention of the Government of India 
to confine an " agricultural analysis" to the collection of sta
tistics is shown by the following extracts from .their Reso
lution of December 1881 ;- . 

" It is necessary to point out that the agricultural enqull-f shonld not be 
" confined to the mere oollection or collation of statistics, In the ordinary 
.. a('.ceptation of the term. An examination of the portion of the Famine 
" Commissioners' Report which deals with agricultural enquiry will show 
" that, in recommending with reiterated force an intelligent system of inves
" tigation, their final object is to urge through its mea.ns, a.nd as a practical 
" outcome of its results, the policy of maintaining agricultural operations 
" at the highest attainable standard of efficiency. The Government of !nella 
"fully accepts this definition of a most important aim of agricultural 
" enquiry." " 

Again ;-
"From & ,ysl.em of agricultural enquiries ••• will follow the gradual 

" development of agricultural improvement in its manifold variety, and the 
" Government of India will be satisfied if, on the #rst constitution of an 
" .Agricultural Department, the organisation of agricultural enquiry is placed 
" in the hands of qualified officials, to whomma.y be committed the subse
"quent preparation of carefully considered proposals for agricultural 
" improvement." . . 

.. Sir Edward Buck, in reviewing, in' March 1890, the position 
';;f the Department of Land Records and Agriculture. 

, . 
says;-

,I The agrioultural conditions have only been studied with the view of 
"getting general knowledge as to' the liability of famine, but not as 
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. "regards agricultural practice, it-s advantages and the desirability of 
" extension, it~ defi'Ciencies and possible renedios." 

• 406. The above extracts show abundantly that the need of 
acquiring knowledge of agricultural practice is fully recog
nised' as a preliminary to any scheme of agricultural im
provement. 

Before considering what agency is best able to deal with the 
work of enquiry, it will be well to set out in more detail some 
special points on which that agency might usefully occupy 
itself, in addition to the general one of becoming acquainted 
with the systems of agriculture practised in different parts. 

Firstly, it is important to ascertain the requirements of 
each district in regard to the provision of water, of manure, 
of wood, and of grazing, and to decide in what way the needs 
can best be met; whether, for instance, irrigation by canal 
or by wells is best suited; whether embanking of land should be 
done; whether" Fuel and Fodder Reserves" can be usefully 
formed; where grazing can be provided; whether the taccavi 
system of advances for agricultural imp~ovement is properly 
brought before the people and utilised by them; and so on. 

Secondly, it is desirable to ascertain where a transference 
of the practice of one part may be beneficially made to 
another part. Of this nature are, the embanking of land; 
green-manuring; hedging and enclosure of fields; sheep
folding; the use of leaves; the growing of foddllr-crOpsj the 
ploughing of rice fields after harvest; the use of castor and 
other oil-seed refuse as manure; the utilisation of night-soil 
and town-sweepings j the planting of sugar-cane in furrows; 
the use of the iron sugar-mill and shallow evaporating-pan in 
sugar manufacture; the extended growing of sugar-cane, 
potatoes, and other crops, 

Thirdly, there are a number of questions of a practical 
nature which await solution, and which, though mainly of the 
nature of experiment, cannot proceed without first employing 
practical enquiry. Such questions are: What is the out-turn 
of different crops 1 What is, the right amount of seed to use 
in sowing rice 1 What quantity of water should .be em-:
ployed in rice cultivation 1 Does manuring of rice fields 
pay 1 Would draining of rice fields be advantageous 1 What 
is the relative out-turn of sugar from different varieties of 
cane? Does continuous growing of sugar-cane pay 1 Will it 
pay in the long rud to grow a long-stapled variety of cotton 
rather than the short-stapled varieties generally grown 1 Is 
interculture of other crops with cotton profitable 1 Is the 
use of bones advantageous? 

Lastly, there are points more connected with the introduc
tion of foreign agricultural practice; for example, the possi
bility of introducing new c~ops j the growing of new varieties; 
~he acclimatisation of seed; the selection of seed; the making 
)f silage; the use of new implements j the use of litter and 
preservation of urine; the better conservation of cattle-

The 8eld for 
enquiry. 
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manure.; the reclamation of salty land (usar), of ravine and 
other waste land. 

407 •. The enumeration of the subjects set out in the last 
paragraph clearly points to the necessity of having an agency· 
of an expert nature to deal with them. They are not matters 
which administrative genius, a high intellect, or even ordinary 
common sense can decide; but which need the application of 
special technical knowledge of agricultural conditions "and 
practice. This has been recognised alike by the Famine Com
missioners, the Government of India, and by individuals 
qualified to speak on the point. 

I must here repeat the extract quoted in Chapter I., 
paragraph 4, from the Government of India's Resolution of 
December 1881, when commenting on the Famine Commis
sioners' Report :-

"The Famine Commissioners have, with great distinctness, intimated 
"that .... a permanent agency should be closely associated with the ex
"isting authorities in each Province for the systematic prosecution -of 
" agricultural enquiry. -The importance of this view, which directs attention 
" to those duties of the Agricnltural Department which must precede any 
" attempt at agricultural improt'ement, has hitherto been far too greatly 
" overlooked." 

The Resolution also says :-:-
"The desirahility of closely associating the permanent agency thus re

Il quired with the existing administrative staff is, thronghout the Report of 
" the Famine Commissioners, ,strongly indicated. The system, they write, 
"should be worked by the ordinary official staff, supplemented, where 
.. necessary, to meet the special Circumstance,s of the case." 

And later:-
.. The Department having thns primarily turned it~ attention to those 

" parts of the country in which agriculture is depressfld, or its re~ults un
" certain, may hereafter give considera.tion to the general improvement of 
" agriculture .•.• It may, as time goes OD, become the duty of the Depart
" ment to associate with itself in this investigation the assistance of qllQlijied 
U uperts."· . 

The Notes presented to the Agricultural Conference at 
Simla, in October 1890, by the Government of India, the 
Bombay Government, the Madras Government, the Bengal 
Department of Land Records and Agriculture, the Poona 
Agricultural Association, and by Mr. J. B. Fuller, contain 
references to the need that exists for the employment of 
agricultural experts. • 

The Government of India's Note says :-
" Continuolls enquiry should be maintained by mean. of Experimental 

" Farms or other similar agency, with the view of ascertaining the possible 
" results which may be gained \'y the introduction of new, or tbe modifica
" tion of existing, processes and practices connected with agricnlture." 

The Bombay Government point out that they have 8,P
pointed a European expert as Superintendent of Farms, and 
have established agricultural branches of the Colleges at 
Poona. and Baroda. 
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The Madras Government's Note. says :-
.. The experts ••• were chiefly occupied with farm and college duties, 

" and could not work continuously and closely at the numerous investiga
" tionl suggested or thrust upon them from time to time, and which re
-, quired the organised staff of & Department." 

, , 
The second of the Madras Government recommendations 

(the first being the institution of a. careful and definite system 
of enquiry into existing practices) was, " ~he inauguration of 
"experiments under the control of trained agricultu1'ists." 
And it was suggested that" a.certain number of agricultural 
"inspectors should be employed on' a careful and minute 
" study of agricultural practices, their work being carefully 
" directed and supervised by European experts." In addition 
to having the present Assistant Director of Agriculture, it was 
resolved to apply to the Secretary of State for a second 
European ex~ to be primarily employed in investigations 
into the met ods of agriculture followed in the various parts 
?f the Presidency, and to attach ~wo of the agricultural 
Inspectors to this officer. • 

Note of Mad .... 
Government, 
1890. 

The Bengal Department of Land Records and Agriculture, Note of Bengal 

which was only started in 1885, recognised at the outset the. :?tef!~di::'rd' 
need of agricultural enquiry, and employed two or three of the' ~::O~riCulture, 
Assistants in the Department who had made a study of agri-
culture in England, to enquire into the systems of a few 
of the most important districts in the Presidency. The 
Reports on the Agriculture of Dacca by Mr. Sen, and on 
that of Lohardaga by Mr. Basu, were outcomes of this policy. 
The subsequent usefulness of the special officers was, however, 
greatly destroyed by their transference to other Departments, 
or their employment in purely office work. 

The note of the Poona Agricultural AssoCiation advocates NoteofthePoona 

the placing of Provincial Farms under the management of ~':~:i~:11890, 
" a European well trained in the theory and practice of agri-
"culture and horticulture, and having Indian experience," 
and adds that he should have "one or two native assistants 
" under him educated in Indian agricultural schools, and pre-
" ferably belonging to the agricultUral classes." 

Lastly, Mr. J. B. Fulle'r, in his Note, liays :-
" Much BUCl'eS8 • • , cannot be hoped for unless Agricultural Depart

"ments are oflicered by men who are not only trained in agricultural . 
"Bcience, but also have an intimate acquaintance. with Indian agricul-
"~ure. , • • Very little suooesJ can be expected unless a permanent 
" technical 1186iBtant is attached to .each lJepartment," 

408. From the time, accordingly, when the improvement 
of aO'riculture was first seriously considered, until the present 
tim:' there has been a strong expression of opinion, in' which 
I fully concur, that the work. is one which requires a. per
manent agency, and the assistance o~ men po.ssesse~ ~f the 
requisite technical knowledge, AgrIculture IS a dlstmctly 

Mr. Fuller'. note, 
1890. 
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technic,al subject, and no one without a special training in it 
can be expected to deal successfully with it. 
, At present the only agency that exists is the Director' of 
the Department, of Land Records and Agriculture in each 
Province, together with his office statr.. The latter, with few 
exceptions, are men who have ~ad no previous acquaintance 
with agriculture, either by their e~rly training or by their 
surroundings, and their duties II.re mainly those of compiling 
Statistics and keeping Records. ,In Bengal, as I noted just 
now, Assistants to the Director have been appointed from time 
to . time for special agricultural work, but it has not been 
'continuous in character j in the. N orth-West Provinces, in 
Bombay, and in Madras, Assistant Directors of the Department 
have beeD. appointed, but all of them have laboured under 
difficulties, and their principal duties have been those of office 

• . work, and not those of a strictly agricultural nature. 
The Direotorof Coming next· to the Director of the Department of Land 
the Department 
of Lawl ~eoord. :Records and Agriculture (for this is his correct though somewhat 
and Agnoultnre. 'Cumbersome title, and not that of ".Director of Agriculture," as 

he is convenient~y but erroneously called), it must be at once 
.saidi that, with . rare exceptions. he bas not the necessary 
techni~al knowledge to fit him ,for the work of agricl,lltural 

. improvement. The early training of the future Civil Servant is 
-not one which directs his attention specially ~o, or encourages 
the pursuit,of, N,aturaJ S~illnce, but it is rather one of a classical, 
mathematical, or literary cbaracter. After the selecti(;m of 
·men by open competition there is no special inducement given 
.to them to study natural science, , It is only within the, last 
few years that ,.Agricultural Chemistry has been introduced 
into the final examination, as a~ optional subject, along with 
other branches of Natural Science. Briefly, the man whose 
bent is towards those sciences a knowledge of which would 
be useful to him later as an AgricuItura~ pirector, is at a dis
advantage compared with, the classic or mathematician. I am 
well aware of the difficulties· wh,ich stand ,in the way of allowing 
probationers to study agriculture a~ It special subject I before 
goip.g out to India, and,I do not advocate that this should be 
done, for there are other mare important duties for which the 
Civil Servant has to undergo a special preparation at' home. 
But I mention these matters for the purpose of showing that, 
up to the time of his ,landing iI!. India, there is nothing to 
distinguish the future Agricultural Director from the. sub
sequent Collector or Judge, a.nd that he aqives without having 
acquired any technical knowledge whatever of agriculture. 
Not even after arrival in India is the case 'much better, for all 
alike pass through much the same course of district work. In 
this way a man acquires a certain amount of acquaintance 
with the agriculture of the part where he is placed, but it is 
mainly with the work of the court-house (cutcherry) that his 
time is occupied. Later on, administrative and magisterial 
duties have the first claim upon a Revenue officer, and, unless 
it. ",hnnltl fall tn his lot to he entrusted with the Settlement 
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of a district, he hardly comes at all into close relations with the 
agricultural practices and conditions of the part where he 
happens to be. An acquaintance with agriculture is, as a 
matter of fact, no necessary qualification for the appointment 

• of Director of Agriculture, nor would a man hesitate, on the 
ground of his not having any special knowledge of agricultural 
matters, to accept such a post, were it offered to him. So it 
comes about, and the past history of Agricultural Departments 
abundantly shows it, that the Directors are simply men' of, 
administrative ability, taken out of the regular Revenue line, 
for one reason or another, but not of necessity because they 
have shown any aptitude for dealing with agricultural ques
tions, or because they have any spe.cial·leaning towards the 
pursuit of Natural Science. The consequence is that, too often, 
after their appointment, they' are broughtf!Lce to face with 
subjects which require technical knowledge for handling them 
aright, and the absence of this knowledge leads to the practical 
neglect of the more strictly agricultural duties of the office. 
There are other reasons, too, for this neglect. The administra. 
tive duties of the office are numerous' and·varied; there are 
Land Records to be . kept up, and the work ·of inspection of 
village accountants (patwaris) to be done, sothat,w~th thes~ 
and the necessary office work, the Director has but, little time 
to give to the study of the details alid systems of agricultural 
practice, or tQ the possible improvement'of agriculture which 
may arise from that study. 'Some Directors of Agriculture, 
indeed, have openly avowed their intention to confine them_ 
selves to the work of Land Records, and 'not tir attempt the 
larger one of agricultura.l improvement. Thus, ;in effect, the 
Director becomes what :he' is strictly defined as being, viz., 
the Director of the Department, rather than what the holder 
of such an office should be, :viz.;' the Director, or, better still, 
the Commissioner, of 'Agriculture .. The agriculture of the 
country can hardly .be said, to be capable of being directed, 
but the oversight of it in a Province may be oommitted to 
the care of an individual. 

From having, therefore; his time fully occupied with admin,. 
istrative duties and ,with other work, but .mainly from not 
having the technical knowledge which ·may fit him to deal 
with agricultural questions, the DirectOT of the ,Department 
IS, in most cases, obliged to leave'the work of agricultural 
improvement alone .. It is significant to note that in January 
1878,' subsequent ~ th'e appointing of a Director of Agri
culture and Commerce in the N orth-West Provinces, appli
cation was made to the Secretary of State for an Assistant 
to the Director, on the ground that .. the discharge of ,the 
.. duty devolving on the Director requires the possession of 
.. qualifications which 'cannot be acquired without. special 
.. training." , . . 

It· would not be right; however, were I to pass without 
acknowledgment .the good work that has been done by some' 
few members of the Covenanted Service who have held tll'" 
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position, of Director of the Agricultural Department of 
their respective Provinces. But, when I come to examine the 
individual cases to which I refer, I find that in every instance 
the success has been the outcome of an innate love for Natural 
Science, and more especially for those branches of it which are • 
most closely allied to agriculture, or from their having already 
possessed some practical acquaintance with agriculture. Unless 
one or the other of these elements be present, I fear that 
success will seldom follow even well-intentioned efforts. 

A. further hindrance to progress is met with in the frequent 
changes which take place in the occupancy of the Director
ship. A Director no sooner has got his staff into working 
order, and possibly has entered upon some line of .enquiry, or 
commenced some protective measure against famine, than he 
is liable to be ca~led away to fill some higher post, while his 
successor m~y have no sympathy with his efforts, and may 
allow them to lapse. In this way the work of Agricultural 
Departments has largely been the result of spontaneous efforts 
of individuals rather than of one continuous system of enquiry 
maintained throughout. Continuous enquiry cannot be 
carried on without a regular agency for the purpose, and so 
long as it is entrusted to men whose tenure of office has no 
element of permanency about it, the results will be disap
pointing. I might mention the reclamation experiments at 
Awa and at Jhansi (see paragraphs 70 and 75), as instances 
of enquiry begun but not concluded, in consequence of changes 
of the kind alluded to. So also might it be at any time with 
respect to the ravine reclamation carried on at Etawah (see 
paragraph 70), the 'Usar e~periments in the N orth-West 
Provinces (see paragraph 75), and other similar work. 

409. Technical knowledge of agriculture is, we have now· 
seen, the missing element in the existing agency of the Depart
ments of Land Records and Agriculture. I shall, therefore, 
proceed to consider how thi~ lack of technical knowledge can 
be best supplied. 

It has been maintained by some who· have turned their 
attention to this subject that. so long as the interests of agri
culture are entrusted to Departments constituted as the 
present ones are, with a Civilian at the head instead of a prac
tical agriculturist, no good can be done. It is argued that, 
just as in the case of the Geological' Survey, the Botanical 
Departlllent, the Meteorological Department, and others, the 

, man who is the Director should be an exp~rt in the particular 
branch, and that Agriculture should form a Department quite, 
separate from that of Land Records. The Director and the 

. A.ssistants being expert men, they would, it is said, be far 
more likely to work out some improvement in agriculture 
than the present organisation. 

I fully allow that there is a great deal to be said in favour 
of this yiew, and were the circumstances of India difl'erent"from 
those which exist at present there would be much to reco.lft
mend it. Undoubtedly men trained in agriculture, and With 
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a knowledge both of its science and its practice, would be 
much better qualified to deal with purely agricultural ques~ 
tions than the ordinary Civilian Director, just as it needs a 
geologist to deal with geological subjects, and'll. chemist with 
chemical ones. Could everything be reconstructed, and the 
whole system of administration in India be altered, this 
change would be one that I should recommend, but at the 
present time I cannot see that it is a feasible proposal, and so I 
do not advocate it. My work is to suggest what can be done 
rather than what ought to be done, and it is not for me to 
propound schemes which cannot, at present at least, be carried 
out. Besides this, agriculture stands on a different footing 
to science~ such as geology, botany, chemistry, &c. The 
truths of these sciences hold good everywhere alike, and the 
phenomena may be studied in whatever district they present 
themselves, without any direct reference to the people of that 
district. An officer of the Geological Survey, for instance, 
may pursue his enquiries equally in the gold mines of Mysore,. 
the ruby mines of Burmah, the coal ~easures of Bengal, or 
the oil districts of Beluchistan; He need be confined to no 
one locality, but may be drafted in succession to 'each, and 
thus have no particular head-quarters. But whenever one 
attempts to deal with agriculture, he is brought at once into 
close relation with the people, their habits, their condition, 
and mainly their relation to the State as the supreme land
lord. All questions of agricultural improvement touch upon 
the circumstances both of the people and of the State, and it 
is impossible to divorce the two. Wherever he goes, the agri
cultural enquirer, as I know from my own short experience 
will be brought face to face with matters in which, not agri
cultural matters @-IQ~ut also the administration of Land 
Revenue is concerned. ~e Famine Commission recognised 
that agricultural progress was bound up with considerations of a . 
Revenue character, and for this reason they did not recommend 
the formation of an Agricultural Department administered by 
experts alone. They hinted rather that it might be found 
necessary to associate with the Department the assistance of 
qualified experts. This is the opinion which I hold, too, 
although I would more strongly press the absolute need of 
obtaining this expert knowledge without delay. There are, 
as I have pointed' out, duties other than those of being 
practical agriculturists which fall to the share of the Direc
tor of an AgriClfltural Department, and which could not· be 
discharged by experts alone. Besides this, unless the agri
cultural expert be in complete touch with the Revenue autho
rities, and unless he have placed at his disposal the services o£ 
the Revenue subordinates, his progress in the way of agricul
tural improvement is hardly likely to be facilitated, or his posi
tion become an enviable one. On the other hand, if he proceeds 
to his work under the authority of the present Director, and in 
harmony with the Revenue authorities of a district, he is likely 
to be provided with all facilities in making his enquiries. These 

Y 24266. U 
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. may seem points of small importance to one unacquainted 

~
With India, but to anyone who knows the country they are 
very material considerations. I must take India a8 it, i8 and 
not as I think it 8hould be, and ~y endeavour is, therefore. 
to graft improvements upon existing systems, rather than 
to suggest the subversion of the latter. . 
. After giving much attention to this subject, I have come to 

'

the conclusion that the want of technical knowledge in the 
existing agency can best be supplied by the employment of 
agricultural expert8, such as were contemplated in the recom
mendations of the :Famine Commissioners and of the Govern
ment of India; and which are also indicated in the several 
'notes presented to the Agricultural Conference at Simla, in 
October 1890. 

If with the Director were associated one or more Assistants 
who were trained experts in agriculture, and whose duties 
would be purely agricultural, the lack of technical knowledge 
in the Department would be supplied. It would be necessary 
that these experts shoold not be hampered with the routine 
of office wprk, but be free to pursue, under the orders of the 
Director, the practical work of enquiry. With the help of such an 
Assistant or Assistants the administrative ability of the Direc
torate would be supplemented by that knowledge of a special 
character which is required to enable it to deal with practical 
questions, as .well as to carryon a continuous system of enquiry 
and, possibly, of experiment. The regulative skill and adminis
trative qualifications of the Director would still be employed in 
seeing that the time of the Assistant was being usefully em
ployed, and both enquiry and experiment would form a part 
of the work of the Department, thus constituting it in reality 
one, not of Land Records only, but also of Agriculture. Under 
the orders of the Director it would be possible, by a careful 
study of the requirements of a particular district and of its 
agricultural practices, to effect a transference of method from 
one part to another, or to introduce a new crop, or, perhaps. 
a new implem~nt, and to pursue the other enquiries which I 
have sketched out in the earlier part of this chapter (see 
paragraph 406). 

In this way I believe that the Department might be made of 
really practical benefit to the cultivator, as well as a necessary 
administrative branch of the Executi.ve. It must, however, be 
clearly understood that to carry this out efficiently an Assistant 
must be free to employ his whole time in tHis . work, and to 
pursue it among the people themselves j it would be inadvisable 
to have an enquiry conducted merely during the intervals 
of leisure from office duties, for, an enquiry once begun, must 
be continuous throuO'hout. The men who are appointed must 
be those who would take up the study of agriculture as ~he 
business of their life;meaning to devote their whole attentIOn 
to it. One fault of the past has been that when Natives have 
been employed in agricultural work they have not b.ee.n taken 
fro~ the right classes, nor have they had the tralnmg best.. 
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fitted for: them, so they have not regarded agriculture as thei.r 
profession at all, but have waited for their chance of obtaining 
an appointment in some other branch, or of turning to the Law. 
Agriculture ought to be a distinct profession, and the man' 
who enters it should prepare for it, intending to devote him
self to it in just the same way as the Forest Officer enters 
the Forest Department or the Engineer the Public Works 
Department; that is, with the intention of remaining attached 
to that service. Agriculture, on' the contrary, has had no 
permanent agency to carry on its work, and no staff of native' 
subordinates who have been trained in it, or encouraged to 
continue in its pursuit. 

410. The question now forces itself upon cons~deration : 
Ought the agricultural experts to be Europeans or Natives? 
Without attempting to lay down a rule to be followed, in all 

,cases alike, I would indicate my opinion that they should, by 
preference, be Natives, and Natives trained in India, not in 
England. • 

Frequent have been the attempts to provide the expert pos
sessing agricultural knowledge; first, by sending home to Eng
land selected Civil Servants, to enable them to qualify, bY' a 
study of agriculture at Cirencester or elsewhere, for the Agri
cultural Directorship on their return ;, then by sending Natives 
who have graduated in the University, and allowing them to 
study agriculture in England, in the belief that on their return 
they would make useful agricultural officers. But neither plan 
has worked well as a whole, though in the case of the Civil 
Servants it must be said that they have fully justified their 
selection, and have shown the good results of the instrucfion 
given to them. But the study of agriculture at a College does not 
cons ti t u te a man a practical agriculturist, and unless the instruc
tion be followed by practical experience ona farm it is not 
complete. Again, a man has to learn Indian and not English 
agriculture, and this cannot be taught at an institution like 
Cirencester College. There are further difficulties in the matter 
of furlough, and in the changes in tenure of the Director'~office, 
which make it only occasionally desirable to equip a Civil Ser
vant in the regular line with such special training in p,griculture 
as would be obtained by a two years' residence at an Agricultural 
College in England. On .these grounds, and because of the 
duties of the office being also largely administrative, I do not 
think it generallY feasible to have the Director himself an 
expert agriculturist. 

Some of the arguments advanced tell also against· the em
ployment of European expert assistants. They may have a 
knowledge of English agriculture, but if they begin to apply 
what they know, before they have studied the conditions of 
Indian agriculture, they will but repeat some of the many 
blunders which have made people in India doubt the possibility 
of improving Indian agriculture at all through the agency of 
English experts. It is true that in most cases the right men 
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have not been sent out, and that the first lot of agriculturists 
(so-called) 'were nothing more than gardeners, and un acquainted
with agriculture. But, whether from this cause or from 
others, a disbelief in the expert has, anyhow, been begotten. 
Other men of a very different stamp, sui:!h as Mr. Robertson 
and Mr. Benson, _ have been brought to Madras, and have 
laboured there under circumstances of, it must be said, a very 
discouraging nature, for they have received neither the 
sympathy nor support of their Go'(ernment, and have been the 
victims of a continual change of 'policy on the part of that 

. Government. Duties of office work, or of a tutorial nature, 
have prevented them from devoting themselves to strictly 
agricultural work, whilst a zeal on their part to introduce new 
implements and new methods has not been alw:ays moderated 
with the necessary caution -in applying English to Indian 
agriculture. An Agricultural Department, the Director of 
which is purely a Revenue man, and who does not spend a 
certain portion of each year in camping about in his Province, 
hardly likely to b~ in full sympathy with efforts made to 
improve the agriculture, and so it has proved to be the case in 
Madras. Now; at length, the conclusion is arrived at that it 
is first necessary to learn more about the methods of Indian 
Agriculture, and the Ma.dI'~ltufal Q9lJl.lllitJ;ee of 1890 
have recommended the employment 0 experts to- engage in 
the work of direct enquiry. 

The chief points gained in selecting Natives as experts instead 
of Europeans are, firstly, that they start with great initial 
advantages in knowing the language, the habits of the people, 
and (if they be wisely selected) the conditions of agriculture 
and the methods employed; secondly, that the selection of 
Natives would be very much more economical. The advantages 
with which a Native starts are those which it would take a 
European a long time to acquire, and the latter would probably 
never be so closely in touch with the people as the Native 
expert. Occasionally it may be desirable to have one European 
expert Assistant to the Director, but this will be guided much 
by fine.ncial considerations, and, if only the proper training be 
provided, I consider that the work may be done quite well by 
Natives. If a European be selected he should be a man whc 
has gone through an agricultural course of tl'aining, such as if 
provided at Cirencester, Downton, or other agricultural 
College, but supplemented (and on this I would insist) by 
practical experience on a farm. In the ma'iter of salary thE 
procedure adopted by the Forest Department with the mer 
who pails out of Cooper's Hill College and who join the Fores1 
Service might be followed, a similar rate of pay and increase 
according to time of service, being given. 

I t is, however, -in the end, to the Natives that we must 1001l 

to carry out the work of agricultural enquiry, and it becomes 
therefore, important to consider how a training in agricultur~ 
may be imparted to them. This subject will occupy a subse 
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quent chapter in my Report. ·Sufliceit to say here that I am ... 
distinctly in favour of giving an agricultural education in lnd~m~bIe. 
India, rather than of sending Natives to England to study. / 
Past experience has shown that the men selected for a 
European training 'have not been those whose associations 
and interests have been with the land, but they have been 
men of literary inclinations, who have graduated with dis-
tinction at the Universities. Their sharp intellect and won-
derful facility in picking up any subject to which they devote 
themselves have made them apt students of the literature 
rather than of the practice of English agriculture, and in 
most cases they have tacked on a study of Law to that of the 
subject to acquire which they were sent over to England at 
Government expense. On their return to their country they no 
longer live as they used to, but adopt European ways and cos~ 
tume, more or less, and become generally discontented with the 
position which they occupy.· In short, the residence in England 
has had the effect of spoiling them for occupying the position 
in the Agricultural Department for whi~h they were intended 
to qualify, and they take the first opportunity they see 'of 
becoming "pleaders" in the Oourts. In this way the ex-
pensive education given to Natives sent home to England is, 
as a rule, lost to the Agricultural Department, while those 
who still remain connected with it are dissatisfied with their 
position and prospects. . 

On these grounds, therefore, I strongly advocate a training 2S 
in India for Native experts. 

As to the number of ARsistants which a Director would Thenum~r.f 
require, this must vary in different Provinces, and according .ASSlStan 

to the work to be done, but one for each Division would pro-
bably not be more than would eventually be found useful. 
As the essence of success turns upon the acquirement of local 
knowledge, the Assistants must of necessity be provincial, 
and not be removable from one Province to another like the 
Director. 

I would add here that care should be taken in the selection 
of expertil, so as to· choose, as far as· possible, men from the 
agricultural clasRes, and such as have an interest in the land, 
and who have lived amid agricultural surroundings. Too often 
men have been taken from the ranks of those who, as a rule, 
follow the profession of the Law, and who do not regard the 
p·ursuit of Agriculture as in any way a profession. 

. . 
411. I have now discussed in considerable detail the ques- t'iewsofthe 

tion of the employment of agricultural experts, and wouldt!:r:!:'!t 
conclude by mentioning that when I submitted my views Sirula.1890. 

(subsequently only slightly modified) to the Agricultural 
Conference at Simla, in October 1890, they received a very 
general approval, expressed in the terms of the two following 
Resolutions passed at the Conference :- . 

First.-" That, in the opinion of this Conference,. it ~s 
.' essential, for the proper performance of the duties demanded 

u3 
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. " from ·the Agricultural Department in the direction 'of agri
" cultural improvement, that the Director of the Department 
" should be provided with an .Assistant 01' Assistants who are 
" experts in the practice and theory of agriculture." 

Second.--" That it will be preferable to train Natives to be 
.. qualified for. the. post of Assistant in the Agricultural 
:: D~pll.l'tment m thIS count:y rather than in Europe, and that 

thIS end cannot be attamed unless there be a high-class 
" education established in this country." 

CONCLUSIONS. 

412. Before any real improvement can be effected in agricul
ture, the institution of organised enqlliryinto existing methods 
and conditions is absolutely necessary. Thus far, little more 
has been done than to ~ollect statistics and information as to the 
liability of districts to famine. The expressed opinions of the 
famine Commissioners and of the Government of India have 
clearly indicated that more than this was intended, and that 
enquiry into agricultural practices was recognised as a pre
liminary to agricultural improvement. The time .has now 
arrived when practical agricultural enquiry should be initiated. 
The principal directions in "which enquiry should proceed are, 
firstly, the obtaining of definite information as to the require
ments of each district in the matter of supply of water, 
manure, wood, and grazing j. secondly, the study of agricul
tural practices, with a view to the transference of the better 
methods to districts where they ar~ not known. 

The agency which Agricultural Departments possess at 
present is inadequate to carry out such a system of enquiry, 
and a technical knowledge of agriculture is a necessity. 

The Directors of Departments of Land Records and Agri
culture are principally occupied with administrative duties, 
and have neither the time nor the technical icquaintance with 
agriculture which would enable them to devote themselves to 
the subject of agricultural improvement. Further, the con
stant' changes in the tenure of the office of Director prevent 
th~ continuity of any experimental enq.uiry. 

While, for. administrative reasons, it is desirable to retain 
the Direct()r .of an Agricultural Department in his present 
position, the want of technical know ledge of agriculture must 
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be supplied; this can best be done by associating with the 
. Director one or more expert Assistants who will make agricul
ture the business of their lives, and whose duty it will be to 
investigate, under the Director's orderl:!, the agricultural con.., 
ditions of the different districts of a Province. The men 
selected as agricultural experts" should be, by preference, 
Natives who have been trained in Ing.ia. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

413. That a definite s·ystem of organised Enquiry into agri
cultural conditions and practices be instituted forthwith. 

That a Permanent Agency be estabFshed for this purpose, 
and consist of the association with the Director of the Depart-• ment of Land Records and Agriculture of an Assistant or 
Assistants who are trained -experts in agriculture. 

That such experts be, by preference, Natives of India, and 
be trained in the country itself. 

That high-class Agricultural Education be plOvided in 
India so as to train the men who are to become- agricultural 
experts. 

RECOMMENDA· 
TIONS. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURAL ENQUIRY. 

414. THE important services which science has rendered to 
agriculture are now universally recognised, and the marked 
development of agricultural knowledge during the last ha1£
century is the direct outcome of the application of science to 
practice.. . 

It is the domain of science to explain the principles which 
underlie good practice, and to extend the application of these 
principles, as ,well as to make fresh discoveries that may be of 
benefit to agriculture. The work of improvement, had it 
proceeded simply from .the practical side, would have been, 
as it has always been, slow; but when science set to, work 
to find out the causeS of well-ascertained facts in practical 
agriculture, progress at once became rapid. , 

The application of science to practice may be briefly de
scribed a13 rc the accurate knowledge of facts and the discovery 
of their. causes." When the underlying principles have 
been discovered, science can apply these to further develop
ments of practice, and to new discoveries. I might briefly 
illustrate the importance of scientific investigation in regard 
to practical agriculture by referring to the difference between 
the state of our knowledge at the present time and that 
which existed prior to the introduction of scientific enquiry. 

Formerly, it was enough to know empirically that certain 
practices were good, that certain kinds of soil were suited to 
particular crops, that certain foods were useful for cattle, 
but no one could say more than that these things were so, 
and not why they were so. Now, however, the connection 
between soil, air, plant, and animal has been worked out, and 
our knowledge is being continually added to; we know, 'in 
great measure, what plants are composed of, whence they 
draw their nourishment and in what forms it must be supplied 
to them, what the constituents of food 'are, and the changes 
which they undergo in the animal economy. We are enabled 
thus to provide for the needs of field crops by suitable 
manuring, to repair the demands made upon..the soil, to feed 
stock on a rational system, and to cultivate the land on other 
than stereotyped lines. Distant countries have been put 
under contribution to supply manurial resources for our 
crops and food for our stock. In short, a definite knowledge 
of the processes taking part in the practice of agriculture has 
been obtained through the medium of scientific enquiry. At 

. the present time an enquiry is· going on which is of the 
highest importance to practical agriculture. I refer to the 
possible assimilation of the nitrogen of the atmosphere by 
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certain plants. The establishment of this theory will go a: 
long way to explain much that has so far not been understood 
in agricultural practice, and may also have important bearing 
upon the practice of the future. . \," 
" Practical enquiry will always be needed to keep up the 

knowledge of what is being done, and to provide a field for 
scientific enquiry; but it is, nevertheless, from the latter that, 
wherever it is possible for devel~pment to "take place, any 
great future advance will be made. . " 

415. The above remarks have been made in reference to 
agriculture in general, and not to Indian agriculture in .particu
lar. I have shown, indeed, in earlier chapters, that the con
ditions of agriculture in India are such as to greatly limit the 
possible scope for improvement, and, conbequently, to narrow 
the field for the application of scientific enquiry. As Mr. Thisel-
ton Dyer points out, the history of agricultural progress in 
Britain shows it to have had its origin mainly in the existence I 
of a class of landowners who had intelligence to attempt the 

" work of improvement by the application ·of the teachings of 
science, and also wealth to carry it through; but the' poorer 
tenant farmers would never have initiated such e.nquiry, 
although they were not slow to adopt its results when they saw 
that it J!.!!id. The non-existence in India of any cla~ cor
responding to the resident English landowner of intelligence 
and wealth" is a ~ar to the :prog:.ess of original agricultural 
investigation, an will limit the pursuit of enquiry to such 
matters as seem to have a direct bearing upon the immediate, 
well-being of the people.· Further, the smallnes9 of the 
holdings, the paucity of capital, the habits and prejudices of" 
the people, and the financial obligations of the Government, 
are bound to impose obsta'l:1es which would not present them
pp.lves to such a degree in other countries. 

The special 
conditions of 
India limit the 
field of scientifio 
enquiry. 

416. Nevertheless, adopting even this restricted view of ~cient~c method 

the possibility of applying the results of ~cient~fic enquiry: to ~~=:i. 
agriculture, there are abundant reasons for Its not bemg 
neglected altogether, and for advocating its pursuit whenever 
practicable. 

Primarily, let me "'say that, if practical enquiry is to be 
successful, it must be scientific in its methods, it must proceed 
on a well-regulated plan, and its results must be submitted 
to careful and critical examination. .The mere"collection and 
record of facts is ~ot enough; they must be put into a con
nected and useful form,· and they must be verified by experi
ment. Such work as this cannot be adequately performed 
without the possession of a scientific training of mind by 
those to whom it is entrusted. So far "as India is concerned, 
I regard the proper regulation of practical enquiry, and the 
examination of its results, as one of the most useful ways in 
which scientific knowledge r,nay" be applied to tlw practicfl of 
agriculture." " 
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417. While acknowledging the bearing of sciences such as 
Botany, Geology, Physiology, Engineering, and Meteorology 
upon agriculture, it is Chemistry more than any other that 

~
has been productive of the 'greatest results to agriculture • 
in the pas't, and from which, as coming most in contact with 
agriculture, the greatest benefit may be expected in the 
uture. 

Moreover, it is w,ith the application of chemistry to the 
improvement of Indian agriculture that the present Report 
is largely concerned. 

Such rapid strides, however, has the science of chemistry 
made within recent years, and so widely has it ramified into 
almost all branches of industrial occupation, that agricultural 
chemistry, or the application of chemistry to agriculture, 
has become a branch by itself,involving separate and speCial 
study. It will be my business, in the remarks that follow, to 
see how agricultural chemistry may be most usefully.brought 
to beat upon the iI\lprovement of agriculture in India. 

418. The need of bringing in the aid of .agricultural 
chemistry to the problems of Indian agricultu.re has been 
admitted on many hands, though nothing special has so far 
been done tQ supply it. I might refer to my first chapter, 
where, in paragraphs 5, 7, and 8, are mentioned the repeated ap
plications both of the Government of India and of Agricultural 
Conferences fo~ the appointment of an agricultura~ chemist to 
India. Mr. Medlicott, when Director of the Geological Sur
vey, writing in 1877 upon th~ .. Reh" enquiry, said:-

"Observation and experiment cannot be profitably made by men, how
II ever otherwise intelligent, without IIny scientific knowledge of the matter 
"under investigation. I would therefore advise that a well-qualified 
"agricultural chemist be eugaged . . . under the Department of 
c, .Agriculture to devote himself to this special investigation." . 

The need of an agricultural chemist was foreseen by the 
Government of India in 1881. In their Resolution of Decem
ber 1881 they said :-

"Finally; the science of agricultural chemistry will be demanded for the' 
" solution of many important agricultural problems." 

In 1883 the Government of India formed a strong opinion 
that there should be an agricultural chemist for _the Northern 
Provinces, and mentioned the vast unculturable tracts that 
existed on account of the occurrence of soda salts which 
impregnated the soil. They considered that the aid of science 
might reclaim these lands. Consequently, in their Despatch 
of 8th February 1883, they asked the Secretary of State to 
sanction the appointment of an agricultural chemist who 
could be used for this work and for educational purposes as 
well. It was proposed to establish an Agricultural College in 
the North-West Provinces, and to attach an agricultura.l 
chemist to it. The Secretary of State refused the application 
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on the ground that the matter was a provincial and not an 
imperial one. .. 

Successive recommendations for the appointment of an agri- (l'overnDient of 

cultural chen;tist have been made by the Imperial Agricultur~l i:~,1884,1886, 
Department In 1882, 1884, 1886, and 1888, and have each time 
been supported by the Government of India. The Secretary· 
of State, however, while· allowing the importance of the 
matter, has expressed himself as· not satisfied with t):le 
methods proposed. . . 

The Conference of Agricultural Directors at Simla, in October Agrioultural 

1890 d th '. .. h h Conference, , expresse ell' opinion t at t ere were an enormous Octal/er 1890. 

number of questions which they (the Agricultural Directors) 
wanted to be answered, and which only a .chemist could 
answer . . . "it was self-evident that an agriculturl\l 
" chemist was needed for India, just as the Royal Agricultural 
It Society of EngllLnd found. that one was needed for them 
It. • • a chemist was needed for investigation, and as a 
" referee, quite apart from the question of education." 

Sir Edward Buck, in conversation with me, succinctly stated ~J~o~ward Buck, 

his opinion that all attempts at agricultural improvement 
must have for their basis some scientific groundwork, and as 
chemistry is the science that comes most in contact with 
agriculture, he considered that an agricultural chemist, to act 
as an agricultural expert, is the man most needed and most 
important. 

419. -In the preceding chapters I have, when dealing with :~~eaf;~:Ult!ral 
each subject in detail, taken occasion to point out where the chemist. 

assistance of an agricultural chemist could be usefully em-
ployed. I have .instanced several matters of agricultural 
import which await investigation because of the want of a. 
man with special knowledge of agricultural chemistry, and 
who could deal with them on the spot. Among these·are the Sclentillc 

following: the possible exhaustion of the soil by the present investigation. 

mode of cultivation, and the export system; the sufficiencies 
and deficiencies of different soils in respect of the various 
soil constituents; the nature of alluvium and black cotton-
soil; the influence of . over-irri~ation upon the soil ; the 
amount of nitrogen in .the rainfall; the fixation of atmo-
spheric nitrogen by the Leguminosae, and possibly by other 
plants as well, and their influence in restoring the soil's 
fertility; the nature, origin, and removal of saline deposits 
(reh); the differeI!ces between canal water and well water; 
the composition of various kinds of well water j the composition 
and use of different manurial substances, and their applicability 
to particular crops j the discovery of fresh manurial supplies j 
the better preservation of cattle manure; the explanation of 
the rab· system j the composition of fo04 pr?ducts, and the re-
lative values of different fodders j the nature of native clarified 
butter (ghi) and other dairy products·j the causes which affect 
the out-turn of sugar j. the investigation of the chemical changes • 

• See footnote page 27. 
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which take place in the manufacture of indigo, and the parts 
they re8pectively playin influencing the produce; the examina
tion of suggested improvements in indigo manufacture; the in-

- fluence of manuring upon the- cultivation of tea; the inves
tigation of the processes employed in the manufacture of tea; 
the manurial treatment of coffee; the curing of tobacco. 

420. But there are other dutie~' which an agri<!ultural 
chemist. ~ould be c~lled upon to discharge, and these, while 
somewhat of a differ,ent nature to the above more independent 
and scientifio investigations, are of grea,t economical- import
ance in the progress of agricultural enquiry and experiment. 
I allude chiefly to the work of planning, regulating, and 
watching practical enquiry and experiment, and of critically 
examining and systematically recording the results obtained. 
My own experience has abundantly shown me that, though 
the undertaking of -a practical enquiry or of an experiment 
in practical fat'ming may appear at first sight a simple 
enough matter, it is the general fate of all such efforts to 
fail, or to fall short of the full benefit they might confer, 
whenever there is an absence of scientific design, supervision, 
and examination. I do not say that it is necessarily ah 
agricultural chemist that is required, for, indeed, a man who 
is purely a "laboratory man" or, in other words, nothing but 
a skilful analyst, but who has not also an acquaintance with 
the details and requirements of agricultural practice, will not 
be at all a suitable person to select. But it is rather the man 
of a scientific turn of mind, and able _ to appreciate where 
science can be usefully applied to practice, who will be best 
fitted- for undertaking the work of enquiry. It will not be 
~mg, too, I thin~, before he finds that he has to call in the 
assistance of more specially chemical experience to aid him. 
If, then, in one person can be combined both the chemical 
skill and the appreciation of the practical points involved, 
the most suitable man is found. I have often examined 
so-called" practical" experiments, which have failed because 
the plan was not devised so as to lead to any definite or 
satisfactory conclusion, or because there was not that critical 
examination of the results which would enable a right con
clusion to be drawn. In these details of practical enquiry 
and experiment the assistance of an agricultural chemist 
would be of undoubted service. 

I have in an earlier page referred to the experiments on 
re'clamation of salty land (usar), and have stated my belief 
that chemical science should have been employed in the 
enquiry. It should have been known, for example, not only 
that the land in question was "sa.lty," but also to what 
extent it was" salty i" to what depth the saltness extended; 
to what particular salts it was due j what the surface water 
was, and what the subsoil water. Then, again, to what extent 
the various reclamation processes respectively succeeded in 
removing the injurious salts j what qual!-tities of the salts 
proved harmful, and at what point the reclamatiQll might be 
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considered effected; whether the various salts were equally 
injurious or not. 

Again, I mentioned the enquiries made as to the respective !"!'f!~~11 
merits of canal and well water. No chemist would have waters. 

thought of speculating vaguely as to what the temperature 
of either water was, or whether one contained /l.bundant lime, 
and the other not, when there existed for hiPl ready means 
of absolutely determinrP.g the questiorisraised~ 

To take yet another instance, in Chapter Xl.. paragr:aph 264, ~:~~~!~~in.8" 
I spoke of the competitive trials ip.stituted, at the time of Mr. 
Howman's visit, between Native and' :€nropean' methods of 
butter-making. That the Native manipulators succeeded in 
obtaining a larger weight of butter from the milk given to 
them showed no more than their cleverness in incorporating 
with their butter a great deal of water, while Mr; Howman's 
butter was free from. any excessive quantity. 1£ also left uncle.,. 
termined whether all, the native-made butter was pure butter, 
or had some amount of curd with it. These are points where 
the help of the chemist must be brought .in, and which ,can 
only be satisfactorily decided with his co-operation. 

Many have been the experiments carried out at Govern- ~~~=~':,~ on 
ment Farms and elsewhere on the use' of different manures, FarIllS' 

but, though to the, practical man it may be enough to 
determine, possibly, whether this particular material is better 
than that, the chemist would not be satisfied with the limited 
results' from such enquiry, results, ,too, which would have to 
be repeated each time anew as a fresh material came before 
his notice. If, however, he can get at' the principle or 
rationale of manuring, and can ascertain what it is in each 
material that produces the result, then the chemist can apply 
the knowledge he has gained to the utilisation of othel' 
materials containing like properties, 

The association of a scientific adviser with experimental 
enquiry would, without question, result in restricting both 
experiment and expenditure to' more useful ends than has 
altogether been the case in the past. 

It is very desirable, al&o, that the information to be con- :.a~ron of 
veyed by practical experiment should be set out systemati- enquiries. 

cally in a form in which it may be intelligible and useful. The 
bare record of what has taken place, the harvest results merely 
stated en masse, or, what is perhap~ even worse, the drawing 
of conclusions from each experiment without relation to what 
hlj.s gone before, are only likely to lead to' the accumulation of 
tables and literature which no one will attempt to wade, 
through. .A: single experiment conducted simultaneously at 
four or five different places, and under varying conditions, is 
likely to lead to the acquirement of more solid knowledge than 
is the attempt to collate some 30 or 40 results at one experi-
mental spot. It needs, therefore,· someone who shall adopt 
a scientific and critical method, and be able to look beneath 
facts to the principles that underlie them. 
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421. Perhaps one of the chief needs of agricultural experi
mental enquiry is to have someone associated with the enquiry 
whose recognised duty it shall be to preserve the continuity 
of experiment. How often could it be said of agricultural 
experiments in India that they had failed simply because 
there was no one whose duty·it was to look after them, to see 
that they were maintained, that the results were duly recorded, 
and that they were made available for use! How many have 
been the men, who, eager to do something towards agricul
tural improvement, have begun this work or the other, and 
then have been transferred to some other district or Province, 
leaving their task to a successor who in all likelihood has not. 
had the least interest in it, and' so has let it drop altogether! 
This is the general fate of agricultural enquiry in India, and it. 
will always be so until a continuous and responsible agency is 
substituted for'the present system of spontaneous and amateur 
effort. In this way the Awa experiment" on usar reclamation 
(see. paragraph 75) failed, and such might be at any time the 
history of every wor.~ of experimental enquiry or every Experi
mental Farm. Good work has been begun, but no one has been 
charged with the oversight of it ; it has been always a matter 
of personal choice and inclination, anc;l what has been no one's 
duty has, after a time, too often been neglected and lost sight 
of. An agricultural chemist of the type I have suggested 
might, on the contrary, be definitely charged with the duty of 
maintaining the continuity of experiment, of watching its 
progress, of suggesting its development, and of examining and 
collating its results in useful form. In some such way alone 
can experiment be carried to a. successful termination, and the 
work is one which might well be conducted by a man posses
sing a fair practical knowledge of agriculture combined with 
a more special one of chemical science and scientific methods. 

In the course of my tour I went to see an experiment on 
the reclamation of ravine land by means of embanking 
(bunding)* it, so as to hold up the water, and thus provide 
wate..r and irrigation. Wells were hard to dig, the water-level 
being low and the ground rocky. One object of the enquiry 
was to see if the water-level of the country would be raised 
by the embanking of the land. On enquiring whether any 
rise had resulted, I found that it was impossible to tell, for, 
either the level'at starting had not been taken, or, if taken, it 
had not been recorded j at all events, no one at the Station 
knew about it. This does not require a c~emist, it is true, 
but it is an instance of what will happen over and over again 
in India unless work of enquiry be entrusted to men of a. 
scientific turn of mind, and also be put in the hands of a. 
continuous and responsible agency, and not be left to amateur 
and ~po,ntaneous efforts. 

I 4·22. Another ·function which an agricultural chemist of 
standing could usefully serve would be that of acting as a. 

, "referee" or "Government adviser" in chemico-agricultural . 

• See footnote page 31. 
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matters. There ought certainly to be someone in Indj,a who 
would be able to gi\"e an authorita.tive opi,nion on points where 
the relation of chemistry to agriculture is concerned. The 
advantage to Go,-ernment of having someone to whom they 
might confidently turn for guidance in chemico-agricultural 
matters, invohing, as they often do, very considerable expen
diture, needs no demonstration. Nor, again, is it necessary to 
explain how very useful such an adviser would be to the 
Agricultural Directors of the different Provinces. Without 
having the power of interfering in any scheme initiated by an 
Agricultural Director, the" adviser" would be available if the 
Director wished to seek his guidance, alike in commencing, con
ducting, and usefully summarising the results of any experi
mental enquiry. 

Associated with such an office would be the duty of adding Chemical 
to chemical knowledge respecting the food products, erops, ~c:t~~C~~&o. 
and other resources of the' country, a work which has, so far, 
been but very imperfectly done.· 

423. Lastly comes the need of haviflg an agricultural An a~c.u1tural 
chemist in connection with the development of Agricultural ~~~:::t:. 
Education. Though not proposing. as I shall presently show, :~~~~ucatiOnal 
that the suggested "scientific adviser" should be himself 
directly charged with ·the work of teaching at any fixed centre 
or centres, I nevertheless consider it very desirable that he 
should supervise such instruction as is given, and be respon-
sible for its proper conduct. Let me say at once that, while 
I hold the teaching of Agricultural Chemistry as a special 
branch of sci(';nce to be a desirable part of a general scheme of 
Agricultural Education, I by no means wish it to be regarded 
as indispensable for agricultural improvement under the c~n-
ditions that exist in India .. That there should be someone who 
has a good and pr(l..ctical knowledge of Agricultural Chemistry 
I certainly consider a necessity; but I do not· imply that it 
will be necessary to spread instruction in that particular . 
branch of science in order to achieve any success. The' mere/The teaching of 
teaching of Agricultural Chemistry will not in itself create arCu1: ural 
I!.gricultural prosperity, though it may open the mind, and c ema <y. 

lead to an understanding of the principles upon which 
practice is based. . In its methods it is explanatory and re-
gulative rather 'than creative. In India there is great fear 
that if Agricultural Chemistry be taught as a necessary part 
~f an agricultural .. urriculum it will be studied in a purely 
7-cademical manner, as an additional subject of a Course. 
[ have had opportunities'in England of judging how this is 
likely to be the case, having had experience .as an examiner 
)f Indian students who have come over to study agriculture 
~t Cirencester and elsewhere, With wonderful powers of 
~etting up any subject to which they apply themselves, and 
~ith marvellously retentive memories, they are able, by 
;heir accurate replies to the questions set them in an ex-
~mination, to acquit themselves with credit a.nd dj,s'tinction; 
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nevertheless, to an examiner who has them before him for viva 
,voce examination, it if! apparent that there is not that 
practical understanding of the subject, and that grasp of' it, 
which are likely to lead to future benefit as the result of the 
study. The knowledge which these Indian students possess.' 
presents itself to me as that of a subject studiously and carefully 
got up with the aid of great natural abilities, but which remains 
merely as an impress on the mind for a time, and which fails 
when the call comes for its application to practice. Therefore, 
I do not look for great results to follow at once the intro
duction of, the teaching of Agricultural Chemistry, and I 
would not suggest that provision ·be made for it on any large 
scale at first. Still, I think· that there should be one or two 
places, perhaps, where instruction in Agricultural Chemistry 
could be given, both theoretical and practical. For the right 
conduct and efficiency of such teaching, ana for its development 
wh"en called for, the" scientific adviser" .should be responsible. 

In another branch of educational, work the "scientific 
adviser" could render useful service. This is in the prepara.
tion of a text-book or text-books oil Agricultural Chemistry, 
which shall be specially ~dapted to the case of India. At 
present there is no such book exis.tent, and though. it is true 
that the principles of a science remain true everywhere, yet 
it is' in the judicious illustration of prineiples by practice 
that the chief value of teaching consists; besides, the eon
ditions and practice of Agriculture in ~ndia are so different 
to those in England a.s to make the adoption' of English 
text-books undesirable. The" scientific adviser," again, would 
be able to do good service in: an educational direct.ion, not 
alone in the preparation of a text-book of Agricultural Chemis
try, but also in aiding the issue. of text~books on Practical 
Agriculture throughout the different. Provinces of India. By 
the co-operation of the ag'l'icultural experts (ref~rred to in 
the last chapter) with the "scientific: a.dviser" a series of 
agricultural text-books specially adapted for particular Pro
vinces or districts might be issued, a.nd)Vould greatly aid the 
spread of sound knowledge of Agriculture and of its under-
lying principles. . , . '--

424. The principal fmlctions ~f a " sctentific advis.er" in 
agricultural matters should, it appears to me, 'be as foll.)ws :-

lstly. To act as a referee o~ adviser to Government in 
all chemico-agricultural ma'tters. 

2ndly. To direct and .maintain . the continuity of ex-
perimental enquiry into Agriculture. . 

3rdly. To' compile and publish the results of experi
ments, and to show their practical bearing. 

4thly. To make independent scientific investigation 
upon agricultural questions. . 

5thly. To direct the teaching of Agricultural Chemistry, 
and to assist the spread of Agricultural Educa
tion, by the preparation of simple text-books. 
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425. I have now explained my reasons for believing tha.t The 4ualiooa
there is call for an agricultural chemist in India, and I have ~~o:..~=~ 
also mentioned what I think his chief duties should be. It' adTjoer." 

becomes now necessary that I should set· out in detail some 
considerations which it is imperative should be attended to, -if 
any good is to result from an appointment such as I han 
suggested. . . 

In the first place, a man fitted for carrying out the 
duties indicated above must b!l a man of high scientific 
attainments,' capable of giving OD authoritative opinion on 
ppints where Agricultural Chemistry is concerned. H~ must, 
accordingly, be especially. a good scientific and practical 
agricultural chemist, able to conduct scientific investigation, 
and to carry out the practical work of an analytical labora
tory. But he must be more than this; it is necessary that 
~e should have a good general acquaintance with practical agri

. culture. I 40 notsay that he must be a practical farmer, this 
is not what is require.d ; but he must have had that acquaint
ance with it which shall enable him to understand. its methods 
and requirements, and thus usefully to bring his. scientific 
knowledge to bear upon its development; in short, it would 
not do to have a pure" scientist," or a man who simply buried 
himself in his laboratory, and carried out investigations which 
had no direct bearing' on Agriculture as actually practised. 
The investigations pursued should be those based· upon the 
actual practice, and their direct intent is to be the. bettering. 
of that practice under ea;isting and not under. ideal circum
stances. It would be necessary, therefore, to carryon 
investigation jn the light of an acquaintance with local 
conditions and requirements. In some ways, then, it is 
rather the scientific agriculturist than the "laboratory 
chemist" that is required; inasmuch, however, as the attain
ment of high ckem<tcal knowledge of agriculture is a necessity, 
and can only be obtained by previous special study (for which 
the practical agriculturist has not the opportunity) the 
agricultural chemist is the man primarily needed. He must, 
however, be one who is able to add to his scientifie attainments 
a good general acquaIntance with agricultural methods and con
ditions. As one of the delegate!! to.,the Agricultural Confer
ence at Simla, in October 1890, said, "We want. . . a man 
"who is at once a good chemist in the laboratory and 
" acquainted with practical farming on its scientific: side; " 
this, it seems. to me, fairly describes the kind of man who is 
wanted. He must be a man of business habits and .capacity, 
and also sufficiently practical to be able to supervise experi
ments, and to go roun~ and see what subordinate officers are 
doing, whether by way of experiment, enquiry,. or teltching. 

426. The next question that arises is, whether one such Tho number 
. ill . h hI' d I of.oehOiell man IS su clent, or w at er severa are reqUire. am required. 

decidedly of opinion ·that, at the outset, only one agricultural 
chemist is wanted, inasmuch as the scheme must be regp.rded • 

y 24266. X 
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as "more or less experimental. AS.I have pointed out already, 
I do not regard the want of an agricultural chemist as ·tlte 
ca'U86 : of . the non-progress, of agricultural. improvement, 
although I consider its supply to be a very necessary part of 
the machinery that is to take in hand the, wc;>rk of improve
ment.. Therefore, 1. would prefer to begin in a moderate way. 
and not to commit Government to more than a tentative 
.,chema, the ,further .development of which would depend 
upon the succesS' achieved by the' initial one. I do not deny 
that the lIuggested scheme. is inadeqQ.ate to meet the require
ments .of the country and of the different Provincial Govern
ments, but· it is' aU that, under. present conditions, 1. feel 
justified in recommending, viz., the appointment of one first
·cla.ss man to ·act as Government referee and adviser. For a 
complete scheme it would be desirable, I think, to have an 
agricultural chet;ilist . in each. Province, or, at least, in each of 
the three Presidencies, Bengal, Bombay, and Madras .. But it 
would be better to .begin. with. one man, and if . the nece.ssity 
arose,·and the deshlability of such appointment were shown, 
then to appoint others: If one man, accordingly, be appointed, 
he would of necessity be Imperial, but at the same time 
available for all Provinces. alike. Any Provincial Govern
;ment which might wish to aVlliil. itself of his services would 
be entitled to do so. and, thus, his functions would be rather 
national than imperial. . . 

427. The third point upon which I 'would insist is, that if 
any appointment be made, there must be sufficient time 
allowed .to see whetheJ,' the e.xperim·ent· (for such I must term 
it) be. a. success or not; 'also, the matt so' appointed must 
have time and oppor~unity give:t;t Nm for acquainting himself 
with the methods and conditiop.s' of . Indian agriculture.' A 
man, be he ever so good an' agricultural chemist, or be his 
. acquaintance with'English agriculture ever so great, is almost 
sure to fail unless he have given' hint .the opportun~y of 
studying the peculiar surroundings of • Indian agriculture. 
In fact, he will almost have to forget," fot the time, what he 
knows, and start afresh as a learner. 'To 'attempt to teach or 
to improve agriculture without first 'becoming acquainted with 
its conditions is to court almost ~ertain failure. , I am only 
,too well aware that whatever I have. been able to'gather 
during mY,own tour has beeti the outcome of those facilities 
which were so readily placed at 'my disp~al, and of which I 
availed myself with the ·view of acquiring as DlUch'know
ledge as"possible of the agriculture practised in different parts 
of the country. But, while the new comer will do well to regard 
himself for some time as a learner, it is equally incumbent on 
those to whom the giving of such an appointment is entrusted, 
that they should be content to exercise patience, and that they 
should allow time for the chemist to get that practical acquaint
ance with Indian agriculture which is essential to his "after 
success. To bring a man of ,scientific attainments over to 
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India, and to set him down to work out plans of experiment, 
or to engage in investigation, before he knows anything prac
tically of the agriculture of the country, is to ruin the project 
from the very outset. The history of past efforts at agricul
tural improvement abundantly illustrate this, and the men 
who have been located in one spot, and have been set 
to ·work out improvements from thence without going 
about and acquainting themselves. with the country, have 
proved of but small value. The real blame, however, 
a.ttaches not to them so much as to those who have called upon 
them to "make bricks without straw," and have asked them to 
write Reports, conduct experiments, and, in short, to justify 
their appointment, long before they have had an opportunity 
of providing themselves with the knowledge necessary for 
the useful discharge of the duties which have fallen to 
their share. I may be putting this very strongly, but I am well 
aware of the need of so doing, for the error is one that has been 
repeated over and over in the past,. and I !tm anxious that it 
should not be committed again in connection with the possible 
appointment of an agricultural che~ist. I would, therefore, 
strongly urge that, unless it be clearly understood from the 
commencement that .a: man appointed to such a post. shall 
,have the opportunity given hi~ of studying the principal 
conditions of Indian agriculture, and of acquainting himself 
with them by means of travel, it would be far wiser not to 
make any appointment at all. . If~ however, time be allowed, 
patience be exercised, and opportunities of gaining experience 
be given, the proposed plan will have a fair chance, and 
should it then be found to fail, it will fail either on its merits 
or because ,of the deficiencies of the individual. If the former 
be the reason, it ma.y fairly be said that the experiment has 
been tried and has failed, and it will remain as an experiment 
of not too extensive or over costly a nature: if the individual 
prove unsuitable, he can be replaced. It is not possible to 
define exactly what number of years should be allowed for 
the experiment to. be on its trial, but the general opinion 
expressed at the Simla Agricultural Conference in 1890 was, 
that not a less period than seven· years should be named for 
the duration of the appointment. This appears to me a 
fair term to fix. It would riot be necessary, as it' was in my 
case, that the man appointed should take at the outset a hurried 
view of the whole.agriculture, but it would be quite feasible 
to select some typical district for special study each year, and 
to devote a cert.ain time to travelling about to other parts. 

428. A necessary part of the equipment of a "scientific The« sclentifio 

adviser" is that he be provided with a laboratory suitable in ~;::=;;~~to~ 
every way for the carrying out of analytical work and of In .... tigator. nol 

investigation. This at once opens up the question as to where ateacber. 

such a laboratory should be placed, and how the work there 
is to be conducted.' With this is bound up the consHleration • 
as to whether the "scientific adviser" is to be directly 
engaged in the work of teaching or not. This I have in pru;t 

p. 2 . 
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discussed 'already, and now state' my decided opinion that the' 
.. scientific adviser" should be, primarily an investigator 
rather than a teacher, and that his time should not be taken 
up with the routine dutics of teachin:g .. If amari is tobe the 
instructor of such students as would attend an Agricultural 
College, he would of necessity have to be located at some' one 
fixed place, for a part ,of the year at'least; and certain duties 
of a routine nature would be expected of him. This, in the 
case of J ndia, would, to' ,my mind, interfere altogether with 
his :usefulness as an investigator, and as anaqviser to Govern
ment. It is more than probable ~hat his presence would.be 
required in some part far away fro~ his teaching centre just 
at the time ~hat the course of instruction he was conducting 
was going on. I am, not at all disposed to favour the employ
ment of an agricultural chemist. to combine the duties of 
investigator and teacher, but I think' that 'the two functions 
should be kept quite distinct.' The "scientific advii'er" 
should be free to moye here and 'there.as might ,be required, 
and, should not be tied down'to any' one place in particular. . 

At the same time,' as r pointed out' before, he' should not 
allow ,the work of giv~ng instruction ill- agricultural chemistry 
to pass out of his control. but' he' should direct it, and be 
responsible for its efficiency. It would be very desirable also 
that he should, from time to time, as opportunity permits, give 
occasional lectures; or short special courses of lectures, at 
different centres tht:oughout ,the country'. ' 

429. Although I wo~d not ,fix any definitec~ntre where 
the" scientific adviser" is to work, he must clearly have a 
good laboratory. or laboratories at. his disposal, There must 
also be some place Or places to' which. applicatio~ns may be 
addressed, and with which he shall remain in communication. 
Suppose him to be engaged in· an.:,enquiry upon salty land 
(usar) reclamation; he may have samples ,of. soil, or of water, 

. or of salts, to analyse in pursuit of. the investigation. These 
cannot be analysed on the spot, but woul4 have to be J.'eferred 
to a laboratory, and be done either by him upon h;s return, or, in 
the meantime, by some one working under his instructions. This 
leads me to consider the desirability of having a second man 
as Assistant to the" scientific adviser,~~, /l'his I :would recom
mend on two main grounds; firstly. the advjl.ntage of having 
a resident analyst to carry out the details of work conducted 
in ~ laboratory; secondly, the advantage ~f being able in this 
way ~o provide for the teachi~g o~ agricp.ltutal. chemistry ~t 
certam fixed places. , '. . . ' 

In the work of investigation and 'enquiry therewilI be 
numerous jl.nalyses to be performed, and purely analytical 
details to be carried out, all involving care, skill, and special 
chemical training, but yet more or les8 routine in nature. It 
is not necessary, nor even desirable; ,that the time of a highly-

, paid officer of special qualifi'cations'should be taken up with 
routine matters more than can be helped, but it. should be 
uevoted more particularly to that which he alon~ can do. It 
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is also very desirable that analytical work connected witlJ. 
any enquiry should proceed witl;lOut interruption, under a fully 
qualified chemist, although circumstances might require the 
presence of the heaq man at a liistance troin his laboratory. 
Were all analytical work of this nature .to pe left until the 
head. man could return, and then had he to carry'ou~ all the 
analytical work with his own hands, there would soon be an 
accumulation which it would be hard,' and often impossible, to 
ov:ertake, and he would often be prevented, too; fr.om taking 
up othef work that calls tot: his special eIl1ployment; . If, on 
the other hand, there were a second man, Or Assistant Ohemist; 
as I may best term him, acting ·under.the directions of the 
"scielltific adviser," h~ wquld be able' to, carry out a,ll the 
analytical details, anq present them to the seJ;l.ior chemist for 
his utilisation on his retu!;,n, or for forwarding to him if still 
away. Further, tb,e frellence of an assistant cheniist resident 
where the laboratory IS, would"ensure someone being on 'the 
spot, ready to attend td. any analytical ivo'rk ''required by 
Agricultural Directors,. or for Experi~e~tal' Farms, or to 
transmit anything for reference to th~ seiliM chemist. A con
stant communication would thus be maintil.ined- between the 
" scientific adviser ': and the laboratory where his work is con
ducted, as well a.s wi~b, th~se"fhO ID.~~ht Wis~ to' apply to him. 

But the second advantag~ .. to,be: gainlld ~y' ,~he; appoint~ ~:~t~f.:~lon of 

ment of an Assistant Chemist is., also a. very important one,' chemist for 

inasmuch as it appears,tq 1Il1l top;rovide ~Olj.the ,educational ~':;:!~~ 
wan.t which the Government of India represented to the Sec-
retary of Stll.te, and it at the same time meets the Ivery proper 
objections of those who f urged that; an agricultural chemist 
should be 'used for purposes of investigation, and.not directly 
for teaching. With an' assistant ,chemist resident at some 
centre where a,' laboratory is· placed, the teaching of Agricul~ 
turd Chemistry at that centre might perfectly well-be pro-
vided for; The' assistant chemi&t j . while engaged in his 
laboratory duties during.part· of the day, would be quite well. 
able to give lectures on AgriculturaI' Chemistry to students,. 
and, from time to time, to conduct ,a class in practical laborlli-
tory work. The need that h&s been felt of late of providing 
a . higher class of insttuction fo,(> Native Forest subordinate!! 
emphasises the desirability 'Of giving,: in so~e such way .as I 
have suggested, a training in Agricultural Chemistry as part 
of their Course. . ., .:. '. . . 

. .•..... 
. A third advantage would' follow' such an' appointment. An assistnnt 

Th h h I t k· & . 't' t db "d cheDllstto e c anges, t e eave- a lngs; c., neceSSl a e y a reSl ence Officiate In tho 

in India, oblige the provision of a substitute to take the' place :~~I~~the 
of an absent officer. Should this be the ease with the senior adviser.': 

man, it would certainly be'an advantage' to have an assistant 
.chemist.who, while working under the senioi' man; would be 
able to take his place in his, absence, and thus not' allow his 
work to be at a standstill.. It may be necessary, perhaps, at 
some future time to fill a vacancy in the higher office, and ~t • 

x 3' 
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might be found better to promote the j~nior mOan to the senior 
post, and utilise the knowledge' of India which he has already 
gained, rather than to make a quite fresh appointment, and to 
bring over a new man who would first have to go about and· 
learn the agricultut'!tl conditions for himself; as his prede-
cessor . had done, .... '. • . 

Thequall1l.ationl 430. The qualifications -of an assistant chemist must 
~~::I,:latant primarily be :-

The looation of a 
laboratory. 

lstly, That he be a competent Analytical.Chemist. 
2ndly, That he possess aptitude for teaching, a good 

general knowledge of ·science, and sufficient 
special knowledge of Agricultural Chemistry 
to enable him to impart instruction in it, 

'431. ttmust now be considered where the laboratory ano, 
the assistant chemist ·ar~.to be located. It is naturally desira
ble that specia..L work, such as is here involved, should be 
carried on under as favourable conditions in regard to climate 
and situation as is poss~ble. But, at the same time, a laboratory 
should not be so isolated as to fail to be of benefit to India as 
a whole. As the "scientific adviser" is to be imperial, this 
might be a reason for his being attached to the Government 
of India, and for changing his locale when they do, so that 
he might be available when his advice. was needed. But, 
though it may be desirable to have the "scientific advis&" 
in touch with Government, I would rather see him. peripatetic 
in character, and have him go about the country wherever and 
whenever .required. Besid~s, lJ.either Calcutta nor Simla appear 
to me altogether desirable places at which to establish a labor
atory, certainly not for a whole year. Calcutta is quite at 
one corner of India, and; in regard to climate, is not suitable 
all the y~ar .round, while Simla is also too far removed from the 
rest of India. and is not likely to form a gooq educational 
centre. I confess my own predilections for choosing, were. it 
possible, some place which, while being agreeable on the whole, 
as regards climate, might be as centra~ as possible, and hence 
available for the different parts and Provinces of India. Jub
bulpore, for instance, is such a place, and had there been any 
suitable institution available there, I might have recom~ 
mended its adoption as the. location of the. laboratory, and. as 
the head-quarters of'the " scientific adviser" and his assistant 
chemist.. Students from all parts of India-would readily be 
able to come to such a centre, whilst it would have further' 
advantages in enabling the" scientifio adviser" to make it a 
good starting point for his various journeys to different parts,' 
whether north, south; east, or west. But I am not prepared 
at this stage to advise the building of any institution specially 
for this purpose, but, as thewhole scheme is an experimental one, 
I think that it would be better to utilise those facilities which 
already exist, and to provide, as far as possible, for the de-

• velopment of scientific education at places where it has already 
,. 
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obtained some foothold .. AgricultUl'al Colleges are represented' 
principally by the institutions at Saidapet (Madras) and the 
Colle~e of Science at Poona (Bombay), to'omitthe more recently 
establ18hed one in the Native State of Baroda, In addition to 
these institutions at which instruction in Agriculture is 
given, there is the Forest School at Dehra (North-West Pro
vinces). The training of Forest Students is, also carried on 

, at Poona, students coming here from Madras ,andSo\1thern 
India generally, whilst Dehra is intended to serVe the purpose!! 
of Northern India. ·It was in connection with the ,develop
ment of the Forest School at Dehra that ,the :application first 
came for the appointment of an ,agricultural chemist for ,/ 
India., and, ,though I,' de), not f ieel,my WlLY ~to, recommend the 
appointment of .aspecial officer fQr that purpose; I certainly 
see lL decided advantage in having a laboratory or-laboratories 
placed where they,.may be utilised by Forest Students, and 
where their presence will include also. the services of a man 
~apable of imparting instruction in Agricult~ral Chemistry. 
At Dehra there is already a very faii laporatory, which might 
,quite well be adapted tO,the ne~ requirements ; this would 
serve for the North of India', At Poona there is a very good 
laboratory also, and, besides ,being the centre of the 'agricul
ture ,of the Deccan. Poona lias the further advantage' of being 
a pleasant place during the ;rains. In the course of enquiries 
that were mad~ when the idea of having an' agricultural 
chemist was first suggested: it was elicited that Madras would 
be satisfied to send its, students to Poona, and, if this plan 
were carried out; Ppona might /le-rVe fo~ Bombay and the whole 
of Southern India; After careful consideration, I think that DehmandPooD& 

the best plan would be to have the head-quarters and labora- ~'t:.:.~tauitable 
tory fixed for six months of the year atDehra,-and for. the 
other six months ai Poona. . In this way the need of imparting 
instruction in Agricultural Chemistry would be met for both 
Northern and Southern India, and, at the same'time, the 
work of investigation would be able 'to proceed under fair 
climl;l.tic surroundings, The Forest Students, both of North-
,ern and Southern India, would be able to receive instruction, 
as well as the Agricultural Students' attending the Poona 
College; existing laboratories would be, utilised, and, alto-
gether, this scheme 'recommends itself as being the best ,to 
meet existing wants.,' . 

432. It seems necessary now to say a word as to the duties 1?~~":tr!:~t 
of the" scientific adviser," and of the assistant chemist. I ~ser'~an~_ 
would lay it down, aA fE-gards the first .named, that he must ntc emist, 

be given & free hand, and that no' one, and no Department, 
exercise more than a general control over him.. It is impos-
sible' to lay down rules for his 'guidance" and for, the exact 
employment of his time.·. It will be for him to show that his 
appointment is justified, after due time has been given, him to 
get into his work; but, unless confidence be .placed in him to . 
rightly employ his time and opportunities, the appointlllent>is 

, . "x4, .. : , 
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almos~ ~ur(l t~end, as many ha.ve donll. pefore, in not realising 
what ,It was lI~tended to .. I hope, the~efore, that if any such. 
appointment.be made, the holder wiU ~ot, ~ t;alled upon at an 
early' date to "justify l).is exis,tenpe,': or ~o give a. detailed 
account of what he can show, a~ the result of his appointment. 
As I said, it .rests with him ~o show; at the conclusion of the 
term of the appointuie~t" that itscon,tin~ation is desirable;, 
but he should not be hampered before this with having to, 

,. prove that he.is '~ ear~ing his salary " and usefully, employing 
his 'time, u·nless, !Jf ,course, I}ircumstances should ari$e i w,hich 
would call fo~ his l'emo;val on, pelsonal or other unquestionable 
grounds. . ., 

.With regard to the assista.nt chemist, his duties must be laid 
down by the senio~ tlhemist, whether. it be the carrying out 
of labora.tory worker of instruction, and for the proper dis
charge of these duties the seniot man must be responsible.· 

The "scientific Should a <, scientifl.~advis~r,"" bea'npointed, there is little 
adviser" should !' 
notbe.llowedw doubt that several industries,'such· as those connected 
eUI!'~geiDpriV.te 'th' d' t...ll' ' & . ld b d . f work.B well. WI In. IgO, ea, ~~ee, sugar,' ,C'-, wou e eSlrous 0 I a'\Tailing themselves" of· his services,:abd thequestiori arises 

whether he should be allowed to undertake 'private work and· 
to receive emoluments from' prit"ate-individuals in·' addition· 
to his official pay. 'It may;: 'with much \ reason, :be urged 
that industries such as; the 'above' contribute' materially 
to the countrY's 'welfare, and'that' their prosperity is co
incident with that of the ·cultivators and labourers. employed 
in them, so that Government should, assist in· 'improving the 
different manufactures' by giving the 'help of their scientific 
experts. That these ,industries could be improved by chemical 
knowledge and skill being directed to them: 1 have no doubt, 
but there are, it seems toxne, great objections to the util.! 
isation of a Gonrnment agricultural 'adviser in technical 
work when there is 'so .xnuch ; to 'be' ·don~ in a: more purely 
agricultural direction, and when not one'distrid or Province 
alone is concerned, but the whole of India;: t To properly take 
up such an investigation. as, for instance, that of the improve
ment of indigo manufacture",the wholeTtime of an expert 
scientist would be required, and for' much more than a single " 
year: Then it might be asked'""7"to~hich of the several industries 
should attention be turned first of all? My, view is that each, 
of these indus,tries should employ its .own experts, a.nd should , 
not look to Govern,ment for .this. : Th~re,is qljite enough to do,' 
in each to occupy. special men if selected, and,what could be . 
dllne in a casual way by a man engaged in gllneral agricultural 
work in other ·parts of the country would count for but,little. 
But there are otheJ;' dangers attend~ng, the. employment of an 
agricultural chemist in technical investigation., It is only to 
be expected that if a man be fre~ to .take up private work he 
will choose that which pays him best.; More especially. will. 
this be the case if the salary attaching to the o.ffice be put at a 
low figure, on the ground o{ the chemist being able to increase 
his remuneration by doing outside work. I would point out 
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moreover, that the inducement to seek private practice will' 
tend to make a man neglect the more, special work, of his 
of!ice, ~nd if Government. appoint an agricultural chemi~t 
with hb~rty to, engage' lD other work" for payment by 
private individuals, they must not be surprised. to find their 
man select such work as is most remunerative to him, and 
engage in technical investigations rather than in the direct 
improvement of general agriculture. Whoever he be, a m/in 
i~ sure to pick an~ choose what he ~i1l. like. .totake. uJ;>. and, 
liberty to engage lD private work Win, lD this case, Interfere 
with the l discharge of' public duties. There is' not in India 
the desirability that occurs in England for having as agri
cultural chemist .. man who combines ·witnscientific·skill a 

. knowledge of the agricultural trade in feeding:.stuffs, manures, 
kc., for, practically, no such trade exists in India .• It would be 
far better to pay a man a high 'salary and let him' look' for 
nothing beyond it, than to have bim, while in receipt of· pay 
for doing agricultural work, endeavour to increase his incom~ 
by engaging in outside investigations. '. , 

However" I would by no means say that ;if Government 
thought it advisable that their chemist should take up any in
vestigation concerning a technical, industry he should not be 
at liberty to undertake it. :aut ·it ~hould not. be, I think, for 
any extra remuneration, and it should, in every case, come to 
him as a reference from Go'Vernment, and ,with the request 
that he would, if able to do so; take up the matter in question. 
Any fees received for the work should go, to Government. 
Fo~ the reasons I have given above, I do, not, think that any 
such investigation,can be of a prolonged or exh,ustive nature, 
but wouldr have to be confined to the solution of certain 
definite points which it might be considered desb:able to sub
mit to the" scientific adviser" to Government. 

Similarly,. I should be inclined tQ object to the employment 
of the .. scientific adviser/' or of .. the assistant. :chemist, by 
Municipalities. for their 10cILI purposes, or, in the multifarious 
duties of . tho office of .Chemical Examinet. Such duties are 
not primarily agriculturlLl, and should 'R,e left to men specially 
appointed to carry them .out. :,; \: 

433. It is necessarr that r shoul(i'now say 'a few words 
as to the salaries to be paid to the' respect.ive officers whose 
appointment I suggest. ' Se~ing that so. much depends upon 
the standing of .he 'men ,who are selected, 'and also upon 
whether a pension be or be not attached to the respective 
offices, it is not possible to say definitely what a proper remu-
neration would be. ,. , 

For the senior position; either a man of established reputa
tion and recognised scientific standing maY' be obtainable, or 
else the man to be selected must be a somewhat younger man 
of uDdoubted ability and great· promise, but ~ho . has still a 
name to make for himself. In tlieformer case, I do not think 
that, leaving out the question of pension, a lower ~alarythan' 

'I Scientific 
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Rs. 2,000' a I month, rjsingto, Rs, 12,500 a mOllth, should 
'be given. If a younger man, is sought, then .a, salary, of 
~romRs. 1,250 to Rs. 1,.500, a month ,would be -sufficIent. 
These amounts depend much,' of course, upon the 'rate, of 
exchange taken as 'th.e basis; when.}; stated tlj.em in Inli,ia, 
the rupee was then at"ls. 6d., but ,it has since fallen con
siderably. ,It will be clearer, perhaps, if ~ say that I think 
the salary of a man of established. reputation should be about 
equivalent to 1,800 l. a year, rising to. 2,250 t. at the end of the 
term of 7 years; ,.or, in the case of a younger man, IIobout 1,2001. 
a. year~ rising to 1,500 l. Jt would be better, hqweyer, to d,o as 
the Agricultura.l Conference at Simla in 1890 recommended, and 
to Mave the ,exact salary to be determined by the Secretary of 
,State, and to be dependent upon the class of .man 11ltim~tely 
selected. , 

As regards the salary' of the assistant chemist, this, too, 
must be regulated'to a certain extent by 'the turn, which 
exchan.g? takes, but a salary which is equivalent to _ 550 t .• a 
year, rIsmg to 700J. a year, should be sufficient to attract a 
suitable man. . 

Other detail. of 
arrangement. 

434. There are other matters of detail which might have 
to be discussed in making the above appointments. One of these 
i$, whether it might not be well'not to put these officers under 
the" one month rule" as regards leave; whether they should 
be selected from India, or be brought out from England, 
Germany, or elsewhere j and by whom the selection should be 
made. , On the first point I 'Can hardly offer an opinion; but 
as to the second, I am almost' sure that it will be 'necessary to 
go beyond India to find suitable men', at least for the senior 
appointment j while 011 the third point I would throw out a 
suggestion that, if the selection be made from England, it 
might well be left to the Secretary of S~ate in consultation 
with some agricultural body of standing, such as the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England. '. 

While an assistant chemist will be readily obtainable, I am 
well aware that it will be no easy matter to find a man in 
every way suitable to fill lI. senio'r appointment such as I have 
sketched out. A purely scie)ltific man might possibly be soon 
found who 'Yould be willing ~o come, and, similarly, a practical 
man, but the pgssession of the two qualifications by orie man 
will not be so' readily discovered. In' the end' it may be 
necessary to select a Dian of the required scientific qualifica
tions, and who appears likely to be able t~ develop the prac
tical qualifications after he has' acquired' some experience in 
India. But, unless there has been beforehand the scientific 
and special chemical trait;ling, it is very certain that 'it will 
not be acquired in India. Therefore, as the .. scientific 
adviser" is t? be, an ~uthoritr, on chemico-agricult?ral 
matters, the prImary ,requIrement IS that' he shall have gamed 

I the special experience before coming ou~ 'to India, and if he be 
• a man -of intelligence' and good common 'sense he will he 

able to see what is wanted of him, and to add practical know-
ledge to his scientific ability. . 
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I am conscious, too, that it may be said that in givin(J' a man 
so free a hand as that which I have suggested heshoullhave, I 
have left a good deal open to him, and have put'but little control 
over him. It is quite true that this leaves much to chance. 
If a man be active and devoted to his' work he may make his 
position one of much value, and render its Mntinuation indis
pensable ~ if, on the oth~r harid, .he only studie!! his own comf~rt, 
he may slmply make hls appomtmenta I' cosy berth 'I whlCh 
brings him in a good salary, so long as it lasts. . It is so difficult, 
however, to impose any- system of control without at the same 
time de!ltroying the practical usefulness of' the appointment, 
that I think it is better to rely upon'the individual to show 
that his selection and the creation of the office ,have alikJ been 
warranted. ' 

435. I should be misunderstood if I were supposed to 
imply that all that is needed for, scientific agricultural 
fnquiry in India is an agrioultural chemist and an assistant 
chemist. ' The branch o£science with wbioh I have had most 
to do is chemistry, and so'I have spoken mainly from the 
standpoint of the chemist. But there is need of men ,expert 
in other branches of science too. Among these) a Botanist, an 
Entomologist, and an AgriculturaJ Engineermight.bementioned. 
Such men may be found in. India itself,' and from time to time 
their services have' been utilised; but,.so,far~ no one has been 
specially attached to. the Agricultural 'Department for the 
primary purpose of assisting agricultur:;tl enquiry. ,It would 
not be hard to show that, in carrying out, in the past, several 
lengthy enquiries, more especially that with regard to the 
hybridisation of cotton, the greater part of the labour might 
have been saved had ,!>otanical knowledge been employed 
in the enquiry; the same might be said of the introduction of 
the tea bush from China. In all matters conceJ;'ning the trial 
of new crops or new varieties of crops, recourse should be had 
to the best bota,nical assistance available, and there are, as I 
have said, men in India fully qualified to give this, whereas 
this is not the case as regards Agricultural Chemistry. A large 
field is open, too, for the studY-of Agricultural Entomology and 
of-the various'diseases and injuries to, which crops are liable. 
Already, at the Forest School,Dehra, .Mr. Cotes, of the Indian 
Museum, Calcutta, has been employed in giving a course of 
lectures on this subject .. So far; this is good; but it only 
covers a period of six weeks in the year, and Mr. Cotes has the 
general duties of his appointment at the Indian Museum to 
attend to as well as the more agricultural relations of the 
subject. I heartily approve of the employment of men of 
attainment in different branches of science for the furtherance 
of agricultural knowledge, and also for teaching purposes; but 
this must be done on 'a more extended scale than has been the 
case up to now, and there should be, as I have said, both a 
Botanist and an Entomologist attached regularly to the Agri; 
cultural Department. 

The employment 
of other scientific 
men in agricul
tural enquiry. 
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A more thorough step ,towards attacking a great subje.ct 
affecting agricultural interests was taken Ut. the engagement of 
Dr. Lingard ItS Government Bacteriologist, and in his location, 
at Poona (8ee paragraph 272). .This appointment had only been, 
made shortly before I left, India, but. of the necessity of ap~ 
plying the latest a:dvances of science.to the investigation, of 
cattle diseases there can be but little doubt. ' 

In many enquiries of an agricultural nature, questions will' 
arise where a knowledg~ of engineering will be very essential.: 
Such, for instance, are those on land reclamation, irrigation, &c~ 
Reference has been'made to the employment, in some of these 
enquiries, of Mr. W. ,J. Wilson,' of the Public:Works Depart-; 
ment. It would be well that the services of an agricultural 
engineer should be available, not only from time to time, but 
regularly, for the work of the Agricultural Department. 

436. The consideration of the various points raised in this 
chapter leads me, in concluding it, to make a few remarks on' 
the general question of- the appointment of scientific men to' 
positions in India. ,There ought to' be no reason why India.: 
should not possess her own staff of ·workers in various branches, 
of science, iastead of having so. often to' refer questions to 
home experts, There sh()uld be authorities- on scientific sub"'! 
jects in India just as there are1 in England. in Germany, and 
in other ('ountries. It cannot be said that, encouragement is 
given to the pursuit·of scientific investigation in India, and if 
the history of the many very able men, including even a Second 
Wrangler at Oambridge, who have gone out to India to fill 
appointments, be examined, it ,will be ,found. that in but few 
cases have they advanced by the pursuit of the particular· 
sciences of which they went out as· e,xponents. The fault 
seems to lie in the fact that men skilled in 8. special science, 
and for that reason selected for India, mostly find themselves, 
on arrival, drafted into the Educational Department, and 
forming part of a graded service.; In this capacity they are 
obliged to move on through the different grades, taking up the 
respective duties of each of these" for, if they wish to keep to 
their own science, they must remain at the same salary as at the' 
commencement. The outcome of this has been, that men who' 
might have be.en Qriginal workers in science have had to 
abandon it for the duties of School Inspectors, or, despairing 
of further advancement in their own science, have launched 
out into the pursuit of Meteorology and IJIther subjects in, 
which they might earn distinction. , I have it from men in the 
Educational Department who had been originally chosen for 
their scientific knowledge, that; when ODee established in a 
position, they find their time so taken up with teaching subjects 
other than their own science, that they have to abandon entirely 
the hope of doing any original work, and have not even time to 
keep up tl,leir know ledge of ~ hat i~ being ?one at home and 
~broad in advancement of therr partIcular sCIence. The conse
quence is, that they fall behind, and cannot keep their know-, 
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ledge up to date. The late Mr. S. A. RiB, of Allahaba~, who was 
a skilled chemist when he came out to India, acknowledged to 
me that this was the case, and that he had not been able to 
keep himself acquainted with the advance made in chemistry, 
stilT less to cil-rry out any' original wOr'ldn the science. 

Another instance o~ the way in which no encouragement i~ Unaatlsfactory 

given to scientific study js seen in the system by which appoint- ~~~':!i.!: 
ment" are made. to the position of Chemical Examiner. In- Examinerships 

lite ad of. selecting for theae posts m~Ir ~ho 'hav~ been .care~ 
fully trained, in chemistry, and more especIally ill analytical 
chemistry, the. appointments are' generally give~ 'fo men who 
have had nothing more than t,h~ class. instruction in 
chemistry and the tes~-tube. experi~nce of'·. the ordinary 
medical student ... Those whoh~veany acquaintance with the 
facts know how small' are 'the demands made upon the 
chemical knowledge of a.medical student in Qrdel' tQ.e~able 
him to pass his q~alifying exam.inations, and it is lIimply this, 
or the recollection of it, which the "Chemical" Examiner" in 
India. has to rely upon when he enters 1tpon~ his work, . The 
men chosen are medical men, who~ .1'1 hen. they see the 
chance of adding to their income by taking~ "Chemical 
Examinership" ,as well, do so,' and at once find themselves, 
armed only with the remains of their student-days' know ledge, 
brought face to face with matters requiring not only special; 
acquaintance with chemistry, but also considerable analytical 
skill and experience. The subjects dealt with by CheTIlicd 
Examiners are' of a most varied aescription, from poisoning 
cases in which human life' is at stake, down to analyses of 
Government stores, dynamite, kerosine oil, be~r, raspberry 
essence, disinfecting powders, and lozenges I .Clever indeed 
must the medical mali' be who: can do justice tb such a 
varied selection on the strength: of his medico-chemical ex-
perience I What happens is, that a man bungles on· at nrst, 
doing the best he can, and, if he. be it man of a1>ility, in course 
of time he gets to know how to deal with the usual run of 
things submitted to: him, and what. he does not know he 
finds out from books.' But the' system is very far from 
being satisfactory, and it is 'not, to be wondered at t.hat ihe 
Reports of the Chemical Examiners are not fully credited in 
the Law Courts ... On looking over the Reports, I firid that 
medico--Iegal cases and examination of Government'stores 
form the bulk 0. the- work,· and that the important matter 
of the adulteration of staple. foods is one- which but. seldom 
comes forward.' . " 

The calling of a. Civil Surgeon is medicine, not chemistry, 
and, unless he has had &i8pecial training in chemistry, he 
cannot be properly qualified for holding a Chemical Examiner
ship. Similarly imperfect and unsatisfactory are, in most 
cases, the examinations of samples of drinking water made on Municipal 

behalf of Municipalities. The investigations are incomplete; chemist •• 

the collection of samples is too often left to messengers (peon8) . 
• 
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:who may take them from anywhere and anyhow. Added to 
. this, the number of samples sent, ,and: the. kind ,of analysis 
made, are determined rather by the cost than by the import
ance of the enquiry, and it is left to the chemist just to 
analyse what is sent to him, instead of carefully selecting 
such samples as shall be germane to the enquiry. 

I cannot but think how much better it would be if there 
were one Central Institution, say atCalc,utta, where, with able 
professors' and the best laboratory accommodation, men might 
be trained so as to qualify for filling the posts of Chemical 
Examiner, Municipal Chemist, Sanitary Inspector, and such 
like. As vacancies arose in these posts, they might be filled 
by men who' had passed out with a' qualifying certificate. 
In suchan Institution, too, men might be trained in know
ledge of agricultural as well as of general chemistry, and the 
requirements of India could in; this way. be met from India 
itself, and not be the subject of continual reference to England. 
In some such way, too, there would bean opportunity for 
the development of Griginal scientific work in India. 

437. CONCLUf?IONS. 

The influence of 'sclence upon the development of agricul
tural knowledge has b~en v~ry marked within the' last half
century. Inasmuch' as chemjstry is the branch of science 
most nearly related to agriculture, its 'study becomes 'of par
ticular importance when the improvement of agriculture' is 
concerned. The need of having an agricultural chemist in 
India has beello recognised alike by, the: Government of India 
and by individuals of weight in that cO,untry. There is scope 
for the useful employment' of an agricultural chemist in' 
carrying out scientific investigatioIi'upon agricultural problems 
of the day; in planning and' regulating agricultural enquiry 
and experiments, and in examining and recording the results i 
'in maintaining the continuity of experiment'~l work i in acting 
as a "referee" or "scientific adviser" 'to O'bvernment on all 
chemico,agricultural matters; in directing the teaching of 
agricultural chemistry, arid in aiding' the' spread of agri
cuitural education by assisting in the issue of agricultural 
text-books. -

A beginning should :r;tow be made by the appointment of an 
agricultural chemist to carry out the above duties. He 
should be 8. man with special acquaintance of the science and 
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practice of agricultural chemistry, and should pOllsess a good 
general knowledge of practical agriculture. The appointment 
of such a man should be regarded as 'experimental, and, 
accordingly, it would be sufficient' to ,have only one man at 
first, who, while acting as "scientific adviser" to Govern
ment, would, nevertheless,' be .equalfy ~vailable for all the 
Provinces of I:~ldia. He must be given time and oppo~tU:nities 
for making hi!llself acquainted with th.er conditions of indian 
Agriculture, ~nd t~e first appointment should not be for lel!ls 
than seven years. His functions should be primarily those of 
an investigator and adviser; and not those of a, teacher. He 

, should be provided with a. ,well-equipped laborato'ry, and with 
an assistant chemist who shall be resident at the laboratory, 
do the necessary analyti"cal work, and also teach Agriqultural 
Chemistry: The most satisfactory plan would be to utilise the 
existing laboratories at Dehra and at Poona,' each for six 
months in the yea.r. It is not advisable that the "scientific 
adviser," or thy. assi~ta?t ,c~emist, be, alh>wed to engage in 
private work for individuals; , 

'Further, it is very desirable that men of mark in other 
sciences,such as Botany, Entomology, E~gineering, &c., should 
be attached to the Ag~icultural Department for purposes' of 
enquiry and experiment. 

" , • 
I , 

438.' RECOMMENDATIONS. 
. . 

That an Agricultural Chemist be appointed for In4ia. to act 
as adviser to Government in chemica-agricultural matters,' to 
carry out investigation, /lond to direct Experimental Enquiry. 

That an Assistan~ Chemis~ be ILppointed, to act under the 
above officer, and to. teach Ag~icultural Chemistry. 

That to the~ricultural Department should be attached 
other scientific officers, such 'as' a Botanist, an Entomologist, 
and an Agricultural Engineer. for the purposesof Agricultural 
Enquiry. 

RECOllMENDA· 
TIONS. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FAR!IS. 

. 439. ) T may be said that wherever the work ot agricultural 
improvement has been taken in hand, the establishment of an 
Experimental Farm has almost invariably been. a part of the 
scheme .. There are verY.good reasons; too, ;Why this should be 
the case. Upon the carrying out of the ordinary operations of the 
farm at the most favourable moment depends the success of 
husbandry, and it has been found, over and over again, that this is 
hampered by the concurrent existence of work of an experi
mental nature, involving special care and expenditure of time. 
'Vhen a farmer's pocket is concerned it is hard to expect him to 
leave that upon which his living depends, and to attend ~o 
voluntary and llllremGnerative labour. When a wide stretch has 
to be sown at a favourable turn of the weather it is troublesome 
to have to delay to plan out an area, to measure out plots, to 
mark out paths, or to weigh out seed or manure; similarly, at 
harvest-time, when so much depends upon getting in a. crop well, 

. it seems to involve tedious delay in cutting and gathering plot by 
plot, in stacking and 'storing separately, in numbering, labelling, 
measuring, weighing, recording, and checking the. produce. of 
different small areas; so it comes about that, under the press of 
sowing or harvest operations, the experimental area is too often 
left to the last, and that which· requires the most care is neglected, 
because there is not the time to give attention to it. The outcome 
of this has been that, even in England, the ordinary fanner will do 
little more than leave, perhaps, a bit of his field unmanured 
while the rest of it is manured, or he will put some particular 
dressing on one spot, while the remainder is treated differently, 
and at harvest-time he will merely judge by the eye what the 
result has been. But he will seldom go to the trouble of harvesting 
separately any definite area in order to learn precisely what its 
produce has been as comJ.>ared with another. Accordingly, the 
mformation thus gained IS known to the' individual only, and 
even this is of an indefinite and unrecorded nature. Experi
mental enquiry hal'l thus been left to those whose opportunities 
or means have pennitted their sacrificing a sertain amount of 
time and money, or else to agricultural bodies or Government 
Departments. Even where private individuals of means have 
undertaken experiments, there has been felt the need of guidance 
and supervision, of accuracy and skill such as is not generally 
met with in the ordinary staff of a farm, and it is now fairly 
admitted that, unless an experiment can be separated from the 
ordinary farm work, and have a man of special ability set over it, 
and made responsible for watching it andfor accurately carrying 
~t out, it is almost vain to expect tangible results. This has led 
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to the confincment of experiment mainly' to special places, such 
as Experimental Farms, or to the conduct of experiments under 
the guidance of men of scientific repute. This has been the 
case not in England alone, but.in France, Germany, Italy, and 
other countries, so also 'iIi India.; Indeed; the circumstances that 

, have led to this result tell with more force in India than else
where, owing to the extreme subdivision' of the land, and the 
absence of a cultivating landowning class. Experiment has to be 
carried on, t.herefore, as something apa~t from the ordinarJ.,work 
of a farm; It must not be hampered by'the latter, and has to 
be judged apart from the financial expenditUre incurred. 

In the present chaj)ter I intend to review 'the past working of 
Experi'nentall!'arms, ariil to indicate in what ways improvement 
in the system may be effected. '. . 

440. That mistakes, and many mista.kes, ,I miglit say,have PBstworloof 

been made, admits of no doubt .. ,but that mOl'e.~istakeshave not ~:::~'t:.e~~. 
been made, and that a faIr gl"eat~r expenditure of money has not 
been incurred" appears to me to be still more a matter of wonder 
when it is considered 'what 'has been the'"agencyat work in the 
past. 'With no scientific guidance, with no one skilled in agri-
cultural experimental work,and with, nothing but the c;lirection 
of ruen having experience· of English practical f:i;ming only, or 
of Civilians who have. not even: had this, I am only .surprised that 
so much. has been aocomplished.: ·'Genel'ally!let 'me say that, 
afteI' what I had heard before coming out 10· India, a.nd what 1 

(heard in India itse~ I found Experimental Farms to be verymucJ:1 
'superior to what I had been: led to believe I should find them. 
I t has 'been my lot to inspect experiments in England with which 
many of those in India. would ~compare very favourably. There 
have been, without. doubt, a few men in India. who have 
possessed a scientific spirit~ and whO have been actuated by a desire 
to work out agricultural' improvement. The failing has been 
that the agency has' been' imperfect, arid the' continuity uncer
tain. Either the practical knowledge or else the scientific. skill 
has been wanting; at all ev_ents, I do not know a. case in which' 
both have .been combinE}d in the' One individual, 01' where there 
have been two individuals at work" one skilled in the one,. the 
other in the other direction.: In experimental enquiry something 
more is needed than that, which· the practical agriculturist, the 
theoretical scientist, still less. the Indian Civilian, can supply 
_alone. For want of a man combining scientific skill with 
practical knowleqge,the work done at Experimental Ifarms has 
been, in great measure"a compilation of numerical results rather 
than of tangible cOnclusions, an indiscriminate. mixture of good 
with bad, towards the sorting out. of which little or no real help 
has been given. It is not enough to state merely what has been 
done, and what results have been obtained I but the results 1 
require to be criticised, digested, and presented to the public ill 
a form which can be understood at a glance: People not directly 
intel'ested will not and should not be expected to wade through 
all the details of au :experiment, to hear of this <or that failUl'~, 
. Ym~ y . 
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but they do want to get at the gist of the whole, and t() 
have it presented to them in an assimilable form. The conclu
sion I have formed as to Experimental Farms is, that there has 
been a lot of good work done, but it is so buried among what is not 
good as to be almost indistinguishable therefrom. A" sorting 
process" is what is ret1uired in order to m~ke the results really 
useful. But that Experimental Farms have been useless and 
extrayagant institutions I am very far from admitting, or that 
the men who have directed, them have been incapable ,men 
generally, I would not for a moment allow. Where failure has 
followed, it has been mainly because the conditions for success 
were not present. ThE'! faults are those which could be remedied 
by the employment of scientific and practical skill, and by having 
a continuous instead of a shifting agency. 

441. It cannot with justice be said, I thID.k, that, on the whole, 
the expenditure upon Experimental Farms has been large. Here 
and there instances may be pointed out where excess of zeal 
has prompted excessive expense, but the same might, with far 
more justice, be saide• of other experiments of Government 
besides Experimental Farms. When, in April 1884; an enquiry 
was ord~red into the conduct of agricultural experiments on 
Model Farms, the replies received did not indicate that there had 
been any serious waste of money, although it was allowed that, 
if economy were called lor, it would be necessary to distinguish 
between what was purely of an experimental kind and what was 
rather of the nature of demonstration; also that, whereas the 
latter might reasonably be expected to pay expenses, the former 
must of necessity call for direct expenditure. - '. 442. My plan will now be, firstly, to indicate the general 
lines upon which Experimental Farms should be conducted; and, 
secondly, to illustrate the various points by reference to existing 
Experimental Farms in India. 

1 wish at the outset to clearly distinguish between Farms 
which exist for the purpose of demonstration and tl?-ose which 
are intended for pure experiment. The former are intended t() 
show to cultivators the result of a practice found by experiment 
to be successful, and, therefore, they ought to be remunerative. 
In this way I should have no objection to their being called 
" Model" Farms. But Farms at which the object is to put 
different methods to the test stand ona different footing altogether. 
The object at these latter is to find out ,'which of several practices· 
may be the best, and this of necessity involves ~oing a great deal 
that is of an unremunerative character. To make such a Farm a 
" paying" one is out of the question, though the experience 
gained from it. may be highly remunerative in its subsequent 
application elsewhere. I intend to treat ].ater on of Oemonstra
tion Farms, but to sp~ak now of purely Experimental Farms. 

443. Tlte Need of Experimental Stations or Farms.-That 
such are needed I have already sufficiently shown. I have 
f:numersted the reasons which prevent. private individuals from 
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carrying out experiments, and.1 have in a previous chapter' (see 
Chnp XVI., paragraph 406), mentioned several subjects which, 
for want of putting them to the test, still await decision. I may, 
therefore, take the general need as granted. It is, however, a 
different question where such Farms are needed. This has to be 
settled for each Province and for eaoh district separately. To 
establish an Experimental Farm in a district, simply because, in 
the abstract, it is a good plan to have a: place for trying experi
ments, is not a sufficient reason. The decisioll must be partly 
based upon considerations as to whether there are the means to 
sUlJport a }'arm, and whether there be a. suitable staff, but the 
main one should be whether there is anything definite to learn, 
any particular question to solve, and whether this has· any relation 
to the agriculture of the country around. Unless these questions 
can be answered in the affirmative, the need for an Experimental 
Farm has not been made out. A prima facie case must be 
established for the existence of such a Farm in any particular 
locality. 

444. The Supervision reqllired.:-Unl~s there be competent Then~Beal'Y 
supervision there should be no Experimental Fa,rm. This· supcr- BupervlSlOn. 

vision should consist of, firstly, a Director, who may be the 
Director of the Provincial Department of Land Records and. 
Agriculture, or his Assistant Director, where one exists; 
secondly, a resident Farm Superintendent or Manager, who sh~n 
see to the actual cultivation and to the carrying out of the details; 
thirdly, a scientific officer who shall be available for the purpose 
of advising and of assisting in the examination of the results 
obtained, and also of supplemellting the work done, by carrying' 
out any chemical analnes or investigations involved. Unless 
there be the above, and, of course, the necessary staff of farm 
labourers, an Experimental Fann should not be established. 

The Bengal Agricultural Department has attempted to carry 
on experiments by Assistants employed in the Department. 
These Assistants from time to time leave their office employments 
in order to visit the Experimental ~tation for the purpose of· 
seeing how the work is going on. J found, however, in one case, 
that the Farm had only been visited once in the course of the· 
year. Such occasional supervision is of little practical value, 
especially when, as in the instance under notice, the resident 
manager was a man of very ordinary calibre, and had other 
estates to look after and other duties.to perform. When; how
ever, as in the case of the Cawnpore Farm, and those at N agpur 
and at Bhadgaon, die resident manager is a man of ability, an occa
sional visit. from a responsible Director is all that may be wanted, 
but I am very decided upon the advantage 'of regular inspection 
and control by individuals directly responsible. 

F
' 44S·hSituation of in E:rperimelb,tul Fadr'!'l·-An E,x

b
P
I 
erimehntal ;~:~~.tion of 

"arm oug t to be so sItuated as to e rea I y accessl e to t ose 
who are likely· to visit it .. Thus, it should not be too far distant 
Erom an important centre, . and yet it should be amid agricultural 
surroundings. If these desiderata be fulfilled, the Farm may be aa 
.. y2 
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usefu1 ground of instruction for the neighbourhood, and also be 
readily reached by those who may visit it officially, or who may 
supervise it, and to whom time will be a matter of importance. 
In this respect, with 'the exception of Bhadgaon and, possibly, 
Seebpore, existing Farms in India are well placed. Bhadgaon is, 
however, too far away from a railway station, besides being a 
diffic~llt place to get to, owing to rivers that have to be forded; 
Saidapet is too near the town of ,Mad'ras; Seebpore also is, 
perhaps, too near Calcutta and too much surrounded with dwel
lings, besides not being in a sufficiently agricultural district.' 

446. Suil suitable fllr an Expe;imental Farm.~ Where the 
object is not merely to have a Farm for the conduct of scientific 
enquiry, but to do 'that which shall be for the benefit of the 
surrounding agriculture, the land chosen should be composed of 
soil which is fairly typical of that of the co~ntry around, so that 
the results may be applicable to as large an area' of similar land 
as possible. If there be two or more main types of soil in a 
Province, this will co~stitrite,a reason for having more than one 
Farm in it, provided the requisite supervision be available. But 
to take up, on the one hand, land which is D;tturally so rich as to 
call for no improvement, or, on the other hand, land so poor or so 
sandy that no one would think of farming it if he could help it, is 
to render experiment profitless from the 'outset. The Saidapet 
Farm at Madras is, by the very nature of its soil, quite unsuited 
to be an Experimental Farm of benefit to the Presidency in 
general.. It has a poor, hungry, sandy soil, 'lnd -the land is 
little better than It great sandhill, in no way typical of any large 
extent of land throughout the Presidencl.' About other Farms I 
have no adverse remarks to make in this respect. 

"~hen a site, however, is to be chosen for purely scientific 
investigation, closer discrimination than is supplied by local con
siderations is required. Thus, if an experiment on the power of a 
certain manure be devised, the soil must be one that is neither too 
rich nor too poor. It must not be so rich that the influence of 
manures on it will not be marked, nor. so, poor that on this 
,account it is not ordinarily culturable nor intrinsically worth 
improving. In brief, it mlist be a soil that responds fairly to the 
action of manure. 

447. Size of all Experimental Farm:-When an Agricultural 
Department or other agricultural body contemplates taking up 
an area of land for purposes of enquiry .an~ experiment, the 
question as to the most suitable 'size of the area calls .for careful 
consideration. This inust be decided upon with regard to the 
eX;1ct purposes which the are~ is to serve, nnd t~e natm;e o~ the 
experimental worK to ~e carrIed out •. If expel'lment only 18 to 
be undertake!l, and to be confined to such work as the growing of 
oew crops and ne,'v varieties, or the effect, of different manures 
on crops, quite a limited area wilJ do. A Farm of 20 to 30 
.,acres would be quite sufficient in sqcli. cases, and even a smaller 
one might do. ~imilarly, for more strictly scientific investiga-
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tion there w~uld be no ~eed to take up more than, say, 10 acres, 
]n the experunents at \Voburn, which I have under Illy care on 
behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the main 
experimental field is 27i acres in extent. Generally speaking, I 
would say that, for purely experimental work in crop-gro,,;ng or 
in mauuring, 25 acres is a good size for a Farm, Rnd it would be 
better to confine the area to this, and to limit the expenditure 
similarly, rather than to take np a large farm with all the accom
paniments of farm buildings, cattle, implements, &c. In short, I 
would not advocate taking up more land than was actually re
quired for the contemplated experiments and for their probable 
extension. The larger an area is, the greater are the chances of 
yariation in the soil, and these variations are likely to tell most 
injuriously when comparative experimental trials are being made, 
or when scientific investigation is concerned. 

The objection urged against such small Farms is that they 
could not pay for the necessary superintendence, whilst larger 
ones might, and at the same time I£ive the Superintendent enollgh 
to do. In sllch cases it would not be difficult to add to the purely 
experimental area a Demonstration Farm, or a seed-growing Farm 
(see later in this paragraph). It may, however, happen that ex
perimental work will be of a different and more extensive nature, 
such as the breeding of cattle, dairy fanning, silage-making, or the 
cultivation of crops on a practical scale, according to different ex
isting or newly-introduced systems. In such cases an area of 25 
acres would be manifestly insufficient, and the ~arm would require 
buildings, cattle, pasturage perhaps, and it should also be able to 
supply the necessary crops for the maiptenance of the stock; 
whil~t, when comparatiYe crop-growing systems are tried, the 
difficulties attachin~ to the use of small plots may be sufficient to 
prevent their practICal adaptation to the purposes ofthe enquiry. 
The fann, though really an Experimental :Fann in design, becomes 
then one the greater part of which is cultivated in the ordinary 
way, and a portion of it only is kept as.a purely experimental 
area. An extent of 100 acres, or even more, may thus be 
requisite, but I do not advocate more being taken up than is 
really necessary, and I do not favour· the establishment of such 
large Farms as that at Bhadgaon (Bombay), which covers .1,200 
acres. ..\ great deal of time and labour must .necessarily be 
involyed in doing the ordinary fann work apart from·.what the 
experimental area specially requires, and the risk attending the 
gathering-in of a crop at the proper time is too much; and the .. 
expenditure incur.oo. too great, to prevent economical conditions 
from entering, It wuuld be better no1; to hamper the Super
intendent with more ordinary farm work than he can see to 
,,;thout neglecting to give due care to the experiments, and it 
would be wise to set apart a certain sum yearly for the purpose 
of experimental enquiry! and to consider it as an expense, rather 
than to expect a Farm Ruperintendent to make his farm pay by 
virtue of the superior cultivation of a large area exceeding !he 
extra cost involved in conducting experiments over a portion of it. 
The farm at ,V oburn, which, by the Duke of Bedford' s libera~ty: 

y3 
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has been 'placed at the disposal of· the Royal Agricultural 
tiociety of Epgland, is 130 acres in extent, and of this about 

I, one-half is utilised for experimental crop-growing and for 
feeding experin1ents, the rest being in pasture, or else used for 
growing ordinary farm crops. The experiments, however, in 
every case occupy the first place, and everything else has to be 
subordinated to them. Feeding experiments on cattle and sheep 
are conducted every winter season: exhaustive enquiries on 
ensilage have been made, and yet ample room has been found on 
the area of 130 acres for all purposes of experiment. I have, 
therefore, every reason for urging that farms for similar purposes 
in India should not be hampered by the occupancy of a large 
area, and also for saying that 100 acres or a little more will be 
fouud ample for all practical requirements. " 

It may sometimes be thought desirable, in addition to a purely 
experimental area, to have a "demonstration farm" or "model 
farm" attached, where may be shown, on a practical farming 
scale, the results of what has been found succe~sful upon the 
Experimental Farm .• In that case the area to be taken up may 
well extend to, say, 50 acres. Or, with the Experimental Farm 
it may be desirable to include a seed-growing farm, whereon 
seed for distribution to cultivators may be raised. 1'his has 
been done at Cawnpore, the experimental area covering 42 acres, 
and. the seed-growing part another 12 acres, besides which an 
additional 50 acres is used as a fruit and vegetable garden. The 
combination of two such objects is, I think, very desirable for 
Agricultural Departments to carry out; but I would like the two 
to be, as at Cawnpore, quite distinct. It is impossible to state 
what area could be usefully Ilmployed, but, speaking broadly, 
110 acres should be about sufficient in most cases at beginning, 
leaving it to be extended should occasion arise. 

448. Size tif an &"perimental Field.- The size of a field 
shoukl depend much upon the suitability.of the situation and the 
nature of the soil. Thus, if 10 acres of land were required, it 
would be better to have two level areas of five acres each, than to 
have a consecutive stretch of 10 acres on land of uneven 
cllaracter. Similarly, if the soil varied greatly in character, or 
if on' the same area were parts typical of two different classes of 
~oil, two blocks in different parts would afford more information 
than a single one. 

449. CClI <litions relatillg to an Expel'imental Field.:"-The ex
perin1ental field itself must be as level and unjform in character 
as possible; (.one part ml).st not be on high ground, another 011 low 

. ground, otherwise water may lodge on the lower level, or the sur
face soil fl'om the upper may be washed down to the lower leyel; 

• the soil must not be deE!p in one place and shallow in another, but 
fairly uniform throughout; simil.arly, the soil must be of t~e 
same quality, as nearly as can be Judged, all over the area; tnal 
dicrO"il)O"s should be taken over the field, in order to see that 
th~~e ~re not gr"eat apparent divergencies in t~ese respects; the 

,. plots themselves should be removed from the mflue~ce of trees, 
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nedges, o~ shad~, which may affec~ them unequally or advers~ly. 
The preVIous history of an experunental field should be ascer
tained, if possible, in order to see that it has all been treated 
much alike. I much doubt whether . a single Experimental 
Station in India has been started with any consIderation as to 
what the.previous cropping, or t?e method of cultiv~tion pursued, 
has been. The best plan, on takmg up a new area, is to' grow the 
same crop over the whole of it for a season previous to com
mencing the experiment proper. By reaping the first year's 
crop 'Over different parts of the field and weighing it, it can be 
ascertained in the most practical way whether the field be uniform 
or not. If wide discrepancies appear, then it is quite sufficient 
evidence that some part or else the whole of the field is un
suitable for experimental purposes. I am quite certain that 
~any of the seemingly contradictory and peculiar results 
<>btained at EXl?erimental Farms arise from neglect of a pre
caution of this kmd, and that time, labour, and expense might be 
saved in the end by the sacrifice of one year at the commence:. 
ment, in order to ensure that the area chosen be a suitable one 
in the matter of being equal in crop-prOltucing power. 

450. Plan cif Experiment.-A suitable site, an uniform field, 
and efficient supervision being provided, the plan ·of experiment 
may next be drawn up. It is greatly from want of having a 
definite plan and a definite object in view that experimental 
work in India has failed .. In the majority of cases (and I would 
mention the Dumraon and Seebpore Farms as examples, though 
the same might be said, more or less truly, of the others also) the 
leading idea, when. an area has been found available, has been to 
cover it with as many ex periments as it will hold, regardless of the 
possible developments that may take place after the experiment 
has once been started. This position, I know, has, to a great 
measure, been forced upon those who are in charge of such Farms, 
and they have been expected to evolve as many results as 
possible in the shortest time, and the abundance of experiments 
in progress has been the criterion of activity rather than the 
intrinsic worth and accurate carrying out (If those that have 
been undertaken. There is a common impression that an experi-
ment can. be carried out upon the first subject which suggests 
itself, and that the more varied the forms be in which it is 
presented, and the more numerous the plots which compose it, 
the more valuable and exhaustive the enquiry must be. This 

~J.ruay be, and generally is, an entire mistake . 
• 451. The first thing, in planning out an experiment, is to have 

a definite object in view, and then to arrange the details so that 
they may best conduce to the attainment of the object. 

Now, experimental enquiry may be of two kinds. . 

Plano! 
experiment. 

Two main 
divisions of 
experimental 
enquiry. 

Firstly, it may be more spe~iallr scientific in character! such ~:!:~=tion. 
as the finding out of fresh scIentIfic truths, or the testmg of 
scientific theories. These experiments can only be carried out 
under the immediate supervision ·and care of a man of scientiJic 

. v4 
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'attainments,- such as the "scientific adviser" spoken of in the 
last chapter. The arrangement of them,and the entire control, 
must be left absolutely to him, and they cannot be made dis
tinctly popular, or be always set out in such a way as to clearly 
demonstrate to everyone the line of enquiry pursileil. Briefly, 
they need such explanation for their right lUlderstanding as only 
a specialist, can give. The area occupied by investigations of 
this kind will, howev'lr, be but a limited- one, and they may 
frequently be even of a laboratory character. Of this nature 
art',. for example, experiments on the nutrition of plants, the 
assimilation of different soil constituents or of atmospheric gases 
by plants, the exhaustian produced by continuous cropping, or 
the effect of extreme applications of stimulating salts. These 
find their counterpart in England in the most distinctly scientific 
experiments carried,out at Rothamsted by Sir John Lawes and 
Dr. Gilbert, and to a lesser extent in those at '" oburn. 

Secondly, experiment maybe of a more practical kind, such 
as th,e testing of the value of different processes already in use;' 
the economical effect o{ various manurial ingredients upon par
ticular crops; the collection of information regarding the out
turn of crops ; the growth of new crops and new varieties; the 
trial of new implements.. For these, considerably larger areas 
will. be required than for the more scientific investigations. 

452. Whichever be the kind of experiment, in each alike a 
definite plan must be set fO,L·th. For the existence of this, in 
scientific investigation, the expert himself may be trusted, and ~t 
may not be possible, as noted previously, to indicate this to the 
comprehension of everyone. Hnt in the practical experiments . 
the object and the plan should both be set out clearly and un
mistakably. I may be allowed here to give a few hints, illustrat
iug them by what 1 noticed at Experimental Farms in India. 

The first requirement is, that every experiment should have a 
distinctly practical bearing; in other words, it should consist of 
the trial of something which, should sUccess in the experimental 
stage attend it, will be capable of practical application to the 
farming of the cOlUltry, and effect an improvement in it. There 
must be some lJrimtljacie grolUld for believing that what is tried 
by the experimenter may be carried out by the cultivating ra(l/at. 
Thus. a manure might be tried which the raiyat is not able to 
get, either because it is beyond his power to purchase, or because 
it is not obtainable in sufficient quantity; an lm'plement might~, 
be experimented upon, which would always be beyond the rai!lat's 
purchasing power; a crop might be grown which would be of no 
use to him, or which his prejudice would prevent him from 
touching. In all such ,cases the experiment could do but 
a limited good, and often no good at all. Yet this kind of ex
periment has been carried out again and again on Government. 
Farms, and the fact accounts, in no small measure, for a good deal 
of the odium which Experimental Farms have incurred in the 
past. 
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At the Cawnpore Farm I found that the best result in wheat- Manur.s 

growing, and also in potato-culture, had been derived from the ~::'f~~~~:hould 
use of wool waste. But, on enquiring where it could be obtained, common u, •. 
1 heard that it came from a ITumufactory near by, and that the 
Farm took the whole of the waste. There are but few such 
factol'ies in T ndia, and the amount of wool waste produced i~ 
insignificant. What good can it do the ra(1fat, therefore, to kn0wl 
that, in order to get the best crop. he must use what is not even an 
ohtainablcarticle? In another experiment I found that muriate 
(chloride) of ammonia. was used, a material far beyond the power 
of the rni!Jat to get, whatever might be the benefit to be derived 
from it; besides this, the muriate is one of the dearest forms in 
wllich ammonia can be purchased. Also, I saw plots on which 
the refuse water from indigo manufacture, called seet water (see 
paragraph :H81. was used. But it is only here and there that sect 
water can be . procured. Again, for an experiment to have been, 
properly conducted, the plot for· comparison with the one treated 
with sed water should have had supplied to ita corresponding 
volume of 11l'dhwry water in OI·der to make the trial a fair one, but 
I coulcl not gather that this had been done. -The manures to be 
tried on Experimental Farms should be those which are within 
the power of the rai!Jot to obtain, and which are 'in general use 
throughout the country, or else those of which there is some like-
lihood that use will be made in the future. Expensive chemical 
manures imported from England can at present have no place in 
the rUl)/Iit's farming system, and, therefore, they should not· be, 
included in practical experiments. I found at the Cawnpore Farm 
a thrashing machine, costing, perhaps, 200 Z •• and another at the 
Bhadgaon Farm, while Madras Meports speak ,of an English 
seed-drill at the Saidapet Farm which cost some 7U /. ~uch 
implements are, on the face of it, beyond the reach of cultivators, 
and it should be only under very special circumstances, such as 
the preferment of a request from Government that they should 
be tried, which should induce their purchase for any F.xperi-
mental Farm. It may be desirable, perhaps, to know whether a 
threshing machine would pay to use in the event of wheat being 

V 
E:tpensive 
machinery is out of plac., 

sold in bulk, or of itS' being required clean, or else when coming 
off large Estates. But these are e:tceptional cases, and should not So with certaill 
form a part of the ordinary duties of an Experinlental Farm, the crall', 
primary object at which is to attempt what may improve the 
railfut's agriculture. At the Poona Farm I saw arrowroot being 
grown, but, though it flourished well, there was the objection that 
tnel'e WaS no sale fl»' the produce, It may be said, of course. that, 
though a crop or even an implement lIlay not be immediatel1 available, a use for it may be found later on; such a case is tha 
of the potato, a crop first despised, but now largely grown. But 
thouO'h information may sometimes be gained which may be use-
ful afterwards, I would urge that, in the main, the principle I 
have enunciated should be kept in view. . , 

453. Experiments should be as simple as possible; they ShOulde:h. is,u~. of t 
h .. fl· an experlmen 

be self-evident, and ought only to need t e mmlmum 0 exp anatlOI).. should be .impl •. 
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It is not ~ good experiment which has a great many issues resulting 
from it; an experiment is not enhanced in value by reason of the 
many items that contribute to it, or of the many plots which are 
taken u1? in its demonstration." There should be clear and 
definite Issues involved, and one only rather than a number. 
lEach plot of an experiment should be set to answer some definite 
question, and each should be essential to the enquiry, al.l.d not 
be merely one of a number making up the series. If it be desired 
to bring out the influence of any pa,rticular manurial ingredient 
or chemical element, the presence or absence of that ingredient 
or element should be the one val"ying jilCtQr among conditions 
otherwise alike. 

454. When manurial experiments a~e tried, it is not enough to 
mark out a number of plots upon which the same crop is' grown, 
and to apply the :manures indiscriminately, without relation 
to one another, the soil or the crop. Something more ought 
to be sought for than to know that this particular manure is 
better than that one; the prindples of manuring ought to be 
aimed at, and the 'endeavour should be made to find out why it is, 
or what it is in on~ that makes it superior to another. The 
principle being involved, the application of it to other materials 
embodying that principle, or to altogether new ones, may con
stitute a further, and possibly advantageous, advance in practical 
knowledge. But if, as I noticed at Dumraon, at N agpur, and 
elsewhere, a number of manures be chosen without regard to their 
composition or nature, sueR as bones. lime, superphosphate, salt
petre, &c., only empirical knowledge as to these particular 
materials will be obtained, and not that of the principles in 
accordance with which they, and others like them may prove 
useful. Comparisons should be made upon some clear basis; 
thus, farmyard manure, green-manuring, and night-soil have a 
certain affinity, in that they all are what one may term 
"organic manures"; but bones and nitrate of soda have no 
affinity, nor yet has lime to either of the others. It way be well 
to try whether phosphatic manures or soluble nitrogenous salts 
are required for a crop, and then bones might be tried against 
nitrate of soda, but bones would be hardly sufficient in them
selves to test the question; and other forms of phosphatic 
manures should be tried as well. A further question may arise, 
viz., in what form. is phosphoric acid best applied, or in what 
form IIhould nitrogen be used! Each of these calls for an experi
ment by itself, which, when solved, may be turned to the eluci-
dltion of the original enquiry. • 

455. The setting-:out of the plan of an experiment; therefore, 
is not such a simple matter, aud needs more knowledge and experi
ence than the amateur agriculturist is able to command. Nor must 
it be forgotten that when an area is once covered by a manurial 
experiment it is most certainly spoiled for future experiments for 
some little time to come, innsmuch as the manures are not dissi
pated at once, but their effect will, as a rule, be seen on subsequent 

.. crops as well. I have constantly found this principle ignored, 
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and experiments have been started afresh on ground which has 
been variously manured during the progress of a previous trial. 
"The essence of a comparative experiment is, that all the plots 
should start fair and level. Yet I find that at the N agpur Farm 
a complete manurial series was conducted for several years 
in succession with manures thoroughly divergent in charactllr, 
such as saltpetre, bone-dust, cattle-dung, green-manuring, &0., 
and then the series was exactly reversed, and manures were put 
on where others, quite different in nature, had been previously 
applied, the land meantime having had no opportunity of resuming 
its equality of producing power: Satisfactory results in such a.r
case could 110t· be expecFed. 

456. At the Poona" Farm an experiment was being tried with 
juar (millet), but over one-half of the area sugar-cane had been 
the crop, and over the other hali, gram (a pulse). Such 
previous uneven treatment of the land is quite enough to 
mterfere with the success of an expenment. Manures should be 
chosen with reference to the soil and the crops, and, in drawing 
conclusions, it should be borne in mind -Mlat the conditions are. 
Thus, a soil rich in vegetable matter would not be the one on which 
organic manures like cattle~ung or green-manuring might be 
expected to yield such a high return as on soils less well-supplied. 
N or would soluble nitrogenous manures be likely to benefit pulse 
crops as much as they would cereals. Hence, conclusions, in 
order to be sound, must not be laid down without reference;;o 
the particular conditions that prevail at anyone spot. 

457. I am in favour of having what I saw at the Experimental 
Farms at Cawnpore and at N agpur, viz., a continuous series of 
manurial experiments on some one or more staple crops, such as 
wheat, cotton, sugar-cane, &c., the same crop being grown and 

" the same manures being put on year after year. It may be said 
that this would not occur in practice, as a rule, but it is the way 
in which the best information is brought out as to the require
ments of the particular crop, and also as to the effect of the 
different manures used; the varying influence of seasons is 
eliminated, and accidental occurrences are corrected by the 
sequence of several years. Yet" this plan must be intelligently 
carried out, and not in the way that it was done at the Experi
mental Farm of the" N adiad Agricultural Association. Mr. 
Ozanne had, at the beginning, laid out the line of experiment, 
intending the Association to try it upon the general rotation 
adopted in the di~rict, but, the crops having been once sown and 
the manuring put on, both were continued year after year afresh, 
just because the "Director sahih" had started it in this way. 
On coming there again, some years later, Mr. Ozanne found the 
appearance of the field just as he had left it. 

458. Occasionally, feeding experiments have been undertaken. 
For example, at Saidapet Farm (Madras) I saw a pen o±' four 
sheep being fed on" earth-nut cake with other foods, and four 
without any cake. Again, at Poona it has been attempted \0 
gauge the relative milk. yielding qualities of cows of dlfferent 
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breeds by. taking single specimens of each. To anyone who has 
had experience of experiments with cattle or sheep it will be 
readily apparent that to attempt to draw conclusions from four 
sheep or from a single cow is almost wors~ than useless, in fact it 
may often be totally misleading. The" personal equation" with 
farm animals is so great that, unless a sulhcient number be 
experimented on, no proper conclusions can be drawn. Animals 
forming a part of an experiment must be of the same breed, the 
same age, and the same up-bringing, as nearly as possible. Tn 
the Woburn sheep experiments the number of sheep forming 
each pen is from 20 to 30, and .. should not like to take a smaller 
number., ."'hen cows are concerned, there com~ in further 
considerations as to the date of calving, the time of year, and 
other fluctuating circumstances which render' absolute experi
ments with milking-cows a very difficult and intricate matter. 
In the Rothamsted experiments on the value of silage as against 
roots for milking-cows, ::-ir John Lawes and Dr. Gilbert were 
not satisfied with less than 3()- cows in each set. Of course these 
last experiments were for absolute accuracy, and I would not 
say that useful genefal information could not be obtained with 
a considerably smaller number of animals; yet it is quite hopeless 
to attempt it with half-a-dozen sheep, or with two or three cows. 

459. I am strongly in favour, therefore, of having practical 
experiments in India of as simple a nature as possible, and 
ipvolving only clear issues. There are many experiments which 
are of this nature, and a plot cultivated or manured in one way 
placed side by side with another cultivated or manured diff'erently 
may afford more information than any elaborate series offering 
several and often confused is~ues. The greatest good will, I 
believe, result from exhibiting side by side some native practice 
and another by which it is proposed to replace it. Of this kind 
are the following: deep ploughing versus shallow ploughing; 
thin seeding Ve1'SUS thick seeding; different depths of putting 
in the seed; different times of planting; different modes of culti
vation; irrigation by means of heavy or light waterings ; green
manuring with various kinds of crops, 'and so on. 

Similarly, in the case of trials of implements. It is not enough 
to exhibit a new implement and to show what it can do by itself. 
It needs to be put /Side by side with It native one, and, indeed, 
the cultivator, before he is, persuaded of its value, must 
work the two himself side by side on his own holding, other
wise he will go away from the Experimental Farm or the 
AgrIcultural Show and content himself with n!erely saying what 
a good implement the new one is, but without the least inten
tion of replacing his own by it. 

460. One 'great advantage of having all experimental work 
under the. general survey of. a "scientific adviser" is that, by 
this means the same experiment may be concurrently tried over 
different parts of India. In this way general truths may be 
obtained for the whole country instead of for one particular 
spot only. A uniform result would be of 'far more lasting alld 
wide-reaching benefit than more numerous ones which might be 
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the outcome of the peculiar circumstances of special districts. 
I would much rather see 8, joint conclusion of this kind arrived 
at as the result of experimental work on Farms than the many 
and often conflicting conclusions which are now drawn. 

46L A few words may be said in regard to, the plots them- The s!Ee of 

selves and their arrangement in an experiment. First, as to their ;t:.:'mental 

size. In this respect I have not much fauft to find with what 
I saw in India. As a general rule, I might put it that the 
maximum size of a plot should be one acre, the minimum size 
one-tenth of all acre. For merely trying new crops or new 
varieties of ~rops, considerably smaller, plots might be used, but 
where there is anything of a strictly comparative nature to be 
tested .. I do not think that it is thoroughly satiSfactory to take less 
thaD one-tenth of an acre. I am well aware that much has 
been said as to the convenience of quite small plots, and of 
" pot culture" as against field trials, but" pot culture" requires 
far more constant and special watching than field plots, and small 
plots are liable to many more extraneous and accidental dis- . 
turbances than larger ones. The multipl¥:ation of the crop of Thedisadvantages 
a small plot into the lacreage return means also the multipli .. of small plots. 

cation over and over of every slight error, and this may bp.come 
a big one when taken on the acre. On a small plot, I contend, 
the crop is not a fair index of the acreage yield, for along the 
edges of a plot it will always stand higher than elsewhere, having 
a wider area from which to draw nourishment; on the other 
hand, injury to 111 single plant either by insect or vermin pest 
or by disease will affect the produce of a small plot, whereas on 
a good-sized one this will be immaterial. I well remember being, 
taken over an Experimental Station in England which was con· 
ducted by a strong advocate of the system of small plots. 
Noticing a luxuriant deep green spot on a pat,ch of wheat which 
was meant to exhibit the effect of withholding nitrogen from it, I 
enquired how this green spot cam'~, and I was told that the horse 
used in the ploughing had, unluckily, chosen this particular spot 
for halting a moment and letting some highly-nitrogenous manure 
fall upon the plot. The plot was only one thousandth of an acre 
in extent, and it is not likely that the horse would have stopped 
similarly one thousand times while ploughing th~ entire acre, 
nor would a hare or rabbit, perhaps, nibble oft' from an acre just 
one thousand times as much as it had done from a small plot. 
Besides this, although small plots and "pot culture" may sen'e 
useful purposes in careful hands, I do not consider th,e results' 
to be more than i,fdicatioll$ of what is likely to occur on the large 
scale, and, until confirmed by field experiments under the natural 
conditions which present themselves in practical agriculture, 
they do not carry conviction with them. It is not possible in 
"pot culture" to imitate the natural condit;ons, nor the,influences 
of temperature, atmosphere, water, and soil which are at work 
in the open field. 

462 The s)'stem of havinO' duplicate plots ill an experiment Dupli~tion of • b expenmeutal 
is a very wise one. By this means an anomalous result ma). plots, 

often be checked, and a satisfactory one be confirmed beyond .. 
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doubt. The provision of duplicate unmanured plots is even more 
important, for, by having these, one in one part of the experi
mental area, and one in another part, it is at once established 
whether the two unmanured plots substantially agree; in other 
words, whether the field 'is of even producing capacity, and, in 
this respect, suitable for experiment. A great deal of trouble, 
and also money, could, I am sure~ be saved in experimental work, 
and far more satisfactory and conclusive, though less compre
hensive, results be arrived at, were this system of duplicate plots, 

I more especially of unmanured or .. standard of reference" 'plots, 
more extensively used. . 

463. Next, it is a wise provision not to take up, at the outset, 
the whole of the space allotted to an experiment. As the trial 
proceeds. fresh issues may present themselves, which may render 
it desirable to add other plots to the series, or one part of the 
area may not be as uniform as another, and repetition of a part 
of the scheme may be desirable. Space for extension of the 
experiment in the future should, acco,rdingly, be reserved. 

464. Further, it i~ a good plan to have the experimental plots 
carefully marked out by pegs, and divided by small paths from one 
another, while the area covered by one eXI,>eriment should be 
separated by a broader interval from an adjoinmg one. This pro
vides for the better supervision and observation of the crop, and, 
by adopting it, differences and inequalities can more easily be 
noticed. 

465. I might here set out a simple plan of experiJ.nent which 
is capa~le o~ further exten~ion if needed, ~ut which, even as ~t 
stands, IS qmte 'comprehensIVe enough to YIeld useful results if 
properly carried out. . 

Suppose the plots marked N to be those on which an existing 
native system of cultivation or ordin;.try method of manuring is 
carried out, and the plots marked P to be those on which a pro
posed new system is to be tried, while those marked 0 represent 
the Immanured plots or blank plots which test the soil's natural 
produce. "r e might have the following arrangements of the area, 
according to the space at disposal, or the position of the field :-
Plota 1 

I 
0 N P N 0 

o Blank experiment or unmanured plot. 
N Nl~tive system or present manuring'. 
P Proposed system or proposed manuring. 

0 N P 

I-
P or -----~ 

N P 0 

. .:. 
.. . . . ................................ 

• SI aile fo. p~ble extension of experiment. 

In either of these arrangements the cR.rrying out of experi
m~nt ill duplicate would enSllre greater accuracy. 
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466. To give an instance of what I should consider It good ex
periment on the manurial treatment of a crop, I quote the followin.,. 
from one of the Field Experiments of the Bath and West of Eng~ 
land Agricultural Society, conduc~d in 1889 uPQn the barley crop. 

A B c D· B p 

B df .; 

t .2 ~ ~.: 'E'Q. 

.:!~3 EEoC .i~ ,$,g 
(5 t"" e-al ",,,, 

.g~ r£ 8." <!s':) ~~~ . ~"" .. "Si"O Q=~ -= :l'" 0 
0",'" 0", 

:l-3 ~e!l :l-ee.! .. eo! i!~ 
~ ... ~_s~ ~ ~CP~ ~! :l ~:i~ z·= 0 :.;- = .,,:.;:>1 " :>10 .:>1 " l;~ ~~~ :1l i~; 1:'- .. 

., .. :.t 
_~O .". ° 0 ... 00 ... 0 e M"_ -..... iii MOO" -.. :.; 

lIanures per acre. 

UJ?on examining the above scheme it will be seen that each 
plot IS set to answer some definite question, thus :~ 

1. The duplicate unmanured plots C ani F give the natural 
unmanured produce of the soil j they tell whether the two 
parts of the field are of equal fertility, and hence whether 
the area is a suitable one for experimenting on. Also, 
they give the basis for telling to what extent any of the 
manurial applications have been of benefit. 

2. The plots A and B tell whether nitrogen in. the form of 
nitrate of ~oda, or of its equivalent in sulphate of am
monia, is the better j as the other manures comprising the 
mixture remain the same in each case, any difference 
would be traceable to one or other of the nitrogen-con-
taining manures. . 

3. The plots A and E, being alike in all respects except in the 
presence of potash salts in plot A, answer the ques
tion as to whether the addition of potash is beneficial or 
oo~ . 

4. The plots D and E, being alike in all respects except in the 
presence of common salt in plot D, enable one to tell 
whether it is advisable to add salt to the manurial 
mixture. 

5. The plots A and D answer the question as to whether the 
dearer muriate of potash is better than the cheaper 
muriate of soda (common salt). 

The above expeJiiment was accordingly designed to bring out, 
with comparatively few plots, some very definite issues as to one 
particular point, viz., the manuring of the barley crop. Further, 
It was tried simultaneously upon no less than 19 farms in different 
parts of England, and 'on land where in each case the same crop 
(wheat) had preceded the barley. Hence the result!! acquired 
special importance, and the experiment was an eminently satis
factory one. 

This concludes the consideration of the Plan of '&periment 
(commenced in paragraph 450). 

An actual 
experiment and 
the explanation 
of its objects. 
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467. Rf'cordi7lg oj dett.lils.-During the progress of an experi
ment, details of what takes place, either in the ordinary course of 
cultivation, or else abnormally, should be recorded. Thus, there 
should be notes made of the time a~ which the different field Qpera
tions are carried out, the preparation of the land, the time of 
manuring,. of sowing, of watering, of ripening, and of harvest and 
threshing; also, special occurrences, such as those of heavy rain
fall, continued drought, frost, blight, failure of plant, injury to plot, 
or other unusual feature, should be recorded. These need not be 
made use of in a Report, else it may be overburdened with 
details, but they will certainly be very useful when the results 
obtained are c>ompared, and will aid in explaining the anomalies 
which so frequently present themselves in an experiment. It' 
may, for instance, be established in this way that one part of an 
experimental plot is always of higher natural productiye power 

• than another, or that one 'part, by its situation or exposure, iii' 
more lia,ble to damage of crop than another; all such irregu
larities should be taken into account, and they can only be 
found out by contin~ous watching of the experiment ~uring its 
progress. 

In the generality of experiments which would. be carried on 
at Farms in India it is desirable that, so far as is possible, a com
parative record of cost of cultivation should be preserved, and 
also that, where manurial experiments are tried, the cost of the' 
different manures and their application should be noted and 
clearly indicated. It is well that each plott of an experiment 
should be distinctly labelled, the label bearing a concise descrip
tion, both in English and in the vernacular, of the treatment of • 
the plot and the experiment of which it forms a part. This 
should contain a statement of the cost of the manure, when :iny' 
has been applied. The importance of being able to see' at a 
glance what is intended to be conveyed by an experiment is 
obvious. In more distinctly scientific experiments the factor of 
cost does not enter, as the object is to test a theory or ascertain 
a truth, whatever the cost and trouble involved may be. But in 
experiments that are to .bear directly upon actual prltctice the 
question of relative cost must not be excl.uded, anq. it .becomes . 
in the end the standard of appeal by whIch success IS to be 
gauged. At the same time, the very circumstances of an Experi
mental Farm, the necessity of using hired labour, the extra cost 
of superintendence, the smallness of the plots, the additional 
expenses involved in separate cultivation, harvesting, thresh
ing, &c., prevent the statements of cost from being more than 
relative in character, and they do not represent actual costs. 

468. Rec(lrding of 1'eslIlts.-The recording of results should be, 
as far as possible, upon one uniform plan. On looking oyer tQe 
Reports of Experimental Farms I find that in the statement of har
vest returns the results are sometimes given in terms of increase or 
decrease per plot, as compared with the standard, or unmanured, 
produce, sometimes in reference to di:ffel:ence per acre, and some-

• times in terms of "percentage o~ differelice." It would be much 
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better if an uniform system were maintained throughout. When 
the Report is written in English, the most convenient standard of 
reference is the acre, and the weights should be taken in tons, 
cwts. qrs; and Ibs., or else in bushels. There is no need to over
burden a Report by stating the produce" per plot." What a par
ticular plot produces is of no interest; it all depends upon what 
the size of the plot may happen to be. If, however, the Reports 
be written in the vernacular, it is difficult to say which is the 
best plan to adopt, whether the local land measure and local 
weights, or whether ., standard" ones, should be taken. The dif
ferent values attached to the higha (land measure) and the ma1tlld 
(weight standard) in the various Provinces make the interpreta
tion of results difficult. The Imperial maund of 82';' lb. and the 
English acre wQuld probably be the best understood" standards." 
The most natural plan at first sight would seem to be to use the. 
local equivalents, but, seeing that the experiments are intended' 
also for comparison with other parts, the best way would be to' 
adopt, both in the English and the vernacular Reports, a double 
system of classification, the one local, the. other general, and to 
put them side by side, with the necessary explanatory remarks 
as to the terms used. 

In every elise I think that increase or decrease should be stated 
in terms of " increase over standard plot," or " increase over un
manured plot," calculated upon (a) the acre, (li) the local hig/ta. 

In some Reports I have noticed that the attempt has been made 
to translate the r£)sults obtained into a mone!! figure .. It may be 
naturally argued that, since the money gam is the final test, 'an 
experimen.t ought to show what this is. The same feeling has 
been expressed with regard to English experiments, but I may 
say that I have always u.pheld the system which I consider much 
better; viz., to state the actual results obtained, and to leave 
people to apply them to their individual and varying circum
stances. This has now, so far as England is concerned, been 
recognised as the best plan to follow, and I certainly advocate it 
for Experimental Farms in India. The weights obtained at 
harvest are actual ones, .and always remain good for purposes of 
reference qr comparison; they are facts obtained. The money 
values that one may assign to the items of produce are, however, 
hypotltetica/, and depend entirely upon the particular conditions 
that may prevail at the time they are made,and these conditions 
are liable to constant fluctuation. Thus, what may be profitable 
under one set of circumstances' may be converted into a loss 
under different sUl'l'oundings; and so, while no one can dispute 
the actual weights obtained, the translation of them into money 
figures may involve erroneous assumptions, or, at least, assump
tions which have but limited and local application. A single 
incident will elucidate this; it makes a considerable difference 
in farming whether the price to be put on produce is the selling 
price in the market or the price of it r01l8umcd on the farm; , 
often it may happen that there iR no market for a certa:n :utide 
in one district, though there may be in another; stra.w or green 
fodder may, near a town, be highly profitable to sell, while,' 
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at a distanc~ fro~ a town they may ~ave only their cOllsumi7lg 
'values. 'It IS decidedly better, therefore, to state, the results {)f 
an experiment as they are obtained;and then to leave each person 
to apply them'to his individual case, and to : translate .them int() 
the money figur;s that would hold gM~ in h~s own district. 

469. Examination and Pllblicatio,1!: of. Rrs1t.!ts'7"" The absence 
of a careful and, critical examinationoi the results obtained 
has been one o~, the worst features of, e~perimeI\tal work in 
.India,aud it is largely owing to this fact that it ,is so difficult. 
when taking ,up ,any ;Farm Report, ,to do' what may be called 
.~' make head or tail, out of it." , Something more is needed 
than merely to put down the, results obtained, and to leave 
-them in a tangled, unassorted, and. often self~ontradictory 
form. J!,:ach result, should be studied by, itself first, and then 
in the light of other results, and it should only be allowed 

. to be put on record ,Il-fter it has stood the test of critical exami
na~ion. It has been said, a~d ~ghtly ,said,that ,failu,res, as well 
as successes, should" be -recorded, and that there is often much 
to be learnt from faildres. With this I fully agree, and I think 
it is quite right that failures should be recor~ed, and the reasons, 
if known, should be set out. But, . -yvh.en ,an experiment is 
thoroughly bad in design,' 01' when it has been damaged during 
progress,or -yvhen results obtained are evidently unsatisfactory 
0([' contradictory, I ,cannot see the force 'Of putting out the 
experiment in detail, and of trying to draw conclusions from it, 
~till less of burdening a, Report with. ,~t, and of burying a good 
experiment amidst the records of :,bad ones. If. desired, these 
may be put in.a separate section; but the main Report should, I 
think, consist purely ,of the record of t,hoseexperiments which 
have passed a crItical' examination, and, which· constitute a. 
distinc~' a~v:ance' Iill : agricultural kno~;ledge. The ,examinar
tion of the reswts, it., is clear" 'demands .. the emploY:Qlent of 
someone particularly' qualified 'for tl}.e ''Work; such a man, for 
instance, as the proposed "scientifi~ advjser r' would be." As I 
said in th,e 'last ~hapter~, this WOuld" l.eoI;lsider, constitute Olle of 
his chief duties., WhE\n Jiesults an~, obtained at any Experimental 
Farm they shoul<l. be sent to the ," .. scientific adviser" for his 
perusal and examination, and it .should be for him to say which 
experiments are good and satisfactory, and to be placed on record. 
and which ones, should, first, be tri~d over again, or should be 
omitted altogether. Of course, it woul4 be 9uite understood that 
the" scientific adviser" would have 1I0 pos\h'le veto on the publi
cation of what he did p<;>t'approve of ;,Il-ll he could do would bEl to 
offer his opinion, and ~twould still be, quite ,open.to Provincial 
,Governments to print what they lil:ted .. At thf;ll'ame time., how
ever, as the I:Qlperial Government woul~, in all probability, issue 
a record of expel'i~e~tal ~o~'k for '~he w~lOle of I~dia, ~t i80nly 
reasonable to suppos~ tha,t t4ey woul~ only ,ta,ke"cogmsance of 
what, t\1e ",' s~ientjficadvise,r,~"deem~(Lworthy of publicat.ioll. 
The issueo£ a general l{eport of this kind, not for one Provlllce 

• alone, but to combine the results of work in the several Provinces, 
would bo very useful. ,,- . .. .' , 
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1 may be allowed to give,. from my own experience, an instance 
of the useful supervision which such a " scientific adviser" could 
exercise in the elimination of bad or imperfect results from good.' 
oneil. When asked to go over the Report of one of the Experi-:: 
mental Farms in India (the Farm being, I might add, certainly 
one of the best), I found drawn up at the end of the Report the 
results obtained {or each experiment carried out. This had been. 
done in the form recommended, after general conference with 
Agricultural Directors, by the Revenue and Agricultural Depart-· 
ment in their Circular, 1\'0. 143A;28thDecember 1885. In the 
column entitled" Comparative Record of Experiments" were, 
given no le3s than 35 different results for this one Farm. After 
going carefully over these, and after eliminating the ones which 
I considered unsatisfactory, the number of results was reduced 
to II, and these 11 results were all that I should have. advised 
being placed on record. It would be far better to have, and {ar 
easier to follow, 11 good results that would bear criticism, than 
35 results, many of which would not. ' 

470. Dissemination tifRe"ults . ..-Upori-the wide dissemination,~ Disseminationo! 

in a clear and intelligible form, of. the' results of experimerit' result .. 

depends much of their value 'and also popularity. ,There should 
not be too many Reports, and I should say that an annual omdor 
each Farm or set of Fa.rms is all that is needed. There is .no 
call to have a Report for each season's crops. 

I t is not po.ssible to preserve complete 'uniformity ~n ; the. 
returns, nor to lay down any precise plan for setting out the results •.. 
Qne experiment may require to be stated in one· way, anothe~" 
in a different way. The most that can be done is to make tl:iese,., 
as alike as circumstances win permit, and to have one systeIQ of, 
units adopted ill one column. at least, of the returns, so that ~hey.; 
may be comparable at a. glance, and not have ·to be calculated. 
on to a .common basis. Thus, to give results in one case.~, 
weight per acre, in another in weight per.1ocal higha, at onetim~, 
in maund, of 80Ibs., Itnd in another in maunds of 40 lbs. [as in. 
Gujarat (Bombay], or in maunds of 28 lbs. (as in Coorg), is,sure; 
to cause confusion; and, therefore, the adoption in one column of a 
statement in terms of. acres, and of tons, cwts. 'qrs, lbs., or else. of 
bushels, is necessary. This should be done in the English Rep~rt .. 
, But I think it is vel'V desirable that the .Reports, .or at least an Reports in the -.( .. h ul vernacular also. abridged versionaf them; should be pubhshed In t e vernac ar' 

also, and be disseminated In this form. It is mainly by such means 
that the work dobe at Experimental Farms can be popularised, 
and its results be brought to, the knowledge of .the cultivators.· 
I Tead that .already a considerable number' of the neighbouring 
cultivators visit the Cawnpore Farm; butn there were a Report, 
of the experiments in the vernacular, together :with a plan of the 
the Farm, the latter'would becoine:anobject .offal' more interest;) 

'This lead; 'me to observe th~t,it· would b'e'a . goodylarito' Periodical visits 

organise periodical visits to Experimental Farms, when, under the to Experiment,al 

guidance of the Superintendent or Manager visitors might. l:e Farm. 
. 1:2 
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taken round 'to study the experiments, a~d any necessary expla-
nations might be given on·the spot. . 
. The publication and dissemination of the. results of experi
ments should be undertaken by Government, and not be a direct 
cHarge upon the :Farms. 

471. Need of Time and Pat;p.nce.-lf, in( any agricultural work, 
time and patience are required, it is in that of experimental 
enquiry.. A result is really not a good one until it has been 
repeated, and sometimes often repeated, with the same result. It 
is only by repetition that errors can be avoided, and accidental 
circumsta,nces be eliminated. A difference of season may easily 
cause a dIfference of crop, or even of result; but by repeating _ 
the experiment the varying influence of season will be checked. 
I regard it as far more useful to get one sound result, the out
come of trial in different years, and under varied conditions, 
than to get fifty or even a hundred results which subsequent 
experiment might disprove. I sincerely trust that, if a fresh 
impetus be given to· experimental work by its re-establishment 
under a system such as I: have proposed, Provincial and Imperial 
Departments of Agriculture will recognise that time and patience 
must be given, and that they should be content to wait for solid 
results, rather than that they should press those in charge to 
give retul'IlS which, unsupported, have but little value. 

472. Financial Test not criterion of sw:cess.-I have already 
drawn (see paragraph 442) a clear distinction bet}Veen ~E'arms for 
experimental and those for demonstration purposes, and in the 
foregoing paragraphs I have mentioned, in passing, several circum
stances which constitute differenc~s between farms under ordinary 
cultivation and those devoted purely to experiment. The financial 
result of the working of an Experimental Farm should not be taken 
as the criterion of its success. As I pointed out, when different 
systems are put to a test, there may be many which prove unsuc
cessful, and perhaps only one a success;or else all alike may be 
found to be inferior to an existing practice. This is not money 
thrown away, though it is money spent; knowledge is gained in 
this way, and it may be the means of saving much larger expense 
. ill the future. But there are other matters, special to an Experi
mental-Farm, which involve expenditure not ordinarily incurred. 
"Yhen areas are small, as experimental plots generally are, and 
when these are marked out and separated from one another by 
paths, &c., their cultivation is of necessity much more expensive, 
and the ground is not so fully covered as.if It whole stretch were 
cultivated alike. The application of manures, 01' of watering, is 
more difficult, and involves more care and time; when harvest 
comes, crops have to be kept separate on the different plots, and to 
be reaped, threshed, and weigh~d separately. The ent~re .ec?nomy 
of labour on the . large scale IS lost thereby. But It IS ill the 
matter of the employment. of labour that a heavy burden rests 
upon Experimental Farms, and one which constitutes a great 
difference between the conditions of the Farm and those of 
tte I'UI'yat's small holding. The raiyat employs on his holding 
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his own labour and that of his family, rarely using any hired 
labour; but on an Experimental.Farm all must be hired labour, 
and it is often very hard to procure this, nor is the labour alw\tys 
of the best, for a man does not work with the zeal that attach~s 
to his own cultivation. 

I have looked into the expenditure of Experimental Farms in 
India, and although there have been instances, especially in the 
case of Saidapet (Madras), of excessive expense incurred, I 
cannot say that.l think that, on the whole, unreasonable sums have 
been spent on these Farms. The Bhadgaon (Bombay) Farm, com
prising 1,200 acres, cost over and above reCeijlts, in 1888, Rs. 990 
only, and in 1889, Rs. 743 only, exclusive of the superintendent's 
salary of Rs. 3,000; the out-of-pocket expenditure on the N agpur 
(Central Provinces) Farm of 90 acres, was, in 1888-89, R~. 3,744. 
These amounts do not read as large ones when compared with the 
600 I. to 700 l. a year which the Duke of Bedford gives for the 
support of the W obum Expei.·imental Farm of the Royal Agricul
tural Society of England, or the very much larger sum (probably 
about 3,0001.) annually expended by SiI' John Lawes upon the 
world-known Rothamsted experiments. In the United States of 

. America there are 54 Experimental Stations, all of which are sub
sidised by the State, a sum of 3,000 l. a year being paid to each. 

'473. 8uitabilityofpresent Experiments.-I have no fault to find, The~ndof . 

as a rule, with the kind of experiments which have been conducted :~~:i'~~nt. . 
on Experiment~l Farms, and I would not suggest, therefore,any ~",!'~~entsl 
divergence from, or great extension of, what has been the aim in 
the past, for the general" aim appears to me to have been good, 
What I do find fault with is, the way of carrying the experiments 
out; that is, I blame the plan rather than the object. Experi-
ments on the manuring of particular crops may be perfectly good 
ones if the manures used are such as are -readily procurable, but if 
they are expensive chemical manures the object may be deprived 
of any practical outcome by the plan being bad. The comparative 
produce of a crop under different systems of cultivation, different 
methods and times of sowing, different depths of ploughing, varying 
amounts of watering, &c., may form a fitting subject of enquiry; 
so, also, may the influence of the selection of seed and of change 
of seed, the out-turn of crops, the growing of new crops and 
new varieties of crops, the trial of new implements, &c. The 
general line that experimental enquiry should take is to exhibit 
side by side a local practice or native system, be it of cultivation 
or of mechanic:l device, and another practised elsewhere in 
India or introduced from abroad, and then to see which one is 
the most successful in its results. 

Then there are more extended but very necessary enquiries, 
such, for example, as that which Mr. 'Ozanne originated at 
Bhadgaon, on the :feasibility and cost of establishing "Fuel 
l{eserves ;" and, again, the more extensive one of the breeding 
of cattle . 

. 474. Seed-gl'(}wing and Cottle·breedingat Farms.-But there"is 
z3 
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still another purpose which Experimental Farms, in the broad sense, 
can use£uIlyfulfil, viz., that of becoming centres for the growth and 
distribution of pure and selected seeds, and for the location of stud 
bulls, as well as, in some cases, for the breeding of cattle, and the 
distribution of bulls to the districts around. Objects of this kind 
would have to be carried out en an area apart from the more 
specially experimental one, but theymight very well, where oppor
tunity serves,form adjuncts to an Experimental Farm, and could 
be worked concurrently with the latter tmder the one supervision. 
This is actually done, so far as seed-growing is concerned, at the 
Cawnpore Farm, whilst, at Bhadgaon, cattle-rearing is an impor
tant part of the work of the Farm. Reference to these has already 
been made in Chapter XII!., paragral,h 310,and in Chapter XL, 
'paragraph 257. At Cawnpore a separate area of 12 acres, at
tached to the Experimental farm, is utilised for growing cereals 
for sale as seed, and another area of over 50 acres is kept as a 
fruit and vegetable garden. . . 

It is certainly one of the most useful functions that a Govern
mentFarm can serve, t\) act as a seed-distributing centre, and; 
where conditions are favourable, as a cattle-breeding farm also, 
and both these objects might often be carried on concurrently' 
with the more special work of experiment. ' , 

475. D"mons/ration Farms.-There are other' Farms which, 
though not experimental in character, are so closely allied to Ex
perimental Farms as to call most suitably for <treatment here. 
These are the" Demonstration Farms," to which reference has 
,already been made. The purpose of these Farms would betoshow, 
ona practical scale, the result of what has, by experimental trial 
on the smaller scale, proved to be beneficial. ,By means of them 
the ad vantage of a better. mode of cultivation, of a new crop, or of 
an improyed implement, could be set forth, and be brought honie 
to the cultivators. It is not enough to have, an Experimental 
Farm alone, but along with it should go a Farm for demonstration 
purposes. In this respect there is a decided difference between 
India and England. In England the farmers are the demon
strators, and they are the distributing medium, but it is not so in 
India, and what is wanted is the connection between the Experi
mental Farm and the raiyat. This it is which a Demonstration 
Farm can supply, and it should be the means of bringing to the 
very door of the cultivator practices and processes which have 
been proved experimentally to be better than his own. In this 
way the superior cultivation of one locality may be transferred 
to another where inferior cultivation prevails. 

A Demonstration Farm should be expected to pay its expenses, 
inasmuch as it is intended to show what IS the most profitable prac
tice. At the Ilame time a certain allowance must be made for the 
extra expense of hired labour, against which, on the other hand, 
must be put It fair subsistence amount for the raiyat and his 
family, who would otherwise be occupying the land. 

0476. Prlvate Farms.-In some cases it may be possible to. in
duce cultivating landowners to undertake experiments on their 

• 
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own land, or it may be advisable, instead of having a separate 
Demonstration .Farm, to have the demonstration carried out upon 
a field in the actual occupancy of a tenant. If the latter be done, 
it may be necessary to guarantee the tenant against any possible 
loss arising from his having undertaken the trial, and to award him 
compensation for any loss of crop resulting from his having done so. 

Where a private individual undertakes an experiment in this 
way, or gives his land for demonstration purposes, the portion 
devoted to this object should be under the notice and control of 
the Director of Agriculture, or of the expert assistants acting 
under him. . 

Judging from the number of instances in which landowners 
ha"e already given part of their land for experimental purposes, 
alike in Bengal, the N orth-West Provinces, Bombay, and 
Madras, it is not likel), that there will be any difficulty in ob-
taining whatever land IS required.. . 

In the N orth-West Provinces there are no less than six private 
farms used either as Experimental or Demonstration :Farms. One of 
the largest is at Meerut, and belongs to Rai Bahadur Debi Singh; 
another near Cawnpore consists of 165 acres, and is conducted 
by Mr. Lachman Parsh4d, Personal Assistant to the Director of 
the Agricultural Department, N orth-'Vest Provinces. 

I t has been urged with much weight that Court of Wards' 
Estates could well be made Demonstration Farms, for exhibiting 
what is found successful at an Experimental Farm, and of thus 
bringing the rl:sults to the cultivators' doors. This, it seems to 
me, might very well be done. . . 

Another class of farm on which experiments, both with crops 
and with implements, might be conducted, is comprised in the 
farms attached to Govel'llment Breeding Studs, such as those at 
Saharan pur, Hapur (near Meerut), Hissar, and elsewhere. 

477. It now remains for me to briefly review the different 
Experimental Farms which 1 visited. I do· not purpose to go 
exhaustively into a detailed account of the different experiments 
then in progress, still less into the past history of the several 
Farms. What I wish to do is to remark generally upon the 
more prominent points that struck me when I went to eac~ 
Farm. . 

Individual . 
Experimental 
Farms. 

478. North-West Provinces.-Cawnpore Farm: CawnpoTeFarm 
(North·West 

The first that I will take is the Cawnpore Farm, parHy because, after the Provinces). 
Saidapet Farm (no" practically abolished) it is one of the earliest Experi
mental Farms, and partly because it is the one which I visited most fre- _ 
quently, . and followed most .particularly. Inru,ed, I made it a point to 
watch here the different crops at all the various seasons of the year. 

Like many of the other Farms, and in spite of the repreRentations made 
by those who carry it on, the Cawnpore Farm i~ still' generally known as 
the" model farm." It has been pointed out that it neither aspires to be a 
"mo:lel," nor yet is it a" farm .. in the ordinary acceptation of the term. 
It is in reality an "experiIl1ent~ station" in the true' senslI, to which is 
added a certain area for the pnrpose of growing selected seed. As such, I am 
ready to say that I consider tha.t the Cawnpore Farm fulfils well the purpose 
of ih establi8hlDen~ It is a well-conducted Experimental Station, in a eOI!-" 

z4 
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venient position, and with a suitable soil; and, though faults in detail may 
be found with it, the general conception and working of it are thoroughly 
good. Thll Cawnpore Farm is, I think, more like what an Indian Experi
mental Station should be than any other I met with in the country, although 
its younger rival, Nagpur, bids fair in some respects to threaten its leading 
position. The good work done at the Cawnpore Farm is due, in great 
measure, to the succession of good men who have had the oversight or the 
actual charge of it. From its inception in 1874 through the energy and 
interest shown by Sir John Strachey, it can claim to have had in the past 
the help of such men as Sir Edward Buck, Mr. J. B. Fuller, and Colonel 
Pitcher; while, at the time of my visit, under the charge of Mir Ml!hammad 
Husain it continued to do good and nseful work. In fact I was much 
pleased with the Cawnpore Farm, and was not prepared to find in India any
thing which so nearly came up to my idea of what an Experi\nental Station 
should be. It is well to note, after the disparaging remarks that I heard 
about this and other Farms, that I found the crops to be a great deal better 
than those on the adjoining fields belonging to the cultivators around. On 
one side a wire fence divided the fields of the Farm from those of the culti
vators, and the superiority of the Farm's crops was most marked. 

One way in which the Farm shows that its design has suffered is, that it 
bears the marks of more hands than one having been at work. An experi
ment has suggested itself to one Director or Assistant Director, and has been 
carried Qn for a time, avd then been dropped or modified by another 
Director. This is the fault of a non-continuous system of direction or 
8uperv1.SlOn. A Report upon the operations at the Farm is now issued once 
every year, though formerly a separate Report was given for each season. 

The Farm-was started in 1874, and comprises 42 acres of experimental 
farming, and 65 acres of fruit and vegetable gardening. Included in the 
latter are 12 acres put inoereals for the purposes of growing seed for 
distribution. Attached to the Farm ill also a workshop where ploughs., 
pumps, and other implements are made and sold, anq where a collection 
of implements, both of Native and of European make, Il're exhibited. 

The main objects aimed at by the Farm are :- . 
J. To try new methods of cultivation, and to compare them with indi-

genous ones. _ 
2. To ascertain the probable out-turn of crops for each year. 
S. To try new crops and new varieties of crops. 
4. To ascertain the effect of manures upon particular crops, and to 

try the value of new manurial agents. 
5. To test new implements. 
6. To grow and distribute selected seed. 
7. To make and ~ell improved implemf'nts. 

The farm is very well placed; it is ready of access from Cawnpore, and 

~
yet is in the midst of cultivation; the soil is very typical of a large area 
in these Provinces, and the positiou of the experimental field is all that 
ould be wished. The cultivation is thoronghly done, and I am fully 

satisfied as to the care that is taken to ensure accuracy in all details. I 
was pre8ellt, in April 1890, during the threshing of the cold-season (rabi) 
harvest, and nothing could have been more carefully carried out. In fact, I 
would be inclined to say that it erred rather on the side of over-refinement. 

Without going into details of the many experiments which I saw in 
progress,l will just pass a comment here and there as iC may suggest itself. 

I In what is termed the .. Standard Series Manure Experiment" a cold
season (rabi) crop. viz., wheat. and a rainy-season (Until> crop, viz., maiEe, 
are grown year after year, the same manures being applied each time. 
This experiment has the great advantage of being carried out in duplicate, 
and the plots, which are J3 in number, are of fair size, viz., 400 square 
yards each. The manures tried are cow-dung, cow-dung asbes, sheep-dung, 
poudrette (night-soil), saltpetre, gypsum, bone·dust, and bone-superphos. 
phate. The only one that seems out of place is the bone-superphosphate, 
the day of artilicial manures being still distant, but all the others are 
obtainable by the rai,/at. There ought, however, to be two" no manure .. 
p!ob, and not one only, in order to check inequalities in the land, and it 
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would be well, too, to give thE! average of the duplicate plots iu each case. 
The statemeut of results occupies no less than 17 different columus in 
each leparate tahle, a needless and complicated way of putting them. 
The object should be to set out the resuits as concisely and with as little 
extra statement as possible. It is of no particular interest to know the 
weight of grain or stalks on a plot, or the percentage of grain to stalk; it 
is enough to state the results of grain, stalk, &c. on the acre. In the 
Woburn (England) Experiments the return runs thus :-

Produce per Acre. 

0 

Plot. l!&unre per Acre, 
And Coot. Dressed Com. 

Straw, Ch&1f, &c. 

I Weight. I Busbels·1 
Weight per 

I 
BUihel. 

, 

'\ I 

I I .. 
I I 

For rea-ons I have gIven before, I do not approve of assummg, as IS 
done at Cawnpore, a money value for the crop, but I would leave each 
person to take the figures obtained and apply them to his own case. 

In a miscellaneous manure series on wheat, manures such as brick-kiln 
refuse, silt, compost, road-scrapings, ashes of weeds, and ammonium 
chloride 8re tried dtle against the ,other, with the object, it is said, of 
determining the vJl.lue of refuse not ordinarily used by Indian agricul
turists. So far as ammonim chloride goes, it might be added, " nor likely 
to be used by Indian' agriculturist~," for this form of ammonia is about 
the dearest of all, and as to the other materials, they would never he alike 
in any two districts, and the experiment can only have a local value, if 
even that. I do not consider this a good experiment. 

Miscellaneous manures used on maize comprise woollen refuse, Rheep
dung, cow-dung, poudrette, horse-dung, pigs'-droppin~ and saltpetre. 

, Woollen refuse gives the best return by far, but, as I said earlier ill this 
chapter, it is not a manure which the raiyat can obtain, and the Farm uses. 
up all of the local production, SO the information from tbe experiment 
is not of any practical value. It is very doubtful, too, whether horse-dung 
and pigs' droppings as Btparate manures have a practical value either. 
There is no duplicate unmanured plot here. 

A series of gree1l-manltringexperiments on wheat is designed to show 
the value of indigo and' hemp as preparatory crops, and when ploughed 
in as manure, also of indigo refuse (Beet), and of the refuse water from 
indigo and hemp manufacture. So far 89 ,the previous cropping and also 
ploughing-in go, the experiment is good, but the indigo refuse is only 
procurable here and.there, while the composition of the refuse waters 
must vary very much in each separate instance. I do not notice that any 
care was taken to put on the comparative plots the same amount of 
ordinary water 8S was supplied in the refuse waters. In this experimeut 
there are, very properly, duplicate unmanured plots. 

The last of the permanent series of experiments, the foregoing being all 
carried on year hy year, is one UPOIl thEY effect of ploughing for wheat 
with native ploughs and with ~. impl'o-red" ploughs, to different depths. 
This i. a useful experiment, but the plots, being only 300 square yards, 
seem to me rather small to accurately teSI cultivation operations of the 
kind. I would prefer to see it done on a considerably larger scale, as the 
frequent turnings and treadings. on a small plot are likely to affect this' 
result. 
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After thelle permanent experiments follow a number of others of more 
or less temporary duration, upon which I need not dwell long. 

Maize is grown on the American plan, as against the illdigenous system; 
also the difference between early and late sowing is tested. The early 

J and late sowing of cotton, and the out-turn of 11 different varieties of 
imported cotton seed, are tried, and both form useful experiments, though 
the plots on which the varieties of cotton are grown are somewhat too 
small to test the question of out-turn thoroughly. 

With sugar-cane,'different methods of sowing, including indigenous 
ones, are compared; the yield of different varieties of cane, and the value 
of cane left for a second year, are tested. . 

Experiments upon indigo inw.ude trials of the use of gypsum as a 
manure, and the difference of early and late sowingil. 

Manurial experiments upon wheat are made with cotton-seed cake and 
mustard cake, as against ordinary cow-dun .. and dun;)" made by animals 
fed with cottou seed. '" 0 

Then there are further manurial trials with kainit and woollen refuse 
on wheat, but the value of these is very doubtful, for kainit would have 
to be imported, and, owiug to its being the poorest form of potash salts, it 
would be the dearest for which to pay transport; besides, it seems absurd 
to import kainit from Germany, with only abont 23 per cent. of sulphate 
of potash in it, when commercially pure nitrate of potash (saltpetre) is 
made in India itself. Woollen refuse, too, is not a procnrable manure 
in any quantity. • . 

Better than the last is an experiment on different varieties of wheat, 
the outcome of which is, that a great deal of Muzall'arnagar wheat (soft 
white) is grown for distribution, and also Sindhi, a hard white wheat, 
which grows very high and is a late variety. 

Varietit:s of barley have also been tried, and a white hnskless variety 
has been very successful. 

Lastly, manurial experiments have been made with gypsum upon 
leguminous crops, and with poudrette, woollen refusef kainit, gypsum, and 
eastor cake upon potatoes, the latter manure being, as before, open to the 
objection attaching to woollen refuse. and kainit; the experiments are 
satisfactory in most other respects. • 

The above, with a few others, comprise a long and, on the whole, a very 
useful list of experiments, entailing a great deal of labour and care, but, 
so far as I could see, very well carried out, and designed to bring out the 
main points .to be served by.experiments, viz., the comparison of a sug
gested with an existing practice. 

In addition to the above, there have been attempts from time to time· 
to introduce new crops, such as Guinea grass (Panicutll ju~ntorum) for 
·fodder, and the variety of Sorghum saccharumm known as 8Orgho. 

The general out· turn of crops has been estimated from plots grown on 
the Farm, in order to check the forecasts made for the Provinces. But 
this is not satisfactory, for so much depends upon whether the land has 
been watered and manured or not; at Cawnpore, cattle-mauure is used, 
and canal irrigation is available. The general out-turn of wheat in 
1888-89 was about 22 bushels per acre over the Farm. . 

Implements have been extensively tried at the Farm, including differeut 
kinds of sugar-mills, sugar-evaporating machines. ploughs and pumps. 
These have been referred to in Chapter XII., paragraph 286. The exten
sive seed distribution carried on haa been spoken of in Chapter XIil., 
paragraph 310. Another useful purpose which the Farm has st:rven is, in 
having been the training ground of a number of apprentices who have 
subsequently gone out to other farms. 

The As,ustant Director, in summing up a recent Report, expresses his 
belief that the Farm has a real, though possibly slow and limited, inOuence 
on the Dative agriculture. People often come to see it, and the services of 
farm apprentices and labourers are often borrowed. Thus, one \\'as sent 
from here to the Centt'al Provinees, to teach the making of the unrefined 
sugars termed gllr and Tab. Apprentices also come from otber plaees to 

Jearn 9n the Farm. . 
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The Farm Report (I refer to that of 1888-89) has a good and clear 
description of the experiments and their aim. I would point out th.~ it.i 
chief fault is the complication of the results by the giving of 80 .IIIlY 
columne in the tabular statements. Again, it would be well to adopt 
greater uniformity of nomenclature i for instance, in several cases, bigltas 
and acres are mentioned together, and in other cases bigltas and square 
yards. . 

The danger, as regards the future, is, that, owing to the large number of 
manurial experiments, tho land will be affected so unevenly that it will be 
a diffieult matter to find space.for fresh experiments when needed, or, what 
is worse, the results of the trials' will not be accul'~te, owing to the 
difference in the previous treatment of the. plots oomposing them. I hardly 
think that manurial experiments are the most important ones in India, 
for the difficulty is to get manure of any kind whatever. I would rather 
see more space given to experiments in methods of cultivation. There 
should also be a reserve of land kept over, treated· and cropped each year 
much alike i this would serve for the extension of experiments as required. 
I should also like to see considerably more duplication of experiment. It 
is not so important to get a large number.of results as to make sure that 
those given are correct, and this can only be verified by repeating them, 
not only on the same spot but on .fresh land, and in a succession of 
years. . 

It seems to me that the Farm might well be ma~e use of as one at which 
stud bulls could be located for the breeding of good. farm cattle. There 
are great complaints in the neighbourhood that the Brahmani bulls are 
getting scarcer and scarcer, and the Farm might in this way supply the 
deficiency. 

479. Gflrden~ at Saharanpllr and Lrtcknow. 
Not altogether of the nature of Experimental FarlWl, though in their 

origin intended to beoDlore or less so, are the gardens at Saharanpur and 
Lucknow. Formerly, experiments were carried on at these, but little of 
this work now remains, the gardens being worked on a commercial basis, 
and being really only used for the sale of plants and seeds, the supply of 
drugs to Government stores, and for the tr!J.ining of gardeners. 

Some experiments have been tried on the acclimatisation of English 
varieties of wheat, on the growing of the date-palm (PholJlliz dactylijera) 
and other plants, but now there is hardly any of this work done, and 
though they form pleasant recreation grounds, and do good in providing 
plants and seeds for sale, the gardens can hardly be classed as Experimental 
Farms, but only as Nurseries, which, in India take the .place of those o~ 
the florists and Heedsmen of England. . 

480. Central Provinces.-N agpur Farm: 
This is one of the more recently fornied Stations, it having been started 

on its present plan in 1883, although prl'viously to this a large" model 
farm," as it was called, of nearly 400 acres had existed. The prllsent Farm 
is about 90 acres in extent, 67 acres being experimental, and it is based 
upon the model of the Cawnpore Farm, this being accounted for by the 
transference of Mr. J. B. Fuller from the North-West to the Central 
Provinces about that ~me. The out-of-pocket expenditure on the Farm in 
1888-89 wns Rs. 3,744, and in 1889-90, Rs. 6,801. this latter including the 
superintendent's pay, not before reckoned in. The Farm is well placed, 
being amid cultivation, and yet conveniently situated a~ regards the town 
of Nagpur ; the field is level, the plots are of a fair size, and the Roil is 
typi~al of large tracts of better-ciasl land in the Provinces. 1£ I took any 
objection to it, it would be on the ground of the soil being· rather too 
rich for an Experimental Station. In the case of. India it is better, how
ever to. have land which is representative of the district than to have 
soil more distinctly suited to scientific experiments. 

The Farm generally, and the experimental plots, were evidently well and 
carefully cultivated, the whole was in good order, and a· close' examination • 
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of the Reports :leads me to conclude that the results are accurately and 
faithfully recorded. 

The present Manager is Mr. Mahaluxmivala, a careful imd competent 
man, who takes much interest in the work of the Farm. 

Thi~ Far~ a"d the Cawnpore Farm more neady approach what an Experi· 
mental Station should be than any of the other Farms which I saw in India. 

Cotton is the chief crop of the Central Provinces, and so it is natural 
that experiments should be largely concerned with it. 

The first series is a'manurial one upon Ilotton. Ordinary cattle-manure, 
poudrette (night-soil), and bone-dust are tried. There are several duplicate 
unmanured plots; but in the statement of results neither the quantity of 

.1nanure (in 1888--89) nor its cost per acre are given. On the other hand, 
details such as the area of the field, the serial number of experiment, the 
number of hand-weedings, and the number of bullock-hoeings might well 
be omitted. The plan of the experiment is good, aud (I refer to the 
1888--89 Report) tile resulta are consistent, and would show the soil to be 
suitable for experiment. 

The next series is ,termed" green-soiling on cotton," hemp being the 
crop used as manure. By" greencHoiling " is, however, properly meant that 
a crop is grown and fed off on the land, generally by sheep. What was done 
here was green-manuring, i.e., the ploughing in of a green crop preparatory to 
p)ltting in the corn crop that preceded the cotton. In this case, again. 
there are duplicate refeJience plots. The results of this experiment are not 
conclusive, and their publication might with advantage have been deferred. 

Trials were made with cotton seed prepared for sowing by steeping it in 
sulphuric acid, to remove the wool, as against the native practice of 
steeping it in cow-dung and water. The same was done in 11:!86--87, the 
results being then unsatisfactory, but in 1889-90 they seemed to give some 
evidence of benefit accruing from the sulphuric acid treatment. Further 
confirmation is clearly needed before more can be said. . 

After this follows a manurial experiment upon til (Sesamum illdicum). 
The experiment, however, hardly starts on a fair ~asis, for these same 
plots, with the same manures each year, had been previously used for a 
permanent series with wheat. Consequently' the plots did not begin level, 
and the experiment is rather one up'0n rotation than on the til crop alone. So 
little, too, is known about the ,til crop or about the manures likely to benefit 
it, that I should consider it better to take fresh land, and not that upon which 
manures had already been used for a number of years previously. 1 should 
also he inclined to regard til as not a 'very suitable experimental crop. Great 
anomalies are seen in the returns, owing, I believe, in great measure, to the 
previous manuring and to the unsuitability of the crop. In 1888--89 bone-dust 
and saltpetre gave a less produce than either used alone, and in 188!J-90 
cattle-dung and bone-dust gave less than cattle-dung alone. It is possible 
that bone-dust has done no good, but I do not helieve in the possibility of 
its doing haim. There was no duplicate unmanured plot. 

In another case BorgM (&rghum saccllaratum) was grown for the purpose 
of making sugar, hut very little crystallisable sugar was ohtained. 

Experiments on silage.making with jutir (Sol'ghun& vulgare) and Guinea 
grass (Ptill;cum jumentorllm) were rather more successful, but the losses, 
IImounting to 33 per ceut. in one case and 49 per cent. in another, between 
the weights of green stuff put in and the lIilage taken out, are far too high. 
Where silage is to be made every year, l would cllrtl\inly advocate brick 
or masonry silos in preference to those merely dug in the soil, which have 
only earthen sides and bottom. , 

The out·turn of crops is gathered from other plots on which some 12 
different crops are grown. So much depends, however, on the soil and 
the manuring given that the results are but of limited value. 

With cold-season (rubi) crops trials have been made on the effect of 
embanking land in the case of wheolt and linseed. The results are not 
encouraging, but the native method had not been properly studied pre
vious to the commencement of the trial. 

Green-manuring, or green-soiling, as it is inaccurately called in the 
• Report, has been carried out with wheat and linseed, and in another part 
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different manures, such as bone-dust, gypsum, dung, and hemp, have been 
tried. In neither case are the results properly comparable. 

The most latisfactory series has been the permanent one on the 
manuring of wheat, this crop having been grown year after year, with 
the same manures each year, these being, all of them, such as might well 
be nsed for wheat. The existence of this experiment in duplicate adds 
much to ih value. What il wanting in the statement is the cost of the 
mann res. The dnplicate experiments agree very fairly with one another, 
several distinct issues are brought out, and the influence of season is checked 
by the repetition year after year; altogether, the experiment is a very 
good one. 

The averages are also given for the past five years, and the following 
interesting comparisons with the Woburn (England) experiments for 10 
years may be drawn :-

- - :Hanmes per Acre. Prod...,. of Wheat. Produce of Straw. 
Bushels per Acre. ~wt. per Acre. 

---
I I NRJrpnr · No manure .. . · · 13 9 

Woburu . ditto . . · 17 17 

a I NlII!'Por · Saltpetre, 240 Ibs. · · 19i 14 
Woburn · N Urate of soda, 275 Ibs. 24 25 

I I Na~pur · Catt1e-dung.6 t.ons · · 141 • -
Woburn · Farmyard manure, 4 tons • 21 -

In the returns no attempt has been made (and I think wisely) ~o assign 
any money value to the different yields. I do not like, however, the 
method of returning the produce as .. percentage of increase over produce 
of unmanured plot;" it would be much better to simply give it as "in
crease per acre over unmanur"d produce." 

An experiment mOIl8 of the nature of scientific enquiry is that termed 
"the Ville series" on wheat. A complete manure, composed of ammonium 
chloride, superphosphate of lime, sulphate of potash, and sulphate of lime, 
is used on one plot, and on the others nne of the ingredients is in succes
sion omitted and the rest put on, the object being to see which consti· 
tuent it is that the plant requires most. 

In addition, trials have been made with different sugar-mills; different 
varieties of wheat have been grown; selected cotton seed has been distri· 
buted to cultivators j and a limited number of new implements have been 
Bold. 

But one of the chief functions which the Farm performs is that of being 
the training and instruction ground for the Agricultural Class, of which 
further mention will be made in the next chapter. 

The Nagpur Farm has not had the advautage which the CaWnpore Farm 
enjoys, of being old enough for the character or the qualities of the land 
to be sufficiently brought out, and there is still a good deal to be learnt 
about it before experimental work can be fully satisfactory: Besides this, 
the soil does not appear to me 80 well suited as the Cawnpore one to the 
purposes of experiment. In general, the plan set forth is good, and the 
details are accurately carried out. but the results require a good deal of 
careful sifting before "it can with any safety be stated that a definite 
conclusion is warranted. 

At the close of the Report is a summary or "comparativ~ record" of 
results. This is done in accordance with the recommendations of the 
Agricultural Conference which met in Calcutta in 1884, but this summary 
is, I think, both useless and misleading. The same result is made use of 
over and over again to institute comparisons, even where the" conditions 
have been quite diverse, and the consequence is, that if a conclusion be 
faulty from any reason, it is brought in time after time, and may lead to 
other faulty conclusions being ~rawn, even where the immediate premises 
are good. 
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"481. 'Bomhay 'Forl/is.-The Bombay Government owns two 
Experimental :I<'arms, one'at Poona, the other at Bhadga~m, near 
Pachora; in Khandesh. But neither is experimental in the full 
sense, the Poona Farm being used mostly for ed\.l.cational purposes 
in' connection with the agricultural branch of the, Poona College 
of Science, "and the' Bhadgaon Farm approaching more to), a. 
" Model Farm" than any other in India, and being also devoted 
largely to the breeding of cattle., ' " ' 

The Farms are the outcome' of the movement 'in 1869 to 
flstablish .. Cotton Farms" in India. -At the time of the Ameri~an 
Civil War attention was turned to India as a main source of the 
future cotton supply, and, accordingly, "CottO!) Farms" were 
established throughout that country under the charge of men sent 
out from England, but who, as a rule, were really nothing better 
than gardeners. After the Civil War was over, the cotton trade 
returned to its normal state, and the Farms then became Model 
and Experimental Farms, and were transferred in 1873 from'the 
Cotton Commissioners to the Provincial Governments. In a 
few cases the ",cotton farmers" brought over were retained as 
Managers of the Far~s; bnt in most ca~es they were found un fitted 
for the duties. . 
. ,'482., 'The Bltadgo(l7/. Farm ' L" 

eoinprises 1,200 acres, of whith only 65 acres are experimental, and 600 
acres are cultivated iii the ordinary course, the remainder being grazing and 
pasture land. In 1888 the foss on the Farm was Rs. 990, nqt including the 
Superintendent's pay 'of Rs, 3.000; in 1889-90 it was Rs.3,743. including 
the Superintendent's pay.. 'Thi1!,·therefore, represents 'the, net C()st to 
Government. , ' ' 
, It isD.ot an Experimental Station in the Sense that Cawnpore and Nagpur 

are'; bilt is rel!.lty 'a farm where improved CUltivation is attempted,. where: 
cattle are bred, and where, noW' ahd again; -a few experiments are tried 
over a limited area. ' I 

'Regarding it simply as a farm, I may express my opinion that I think it 
is c,arried on very ably, and that it is doing genuine good work, although 
the result's may be sloW' iii. showing themselves. In: regard to crops grown,: 
there is a striking superiority over those of the cultivators around, and 'in 
this respect the Farm may' rightly be termed a "model" one, Mr. P. R. 
Mehta, the Manager, and a, Diplom8t holder ,from Cirenctlster, is a capable 
and thoroughly practical man, who takes. great interest, and displays, 
much assiduity in carrying out the work. He is one who can and does 
turn his hand to anything that is required bn the' Farm, and is himself 
no mean' "cattle doctor." ,I was greatly pleased with the Bhadgaon 
Farm as.a general though not Experimental Farm, and I think that it is 
JIl08t cred~,~abl~ that the expens'~ ~ncurred, by it is 80 small. as, it ~s. The' 
amount spent IS really very tnfhng, an,i the ad-rnntages It IS' lIkely to 
aJford in'the future as a' training ground, when agricultural education is 
more developed. 'will be very cheaply obttlined. I am quite sure that few 
of those who complain of the expenditure incurred can have been at the 
Forn;l, or have taken the trouble to see how it is actually worked, or how 
favourably it'r.ompares with the cultivation around. Least of all can they 
'have lie an the excellent herd of cllttie, or have 'noticed, as they might most 
rertainly have done'; the impress which it is; beginning to make upon, the 
stock of the, district.' There are l'e!lpel'ts,undoubtndly, in which the 
'Bhadgnon Fal'tn might be improved, but it i~, 1. am confident., an institution; of which the Bombay' Government 'and, Agricultural Department may 
very 'Well he proud: It is surprising to me that thll expenses are so nearly 
'met, for it has to be remembered that the produce of the different fields ilt 
all gathered separately, and thrashed and weighed separately, many records 
have to be kept, and hired labour has to be en,ployed. If the crops eculd be 
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all put together, and thl'ashed and stored at once, the·Farm would be abie.t.o 
pay ita expeD.es quite well, but then it would be a pity to luse the. inform&-
tion that can be obtained here. Seeing this, I do not think that the Superin'
tendent ought to he needlessly tied down by· consideration$ of cost .. It 
would be much better to da'Vote al\nually to the Farm a certain BUni 

which past experience has showlI it to r&quire, and 80 long aetheFa1'lllis 
conducted as at present, the Bombay Government may·be.assured that the 
money is not being uselessly expended. It is reckoned that ahout 
Rs.5,OOO year Bre wanted, and I should not call' ibis out· of the way, 
seeing tbat tbe out-of-pocket expenditure on the WoburB Farin of the 
Royal Agricultural Society of England amounts' to nearly' 600 I. annually, 
and the acreage is about thname as at Bhadgaon: I cannot help'noting the 
tendency of Commis.ioners and Collectors, and· Under Secretaries, who 
report on the Farm, to devote their remarks principally to the fillD.iu:ial 
side, and to say but little as to the way in which the Farm is influencing 
the agriculture, and more especially the cattle; of the neighbourhood. 

1 need not Ba'y more than I have given in Chapter XI. (paragraph 255) 
about the cattle-breeding operations at Bhadgaon,'in order to show that 
the Farm iii doing good; The readiness of the people to 'buy the young 

~ stock is a proof that the operations are appreoiated,' It is to stock
breeding purposes that the Bhadgaon Farm should be more particularlt 
dll'Toted, and this has 'now' been recognised by·the Government. ·:Forty 
acres 'of land have been set apar~ for iield experiments,' but .beyond this 
it is not intended to carry on unremunerative trills. 'l'hig area hl1:8, very 
properly, been· sown all over with the same crop,' in' order to equalise it 
before beginning 'Boy regular experiment. . Such· e)ltperiInents as hav~ 
been conducted have been upon the growing of different varie.Lies of 
ootton, different kinds of wheat and barley; the piclding 0.£ grain,' 'the 
prevention of, weevil in grain, !!ond.the growth of special crops and trees, 
luch as arrowroot, divi-divi (Cae8alpi14iu IlOria/·ia, a material used in tanning), 
mangoes, and 'guavas, as also on the ma,king of silage and the trial of certain 
implements. More .. ecently an' experiment has been started on the cost of 
establishing a "fuel and fodder· reserve." This I have referred to iIi 
Chapter VIII. (paragraph 186).· .. Silage has. been madewlthout.difficulty, 
and since I left India the experiment has been tried to 'make a ' .. staok 
lilo" in the open,' in8~ead of digging a pit in the ground. Mr. Ozanne, 
the Director of the Agricultural Department, is endeavouring to keep lip 
the 8~ppl)' of ptir~ bafti andja:; cotton (~erar lo~g-~taple~ varieties) b:r 
growmg them at the Farm, as also AmerllJll.n varIetIes whlCh have· ·been 
aeclimatised at Dharwar. A certaiJ!.' amount of selected seed of different 
kinds is yearly distributed from the Farm, and there are seven iron sugar
mills which are let out <>n hire in the district. Goats . ,thrive well at the 
Farm, and have now replac~d the sheep with ",hioh it wa~ intended to try 

(
improvements. I 'The cattle are a' pedigree herd of the Mysore breed, • 
known as KhiUa";,.and Malvi ~ows are kept ae'Burse cows; A Govern
ment staIrion (Arab) is also located here, but 'is.not ·muoh ·appreoiated 
as yet. . ( " .' ',' .... ... 

A great fault of the Farm·is.its isolation; it is'hard to get to, and eo~7 
liequently cannot be easily visited.\ . Half-ii-day's . jourJ;ley lias to be taken 
from the nearest· station,. and 8ev~Qr rivers hl).ve to be crossed or for!ied. 
'rhe Farm is' unnecessarily 'largel and is liot suited ali an experimental 
area. The distance ~rom any large town makes' thli salil of .th~ produce 
not so reiilUnerativll as it would otheJ"wise he;. In, maJ;1y ,ways thecultiva, 
tion is superior, arid I noticed here an. attempt made· to· preserve··the 
cattle"Dlanute;. A large quantity.is m$de and :keptina pit, but it mig'hlI 
be.improved :in 'quality. if better stored', turned over"occasionally,' and 
then heap~d together mor\" Iclosely'; ij; was· :aUoiVed to lie ioo;loosely. aritl, 
to become too"dry;' 3; large' amount of straW' and stalks, ~whi~h migh,1r 
quite well have been. 'used for .litft~r \ was left in' a dry state, a;nd·not II!i:lced 
up 'With ~he datUe-droppings' )lndso allowed to decay, while thl' urinl! from. 
the sheds was wasted to.1!. considerable e~tent, aJjd ·during the rainy.sjlasot!. 
it mingled.:with the rain water fromthl) Bpoutillgs of the ~hed~. ·'Ib would 
be much better to spread the dry stalks, straw, or even fine earth; under th~ 
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cattle, and, thus to soak up the urine. By showing how this could be 
done, Government Farms like Bhadgaon might prove good practical 
examples. 

There is an educational purpose that the Bhadgaon Farm~ might 
usefully fulfil. It would be a capital place at which to send.into residence 
for a time the agricultural students of the, Poona College. Here they 
might see carried out on a practicaillcale what they had learned theoreti.
cally, and they might do the actual farm work ,themselves at Bhadgaon. 
A practical class of this kind. following upon the instruction given a' 
Poona, would be of great benefit. ' , ' ,-

,The Bhadgaon Farm might also be' ntilised" as a place to which 
apprentices might come and receive a practical training before going 
out to act as managers of estates,. or ,to look after their own landed 
prope):'ty. 

483. Tile Poona Farm, ' '. 
as I have said, is not an Experimental but rather an Educational Farm. 
Different crops are grown, and ~heir yield is estimated; a few cattle are 
kept, and an attempt has been made to estimate the relative milking 
properties of different breeds, but on a scale far too small to be of any 
use. What experimental work has been done has not, it appears to me, 
been directed to any special end; as the manager told me, he has to get 
as much out of the land as he can, and it does not pay him to try exper~ 
ments. The whole arell of the F;!.rm ill 66 acres, and it is very con
veniently placed as regards the ,town and the College of Science. 

Silage has been made here, but no light is thrown on what the cost has 
been, or whl!ther the system is. remunerative. The, manure from the 
cattle is very badly stored, the urine is, almost entirely wasted, and the 
manure heap is little more than a dry rubbish heap. A great improve
ment in this respect might be, made, more especially at ,a place where 
students come for instructioq. , " ," 

In one case a comparison has been tried, between Kb{mdesh jutir 
(Sorahum vulgare) and the local kind grown, but, as the previous crop was 
partly sugar-cane and partly gram (pulse), the plots did not start under 
level conditions. . 

As a place where the students of· the College,can come and see different 
crops grown, and become familiar with them, and with the, outlines of 
farm operations, the Poon!i Farm has an educational value; but, inasmuch 
as the students do not work on it themselves, it would seem to me very 
desirable that during their oourse they should be sent to the Bhadgaon 
Farm, where they could see the work. carried out.,pn a practical scale. 
It should also be mentioned that at Poona Mr. Ozanne has got together a 
very complete collection of native agricultural implements. 

There used to be another ]'arm at Hyderabad, in Sind, but there is no 
longer a Government Farm, it having been'given up in 1889. The experi. 
ments here were of no value. ' . 

484. At Nadiad, in Guj,!rat (Bomh,!y), " ' 
there is a Farm of 12 acres, maUgUr~d In 1878, and kept up by the 
Agricultural Association. It is' mad~ us~ of in conne~ti(;m w~th the 
Agricultural Class attached to the Hlg :School The SOlI IS a rICh red 
garden loam, and very deep. '.. " '. 

Manurial experiments form the principal. work. 1'hese are upon rug' 
(millet), tUI' (pulse), and jltar Jmillet); also an extensive series upon 
tobacco, to which reference has been made in paragraph 368. Different 
varieties of cotton, American and indigenous', as also of the castor~oil 
plant are tried. Male buffaloes are used in ploughing, a practice not 
locally adopted, but which it is sought to introduce, and iron ploughs are 
also employed. There is a museum ~ttached to 1i:he. Farm, containi.ng 
'3pecimens of cotton"ce~eals, &c., and m the ,town IS a seed store" malU
tained by the .AssoClatlOn, where. pure seed can be go~ ~y cu~tlvators. 
The Farm is gIven rent-free by Government, so long ~8 It IS avaIlable for 
t,he Agricultural Class i the yearly expenses, amountmg to Rs. 400, are 
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more than covered hy the out-turn. The Association hold a· Ca.ttle Show 
biennially at Nadiad. . 

48$. In the Nativ~ State of Baroda F.rm, in B.r .... 
experimental work bids fair to make a good beginning, f.or not only does 
hi. Highness the Gaekwar take a great interest in agriculture, but he haa 
alao Booured the services of Mr. Middleton, formerly a distinguished 
agricultlUal Btudent at home, as Professor of Agriculture at the Baroda 
College. In company with Mr. Ozanne and Mr. Middleton I went over 
the proposed Experimental Farm, and I need but say that I am sure that 
what Mr. Middleton does he will do well. and his presence in India will be 
a distinct gain to agriculture in that country. As the experimental area 
had not been taken up when I was there, it is of no nse for me to refer 
further to it, except to say that I look to much good resulting from it, as • 
Mr. Middleton is. perhaps. the first man who has come Ollt to India who 
hal combined a practical acquaintance of agriculture with good general 
knowledge of. agricultural science. 

When at Baroda I also visited another· Experimental Farm, aa it was 
~ermed. carried on by Mr. Kacherao Jadhava, an ex· student of the Royal 
Agricultural College, Cirencester .. An Agricultural Claas is supposed to 
come here for practical instruction, and at the time of my visit I saw the 
Btudents working away on plots a few yards square, Which had about a 
dozen plants of some crop growing on them. ..vI looked pretty enough, 
but I could not say more. Attached to the Farm was a wonderful collec
tion of implements, gathered, I should say, from all parts of the world. 
and at great; cost, too. but with utter disregard to the conditions of 
Iudian agriculture. Here. for example, was a huge waggon from 
Germany, used in that country for bringing brewers' grains and beet-root 
pulp from breweries and distilleries, and requiring, perhaps, some si~ 
horses to dra"w it I Here,; too. were huge iron seed· drills, heavy iron 
ploughs, manure distributors, and seed-barrows fer sowing clovers and rye 
grasses among barley. Mr. Kacherao also had a chemical laboratory is 
the town-at least. there was a very complete set of chemical apparatus 
there, if nothing else. 

This Farm and its belongings must have cost a very considerable sum, 
and I should like to have seen the money better bestowed in the cause of 
agricultural improvement. ... . 

486. . 
In addition to the Farms in the Bombay Presidency here mentioned, 

there are £mit gardens at Ganesh Khind, near Poona, comprising 80 acres, 
and devoted to the growing of mangoes, and more especially to the pro-
pagation and sale of grafted mango trees. This culture is also carried on 
to a more limited extent on a part of the Poona Farm. A large quantity 
of grass is Clut green from off the Ganesh Khind plantations. 

. 487. l'he plans for future experimental work in Bombay com
prise the establishment of a Stock and Dairy Farm at Alegaon 
and the starting of new Experimental Farms of small extent in 
five or six different .districts .of the Presidency, notably the 
Southern Mahratta country, the Konkan, and Gujarat. The 
object of these is io test in one locality the results obtained at 
others, and so to establish their value in relation to the different 
conditio~s and SOlIs that occur throughout the Presiden<-y.· 
With the view of supervising these, a European SUJ?erintendent 
of Farms has been appointed. whose special work It will be to 
look after the Farms and the experiments at them. Against 
these proposals I have no decided ~bjectioI).s to urge, so long as 
it can be clearly established that a distinct need exists for the 
Farms; but on this I 'can hardly give an opinion. The wants ot 
one district will not be those of another, and crops and methods 
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of cultivation will differ too. 1£ arrangements can be madeior 
efficient supervision, and if, as I have said, a prima facie case 
can be made out for the establishment pf. a Farm, or fIn.' the 
test~g of. any particular local practice, then there ,is the ~aI:ran~ 
for Its exu!tence. lJut unless the ol>ject be clear and, unmistak
able, and the necessity for experimenting in a particular"district 
be shown, I, do not regard the starting of' fieshFarms a!! 
advisable. ,Something mO,re ~s needed than .1:1. "gllrieral' i4e~" .il.~ 
to the usefulness 0,£ an Experimental Farm. ' 

488. ft.fadras.-Saidapet Farm. The earliest of aU the Experi
mental Farms was Saidapet, established in .1865. ' It is also the 
one on which the greatest attempts have been made to introduce 
new practices and new implements to the notice' of the Indian 
cultivator. The past expenditure. on the Farm has been con
siderable, and it bas now been finally abandoned as an Experimental 
Station. From 1871 to 1887 it was under the direction of Mr. 
W. R. R6bertson, and was supplemented in 1876 by-the starting 
of an Agricultural College. It is not for me here to go into the 
past history of the F{'rm, norto discuSs at length. the steps which 
have led to its abandonment. It is enough to say, in the words 
of the Director of the Madras Agricultural. Department," The 
~I results attained at the Farm are, so far as the agriculture of 
" the country is concerned, purely negative ; no attempt is made 
" to connect the one with .the other." Undoubtedl.>; this failure 
to bring itself into sufficiently close communication with native 
agriculturists has had much to do 'with the ·result; b]lt there 
have been other C'auses too, prominent' among which has bee~ 
the constant change of policy. adopted by the Madras Govern':' 
ment towards the !farm, and the refusal t.Q· supply it . with the 
necessary funds; yet another has been the-unsuitableness of the 
spot chosen for the Farm. It is, as I have described it elsewhere, 
little more than a sand-hill, and ought neverto have been selected 
as the site of a Farm. It is too small for stoCk-breeding, and 
too poor and barren for crop-growing. It may @erve .. in some 
ways as an Educational Farm for the use of agricultural students 
at the Saidapet College, but for little more. ,At the time of. 
my visit experimental work had been almost entirely given up. 
From being partly under the Agricultural and· partly ttnder the 
Educational Department, the College is now to be separated 
from the Farm, and to be placed, along with its Principal, under 
the Educational Department. The 300 acres of which the Farm 
originally consisted have now been reduced tQ 60 acres; and will 
simply serve the purpose of illustrating the 'growth of different 
crops~ " .' 

The cattle I saw at the Farm were 12 Nellore cows and 16 Nellore and 
Aden bulls, and they were very good indeed. The hulls are kept for s~U:d 
purposes. and their servioes are available. at a low fee, for stock belongmg 
,to cultivators, .but they are not much made use of.' I have mentioned pre
viously an experiment carried out on sheep; four being fed on earth·nut 
cake with other food, and four without the cake i but I pointed out also how 
inadequate the number of animals was for the purpose (Bee paragraph 458.) 
, . There is, how,:ver, one point tbat the Saidapet Farm bas done very 
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considerable ~ood in showing: viz.,. that.cattle can be kept perfectly well 
on the" box system, that, IS, With lItter under them, and that the' 

- mannI's obtained in this way is far more valuable than that. got in the 
ordinary way. During my Madras tour I, came to one or, two farms, 
where cattle were littered, and manure kept in heaps, well beaten down 
and covered with earth, and I think the Saidapet Fa.rm has done a useful 
work in demonstrating the ad'Vantages of the system. I 'a.m sure that 
ita adoption would be one of the best ways of benefiting Indian agricultllre ; 
that iI, by making the ma.nure supply more, valuable, and a,llowjng less 
wRste to take place. , ' " , . , 

No Experimental Farm has worked harder than Saidapet' in trying to 
introduce iron ploughs, and here and there (more especially where there 
haa been a considerable area to till, 80 that time has been a' matter of 
importance) lome few iron plough. are used by landed proprietors; but 
they have hardly come down to the small cultivators yet, though much, 
ingenuity has been expended on simplifying them, and on decreasing their, 
oost. ',' 

489. , 
I visited at Madura what was formerly the Experimental Farm of ,the 

Madura Fal'mers' Club, but which. h.as now been given up, except so fal; 
as the dairy part of the, Farm is concerned. I~ comprises 30 acres. and 
was started in 1883, under the care of a student from thll.Saidapet College. 
Experiments were carried out with improved plQughs and water-lifts, with 
fodder-crops and tobacco, and on the breeding of stock. But it, does not 
appear that any definite fresh experience was gained. and ,interes,t was sOOn 
lost in the Farm. There is, however, a ready sale for milk in the town, 
and this part of the farming has been kept up and pays well; there are 
lome 14 cows in milk, very fair cattle, some of them Aden cows, *he others 
country stock, and they are fed with earth-nut cake, fodder-crop8, &c. 
The averageQaily yield of milk per cow is 121bs_ ' 

490. In Hept1lmber' 1888 ,an Agricultural Committee }'Vas ~
pointed to enquire into the operatiQns of the Madras Agricultural 
Department, and the Report of this Committee was presented to, 
and considered at, ,the Agricultural Conf~rence at Simla, iIi 
October 1890_ As regards Experimental Farms in Madras, the 
Report does not speak favourably. Efforts at improving the 
breeding of cattle, sheep, and horses have, it is said, not done 
any real good, nor has anything been introduced in the way 6f 
machinery which has taken a real hold upon the cultivators 
except the Behep.a sugar-mill At the Saidapet Farm the value 
of deep tillage, and the possibility of growing fodder-crops, have 
been shown, but very little more, and even, these have had but 
little practical result. ' The Report indicates that the chief reasons 
of failure have been the absence of an orga~ised Department? 
an insufficient staff, imperfect supervision, and' the want of know
ledge of indigenous practices ILnd conditions. The mistake made 
at the beginning .was, that theraiyat wanted teaching, and that 
all his practices and implements would have to be altered, and 
that the" Model Farm" was to teach him his business. In place 
of this, the A~cultural Co~itteenow.recomm~nd the abandon':' 
ment. of ~he, ,1~ea ,,?f, ~~loi~~~ng the. ra1,1lat, ~til,' after c~~eful 
enqUlry,"more IS known as to the natIve practICes and condItIOns. 
The committee also advise ~he inauguratIOn of experiments under 
the con~rol of trained agriculturists;'"It is now proposed to have 
experiment and demonstration carried on at some five or six 
Farms, each not exceeding 30 acres in extent,' in different pa~ts 
-" I+A,~ 

MaduraF&rm. 
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of the Presidency. Each is to be a combined Agricultural 
School and Farm, or Farm School. The Farms are to he under 
the management of the head master of the school, who is to be 
a graduate of Saidapet College, and acquainted with agricultural 
practice. Meantime the Saidapet College and Farm are to be 
retained as training grounds for future teachers. 

I have a1r~ady thoroughly' endorsed the recommendations of 
the Committee as to the necessity of abandoning the attempt to 
teach the roiyat until more is known, through careful enquiry, 
of what his practices really are, and thll conditions under which 
he, pursues them. I am not so certain, ,however, about the 
advisability of starting at once some five or six different Farms, 
partly expocimental, parly educational or demonstrative, in 
different parts of the country. If there be efficient and sufficient 
supervision for them, the plan may be adopted with benefit, if 
kept to a limited scale, and if the sites be suitably chosen. It 
is said that there are qualified graduates who have passed out 
of Saidapet College, and that they could be utilised 3S Super
intendents of the .I!'ar{llS. ' Of. their qualifications for such posts' 
I can hardly speak, but I cannot help noting that the Govern
ment Order (No. 515, Revenue, 4th July 1890), which, in para.
graph 12, approves of the plan recommended by the Agricultural 
Committee, also says, in paI7agraph II; "special instruction in 
" agriculture, however, is almost non-existent, owing to the want 
" of men competent to give it." I should be afraid of. the former 
blunder being repeated, and I think that it wou4l be better only 
to establish a Farm which is at all experimental in character 
",here there is a positive call for it, and where there is fully 
competent superintendence. U ~less this be the case, Agricultural 
Education would be better helped by Farms oia. purely illustrative 
character. , ' ; , 

,Nor can I agree with the recommendatioll to extend the 
Saidapet Farm, and to make it more complete and practical. The 
Ss;idapet Farm, by ~eason o~ its soil.and situa~ion, w?Jl neve~ be ,R 

SUItable place for illustratmg' agrICultural operatIOns, still less 
lor trying experiments. And this I say not merely from, what 
I have read or heard, but from what I have seen myself. 1£ 
askcd to start an Experimental Farm there, I should, if possible, 
decline at once to do so, for the place neither is nor can be, at 
any reasonable cost, made suitable. 'A part of it is even blowing 
sand. I do not at all agree with some remarks made by Mr. 
Nicholson in his note to the Agricultural Committee's Report, to 
the effect that, even if the soil be pOor, as described, it should be 
possible to improve it, and to show what the raiyat might then do 
with it, and that if the Farm cannot show this, it has no right to 
be called a "Model Farm." It mu't be remembered that there 
are soils in England as well as in India on which any expenditure 
on improvement is sinlply money thrown away; there may be 
soil that is not worth reclaiming or improving, at least under 
e'(isting circumstances; the influence of m~\1lures and other 
mean~ of bettering soils depend, for, their efficiency, on the 
rt'sl'tll/.fivl'lleSS of the soil, and whl\.t may ba retaincd on the one 
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may pass through the other, and so be wasted; on certain lands 
of good productive power it may pay perfectly well to use, say, 
2 cwt., or even as much as 4cwt., per acre of nitrate of soda, 
costing from 20 8. to 40 s. an acre alone,· whereas on another soil 
even! cwt. of nitrate of soda an acre would be thrown away. 
Again, a great deal depends upon what the crops may be, and 
what the market conditions are. An English farmer would not 
grudge to spend large sums in manure if he could get thereby, 
say, an early crop of potatoes; but if they came a fortnight 
later, a los8 instead of a. gain might result, though thepbtatoes 
might in either case be equally good in themselves. So, too, with 
low prices of a grain crop of ordinary kind, it will not pay to go 
to any great expense; but if, owing to favourable soil, situation, 
and other conditions, a superior malting kind of barley can be 
grown, a good return for outlay is ensured. I have laid it 
down as a condition of success in experiment that the soil must 
be fairly responsive to manure and cultivation, and, ifolle hal! to 
do with a bare sand or soil like that of Saidapet, the improve
ment o~ it!s simpl,the sinking of cap~taIip'8.. medium unworthy 
to. receIve It, an~ ~capable of res:{,ondmg. to. It; The best to do 
wIth such land, if It has to be cultivated, IS, not to see how much 
can be sunk in it in hope of getting benefit one clay, but how 
little need be expended upon it.' I maintain that the chief end of 
experiment is to see how land ,that' is fairlr productive can be 
got to produce more, and not how land that' is bot fit forculti
vation can be broqght under the influence of methods and practices 
applied in England and elsewhere to the increasing of the crop
return. There may be circumstances where 'the restoration of , 
deteriorated soil is called for J' but I do' 'riot think that the 
credit of an Experimental Farm, whose object it is to introduce 
practices applicable to the increase of crop in cultivated and 
culturable soils, should hang upon the results obtained upon 
what is little better lIban a sand hill. ' 

491. Bengal Farm6.-Experimental FarDlS in Bengal are three Bengal Parms. 

in number, and. they are all «If. reCent creation, for, previous to 
1884, there was no Director .. of the Agricultural Department of 
Bengal. The three Farms are p~raOll ,and Burdwan, both 
established in 1885, and Seebpore, started in, 1887. I visited 
Dumraon and Seebpore, but Jlot Burdwan: indeed, the position of 
the latter is so unfavour~ble, that it is ,contemplated to give it up. 

492. Dumraon Farm' 
covel'll 15 acres, and is intended to he an Experimental Station in the Dumraon Parm. 
stricter tense. " 

The Maharajah of Dumraon paya all the expenses, which, including the 
overseer's pay of Rs.600 and rent, amount to a net cost of Rs.1,200 
annually. An overseer was obtained from the Cawnpore Farm, but he call 
only give partial attention to the FarIIl., having the charge of other parts of 
the Dumra.on Raj,or Estaie,'1111 well. Occasionally, one of the .Assistants to 
the Director of the Agricultural Department visits the Farm, perhaps once 
or twice a year, but it was evident to me, from the state of erops, that there 
was a lack of regular supervision. . . . 

The first experiment I noticed was one on the growth of sugar-cane with. 
different manures, a!l well as by trying the Native against the Mauritius plan 

AA3 
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Of sowing.' But the sugar·cane crop was growing on land that was too w~t 
and low, and the crop looked very inferior. As an experiment this one was 
worthless. Again, the manures used. had little relation one to the other; 
they were cow·dung, castor cake, saltpetre, and a mixed manure termed 
"normal manure." . In cho?sing manures, they ought to be arranged with 
so~e rega~d to the~r constItuent part.s, so as to ~nable an experimenter to 
gam s~me Infor~atlOn as to whether It be the mtrogenous, phosphatic, or 
potassIc propertIes, or else the presence of vegetable matter that proves 
most effectual; this point solved, more special experiments ~n be trie<l 
with materials. containing the particular ingredients. ~ut here the state 
of the crop rendered comparative results misleading. Where the native 
and Mauritius system of planting were compared, the question was furtheJ; 
complicated by manurial issues as well ;' .this seems to me very undesirable. 
Single issues should be Bet out as far as possible, and these only.· There 
were no duplicate plots at all. 

The next series was' on the manuring of winter rice sown broad
rast; 15 plots (a far. too large number, were taken up, though in no 
case with duplication of experiment. Shallow and deep ploughing for rice 
comprised two of the plots, a slight advantage being attributed to the latter. 
The manures used were, as before, of a very varied kind, and allowed of no 
deductions being drawn ~xoept as concerned the actual material employed, 
but supplied no information as to the most desirable class of manur~ 
whether vegetable, or phospbatic, or saline. Green-manuring, cow.dnng, 
lime, saltpetre, oil cake, and sweepings were tried. Saltpetre, either alone 
or with lime, gave th~ best returns, but, on going into figures, its use is 
found not·to have been financially successful. This I can well understand, 
and it seems to me to need little practical demonstration to ahow that Ii 

very readily soluble salt. like saltpetre is thrown away ulVln a crop that 
grows frequently with an incl?- or so of water standing on the ground .. . . 

Another series on the same lines, but with transplanted instead, of 
'broadcasted rice, followed.. 

The next was on wbeat, with the same manures ali were used for ·rice 
Bere, again, saltpetre gave the bEist returns, though the increase is stated 
to be year by year a declining one.. '. 0'. . . 

I cannot say that I considered the' Dumraon Farm a good Experimental 
Station. The first mistake m&qe with it was to take up the whole area, to 
divide it into sq uares, and to cram in as many plotS11S would well go into the 
space. The consequence is, that there is no room for extension of experi 
ment or for re-testing what has been done.. Then, as all the experiments 
are ~anurial ones, the ground is practically done with, so far as future 
'Ilxperiments are c~ncerned, unless with a consid~rable break of crop.growing 
without manure. . . 

Next, there is no duplication of plots, and more especially of unmanured 
plots. nothing seems to ha"e been done to test the suitability or evenness 
of th~ land for experimental purposes, and, indeed, the Repurt says '0 the 
., surface of a large portion of the Farm is uneven, and, unless it is properly 
'" levelled, it is idle to expect a uniform growth of crops. As it is, these 
" way thrive sufficiently well in the hollows, and get stunted and burnt up 
"in the intervening patches of high ground.. The, unevenness 9f. the 
" ground also stands in the way of irrigation."· This, to my mind, surren
ders the whole point as to the Farm being a good ElCperimental Station, let 

. alone what I have said as to tile absenc!l of lIupervision and of design in the 
'plan of experiment. . 

493. The Seebpore Fa7'm . .. . 
.is only a little way out of Calcutta, and includes about 26 aeres, of which 
18 acres are experimental. The soil is rather heavy alluvial land. with a good 
deal of clay. It was formerly. jungle land..· I~ d~pth is about 2 feet, and 

• then it gets more sandy and lIght. The Farm 18 m char~ of ~n overseer 
who originally came from Cawnpore. The Seebpor~ Engmeenng College 
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adjoins the Fann, and a roposal is on foot to est'ablish an agricultural 
branch at the College, and to use the Farm in connection with it. . .. ' 

At thi. Farm I saw the process of preparing bones for.mauureby 
crl18hiug them in the native mill or dhenki. It is said that with the dhenki 

. three men can break up 20 Bee", (401bs.) of rough, and 20 Beers of fine, 
bone-meal in 51 hours, and that the cost is 12 annas a maund (801bs.), 
against 14 annas when a modern bone-mill is used, . . . 

I also saw at work here a wrought-iron plough, 'oosting Rs. 4!,- intro
duced by Mr. Sen, and called the "Seebpore" plough. It worked .well 
when properly used on land that was fairly soft, and inverted the soil, 
going 3 to 4 inches deep; but. if left to himself, the man working it 
would insist on digging the point· of the share into the ground just as he 
would do with a native plollgh •.. ';' " ,., .'. 

There was in a building on :the Fann a·good oollection of implements of 
different kinds. 
_ SorgJw' (Sorghum saccluzratum) is largely grown as a .fodder-crop, -and 

yield. three cuttings in tho year, a very good sale for it being obtainable in 
the town to people who keep oows. . : . 

The ,use of bones as a manure is .txteusively tried; bqt, so. far, I could. 
, not gather that the reRults wero at all conclusive. Bones cost in' 'Calcutta 
R •. 2 to Rs.26 per maund of .80 Ihs. . ". ' " 

The' experiments are upon rice, jute, sugar, maize, barley, oats, 
wheat, and potatoes. They are almost entirelr manurial experiinents, 
but one is ,upon early, and late ploughing fo" .. wheat, one. upon; the 
Mauritius system of cane-planting, and one upon new varieties of sugar-
cane.' "" "',' • '; 
. ~. at D,~mraon, the greater part of the availablll area has pelln taken up -' 

and plot~d out, leaving but little space for extension 'of experiments; 
also; too much. ground has been given to manurial, and too. little', to cultiva
tion, experim\nts, while there is no duplication of the manurial or un
manured plots, nor anything to test the suitability of the. land for experi-' 
mental trials.. • . . . 
, The cultivation is better than at Dumraon, and the fields seemed more 

suitable in regard to situation. The Report; however, says that the results 
Qbtai~ed at this Farm have, inQlany cases, been abnormal,t~e unmanured 
plot. often ,yie~ding as much' or more than the manured ones; In the 
absence.of.duplication of plots I am uuable to say whether this 'is due to 
the soil or to other causes. Inasmuch, however, as the land previously was 
jungle land, it is probably too rich, more especially in vegetable matter, 'for 
any mannres to exercise an influence, until by constant cropping it has lost 
Bome of its-excess fertility. This is the reverse of what'was found at the 
&idapet Farm (Madras), aDd these two caHes afford a useful proof of what 
1; set ou~ earlier, (see parag~aphs 441i and 490), yiz., that a soil may be either 
too rich or too poor for the land to serve as a suitable Ex'perimental Farm. 
One thing is ,very certain, that it would well repay the time lost at the 
beginning were more care given to. ascertaining beforehand whethel' a 
field was a suitable one for experimental purposes. 

'. 494. The Agricultural Department of Bengal has endeavoured 
to carry on experiments through, a large nwnber of raiyats and 
zeminriar.. In the account of these ~t is stated that, from the 
nature of the circumstances, it was not found possible to give 
accurate quantitative results. I have myself 'tried in vain to, 
make out anything from the mass of confused,ltnd. ,often, contra-. 
dietory, results obtained, and I think that experimental 'work on 
such a scale as here attempted, and in the crude way'employed, 
can do but little real good., I; , " ) 

495."The foregoing account embraces the.. Farms which I 
actually visited when in India. The remaining ones that exist, 
but which I could not see. were those in Burma; these, I. 
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believe, are, devoted mostly to the growing and curing of tobacco. 
The atteIilpt has been made to grow wheat also, but the people 
do not take to it, as rice grows so much better. In Berar the:.;e 
used to be a small experimental field, but 'it is now given up, so 
also is one that formerly existed at ~jmere. . '\ 

In the Punjab, in Assam, and in Coorg, there have not bee4 
any Experimental Farms~ . 

496. CONCLUSIONS. 

Experimental enquiry, conducted by means of special Experi
mental Farms, is a necessity in India for the development of 
agricultural' improvement~ It may be u,rged that the Fa~ 
which have already been in existence ,for some number, of yeal1 
have not been pro~ouDced successes, and have fallen far short 
o£what they wereint~nded toacco~plish; ,but, after visitingth~, 
Farms, and after reviewing the work' d'one 'at them, I can only ex
press my satisfaction at finding them' so much better than I had 
been led t6 believe, and my surprise is great that ~o m~ch has bee~ 
accomplished with theimpedect and eve~-changing machinery 
employed. The expense incurred for Exp~imental Farms, 
though perhaps rather large here and there, has, in -my opinion, 
been by no means excessive, and the Farms compare 'very favour
ably in this respect with simila~ institutions in England and other 
countries. 

What is chiefly needed now is, that there' should be a better 
system of. guidance in laying out the plans of experimental work 
at Farms, better supervision, continuity 'of' enquiry, critical 
examination of, results, and pUblication and dissemination of 
useful conclusions in a clear and intelligible form. 

In accomplishing this, the asspciation of , .. "scientmc adviser" 
with the work of Experimental Farms will be invaluable. 

Farms, omitting those directly connected with educational 
institutions, should' be of two distinct kinds, (1) Experimental 
Farms, and (2) Demonstration Farms. 

The work of Experimental Farms should be~ mainly :~ 
(a) To institute comparisons between methods of cultivation 

practised locally and those in use elsewhere, which it 
may be considered desirable to introduce. 
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(b) To test upon different crops the effects of manures which 
are available, or' 'which may probably be use£ully 
applied in the future. 

(c) To introduce new crops and new varieties of crops. 

(d) To institute trials of new implements side by side with 
native or locally used ones. 

(e) To improve the breeding of farm stock. 

(f) To gI'Ow and distribute selectedlBeed. 

(g) To be Depats for the locating of !ltud bulls. 
, " 

Before any Experimental Farm is established. there should be 
a definite reason for its ex'U;tence;,' theJ;e must be efficient super-

• , I" , '. • 

vision; a suitable situatio~ and soil" A definite and well-devised 
plan of experiment should be. drawn up. the outcome of the 
experiment having a distinct' b~aring upoq, the practice of" the 
cultivating raiyat. ' Ther~ must be critical ,exa~ation of ~he 
result~r duplication and rep~tition of ,exlleriment, and, finally, 
publication and dissemin~tion of the !esu,l~s~ the issue 0f these in 
the vernac~ar not he!ng 0witte~, . 

The success of ~xpt;rimental Farms must not be gauged by their 
financial result, and they must not be expected to pay their 
expenses; but a sum pf money Ilught to be laid out annually 
for their efficient' carrying on~ 

, Demonstration Farms should be established for the purpose of 
showing on a. practical scale, and of bringing to the door of the 
cultiva.tors, the results of, what has heen found on Experimental 
Farms to ,be an improved practice. Such Farms should be ex .. 
pected to pay for their cultivation expenses . 

. 497. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

That agricultural enquiry be :continued by means of Experi-
mental Farms. . 

That distribution' of s'elected seed and location of stud bulis 
be undertaken by Experimental 'Farms, a~ also the breedi~g of 
farm stock, where circumstances are favourable. . 

That Demonstration Farms be instituted, in connection with 
Experimental Farms, in order to set out the results of successful 
enquiry. 

RECOMMEND!.· , 
TIONS. 
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. . . " .'., , ~ ~. ,~-' 

498. IT is not enough that ,improvements, in agriculture should 
be effected by direct Government agency, and that measure~, the 
result of enquirY'and experiment, shoUld be taken in the people's 
benefit, but it is ne~flssaryalsothat ~hep~9ple~.tQe~~eh[ei\~hould 
be brought to an ~nte1ligent undeJ:standing o( wh~t is being done, 
and that the :endeavour -bamade to-teach them how they'may 
help themselves. . This is the work of Education. i In my,se()OIld 
and third. chapter!! I have.shown .hoW the spread of General 
Education will aid in removing many of those prejudices associated 
with ~'caste": and custom which renlter one class inferior to 
another.in cultivating ability,. and which frequently prevent,the 
adopti?o of th~ more.rem~nerative; agt:icultural systems. '. Th~s 
work,It was pomted out,will of vecessity be a slow one, b~t,. It 
is a sll're one; -and its benefits have already· begun' to be felt~ ,As 
tegards the cultivating raiyalJ,there is, very, little doubt that; AS 
primary education, spreads in. his direction, he will become more 
intelligp.nt, less afraid of a1lthority and otlicial.s, less. disposecl to 
regard them as opposed to his interests~'more able oItnd willing 
to Bfl~.Jorth.t~e griev.anC(j~under: whicl,t h~ !)utyers.,;while in pis 
practIce he will become more ready to receIV~ new Id~as ........ .. 

. ' ~99~ It, 'is not, h,o'fev~r, with General Education, . but . with 
Agricultural EducatIon particularly, that I am concerned .. At, the 
outset it must be borne in mind that, hy'the Government Resohi
tion of 188~ o,n ,'fech,nical, Education; , 'the Agricultural Depart
mcnts ~ave had put upon them specifically.the duty of. ~'taking 
positiv~ measures for the 'education' ot 'the : rural '<;lasses in the 
directionof agriculture n (sf'e Chapter I:;'paragraph 6).' As'Sir 
Edward Buck most precisely laid down at the SiInla Agricultural 
Conference, in October 1890, it~s. no. longer a matter of. cho.ice 
whether Agricultural Departments WIll take up the subject of 
Agricultural Education or not, but it is a positive duty which 
they cannot evade uule~s l'ele~$(,ld, by the Secretary of State from 
the obligations put upon' them: 'The'> importance of the subject 
was reflected in the prolonged and close attention .which the 
Agricultural Conference at ~imla gave to it, and in the several 
llesolutions which were passed upon that occasio,n: . , 

600. For myself, without a knowledge of the languages, and a. 
very limited one of the people, it was much harder to come to a. 
definite concluaion upon matters connected with Education, more 
especially that which would meet the J·aiyat'. wants, than to form 
an opinion upon what I could see with my own eyes, such as the 
practice of agriculture or the conduct of experiments. Agricul
tural Education, agaiu, cannot be taken out of its connection with 
'General Education, and I had neithcr the time nor the power 
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to acquaint mysel1 with the. systems' of general education as 
carried out in different partS of India. My observations upon 
the various grades of schools where I think t.hat agriculture might 
enter asa part of the educational'scheme may, therefore, not 
he assigued to theil- right divisions, or be only of partial and not 
of general applicability to India as it whole. . 

601. There is very little .doubt that the' tendency of' education' Th. tAnd~ncy 
in the past has been. too· much in a purely literary direction; and ~~~;,:~,on iD 

that it has.been diverted from, rather than.turned, oowardsrthe • 
staple industry -of the 'country, viz., agriculture. Agriculture 
is by far the· most general pursuit, and' it. is that which contri-
butes the bulk of the Revenue of the country. According to the 
Censull Returns of 188l, ,72 per cent. of the :whole ,male popula-" 
tion l'nga~t'd in some specified occupation are directly supported 
by agriCUlture, and the estimate of the Famine· Commissioners 
was that 90 per cent. of the ruraL population live, more or less, 
by thl' tillage of the soil. N evertheles8, it is found, that the ten-
dency of education .. t the present time is ,to·draw the, rising 
generation away from the land, and,cto ~V'e!a "purely literary 

. training, which ends in a young mali. making his a.im .the obtaining' 
of a post under Government,ol'the following of the profession 
of a "pleader" in the' Courts. . Agriculture is not' regarded as I 
a profession, but too often as a'medium for derivring an income,off ~ 
the land; ewners of landd" not look after their property them
selves, but leav~ it tc> the care of superintendents, and prefer to 
make money in the town by trading rather than by agriculture. So 
it comes about that estates worth a lakh of rupees (Rs. 1,00,000) 
are managed by men on a pay of Rs, 25 . a month; there 
i. n() intelligent farming e1ass4 nor' even' a good class of 
Buperintendents; . the' young 'man,. &.fter ,receiving his edu'lation,' 
seldom goes back to the farm, but soon sees that the b~st 'chance 
of utilising his education is at the Bar, or else in Government 
employ; the student at an Agricultural College will 'rather take 
a Uovernmentappointment worth Rs.50 a month. than devote 
himself to the management of his fal'm, or superintend that of 
some one el8e; and, lastly, there is a' general impression that 
everything pays better and is ,more dignified than. farming. As a 
well-to-do landed proprit'tor at Madura expreseed it to me~" the 
"cleverest son is sent to, the Law, the. ne~t into 'Government 
" employ, the dulleat.,i:me goes to AgriclUturl-' or else to Trade." 

The, following u.tr~cts may, be given, in. support :-;-:-
.. The fault of our Elducu.tional sy&tem is, that not,Q.ing in the scheme of Sir E. Buck's 

II instruction sufficiently connects the knowledge to be acquired by the son opinion, 
.. with the cultivu.tion of the paternu.l acres." (Sir Edward Buck's Minute 
on Technicu.l Education, 1886.) " .' . .' 

.. ,There is need of something more than a purely literary curriculum : . . Sir A. Maciken· 
II our gru.duu.tes ..• hu.ve schemes by the score for reforming the Empire, zi.'8 opinion. 
~' but no ideu. of exploiting and developing its resources." . (Sir A. Macken-
zie's Minute on Technical Education, 1890.) , . .. , I 

" The education given has little or no connectiorl. with a lad's after-life. ,Mr. F. A. Nichol· 
.. T4ere is Dothing in it to teach him to farm, it does not teach bim to I son's opinion. 
II observe, or think about, or think Dew thoughts about, his processes aVdj 

_" products." (Mr. F. A. Nicholson on the Condition of Anantapur, 1887.) \ 
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502. T,he present system of education is not sufficient to create 
and maintain that interest in the cultivation of the land which 
ought to be taken in a.n essentially agricultural country, an.d the' 
only way to effect this is to substitute Agricultural Education for 
a part of the present educational programme. The' advantages 
of such a course would soon, be appar,ent, for, where so large a' 
proportion of those who are to be educated are brought up amid 
I'ural surroundings, it must btl simpler to .hring before them objects 
which are familiar to them in their every--day life, than to instruct 
them in the literature and history of a foreign country totally· 
different to their own. The benefit of It more technical course of 
education is, that it maintains the connection between the teaching 
which a lad receives and the calling which he is to follow in after-' 
life; iq no branch could this be more important in India than in 
agriculture. The teaching of the rudiments of scien.!e also ill far 
more likely to lead to habits of observation, and of desire after 
enquiry, than ,a, purely literary training .. Even in the very 
simplest form of education the illustration of the lesson by means of. 
the ordinary objects and operations of agriculture is the most ready 
help, and is more Iik~ly 'than anything else to awaken the interest 
of the scholar and to bring home the lesson to his comprehension. 
Object lesilons can nowhere find more apt: illustrations. TheD 
aswe go higher in the scale of education, the same subject is fertile. 
in ideas familiar to the pupil, and, then it is that an effort should 
be. made to .awaken his interest in the 'great induswy, and to 
impart a knowledge of its principles ,which Play be of use 
to him in his i1fter-career. Nor need, this interfere with the 
course of a lad's general education in reading, writing, &c.; it 
merely helps his comprehension by bringing before him familiar 
objects, and gives him, later on; the opportunity of utilising the 
knowledge of those elem'entary principles which he has learnt in 
his early days. When, as I have shown, the ,problem of agricul
,tural improvement is so great a one, it becomes all the more 
necessary that early in life a sound. teaching should be imparted 
in the elements of agriculture, so 88 to enable,those whose lives 
will be largely spent in its pursuit to enter it ,with a fair under
standing of its aims and guiding prmciples. 

503. 1'he' Agricultural Education of the masses; though it is 
what must be aimed at, can at first have no immediate effect. There 
are not merely the scholars at the different grades of schools to 
educate, but there are also the teachers, who will require systematic 
instruction before they can properly direct the training of their 
pupils. All this will require time to develop, but the sooner 
the work is begun the better. In addition, there are landed 
proprietors ~ho require edu~ation in agriculturp-, there ar.e t~e 
future" agrIcultural experts • to whom the work of enqUIry IS 
to be entrusted, and, lastly, there is the large class of subordinate 
officials of the Land Revenue Department, f01' whom an agricul
tural training is au undoubted desideratunl. ' 

504. The existence of different classes for whom Agricultural 
Education is to be provided in tha near future points to thQ 
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necessity of beginning the work, not from the'lowest ievel alone, 
nor yet from the highest point alone, but from both simultaneously. 
Just as it would be unwise to neglect AgrieuHural Education of 
the higher type, and to pl'(lVide merely for instruction of' all 
elementary nature, without 8eekin~' to improve the standard in the 
future by the accession of men who' have received Ii. higher train
ing, so would it be 'equally unwise to delay the '.lommeilCenlent 
of the education of the masses until a fullv compE'tent teaehiuO' 
element had been provided, which might 'cause the stream' 6r 
agricultural instrl1elion to filter dowD from the upper to the lower 
classes. It seems to 'me that' the ~et!t plan is; to make' use of 
such rCtlources as at present exist, and to 'seek' to 'illlprove them 
by ",('curing a succeRsion of teachers who have received It high-' 
.c1ass training. and have in their tUl'9 become fitted td be the 
instructors of olher more elementary teachers. In short,! think 
that the work of high-clas~ and of elementary instruction' in 
agriculture should go on Rimultaneollsly, and that' no system will 
be satisfactory which does not providf3 for both. . 

.,A University training such as can be prQvided at Colleges and 
special Institutions i8 requisite for the instruction of those who lOay 
be fitted to occnpy the higher posts of the Revenue Service, or to 
enter the Agricultural Department as .. experts;'" 80 also (or those 
who will become iDiltructorsat the High Schuols 'and Agricul
tural Cla8se8 distributed throughout the country. Again, 'for 
those who will occupY' subordinate posts in the Revenue Depart" 
ment, or who ml\Y qUlIlify a8 teachers of lower' "chools, sound 
Agricultural Education of a more elementary nature will mani-
festly be called for also." .' .' . 

It is not, therefore, a question uf whether edlolcationshall i)\'o~ 
ceed from d.bove downwards or from below upwards, but progress 
must be made in both directions simu,ltaneously • 

. 60S. Taking, for convenience' sake, the highest instruction first, Special 
we have to deal with such agricultural education us would' be ~~.~u.:;':.~1 
imparted at ColIege80r special Institutions where agriculture 'required. 

form8 one of the subjects taught, and where8tudents I!repare for 
a University degree or career. The Poona Vollege tr Science 
and the. Saidapet College at Madras, are instances of .snch 
College8. . . .. . 

The question arises at once, whether agriculture in its different 
branches should be taught at special Agricultural Colleges, 
or :whether it should merely. form a' part of the instru~tion 
at existing Colleges where a, general training.in science is 
provided. In its origin, Saidapet was r('rre~entative of the former, ~ 
B:i l~oona is of the latter.', After careful consideratioR, I express 
myself 810 not f.'1vourable to the establishment, at the present 
timc, of :;pecial Institutions for the teaching of purely agricultural 
8ubject~ alone, but I ad vocate rather the utilisation of existing Insti
tu~ioll,; where a training in science is Jl;iven, and the tacking on of 
agriculture to the 8qQjects taught. My rea80n for comin:.t to, this 
conclusion is, that in the pretient' state of agricul tural knowledge in 
I mlifl T !IIl1ch doubt whether there i8 adequate teaching power to' 
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provide ~8truction in the various branches ,of; a complete agricul
tural COUfse, and also 1\'hether, in a purely A~ricultural Colle~e, 
there would be sufficientemploymentfor teachers of ability,in those ' 
departments of science alone which lire connected with aO'riculture. 
The Madras Agricultural Committee (1890) reported that the, 
results of agricultural ,education at, the Saidapet College were t disappointing~ and that the sole object of most of the studentS 
joining the College was to ,obtain erpployment or promotion in 
,Government service, very few, .indeed of, them subsequently 
-engaging in farming. , The, Poona College of Science. on the 
other hand, has only had agricult,ure as one of the many branches 
of science ta.ug'ht, and the results have, on the whole, been fairly 
successful. Within recent times the Upiversity of Bombay hall 
given recognition to the, study by conferring a Diploma in Agri
culture on students, who' pass in that branch. The advantage 
which a g~neral Science College, such as foona, possesses. is, that it 
can employ capable ' teachers of botany, chemistry, geology,&c., 
who. while not engaged purely for agricultural students (as would 
be the case at an Agricultural, College ),.nevertheless give courses 
which such ·students· can attend, and" pther, pour8es which. !\ore 
~pecially desigJ;led for them. I am, therefo~e. decide~ly in favour 
of this latter system, for the present at ,least, as against the estab
lishment of .special .Agricultural Colleges, feeling" as I do, that 
there is not sufficient call for the latter, and that adequate high
cws instruction cannot as yet. be proyided in theIp.. Looking 
to the future, it. is possible that in time" perhaps; there will be 
occasion for one or more central Colleges of Agrtcultl!re, but there 
will always be a difficulty in finding a. central pla<!e, more espe
cially as the agriculture of different ,parts is so varied. For the 
present I prefe;, ns I have said3 the utili!'ation of existing Science 
Colleges and Inlltitutions, to the .establishment of any fresh one 
specially for agricultural training. . , , '. 

'006. I have menti'oned the recognitio~ which' the University of 
Bombay has givento the study of agriculture, and the testimony 
of men of long ex'perience" such as Dr. Theodore Cooke, of Poona, 
is, invariably, tha~ unless a teaching.Institution be in some way 
connected with the UniverRity it is sure to fail. No doubt this 
is, in great measure, consequent upon what has been noted 
at Saidapet aud· el::lewhere, viz., that the aim of the students 
is not to study agriculture for its own sake, but for. the 
sake of O'ettinO' Goverument employ' or 'preferment. It IS,' of 
course, ~nfort~nate that this is so, and' el'pecially that it is 
not merely tl. ten?ency b~t ~ almost universal rule. I do .n~t 
t.hink that there hi lUuch hkeHhood of a change, and therefore It IS 
bt::tter foprovide for things as we' find them, and not as they 

"jiliO'ht be. It will be 10110', I think, before we shall find, among 
th~ Nlltive~, many, worker~ in IlUl'e science who ,,,ill study it for its 
own Ellke. So, too, will jt be' with ugricultul'e.. It" a lower ideal 
has to be taken, it, is nevertheless desirable. tu ensure, as far as 

'possible, that the training shall bettV1t .which is ~ost likely to he 
'of b~nefit to the men in the spheres whIch they win subsequently 
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occupy .. It'would:unquestiona~ly be well tliat the,:men who; ~dt,~= 
later on, become'Land Revenue officials, and who il\ ,their,daily olllcial •• 

work are brought in contact with agriculturar conditions and: 
8urrounding8, should gel 80me knowledge of the principles of 
agriculture during their earlier training. 'Even if thtly:.do ml!ke 
the attainment of 8 University degree the main ()bj~t .. and study 
agriculture in an. academic way, it is more likl!ly to be produc:-: ~ 
tive of good in the end than if. they had followed a purely literary 
coone. To take 8 single instauce-inBombay the ;higher class 
of Revenue officers, soch as the Ta/t.,Udar; and lJ1amlatdar8~ are' 
invested .with considerable influence jn the distribution· of 
advances for agricultol"al improvement (taccav~· advances), and 
in the management of local funds. It· is obvious .thqt a man of 
thi8 class who has had a good traillingjn agriculture is tery mooh 
JIlore likely to U8e that inlluencewisely; and to understlLDd the. 
agricultural requirements of his district better than; one who has 
had merely & literary training.. Noris the ,/l.dvantage I)onnned .to' 
Revenue officials only, for itwopld tell favourably also ,upon those 
who did not go into Governm~ilt.,emplolment;,theywould,at 
least. 'be fitted with a training whioh they could, turn at any time 
to practical accQunt, viz., in .. the, ,business oCagriculture, its~lf; 
whereas a classical or literary educa.tion w('i.uld not soq ualify thero~ 

I f~ that one must DO·t look fo~anr great «lhangein the .aiml\ 
of students a.t Colleges, and ,InstItutJOns ;: therefore; a. greatell 
endeavour ilhould,he madet() render the Institutions:of as practh 
cally useful a n¥ure as possible. Seeing, too, the deman4,that 
there is for the employment of officers in the Revenu" Depart
ment, and that they' are brought into"Close eontact )with.' the 
cultivating .classes, I consider that thecall fop the introduction of 
agriculture into the educational system bas been amply. justifieili 

607. The ne~t pom~ is,' in· what forin' Ii University may- gi~ Reoognitiou of . h B :4. Agrioulture by recogDltion to t e sludy'of agriculture; 'At , om!'ay I.ue efforts Universities. 

to obtain a Degree in Agriculture were no~ completely successful; 
and a Diploma Wall granted instead~' But, undoubtedly. a diploma 
will never be considered as 'carrying' the same "\'eight as Ii. degree, 
and this will certainly militate against thepilrsuit of agriculture 
as a study. A diploma is 'a sort of 'haIf-way house. bett-er,' than 
nothing,. but not the equal of a'degree. ' I do not think that .it is 
satisfactory, and I do not see wby a University degree might' not be 
given for Agriculturejust as much,forinstance,asfor Engineering. 
I do not mean t() imply that the improvement of Indian agri- =" 
culture is in any way dependent upon the conferment' by the "
Universities of an agricultural degree; but I do think that, seeing 
how matters stand, the granting 'of a degree would give Ii. stimulus 
to the study of agriculture whi,ch IJ.mere diploma would. fait' to 
produce. I do not suggest, I should explain, that agriculture 
,should be studied as a subject by itself, and that a degree should 
be given in it without reference to the different branches of science 
connected with it, such as botany, chemistry, geology, and physic~, 
but I propose that, after successfully qualifying in. these branches 

.f '," 
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by the earlier exa~inations, ~ litudent should be at liberty to take 
up agriculture as an optional subject in the final course for a 
degree. 

608. Returning to Colleges, it is not sufficient to give merely a 
theoretical training in agriculture, but the instruction should be 
accompanied by practical illustration. rhis can be accomplished 
by having a Demonstration Farm attal}hed to the College, where 
the students may Bee the actual operations of husbandry, and 
the cultivation ofthe different crops carried out. They should also 
be taught to do the work on the farm themselves, or have a piece 
of land which they can cultivate with their own hands. Thiil 
may be sufficient for a College career or for a University degrep-, 
but more is needed befor.e a man can be turned out from a College, 
and be fitted to manage a farm of any size or to superintend an 
estate. It is in respect of the opportunities which it offers of seeing 
practical work un a large scale that a Government Farm like 
Bhadgaon can be of great use, and it would be well to make it a 
condition that passed stydents of Poona or similar Colleges should 
not be promoted to the management of a farm or estate until they 
have spent some time in practical work on a farm like that at 
Bhadgaon. The oomplaintll of landowners, that. they cannot get 
compete!lt superintendents, would in great measure be remedied 
by a provision of this kind, Rnd it would prevent men from leaving 
the different Colleges with nothing but a theoretical< knowledge 
of agriculture. . ~ 

609. Passing from Colleges to High Schools, we have to con
sider the Agricultural Classes which, in the absence of any special 
College, have been established in several parts of India, and 
which are, as a rule, attached to the· High Schools. Thosewhich 
I visited were at Nagpur, Belgaum, and Nadiad. With the first
named I was particularly pleat!ed, and I am confident that it is 
doing decided good. It is quite true that here, as elsewhere, the 
prominent idea among the students is to get into Government em
ploy, but it must also be remembered that in the Central Provinces 
there is a steady demand for men who are to be emploled in the 
Land Revenue and Settlement Departments, and it IS certainly 

'far better that the appointments should be filled up by those who 
have had a. distinctly agricultural training, and who have. pos
sibly, acquired a decided interest in agriculture, than by ruen 
who ha,'e followed a purely literary career. The former are far 
more· likely to understand the ~ondition of the people, their wants, 
and the ways in which agricultural improvement may be effected. 
I was very much pleased to ,fee that the students at Nagpur 
were obliged themselves to do the work of the farm attached to 
the Agricultural claslI, and that, in addition, each one had a. piece 
of land which he cultivated entirely, himself, and the crops of 
which he was allowed to convert to his own use. A Demonstration 
Farm is a natural and necessary adjunct of an Agricultural Class, 
and on it there should be practical work carried out by tht\ students. 
If a certain area can also be devoted to experimental work it 
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may be a further advanta?:e, ,but all depends upon the superin
tendence available •. Of 17 students in the Nagpur Class during 
18811-90, 14 passed well and obtained appointments as Revenue 
In@pcctors. . 

It is worthy 'uf note, as showing the nccessity 'of .providing 
agricultural education of a high character, as well as that of an 
elementary nature, that the Nagpur Agricultural Class is depen
dent for its teaching power upon the, Poona College of Science, 
the Principal and his two Assistants being passed students of that· 
institution., . " '.', 

At Nadiad the Agricultural Class .is attached to .the :High Nadlad. 

School, agriculture being an optional !Subject in the school "final." 
The farm of the Nadiad Agricqltural. AssQciation is utilised for 
the instruction of the Class. . 

At Belgaum alllO, the Agricultural Class is attached ,to the.l;ligh Belgaum. 

School, anq a farm of seven acres is utUised for it. The teachers 
must have passed at the Poona Co}Jege .of Science. Agricul
tural Classes are likewise attached. tQ nine <!f the principal High 
Schools ill Bombay •. Each of these is uIllJCJ: an ',instructor who 
has qualified either I\t PQona or at Saida(M!t" and~horeports to 
the Poona College., The examination papers are set from Pooaa 
College, and passed students are qualified to join the College •. 

The above instnnces show, if proof were needed~ how necessary- Valne of Poo".. 

it ill to maintain the agriCllltural teaching .. at .thCJ ,Poona College ~~~;f;!~r ' 
in & high state of efficiency .. , teaohel'8. 

510. At High" Schools more attention should be paid to the HighSchool .. 

study of physical science, and ~ht\. instruction should, also. be 
made morEl distinctly agriqultural.iI;l its bearing than is the case 
at present. AlthQugh ,there may.not be the necessity which 
exists in tho case. of Agricultural t lasses and Colleges. for 
having farms on, which .the I>cholars Qf High, Schools may' 
work, it is very desira~le tha:t there. should be what I may 
best term Illustration Fwrms, on which the scholars may lIee the filuatration 

principal crops, cultivated in the district, and.,have illustrated Farms. 

to them in this war. the lessons which they are taught. . Illus· 
tration Farms of th1;8 kindwill helpto bring hOqle the instru,ction 
given and to givepoin~and interellt to it. 

t }, :. " • • • , 

5U. In Middle,Schools th!'l e1ements of physical science sho?ld Middle School .. 

be taught, and. It'. wOllid' be. well, too, were more attentIOn 
given to drawing.; '1 noticed, 'when present at' an examination Drawing. 

at the Forest School, Dehra, a. great lack of power on ~he P!trt of 
the students' to represent' by means of a figure ,aay object about 
which they were speaking; : 1£ drawing ~ere more 'extensively 
tallght at an eatlier. stagcof their education it would be a con~ 
siderable gain. Agricultural science might be introduclld. in 
Middle Schools by means of text-books in the vernacl)lar, so also 
might elementary botany: and physiology. There is no call £01' 

farms in connection whh these schools, but there might be a 
few Illustration Plois, . where some of the principal field crops filuatratioll 

could be grown on Ii. small scale, just for the purpose of ilIuD- Plots. 

Y 24266.' B B ' 
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trating the lessons. In the Central Provinccs a scheme is OIl 

foot to establish School Gardens, on which the boys may work. 
and be allowed, as an encouragement, to keep the crop proceed; 
themselves. ' 

Primary Schools. 

Agrioultuml 
612. At Primary Schools the most that can well be done in 

order to further agricultural teaching is to introduce" f(·aders," 
having familiar agricultural topics and illustrations as. their 
8~bject, and a~so to give" object lessons." In the latter, nothing 
will be so qUIckly comprehended hy the youthful mind as the 
common every-day 'obJects which a lad sees around him, and 
none will be more familiar to him than those connected with 
agriculture. Sir' Edward Buck· remarked at the Simla Agri
c~l.tural Conferen.ce that he had often watched the country 
VISItors to the IndIan Museum at' Calcutta. and that there was no 
show-case that attracted so much attention as those which 
contained clay models illustrating the" simple agricultural 
operations in a village. It is the familiarity of the subject 
which attracts, and co it will be found in· primary education, 
for no illustrations are so apt as those drawn from the every-day 
life of those who come to receive instruction. 

.. readers,u and 
object leosons. 

Normal Schools 
for toaobers. 613. There remains but one other class of schools of which I 

shall speak, the Normal Schools for teachers. The teachers 
cannot all go through a special training in agricwture, seeing 
that agriculture is but one of several subjects wltich they will have 
to teach, but it is very desirable, and, indeed, necessary, that they 
should receive sufficient instruction in it themselves to be able 
to understand and to intelligently teach out of an agricultural 
text-book. To merely teach agricult.ural principles as a lesson 

, to be committed to memory, bllt not to comprehend what the 
words mean, is utterly useless. Therefore, there should be sODle 
provision for the special instruction of teachers in agriculture, 
whereby they may obtain It sufficient knowledge, of the subject 
to enable' them to teach it to their scholars. At Nagpur, 

, arrangements have heen made for a special Class for teachers 
in connection with the Agricultural· Class . held there, and 
probably similar arrangements could be made elsewhere for the 
instruction of the teachers of Primary Schools. In some parts, 
the C,ntral Provinces for example, peripatetic lecturers hne 
been engaged to gO' frOID place to place, and to hold classes 
specially for" this purpose, but the agency has, I believe, been 
found rather an expensive one. "Whether this or some other 
plan, such as that adopted at Nagpur, of forming a,special Class 
for teachers, be the better, depends much upon the facilities 
which already exist for giving instruction. It is significant, 
however, that in England (where at the present time a strong 
move is l;>eing maue in the direction of technical agricultural 
education) the same necessity has been felt of educating the 
teachers of Village Schools in the rudiments of agriculture. It 
is recognised now, more or less generally, that, while agricultural 
.education of II high cla&1'I will he needed, there is not much to 
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be expected 80 far as those now actually engaged in farming are 
concemed, but that it will be in the training of the young and 
rising generation of future farmers that, the benefit of an agl'i~ 
cultural education will be found. In India, as in Englawl, 
attention must, therefore, be sppcially given to 'the train~ng in 

'a~riculture of those who are to instruct the futUl'e generation 
of cultivators, and the- teachers in Primary Schools ought to 
show their capability fot doing this. ' 

614. A manifest need is the issue of Agricultural Text-books 
and Agricultural Primers. A few of these do already exist~ 
The best known is Mr. J. B. Fuller's" Agricultural Primel'," 
originally written for the North-West Provinces, and subse
quently re-written and adapted to the Central Provinces, upon 
Mr. Fuller's transference to the latter., This .little book..is 
simply and admirably written, and in its 100 small pages it 
contains a mass of useful, information, set out in quite all 
elementary way. The Prlmer has been translated into Hindi, 
Mahratti, and Uriya. , • ' 

More recently, an agricultural 'Text-book, suited specially to 
Southern India, has been prepared by Mr. C. Benson, Assistaat 
Director of Land Records and Agriculture, Madras, and 
Mr. C. Subba Row, the Sub-Assistant Director. One: or 
two other Text-books or Primers have also been issued by native 
agriculturistll. ' . 

But very mac~ m01'e is needed than a t,ext-book here and 
there. The conditions of agriculturp are so diversified that any 
such book, if it is to keep its elementary nature,'can be appli
cable only to quite a limited area. , All Mr. FulJer saYs .. wbis 
preface,-when he came to revise his North. West Primer and tt) 
adapt it tQ the Central Province II. he had to l'e-write fully 
two-thirds of it, and he adds that not one 'book for th,e, ,whcle 
of the Central Provinces, but at least one, for each, of its 
dil'isions, is needed. 'The l!ame'is true for any other Province. of 
India, and thus there is urgent call for: simple but relialle and 
applicable text-books UpOJl agriculture. ' -I look to the appointe 
ment of . If agricultural, experts" iLntI the co-operation of a 
.. scientific adviser" as likely to help greatly in this necessary 
and important work. : " . " 

'615, One of the difficulties 'in t~e way of spreading education 
is, undoubtedly, language, or rather the multiplicit, of languages. 
I noticed this when I was at the Forest School at Dehra, during 
the holding of an examination there. In the higher Classes 
instruction is given in English, but ,the teaching is in the 
vernacular (Hindustani) for the lower, Classes. The answers 
given by the pupils in the vernacular Classes were brought out with 
far more readiness than by the senior etudflDts, and it was often 
hard to make out whether the latter did not know the answers 
or whether they, merelyditI not underl!tand the questions. 

It will bejuBtthe Bame with text-books. A text-book in Engli~h 
will not be understood like' olle in the vernacular, and it is far. 
more likely to be learnt off all a lesson and committed to memory. 
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Even iQ one and the same Province several different languarres and 
dialects will be spoken .• and the text-book will have to be tra~slated 
iuto each. At the present time there are in use in Colleges in 
India. books such as Wrightson's" Principles of Agricultural 
Practice," Warington's "Chemistry of the Farm." Johnston 
and Camp-rou's "Agricultural Chemistry and Geology;' all of. 
them capital books in their proper application, but not at all 
intended to mt'et the special case of Indian agriculture, aud, 
indeed, even calculated to mislead the Indian student in many 
important points. Where the differences in agricultural practice 
between England and India are so great, dependence ought notto 
be put on English text-books only, but India should supply its 
own. That this has been done to so small an extent in the past 
is'a proof of the need of paying more attention to the furthering 
of agricultural education. 

D16. I have spoken in Chapter X.vII. (paragraph 423) of the 
teaching of agricultural chemistry as ~ special subject, and have 
exprt'ssed my belief that. though useful as an adjunct, I do not 
anticipate any grea£ results. to follow immediately from it. 
Nevertheless, it is a subject which should quite rightly enter 
into a regular agricultural course, such as is given at Saidapet 
or at the Poona College, or into that of the FOl'est School at 
Dehra. 

D17. The relation of the proposed 'I( scientific adviser" to the 
conduct of agricultural education throughout the country has also 
been spoken of in Chapter XVII. (paragraph 428),- and was dwelt 
upon at considerable length by the Simla Agricultural Con
ference. I do not think that, if a ., scientific advisE'r" be 
appointed, his connection with education can be anything more 
than of a very general nature. Certainly he can never exercise 
any control over education, or prescribe on what lines it is to 
run. The most he can do, it seems to me, is to generally watch its 
progress, and, possibly, to throw out suggestions for its improve
ment, but more he can hardly do, even had he time for it, which 
he'most certainly would not have. Again, it would be inadvis
able to llave any conflict of authority between the Agricultural 
and the Educational Departments, and on this account, too, I 
think that the "scientific adviser" could do little more than express 
his opiniol,l when asked, or make, as occasion permitted, some 
suggestion as to the line which agricultural education should 
take. . 

518. The question next arises: granted that there is a need of 
men more agriculturally trained. what inducements are to be 
given to them to pursue the study of ·agriculture? If young men 
go to other employments because there are no openings for them 
.in agriculture, how are these openings to be made? Only by 
giving. as good" prizes" for a.griculture as for the Bar or for 
Government employ. The Land Revenue Administration needs 
a regular supply of men to fill posts in it; Land Revenue In·· 

'spectors are req llired whose business is with the people in their 
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agricultural relations, and who have to do with the soil aud the 
crops. Surely those best fitted are the ones who have had an 
agrIcultural training, anrl the administration· of matters con
cerned with the land will be best carried out by the men who 
understand agriculture best. In England a land steward is not a 
man who is taken out of a bank, or who has done no more than 
take a high University degree in classics or mathematics. :So 
should it be with Land Revenl.oe Ipsp~ctorsj they should be men 
who have passed through the Agricultural Classes, or through 
Institutions that give a training in agriculture. In the course of 
my tour I met many Inspectors whose mind seemed to be quite a 
hlank on the subject of agriculture; in other parts, as in some 
districts of the Central Provinces. I found them to take a decided 
interest in agric!llture. These I~tter were men who had passed 
through .Mr. Fuller's Agricultural Class. In Bombay it is now 
provided that all candidates for the staff of Inspectol·s of Village 
Records must qualify by passing a course in agriculture. 

I cannot put these views into better general terms than those 
adopted in the following two Resolutions adopted at the Simla 
Agricultural Conference, in October 18lJO. 

RESOLUTION VI.-It is higbly desirable that the claims of men trained in 
Scientific Agriculture to appointments in the Revenue ana cognate Depart
ments should be &8 freely recognised as those of men trained in Law, Arts, 
and Engineering. 

RESOLUTlON.VIL-That where appointments in the Revenue or cognate 
Departments are made on the result of competitive ex.aminations, Scientific 
Agriculture should 1ftl inclnded a8 an optional or neoe&'!al"Y subject in the 
examination conrse. 

The Forest Department has for some time past felt the 
necessity of having better-educated men to occupy the. post of 
Sub-Assistant Conservator. Efforts are now being made to effect 
an improvement in this direction, and the introduction of a more 
agricultural education among these men would q'Jalify. them 
better for their work. 

Lastly, as regards the hereuitary class of keepers of Village 
Records (pahoaris), it would be a clear advantage if these men, 
whose office passes on, as a rule, from father to son, were in their 
early life to receive a training in the principlE's of agriculture. 
and also in drawing, instead of having, as is now the case, to be 
formed into special Classes later on in order to learn t}leir par
ticular worlC. 

619. It may be desirable here to summarise the different classes 
of Natives for whom agricultural education should be specially 
provided.' . 

(1.) "Experts" of the Agrieultnral Department • 
. (2.) Subordinate officials of the Land Revenue, Settlement, 

Forest, or cognate Departments. 
(30) Teachers of agriculture at High Schools.· . 
(4.) Teachers of Middle and Primary Schools whcloe the 

elements of agriculture are taught. . 
(5.) The youth of the cultivating classes. 
(6.) N on-officiallanded proprietors (zfflIindars, &c.). 
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520. It now remains for me to note briefly upon the Agri
cultural College, Classes, and other Institutions which 1 visited. 

To take, first, the Poona College of Science, so far as its 
agricultural course is concerned. , 

This college in its agricultural branch is virtually the .Agricultural 
College of the Presidency, and those ·who have had anything to do with ',it 
know how greatly its success has been the outcome of the devotion of its 
energetic Principal, Dr. Theodore Cooke. Successive Governors of Bombay, 
and more especially Lord Reay, have. also interested themselves greatly in it. 
I have already made numerous references t. it, and have shown what a large 
amouut of the agricultural teaching already given throughout the country 
owes its origin to Poona. The College has the advantage of being affiliated 
to the Bombay University, the latter giving a diploma in agriculture. The 
afudtmts have the further benefit of the farm attached to the College, and 
are lodged close to the farm, spending some time on it every day. The course 
is a three years' one. Mr. Mollison, the Superintendent of Government 
Farms in Bombay, teaches agriculture for two months in the year here. 
In the first year mathematics and natural science (heat, botany, and agri
culture) are taken up j in the second year, higher mathematics, natural 
science (chemistry and systematic botany), veterinary science, and agricul
ture j in the third year, natural. science (agricultural botany, geology, and 
chemistry with analysis) • .surveying, veterinary science, and agriculture . 

. Th~ main points that strike me in .this scheme are, firstly, that I think it 
would be better to let students qualify in general science subjects before 
passing on to the more special one of agricultur~ j and,secondly, that I 
would not hamper an agricultural student's progress by keeping him at a 
non-agricultural subject like mathematics for a second year. It is quite 
right that a man should reach a sufficient qualification in mathematics and 
physics, but I would let him get this done in the first year of the course, 
and not to be troubled with it further. .Also, it is well t'b.at he should 
attain a sufficiently high standard in general scieUl'e subjects, such as 
chemistry, botany, and geology, before he enters on the special study of 
agriculture. .Agriculture might be taken the second year, and be made the 
principal subject during the third year, when, too, it would be quite early 
enough to take up veterinary work. 

What I should suggest would be:-
First Year', Course. 

Mathematics. 
Physics. 
Elementary Chemistry. 

Second 
Chemistry (Theoretical 

and Practical). 

Elementary Botany. 
. Elementary Geology. 

Year'B' Cour~. 
Drawing. 
.Agriculture. 

Biology. 
Third Year'8 COIII·se . 

.Agricultural Chemistry. Surveying.. 

.Agriculture. Veterinary Science. 
lu looking over the syllabus in agriculture, it is clear to me that it has been 

drawn on an English and not on an Indian model. Thus, ~ractice8 such as 
"paring and burning" and "warping of land" are mentIOned j manures 
such as sulphate of ammonia, dried blood, soot, and artificial mannres, 
none of which have any place in Indian agriculture, are introduced;, the 
req uirements of "fattening animah" are supposed to be le!lrnt, and this in 
a country where no fattening of animals whatever is carried on. On the 
other hand, many subjects which have a special interest in Indian agriculture 
are omitted, such as canal and well irrigation, kankal', oil-c&:ke refuse, ghi, &0. 

The principal requisite for the Pooua course is, to my mmd, ~ mak~ pro
vision that tlie students have more acquaintance with the practical Sl~e of 
agriculture, either by themselves working upon the farm, 01' by ha~ng a 
\lortion of land which they may cultivate themselves, or else by spending a 
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eertain time npon the large farm at Bhadgaon. Certainly, too, before men 
p&88 out from Poona to take charge of estates, they ought to have previously 
qualified by a residence at the Bhadgaon or similar farm. . 

Attached to the Poooa College is, a Veterinary Hospital, where animals 
are treated aod Classea are held. Still later, an important branch has been 
added by the Government of India, a Bacteriological Laboratory having 
been started and pot nnder the management of Dr. Lingard. with the view, 
principally, of studying the important matter of cattle diseases in India. 

• 621. At Baroda great advances have been made'lately in the 
development of agricultural education; aml the Oaekwar has 
t;hown great interest in the subject. ' 

An agricultural branch Qf the Baroda C~ege has been formed, and is 
affiliated to the University of Bombay for the diploma in agricultnr .. 
Mr. T. H. Middleton, who passed a distinguished CJP.reer as a student at 
Edinburgh University and elsewhere, has been appointed Professor. of 
Agriculture, and Demonstration Farms have been started under his 
guidance. The students are to reside on the farms. This College and 
the Poona College ot Science, will constitute the two Agricultural Colleges 
()f the Presidency. 

622. The other Bombay Agricultural Institutions which I 
visited were tlie farms, or rather fields, id connection with the 
Agricultural Classes. attached to the High Schools at Belgaum 
and N adiad. As mentioned iL little before, there are Agricultural 
Classes attached to nine of the High Schools in Bombay. 

Veterinary 
hospital. 

Bacteriologle&! 
Iabomtorr. 

Baroda COUege. 

At Belganm, bursaries of Rs. 4 per month are paid out of the local Belgaum. 
funds. and are tenable for three yesrs. The field is seven acres in extent, 
and the out·of!pocket cost is Rs. 240 a yes". which tbe Municipality gives 
as a grant. TheOl'.tical instruction is given in the High School to the 
better and English. speaking classM, while, for the others, text-books in 
Mahratti are provided : the lads work three hours a day on the farm. 
The teachers must have passed at the Poona College. 

At Nadiad the farm of the Agricultural Association is thrown open to the Nadiad. 
students attending the Agricultural Class of the High School. A museum, 
with specimens of crop prod,ucts, implements, &c., is attached. 

623. Passing next to Madras, the Saidapet College calls for 
special attention. Its history has been dealt with in the last 
chapter (see paragraph 488), and now I have only to remark on 
,,-hat I noticed when 1 visi~d the Collegll and Farm. 

Of the unsuitableness of the Saidapet Farm, either as an experimental or Saidapet OoUese. 
even as an educational farm, I have already spoken, and, after having seen 
it, I am not inclined to regard -at all favourably its proposed extension, 
even as a farm for teaching purposes.. . . 

Owing to the constant change of poticy pursued by the Madras Govel'1l' . 
ment with respect to the College and Farm, these have laboured under con
siderable difficulties j and althongh the Farm had, at the time of my visit, 
been given up, with the exception of a small area, the future of the College 
was in a very unsettled state. Originally started as a purely Agricultural. 
College. Saidapet has now become little more than a general l:lcience College 
for Madras, a~ which agriculture merely fOrIDS one of a number of subjects 
taught. This is abundantly -clear from a perusal of the syllabus adoptcd. The 
agricultural course contai,os far too many subjects, and, to all appearance, 
far too great attainment in these is expected. Ma~ematics (including 
trigonometry and logarithms), mensuration, statics, building-materials 
aud construction, physi<>graphy, forestry, and other subjects find a place, 
along with ~ariculture, agricultUfal chemistry, and -veterinary science. 
If properly carried ont, the syllabus would involve each man being turned 
out a master of the parti~ular branch taken np j the veterinary programm~ 
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for instance, ought to make a man a qualified veterinary surgeon; the 
qualifications demanded in statics· would only be attainable by a very few, 
and it would be far better to confine th~s branch to elementary mechanics, 
with special ap'plication to machines used in agriculture; the ~yllabus in 
agriculture is largely occupied witb subjects tbat come more properly within 
the domain of agricultural chemistry. The general conclusion forced on me 
was, that a syllabus had been framed with the intention ·of comprising all 
the points about 'wbich knowledge had been obtained by men of Ecience ale 
over tbe world, and tbat the teaching was expected to embrace all these as 
far as possible. In short, an ideaJsyUabns was set, and tbe teaching had to 
be worked up to it, instead· of the syllabns being set according to the 
standard of the teaching, and to what migbtfairly be expected of the ~tudents 
The resnlt of· such a treatment/must be to make' tbe men rely entirely on 
books, and upon getting tbem lip by beart .. So I was not surprised to hear 
that the students did no practical work upon the farm., or tbat tbq turned 
out in most cases inefficient superintendents of farms when tbey left the 
College. . 

A syllabus sbould not be framed so as to be far above the heads of the 
pupils, and appal them with the array of all that they have to get up 
for it. but it should be set so as to be an index of the requirements which 
thE! education given could fairly supply. 

The main point to determine with regard to the SOlidapet College is, I 
tbink, what its future is tcf be. 1& it to be an Agricultural College Y If so, 
tbe course ought to be a. more purely agricultural one, with superfluous sub
jects struck out, and practical work substituted for them. If, however, it is 
to be a general ~cience College, then let tbis be clearly und~rstood, and let 
agriculture merely take its place as one of the subjects taught. . . . 

524 The Central Provinces do n'ot possess any Agricultural 
College, or even Science Conege where agricultur8 is made a 
special part of the instruction. T~e nearest al'/Proach to this is 
the Agricultural Class at Nagpur, of.which I have already spoken 
fin"ourably. '. .' . 

NBgpllr AgrlcuJ- At the time of my visit there were 88 lltudents, 10 of whom were 
tum! CI.... hoarders, and most of them Brahmans. The prinCipal object of the students is 

here. as elsewhere, to get Government employment, but in these Provinces 
there is a decided want of men to fill subordinate posts in the Land Revenue 
and Settlement Departments. In the previous year 14 of the 17 passed 
students of the Class had obtained positions as Land Revenue Inspectors. 

A prominent feature in the training is, that the' students are obliged 
themselves to engage in manual labour on a farm of 20 acres attached to 
the (lass. The Nagpur Experimental Farm is also available for the 
instruction of the Class, and, in addition, each'Stadent has half an acre of 
land which lle cultivates himself. and the crops off which he is allowed to 
have. Unfortunately, owing to the difficillty of getting men and labour 
just when they are wanted, this cultivation is somewhat hindered, but the 

, students take a decided interest in it. 
A certain number of the scholarships of the Educational Department are 

tenable at the Agricultural Class, the course extending over two years. 
The teaching agency is entirely supplied from the Poona College of 
Scienc,e. 

I thought the arrangement of subjects taught, and also the syllabus, vel'y 
satisfactory indeed; there were no superfluous subjects, and all of tbem 
had a direct bearing upon the prinCipal subject, agriculture. They com
prised agriculture, elementary chemistry; botany, geology, elementary 
veterinary science, land surveying, and drawing.·Thus, it will be noticed, 
the students did not have their time taken up with nou-agricultural sub
jects. At the end of each week a written examination is held, and, as the 
instruction is given in English, it is found that the plan of having ~he 
weekly examinations is very useful in familiari~ing the students WIth 
expressing themselves clearly in English. There are small laboratories and 
a museum and library. All that there was was excellep.t of its kind, though 
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on a very limited scale. The Class at Nagpur illustrates th\l difficulty 
which language presents to "the spread of agricultural education. So far, 
teaching haa been given only in English and with English text-books, but 
arrangements are being made to have a vernacular Class also. 

626. Bengal pOtlsessel!lllO Agricultur!11 Colleges. or educational 
Institutions where agr.culture is tlpeei<llly taught. Instead of 

. this, it 111111 been at one tiru~ the'practice to sen.1 selected Natives 
to England to study agriculture at the Cirenl'edter College. 
This has. however, now been abandoned. In place of it, it is 
proposed til have al1 ag-ricultural branch at the Seehl'ore College 
of Engineel'ing, near Calclltta, and to utilise the Seebpore Experi
,ment>.l :Farm which adjoins the CoIle~e. 

In the N orth-West Provinceil there is no Agricultural College, 
nor ~peciat pr~visi(ln for the tea~hing of a~ri/!ulture. . . 

In the Punjab the only step 1R an 'ugrlcultural ,dlrechon has 
been the e"tablilhment of a Veterinary School at Lahore. This 
\mll stal·ted in 1882. and has been decidedly successful. 

BengaL 

North-West 
Provi.nces. 

Punja.b. 

Veterinary 
College, Labore. 

626. The la:;t institution that 1 need- mention is the Forest: ~~::~ School, 

School at Dehra. 

This, though not a College for imparting instruction in agrioulture, has, 
in some ways, nevertheless, an agricultural bearing. . 

There are courses for Foresters (conducted in Hindi), for Ran!ers (in 
English), and for the highest gTade. that of Sub-Assistant Conservators. 
The numbe' of students is about 70, am~ the expenditure, which amounts to 
about Rs. 33,000 ,early, is debited to the various Provinces who send up 
students to be trained. Every year ~oine twenty men qualify as Rangers, 
and, after five years' service, they are eligible for Suu-Assistant Conservator
ships as vacancies occur. It is almost unnecessary to say that out-door 
instruction forms an important part of the course. The scheme of instruc
tion drawn up appeared to me to be an excellent one and the ,teaching, in 
the main. to be very well given •. For instruction in ciJemistry, botany, and 
entomology, the school depended until lately upon lectures given during a. 
few weeks by non-resident lecturers. There is, however, a very suitable 
chemical laboratory at the school. and, as explained in ,an earlier chapter, 
it is hoped to provide shortly for regular instruction in agricultural 
chemistry. , 

I happene.1 to be at Dehra when the . sessional examinations were going 
on, and was allowed the opportunity of putting several of the students 
through t'iva voce examinations in botany and chemistry. I can speak in high 
terms of the degTee of proficiency attained QY the students in the former 
subject. The students whom I examined were especially well acquainted 
WIth vegetable morphology, and had evidently received a very careful 
training. Their knowledge of chemistry was, however, poor. The 
groundwork of the science had not been thoroughly taught them, and 
while they could answer some of the more advanced questions, 'simpler 
ones, such as the definitions of an aoid, an alkali, and a salt, were not known. 
I was chiefly struck by the fact that the teaching in chemistry did not 
8eem to have been directed to those points which would be most useful 
to the men as forest officials. For instance, I do not remember that any 

) one could give me a dear idb8 of the composition of leaves, or of the 
different forms of combination in whic4 carbon exists in vegetation. 

In listening to the eXamination. in other subjects I was struck by the 
inability of the students to draw any figures by which they might illUR

trate their answers; also by the need that existed for more out door 
examination; the students did not seem able to describe clearly such 
operations as that of digging a well, making a road, bridging a chanpel 
(nullak), blasting a rock, &c. Undoubtedly they experienced some diffi-
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culty in expressing themselves in English, and seemed to be always try
ing to remember something out of a text-book. . 

There were what seemed to me marked defects about the examination 
itself, though I believe that these have to some extent been since remedied. 
Thus, the examinations ought not to be conducted (as they used to be) by 
the teachers of the school alone; a student, after failing once, should not be 
allowed to go in for a special examin~tion a short time afterwards and try 
to pass then; and, thirdly, far too much time was taken up by the exami
nations. The one that I was present at for a time was fixed to last from 
March 5th ~o March 29th, and was entirely of a viva voce nature. During 
its progress all the work of teaching Wall disorganised and, in fact, sus
pended except in one Class. I sat out the third day of the examination in 
forest engineering, itself a subsidiary subject, and I felt that it was quite 
impossible for any examiner to keep up his interest all this time. Half
an-honr's viva voce examination is more thart enough to ascertain a man's 
real knowledge of a subject, and I should like to see this supplemented. 
by written periodical examinations. These are points which can readily be 
remedied, and it is but right that I .hould say I thought very .well of the 
teaching as a whole. There is a demand for a better class of men to fill the 
post of Sub-Assistant Conservator, and it is very desirable to maintain the 
instruction at the Forest ·School in a high state of excellence, so that the 
men sent out may have a more intelligent view of their duties. The' 
introduction of a more agricultural element, even if by the teaching of 
agricultural chemistry aloM, is likely to give the students a better idea 
of the important connection of their work with the improvement of agri~ 
clliture . 

• 
627. CONCLUSIONS. • 

• 
The spread of education will be an important elel;llent in the 

improvement of agriculture. H wilt'do much to remove the 
prejudices attaching to " caste", and custom, 'which prevent pro
gress in a.gricultural methods, and, it will give rise to a more 
intelligent farming class.-

In a country ~here, as in India, agriculture is the chief em
ployment, Agricultural Education especially should be encoura.ged. 
Until lately the tendency of education hali been in a purely 
literary direction, and has turned attention away from the land 
rather than towards it; the fault can now be best remedied by 
substitut,ing Agricultural Education for a part of the present 
educational programme. The work must proceed simultaneously 
from above downwards and from below upwards. Elementary 
instruction should be given in. Prima!y Schools by means of 
" readers " and "object lessons I' which introduce familiar agri
cultural subjects. In Middle Schools the elements of physical \ 
science, the use of Agricultural Primers, accompanied by Illustra
tion Plots on which the ordinary farm crops are grown, should 
form part of the instruction. In High Schools more atiention 
shquld be given to' physical Bcit'n('e and to agriculture, and lllus-
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tration Farms or fields should be attached to the Schools. Agri:" 
cultural Classes should be established where Colleges or Institutions 
that specially teach agrioulture do not exist, and these should 
have Demonstration Far;"s attached, and land on which the pupils 
can themselves wor1r.' 

Special attention shl)uld be directed to the agricultural educa
tion given in CollegC;ls, in order that the teachers supplied to High 
Schools and to Agricultural Classes may be well-trained men., and 
th t the Land Revenue, Agricultural, and cognate Departments 
may be supplied with subordinate officials who have studied 
agriculture, both theoretically and practically. ' 

I do not consider it advisable to establish special Agricultural 
Colleges, but I think that it would be b~tter to utilise existing 
Colleges of Science and to: form agricultural branches at, them. 
U niversitieA should encourage the stqdy of agriculture by making 
agriculture an optional subject in ,the, course for a degree, and 
the claims of men who have passed in agriculture sho\lld be fully 
recognised for appointments in the Revenue and cognate Depart
ments. 

There is great need of Agricultu'raI' Text~books suited to the 
circumstances ef the different parts of India, and these should be 
in the vern'acular as well as in English. 

528. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

That General Education be extended among the agricultural 
•• ,'. ! ' 

classes. , ' 
That AgriculturarEducation form a part of the general educa

tional system, and be introduced as a. prominent subject in the 
Schools of the country. 

That Text-books on Agri~ulture, adapted to the different parts 
of the country, be' prepared as early as possible. . 

That encouragement be given to the higher study of Agricul
ture by recognising more fully the claims or' men who' have, 
passed in scientific agriculture, for appointments in the Land 
Reven~e and cognate Departments. 

REOOMMENDA. 
TIONS. ' 
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CHAPTER Xx. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPAR:I'MENTS. 

629. THE previous chapters have of Dp.cessity been cOllcerned 
lar~ely with the work of Agricultural Departments, considered 
under the different heads selected for those chapters. There 
remain, however, some few matters, which may be usefully dis
cussed, but which do not come specifically under any of the 
foregoing heads. These I shall tn'at of in this concluding 
chapter. 

630: The origin, development, and general history of Agri
cultural Departments in India ha\'e been narrated in Chapter'l., 
as well as their scope lind aims. But their constitution has not 
been fUlly dealt with . 

. One 'of the most important matters, to my mind, arid one to 
which, it seems to me, ..far 'too little attention has been given 
in the past, is the early training of the men who are to form the 
personnel of Agl'ieultural Departments, and' more especially of 
those who may in future be appointed Directors of. Agricultural 
Departp1ent@. 

The necessity of guiding in a more scientific and more agri
cultural directi,)D the training of Indian Civil Servants "who may, 
later on, occupy posts in Agricultural Departments, impressed 
itself strongly upon the Famine Commissioners in 1880, and has 
a!t!o been made the subject of representations by successive 
Secretaries of State. The Famine Commisl!ioners laid con
siderable stress upon the training of junior Civilians in agriculture. 
and they recommended-

(1.) That more weight should be given to natural and 
physical sciences in the open competitive examina
tion. 

(2.) That agricultural lind organic chemistry should replace 
Forne of the compulsory subjects in the intermediate 
and final examinations of probationer@ for the Civil 
Service. 

(3.) That candidates who distinguish themselves in these 
subjects should. further, be allowed to spend an addi
tiona.l year in England for the purpose of studying 
agriculture; the time to count as senice on twO
thirds' pay. 

( 4.) That these selected officer~, after a period of service 
in the ordinary line ill India, should be enlisted in the 

• Agricultural Departments. . 
~5.) That, in the meantime, 11 few selected junior Civilians 

should be sent to England, after five years'service, to 
study for 11 year or more at some School of Agricul
ture. 
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Although these proposals had a great deal to recommend them, 
there were obvious detects which the Government of India, with, 
I think, muchjustice, pointed out in their reply. It was urged that 
a knowledge of a~ricult.ure could only be of special value to a few 
in the Civil Service; that a Civilian must first be fitted for ordinary 
eXf!cutive and administrative functions,and that his probationary 
training in England should be framed with this view. It was 
impossible that a man could get more than a theoretical or. book 
knowledge of agriculture by the time that he passed his final exami-
1lation, and what knolYledge he c:lUld get would not be applicable 
to the peculiar conditions of Indian agriculture. So the Govern
ment (\f India objected to giving any agricultural training to 
Civilians previous to their arri,'al in India, but they favoured any 
measures to arouse interest in the subject of agriculture. anti 
consequently endorsed Hr. Ilbert's recommendation to admit 
agricultural chemistry" as nn of tiona I subject of the final 
examination, along with botany, geology, and zoology. The 
Government of India further proposed to give .definite privileges 
to officers selected in I ndia, to induce them to undergo an 
agricultural training in lndia, viz., by aflowing men selected by 
Local Governments to take turlough after five years' active service 
(instead of the usual eight years), and by authorising Local 
Governments to select one officer every two years to go on 
furlough to England to study agriculture. Lastly, they con
sidered t~at every Revenue officer should have a rudimentary 
knowledge of Surveying, as practised in India for the' purposes of 
Land Settlem~nts. . 

To these proposals the Secretary of State .gave, in December 
1883, a general approval. He allowed agricultural chemistry to 
be an optional subject in the fiual examination.,. But he objected 
to the withdrawal of officers from their duties ill India, and 
declined to lay down any general rule, though consenting to act, 
in special cases, in the spirit of the above proposals when Local 
Governments submitted spt;cial recommendations. 

As the outcome, agrinultural chemistry became, and now forms 
an optional subject in the final examination, and a limited number 
of Civilians have been sent home to study agricultut'e at the Ciren
cester College j also, something has been done to provide instruc
tion in Surveying to Revenue officers. ' 

63L With what has been done' I can, in the main, agree. I 
do not think it is possible to send out Civil Servants who shall be 

"practicul agriculturists also; I ] ecognise (as I have expressed 
myself in Chapter XV!., paragraph 408) th'lt the Service demands 
other requirements in its members than that of be,ing agriculturists, 
a.nd that a roan must learu primarily to be an ex(:cutive and 
administrative officer. I do not think, therefore, that practical 
agriculture can usefully be included, in a probationer's examina
tion. I can, farther, see that .there are ohjections to keeping a 
man in England a year 10ilger for the purpose of studying agl'i-. 
culture; and, besides the fact that the time is too short, and that 
Indian agriculture is very different from English, there is 'the 
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consideration that a man would, by so d~ing. get out of the 
regular line, and thus raise difficulties as to promotion, time of 
service, pay, &c. But I do endorse most thoroughly those 
recommendations of the Famine Commissioners, and of the 
Government of India, which have f~)r their object the giving of 
more weight ttl the study of Natural Science. I maintain that 
what,is needed is not so much to have men, or I will say Agri
,cultural Directors especially, who shall be practical agriculturists, 
but to have men of a scientific tw"n of mind, who have some know
ledge of what science has .accomplished in the past, aud of what 
it is likely to effect in the future; men who will have some appre
ciation of scientific work and of workerb in science. Now, this 
can only be gained by an early training in scientific subj,ects, 
and, although the details of agricultural practice can be acquired 
at a later date, the pursuit of scientific methods and their appli
cation to practice cannot. I have been much I!truck in India by 
the almost compl~te isolation in ideas of the few men who have 
gone out to the country pOllsessed of some knowledge and appre
ciation of natural scien~. They have, as it were, stood almost 
alone, unappreciated, or, rather, not understood, by their more 
-classical or mathematical brethren. Yet I can see quite well 
that, among the men who have done mOJt to help 011 agriculture, 
in many cases the impulse has been given by their love and 
appreciation of natural science. ,I think that the tendency of 
modern education to proceed in the, direction of a more liberal 
and scientific training will carry with it importaI!t results which 
will indirectly influence even Indian agriculture, and that, with
the coming of more Civilians to India who have had a certain 
amount of training in natural science, a class of men will be 
obtained whose presence will aid the improvement of agriculture 
by making the application of scientific .methods more easy, and 
better appreciated. 

I think, accordingly. that the giving of more prominence to 
scientific subjects, both at the open t:ompeiition and at the later 
examinationa fur the Civil ServiCe, would be attended with 
decided bt'nefit, and that from the men who have distinguished 
themselves in this branch some mi$ht be selected who would 
subsequently prove useful officers In the. Agricultural De~al"t-
ment. ' 

532. As to agricultural chemistry, now an optional subject 
at the final examination, although I am, as an examiner mpelf~ 
obliged to allow that many candidates take'up the subject purely 
with the view of swelling the total of the marks that may stand 
opposite their names, I have every year, so far, found some few 
men who have shown more than a passing interest in it, anel 
who, if opportunity were given them of subsequently turning 
their attention in an agricultural direction, would, undoubtedly, 
be !tble to derive and to impart benefit from their study of 
agricultural chemical principles. It is men such as these who 
I!Ihould be noted when they have done well, and it is from them 
that the future Agricultural Directors might advantageously be 
selectert • 

• 
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633. But it is not enough to merely note such men; it is' Employment of 

necessary, too, that they should, on arrival in India, be broughti!~:p~:n~ 
into contact with agriculture and its conditions, and be enCOlIr- of Land Records 

d d ··· . d I . a.nd Agriculture. age to stu y It 10 Its Varle re atlOnS. . 
It is universally acknowledged that a young man on his :6.rst 

coming ont to India is, to put it broadly, of very little lIse. 
He cannot be entrusted with any post until he has got .to know 
something of the L'lnguaget the people, and the district where he 
ill. As a Collector of experience told me, "the b~8t thing is to 
" send the new comers out into the :6.e41s for four months or so, ...... 
" and then they may begin to pick up something." If, lin the 
other hand, they are ll:ft to gather. their experience in the. court
house (clltclm'I'Y) they soon lose the little agricultural knowledge 
they had. and never get toO understand thoroughly the conditions 
of the people and of their agriculture. . 

It would be well, therefore, that when men come fresh to the 
country a certain proportion should be drafted into the Department 
of Land Records and Agrioulture, and in this. way come to know, 
at the opening of their career. something-about the country, the 
people, the crops, the system of .Revenue Admini~tration, and 
the agricultural conditions generally. How, I mi~ht well ask, is 
a mlln to be expected to understand the important Issues involved 
in the establishment of " Fuel and Fodder Rilserves," if he has 
not had some insight intu the circumlltances which call for their 
creation ./. At the snme- time, these junior Civilians might be in
structed in the -inciples of Land Surveyin!!". At the departmental r" ~ Depnrtmental 
examinations, after arriving in India,' men are examined upon examinations in 

the local tenure system, and ~ upon the" law of the district agriculture. 

where they happen to be :6.xed; but why should they not be 
examined upon the local agriculture also? I think that this would 
h.e one of the best ways of picking out the men who showed an 
interest in. agriculture, and who gave promise of being able to 
deal well with it. If Agricultural Directors were selected from 
men who had undergone sOme training of this kind, instead of 
being choaen (as at present) withoutany or with very little regard 
.to their agricultural knowledge or powers, it would be very ~uch 
better for agriculture. . 

It would aI~o be a useful stimulus to these men if encourage
ment were given them 'to study agriculture in other countries 
when absent upon fu~lough •• 

634. It is not only in the method of selecting Directors of 
Agricultural Departments that a bl:tter system should prevail, 
but it appears to me that there should he some, alteration as 
regards the 'position which a Director occupies, and chie6y in his 
relation to the existing Revenue Administration. A t present the 
deecription I have heard applied ~o the Director, that of being a 
"fifth wheel of the coach," ill very near the truth .. He has no 
administrative powers, and can only !let as an adviser; he has not 
even the power of fining or of dismissing an Inspector who does not 
see properly to the keeping up of the Land Records in his district, 
but he must refer. the matter to the Revenue authority. lIis title, 
" Director of the Department of Land .Records and Agriculture,:' 
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as I have remarked before, is a. mest cumhrOUR one, and in some 
Provinces the firt't portion.of it only is retained, to the exclusion 
of agriculture. I t is very rertain that in different Provinces 
different circumstances will' prevail, and hence it may not be 
possible, and indeell would not be wise, to give the Director of 
the Department of Land Uecords and Agriculture the same 
position everywherp. alike .. Nor can his duties be everywhere 
the same. He must, in brief; be made to fit into the exi~tinO" 
Revenue organisation in each Province, and be put where he will 
go best. He should form a part of the Revenue Adniinistration, 
and not have his duties confined merely to the giving of advice. 
As I pointed out earlier (Chapter VI., paragraph 113), he should 
have a large share in the management of taccavi advances for th'e 
purpose of digging wells, &c., even if the actual control and dis
bursement cannot be It·£t in his hands. Again, he should have 
the power of making representations as to the giving, in special 
cases, of exemption from as!lessment, and of reporting upon 
instances of over-assessment. As regards other Revenue officials, a 
Director ought to stand higher than he does at present.· The post 
is one that should be oc~upied by a moderately senior man, ranking 
with the highest grade of Collector, but a little below a Commis
siOller. I would much prefer to see the title" Commissioner of 
Agriculture" given to him instead of the present one, as the title 
would more adequately describe his'duties and defin~ his position. 

636. The desirability of an Agr~eultural Director's"Spending a 
.considerable time each year in touring should be.self-evident, and 
yet there are Provinces in India where the Director does not go on 
tour at all, or where very little touring. js done. To get by 
personal enquiry and observation a knowledge of the agricultural 
requirements of I': district, whether as regards water supply, 
wood supply, cattle, seed, or the incidence of aseessment, is of 
the very nature of a Director's duties, and how he is to discharge 
these properly without going about in the rlistricts of his Province 
I fail to see. If.this part of the work be given up, it is little to 
be wondered at that the Director wiII leave out agriculture from 
his title, and confine himself to Land Records. 

636 .. The above remark applies in a special manner to the 
Serretary of the Imprrial Agriculturl,l Department. 'Vith 
numerous duties and It variety of subjects to deal WIth, on all of 
which he cannot be an authority, the Secretary of the Depart""": 
ment must rely upon others. It is well, therefore, that he "honId 
he brought from time to time into touch \Vith the officers of the 
Provincial Departments. There will frequently ,rise matters 
which call for personal inspection, or, it may be, for personal 
explanation, nnd the experience of a Secretary -who has knowledge 
f)f what hall been done In other Provinces mny.often be of much 
use in guiding the coumels of Provincial. Departments. 
'Vithout undulI forcing upon a Provincial Department any 
particular line 0 action in. individual cases, it is well that there 
should be uniformity of purpose, and the same guiding principles, 
alike in Provinciul and in Imperial Agricultural Departments. An 
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occasion!Ll meeting of the chief. officials would be beneficial in 
securing harmony of action and the promotion of common· 
interest. In this respect I would like to see, combined with the 

-office of Secretary, duties which are more akin to those which 
would fall to the lot of an Inspector General. 

While on this subject, I might add a ward expressive of my 
belief in the usefulness of uccasional Conferences, for the purpose 
of exchanging views on agricultural questions, and of bringing 
into closer harmony the work of Imperial and of Provincial Agri
cultural· Departments. My own exp~rienc(' of the Conference 
held at Simla,.in Ocrober 1890, impressed this· very clearly upon 
me, and I have to acknowledge much. benefit and information 
which I derived from the interchange of views by representa
tives coming from different parts of the country, who in this 
way' brought their experience to bea~ upon the particular points 
set for consideration. 

637. The general work of Agricultural Departments may be 
described by giving t!Je different hell31ings under which the 
Government of India has prescribed that the Reports {)f the 
Operations of the DepsrtIpents should be made. 

These are as follows:-
.1. Organisation and Maintenance of Village Records. 
Il. Analysis of Districts with reference to security from 

FafniRe. .. . 
II L System of Collection of Revenue and Rental in pre

carious Tracts. 
IV. Measures of Protection against Famine. 
V. Agricultural Experiments, including-Farms. 

VI. Cattle-breeding and Veterinary E~tablishments. 
vii. Agricult!l~al and Fiscal. Statistics. . 

VIII. Trade and Trade Statistics. 
IX. Museums, &c. 
X.' General. 

Most of these su.bjects ha~e already been lIealt with in this Report, 
wllile others, such as StatiStical RecOl'ds, ar.e not connected with 
my special work. It will but be" necessary to touch upon a few 
~eneral points not already noticed, and. to mention special 
features of the work o£ individual Provincial Departments. 

The value of 
ConferenceE. 

C1assification of 
the work of 
Agricultural 
Department!!. 

638. I frequently ball the oppo~tunity of inspecting Village Village RecoNS. 

Records, aUlI of watllh~ng the. work of the Village Accountants 
(patwaris), Di.trict Inspectors, &c" as also the maps relating to 
Settlement operations. It was very clear to .me that a great 
deal of care had been given to the lJerfecting of the work of 

-1.1110<1 ltecords, and tolhe training of the men to whom t.~e keep-
ing up of these is entrusted. . 

, Y 24266. C C 
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. The one matter in which th':lre seemed to me to be a lack was, 
. that the statistics obtained, say, for individual fields or 1!oldings, 
need to be collected together and to be then dio-ested. The 
main points brought out by the figures require tr~nslation into' 
words, so that useful general conclusions may be drawn from 
them. Thus, it is not enough to. merely record that irrigation 
has decre~sed over a certain area, or that a less ac:reage'is occupied 
by a particular crop. One wants' to know the reasons for tbese 
changes. Then, there are apparent discrepancies which need 
explanation, and ,general results ought to be collected for each 
district. The real requisite is, it seems to me, a central Bureau 
Of Agriculture, where the returns would be gathered together, 
examined, digested, and put in a handy form' for general use. 
Something similar to the useful work done by Mr. J; E. O'Conor 
for the Trade of India 'should be instituted in connection' with 
its Agriculture.' . 

In Bengal, in consequence of the existence of a permanent 
settlement, there are DO, Village Records, except those relating to 
Government and privati! Estate!'!. These Estates cover altogether 
about 20,000 square miles. There is, consequently, no regular 
patwari staff. When speaking of indigo cultivation in Behar I 
mentioned the difficulties which arise in consequence of there 
being no Record of Rights; from what I could see I should be 
strongly of opinion that the CaJastral Survey of Behar, which'it 
is intended to set on foot s1:ortly, will be productive ;f immense 
benefit, in that it will put an'end to the troubles'"tha~ have arisen 
from the absence of any Records defining and demarcating the 
different holdings and occupation rights. 

639. The Analysis of distri~ts is a most important work, and 
one which in mallV cases has been well done. But it I,as, so far, 
had reference maInly to the question of security against famine; 
what is now. needed is; that there should lie an ~nalysis of dis
tricts with regard to their general agricultural capacity and 
condition. In such work the employment of trained "experts" 
will be very necessary. , . 

The most elaborate work as yet done iIi the analysis of dis
tricts has been the compilation of the" Statistical A tlas of Bombay." 
This atlas comprises an immense amount of information . and 
statistics respecting the agriculture /of the different districtt! of 
the Bombay Presidency. , . 

In the N orth-West Provinces and Oudh the Annual ]{pports 
of the Department give, from time to .time, statist.ical maps 
showing the di~tribution of different crops throughout these 
Provinces. 

In Madras the exhaustive analysis of a few districts has been 
undertaken, 'and in these the agricultural features have been 
set out. Of this nature are the Rc~ts on the ,Cuddapah 
District, and upon Kurnool, both by .Mr. C. Benson. I should 
also adrt llere the valuable "Manual of Coimbatore." by 
Mr. F. A. Nichpl/lon, of which I have made copious \lISe in t.llis 

-R'e,port. 
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Nothing bat! yet been done in this direction in the Central Oent",l Pro· 

Provinces or in the Punjab, beyona what is contained in different ;no~~ 
Settlement Reports. un]" • 

. In Bengal, however, a' few districts have been specially re- Bengal. 

porte.d upon, notably the Dacca District by Mr. Sen, and the 
Lohardaga District by Mr. Basu. I have read both of these 
Reports with considerable interest,and I think it would be a . 
great advantage if the work were continued successively for the 
different districts throughout the Presidency. 

640. Under "Measures of Protection" are "included the M~~Of 
establishment of" Fuel and Fodder Reserves;" the formation of pxo eo on. 

plantations along canal banks and. raitWay lines; arboriculture; ,., 
1rrigation; taccavi advances for digging wells, and for other 
purposes; reclamation of ravine and s9.lty land (usar); embanking 
of land; emigration, .&c. Sufficient has already been said under 
each of these headings.' . 

641. Under" Agricullural Experimenjs. i!lclu"ding Farms," it ~:~ltU;;"1 
is the general rule to mention Agricultural Shows. These call for 
special note here. The plan of having periodical Agricultural . ~ 
,Exhibitions is in vogue in Madl'as, Bombay, the N ol'th-West· I VU(.. . w 

Pr.ovinces, and Bengal." If""cannot b.e saId to. have been ~~..,,( 
unIversally successful, and In Feveral. Instances It has been 
decided tel give up Shows which were formerly held regularly. 
The non-8ucceSI has been, perhaps, most marked in Madras, and 
what appears to me the chief reason of failure is, that the Shows' 
have merely been held becaul'e the Provincial Agricultural Depart-
ments ordered that they should be held, and not as the outcome 
of any general interest on the part of the people or of would-be 
exhibitors. During my tours I had the opportunity of visiting 
two or three Agricultural Shows, and I was much struck by the 
differences between them, even in the case of districts not 
very far apart. Thus, the first one I went to, viz., that at Saharan-
pur, though it was interesting in some respects, compared very 
badly, alike in the exhibits and in the interest taken, with the 
:-;how held a little later" on at Meerut (Nauchandi Fair); I 
put thie down mainly to the lack of local intrrest taken in 
tbe former, and to the little encouragement given by the English 
officials. In short, I believe that the success of a Show depends Success depend. 

in great measure upon the efforts of the individual Coilector or ~ff=vi'lual 
other resid.ent officer, and that he has it largely in his power to make 
the Show a tlUCCess or the reverse. Where, as I found to be ilie 
case in Madras, a Show was held mainly l;>ecau~e the Government 
had decided that there should be one, it is not to be wondered at 
that the interest aroused was small. At Sahal'anpur no effort Exhibitionof ' 
.. d -r: b d .e I I' d . d h looo1.industries . .. ppeare to- nave een rna e to Joster oca m ustnes, an t e 
exhibition. of local work was very inferior; at Meerut; on the 
contrary, the exact reverse was the case, and an admirable 
collection of the results of native and local talent was to be seen. 
Turning "to the. more agricultural side, I must say that I was 
quite surprised to see at 1\'1 eerut a Show which would by ho 
Ibeans have cqmpared unfavourably with the Shows of some of 

oc~ 
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our'local ,Agricultural Societieli in England., Horses and cattle 
especially made an excellent exhibition; whilst ploughing 
matches, trials of water-lifts, the working of the " cream-separa-

,tot," and demonstration of English systems 'of butter-making, 
along, with a large display of flowers, fruit, and vegetables, 
constituted a ~ighly interesting and satisfactory Showo " 

At the Meerut Show I noticed varticularly the horse ring. It 
was admirably constl'ucted, and quite picturesque with its enclosure 
of bamboo fencing topped with straw. The' arrangements for 
the entry and exit of the horses, and for sending them round the 
ring, as also for the judging, were capital. ' 

In some matters I would venture to suggest possible improve-' 
ments. 

I have seen it mentioneJ that in some cases the dates on which 
Shows are to be held are not fixed lung enough ahead, and are 
altered after they have been once fixed; also that they are nut 
sufficiently advertised. Both of tlie~e points must militate 
against the success of a Show. The fixtures ought to be made well 
ahead, and the date!! be.rigorousl;r kept to, so that the Provincial 
Agricultural Department can Issue, in advance, a list of the 
Show fixtures for the whole year. If dates are changed or 
if fixtures are left uncertain, people are sure to lose interest, and it 
also prevent!! proper advertisement being given to a meeting. 

~:,:!"dverti.e- The notices of the Show should be in the vernacular, and the more 
widely'distributed they are the better. 

AIlIl1lJ\l Pro
v tHeml Show. 

Practical judges. 

It is well worth considering whether it woul<1 not be a good 
plan to follow the plan adopted by the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England, and to ha\'e one Great ,Show annually in 'IL 
Province (the locale being changed from year tQ year), this taking 
in turn the place of the ordinary local Show held in any particular 
district. To this Show the Government subsidy might be 
cOllfined, and a regular rota being determined uIlon, each district 
w(luld be visited in turn, and more outside interest be aroused. 

Next, every effort should be made to get good practicaljudges. 
It is, I know, the Ilrnctice always to turn to the Collector, or to 
the Director of the Agricultural Depnrtment, but it does not at 
all follow that they are the best agricultural judges. 

S"stem of In 'the awardine: of prizes for horses, I noticed that SR many as 
jilll~illlPlot Horse '"'" d k O ° 
Shuw., five judges are frt'quently appointed, one ju ge ta mg mto 

account, strength, another judge, quality, a third, soundness, Rnd 
so on; 20 po;nts may be awarded for each item, and the decision 
is given according to the highest total found on adding up the 
marks which each judge awards in his particular section. There 
iS1 however, no separate veterinary examination. I very much 
doubt whether it is in the power of any judge to examine and to 
allot exact marks for one individual qualit.y possessed by a horse, 
apnrt from the others which it has; it is rather by a setting-off 
of one against the other that a judge should base his award. 
Besides, the difference of standard necessarily adopted when as 
many as five judges officiate at once, introduces errors which, I 
believe, are greater than the advantages gained by collecting the 
opinions of several differrn t judpt's, As a consequence, on looking 
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into the figures when made up to a maximum of 100, I found that 
the differences, even with this large num berof marks, were generally 
very small, and it was seldom that as much a8,20 marks separated· 
the best from the worst horse in a class, althuugh the judges 
allowed to me that the real differences amounted to very much 
more; and so, too, it proved, for, in the not infrequent case of 
a" tie" occurring. the judges, without hesitation, expressed their 
decided preference for one animal over another, although the 
totals of the marks obtained on the indi vidual system of judging were 
equal. There shoul<l, I think, be a veterinary examination of 
the horses, and unsoundness ought to disqualify and not merely 
to reduce the marks awarded. . 

A Horse Show loses much in interest and appearance by the plan Horse fair, 

generally adopted uf having the horses tethered outside, and 
forming practically a Horse Fair, instead of the horses being 
arranged in classes, and being put side by side so that they can 
be compared. I was told that this arises from the fact of one 
maR being in charge, possibly, of a number of different horses, 
and not being able to attend entirely to oIle; still it is a defect. 

Another want in connection with Agricultural Shows is that of Catalogue. 

a Catalo~ue. The issue 'of a catalogue with corresponding num-
bers on the exhibits would much add. to the interest taken. 

From what I saw of poultry exhibited at Shows, I thought that' Poultry at 

very considerable improvement might be effected if more ~tten- Show •• 

tion were paid to breeding and rearing. 
·The system of' awarding prizes for small samples of grain is Prizes I f~r grain 

b Q . 11 bIb " f •• mpes. open to great a use. Ulte sma ags, salilp e • ags In tact., 0 

grain are allowed to compete for prizes. and there is not the • 
least security that the specimen is at all representative of the 

• crop from which it is supposed to have come. ·It is quite ea3Y to 
pick ovel' by hand a sample of wheat or other grain and to make it 
look excellent. But there is not any cel·tainty that the sample 
exhibited has come off the field of the particular' exhibitol:' If 
prizes are awarded for grain thp.y should be for largebag~ed 
and sealed samples, (>r els~ fOI' corn in the straw, and they should be 
duly certified by some responsible person. But what I would much 
prefer to grain prizes is, '.hat prizes should be given for excellency 
of cultivation, or for the best crop grown on a farm or. field,-in 
fact, " farm prizes." Thilt would do a great deal more than grain Farm pri ... 

.... .... prefera.ble. 
prizes in stimulating improvement. and would be free fl:om, the 
objections to the latter. 

In regard to the exhibitors themselves, more care shOuld be :;~ilif:~.of 
exercised in order to ascertain that they are bonafide exhibitors 
and cultivators. There is little doubt that in ·many cases men 
have made it a regular business to "farm" the prizes offered, 
by the aid of some particular exhibit of which they have obtained 
the use, though they may not be the genuine owners or exhibitors. 
Such abuse must have the effect of keeping the genuine culti-
vators from exhibiting at Shows. . 

The last point to 'which·1 shall refer in this connection is the Trial. of l1Dpl~ 
trial of implements. '. ments. • 

Without doubt, a considerable amount of interest is aroused by 
competitions of this kind on Show grounds, but I am afraid J;hat' 

, c03 
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they are not aiways carried out with sufficient 'care; and it would: 
be much more satisfactory if more exhaustive. trials were con

. ducted at Experimllntal Farms. The latter are the places where 
such trials can best be made; and in the case of new im plements, 
they should be sub!llitted to rigorous tests before the imprimatur 
of the Agricultural Department is placed upon them. Again, it 
is the general pra,!tice for Provincial Agricultural Departments to 
exhibit at the various Show~, and to enter for competitive trial a 
numLer of implements of different makes which hllve been pul'
chased by the Department. This appears to me Hardly fair upon 
the makers or inventors of the implements, for the succe~s or 
non-succeSil d.epends very much upon the particular implement 
which the Department happens to have, the time at which it was 
purchased, anu the way in which it has been kept and used ... 'rhus, 
a lJuO'ar-mill of a particular make, which the Department has 
bought some years previously, and has probably used also in the 
meantime, may be brought into competition with a bralld-new 
machine exhibited by some rival maker. If there are to be 
these competitions, the- credit of the makers should not be depen
dent upon a machine exhibited by someone tlther thaI) themsel ves, 
but they should have the opportunity .of being represented. by 
the latest and very betlt machine which they can turn out at the 
time; after that, in the· event of failure, they would not have any 
reason 10 complain that they had not be~n fairly represented. ! 

I notice that one year, in a competitive trial of su~ar-mills at 
Saharanpur, the number of points awarded to-a mill e:x;hibited 
by the makers themselves was 88, while OIle of a differeut make 
and exhibited by the Agricultural Department had 87 points given 
to it. Such minnte distinctions as these, under 1 he conditions of a 
rough trial, ought not to be drawn, and the fame of one firm should 
not be made at the expense of a.nother, when there is no practical 
difference between rival exhibit~, and more especially when one 
firm is represented by a new machine, and the other by one 
probably of earlier date. The Agri(~ultural Departments would do 
well, I think, to refrain from entering as competitors, and to con
fine themselves to demonstrating the working of difFerent imple-
ments brought under their notice. .. . 

In the Bombay Presidency some six different Shows are held 
annually, the annual Government contribution to them being about 
Rs.8,000. The Horse FiI,irs at Poona, Ahmedabad, and Sind 
are .the best-known Shows, the last named being generally 
very successful. 

In the North-'W est Provinces and Qudh the chief Shows 
are those at AliO"arh, Meerut, Saharanpur, Etawah, and Muttra. 
Government a;ards over Rs. 1,000 annually for cattle prizes. 
In connection with these Shows the services of Mit Muhammad 
Husain, the Assistant Director of Agriculture, are invaluable, and 
to his energy their success is in large measure dup-. 

In Madras the chief Show:! are those at Bellary and at Salem. 
In Bengal occasional Shows are held at about five dili'erent 

t~wns. .. . . " ,. 
At.the different Shows hell} thl'ou5!hout the coul\try " stiUl~lu8 

?UrobR.18 of - I .. f h 
l0l'888 by Army 'is given to Horse-breeding by the purchase· of young stoc,,", . 01".t . ~ 
iemount Dejlllt- . . 
nemt. 
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Army RemOlmt D~partment, somA of the officers of which attend 
the Shows and buy animals which they think likely to meet army 
requirements in the future. Mares are also selected to be' 
" branded If mares, and thus be~ome eligible to 'be served by 
Government stallions: ' 

642. Under the head" ,Ex'perimental Farms" are also classed 
8eed distribution and sale of implements. Cattle-breeding, 
veterinary establishment9, &c., which come under the next head, 
have also been fully referred to before. ' ' 

,The other heads under which the work of Agricultural Depart
mentll falls do not call for special mention by me. 

other branches 
of the work of 
Agrionltuml 
Departments. 

, 643. ~he Org8;nisation of frovinoi.al Departments of Agri- ~~~=:~~i'! 
culture IS not ahke throughout IndIa. In the Punjab, for dUferentPro

instance, there is no separate Department, but it merely forms a Vlnc~. 
part of the Land Revenue .Administration, its Report being Punjab. 

included in the general one of the Administration, and not bc;ing 
given under the different heads prescribed by the' Government of 
India., • , . 

In the Central Provinces there is a Commissioner, of Agti- ~~!:~Pro
culture, who combines with his duties those of Commissioner of 
Settlements. 

In Madras there was no sf!parate Department until 1882, Madras. 

and the D\rector is not a travelling one, but always 'remains at . 
head-quarters. 

In Bengal tnere was no separate Department until 1835, Bengal. 

and the one then started was established only as it temporary or 
tentative measure. ' 

In the North-West Provinces, and' in Bombay, there are Nort!'-W 

t d I 
.. PrOVInc ... separa e an comp ete orgamsatIons. Bombay. , 

, 644. The Agricultural Department has frequently been found ~d :~:~e~~ 
fault with on account of the mistakes which it has'made, and of of Agricultural 

th b f . h' h' h d . . Departments. e num. er 0 mmor matters w IC It as turne Its attentIOn to, 
while neglecting the larger aha more pressing questions. It has 

'been pointed out that t,he Department has c;xerciseditselfabout 
the introduction of iron ploughs, of cotton-cleaning machines 
(ginnin!l machinery), and has spent time and money in attempting 
impossible hybridi,;ations of cotton, whilst it has declined to tackle 
urgent matters such as the indebtedn~ss of the cultivating classes, 
the over-assessment of the land, and the working of the system 
of loans for I!-gricultural improvement. It is not for me to'defend 
the Department from such charges, or to say that they have not 
been justly made, but it is clear to me that the work of the 
Department has been greatly hindered bJ three main causes, 
want of sympathy, imperfect machinery, and want of money. I 
have attempted to prove that the first should not be any longer 
shown, that the second is capable of improvement, and that, thirdly, 
the further t!xpenditure of mQney is an absolute necessity for the 
accomplishment of any real good. ' 

What line exactly the Department shollld take up deperrqs, 
entirely upon the mMhinery with. which it i~ fitted, and upon the 
meallil placed at its dillpo"aJ. ,( have in_dicate~ that I consider. 

CC4 I 
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that one great problem which will ha've to be met in the immediate, 
future is the provision of" Futll and :Fodder Reserves,", ill .order. 

'to supply .,,"ood to·take the place of dl,ng.,as, fuel; and 110 to set' 
free the dung for its proper. use as manure to the land. l' have 
also expressed an opinion that Ii share in the" mana"ement of loans' 
(taccavi sYl!tem) for digo-inO" wells and for otlier :gricilltural im
provements might with :dv~ntage be entl,"usted to the. Agricultural, 
DepartmElnt, and that the Department .. should have power to' 
enquire into cases o£ over-assessment, iwd torecommelld exemption 
from asses~OI~nt in special cases, in order to encourage the carrying 
out of agrlcult.ural improvements. But such measures cannot be 
carried out without a more extended machinery than the Depart-

• ment possesses, and without its having placed at its disposal con
I!iderably larger means than in the past. I That a larger expendi
ture is warranted I fully believe, and I am confident that the out
come will be the b",ttering of the . conditiou of the agricultural· 
classes, and the increase of revenue to the State: . 

In conclusion, I would' urge once more the' need of having 
uniform~ty and continuity of policy. In a country like India, 
where cOJl~ition.! are 80 div~rsified, there must of necessity be 
differences of method in the ,working out of any 'policy, and these 
methods may have to' be" altered according 8S the conditions ' 
alter. But there should be uniformity of general principle, and 
one policy alike. should characterise the action of' A~ricultural 
Departments, both Imperial and Proviricial.- ' 

• I I 

.' ,. 
646. CONCLUSIONS., 

•. ! 

In order that Agricultural' Departments· may be equipped 
with the right kind of men to catry out the agricultura.l im
provement~ which have Leen suggested in this Report, it is very' 
~esirable that more attention should be given to the early training 
iIi a scientific direction of future Civil Servant~.and that, on their' 
arrival in India, they should have more opportunities of acquaint •. 
ing themselves with the agricultural conditions of the country. ' 
This will be best effected by giving more weight to Natural 
Science at the 'open compet,itilln and at thc final examination; and 
by drafting a cc~tain proportion of the men, on arci val in India, 

I into the Depal'tm;nt of Land Records and Agriculture. Out 
of those who have distinguishe<l themselves by their proficiency 
in science, and subsequently by their interest in agriculture, the 
future Agricultural Directors might advantageously be se!t:cted. 

The position of Agricultural Director shonld be invested with 
some administrative power, and the granting of loans for 
ag;icultural improvements should be in part managed by the 
Lo\.gricultural Departments. Analyses of·di!!tricts should be made, 

( 
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in respect not only of security from famine, but also of general 
agricultural conditions and requirements. v' 

In 'ord~r that the work of 'Agricultural Departme~ts may 
proceed in the right direction, ther.e are two eli'llentials, (1) a more 
competent machinery, Bnd (2) an increased expenditure of money 
upon agl'icultural improvement.' • 

Lastly, there mu~t be unifol~mity of principle in ihe action of 
Imperial and Provincial Agricultural, Departments, and a con- ..... 
tinnity of policy throughout. 

646. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

that more weight be given· to N a:tural Science in, the' open 
competitions for the Civil Service, and at the fi;-a,l exa~ination 
of probationers. - , 

That. a, certain, pl'oportion of junior CivilianE', on arrival in 
India, h.e drafted into Department:! orLand Records arid Agri':" 
culture.' . 

That Agticultur~r Directors be chosen from those men who 
have distinguish~d themselves in Natural ,Science, and subse
quently by their interest in Agriculture. 

RECOMMENDA.
TIONS. 

That Agricultural Directors be given some administrative.,. 
power&l, and that a share in the ml\nageme~t of Loans for Agri
cultural Improvement be e~trl1sted to Agric'iiltural DeRart-
ments. 

That a. considerably increased amount of money be placed at 
the disposal of Agricultural Departments for expenditure upon 0/ 

Agricultural Improvement~ .. 
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APP~NDiX. 
= 

IN this .A ppendix are given several analyses made by Die 0:1 soits, APPENDI!. 
waters, manures, feeding materials, and grain samples, which may be of 
interest as bringing out some of the points mentioned in my Report. but 
which, for fear of overburdening it, I did not consider desirable to set out 
fully in the body of the Report. For the purpose of completeness, some 
analyses alre&lly given in the Report are repeated, and explanatory notes 
are added where necessary. 

A. (see Chap. V., pal'agraphlJ 58-6a.) 

'Composition of Wheat Soils from the Sirsa su,b,divisioJ;l 
(Pu,ojab). 

(Soile dried at 212 • F.) 

OOrganic Matter and combined Water -
Oxide of Iron·.- - - - -
Alumina e- - - , - - ~ 
Carbonate of Lime - - - • 
Magnesia - '!. ,"" - :. • 
Potash - - - - - -
Soda· - • - - - -
Phosphoric Acid· , - " 
Insoluble Silicatee and Sand - -

*Containing Nitrogen -
Equal to Ammonia - I 

I 

No.1. 

Fro~ 
Ghaggar 

Bed. 

'63 
2'58 
1'72 
2'96 
1'07 
'39 
'15 
'17 

90'53 

HIO'OO 

'07 
'08 

No.2. 

From 
Sotar 

Valley. 

2'67 
4-32 
5'85 
2'57 
1'97 
'74 
'08 
'23' 

81-57, 

100'00 

'02 
'.02 

No.3. 

From 

Gudah. 

'65 
1-62 
2'02 
3'33 
1-07 • 
'31 
'1l 
'19 

90'70 

100'00 

trace. 
trace. 

No.1 is soil from the bed of the Ghaggar, a stream which is crossed on 
the journey between Kalka and U mballa. In the lower part of the course 
the bed is sandy. The soil was light,coloured, containing'mucl). fine sand 
with micaceous particles. 

No.2 is Boil from the Sotar Valley, 'wliich seems to have been formei{y 
the bed of the Ghaggar; the bottom is firm alid even heavy lIOil. It is 
reckoned to be the best soil in Sirsa. The sample analysed was' free from 
mica., and was not nearly as fine and sandy as No.1.. 

No.3 is a soil called Rousli, a name applied in Delhi and the 'North
West generally to any sandy loam. 1t is very like No.1 but is even finer 
and more saLtdy.. . , . 

Thedis1Jinguishing features of these soils are that they are well supplied 
with lime and mi.nel'al 'constituents generally, but are deficient, more. 
especially Nos. 1 and 3, in organic vegetable matter, while all of them are 
very poor in nitrogen, No. 3, indeed, containing only traces. No.2, the 
heaviest soil, is decidedly theriche,t, but is deficient in nitrogen. The. 
quantities of phosphoric acid. potash, magnesia and lime are, more par
ticularly in the calle of No.2,. vary good, and point to the probahility of 
mineral constituents existing in the soils in sufficient amount to meet tbll 

~ 
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demands of a long succession of crops. Renewal, however, both of 
vegetable matter and of n~trogen will, I consider, be very necessary in all 
three cases. ,Gre3n-llI:anurll!-g, orthe use of cattle·dung or similar nitro
g~nous organtc materIals, WIll be the best means of supplying the defi
cIency. 

(For furth~r remarks see Chnp, V., paragraphs 58-68.) 

B.' (,~ee Chap. V., paragraphs 63-68.) 
Composition of Coffee Soi~s from Munjerabad, Mysore. 

Soils dried at 2120 F. No.1. No.2. No.3. 

°Organic Mattel and combined 
Water - - - - - 7'15 13'73 13'30 

Protoxide of Iron - - - trace. 1"54 2'54 
Peroxide of Iron - - - 5'04 11'83 12'02 
Alumina - - - - - 20'39 11'53 13'81' 
Lime- - - - - '20 '32 '32 
Magnesia - - - - - '28 '32 '30 
Potash - - - ,- - '25 '10 '10 
Soda - - - - - - '12 '12 '09 
Phosphoric Acid - - - '13 '15 '10 

, Sulphuric Acid - - - - '03 '02 '04 
Nitric Acid - - - - - - -
Chlorine - - - - - '01 - -
Insrlluble Silicates and Sand - 66-40 60'34 57'38 ---- ----

100'00 100'00 • 100'00 

OContaining Nitrogen - - -032 '20 '20 
Equal to Ammonia - - '039 '24 '24 

No.1. Bindiganhulla, Ida Munoo, considered good coffee soil. 
No.2. Bartchinhulla, Upper Toddyman's field, where coffee does not do 

well. . . 
No.3. Bartohinhulla, Kemp Munoo, froni Nui Gondas Beetioo, where 

coffee does not do well. 
It is primarily noticeable in these soils, as distinguished from the Wheat 

soils given in Appendix A., that the amou nts of organic m~tter are very much 
larger, and that the soils also generally contain larger proportions of 
nitrogen. On the other hand, there is very much less lime, and, indeed, 
what I should consider a deoided deficiency of it, so that liming would. I 

,think, be very advantageously practised. Potash, too, is present in milch 
smaller quantity than in the Wheat soils, and, for the requirements of the 
fruit (that is, the coffee berry), the amount does not seem sufficient, at all 
events, in the case of Nos. 2 and 3. Manuring with wood ashes, or some 
other source of potash, would be beneficial in all cases. Phosphoric acid is 

. present in fair, but not in large, amount, and bones may still be advan
tageously used, because the fact that they yield lime at the same time as 
phosphoric acid must not be overlooked. The presence of iron and alumina 
compounds in quantity is a distinguishing feature of these laterite soils. 
On the other hand, the supply of nitrogen appears to be of lesser impor
tance in the case of coffee, and the sllperiorityof soil No.1 to Nos, 2 and 3 
would seem to rest in the ~cess of potash, the lesser proportion of iron 
salts, and very probably' also in the fact that these latter are present in 
the more fully oxidised state of peroxide, and not in that of protoxide of 
iron. . 

(For further remarks Bee Chap. V., paragraphs 63-68, and Chap. XIV., 
• paragraph 363. 

\ 
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c .. (&elt Chap. VI .• paragraph 99.) 

Composition of Two Samples of W' ell Water and Canal Water 
from Rawatpur: near Cawnpore, ta~en April Hmo. 

Total Solid Residue (at 1300 

F.) ." 

Containing-
Oxide of Iron and Alumina 
Lime-

. Magnesia -
Potash 
Soda -
Chlorine -
Phosphoric Acid 
Nitric Acid 
Sulphuric Acid -
Soluble Silica -

Free AmmQllia . 
Albuminoid Ammonia • 

Well Water. 

Grains per gallon. 

71'93 

7'56 
6'30 
'37 

20'53 • 
9'20 
'73 

5'50 
6'30 
1'96 

'002 
'005 

Canal Water. 
(Cawnpore Branch 
of Lower Ganges 

Canal.) 

Grains per gallon. 

15'16 

'28 
3'36 
1-68 

'80 
1-40 
·ao 
'06 

1"06 
1·26 

'001 
'007 

Combining the above constituents together in the forms in which 
they are probably present in the waters, the composition of the 
samples may be represented as follows:- . 

. Well Water. Canal Water. 

Grains per gallon. Grains per gallon. 

.4-55 Carbonate of Lime -
Carbonate of Magnesia 
Carbonate of Soda -
Carbonate of Potash
Sulphate of Lime 
Phosphate of Lime -
Chloride of Potassium 
Chloride of Sodium -
Nitrate of Soda-
Oxide of Iron and Alumina 
Soluble Silica - . 

Total Solid· Constituents 

Free Ammonia -
Albuminoid Ammonia 

4'09 
13'23 
16-41 

10'71 
1-59 

'59 
14'69 

8'66 

1'96 

3'52 
2'39 

'60 
1'80 

'13 
'63 

'28 
1-26 

_ 71'93 {grainS per 15-16 {grains per 
___ gallon. __ gallon. 

'002 
'005 

... 
" 

'001 
"007 " 

" 
(For detailed remarks on the above analyses Bee Chap. VI.,·paragraph 99.) . 

I 
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D. (see Chap. VII., par~graph 121.) 

Composition of Indian Cattle-dung. 

[Solid Droppings of Cattle.] 

Dung from Dung from grain-fed - Lean. Cattle. Cart (bandy) Bullocks. 
(air. dried) 

.... 
(air-dried) 

Moisture - - - - - 19'59· 17'86 
o Organic Matter _ - - - 59'26 61'89 
t Mineral Matter (ash) - - 21'15 20'25 

-- ---
100'00 100'00 - -

• Containing Nitrogen - - - 1'34 1-08 
Equal to Ammonia' . - - 1"62 1'31 

t Containing - Co - - -

In80luble Siliceous Matter . IN3 16'75 
Oxide of Iron and Alumina - 3'36 1'36 
Lime - - - - - 1'04 '85 
Magnesia - - - - '44 '30 
Potash - - - - - 1-16 .60 
Soda - - - - - '34 • '26 
Phosphoric Acid - - - '47 • '54 

Equal to tribasic Pho8- - - . 
phate of Lime - - 1'03 1-18 

.(For detailed remarks on above see Chap. VII., paragraph 121.) 

E. (se, Chap. VII., para. 121.) 

Composition of Ashes of Indian Cattle-dung, after burning. 

Moisture 
. 0 Organic Matter 

2'04 
2'40 . 

Oxide of Iron and Alumina -
t Phosphoric Acid -

Lime 
t A1kalie~, Magnesia, &c. 

Insoluble Siliceous Matter' -

9'26 
1'37 
1'76 
2'97 

80'20 

100'00 

o Containing Nitrogen '17 
.Equal to Ammonia '20 

t .. Equal to tribasic Phosphate of Lime - 2'99 
. t Containing Potash • . 2-()5 
• 
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F. (see Chap. VII., paragraph 146.) 
Composition of Drainings from Manure heap <JJohra #pi) taken 

at Munjeral::ad, Mysol'e. 
Water and Volatile Matters' 97'29 
Non-volatile Organic Matters - 1'23} 2'71T tiS I'd 

o Mineral Matter (ash). 1'48 RO a 'd o I 
__ eSI ue 

Total Nitrogen -. 
Equal to Ammonia 

OContaining-

.100'00 

'144 
'174 

Silica '316 
Oxide of Iron and .Alumina - '243 
Lime '075' 
Magnesia '059 
Potash - - '426 
Soda '029 
Phosphoric Acid .. '050 . 
. Equal to tribasic Phosphate of Lime '110 

Specific gravity at 60· F. .1'025. 

A standard English analysi8 of Drainings fro~ Manure heaps (Johnston 
& Cameron's Elements of Agrinultural Chemistry and Geology, page 330) 
gives the following figures :-

In too Parts. Parts. 
Total Solid Residue - 1.939 
Containing Chloride and Carbonate of Potash - '5U 

,,' • Phosphates of Lime and Iron - ~104 
Total Nitrogen. - '044 

Thus, the Drainings from the Indian Manure heap were slightly richer 
both in solid Platter (including potash and phosphoric a<;id) than those 
quoted in the English analysis, and they contained considerably more 
nitrog6n. It is evident, therefore, that allowing the drainings to go to 
waste is productive of considerable loss in India, equally 88 it has. been 
found to be ~he case in .England. . 

G. (see Chap. VI!., paragraph 146.) 
Composition of the Urine ·of Lean Cattle and Grain-fed Cart 

{handy) Bullocks. 

. -- Lean Cattle. Cart· Bullocks. 

'Yater and Volatile Matters - - - 91'77 ~0'62 
Non-volatile Organic Matters - - .5'29 7'64 

o Mineral Matter (ash) - - - - 2'94· 1'74 

100'00 100'00 

Total Ni~rogen - . - - - '956 1"168 
Equal to Ammonia - - - - 1-161 1"418 

• Containing-
'004 '010 Silica - - __ 0 _ _..-_ •• - - -

Lime - - - - . - - - '161 '080 
Magnesia - - - - - - '249 '570 
Potash - - - - - - 1"528 '643' 
Soda - - .. - - - - '050 '020 
Phosphoric Acid- - - • - '022 '022 . 

(For detailed remar)cs Bee Chap. VII., paragraph 146.) 
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, H. (see Chap. VII., paragraph 149.) . 
Composition of Leaves and Twigs used for Litter in Mysore . 

1. 2. 3, 

Leaves. 
Leaves --- (mainly Jack-fruit 

. tree Leaves.) Twigs. 

Moisture - - - - 10'72 10'73 11-63 o Organic Matter _ - - 8H8 78-44 84'65 t Mineral· Matter (ash) - 4'60 10'83 3'72 , ------- ----
100'00 100'00 100'00 

• Containing Nitrogen - - , 1'18 '91 '72 
Equal to Ammonia - 1'43 1-10. '87 

t Containing-
Silica - - - - -04 3'53 ''09 
Oxide of Iron -. - '29 - '05 
Alumina - - . - '03 - '44 
Lime - - - - 1'04 , - 1'25 
Magnesia - - - -51 - '33 
Potash - ~ - - - 1"09 '73 -68 
Soda - - - - '07 - -11 
Phosphoric Acid - -

Equal to tribasic Phos-
-10 - '13 

phate of Lime - - -22 1'07. '28 .. 
(For detailed remarks see Chap. VII., paragraph, 149.) 

J. (see Chap. VII., p.,ragraph 127.)' 

Composition of Indian Oil-cake refuse used as Manu~e. 

Castor· oil Bean Cake or 
Castor poonac. 

Hongay 

1. 2. 3~ (PoTlgamia 

From From . glabra) 
- Calicut Mysore, (milled). pQlJ1lac. 

---
Moisture - - - - - 10'72 9-49 1065 12-19 

o Organic Matter - - - - 82'~8 74'91 84'01 83-42 
Total Pho8~hate8 - - . - 5'29 4'95 4'01 2'37 
Alkaline Sa ts, &c. - - - '42 2'90 '78 1'98 
Insoluble Siliceous Matter - '69 775 '55 '04 

100'00 100'00 100'00 . 100'00 

o Containing Nitrogen - - 4'94 4·35 4'89 3'54 
Equal to Ammonia - - 5'99 5'28 5'94 4-29 

Sample No,.2 was" milled," i,e. crushed by machinery; the otber samples 
were not, but were merely th~ refuse (after extraction of oil in the native 
,way) roughly ~ressed together without the aid of maChinery. . 
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K. (see Chap. VII., paragraph 127.) 

Composition of Indian Feeding-stu:h for Cattle. 

Moisture -

Oil -

Earth-nut Cake_ 

(Unde
(Decor- corti-
ticated_) cated,) 

8-10 

7'26 

o Albuminous Compounds - 47-81 

Carbohydrates, Digestible 25-02 
Fibre, &c. - -

9-80 

6'50 

(7-31 

19' 8 

8-03 

13'01 

38-92 

22-12 

11'90 

6-43 

34-01 

22'27 

9-58 

9'23 

2493 

4742 

Woody Fibre -

tMineral Matter (ash) 

• 
·Containing ,NitrogEVI -

tIncluding SlInd 

Moisture -

Oil -
• Albuminous Compounds -
Gum, Mucilage, &c. -

Sugar - - -
Digestible Fibre -

Woody Fibre - -

tMineral Matter (ash) 

·Containing_ Nitrogen 

tIncluding Sand -

• 
4"86 10-26 4'70 I 17-14 I 4-70 

6,95 6-85 13-22 8-25 I 4-14 
-----:-~--~-----
100-00 I 100-00 100~00 I 100'00 I 100-00 

7'65 

3-25 

7-57 6-22 

'2-89 

3-99 

Mahua 
(Ba88ia lalifalia) 

refuse 
from Distillery. 

17-92 

-46 

3-44 

3'08 

64-40 

S'14 

2-13 

5-43 

100-00 

'55 

2'90 

The large amount of sugar in the j[aTlua refuse is lloticeable. • • 
Y 24266,- D P 
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L. (see Chap. VII., paragraph 136.) 
Composition of Indiau'Bone-mealt!. 

1. 2. ,3. 4. 

(Pure.) (P ) (AduIte- (Adulte-
ure.. rated.) rated.) 

Moisture' - -

OOrganic matter 

t Phosphoric Acid 

Lime 

Magnesia, Alkalies; &c. -
~Carbonic Acid - - -
Insoluble Siliceous matter 

-Containing Nitrogen, - -

Equal to Ammonia - -

tEqual to tribasic l'hosphate of 
Lime. 

~Equal to Carbonate of Lime -

8'50 
28'85 
25'00 
33'79 

'40 

7'76 
29'33 

24'08 -
32'56 
1'03 
3'00 
2'24 

6'50 
18'75 
18'15 

37'55 
3'24 

11-80 

4'01 

100'00 100'00 100'00 

4'12 4'04 
5'00 4'90 

54'58 52'83 

- 6'82 

2'78 

3'38 
39-62 

, 26·lJ2 

M. (see Chap. VII., paragraph 139.) 

7'32 
23'43 

22'08 
33'88 

2'36 
7-15 

3'78 

100'00 

3'35 

4'07 

48'21 

16'25 

Composition of' Materials used to adulterate Indian Bone-meal. 
(Samples taken at Mazagon Dock, Bombay,lOth January 1891.) 

A. B. C . 
.. , 

MoiSture - - - - . - 3'29 - 4,s7 

Limit '. -.-----.-------='"--,.-- .... _ .. --49'78 33'23 40'43 

Magnesia - - - - , . - 1'35 - 20'00 

Oxide of Iron and Alumina - - 4'78 7'65 2'30 

0Carbonic Acid - - - - - 29-64 24'64 28'55 . 
Alkalies, &c. - - - - - 4'70 5'83 4'05 

Insoluble Siliceous Matter - - ... 1246 .28'65 '30 

I 100'00 100'00 100'00 

0Equal to Carbonate of Lime -I -- 67'36 56'00 64'89 

A. Grey-coloured. 
B. Shell-sand. 
C. White. Probably powdered magnesian limestone. 
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N. (see Chap. XIV., parllgrapII3~3.)· 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES of Samples of I::dian Wheat taken 
from Threshing-floors of Cultivatol's in the Cawnpore distl·jet. 

In chapter XIV., paragraph 383, I have given a table setting out the per
centages of the various kinds of impurities found in six samples of wheat 
collected for me from threshing-floors of cultivators and cleaned in my 
preS3nce. 

It may be convenient, however, in addition to st·ating the impurities 
under each heading, according as they happen to be large seeds and lumps 
of earth, or chaff, or small seeds and fine earth, &c., to give the impurities 
under the ~eadings t~"t are recognized by the London Corn Trade 
.Associatioll. . 

No·1 Village. I Bar~ey,&c.o I Dirt·t I Total ot~er 
than Wheat. 

per cent. pllr cent. per cent. 

I Binaitpur -072 ' -OM '126 

2 Cawnpdte ~06 '600 1'660 
• 

3 Gotaya - 1'120 '590 1'710 

4, Likhanpur - 1"010 1'010 2'020 

5 Rawatpnr '390 '280 '670 

6 Nawabganj - '660 '540 I 1'200 

Ave~ge .- - --'7;-j-' -. -~I-l'23;-

. 0 The term" barley, &c.," includes all grain of intrinsic V'.uue, such as 
barley, peas, linseed, &c. 

t The term" dirt to inciudes earth, chaff, and miscellaneous weed seeds. 

No·1 i Barley, &c./ Dirt. Total other -- than Wheat. 

I 

per cent. per cent. per cent. 

7 Bulk in Cawnpore 
Market - - - 2'71 '92 3'63 

I 
(.For further details .ee ~ha,!l' ~V., paragraphs 383-4.) 
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o. (iel: Chapter XIV., paJ:agraph 388 ) 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES' of Samples' of Linseed taken from 
Cuitivatt'r~' Stores and Threshing-floors. 

, ; ". r '_ 

Mechanical Analyses of 18 Sainples of Linseed from Bilaspur 
districf, Central Provinces. 

.; 
'a 
~ 

r1.l Wheu~e ~ken. .... 
0 

d 
~ -- ~- - .... ,- .---.-.-~~ --

1 From threshing, floor -
2 ' " litore in house -
3, "threshing-floor • 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" III store in house -

" " 
" " 
" " 

" " 
II " 11 "'n _"~._.'_4 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

" II 

" II 

II 

" 
" 

II ,. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" .. 
" 
" I, 

" 
" 

I 

I 

I 

I. • • 

Impurities removed 
by sieving. 

1 

Sieved 1 
Linseed. 

per cent, 
95'62 

, 90'21 
96'18' 
94-17 
97'07 
93'83 
90'08' 
95'35. 

, 95'33 
'91'32 
114'31 
9 .. 24 
94-72 
96'03 
92-12 
96'29 

, 96:28 
97'86 

Impuri. 
ties_ 

per cent. 
4'38 
9'79 
3'82 
5'83 
293 
6'17 
9'92 
4'65 
4'67 
8'68 
5'69 
5'76 
5'28 
3'97 
'/'88 

) 3'71 
3'72 
2'14 

Avera~e 

I Impu~ities removed 
by hand-picking. 

Pure 
Linseed. 

per cent. 
94'49 
87·10 
94'26 
92'89 
95'81 
92'07 
8i'88 
93'61 
93-10 
89'83 
92'~3 
92'81 

• 93'12 
94'18 
89'33 
95'52 
95'36 
96'66 

92'81 

T tal 
Impurities. 

per cent, 
5'51 

12'30 
f'74 
7-11 
4'19 
7'93 

12'12 
6'39 
6'90 

10'17 
7'07 
7-19 
6'88 
5'82 

10'67 
4,48 
4'63 
3'34 

Mechanical Analyses of Four Samples of Linseed' from RaiDur 
district, Central Provinces. . '. • 

.... 

Whence tak en. 

.~ . ~ .. 

19 Consignment to 
Trader. 

20 Raipur Market 
21 
22 " 

" 
. -.... -----. -~-.-.-

a 

-
-. 

_ ..... 

.. 

---

Impurities removed 
by sieving, 

Impurities removed 
by haud-picking, 

I Total Sieved r 't' I Pure Linseed. mpun les. Linseed. Impurities. 
I " 

per cent, percent, per cent, per ceut. 
98'53 1-47 91'77 2'23 

94'88 5'12 92'85 7'15 
93'59 6'41 91'97 8'03 

.95'07' 4'93 93',H' 6'84 

Average . - . 93'94 I 6'06 
.... _---_ .. -

i -
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Mechanical Analyses of Two Samples of Linseed from Jubbul
pore d~trict, ,r,entral,Provinces. , 

.; ," I i . i 

-a. Impurities removed Impurities removed 

J Whence taken. 
by sieving. - , by h~nd-?icking. 

, t 
... • • I • I • 

0 Sieved Impuri- Pure I Total c5 
Z Linseed., ties. Linseed. Impurities. 

23 1-
I per 'cent. I per Ilt.nt. ""m' \ ... ~ ... - - - -96'38 3'62 94'89 - 5'11 

24 - - - - '- ,91'20 2:80 96'72' 3'28 

Average - - - - 95'81 4-19, 

Mechanical Analyses of' Two ~ainples of ti~seed from pamol1 
district, Central Provinces.' , : 

• 
25\- :I 94045 

I: 
5'55 92'84' '7'16 

26 - 94-21, 5'79 90'36 9'64 

Avera~~ p, - - I 
I 

91-60 8-40 ' 

.. 
..' • 

Mechanicai Analyses or 11S~mples of Linseed from Nagpur, 
district, Central Provinc'3s; , 

27 
28 
29-
30 
31 

I' 

Stored in house . 
" " .. -From threshing-IlOOl'-

Stored in house - -
Brought to Ralli I " 

96'33, i 
97'22 
99'00 
98'00 

3'67 
2'78 
1'00 
2'00 

Brothers' store ' -
32 From threshing-lloot ~-

98:t9 -: l8t' .' 
96-46 '3-54' ' 
97-20 2"iO 33 

34 
35 
36 
37 

" 

" 
" 

" ,,-
"t 

" 
" 

_ 95-12. ,,4'88 

: f ; !i:~~ I i:!~ 
, , : d, "rAv'era~;(-

, !" ,I , 

,SUMMARY, 
::! : 1 

94-97 
96'24 
98'10 
96'76 

5'Oll 
3'76 
190 
3'24' 

97-342:65 
94'61 5'39 
96'05 3'95 
9l'44 8'56 
94'51 5-49 
95'02 '4'98 

,!l8'60.' I, 1'40 ___ .c.. 

95'79 4'21 

6 , " 

A. ve~age of Samples from all the Five DistTjets 
• per cent. 
( 

94'-
Pure 

Linseed, 

per cent. 
Total 1m 
purities. 

D D3 

, 
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MY TOURS, 1889-90. 

. (Ses Map of Tours.) 

Arrival in India, December 10th 1889. 

First Tour - Dec. 10th 1889.to May 19th 1890. 
Second Tour - July 14th 1890 to Sept. 12th 1890. 
Third Tour - Nov. 23rd 1890 to Jan. 10th 189!. 

Departure from India, Jan. 10th 1891. 

Residence in India, 13 months. 

NOTE.-Tlte referenceB in the following account are to PARAGRAPHS in t!te 
, foregoing Report. 

• 
First Tour, Dec. lOth 1889 to May 19th 1890. 

TOURS • 

First Tour. 

1889 : 
ON November 21st 1889 and within a week from the time that my delega-
tion to India was decided upon, I left London for Marseilles, and at the London, Nov. 21. 
latter port joined the Peninsular and Oriental Company's steamship Marseilles, Nov. 
"Bokhara," the vessel which, singularly enough, had. conveyed Sir James 23-
Caird to Indi"a when he went out in October 1878 as one of the Famine 
Commissioners. 1Iardly was I on board before I came in close and 
pleasant acquaintance with Indian agriculture in tbe person of Mr. R. H. 
Elliot, of Clifton Park, Kel.o, whom .1 had previously known as a Scotch 
agriculturist, and who wa_ then on his way to his coffee estates in Mysore." 
The deep interest which Mr. Elliot felt in the progress of agriculture in 
India, and in any movement fur its improvement, rendered our meeting 
an invaluable assistance to me, and one which I had reason throughout my 
tuur to be extremely glad of. Our daily conversations, and a study of the 
"Statistical Atlas of India" (a copy of which Sir Charles Bernard had 
kindly lent me), Boon convinced me that I had ,before me a difficult and 
responsible task. On boud the" Bokhara" I met, Mr. Justice Jardine, of 
the High Court, Bombay, Mr. Harvey James, Secretary to the Government 
of India in the Legislative Department, Dr. Warburton (Kapurthala), 
Mr. H. F. Brown (Kilburn & Co., Calcutta), Mr. Apperley (indigo planter, 
llettiah), one or .two tea planters, a Punjab irrigation officer, Mr. Oldham 
(late of the Public Works Department), and others more or less con-
nected with Government Departments or with agriculture. 

On coming within sight of Bombay I received a cordial invitation from 
Lord Reay, the Governor of Bombay, to go direct to Government Bombay, Dec. 10. 
House, Malabar Po;nt. Here, in addition to the Governor, I met Mr. 
Ozanne, Director of the Bombay Department of Agriculture, and Dr. 
Theodore Cooke, Principal of the College of Science, Poona. At an 
informal meeting next day with these gentlemen, Mr. Elliot, and Mr. 
Bhimbhai, Assistant Director of Agriculture, Bombay, we discussed the 
general points to which my attention would specially be directed during 
my tour. . 

'On December 12th I travelled with Dr. Cooke to Poona, and there met 
Mr. Howman, who had come over from England in order to introduce the Poona,Dec.lJ. 
mechanical .. cream-separator" and English systems of butter-making 
(para. 264). December 13th was spent .in going over the College of Science 
(para. 520), and the Experimental Farm (para. 483) attached to the College. 
Returning to Bombay, I left again on the evening of December 14th :(pr 
Pachora, Mr. Bhimbhai accompanying me. We were met at Pachora oy 

DD4 



Bhatlgaon, Dec. 
16. 

Oa\outta.:ncc.l8-
22. 

f!a.\mpore,~. 
24. 

BilhaUT, Dec. 24. 

In C'Rmll. Dec. 24-
21i. 

. I 

Cawnpol'e, Dre. 
20. 

Etawah, Doc. 30. 

Aligarh, Dec. 31. 

1890 : 
Agm, J ..... 1-3. 
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Mr. P. R. Mehta, a former student and diploma holder of Cirence~ter 
C~llege, .. now the Superintendent of the Bhadgaon Experimental Farm. 
I IDspected the Bhadgaon' Farm (para. 482) that day, seeing the cold
weather (rabi) crops, and the Mysore herd of cattle. I.left the following 
morning, having received directions to proceed at once to Calcutta to meet 
Sir Edward Buck, Secretary of the Imperial Agricultural Department, 
before he went on tour. ~rived at Calcutta, I spent from the 18th inst. 
to the 2tnd inst. in rr.aking the acquaintance of the principal officials of 
the Agricultural Department, and in calling upon representatives of 
commercial houses more or less connected with agriculture. His Kxcpllency 
the Viceroy (the Marquis of Lansdowne) gave me the honour of an inter
view, and I met also at Calcutta the Hon. Mr. Hutchins, Member of 
Council for the Agricultural. Department; Colonel Ardagh, Private 
Secretary to the Viceroy; MI'. Harvey James; Mr. Finucane, Director of 
Agriculture, Bengal Presidency; Dr. W. King, Director of the Geological 
Survey; Dr. George King, Director of the Botanical Gardens; Mr. 
Muir-Mackenzie, Under Secretary Agricultnral Department, Government 
of India; Mr. J. E. O'Conor, of the Financial Department; as well as 
Mr. N. Banerji snd Mr. N. G. Mookerjee, of the Bengal Agricultural Depart
ment; two Natives ,who had previously becn students at Cirencester 
College. • 
, Messrs. Octavius Steel & Co. kindly gave me information in regard to 

tbe use of improved agricultural machiner) ; Mr. Ross (Kelly & Co.) as to 
the trade in aud conditions of export of wheat and oil-seeds; Messrs. 
Mackillican & Co. and Messrs. Kilburn & Co. as to the trade in bones and 
other manures. 

Sir Edward Buck was at this time about to leave Calcutta on a tour in 
part of the North-West Provinces, and thence through Agra, Gwalior, and 
Indore, to Berar, Hyderabad, and finally Coorg and Madras. As tIle Cawn
Fore district, to which he was first going, was the one in which Sir Edward 
had previously served, he thought it would be of advantage to me if I 
accompanied him, and this I was very glad to do. Mr. H. C. Hill, then 
Officiating Inspector General of Forest~, was also of 1!be party. The first 
halt wa~ at Cawnpore, rellched on December 24th, and here we met Mr. F. 
N. Wright. Collector of Cawnpore, Mr. W. B. Wishart, Secretary Upper 
India Chambe'r of Commerce, aud Mr. Muhammad Husain, Assistant 
Director of Land Records and 'Agriculture, N orth-West Provinces and 
Oudh. The greater part of the day was taken' up in examining th\! 
experiments which wet'e being tried on reclaiming sterile salty land 
(usar) at two places near Cawnpore. The filst was the Juhi enclosure 
(para. 75)" and the second the Amramau farm (para. 75). A brief 
visit was a1>o paid to the Cawnpore Experimental Farm (para. 478), 
and in the evening we pushed on to Bilhaur, where we went into 
camp., For the next few days we eonstantly ~hifted our quarters, moving 
from village to village, and in the <:01lr8e of ollr march I was enabled to 
get a capital view of the agricultnre of this d:strict of the North-West 
Provinces, and to gain from Sir Edward Buck much that was the result of 
his own experience as a district officer in these parts. The cold-weather 
(ra-hi) crops were then on the gl·ound. including a good deal of wheat, and 
we also went over large str.:tches of ~alt-destroyed plains ("sar land). 
Besides this, I had the opportunity of ~eeing, at the different baiting places, 
the village records and maps of the village accountants (pahl'll1"is), and of 
learninO' how the Land Record system was maintained iu these Provinces . 
Among"'the places at which we stopped were Aima. Sanda, and Kairnagar. 
Un the morning of December 28th I left the camp. and, in eompany with 
MI'. Muhammad Husain, rode back to BilLaur, and thence went by train to 
Cllwnpore, where I made a close inspection of the Cawnpore Experimental 
Farm (para. 478), and of the workshops (para. 286) attllched to it. On the 
evening of the 29th Mr. Muhammad Husain took me with him to Etawall, to 
Fhow me the wllrk that had been done in reclaiming ravine land along the 
banks of the J umna. and in converting it into a "Fuel aud Fodder Re1Ierve .. 
(paras. 70and 181). We then journeyed to Aligarh, going, on December31st, 
tn-thtl Chherat Farm (para. 75),' where we .aw the experiments which Mr. 
lIuhammad HII·ain had been conducting on the reclamation of salty land 
(usa,'), 'I'his done, wo made a short stay at Agra, and I again met Sir 
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Edward Buck, and travelled on with him to Jhansi. We stayed with Mr. Jhansl, Jan. 4. 
Lang, tbe Commi88ioner of Jbansi, and early on the morning of January 
4th Bet out for Raksha, in order to go over some lif the rough hilly country 
overlocking Jbansi, on which efforts at reclamation had been made. This 
had been done by embanking the land, and thus preventing the rush of 
water down the sloping side i the endeavour hILS been made also to grow 
trees and grass, a& well as to hold np water for irrigation purposes (para. 
70). 

From Jhansi we passed by rail tbrough the fertile N erbudda Valley. then Indore, Jan. I-G. 
bearing rich crOp!! of wbeat and oil-seeds, and on to Indore, where we 
halted a dsy. We left on the 6th in st. for .A kola, in Berar, where we Akola,Jan.1-8. 
again met Mr. H. C. Hill. I saw here the cultivation on the iichblack 
cotton·soil which abounds in these parts. . • 

From Akola we went, on January 9th, to Poona, 'Vill Bombay, and at Poona 
I parted company with Sir Edward Buck, he proceeding to Hyderabad, 
whilst I was to journey on witb Mr. Hill towards Mysore and Coorg . 

. During a short halt at Poona I again visited, on January 11th, the Poona Poona,Jan.ll. 
College, and, in company with Mr. Woodrow (the Professor of Agricultnre) 
and Mr. Dadina (the manager) the Poona Experimental Farm. The same 
evening I started off with Mr. Hill and Mr. Dickinson (lately Deputy Con
servator of the Coorg Forests) on a tour wbich was to take me through the 
Coorg Forests, and to give me some idea of the working of a forest and of the 
duties and relations of the Forest Department. We travelled by rail through 
the Southern Mahratta country, past Bclgaum, ~harwar and Hublt, into 
Mysore territory, and halted at Bangalore. .After a shorb stay here, we Bangalore. Jan. 
proceeded to Mysore, which was reached on the 14th inst. On the liith we 13. 
drove out to Hunsur, and went once more into camp, being joined by . Mysare, Jan. 14. 
Mr McKee,' Deputy Conservator of the Coorg Forests. At Hunsur I Hunsnr, Jan, 16. 
saw the sandal-wood deplH of the Mysore Government, and, also the 
timber dep6t connected with the Coorg Forests (para. 164). Onr route 
from Huns.ur J.ed us through tbe Hutugat and Nalkeri Forests, and taking Coorg Forest., 
daily, as we did, long marches through the woods, I had a capital OppOI'· Jan. 16-22. ' 
tunity of seeing thl details' of forest management, the ,establishment of 
plantationlf, the spread of forests by the securing of natUl'al reproduction, ., 
the system of protection by means of fire lines, and the methods of 
exploiting timber. Teak ('f ectona graruii8) and Homle (Pterocarpus marsu· 
pium) were the'moKt valuable trees grown, as well as bmnboos. 

From Mr. Hill I heard a good deal,about the Forest School at Debra 
Dun, where the native forest subordinates are,trained, and which I visited 
at a later date. We camped on the 16th at Murkal, iu the eastern zone of 

. the'Hutugat Forest, and the following day.rode into the middle zone. On 
the 18th we passed into the Nalkeri Forest, and encamped at Nagerhole. 
Here I saw a sandal-wood plantation, and,. going {In next' day into the 
middle and western zones'of the Nulkeri fo~ests, we came aCl'OSS instances 
of the class of cultiva.tinn known as /.-um,·i. which is carried on by the 
aboriginal fnrest tribes, the Ku.rabar. We eneamptld again at Nagerhole, 
and passingon came, on th"! 20th, to Karmad, and halted at Arimame Bassi. 
Our next day'~ march bruught us to Tittimatti, on the way to which we passed 
several coffee plantJ.tions. At Tittimatti I left my fl'ien<is, and accompanied 
only by my native servant I proceaded, on January 22nd, in bullock carts to 
make my way to Munjerabad,in :MYl!Ore. where I was to meet Mr. R. H. Elliot, ... 
and to learn tiomething about coff<le cultivation. The journey was neither 
easy nor uneventful, but it took me through a beautiful stretch of country. I 
.first came to Polybetta and Jemmagundi, where [ met Mr. Breithallpt, the Polybetta,Jan.22. 
secretary to the South Coorg Coffee Planters' Association, and was intro-
duced by him to a number of the planters around, they having, as it chanced, • 
met here on lIbe day of my vi.it. I was shown over several plantations and 
saw the picking of the crop and its preparation for market, besides which I 
heard a great deal from the planters as to wbat were their mam require-
ments and their experience (para. 362 et seq.) I was most hospitably 
received and set ~om£ortably on my way, reaching Mercara on the morning Mere""", Jan. 2S. 
of January 23rd. Here Colonel Clarke, Commissioner of Coorg, showed me 
much kindness and facilitated very greatly my rather difficult progress 
through the, to me, unknown country. After calling on Mr. W. S. Sulliva~ 
I found my way on to Mr. J. S. Trela wney, at Coover Cooly, where I stayed 

• 
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the nJght. On the 25th I pushed on through Somawarpet and Sanavad3. 
Santa to, Kodlipet, halting there and fixing up my quarters in a disused 
8c~00IToom.Thence, . after much diffi~ulty,' I succeeded in getting my 
-dnverB to take me Into Mysore territory, and pushed on to Sucrara 
Santa. Here. I paid a visit to Mr. Butcher, whose coffee plantations I 
went over, and then proceedrd to Suklespoor, halting there for the night. 
The next morning's march (January 27) brought me to my destination, 

~~~~':.~, JIUI. Bartchinhulla, Munjerabad, where Mr. Elliot met me, and here I remained 
until February, 3rd. Under Mr. Elliot's guidance I went over his different 
estates and neighbouring ones, seeing both the cultivation and the pre
paration of the coffee for sale (para. 363). In this way, and in long 
conversations on matters concerning Indian agriculture in general,' my 
time was fully and profitably engaged, and the help Mr. Elliot gave me 
then and since was simply invaluable to me. On February 3rd I had to leave, 
and proceeded by way of Chickmanglur and Kadur, the Southern Mahratta 

Madras, Feb. 11-1. Railwlty, and Bangalore, to MadtaS, which I reached on February 5th. At 
MadraR I was met by M~. C. Bens<!n, Assistant Director of the Departmlmt 
of Land Records and Agriculture, with whom I stayed. His Excellency 
the Governor (J"ord Connemara) gave me two interviews, and I also had 
others with the Hon. Mr. (now Sir Henry) Stokes, and the Hon. Mr. 
Garstin, the two Members of Council; also with, Mr. H. F. Clogstoun, 
Director of the Department of Land Records and Agriculture, Mr. C. A. 
Galton, Revenue Secretary, Mr. J. D. Rees, private secretary to the 
Governor, Mr. D. Du~an, Acting Director of Public Instruction, Mr. 
C. G. Douglas, Examiner of Forest Accounts, and Mr.W. Kiess, Acting 
Principal of the Saidapet College. In company with Mr. Rees I vi~ited the 
Saidapet College and Farm on February 6th (paras. 523 and 488). Early on 
the morning of February 7th a.eonferencewas held at Mr. Clogstoun 'shouse, at 
which, in addition to Mr. Clog>ltoun,1\1r. Benson, Colonel Olcott, and myself, 
several of the leading lJative landowners were present, among- them being 
Mr. S. Rubramania Iyer, Mr. R. Ragunatha Row, and D~ 1\:1:. Iyaswami 
Pillai; also MI". P. Rajamtna !lIudliar, and Mr. C. f. Subba Row, sub
assistant Director of Agriculture. In this way I was enabled to -get some 
idea of the. most pressing needs of agriculture in Southern India, and to 
learn in what respects its circumstances differed from those In the more 
northern parts.' I started off the same evening with Mr. Benson on what 
was to me a very instructive and enjoyable tour through some of the 
districts in the southern part of Madras. Leaving Madras, we arrived on 

Shiyali, Feb. 8. the morning. of Februat-y 8th at Shiyali (Tanjore), after crossing the 
Coleroon river and coming upon the Tanjore delta, where rice was the 

I 
principal crop then growing. At Shiyali we were met by Mr. C. SabanaY:lgam 
Mudliar, who took us over his estate and showed us the rice c:ultivation 
upon it (para. 317), and his well-eared-for bullocks and improved iron 
ploughs (para. 281). In the evening we contirtued our journey by train, 

Mwtnra, Feb. 9. arriving next morning at Madura. Mr. Ramasubba Aiyar, Ilnd 1\lr. 
Tillanayagam Pillai, the D~puty Collector, the Mayor of· the Municipality, 
and other gentlemen met us and drove us to the farm which formerly 
belonged to the Madura Farmers' Club (para. 489), Lut of which only the 
dairy-farming portion was maintained. Here our hosts had collected 
a number of the subordinate revenue officials and of the leading l"Uiyats, 
and wi ~h the aid of an interpreter we had a long and, to me, most 
interesting conversation, or rather confen>nce. Similar gathel'ings of this 
ldnd were held at other stopping plaees during the tour, and in this way I 
was enabled to get much information. Mr. Benson also had arranged for 
representative men to come up from some of the more distant parts, such 
as Tinnevel\y, which, for' want of time. I was unable to visit myself. 

AvenBshi. 
Feb. Io-H. 

'Ve left Madura in the evening, and, passing by Trichinopoly, traversed 
the valley of the Cauveri until, gradually rising to the higher ground, we 
reached Erode, where soil and cultivation began to alter. Changing here 
on to the Madras Railway, we continued to rise until we came, in the 
afternoon of February 10th, to lIlangalam (Avenashi Road) in the 
Coimhatore district. We were taken to see the ,; garden" (irrigated by 
w-el\s) cultivation, and the system of enclosing fields with hedges (~ara. 

(240). Going on to Avenashi itself, we were shown bftel-t"in6 ~I.ant~tlons. 
the -folding of sheep and goats on .the land (para. ]26), the utlhsatIon of 
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mud from tank beds (para. 132), the growing of perennial cotton (para. 
338), the manufacture of saltpetre (nitre) (para. 133), a.nd the breed of 
Coimbatore sheep. Late in the eveuing of February 11th we left Avenashi, 
and, while Mr. Benson went direct to Salem, I struck off alone to Metta
pollium, and thence drove up the hill to Ootacamund, reaching this lovely 
hill station on the morning of the 12th inst. I was nnfortunate in not 
finding Mr. Lawson, the Government Botanist, in residence, but I met Mr. 
D. Hooper, the Government Quinologist, and also. Major-General Morgan, 
who told me a good dearahout tea-growing in the Neilgherries (paras. 357 
and 358). The next morning Mr. Hooper took me over the Government 
cinchona plantations and stores, and also over the Dodabetta Tea Estate. I 
left Ootacamund on the evening of the 13th, -and joined Mr, Benson at 
Salem on the 14th. Preparations were then being made for an-Agricultural 
Show that was shortly to be held here. Mr_ Benson and I drove out some 
10.miles into the country and saw the cultivation both on unirrigated 
(16 dry ") land and on that irrigated from 16 tanks," and that watered 
by wells (" garden" land). Millets, tobacco, sugar-cane, and many kinds of 
vegetables were prominent crop~, and here I saw the old-fashioned wooden 
Mugar-mills at work (para. 287). On our, way back I went to_ see Mr. 
Hooper, Deputy Conservator of Forests, and had a conversation with him 
upon th-e administration of forests in Madras. The same evening I left 
Salem and returned to 'Madras on -February 15th, where I paid a second 
visit to the Saidapet College and had an interview with Mr. Kiess, the 
acting Principal, after which His Excellency 1ihe Governor gave me a 
BeCond audience. The next day I visited the Hon. Mr. Stokes and 
subsequently Mr. Van Gaezel, the Chemical Examiner of Madras, leaving in-
the evening for Bombay, en route for Saugor ill. the Central Provinces, 
where I was to meet Mr. J. B. Fuller, Commissioner of Settlements and 
Agriculture, Central Provinces. The first portion of the journey took me 
through the Bellary and Raichur districts, and I arrived at Bombay on the 
morning of F~bruary 18th. I employed the dayin interviewing commercial 
men in Bombay and in getting from them information as to the conditions 
of the trade in whe\t (para. 376 et seq.), oil-seeds (para. 388), cotton (para. 
338), feeding cakes (para. 127), bones (para. i42), and other manures, as 
well as' agricultural machinery. Among others I met Mr. John Marshall, 
Secretary of the Bombay Chamher-of Commerce, Messrs. Finlay, Muir and 
Co., Me88rB. Volkart Brothers, and Mr. Shallis. In the evening I left again, 
going on, viti Bhusawal and !tarsi, to Saugor,which was reached on the 
morning of February 20th. Mr. Fuller arrived in camp on the 21st, and 
meantime I had a look at the cultivation around, a great deal of it 
consisting of. market-gardening. We did not move on until the morning of 
the 23fd, but then shifted our camp daily until in successive stages we 
reached Damoh on February 28th .. Mr_ T. C. Wilson, Settlement Officer, 
joined us on the march. The principal crops which I saw were wheat, linseed, 
gram, and other pulses. During the journey I was made acquainted with 
the systems of Land Classification and of Land Settlement (para. 46) 
adopted in these Provinces, and I examined in many places the work and 
mapsof the village accountant (pa!wari) staff, and their respective inspectors 
and district inspectors. We camped at Dongasara on the 23rd, and on the 
24th, after passing Sanoda, we halted for the night at Shahpur. Up 
to now we had been going over the- black soil of the Sa:lg'or dis:rict, 

Ootacamund, 
Feb.a-la. 

Salem, Feb. H, 

Madras,Feb.1Ii-le: 

Bombay, Feb. 18. 

Sau~or, Feb. 20. 

hut on the 25th l;e crossed on to the redder soil of the Vmdhyan sand-
stone formation, and arrived at Darnoh on the evenin~ of February Damob, Feb. 21. 
27th. I took-leave of Mr. Fuller the next morning and pushed on to Jubbulpore, 
J Ilbbulpore. Here I called upon Mr. Lindsay NeIll, Divisional Com- March 1. 
missioner, and Colonel Van Someren, Conservator of Foresh. In the' 
evening 1 left for .Allahabad, arriving at the latter place 011 the moruing of Allahabad, 
March 2nd.' I made the acquaintance here of (the late) Mr. S. A. Hill of the March 2. 
Muir College, one of the few scientific chemists sent out from England to 
India. I had a long conversation with Mr. Hill relative to the position of 
scientifio mOen (para. 436), and the prospects of Native students hecoming 
workers in chemical SClence (para. 423). The same evening I travelled 
towards Cawnpore, came there next morning, and went out to the Cawnpore 
Experimental Farm (para. 478). The corn crops were at this time nearly 
ripe. Mr. J. F. Duthie, Director of Botany for Northern India, joined me 
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in the evening, and next morning we went together to the Cawnpore 
Farm, where I male the acquaintance of Mr. T .. W. Holderness, Director 
of the Department of Land Records and .Agriculture, North-West Pro
vinces and Oudh. We drove ont to the Juhi Reserve and the .Amramau 
Farm, to see the experiments carried out on the reclamation of sterile 
salty land (USaI') (para. 75). In the evening Mr. Duthie and J left for 
.Al·garh, where, on 5th March. we carefully inspected the Chherat. Farm 
(para.75), and on 6th March the Gursikran Farm (para. 75), at both of 
which pfaces experiments on ulty land (usar) reclamation were being 
conducted on a large Bcale, and were kept under botanical observation by 
Mr. Duthie. On 7th March w~ left .Aligarh, Mr. Duthie going to Saharan
pur and I to Meerut. I called on Mr. Whiteway, the Collector, and in the 
afternoon was driven out to see the splendid market-garden cultivation 
carried on around the city by the JIlt. Lodha, and Sani castes (para. 149): 
I also. was shown over the farm belonging to Rai Bahadur Debi Singh, 
which was formerly an Experimental Farm (If the .Agricultural Department 
of the Nor.th-West Provinces and Oudh, and on which improved iron 
ploughs are still employed (para. 476)_ The next morning I drove on to the 
Babooghur Farm (para. 269), at Hapur, where there is an .Army Remount 
Depot, and where horse-breeding operations are carried on. Captain 
Goad, .Assistant Superintendent of the Remount Department, took me 
over the Depot and Farm, and showed me the horses and the methods of 
cultivation employed, such as the growing of oats and lucerne, ploughing 
with iron ploughs drawn JlY horses instead of bullocks. and the working of 
wells by horses. Leaving Hapur on the morning of 9th March, I returned 
to Meerut. and then went on to Delhi, where I spent a day seeing the 
sights, and left again on the morning of the 11th for Saharan pur. .Arrived 
thllre, I met Mr. Duthie and also Mr. Patterson, the Collector. On 
12th March Mr. Gollan, the Superintendent, took me over the Saharanpur 
Botanical Gardens (para. 479), and in the afternoon we went to the 
Saharanpur .Agricultural Show (para, 541), which was specially interesting 
to me as being the first of the kind I had seen in India . .At the invitation 
of Colonel Dean, Superintendent of the Army Rem8unt Department, I 
sa,v the Saharanpur Depot on the morning· of the 13th, the horses here 
being principally .Australian horses (" Walers ") imported for the use of 
medium cavalry and field artillery. Colonel Dean also drove me over the 
adjoining farm, lucerne and oats, as at Hapur. being largely grown . .After 
this, I posted from Saharanpur to Dehra Dun, reaching ·the latter in the 
evening, and going to Mr. K Fel'uandez, then Deputy Director of the 
Forest School. 'I 'he next morning I called on Colonel Bailey, the Director, 
and shortly afterwards Mr. H. C. Hill, Officiating Inspector General of 
}'orests, arrived. The sessional examinations of the Forest School were in 
progress at this time, and as these were vit'a voce ones, I took the oppor
tunity afforded me of attending them, and of ascertaining in some measure 
what the standarq of teaching attained in the Forest School waR (para. 
52 i). Mr. C. Bagshaw. Conservator of Forest3, Central Circle, NOlth-West 
Provinces, (the late) Mr. W. E. D'Arcy • .Assistant Inspector General of 
Ji·orest.!, Mr. L. Mercer, Deputy Conservator (Dehra Dun dietrict), and Mr . 
.A. Smythies, InsLructor of the Forest School,were present, in addition 
to Colonel Bailey, ,\\r. Hill, Mr. Fernandez, and myself. I attended the 
examinations for four successive days, and was allowed to question a 
number of the candidates in chemistry and ill vegetable morphology 
(para. 526). I also went over the school buildings. chemicallahoratory 
and museums. On the night of 18th March I left Dehra, going back to 
Saharanpur, and thence to Meerut, where the Nauchandi Fair and .Agri
cultural Show was being held (para. 541). This interested me greatly, 
e pt cially the ploughing competition (para. 279). and I met again Mr. 
Holderness, Mr. Whiteway, and Mr. Muhammad Husain. I returned to 
Silharanpur the night of the 20th, and spent the next three days there, 
going over tho Botanical Gardens, the Museum and Herbarium, and being 
taken by Ml;. Gollan to see the cultivation of the neighbourhood, which 
waa largely market-gardening of a high class, the cultivators being princi
pally S[mis. .At Saharanpur I met Mr. Benson, the District Judge, at 
Ylho .. e house I was staying, and who \Vas brother of the .Assistant Director 
of .Agriculture, Madras i also Mr. W. Ward Smith, Executive Engineer, 
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Eastern Jumna Canal, from whom I learnt much about the irrigation 
system of the North-West Provinces. On 24th March, at Mr. Ward Hurdwar 
Smith's luggestion, I travelled to Hurdwar, and was fortunate enough to March24: 
find there Mr. King, the Executive Engineer. Mr. King most kindly took 
me to see the head-works of the Ganges Oanal, and the system by which 
the Ganges is diverted iuto the caual. After this I drove in a light native 
cart (ekka) along the side of the canal from Hurdwar to Rurki, seeing, 
on the way, the three great works by means of which the canal is .carried, 
firstly under. then through, and lastly over, the river torrents that cross 
its path. In the evening I reached Rurki, and took the train for Lucknow, 
passing en route through Rohilkhuud aud then<:e into Oudh, arriving at 
Lncknow on the evening of 25th ,\1 arch. On tbe 26th I was met by Mr. 
Muhammad Husain, and went with him to the Lucknow Botanical ii~~~~o;:: 
Gardens (para. 479), which are under the charge of Mr. Ridley. the Super-
intendent. Next morning I left for Cawnpore, and became thll guest at Cownporeand 
Mr. Holderness, Director of Land Records and Agriculture, North-West ~~~~t,:·rch2T 
Provinces and Oudh. 1 stayed from then until 2nd April in the Cawn-
pore district, being taken on daily excursions by Mr. Holdernes., as willI 
as minutely examining the Cawnpore Experimental F~m. We went over 
leveral Estates belonging to the Court of Wards, and among other places 
visited Rura, aud spent the day in seeing different holdiugs on either side Rura, March Sl. 
of the canal (Lower Ganges Cau.I,-Etawah branch). Here the influence 
of callal irrigation was very marked (para. 88). On 2nd April the corn 
crops of the experimental plots at theUawnpore.larm were being brought 
in, threshed, weighed, and recorded, and I Faw tillS in pr@gress (para. 478). 
In the evening of the same day I left Cawnpore in company with Mr. W. 
B. Wisbart, on a tour through 'the indigo·growing districts of Behar. 
After passing Mirzapore and. Chunar, the. Ganges was crossed at Mogul 
Serai on the 3rd April, and we proceeded to Gahmar, where we stayed Gab;llar, 
with Mr. George Fox. Here for the first time I saw the indigo crop grow- April H. 
ing, and also the machinery nsed in the manufacture (para. 343 et seq.). I 
also saw in tte neighbourhood . some· excellent market-gurden cultivation 
by men of the Koe'; caste. From Gahmar we went on to Beheea. in the Beheea, AprilS. 
Shahabad district;-and were received there by l\Iessl'!1. Thomson and Mylne. 
On the following morning I was driven over a considerable portion of the 
Beheea Estate, and saw not only the cultivation of sugar caue, but also tbe 
manufacture of sugar by the aid of the Beheea. mill (paras. 287, 28b, 330), 
the &hallow evaporating-pan (paras. 291, 33l), and the "·centrifugal drier" 
or sugar" turbine" (para. 292), introduoed by Messrs. Thomson and Mylne. 
Indigo was also largely cultivated on the Estate. I was also shown the 
records and maps kept by Messrs. Thomson and Mylne for the purpose of 
managing their Estate, which extends to about 25,000 acres. In the evening 
we journeyed on to Garaul on the Tirhoot State Railway. and visited the GaraIll,April6. 
BatouliaEstate and factory, which are nnder the charge of Mr. F. G. Wilkin-
Bon.' On the 7th April we took tbe train on to Mozufferpore,-where I was 
entertained by Mr. A. C. Brett, the district Judge. At Mozufferpore I met a Mozufferpore, 
large number of Indigo planters who had come in from the surrounding April 1. 
districts, a8 also Mr. Schrottky, who, had been resident some time in India, 
Bnd wa.s then regarded by some as a "chemical expert" in the 
manufacture of indigo (para. ·349). On the 8th instant a visit was 
paid to the Jainpur Estate; Motipore,then managed by Mr. H. Motipore, 
Abbott, and here Mr. WiFhart and I stayed a couple of days, return. AprilS-B. 
ing to Mozufferpore on the evening of the 9th. On the 11th instant 
we went to lee the Bhicanpur factory and estate of Mr. G. Richardson, Bhiconpur, 
comprising, in all,7,000 acres. In the livening I set off alone to make. my April 11. 
way to Pupri in the Durbhanga district, which I reached next day after Pupri, 
riding 30 mi1es· on a trolly kindly provided for me by Mr. Walton. the April 12-13. 
engineer of the line, the extension from Durbhanga to Pupri not being 
then completed. At Pupri Mr. Robert Wilson took me. over .his factory· 
and land, and showed me the different experiments he had· made in 
manuring for indigo (para. 348). On the morning of the 14th I started 
back on my trolly journey to Durbhanga, and thence went by rail right 

. on to Segowlie in the Champaran district, where at Mr. J. J; Macleod's Segowlie, 
estate (Lall Seriah) I agaiu met Mr. Wishart .. We spent two days hel'~, April 14-16. 
and sa" the cultivlltion in the neighbourhood. Two outlying factories on the 
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estate were visited, viz., Itajghat (Mr. D. C. Reid) and Dhokl'ah (Mr. H. 
Apperley)., On the afternoon of the 16th we all travelled to Motihari, 
where on the following day there was to be a parade of the ·Behar Light 
Horse. Here again I met a large number of the indigo planters of the 
districts around, as well as Mr. W. D. Blyth, the Collector, and Mr. Seeley, 
engineer. From Motihari we went on the evening' of the 17th April to 

Pep ..... April 18. Pepra, and stopped at Mr. WyaU's factory. On the 18th we drove from 
Seeraha, Apr!ll~: Pepra to Mr. W. B. Hudson's at Seeraha, and weI\t over his estate and 

factory the day following, leaving in the evening for Bara (!\Jr. Gale s), 
and thence by train to Beheea, where I parted company with Mr. Macleod 
and Mr. Wishart, and paid another short visit to Messrs. Thom80n 
and Mylne. On the morning of the 21st I took the train to Allah
abad. and, arriving there in the evening, met Mr. A. J. Hughes, Super
vising Municipal Engineer, North-West Provinces and Oudh. It had been 
at'ranged, with the consent of the Government of India, that I should visit 
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certain towns in the North-West Provinces where it was proposed to 
introduce new water supplies and sewerage schemes, and I was to report 
upo.n these from a chemical and agricultural point of view. I had originally 
intended to make a short tour in the Punjab after my return from Tirhoot, 
but I found the season too far advanced to permit of this, the cold-season 
(mbi) crops being already off ~he land. Consequently I adopted the alter
native plan and visited in succession Allababad, Cawnpore, Benares, and 
lastly Naini TaL At Allahabad, on April 22nd, in company with Mr. Hughes, 
I saw the new waterworkia. then. in course of construction. In tbe after
noon I was shown over the Allaha.bad Grass Farm by Colonel Marriott of 
the Commi~sariat Department (para. 215 et seq), and he explaine'l. to me 
the system on which the Farm is worked. Grass was then being cut and put 
into silos (para. 224). On the morning of the 23rd I examined with Mr. 
Edmonson, the sanitary officer, the system of town-cleansing, the trenching 
of night-soil upon land at Futtepore Bichwra (para. 149), some little dis
tance out of the town, and another site at Naini which it W8Al proposed to 
utilise for a sewage farm. At Allahabad I met again ~'I:r. S. A .. Hill, also 
Mr. F. W. Porter, the Collector, and Dr. Hall, Superintendent of the Gaol. 
I went with Mr. Hughes on the morning of the 24th to see the pumping station 
and new intake from the J umna. After this I left Allahabad and travelled 
with Captain F. C. Chapman to Bharwari on the East India Railway, from 
which place we drove on to Captain t :hapmaJ.! s Estate at Biiti, crossing the 
Ganges shortly before coming to our destination. The Estate' is in the 
Province of Oudb, and comprises about 13,000 acres situated along the 
banks of the Ganges. Here I saw how Captain Cbapman, by making a vast 
embankment and keeping out the Ganges, as "ell as by draining and pump· 
ing, had succeeded in reclaiming and cultivating a large amount of land 
that WILS formerly a lake (para. 71). The steam-plough wall then at work 
on a portion still unreclaimed (para. 281). A good deal of ravine land was 
also reclaimed by terracing and by keeping back surface How of water (para. 
70). Two days were spent here iu rioiing over the property and seeing 
the villaO'es included in it and also their cultivation. I travelled to Cawnpore 
on the e~eDing of the 26th April. and put up at Mr. Wishart's. The next 
morniug I went with)\>Ir. Wishart to the z,ctr(zr, and took samples of wheat, 
the different impurities in which were subsequently separated ont for me 
and det~rmined in Mr. Wishart's office (para. 38.!). We then drove to the 
('anal side ,md saw the plot of land 'raIled " Buck Sahib's village," on which 
Kachhi cul~ivators use the town refuse, and after that to other land out
side Cawnpore where night-soil was being trenched (para. 149). 

On the 2R,h I went over some cotton mills, and on the 29th inspected, 
with ~lr. Hnghes, the proposed intake of water from the Ganges, after 
wh'ch I IIIe', Mr. Walter Butler (engineer), Mr.F.N. Wright (the Collector), 
lIbjor Baddeley, of the Army Harness Factory, Dr. Condon (civil surgeon), 
and Mr. J. Rogers (engineer). The next day J.-Ir. G. B. Allen took me over 
Messrs. COllper, Allen and Co.'s Army Boot F "ctory and tbenI went on 
to the Cawnpore Experimental Farm. Tbe next day, after inspecting 
the site for a proposed sewage farm, Majilr Baddeley took me to see the 
Army Harnes.q Factory, and. in the evening, Colonel Worsley and I walked 
o\""r the Cantonment Grass Farm (para. 214). On May 2nd I met Mr. W. 
J. Wilson, junior secretary, Irrigation Department, North-West Provinces 
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and Oudh, and travelled wilh him the same evening to Lucknow, I going on 
to Benares. Here Mr. A. R. Wilson, muuicipal engineer and resident Benarea, May 3-8. 
engineer of the Benares Waterworks, took charge of me, aud we visited the 
proposed intake from the Ganges, and on the following day the land 
intended to he utilised for the purpose of a sewage farm. At Benares I 
made the acquaintance of Mr. Adams, the Commissioner, Mr. James 
White, the Collector, and Mr. W. Venis, analyst to the Municipality. From 
Benares I returned, on May 5th to Lu.::know, where I met Dr. Fiihrer, Lncknow, May 8. 
keeper of the Lucknow Musenm, and Mr. E. ~mith, of the Archreological 
Department. I went over the Museum, and then drove out to see an artesian 
well-boring 1,200 feet deep, which it was hoped would give Ii. supply of water 
for the city. In the afternoon I left again by the Oudh and Rohilkhund 
Railway for Naini Tal, meeting en route Colonel Pitcher, formerly Assistant 
Director of Agriculture North-West Provinces and Oudh, and Mr. W. J. 
Wilson, with whom I continued the journey. Nain; Tal was reached the. NainiTal,MayT
afternoon of' May 7th, and here I stayed until May 16th. At Naini Tal I 18. 
met a number of the officials of the N orth-West Government, and had many 
interesting interviews. Among these I would mention one with His Honour 
the Lieutenant Governor (Sir Auckland Colvin), and several with Mr. T_ 
W. Holderness (Director of the Agricultural Department), Colonel Pitcher, 
Mr T. H. Wickes (chief engineer North-West Provinces and Oudh), and 
Mr. A. J. Hughes. In addition, I had the pleasure of meeting the Hon. W. 
Woodhurn (Chief Secretary to Government) and Colonel Erskine; also 
Mr. R. Smeaton (Financial Secretary to Government), Mr .. C. J. Connell 
(Secretary, Board of Revenue). Colonel Thomason, Colonel Harrison 
(chief engineer Irrigation Branch North-West Provinces and Oudh), Dr. 
Richardson (Inspector General of Civil HospitaL~), and Dr. G. Hutcheson 
(Sanitary Commissioner). Buring my stay I was the guest of Mr. W. J. 
Wilson, whose experience in irrigation as well as in Itxperimental work 
on reclamation of salty land (usar), and on the establishment of "Fuel and 
Fodder Reserves," was of great advantage to me. Mr. A. Grant, supervising 
engineer Irrigaiion Department North-West Provinces and Oudh, was also 
staying there. An ing uiry, similar to those at the other towns in the North-
West Provinces whict I had visited, was then in progress, and, accordingly, I 
examined the proposals both for ntilising a fresh water supply and for 
disposal of the sewage of this hill station. On May 17th I left Naini Tal, 
calling, on my way down the hill, at Mr. S. L Whymper's, an old school-
fellow of mine. Taking the train at Kathgodam, I travelled on to' 
Bareilly, and thence, viti. Saharanpur, to Umballa, which was reached by 
the evening.of May 18th. Posting from here through the night,I came next 
morning to Kalka, and finally arrived at Simla early in the afternoon of Simla, May 19. 
May 19. I stayed in Simla from that date until July 14. I employed 
this interval in putting together the notes I had taken during my tour, in 
reading Settlement and other Reports of the districts I had visited, as well 
as the principal Government papers upon subjects with which my inquiry 
was more specially concerned. I 'had also the opportunity of meeting a 
number of the high officials of Government, all of whom received me most. 
kindly and gave me much assistance. His Excellency the Viceroy espe-
cially showed much interest in the matter of my inquiry, and gave me . 
renewed interviews. The Members of Council, Sir David Barbour, Sir George 
Chesney, Sir Charles Elliott, the H"n. Mr. Hutchins, and Sir James Lyall 
also allowed me to discuss with them the views I had formed. Among 
other officials whom I met, and by whose experience I benefited greatly, 
were the Hon. W. C. Benett (then acting for Sir Ed wardBuck in the Agricul-
tural Department), Colonel Forbes (Inspector General of Irrigation). Gener:!l. 
Badcock (Commissariat Department), Mr. M uir-Mackenzie ( Under Secretary 
Agricultural Department), Mr. H. C. Hill, Dr. George Watt, Mr. Harvey 
James, Mr. J. R. Finlay, Mr. J. E O'Conor, Mr F. A. Rohertson (Director. 
of Agricultural Department, Punjab),.Mr. S. A. Hill, and Major Elliott 
(Commissariat Department). The library and records of the Agricultural 
Department were placed I«; my disposal, and Mr. Tucker, the Registrar, 
helped me in every way he could. Before leaving for my second tour, I 
drew up my general conclusions in the form of" Preliminary Notes," which 
were printed. and circulated, and subsequently discussed at the Agricultural 
Conference in the following October. . . • 
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Second Tour, .j uly 14th to Sept. 12th 1890. 

Just after the rains had set in I started off again on my travels, and 
leaving Simla on July 14th in company with Dr. Hendley, of Jeypore, 
ma:l.e my way again to the phins. Passing by way of Delhi, we arrived on 
the evening of July 1lith at .'eypore. Here I h,~d an agricultural talk with 
the chief Member cf Coundl or the Jeypore S~ate, Rai Bahadur Kamtee 
Mookerjee (paras. 110, 212), and after seeing, under Dr. Hendl!v's guidance; 
the Museum, Ho~pital, Sch'lOl of A~t. the Jeypore Co,tO!l Press, &c ,I went 
on to Ahmedabad, alriving there on July 19th., I stayed with Mr. H; E. M. 
James, the Commissioner, and the next morning we were joined by Mr. 
Ozanne (Director of Agriculture, Bombay), and 1I1r. Middleton (Professor-of 
Agriculture, Baroda College), who were to be my guides and companions in 
my. tour through the Bombay Pr~sidency. We spent two days at Attmedabad 
seeIng the cultivation of the neighbourhood, iocludingirrigation of land from 
tanks, also the growing of perennial cotton, the sowing of rainy· season crops, 
and the preparation of land for rice, and the transplanting of rice. From 
Ahmedabad we passed on, early on the 22nd, to Nadiad, where we were 
joined by Mr. Kacherm> Jadhava, a Native in the service of the Gaekwar of 
Barada, and formerly a student at Cirencester College. We were met at 
NI~diad by Rai Bahadur Becherdas Viharidas Desai, a leading agriculturist, 
by Mr. Motibhai, the Pr\lsident of the Municipality, and by the Secretary of 
the Nadiad Agricultural Ass<!ciation. After visiting a store in the town 
established fin' the purp~se of selling pnre seed (para. 310) we went to the 
Experimental Farm pf the association (para. 484), and to Mr. Becherdas's 
own farm. After this we went out again to see the cultivation of the 
neighbourhood, the fields enclosed with hedgas (para. 240) and with 
borders of grass around them (para. 211) being prominent features. 'We 
also visited here a hospital (Pinjrapol) fol' diEabled and dying cattle. The 
same evening we left for Baroda, and stayed there with' Mr. F. A. H. 
Elliott (Survey Commissiomr). On the next morning we "Went over the 
fields ont of which it was proposed to form an Exp~imental Station and 
Farm in connection with the Baroda College (para. 485). _After breakfast 
we drove to the Gaekwar of Baroda's palace, and had a long interview with 
His Highness, principally upon the subject of agricnltural education. Subse
quently we visited Mr. KacheraQ Jadhava's experimental station, and his 
laboratory (para. 485), and stilllatel' the Baroda College (para. 521), meeting 
there the Principal, Mr. G. S. Tait. At Baroda I also met .the Resident, 
Sir Harry Prendergast, and Mr. W. S. Price, snperintendent of the 
Baroda Survey. In the evening we left, and travelled to Palghar in the 
Thana district, whence we drove to Mahim. Here we saw the splendid 
"garden" cultivation, the growing of. sugar·cane, plantains, ginger, befel
l'jne, and other remunerative crops .(para. 119), besides the system of seed· 
bed. formation, known as rdb (para. ~37), for rice and millet (nagli) 
growing. At Mahim we met Mr. Dhondo Vinayek Dandekar, a leading 
landed proprietor, Mr. Padmaker Narayan, Mamlafdar of Mflhim, and 
many others. In the afternoon we drove back to Palghar, and thence by 
train to Bombay. The next day I called on Mr. John Marshall, of the 
Chamber of Commerce, and had a long talk with him on the subject of 
wheat· cleaning (para. 376 ~t 8eq.~, and oil·seed cleaning (para. 388) and 
upon the trade'in cotton (para. 338). From Messrs. Croft, Wells and Co., 
I gathered information on the collection and export of bones (para. 142), 
from Messrs. Volkart Brothers on trade in cotton, bones. and manures, and 
from Messrs. Glade and Co" on the manufacture and trade in oil· cakes 
(para. 127). On the 26th inst. we went on to Poona, I leaving the others 
at Kirkee, as I was to he His Excellency the GovernQr's (Lord Harris) guest 
at Ganesh Khind. Mr. Lee Warner, Political Secretary to Government, 
was also staying at Ganesh Khind' at the time. With Mr. Ozanne I went 
over the Ganesh Khind"Gal'dens (para. 486), and on July 28th drove 
with him Rnd Mr'Middleton to Mundwa, a few miles out of Poona, to see 
the sugar~cane and other cultivation of the district which is carried on by 
canal irrigation and the use of night· soil (poudrette) (para. 149). We also 
went over a distillery where spirit is made from the fruit of the Mahua 

"tree. In the afternoon I lIlet at the office of the Department of Land 
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Records and Agriculture Mr. Bhimbhai, th.e Assistant Director, and later on 
we beld a conference with the p,rincipal landowners, agriculturists, and 
native officials of Poona. Among those present, besides Mr. Ozanne, Mr 
Middleton, Mr. Bhimbbai and myself, were Rai Bahadur Mahdeo Govind -
Ranade (Judge under the Deccan Relief Act), Rai Bahadut Yeshwant 
Morcshwar Kelkar (Oriental Interpreter to the Government), Mr. 
Dorabji Padamji (President of Poona Municipality), Mr. Naoroji 
(manager of Reay Paper Mills), Mr. Namjoshi and Mr. Ghotandekar, 
editors of native papers, Mr. Kupaswami Mudliar (secretary of the" 
Agri-Horticultural Society of Western India), Mr. Dandekar (Educational 
Inspector of the Berars), Mr. Nata and Dr. Ghole, landowners. 
We had a long and interesting conversation and interchange of views, 
more especially on points connected with forest administration, questions 
of irrigation, and agricultural education. In the evening we started off by 
train for Belgaum, which we reached on the 29th July. and stayed with Mr. Be1gau~.July29-
A. Keyser, the acting Commissioner. Mr. J. Fairlie Muir, the Collector, met 30. 
us later on, and we went out to see the extensive rice-growing by the tank 
irrigation system. At the Collector's office was a large collection of the' 
implements in common use in the district, and from the District Deputy 
Collector, the Hon. Gahrshitapa Virbasapa, .we heard of the success which 
had attended the efforts to popularise the system of Government Advances 
(Iaccavi) for agricultural purposes (para. 109). Next day we inspected the 
farm attached to the Agricultural L.lass of the High School (para_ 522), and 
tben went to see tbe market· gardening around the town. At'noon we left 
for Bellary, passing en roule Dharwar, Gadag, and Hubli. At Bellary, Bellary. July 31. 
where we arrived on the morning of 31st July, Mr. A. Sabapathi Mudliar met 
UB and took ns to his farm, where he sbuwed us the utilization of prickly 
pear as green-fodder (para. 236), tbe Swedish ploughs which he uses on 
his estate (paras. 277; 281), and the preparation of bones fol' manure 
(para. 143). Qwing to the late coming of the monsoon and absence of 
~rrigation tbere were hardly any crops on the ground, so we did not stay '" 
long bere, but retr~ced (lur steps to Hospet, which .we c~me to in the Hoapet. July 31. 
afternoon. Mr. C. H. Goud met us here, and under hiS gUIdance we saw 
the rice and sugar-cane cultivation of the district. The enclosure of the· 
fields with trees (para. 240), and the lopping of the trees for supplying 
green manure for the rice fields, para. 136), as also the growing of grass 
for cattle along the water-channels (para 211 ), were peculiar features bere. 
Irrigation is by means of channels taken off from the River Tungabadra, 
and the cultivation is ell:cell~nt ; the cultivators are mostly of the Lingayat 
caste. Iron sugar-mills are used extensively here (para. 289). We were 
entertained at Hospet by Mr. F. Parsoils, Head Assistant Collec.tor, and the 
day following visited the ruins of Humpi. In the evening we left by train Humpi.August 1. 
on the return journey to Poona, but Mr. Middleton and I halted a day at 
Bijapur, wbere we called on Mr. Fleet, the Collector, and were shown Biiapur.Aug.2:-'. 
much kindness by Mr. F. Goldsmid, Superintendent of Police. Continuing 
our journey we reached Poona on the morning 'of 3rd August, and, Poona,Aug.~. 
meeting Mr. Ozanne again, we went over the Poona Experimental Farm 
together. After this I had a long interview with Mr. Wroughton, 
Conservator of Forests, with reference to fore~t matters in their relation 
to agriculture in the Bombay Presidency (para. 174). In the afternoon 
Mr. Middleton and I went over the College of Science, and then once more 
with Mr. Woodrow to the Experimental Farm, where we met several of 
the pupils of the Agricultural Class. In the e\·ening Mr. Ozanne, Mr. 
Middleton and I left for Kalyan, where we halted a few hours to see the Kalyan. Aug. 5. 
rice and millet (nagl,) cultivatiou in these wet parts of the Western 
Ghats. Tben resuming, we travelled up tl;le Tull Ghats into the Nasick 
district andalighte.l at Igatpuri. Here we saw more rice and millet (naglt) 
cultiva;tion, some of it by the seed·bed system called rab, there· being no 
irrigation, but simply very heavy rainfall. Buffaloes were here the plough 
cattle (para. 260). In the evening we took the train again and reached 
Pachora on tbe morning of 6th August, going on thence to the Bhadgaon Bbadgaon. Aug. 
Farm, which we reached after crossing four different rivers; these were 6-7. 
then in flood, and presented considerable difficulty to our passage.· 
Arrived at the Farm we went carefully over it (para. 482), seeing then 
ihe rainy-season (!charif) crops, just .as on my previous visit I. had seeu J 
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the cold-weather (I'abi) C~Op8. We also saw the herd of Mysore cattle 
(para. 255), the formation of a babul (Acacia arabica) plantatioll 
(para. 186), and the making of silage (para. 226). The next day we 
left, and, after visiting a cotton-cleaning (ginning) factory en route, at 
Pachora I parted company with Mr. Ozanne and Mr. Middleton. Taking 
the train on to Nagpur, I arrived there on the morning of the 8th, and 
went to Mr. J. B. Fuller's, where I stayed this and the next two days. At 
Nagpur I had an interview with Mr. (now Sir Alexander) Mackenzie, the 
Chief Commissioner, and among others I met and discussed agricultural 
matters with Mr. J. Neill (Judicial Commissioner). Mr. A. Munro (Direc. 
tor of Public Instruction), Colonel Van Someren and Mr. R. T. Thomp
son (Conservators of Forests), and Colonel Scott. Mr. Fuller took 
me over the Nagpur Experimental Farm (para. 480), the manage
ment of which is in the hands of Mr. Mahaluxmivala. After this,. 
we inspected the Agricultural Class and museum (para. 524), Mr. Joshi, 
formerly.a Poona student, being teacher of agriculture. At other times we 
visited the plots of land cultivated by the students of the Agricultural 
Class, and also the land outside the town where the night-soil and town
refuse are utilised by the Kachhis and other cultivators who have followed 
their example (para. 149). On the evening of August 10th' I iI,ft Nagpur 
for Calcutta: At Allahabad I met Mr. A. J. Hughes, Supervising Municipal 
Engineer North-West Provinces, and travelled part of the way with him, 
hearing from him what ~ad been done in furtherance of the sanitary schemes 
we had discussed hefore. It was now the middle of the rainy season aud a 
great part of the district pa~sed through was covered with water. Arriving 
at Calcutta on the morning of the 13th, I spent the day with Mr. Finucane. 
Director of Land Records and Agriculture, Bengal, and. in the evening set 
off with him and Mr. P. Nolan, Revenue Secretary, for a short tour in Eastern 
Bengal. The train took ns as far as Goalnndo, Dr. Comins, Superintendent 
of Emigration, travelling with us. At Goalundo we embarkeq,on the steamer 
for Serajgunge, and during the sail up the Brahmapootra river we saw the 
numerous vilIsges on the islands dotted about on the ri~er or along its banks, 
together with their rice and jute cultivati~ (para. 374;. - At Serajgunge, 

. Mr. Cuthbt'rt Macdonell, manager of the Serajgunge Jute Mills, and his 
assistant, Mr. Ogbourne, met us and touk us off in their steam launcll to 
their house. We stayed here until the 17th, and met Mr. Andrew Hannah, 
Mr. S. Gowan, and other jute commission-agents. On .the 15th iust. we 
took a long trip of about 30 miles in the steam launch to Solangs, going up 
the streams then inter.ecting the country and noting the jute and rice 
growing everywhere along the banks. On the 16th we saw over the 
Sera.jgunge Jute Mills, and in the afternoon Mr. Finucane and I went 
about in a boat and called at several of the islands for the purpose of seeing 
how the cultivation was carried on, as well as the preparation of the jute 
and its packing for market. On the 17th we left Serajgunge, and retlJrned 
to Calcutta on the 18th. The same afternoon I went with Mr. Finucane to 
inspect the Seebpore Experimental Farm (para 493), and met here Mr. Basu 
and Mr. Banerji of the Bengal Agricultural Department. The day 
following, I had an interview with Mr. R. Blechynden, secretary of the 
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, in relation to the coming 
of a chemist to India to enquire into problems connected with the culti
vation 'and manufacture of tea. (para. 361}. In the evening Mr. NoIsn, 
Mr. Finucane, and I left for Dumraon, wherl' we were to meet His Honour 
the Lieutenant. Governor of Bengal, Sir Steuart Bayley, then on tour. 
This we did, and with His Honour went round to see the school, hospital, 
museum, and other places, subsequently meeting again at a dinner gIven in 
the Lieutenant Governor's hononr. Among the party were Mr. C. C. 
Stevens. Officiating Chief Secretary to Government, Mr. W. Kemble, Opium 
Agent, Bankipur, Mr. J. Charles, Judge of Shahabad, and Mr. J. Bernard, 
Offioiating Collector, Shahabad). On the 21st we went over the Dumraon 
Experimental Farm with Mr. Basu (para. 492), and subsequently had an 
interview with the Maharajah of Dumraon arid Rai BalIadur Jai Prakash 
Lal, thEi mauager of the Dumraon Estate (Raj). In the afternoon Mr . 

• Finuoane and I left lIfr. Nolan and the others and crossed the Ganges 
at MokaUleh,. prooeeamg mto Tirhoot for a short tour there in order to 
Ileo tho mallllfj\c.ture of indigo (para.. 349), Wo firat went to Bara, and 
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drove to Mr. W. B. Hudson's at Seeraha, where we'arrived on the morning 
of August 22nd. I was ju!!t in time to see the cutting aud steeping of the 
indigo plant, and the suhsequent preparation of the dye in it.s different 
stages, Leaving Seeraha ou the 23rd we went on to Motihari, and stayed 
with Mr. W. D. Blyth, the Collector. Here I met 'again Mr. Apperley 
and Mr. Seeley. On the morning following, we went with Mr. Blyth by 
train to Bettiah, and were the guests of Mr. T. M. Gibbon, manager 
of the Bettiah Estates. The country here W8B much flooded, but we saw 
the cultivation as far as we could, and I had. much interesting conversa
tion with Mr. Gibbon. The following morning we left again, and at 
Motihari I ended my tour with Mr. :Finucanel and proceeded alone to 
Allahabad, which I reached on August 26th. Here I visited Mr. S. A. 
Hill and Captain F. C. Chapman, aud weut over the Allahabad Grass 
Farm again with Captain Hallowes and Sergeant Meagher (para. 215). A 
large quantity of silage was being made at the time (para. 224). I 
took the night train to Cawnpore, and, arriving there on the 27th, I 
drove to· the Experimental Farm and made another inspection of it 
with Mr. Lachman Parshad, the personal assistant to the Director. After 
calling on Mr. Wishart I left again for Hissar, where on the 28th inst. I 
was to meet Mr. F. A. Robertson, Dire.ctor of Land Records and Agri
culture, Punjab, and to make, under his guidance, a short tour in the Punjab. 
I duly arrived at Hissar and met Mr. Robertson, we both staying with 
Captain Marrett, Superintendent of the Hissat (iattle Farm. On the 
morning of the 29th Captain Marrett drove us over the Grass Farm for some 
10 miles to Khairwan, where we saw the different herds of cattle kept on 
the farm (ste para. 254). On our return we found Colonel Patch (Com
missary General, ·Northern· Circle, Bengal) and Captain (now Major) 
Wingate (Special Forage Officer), aud had a conversation upon the system 
of Grass Farms (para 215). We then went over the Home Farm, and saw 
the young stoc'" as also the growing of lucerne and other green crops 
(para. 236), and the miking of silage (paras. 224, 226). Next day we met 
Mr. A. Anderson (Deputy Commissioner), and went· with him to see the 
cultivation of the neighbourhodtl, both on canal irrigated and on unirrigated 
(" dry") land. Later on we visited the sheep and goat-breeding Farm (para. 
270), and left in the evening for Ferozpore, arriving there early on August 
31st. Mr. E. B. Francis (Deputy Commissioner) too'1l: charge of us, and 
drove us round to see the cultivation near the town, as well as the system 

, of inundation canals (para. 92). On September 1st we drove out towards 
Ludhiana, and saw several villages where. the cultivation was mainly carried 
on by men of the'Jat caste. In the'afternoon we left for Changa Manga, 
and put up at the Forest bungalow. Mr. A. V. Munro, Assistant Con
servator, and Mr. Fazil Din, Sub-assistant Conservator. took 'us over the 
"reserves" (paras. 177,221) and grass runs (,ukhs), as also to the more 
distant ntkh Jelleke. 

In the evening we took the train to Multan, and got there early on 
September 3rd, going to the Deputy Commissioner's, Mr. H. C. Cookson. 
Mr. Cookson drove me round the town, showing me the cultivation and the 
inundation canals (para. 92), and later on to the more outlying parts, where, 
among other things, I saw the manufacture of indigo according to the 
native .method. On September 4th Mr Cookson, Mr. Smith (Executive 
Engineer, Sidhnai Canal), and I, went by train to Rashida, and then rode 
out to Ree the system of canal distribution and some of the villages which 
had been established along the 6idhnai Canal since the latter had been 
brought to the district (para. 86). Previous to this only a small part of 
the area had been nnder cultivation. On the morning of September 5th 
Mr. Cookson and Mr. Smith returned to Multan, and I continued my 
journey with Mr. Robertson to Lahore, Montgomery being passed on .the 
way. On the 6th inst. Mr. A. V. Munro met us again, and took us over 
the Shahdal'a plantation (para. 177), a little outside Lahore. After this 
we went to the veterinary school, dispensary, and hospital, and saw the 
stallions of the Horse·breeding Department which are kept here (para. 269). 
Starting off again in the evening' by train, Mr. Robertson Rnd I reached 
GlI.jrat (Punjab), and were met by Mr. E. B. Steedman, Deputy Com
JIlissioner, and ~ormerly Director of Agriculture, punjab, Ilnd by Captuin 
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Davies,.Settlement Collector. The following morning we rode out and saw 
the crops, here mostly irrigated from wells. We passed also large tracts 
of land flooded with silt from the mountain streams and channels, and 
which form the rich wheat-growing stretches of these parts (para. 138). 
Splendid cattle, which~ame originally from Hissar, were seen here (para. 
254), and there was also a Depot of the Horse-breeding Department (para. 

Wan Mlr, Sept. 8. 269). We left Gujrat at night, and arrived next morning at Mian Mir, 
where we halted to see one of the military Grass Farms. The one we 
visited was 1'Ukh Terah, and the grass was then being cut, and a great deal 
was being packed into silos dug in the ground (para. 229). From here we 

Amritsar,Sept.8- went 1m to Amritsar, and became the guests of' Mr. J. A, Grant, Deputy 
9. Commissioner. Mr. Grant took us in the afternoon to seethe town, its 

temples, &c., and also the system of town sanitation so successfully adopted 
here (para. 149). On September 9th we were out early, and spent a long 
morning in seeing the extensive market-garden cultivation carried on all 
around Amritsar by the help of irrigation from the canal (Bari-Doab 
Canal), and the mght-soil and sweepings from the town (para. 149). 
Vegetables were being raised in great profusion j also sugar-cane and 
maize. We passed on to a village, Sultanwind, on the other. side of 
the ca11al, where canal irrigation is only partial, and wells are dug 
for supplementing it. Returning to Amritsar. we made a closer inspec
tion of the !lImitation system (para. 149), and went to other land on which 
the sullage water is p1llDped. Later in the day I met Mr. E. Nicholl', the 
Secretary to the Municipal Committee, and he explained to me in detail 
what had been done. In the evening we left for Kirtapoor, wliere Dr. 

Kapurtbala,Sept. Warburton met us and drove us out to Kapurthala. Here we were met 
10. by Major Massy, the ,Superintendent of the Kapurthala State. We 

received a visit next morning from the, Rajah of Kapurthala, which we 
returned in the afternoon. Meean Aziz Bukhnsh, the Collector of the 
State, also came and had an agricultural conversation wit. me. I have to 
acknowledge much valuable 'information and many uUeful suggestions given 
to me by Major Massy during our stay. Later on we drov,e out to see 
the' cultivation and the plantations that hal! been started'round the town. 
On the morning of September 11th we left Kapurthala, and drove, via 

Roohiarpur, sept. Jullundur, to Hoshiarpur, a distance of 36 miles. The road took us past 
11. excellent cultivation; and we made several halts on the way to see this or 

that object of special interest. Cultivation by well irrigation was a marked 
feature, and we saw a great deal of digging of wells going on, the wells, in 
places, being quite near the surface. Sugar-cane was extensively grown. 
We passed some wide sandy tracts known as the II choh " lands (para. 71), 
where no cultivation exists, but the soil is, covered with transported, or 
" blown" sand. Arrived at Hoshiarpur, Mr. Robertson had the village 
records, and maps of the village accountants (patu>a1-is) br,ought for my 
inspection j later on we drove out to see the cultivation around the town. 
Sugar-cane was the principal crop growing, and large quantities of manure 
are used for it, the nigbt-soil and town r",fuse being assiduously saved 
(para., 149). Cactus hedges encircle the fields, and firewood is fairly 
abundant. An Arab stallion belonging to the :aorse-breeding Department 
i~ kept here (para. 269). After calling on Colonel Wood, the Deputy 
Commissioner, we left Hoshiarpur and drove back the 25 miles to 

l1mballa. Sept. 12. Jullundur, from which we took tbe train to Umballa, where we arrived on 
the morning of September 12th. We halted a short time to see the cotton 
crops which grow here on unirrigated land (wells being hard to dig), and 

Simla, Sept.n. then drove to Kalka, finally concluding my second tour by reaching Simla 
on the evening of 'September 12th. ' 

I now had to settle down to prepare for '(1) the Agricultural Conference, 
which was to meet at Simla on October 6th and (ollowing days j' (2) the 
compilation of my Report. My work was, ~owever, delayed for a time by 
an attack of malarial fever, contracted, doubtless, during my Punjab tour 
with AIr. Robertson, for Mr. Robertson was laid up at tbe same time, and 
unfortunately was ill for some time afterwards. My attack lasted but a 
short time, and on getting well enough, Dr. Watt took me with him for a 

• very enjoyable three days' trip to the Suni Valley, and the basin of the 
Sutlej river. On my return I found myself once again among the officials 
whom I bad lllet in ~be previous May and June, and who had given IDe so 
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much help. In addition I met Mr. R. S. Whitall, Mr. McIntyre, 3nd 
Mr. J. H. Lace, all of the Forest Department. 

Mr. J. B. Fuller (Commis~ioner of Settlements and Agriculture, Cen
tral Provinces), arrived in, Simla on September 29th, 'previous to the 
sittings of the Agricultural Conference, and on. October 4th Sir Edward 
Buck returned from furlough, and resumed the duties of his office. Mr. ~ 
Clogstoun,Mr. Nolan, Mr. Ozanne, Mr. Finucane, Dr. Theodore Cooke, and 
Mr. Middleton, and other members of the Agricultural Conference arrived 
subsequently, and the first meeting was- ·hel.d on the afternoon of AgriculturalCon-
6th October. There were seven sittings in all, and the Conferenc~ broke up ~~~~;Simla, 
on October 13th, after giving a general approval to the proposals which, in 
the form of "Preliminary Notes," I had submitted for consideration. The 
lIubjects which chiefly engaged the· time of the Conference were, the 
appointment of an Agricultural Chemist for India, the conduct "Of experi-
ments at Government Farms, arid Agricultural Education. The Conference 
over, and the members dispersed, I returned to my former work, and read 
through several Settlement Reports of tbe districts which I had visited, and 
made copious extracts from Government l'apers and Records which I 
found in the library of the Revenue. and Agriculhral Department. . On 
November 1st I began the actual writing of my first Report, and fIl6lm now 
until the 23rd instant, when I left Simla, I wrote and had printed off the 
first twelve chapters, in 8uch a form that I was able, before leaving India, 
to send them to different people for perusal. In the cprrection of these 
proofs Sir Edward Buck, Mr. J. B. Fuller, Mr. J. 11:. O'Conor, Mr. Ozanne, 
Mr. Finucane, and Mr. H. 0.. Hill, gave me most valuable l1elp. 

Third Tour, November 3rd 1890 to ,la'nuary 10th 1891. 

I left Simla on November 23rd, and after reaching Umballa, took the 
train for Ajmea'e, where I ha<l arranged to meet :Mr. H. C. Hill, and tQ see 
tbe Ajmere-Merwarl\forests (para. 181). I got to Ajmere' very early on 
the morning of November 25th, and later on set off with Mr. Hill to the 
Nagpahr forests! where we sa" the'" reserves" that had been made on the 
hill sides arouna Ajmere. We then came down tp.e hill again, and went 
first to Pokhar, where nurseries are formed, and then to Pushkar where a 
Fair was being held, and at which there were a great number of horses, 
many of them very good. In the afternoon Mr. Hill and I went to the 
Mohwa bir (para. 181), another" reserve" on the other side of Ajmere. We 
made an early start next morning, took the train to Biawar, and rode until 
we came to the" Chang reserve," which is princ~pally used for supplying 
firewood, small timber, and grass, as well as for grazing in time of drought. 
This we went carefully through (para. 181). Sirdar Hira Singh, the Sub
assistant Conservator, was present to point everything out to us, and we 
ended up at Sandra. From this place I proceeded Dext morning alone, 
but met Sir Edward Buck in the train, and we went OB in company to 
Bombay,.taking the train in the afternoon to Poona. In the train with us 
were Dr. Steel and Dr .. Grainger, of the Veterinary Department. Mr. 
Ozanne and Dr. Theodore Cooke met us at Poona, and the same evening I 
made the acquaintance of Dr. Lingard, who had lately arrived at Poona as 
Imperial Bacteriologist, and I was shown by him his newly-established 
Bacteriologioal Laboratory. By invitation of His Excellency the GovelD\>r 
of Bombay (Lord Harris), Sir Edward Buck and myself went out to 
Ganesh Khind, and stayed there a day. At Poona I met Sir Charles 
Pritchard, Member of the Bombay Council, Mr. J. B. Hallen, Superinten
dent of Horse-breeding Operu.tions, and Mr. Mollison, the newly-appointed 
Snperintendent of Government Farms, Bombay. We stayed at Poona until 
December 3rd, when Sir Edward Buck and I l'eturned to Bombay .. Here I 
left Sir Edward Buck the same evening, and travelled through to Calcutta, 
arriving there on the' morning of December 6th. At Calcutta I met 
again many of the officials whom I had previously seen at Simla, including 
Mr. H. C. Hill. Mr. D. B. Allen, a diploma holder of Cirencester, Captain 
Chapman, Mr. Bamber, and other gentlemen interested in agriculture,.came 
to Bee me during my stay at Calcutta, and I also visited Dr. George King at 
the Botanical Gardens, Howrah. On December 24th, Colonel Sergeaunt 
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(Dir~ctor General of Railways), and Colonel Begbie (Accountant General 
~:..~; .. lIng. Deo. PublIc Works Department}, took me with them on a trip to Darjeeling, 

~hioh was most enjoyable. I spent one of the days of my stay there 
In going over tea plantations. Mr. G. W. Christison, manager of the 
e~tates of the Leebong Tea Oompany, took me over the planta
tlOns and factory, and gave me every possible information both 
as to cultivation and to manufacture (para. 357). On returning in 
the evening, I met Mr. G. A. Maclean, a tea planter in the 
neighbourhood, who had Been a fellow-passenger with me from England. 

~ Lieutenant Bower, the noted traveller, was theIi also at Darjeeling. We 
Oalc'ltt&, Dec. 29 left Darjeeling on December 28th and reached Calcutta on the morning of 
-Jan. 6, 1891. the 29th, and then I paid a long visit to Dr. Warden, Professor of Chemistry 

at the Medical College. From now until January 6th, when I left Calcutta, 
I employed my time in drawing up an Abstract Report to Government, 
which has since been printed and circulated. Sir Edward Buck returned 
to Calcutta on January 1st, and again gave me much help in my work. 

1891: His Excellency the Viceroy gave me a final interview on January 3rd, as 
also did Sir Charles Elliott (then recently made Lieutenant Governor of 
Bengal), the Hon. Mr. Hutchins and other officials. Then, having settled all 
my aff~rs, and handed in my Abstract Report to Sir Edward Buck, I left 
Calcutta on the evening of January 6th for Bombay, Sir Edward Buck 
coming to see me off. Mr. Duthie travelled with me as far as BhusawaL 

Bombay,Jan.9- I re)lched Bombay On the evening of January 9th, and here Mr. Ozanne 
10. met me again. We weltt out to see the dairy establishments that had been 

set up in Bombay for selling butter made from cream obtained by the 
" separator" and of skim milk (para. 265), and, afterwards, with Mr. Boileau, 
of Messrs. Croft, Wells &; Co., we went by train to Thana and saw there 
the bone-grinding mills of the last-named firm (para. 145). On my return 

~ I called on Messrs. VolJ{art Brothers and other business houses. On 
January 10th, Mr. Ozanne, Mr. Boileau, and I, drove out to the Mazagon 
Dock and the Frere Bunder and saw the grinding of bdhes for use as 

Left India, Jan. manure, as it is conducted by the native merchants o(para. 145). It was 
10. then time for me to leave, and at noon I went on boarq the Peninsular 

and Oriental Steamship" Siam," and qnitted India after a stay of exactly 
thirteen months in the country, during which time I had received kindness 
on every hand, which I shall always remember gratefully, and opportunities 
for gaining knowledge which it rarely falls to the lot of anyone to enjoy. 
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in Bombay and Poona, 209 

Butter-milk (cluU or tdk), 208 
Buxar, 121,239,279 

c~ 
CACTUS, 164 
Cadastral survey of Behar, 402 
Ca,e,alpinia coriaria (divi-divi), 367 
Caird, Sir Jas" 6, 7 . 

his estimate of provision against 
famine, 41, 132 

Cairo, influence of trees on climate of, 
31 

Cajanua indic ... (Arhar, bal,), 26, 47, 
119, 198, 233, 234, 235 

,Calcutta, 6, 9, HI, 114, 116, 176,210, 
. 253,334 
Calotropu gigalltea (madar), 107 
Canal Irrigation: 

the problem of, 70 
over-cropping as result of, 76 
cultivation by, compared with well 

irrigation, 74 
Canal plantations, 31, 140, 148, 149,159, 

174,175 • 
-- silt, 58, 71, 76, 110 • 
--water: 

its relation to reh" 66, 57, 60, 69, 71 
waste of, 74, 76 
analyais of, 77, 413 
comparison with well water, 76 

Canals, or River Channels, 65, 71 
construction of, by Government, 16, 

81 . 
influence on climate, 29 
classification of, 65 
'beneficial influence of, 68 
primary use of, 68 
objections urged against, 68-71 
bad management of, bY'pwple, 83 
Inundation, 65, 71 . 
perennial, 65, 67 
.Agra, 148 , 
Bari-Doob, 68, 70, 120, 149 
Cawnpore, 66, 149 

. Ganges, Lower, 77, 148 
Ganges, Upper, 148 
J umna, Eastern, 83, 148 
Jumna, Western, 70 
Orissa, 43, 69 
Sidhnai, 68, 87, 101, 157 

Cantonment Dairy Farms, 210 
Capital, f'aiyfl>t', want of. 89, 94, 116, 

237,289,290 
CarthamUl tinctori'UII (saffiower), 106, 

198 
('as.ia auriculata (lWarlii), 107. 
Caste: 

influence at, U, 15, 20-23, 11-1.119, 
378 . 

Castes and Races. 20, 21 
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t:lastor-oil piant (RWintu 60mmuni8), 55, 
95, 104, 105, 106,243, 368 

Castor cake (castor pOOfUlC), 88 manure, 
104, 105, 245, 962, 374, 416 

CalfU(Jrina, 150 
Caterpillars attacking indigo plant, 259 
Cattle, 198-207 . 

inOuence of climate on, 28, 198 
food of, 105, 191-5, 198, 207 
mortalit, of, 113 
loss of, by famine, 139, 170 
selection of, 199, 201, 202 
breeding of, 2024, 358, 367 
disease, 174, 213-5 
Farms. Set! Farms. 
at Bhadgaon, 191, 199, 204.. 867 
in Bhagalpur, 199 
in Gujar&i, 199, 207 
at HiBBal', 199, 202-8 
at HosUr, 199 
in 8. Mahratta country, 199 
in Punjab, 203 
"agricultural," 169, 172 
Dairy. 206-8,211 
plough,205 
Government advances for purchase 

of,206 
Cattle, breeds of : 
, Aden, 208, 211, 370, 371 

Alambadi,199 
Angole,207 
Gujarat, 202, 207, 208 
Khillari, 367 
MhIvi, 208, 367 
Mysore, a99, 202, 204, 207, 367 
Nagore, 202. 207 
Ne1lore, 199,207,370 

Cattle-manure. See also Manure, ] 4, 45, 
96-103 

analysis of, 98, 414 
ashes of, 98, 103, 104, 414 
badly kept, 122-7, 368 
well kept, 127, 128, 129 
1088 from burning, 99, 100 
its use and non-use for fuel, 100-3, 

131 
Cattle shows, 198, 403,. 406 

at Meerut, 198, 403 
at N adiad, 869 
at Saharanpur, 198, 403 

Cauveri ri ver, 66, 76 
Cawnpore, 10, 21, 69, 70,'TA, 17, 79, 86, 

102. 126, 201 . 
sail of Farm at, 44, 49, 50 
reclamation of land at, 53, 58, 60 
kticlthi cultivation at, 21, 120 
use of night-soil at, 120, 121 
canal plantations at, 140,148, 149 
price of firewood at, 151 
pump, 225 

- Farm, 44; 49, 60, 106, 107, 115, 
217,221, 224, 225, 238, 239, 342, 845, 
847 

review of, 85~3 
implements Bold at, 225 
seed-distribution at, 238 

-- Grass Farm, 177, 179, 184 . 
Central Provinces, 15, 16, 20, 36, 89, 6+, 
. 130, 166, 236, 237 

climate of, 27, 64 

Central Provinccs-ctmtinued. 
waste land in, 168, 159, ul1, J62. 

163 
arboriculture in, 150 
grazing in, 176 
cattle in, 199 

Centrifugal "drier" (forsugat), 2:18, 252 
Ceylon, II4 
Chaff-cutters, 228 

'ChamIUl'a, 102, 114, 120, 218 
Chambu. See Mjra 
Champarun, grazing aud cattle in, 176 
Chandra,rukk,182 
Chang "reserve-" (Ajmere), 154 
Changa Manga, plantation at, 140, 149, 

173, 175, 181, 182 
Change of seed, 236, 237, 260 
Chapman, Capt., 8, 63, 5i, 130, 222 
Chari. S88 juar 
£,'ku or tak (butter. milk), 208 
Chattisgarh, cattle in, 176 
Chemical Examiners, 329, 333, 334 
Chemist. See Agricultural Chemist. 
Chemists, MuniCipal, 329, 334 
Chemistry: . 

• relation of, to agriculture, 914 
teaching of, in Forest School, 399 
teaching of, at Poona College, 390 

Chenab, river, 79 
Ckerki (sugar.mill), 226 
Cheviot Hills, excessive grazing on, 172 
Chherat, war experiments at, 59 
CkM",bar (Eleuaine jtagellifera), 182 
Chingleput, need of irrigation at, 80, 89 
Chittagong-Assam Railway, waste land 

along, 159 
Ckolt land, 54 
Ckolum. &e juar 
Chota Nagpur, 21, 79, 107, 207, 292 

want of fuel in, 152 . 
need of fodder-crops in, 194 , 

Ckowkida7'8 (forest guards), 164, 165, 
166 . 

Cieer arietinu,m. See Gram. • 
Cirencester, Royal Agricultural, 'College, 

307, 308, 393, 397 "'\ 
Civilians, junior:, , ' _ 

training of, in agriculture, 396' " 
employment of, in Agricultural De-

partment, 399 
Civil surgeons, 1133 
Clay in Indian soils, 48 
Clay soils, 36, 42; 48. 57, 66, 73, 219 

, Cllbborn, Major, on the construction of 
wells, 74, 75, 82 

Climate, 25-82 
inOuence of, 26-28 
inOuence of trees on, 29-31 

," Close," season for forests, 178 
Clover.sickness, 259 
Coffee, 268-71 

manures for, 270 
problems in cultivation of, 268 
importance of shade for, 268-9 
work for chemist in connection with, 

270,271 . 
diseases and injuries of, 271 

Coimbatore, 38, 93, 102, 104, 177, 243, 
252,253 • 

. "garden" cultivatioll of, 10. 73 
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Coimbatore-continueil. 
i'rrigation by wells in, 80, 81 
leaves used 3.'! manure in, 107 
soil-mixing in, 11 0 
fodder-crops in, 192 
hedges in, 196 
rotations practised in, 236 
perennial cotton in, 255 
Manual of, Nicholson's, 38, 72, 81, 

103, 157, 192, 402 
Colcl-season crops, 25, 26, 27, 151, 232, 

235,364 
Coleroon river, 76 
Colleges, 381-4 

Baroda, 369, 391 
Poona, of i:>cience; 5, 23, 327, 366, 

368, 381, 382, 3d5, 390 . 
Saidapet, 370, 372,381,382,391, 392 
Forest School, Dehra., 5, 321, 327, 

385, 387, 393, 394 
Seebpore Engineering, 393 , 
Royal Agricultural, Cirencester, 307, 

308, 393, 397 
Commissariat Department, 181, 182,187, 

188, 202; 205, 211 
Commission, Famine. See Famine C8rn.

mission. 
--, Finance. &e Finance Commis-

sion. 
--, Forest, 108 
Commissioner of Agriculture, 303,400 
Common land, 150, 158, 160, 161, 173, 

174 ' 
Conferences. 'see Agricultural Con

ferences. 
Continuity of eKperiment, 318 
Continuous growing of corn, 37, 258 

-- of indigo, 258, 259 
Convolvulus, 107 
Cooke, Dr. Theodore, 8, 382, 390 
Coorg, 49, 50, 105, Ill, 112, ,113, 271 
-- forests, 141, 142, 146 
CoproJi tes, ll3 .' 
Corn tl"Rde, London and LiTerpool, 277, 

278, 279, 282, 284 
Cotes, Mr. E. C., 2H, 331 
Colton, 27, 234, 235,254-7 

cause of deterioration in, 237 
bani andjari, 239, 256, 367 
perennial, 255 
acclimatisation of, 239, 235 
" mixing" of, 255, 256 
export of, 207 
experiments on, 289, 862, 364, 367 
Farms, 366 
presses, 256 ' 
seed, 10,;, 106, 198, 257, 362, 364 
soil, black, 15, 42, 47, 49, 50, 65 

Court of Wards' estates, 20,1, 238, 359 
Coussmaker, Col., 212 
Covered sheds for cattle, 125, 127, 371 
Cows, 199, 205, 206, 207, 370, 871. • 
Cow.dung. &e Cattle-manure. 
Cow-dung cakes, or brattiel, 96, 101, 

102, 151, 152 
Cream-separators, 208, 209, 228 
Croft, IV ells .!t Co. Messrs., 9, 118 
Cropping: 

over-\ 87, 76 
DliXecl-, 11, 233, 234 

Cropping-continued. 
continuous, with indigo, 258, 259 
--, with wheat, 37, 258 
change of, 259 

Crops, 25 -7, 232-40 
rotation of, 233-6 
out-turn of, 241, 362, 364 
fodder-, 28, 191-5 
imported. 240 . . 
d,ise3.'!69 of, 241, 259, 267, 271, 274 

Cross, Viscount, on Indian wheat 
trade, 277, 278 

CrotalariajuMea (san), 107, 274, 2i5 
CU,bbusarree, 269 
Cud.dapah, 31, 89,103, 106, 152, 159, {O~ 
Culna,l71 
Cultivation: 

exceIlence of, 11 
" garden," 73, 95 ' 
by weIl and by canal, compared, H 
kacMi, 21, 22, 120' 
kulltri,268 

Cultivators, 20-3 
good or bad by heredity, 13, 14 
indebtedness of, 291-3 
want of enterpl'ise among, 293, 294. 

Cy1toilon Dactylon (dub), 63, 54, 59, 175, 
~O . 

D. 
DAB grass (Eragl'oatis cyno8u~oiile.), 

58,59,173 .• 
Dacca, 126, 207, 235, 241, 243, 21,;4, 403 
Dairy, Workin2', in Bombay, 209 
-- cattle, 206-8, 211 
--Farms: 

, at Alegaon, 369 
at Madura., 211, 371 
at Poona., 208 
for cantonments, .!tc., 210 

Dairying, ,206-11 , 
work of chemist in connection with 

209,216,315,317 
Dal. See Cajalw. illdi<'lu. . 
Dalbergia BUSU (.Aialia",), 149,150,153, 

195 . 
Damoh, 48, 29,1, 
Darrah, Mes.~rs. W. J. Wilson and, 155, 

156, 164 • 
Date-palm (PltaJltiJJ dact!lli/era), 59, 

253, ,1Ii3 
Davies, Col., 161 
Debi Singh, Rai Bahrulur. 3;;9 
Deccan, 27, 66, 64, 80, 151, 164 

grazing grounds in, 174 
plough,218 

Deep ploughing, 219-23, 361 
Degree in Agriculture, 383 
Dehra, as lovale for laboratory, 327 
-- Forest School, 5, 327,385, 387,893, 

394 
DeIhi,163 

canal plantations at, 140, 148 
irrigation around, 70 
Confereuce, 4 , 

Demonstration Farms, BU, 342, 858, 359, 
384 
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Denison, Sir W., on aJl'orestation, 31 
Deo estate, 158 
Deodar forests, 135 
Dera Ismail Khan, reclamation at, 60 
DMk tree (ButeafrMiloaa), 60,61,149, 

156,165 
Dharapuram, 138, 192 
Dharwar, 27, 108, 239, 255 
.. Dh&rwars" (cotton), 255 
Dhenki (mill), 116, 375 
Dhodkrahar, 28 
Diploma in Agriculture, 383 
lJirector of Department of Land Records 

and Agiiculture, 91, 201, 302-5, 399, 
400 . 

Assistants to, 305-10 
Diseases of cattle, 1'74, 213-5 
-- of crops, 241, 259, 261, 211, 214 
Dispensaries, veterinary, 213, 214, 391 
Distrihution of seed, 238, 239, 342, 358 
Districts, analysis of, 401, 402 
Di'IJi-difJ' (CQJ8alpiliia ooriaria),.367 
Doah, 66. 61, 140 
Dongasara, 86, 241 
Donkey stallions, 211, 212 
Drainage of land, 10, 79 
--, subsoil, 61, 71 
Drawing not sufficiently taught, 385,393 
Drills. See Seed ·drills. 
DUb grass (Ognodofl Dactyl(}1/,), 53, 54, 

59,176,220 
Dumraon, enclosure by hedges at, 164 
-- Barm, 843, 346, 373 

revie"i, of, 373-4 
--Raj,279 
Dung. See Cattle-manure. 
"Duplex," plough, 217 
Duthie, Mr., 8, 58 
Dyer, Mr. Thiselton, 5, 313 

E. 
EARTH-NUT (arachi6 h!/pogea), 105, 

207,347,370,371,417 
Earth walls, 164' . . 
Economical and political conditions, 13, 

16,289-95 
Economy of labour, 183, 221, 222, 223, 

224 . 
Education (General) : 

influence of, 15, 23, 378 
past tendency of, 379, 380 

--, Agricultural. See Agricultural 
Education. 

-' -, Technical, Resolution of Home 
Department on, 4 . 

Educational Department, '4, 332 
in Madras, 215, 370 

EleuaiTl8 Coraean4 (f1(igli, ragi), 108, 
192, 193, 195,235,236 
~ jtagellifera (chhi7lloar), 182 
Elevators for gmin and hay, 183, 228, 

283 
Elliot, Mr. Robert H., 7,8,23, 30,.82,97, 

112, 127, 137, 268 
Elliott, Sir Chas., 8, 14, 39 
Embankment of land, 31,53,54, 79, 157, 

294, 299, 364 

Enclosure of land, 139, 164, 196 
Engineer. See Agricultural Engineer. 
Enquiry. Seo Agricultural Enquiry. 
--, Experimental. See Experiment. 
Ensilage. See Silage. 
Enterprise, wanting among cultivators, 

293,294 
Entomologist, need of, in agricultural 

enquiry, 241, 331 
Eocene beds, 113 
Eragro8tia C!/IIOSU"oide8 (dab), 58, 59, 

173 
Erode, 38, 93, 196 
Etah,70 
Etawah, 31, 53, 54, 58, 140,155,171,173 
.Ji)uphoroia, 154, 164, 196 
Evaporating·pans (sugar), 228, 251 
Examinations: 

at Forest School, Dehra, 393 
departmental, of Civilians, in agri. 

culture, 399 
Indian Civil Service, agricultural 

chemistry at, 398 
Exemption of .improvements from assess. 
~ent, 79, 87, 89, 158, 4QO 

Exhaustion of soil, 36-41 .. 
Expenditure of Agricultural Depart

ments, enquiry by Finance Commis-
sion,3 . 

Expenditure on Experimental Farms, 
338, 356,'357,363, 366, 373 . 

Experiment: ' 
need of continuity in, 318 
supervision of, 316-7 
object and plan of, 343-51 
recording of detail$ and results of, 

352, 353, 361 
examination and publication of 

results of, 317, 354 -5 . 
work of Agricultural Chemist in 

connection with, 316,' 317, 318, 
354,355 

Experiments : 
on reclamation of ravine and waste 

land, 53, 54 
on reclamation of uaar land, 58-60 
on amount of water used in irriga-

tion,75 
Mr. Ozanne's, on ra~ cultivation, 108 
on formation of plantations, 159, 367 
on deep ploughing', 221, 361 
on littering cattle, 125, 371 
on baling of hay, 181 
with the Cawnpore pump, 225 
on green-manuring, 361, 364 
on silage-making, 364, 367, 368 
on out-turn of crops, 241, 362, 36~ 
on barley, 362 
on cotton, 239, 362, 364, 367 
On indigo, 362 
onjuar, 364, 368 
on leguminous crops, 362 
on maize, 361, 362 
on rice, 374 . 

, on 8orgho, 362, 364, 375 
on sugar-cane cultivation, 244, 362 

373 374 . ' 
on til: 364 
on tobacco, 273, 368 • 
on wheat, 361, 362, 363, 365, 374 

., 
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Experiments-contin'lled. 
Ville series of, 365 
conrlucted by raiyat8 and ztmindarl, 

375 . 
on private farms, 359 
of Bath anrl West of England 
• Society, 351 

Rothamsted, 37, 41, 46, 258, 344, 
348,357 . 

Woburn, 37, 106,191,341,344,348, 
357 

examples of desirable, 348, 351 
feeding, 191, 347, 348,370 
manurial, 115, 360, 361, 1162. 363. 

364, 365, 368. 3~ 4, 375 
practical, 344, 348 
scientific, 315, 343, 344 

Experimental Farms. BeB Farms, Ex
perimental. 

-- field: 
size of, 342 
conditions of, 342--3 

_plot~: 
size of, 349 
arrangeJllimt of, 350, 351 

Experimental stations in United States, 
357 

Experts. See Agricultural Experts. 
Export: . 

influence of, on soil, 39, 40, ~06, 137 
of bones, 114 . 
of grain, 276, 294, 295 . 
of oil-seeds and oll-seed refuse, 105, 

285 
of sugar, 253 

F. 
FACTORIES, Sugar, 249, 250, 252, 

253,254 
Fallowing, 11, 36, 38, 39, 233 
Famine, 26, 64, 71, 81, 139, 166, 170 

loss of cattle by, 139, 170 
Madrru;, of 1877, 194 
Mysore, 170 
Code, 3, 4 

Famine Commission, 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 26, 36, 
39, 139, 152,297,300, 305,306,1196 

duties of Agricultural Departments 
defined by, 2, 3 

Famine I<'ood, trees as, 138, 149, 195 
"_- fund;' 166 
--work,166 
Farms, Cattle, 202, 204, 205, 358 

Amrit Mahal, 199,204 
Bharlgaon, 191, 202, 204, 207, 367 
Hissar, 184, 185, 186, 193, 201, 

202-3,207 
management of, 205 

_, Dairy 210, 211 
Alegaon, 369 
Madura, 211, 371 
Poona, 208 

__ , Demonstration. 341, 342, 358, 359, 
884 . 

Farms, Experimental, 336-377 
past work of, 337 
duties ,of, 1~81 187, J04, 229, 238, 

240,868 

Farms, Experimental-cO'ntinued. 
enquiry (1884) into conduct of,338 
expenditure of, 338,356--7,363, 366, 

373 
supervision of, 339, 369 
conditions for suitability of, 339-

343 
experiments suited to, 348, 357 
for cattle-breeding purposes, 204, 

358 
for seed-distribution, 238, 358 
for trial and sale of, implements, 

229 
Baroda, 369 
Bhadgaon, 366--8,107,127, 159, 185, 

191, 204,234, 339, 340, 341, 357 
Cawnpore, 359-93, 44, 49, 50, 106, 

107, 115, 217, 221, 224, 225, 238, 
239, 342, 345, 347 

Dumraon, 37S-4,343,346 
Nadiad, 368-9, 347 
Nagpur, 363-5, 115,339, 346, 347, 

357 
Poona,368, 126,193,208,345,347 
Saidapet, 37~3, 125, 126, 204, 207, 

210, 212,217,223, 340, 345, 347, 
357 

Seehpore, 374-5,193,217,340,343, 
313 

Farms, Grass, 177-88, 191, 228 
Allahabad, 121, 177, 178, 179, 180, 

184, 185, 186 
Bareilly, 179 • 
Cawnpore, 179, 184 • 
Hissar, 184, 185, 186 
Mhow, 183 
Mian Mir, 181, 182, 185, 186, 187 
Umballa, 187 
management of, 183, 187, 188 

Farms, horse-breeding, 193, 211-2, 240, 
359 

--, illustration, 385 
--, model, 1, 338, 3;,9,371 
--, private, 359 
--, seed-growing, 238, 342, 358 
Farukhabarl, 21, 119, 120 
Feeding experiments, 191, 347, 348, 3iO 
Feeding-stuffs, analyses of, U 7 
Ferozepore, 126, 151, 203, 229 
It'ever resulting from canal irrigation, 

69, 70 
Fields, Experimental. See Experi-

mental Fields. 
Finance Commission, enquiry into ex

penditure of Agricultural Depart. 
ments, 3 

Finucane, Mr., 8 
on" fuel and fodder reserves." 1.;8 
on use of threshing machinery; 224 
on grain-cleaning, 279 

Fires, forest, H2, 173 
Firewood: 

scarcity of, 101, 102, 103, 151-2 
connection of supply of manure 

with, 100-3, 137, 139, 151 
need of supplying, 137, 138, 139, 143 
existing suppUea of, 141, 145, 148, 

149, 158-6 
proposals for supplying, 146, 147, 

152, 167-9, \63-& 
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Fish manure, 113 
Fisher, Mr., 155 
FlaJ:, 274-5 
Fodder: 

grass BEl. &0 Grass. 
nutritive values of different kinds 

of, 195 
trees as, 138, l'49, 195 
hedge material as, 196 
-crops, 28, 191-5 
enquiries, work of chemist in con· 

nection with, 187, 195, 915, 319 
Forage, compensation for dearness of, 

178 '. 
-- Branch of the Commissariat, IS; 
-- Officer, 177 
Forbes, Colonel, 74 
Forest Act, Indian, 54, 161 

Commission, 108 
-- Department: • 

its creation and early policy, 135-6 
work of, 91, 135, 136, 138, 140, 146. 

147 
duties of; 136, 143, 1 H, 145', 147 
duties of, defined by Famine Com-

mission, 139 
future policy of, 147 
revenue of, 135, 166, 169 
relation of Agricultural tlepart

ment to, 139 
in Bombay, lOS, 146, 169, 172 

Forest fires, 14~, 173 
__ rules, 142, 172 
__ School, ~ D~hrs., 5, 327, 385, 387, 

993,394 
-- students, education of, 389 
Forests: . 

.. agricultural," 138, 139 
their influence on climate and rain· 

fall, 16, 29-31,138 
their influence on manure supply, 

16, 103, 108-9, 187 . 
classification of, 142 
grazing in, 136, 189, 140, HI, 142, 

146,169-178 . 
firing of grass in, 142 
cutting of grass in, 173 
'Ajmere-Merwara, 139, 140, 145, 

153-6 
Coorg, 141, 142, 146 
Patri,153 . 
.. protected," 142-3 
"reserved," 142,143, 145, 147, 156 

rights in, 145, 146 
annuallicepses in, 146 

timber, 140, 141 
.. village," 156, 161, 162 

Francis, Mr. E. B., 126, 229 
Frank, Dr, 47 
Fruit garclens at Ganesh Khind, 369 
Fuel. See Firewood. 
Fnel and Fodder Reserves : 

use of, 16, 29, 103 
already existing, 140, 153-6 
need for creation of, 138,139, 152, 

153,408 
land available for, 157-9 
acquiring of land for, 159-63 
working of, 164-6 
grazing in, 170-3 

Fuel and Fodder Reserves-oont·inuetl. 
experiment at Bhadgaon on forma

tion of, 159 
Fuller, Mr. J. B., 8, 22, 254, 284, 360 

on taccavi advances, 87 
on "fuel and fodder'reserves," '152, 

159 
on borrowing seed grain, 237 
on indebtedness of cultivators, 293 
on need of agricultural enquiry, 

297,301 
and Nagpur Experimental Farm, 

368 
his .. Agricult'ural Primer," 387 

GADAG, 55, 159 
Gairan,169 

G. 

Gandel (Antlropogon laniger), 59 
Ganges, river, 54, 66, 73, 78, 110, 155 
-- canal, 56,.17, 148 
___ water, analyses of, 77, 78, 413 
Ganesh Khind, 369 . 
"Garden" cultivatiSlD, .. 10, 11, 73, 74, 

76, 95, 96, 236 
Gardens at Ganesh. Khind, 369 
-- at Saharanpur and Lucknow, 54, 

363 . 
-.-, School, 386 
Gavli$(milkmen), 21, 199. 
Geological map of India, 9, 25, 35, 42, 

65,66 
-_. types of soils, 35 
Geology, teaching of, at colleges, 390, 

392 
Glul.rIJ/m (Pa,nicwm antitlotale), 182 
GhAts, Western, 15, 26, 27,28,64,135, 

205 
Gbazipur, 90, 254 
GM, (native butter), 169, 207-11, 315 • 
Gilbert, Dr .. and Sir John Lawes, their 

experiments at Rothamsted, 37, 41, 
46, 258, 344, 348 

Gill. Mr. F. M., 249 
Gingell,y (Scsa1l/lU'u indiculIt), 104, 235, 

236,364 . . 
-- cake, 105, 124 
Ginger, 73, 96, 105, 285 
Goats, 142, 165, 172, 173, 213, 367 
Godaveri, river, 66, 113 
Gonda (Oudh), 38 
Gontlli,235 
Goni (shade tree), 269 
Gora, 235 
Gorakbpur, 38 
Government of India: 

• carries out recommendatiolls of 
Famine Commission, 2; 4, 12 

and forest policy, 136, 153 
on need of Agricultural Chemist, 4, 

5,314,315 . 
Resolution of December 1881 on 

agricultural enquiry, 3, '17, 32, 
297,298,300,814 

Resolution of March 1883, on 
"fuel and fodder resefves," 139, 
152,170,172 
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Government of India--contillu,cd. 
" Resolution ot 1889, on technical 

I education, 4, 378 
Note of 1890 on Experimental 

Farms, 300 
Government of Bombay, and the forests, 
THi6 

_'. Note of 1890 on Experimental 
Farms, 300 

Government of Madras : 
on agricultursl enquiry, 298 
and cattle disease, 214 
Resolution of 1890 on Forests, J.l7, 

153,162,170,171,172 
Note of 1890 on experimental work, 

301 . 
Government of North-West Provinces : 

and .' fuel and fodder reserves," 163 
Government of Punjab: 

and the forests, 143, 161 
Government of Central Provinces : 

and •• fuel and f<Xlder reserves," 163 
Grain, export of, 39, 40,232,276, 294,295 
-- elevators, 283 
-- .cleaning, 276-S6 • 
Gram «(';eer ariefin1lm),' 26, 27, 159, 

193, 231, 235, 236, 243, 281, 282 
Grass, 169-190 

in "fuel and fodder reserves," 152, 
154, 155, 156;165, 173 . 

in plantations, 14S, 174 
burning of, in forests, 142 
cost of cutting, 179, ISO, lSI, 183, 

184 . • 
cutting of, at Etawah, 173 
cutting of, at M/.kl Jelleke, 173 
yield of, 180 
for litter, 124 
for rOb, lOS 
for silage. &. Silage 

r v&ar, 58,59 
Grass, kmds of: 

a.van (Penn;"efum cencAroid",) 58, 
59,182 

baib (Pollillia eri.poda), 173 
t!lIhimbar (Elnuine JlogeUifera), 

182 
dab (Erogro8fi~ t!ynfUliroidu), 58, 

59,173 
dub (Cytwd .... Dat!tylon), 53, 64, 

09,176,220 
gond~l (AndropogOfi lanjgw), 59 
gharam (Pa,!",u",: aldidotale), lS~ 
guiflt'tJ (PaftWUIIlJ"ment,.".m), 193, 

362,364 
janewa (Andropogoll annlllatu), 58 
haM (&1ccllarum 81'onta1ltltl.m), 54, 

66 
kar tI~ra (Sporo'bol", ptJllid",), 68 
ku-naa (Saeeharltm ciliare), 54, 55, 

220,222 "tit/v (&cl'hartim ciliare), 2:16,227 
fIItHl.l (IuilNM 1001'Nm), 611, 69 
narri (D;J'lochn~ lu,ea), 59 
poitra (Andr"l'Of/<IIt perlu", .. ), 173 

Grass CommittL>e system, the, 187 
__ -cutter system, the, 1711, 179 
__ Farms. Sl'e b'arms. . 
__ '_~ing by culth-atol'S, 175, 176, 

177 

Grass Committee system-continveil. 
-- headlands, 27, 175 
-. "runs," or rukll", 173~ 177,178, 

181, 182, lS3, IS5, 188, 205 ' 
Grazing, 169-177 

in forests, 139, HI, 142, 146, 169 
170 

in "fuel and fodder resen-es,'" 153, 
154,165 . 

along canal plantations, 148, 174, 
175 . 

the provision of, 176 
harm done by excessive, 16,171, 

172,114, 
restriction of 170, 171, 172, 173 . 

Glazing areas, 139, 169 . 
-- grounds of villages, 160, 161, 173, 

174 
-- rules, in Bombay, 172 
Green-manuring, 45, 107, 361, 364 
.. Green Salangore" (sugar-cane), 249 
.. Green-soiling" for cotton, 364 
Ground-nut. &e Earth-nut. 
Guavas, 367 
Guinea grass (PaniCtlna jumentOrltm), 

193, 362, 364 
Gu;zotitJ abY8rinictJ (.Niger seed), 105, 

235 . 
Gujarat (Bombay), 12, 101, 102, 105, 

107, 111, 127, 128, li5, 192, 196, 218, 
227,228,23:>,236, 272, 368. 

-- cattle, 199, 202, 206, 207,208 
Gujars, 21 • 
Gujrat (Punjab), 65, 73, no. 126, 203, 

211 • 
Gundi (sugar-mill), 226 
G"r (sugar), 245, 248, 251, 252, 253, 

362 
Gurgaon, S6 
Gurshidapa Virbasapa, Hon., 87 
Gursikran, 58 
Gwalior, 79, 158 
Oya, 121 
Gypsum, as manure, 112, 260, 360, 362 

H. 
HAGAR I river, 72, 80 
Band-pick, 224 
HariaU grass, 177 
Hapur Farm, 193,211, 212, 359 
Barrow, 229 
Hassan, .waste land at, 158 
Bay: 

yield of, 180 
value of, 180, 181 
from "fuel and fod,ier reserves," 

173 
for large towns, 176 
pressing and baling of, for camps, 

181,182 
pre~;jng of, experiment at Changa 

Manga, 181 
pre;sing of, on rltkA.t near Lahore, 

HI2 
elevators, 183, 228 
presses, 173, 183 



11tderll. 

Haymaking: 
cost of, 119, 180 
compared with silage-making, 184 
Ulle of IJl8I!hinery in. 183 

Headlands, grass. 27, 115 
Hedges, 27, 138.164,195·6 . 
JJeZlIpelti8 tMWvU1'a (" tea bug ") 261 
Hellriegel, Prot, 46 ' 
Bemp, .an: 

811 fibre, 274, 275 
811 greeu manure, 101,361, 364, 365 

Hibi4t"IU (bhendi), 144 
Bigh Schools, 381, 384, 385, 391 
Bill, Mr. H. C., 8. HI, 145.245 
Bill, Mr. S. A., 8, 44, 41, 49. 60, 333 
Bimalayas, 26, 64, 67, 135 
.. Hindoostan .. plough, 211, 222 
Hindu! &II Jlon.meat-eating people, 113 
Hindu .y,tem of breeding cattle, 200 
HiSBar, 10, 28. 79, 95, 112, 175 
-- Grass Farm, 184, '185, 186 . 
_ Cattle Farm, 193, 199,201, 202-3, 

212 . 
Hoe. 2U, 225 
HoJderne88, Mr. T. W., 8, 58, 61,11,280, 

294 
Holdings, smallne88 of, 290 
HOlDe I.>epartment, Resolution on tech-

nical education, 4 . 
Hooghly, 107. 245 
Ho1'1!<lS, 211-2,404, 405 
Horse-breeding operations, 211-2, 406, 

407 ) 
-- .... Iung. 361 
-- fairs, 2I1!405, 406 
-- (stud) FarlJ18, 193, 211-2, 240, 359 
__ shows, 404, 405, 406, 407 
Boshiarpur, 10, 22, 28, 54, 73, 88, 94, 

9S, 101. 105, 107, 112, 120, MO, 203, 
212,221,232,237, 246, 252 J 

H08pet. 68, 75, 101, 102, 107, 144, 115, 
221,245 

Hospitals, veterinary, 213, 214, 391 
BosUr, cattle-breeding at, 199 
Bowman, Mr. B. A., 208-9, 317 . 
Bubli,159 
Budson, Mr. W. B., 8, 164. 220, 222 
Hughes, Mr. John. 97, 99, 100,271 
Humlt8, H. 53. 156 
Runour, 102, llil, 158 
HurdwsT,174 
Husain, lb. Muhammad, 8, 58, 59, 50, 

. 61, 360, 406 
Byderabad (Sind), Fllrm. lit, 368 

I. 
IGATPURI,27, 109,205,225 
IIbert, Mr., 391 
lliustration faTm9, S85 
-- plots, 385 
Imperial Department of Agrieulture. 

See Agrleultnral Department. 
Implements, 217":231 

improvement of, 217, 225. 229 
at the Cawnpore Farm, 225 
at Baroda, 369 
trials of, 220-1,405-6 

Y 24266. 
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JACK-FRUIT tree (ArtooarJ'lU ill-

teg"'ifolia,)~ 127, 149, 196, 269, 416 
Jagri (molasses), 273 
Jails, milk supply to, 211 
Janewa (AndrDpogon amlulatu.), 68 
Jardinage system, 140 
Jan cotton, 239, 266, 1167 
'Jar1lwrt, 149 
J3ts, 14, 20 
Jaunpur,90 
J elleke rukh, 173 
Jeypore, 88, 176, 196 
.Thand (Pr06OpU api/!fgera), 149, 166 

.Jhang, 192, 193 
Jhanlli, 63, 79,...139. 155,304 

ravine land at, 53, 140 
Jhelutn, 65, no 
J.ohnston and Cameron's Agricultural 
. Chemistry and Geology,,98, 123, 388 
J1Uir (Sorghum tnI,lgare) 192, 193,196, 

207,233-6,237,364,368 
Juhi, 68,69 
Jullundur, 88, 160 • 
,Jumna river, 53, 64, 66, 67, llO, 158 

black cotton-goil near, 47, 49, 60 
lilt of, 110 
canala, 70, 83, 148 

Jute, 28, lIO, 236, 276 

K. 
KACHIlI,cultivatioll at Cawnpore, 

Nagpur and Farukhabad, 21, 22, 
, 120 

KAchhis, 14, 20, 21,102 
Kacherao Jadbava, Mr., 369 
Kainit 88 manure, 362 
.. Kaisar" plough, 217, 218 
Kalar (saline efflorescence), 60, 15& 
KallApuram, 80 
Kalyan, 27, 109, 176 
KamlnJ. (millet), 236. &6 also Chambll. 
Kanara, North, forests, 108 
Kangyam, 192 
Ka .. kar (limestone), 36, 49, 68, 112, 

219 
Ea1tB grass (SaccharUl1& ~01Ita1l6Um" 

62,54,65 
Kapurthala, 22, 60, 86, 88, 150, 156, 

203 
Ear wara grass (Sporobolus pallidus), 
, 58 
Karachi, 114,276,279 
Kardai, or Safflower (CartAamus 

tiMtoriou), 105, 198 
Karens, 246 
Karnal, 70, 203 
Karor, 152, 167, 168 
Katlakput, rIt.U., 182 
Keventer, Mr., 209 
KMndesh, 27,,107. 176, 217, 2~8, 239, 

255, 272, 366, 86S 
KMndesh plough, 218 
KAara (hrackish) water, 76, 112 
Eharif i!rops, 26, 26, 151 
Khillari cattle, 367 

Khv,.1ri ~18tem of. indigo cultivatiOll, 
266 

Khymore Hills; 158 
Kinch, I rof.,' analysis of soils by, 44, 

48,49,50 ' 
Kistna River, 27, 55, 66 
Kodalie (hoe), 224, 225 
Kodo (millet), 235 ' 
Koeris,21' 
Kohat,164 
Kohlapur sugar Factory, 253 
Kolhu (sugar-mill), 226, 227.261 
Kolct-kattei, 177 . 
Kolinji (Tephroria purpurea), 107 
Kolis, 14, 
Kob,14,21 
Kondampatti, 83 
Konkan, 108, 218, 235,869 
Konkan plough, 218 
KagalUr, 157 
Kumbos, 120 
Kumri cultivation, 268 
Kunbis, 102,120 ' 
Kunda (Saccharum oiliare), 64, 55, 

220, 222 
Kurmis, 14, 21 
Kurnool, 80, 89, 94, 126, 158, 192, 236, 

402 
Kurubars, 245 
KyQries (irrigation beds), 76 

L. 
LABORATORY for Agricultllral Cl-e-

mist, 324-5 
-- location of, 326, 327 
'--, Bacteriologicai, 214,332,391 
Labour, economy of, 183, 221, 222, 223, 

;24 
-- difficulty. the: 

on Grass Farms, 182-3 
in coffee-growing, 271 

Lachman, Parshad, Mr., 280, 359 
Lahore, 68. 149, 108, 182, '2ll 

Veterinary School at, 213, 393 
Lake land 64, 222 ' 
Land: 

acquisition of, 139, 159-53 
available for .. fuel and fodder 

reserves," 157-9 
draining of, 71, 79 
embanking of, 63, 54, 79, 294 
enclosing of, 139, 164, 196 
"ohe,.," 64 
.. dry," 96, 159.235, 236 
"wet," 96, 107' 
"garden," 73, 74, 9o, 236 
lake, 54, 222 ' . 
ravine, 52, 63, 140, 155. 158 
war, 37, 51, 65-62. 140, 165, 156, 

157,158 
waste,' 54,55, 167-9. 220 

Land Acquisition Act,lS3 
'-- reclamation, 4, 86, 62-52, 155 
-- Record System, 2, S, 4 
-- Records and Agriculture, Depart-

ment of, 298, 30~-6, 399-401 
i 07-8, ' 



Land Acqaisition Act.-<oont~d. 
--. Revenue Organisation, B 
--' Law of Punjab, 161 
-- tenure, systems of, 290, 291 
Landowners, indebtednes., of, 87, 292 
L8nlJ""'li'e a difficulty in the spread of 

Education, 387 .• 
Laterite lIOils, 49, 50, 51, 112, 270 
Latrines, 121, 129 
Lawes, Sir 'J. B., and Dr. Gilbert, their 

experimeuts at Rothamsted, 87, 41, 
. 46,' 258, 344, 348, 357 -
Leaf-disease (coffee), 271 
Leather-dressers. See Chamara. 
Leaves: 

as manure, 106, 107, 108, 127, 144 
for litter, 123, 124, 127 
analysis of, 123, 127,'416 

Legumino8fZ, assimilation of atmospheric 
nitrogen by, 46,47, 258, 259, 815 

Leguminous crops, 46, 47, 238, .234, 235, 
362. 

Lime: 
in Indian Boils, 49, 266, 270 
action of, 49 
as a manure, 112, 374,. 
in water, 77, 78, 263 
carbonate of, 35, 48, 49 
sulphate of (gypsum), 112, 260, 360, 

362 
Limestone. 'See also kOl1llutr : 
--, magnesian, 118 
Lingard, Tlr., 214, 332, 391 
Linseed, 105, l',iI4, 274-5, 284-6 

mechanical analyses of samples of, 
284, 285,420, 421. 

export of, 285 
-cake, 106 

Litigation, 291 
Litter; 

use of, 99, 123, 12'4, 125, 
367,37l 

earth as, 124, 367 
.Ieaves as, 123, 124,127 

Live Stock, 198-216 
Liverpool Com Trade Association, 277, 

278,279 
Loans. See al80 Tacca1Ji advances. 

Government, 84-91, 206, 238, 291, 
293 

private, 85, 86, 87, 237,291,292,293 
Loans Act, Agriculturist's, 88, 89 

, Lodhas, 14, 21 
Lohardaga, 38, 79, 102, 194, 227, 235, 

301,4U3 
London Corn Trade AssociatioJI, 277, 
• 278, 279, 282, 284 
Lucerne, 193, 202, 240 ' . 
Lucknow, gardens at, 54, 363 
Lyall, Sir J. B., on agricultu1'al enquiry, 

297 

M. 
}I'DOUGALL BROS., 277' 

. Machinery, use of, on Grass Farms, 183 
Mackenzie, Sir A., 8 , 

on taoc4'IJi advances, 86 
on the educational system, 379 

.451" 

Macleod, Mr. J. J., 8, 28 
Macpherson, Sir Herbert, 1'17, 178 
Madar (Oalotropia gigantea), 101 
Madras;10, 26, 27, 39, 45, '6, 66, 80, 82. 

83, 86, 89, 114, 157, 158,1116, 210,217, 
229, 236, 253, 274, 327 

Madras Agricultural Committee, 37f, 
372 '. 

Madras Agricultural Department, 871, 
407 .. 

Madras Famine of 1877, 194. 
Madras Farms. See Farms (Saidapet, 

Madura). 
Madras :. 

forest work in, 139, 140, 147, 163, 
162,170,171,172 

Government of. &e Government 
• of Madras 
Madura, 81, 80, '\4, 101, 121,. 'in, 196, 

211 
-- Farm lll;:3-1l---_ 

. Ma . in soils,.GO " 
M esian' 'eatone, U8 
Malta' , '1 . -. 
M uxmivala, Mr., 364 

him, 10,11, 27, 28, 54, 73, 94, 96, 108, 
106, 107, ·109, lU, 161, 169, 176, 196, 
205, 235, 236, 243 

Mahr8tta country, Southern, 55, 161, 
I~U~~9 . 

Mahua tree (BasM latifolia), 105,149, 
196 

Maize (Zea. May.), 193, 235,237 
experiments oil, 361, 862 

Jlfakki (maize), 193 
Malabar coast, 108, 127 
Malgv.fD1j"I1lalg'/J/zari, 86, 162 

. /21 
Malli~rs, 237 
Mallyah, 28 . 
Malvi cows, 208, 367 
Mamiiti (hoe), 225 
ManUatda.r,8~87 
Mandla,7S 
Mangalore, 113 . 
Mangoes, 150, 367, 369 
Manual of COimbatore, 38, 72, 81, 88, 103, 

157, 192, 402 . 
Manure, 93-134 

value recognised, 94,95, 96 
need of llKlre, 42, 187, IIi! 
interdependence of water and, 80, 

94-5 
connection of supply with that 

ef firewood, 100-3, 137, 139, 
161 . 

badly kept, 122-7, 368 ' 
well kept, 127, 128, 129 
bone~ as, 51, 115, 116, 260, 266, 270, 

346, 360, 364, 375 
gypsum as, 112, 260, 1160, 362 
indigo refuse (aeet) 118, 106, 259, 260, 

361 . 
leaves and twigs '1lS, 106, 107, 108, 

.127,144 
lime as, 112, 374 
night-soil as, 118-22 
nitre as, Ill, 250, 260, 361, 364, 

374 • 
silt 118, 76, 110, 24~ 



Index. 

Manure, Cattle-See also Cattle-m:mure : 
analyses of, 98, U4 
ashes of, 98, 103,104,414 
loss from burning, 99, 100 
use and non-use as fuel, 10o-S, 

137 
Manure, Farmyard (English), 98, 99 
--, Fish, 113 
~, Liquid. &e Urine. 

cakes, 1O!, 105, 416 
heaps, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 

• 129 
--, drainings from, 125, 415 

Manures, artificial, 117, 259, 345 
--, phosphati~, 113 
--, potassic, 112 
--, adulteration of, 117-8 
--, export of, 39, 106, 137 
Manuring: 

by inundation and silt, 65, 110 
by sheep-folding, 104 
by soil-mixing, 110 

Manuring, Green-, 45, 107, 361, 364 
Manurial enquiries, work of chemist in 

connection with, 93, 97, 100, lIP, 115, 
117, ll8, 133, 315 

Maps. &e Geological Map and Rainfall 
Map. 

Mares, 2ll, 407 
Markapur, 192 
Market-gardening, 21, 22, 68, 73, 120 
Marrett, Capt., 8, 202 
Marriage expenseR, 291,292 
Marriott, Col., 8, 178, 210 
Marshall, Mr. John, 9, 279 
II Massey" plough, 217 
Massy, Major, 8, 22, 88, 203 
.illata (goddess), 2la 
Mauritius sugar, 248, 253 
-- system of sugar-cane cultivation, 

244, 245, 249 
Mayo, Lord, his views on work of Agri

cultural Departments, 1 
Mazagon dock, Bombay, llS 
Mead, Col, on "protective" irrigation, 

83 
Meagher, Sergt., 178, 188 
Mechanicalanalyses : 

of samples of wheat, 281, 282, 
419 . . 

of samples of linseed, 284, 285, 420, 
421 

Medlicott, Prof. : 
his views on the rea question, 56 . 
his views on the need of an Agri

cultural Chemist, 314, 
Meerut, 20, 73, 94, 120, 245, 2M, 359 

Agricultural Show, 198,220, 223, 
403,404 

Megus (spent sugar-cane), 254 
Mehta, Mr. P. R., 366 
Mi'lia a.adil·ackta (Neem), 105, 149, 

15i 
Mereara, 151 
Merwara. See Ajmere-Merwara. 
Metayer system (land), 291 
Meteorology, 304, 332 
Mhow,183 
Mian ..Mir, 164, 181, 182, 185, 186, 

187 

Middle Schools, 385· 
Middleton, Mr. T. H., 369, 391 
Military Department, 177, 188, 205 
Milk. See also Dairying. 

yield and quality of, from Indian 
cattle, 206, 207 . 

supply, unsatisfactory condition 
of, 210, 211 

Milking cattle, improvement of, 207 
Millers, views of, on adulteration of 

wheat, 278 
Mills. &e Bone-mills and Sugar-mills. 
Mirzapore, 79, 159 
Mittli (shade tree), 269 
Mixed-cropping, 11, 233, 234 
Mixing of cotton, 255, 266' 

of seed, 237, 256 
of soil, II 0, III 

Model Farms, 1, 338, 359, 371 
Moens, Mr., 102, 107, 126 
Moawa bir, 1M 
Moisture in soils, 42, 43 
Money-lenders, 85, 86, 237, 238, 239, 

291-3 
Jl!OfIigar, 165 
Montgomery, Capt., on sugar manu-

facture, 252 
Montgomery District, 87, 193 
Mookerjee, Mr. N. G., 275, 276 
Mowing machines, 223 

for use on Grass Farms, 183 
Mozufferpore, 121 
Muccadam, 165, 285 , 
Muhammad Husain, Mr. &e Husain • 

. Muhammadans, ll3, 176, 200,205 
Muir, Mr., 87 
Muir-Mackenzie, Mr., 9 
Mule-breeding, 211, 212 
Mullu-ltiltl·vei (Balsamotlentlroll 

Bp.rryi), 196 . 
Multan, 10, 28, 65, 68, 79, 85, 87, 101, 

120, 152, 193 
Municipalities aud town slLDitation, 

120,121 
--, relation of Agricultural Ch~mist 

to,329 
Municipal cattle, 194, 200 
Municipal chemist, 329, 334 
Municipal gardena, 54 
Mu .. j grass (Sacckarwn ciliare), 226, 

227 
Munjerabad, 49, 50, 125,268, 270 
Muriate (chloride) of ammonia, 345, 

361 
Muridki camp, 181 
Mu .. el (Isrilema la_m), 58, 59 
Museum, Indian, at Calcutta, 241, 331, 

386 
Mussorie,113 
Mustard, 105,107, 234 
-- cake as manure, 362 
Muttra, 158, 406 
Mutual Benefit Society at Hospet, 293 
Muzaffarn8"aar wheat, 239, 362 
Mylne, Mr. See Thom80n and Mylne, 

Messrs. 
Kyeore, 23, 49, 60, 80, 105, 112, 113, 

123, 127. 138, 158,164, 196, 268 
-- cattle, 199, 202, 204, 207, 367 
-- famine, 170 
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N. 
}iADIAD, 11, 27, 101, 102, 110, 128-30, 

162,174, 175, 176, 192, 219, 238, 272, 
273 

.A griculturaJ Association, 238, 368 
Agricultural Class, 368, 385, 391 
Cattle Show, 369 
Farm, 341, 368-9 
gt'8Bs-growing at, ),75 
seed store at, 238, 868 

NagaI plough, 218 
N rigli. See ElMUine C'oracana. 
N agore cattle, 202, 207 
N agpahar forllsts, 164 ' 
Nagpur, U9 

Agricultural Class, 22, 384, 886, 386, 
392 

ktichlti cultivation at, 22, 120 
Farm, 363- 6, U6, 186, 339, 846, 347, 

357 . 
Nallamalais, 158 
Nambiylir, 157 
N6ra valley, 239 
Naraianpur,60 
NarM (.Diplach1llJfu8ca), 59 
Nasick, 158, 176 
Native butter {JJhi), 169, 207-11, 815' 

Cavalry, 178,179 
.implements, 224--5~ 
method of curing tobacco, 278 

. ploughs, 218, 220 .' . 
Natural Science, study of, 802, 3~3, 

898 • 
Nauohandi fair. 403 
Nawabgang, 53,120,281 
Num tree (Melia azadiraohta), 105, 

140,154 
Neilgherriea, 30, 49, 112, 266 
Nellikuppam (Madras),' 249 
Nellore cattle, 199~207, 870 
Nepaul, 158 . 
Nerbudda valley, 89,48 r 

Nicholl, Mr. E., 120 
Nicholson, Mr. F. A., on exhaustion of 

soil, 88; on irrigation, 72, 80, 81 : on 
importance of manure, 93, 9t, 132; 
on cattle-manure not being used for 
fuel, 103; on utilisation of night-soil, 
119; on waste of manure; 126; on 
need of firewood, 152, 157'; on' grass
growing, 177; on fodder-crops, 192, 
194; on use of hedges, 196 jon cattle 
disease, 213; on rice·sowing, 243 ; on 
sugar cultivation, 253; on want of 
enpital and enterprise, 290, 293, 294; 
on Experimental Farms, 372; oIl the 
educational system, 379 ; his Man ual 
of Coimbatore, 38, 72, 81, 103, 157, 
192,402. . 

Niger seed (Guizotia d1l8llinicIJ), 105, 
235,417' -. , ' -

N ight-soil. i, " 
prejudice against, 21, 23, 119 
utilisation of, 21, !Ill, '23, 60, 118-22, 

130,180 . 
general neglect of use of. 122 

}iitrstes: . , 
in soils, 44 ' . .' 
in well waters, '77, 78. 112 . 

Nitre or saltpetre, 51, 111, 112 
as manure, 111, 250. 260. 361, 86', 

374 . • 
Nitre.containing earth, Il1,Il2: 
Nitrification, 44, 49, 1~1 ' 
Nitrogen: 

in soils, H, 45, 47 
in rainfall, 45, 46 , 
fixation of atmospheric, by 

Legumino.tlI, 46, 47, 258, 259, 315 
in cattle-manure, 98, 99, 414 
lost in burning cattle-manure, 99 
in urine, 123. 124,415 
in leaves, 123, 127, 416 
in castor poonao, 105, 416 

Nobbe, Prof., 46, 47 , . 
Norfolk Trotters, 211, 212 
Normal Schools, 386 
N orth-West Provinces, 26, 28; 42, 66, 82, 

94, 101, 104, .105,. 112, 114, 139, 151, 
157,200 

Agricultural Department of, 1, 402, 
407 .. 

ii.rboriculture in, 150 . 
ravine land experiments in, 53 
tiloar laiJ.d experiments in, 68, 59 .. 

. . 61 
Nullah.,63,113 

o. 
O'CONOR, Mr. J. l!l., 8, 114,294, 402 
Oats, 193, 243 
Obligations, expression of;' 7,. 8; 9. Be, 

also Tours, 423-38 
Oil of vitriol, 117. 364 . , 
Oil cakes, 104, 105, 124, 198, 207, 211 
Oil.pressing mill, 228 
Oilseed Association, 285 

refuse (oil cake) as manure, 104, 
105, 266, 270, 273 • 

Oilseeds, 104, 105, 114, 193, 199, 235 j 
284-6 . . 

-' -, export of, 39, 40, 105, 106 
" Oomras .. (cotton), :155 
Oo~und,30, 185 • 
Operations of Agricultural Departments, 

401 ' 
Opium (poppy), 55, 95, 107 
Opumtia vulgare (prickly peru;). 193, 

194,196 . 
OrganiC matter in Indian soils, 44, 45, ' 

47 
Organisation of Agricultural Depart-

ments, 407 
Orissa Canal, 43, 69 
-- . Famine, 1 
Ormerod, Miss E. A., 2il,259 .' 
Orobanche Nicotiana, or "Bodu," 272, 

274 . . 

.. Ottley" system (reclamation of land), 
60 

Ouchterlony valley, 266 ' 
Oudh,38,112, 135,402, 406 
Out-turn of crops, 241, 362. 364 
Over-cropping, as result of canal irri2:a. 
. tioJl,76 ; 
Over-watering, effect of, 76, 24~ 

Y 24266. Ga 



Ozanne, Mr. E. C., 8, 218,347,357,368, 
369 ; his experiments on rao, 108; ex
petiment on fcmnation of plantation, 
159; his promotion of dairy farming, 
208, 209; attempta the improvement 
of cO

ott6n, 239, 256 ° 

P. 
PAHARA,11>9 
Palamau, 83, 102, 104, 126, 194, 199, 

227, 228, 245 
Palghat, 152 
Pallachi, 126, 152 

. Palma grass (Andropogon pertwm), 
173 

Panehallet (village committee), 166 
Panic","" antw,otal8, 182 . 

7Ililiaceum, 107 
Papililmacere, 46 
Pl\l'asite, tobacco (Bodu), 274 
ParshOd, Mr. Lachman, 280, 359 
Parsons, Mr., 113 "-
Pasteur, Mr., his system of examming 

silk moths, 275 
Pasturage, 169, 170 
Pasture, as part of the "aiyat', cultiva-

tion, 176, 177 • 
Patel,165 
PatiaaNl, 129 
Patri forest, 153 
PatwaI'i8, 36, 303, 389, 401, 402 
Peb"i,w, 275-6 
Peile, Sir J as., 7 
Penner River, 72, 80 
Penniaetu.n cench"oidc8 (anjan), 58, 

182 
-- typhoidctHI& (btfjra), 159, 192, 

193,235 
Pepul tree, 149 . 
Persian wheel, 121, 226 
Phagwara, 156 
PluBni:edactylijera (Date Palm), 59, 253, 

° 363 
Phosphatic tnanures, 113, 270 
-- nodUles, 113 
Phosphoric acid in Indian soils, 50, 51 
Physical improvement of soils, 44, 100 
Pichasa, 102 
Pick (hand-pick), 224 
Pigs'-droppings, 361 
Pitcher, Col., 8, 360 
-- 's, Col., plough, 217 
Plantains, 73, 96, 105, 107 
Plantations : 

along canal banks and railways, 31, 
140,148,1:19,174,175 

acreage of, in N. W. P., 150 
at Changa Manga, 140, 148; 173, 

175.182 
at Shahdara, 140, 149, 171 
experiment on formation of, 159, 367 

Planters, as exporters of bones, 117 
Plota, Experimental, 349, 350, 351 
--, Illustration, 385 
Plough cattle, 205 ° 

Ploughing, deep and shallllW, 43, 219-23, 
361 

Ploughs: 
trial of native and" improved," at 
Meerut, 220-1 
"improved," where useful, 222-3 
iron, 217~9, 223 
-, objections to use of, 218-9 
native, 218 
steam-,222 ° 

Policy of Agricultural Departments, 
407-8 •. 

Pollarding of trees, 144 
Pollinia eriopoda (baib), 173 
Ponds (shallow tanks), 66, 73 
Pongamia glabra, 105, 107 
Poona, 68, 86, 94, 96, 102, 105,107, 121, 

151,209,210,214,249,250,406 
as locale for laboratory, 327 

-- Agricultural Association, 121, 
301 

-- College of Science, 5, 23, 300, 327, 
366, 368, 381, 382, 385, 390 

-- Farm, 126, 193, 208, 345, 347,- 368 
-- sugar Factory, 249, 253 
-- Veterinary School, 214, 391 
P001&ac. See Castor cake. 
Poonarul (shade tree), 269 
Poppy, 55, 95, 107 
Population, pressure 0(, 40, 289, 294 
Potash salts, 112, 270 
Potash in Indian soils, 51 ° 

Potato, 15, 22, 95, 240, 241, 245 
Poudrette, 22, 121, 249, 360, 361; 362, 

364 < 

Poultry, 405 
Practice and science, the necessity of 

combining, 296, 312, 313 
Prazmowski, Prof., 46 
" Precarious" tracts, 64 
Prejudice, caste and race, 15, 21, 22, 23, 
. 119 

Press, Cotton-, 256 • 
--, Hay-, 173/ 183 _0_, Oil-, 228 
Prickly pear : 

as hedge material, 164" 196 
as food for cattle, 193-4 

Primary Schools, 386, 389 
Primers, Agricultural, 387 
Prince Edward's Island, arbor societies 

in, 150 , ° 

Prize system at Shows, 405 
Prizes, farm, 405 
Prosopis, 149, 165 
co Protected" f.orests, H2, 143 
II Protective" measures, 82, 83, 166, 

403 
Pump, Cawnpore, 225 
Pulwria,209 
Punjab, 26, 28, 42, 43, 48, 64, 65, 66, 67, 

68, 75, 87, 110, 112, 126, 142, 157, 161, 
192, 198, 199, 201, 203, 221,232,235, 
407 

--, Land Revenue Law of,162 
Purchase of seed by taoca,,' advances. 

88, 238 
-- of cattle by taccavi advances, 

206 
Purtabgur~ 38 
Pusa, 274 
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Q. 
Quette, 182 

R. 
JlAB (sugar), 252, 362 
.}lab cultivation, 27, 103, 108-9, 243 

Mr. Ozanne's experiments on, 108 
the supply of forest material for, 

144, 145, 146, 14 7 
lWbi crops, 25, 26, lin, 232, 235, 364 
Races, 20, 21 
Jlllgi (Elew;'" Coraca-na), 108, 192, 

193, 195,235,236 
ltailways, plantations along, 31, 140, 

148, 149, 159 
--, intluence of, on export, 289, 295 
Rainfall, 23 . 

relation of, to famines, 26, 64 
variations in, and their influence on 

agriculture, 25·28, 64, 65 . 
influence of trees on, 29-31 

-- Map, 9, 25, 26, 64 
Rainy.season crops, 25, 26, 27, 151 
Raipur, 248 
llailltU, the. eec also Cultivators. 

compared with the British farmer, 
11 

hie chief wants, 93 
hiB improvidence shown, 237 

JlaillatfJ.'at:i system of Madras, 151, 290 
Rajghap' 28 ' 
RBjputana, 27p 48, 64, 66,199,255 
Rajputs, 14 .21 22 
Raksba,53 
Ralli Broe., 2~4 
ltape seed, 105, 234, 281, 282 
Rape cake, 106, 118 
Rashida (Multan), 68, 101 
Rasurpur, 102 • 
.. ltatoon .. eystem (sugar.cane), 250 
ltanchi, 152 . 
Ravi, river, 19 
Ravine land, 52-3, 140, 155, 158 
RawaI Pindi, 104, 127, 203, 237 
Rawatpur, 77 
Reay, Lord, 8, 390 
Reclamation of land, 4, 36, 52-62, 155 
Records; Land. See Land Records. 
.. Red Spider" (tea), 267 • 
.. Referee," need of scientific, 318-9 
Refining of sugar, 252 . 
.. Refraction" (grain impurity), 277,278, 

279,281, 283 
Jleh, 37, 61, 62, 66, 69, 71. See also 

.U.a,.. 
origin and occurrence of, 56-1 

__ Committee, 55, 56 
Remounts for Army, 211, 212, 407 
.. Renovation pits .. (cotl'ee), 269 
Rent, variations of, in a N. W. P. 

village, 95 . 
'Repair of plougbs, 219 

~
f sngar-mills, 219, 227· 

esearcb, scientific, 312, 313, 315 
eserves. See Fuel and Fodder Re· 

est 
-, Village, 154 

" Reserved" forests. See Forests. 
Reservoirs : 

. at the termination.of canals, 70 
for storing water from rivers, 72 

Revenue and Agricultural Department. 
See Agricultural Department.· 

Reyenue of the State, influenced by fuel 
and manure supply, 21, 119, 137 . 

-- of Forest Depmment, 135, 166, 
169 

Rewan, 158 
Rice: 

dependence on climate, '26, 27 
cultivation of, by tank irrigation, 72 
rab cultivation of. See Rab. 
seed·beds for. See Rab. 
waste of seed in sowing, 243 
transplanting of, 109, 212 
waste of water in cultivation of, 72, 
. 243 . • 
early grazing of, 244 
.improvement in cultivation of, 
. 242-4 
experiments on the growing of, ~74 

Rice fields: . 
ploughing of, 28, 111, 220, 242, 243 
manuring of, 107, 242 

Jlicinu8 communill (Castor-oil plant), 65, 
95, 104, 105, 106, 243, 368 

River water. storage of, 72 
Road.scrapings as manure, 361 
Robertson, Mr. F. A., 8, 237 
--, Mr. W. R., 103, 308, 370 
Rock.blasting for well making, 81, 82 
Rocky soil, 35, 42, 66, 80, 81, 82 
Rohtak, 139, 227 
Rope.making, 226 
Rosa sugar Factory, 249, 250, 253· 
Ross, Mr. H. M., 9, 280 
Rotation, 11, 36, 47, 233-6 
Rotations, examples of, practised, 235, 

236 
Rothamsted Experiments, the, 37, 41, 

46,258.344,348,357 
l}oyal Agricultural Society of England, 

5, 9, 259, 330, 341, 342, 357, 404 
Rukha, 173,177,178,181,182,183,185, 

188,205 
Rungpore, 104, 110 
co Runs," grass. See Rukha. 
Rura, 69. 86, 106, 107 
Rurki, 140, 148, 151, 163, 174 
Rust in wheat, 79 
Ryot. See R~illat. 

s. 
SABANAYAGAM, Mr. S., Mudliar, 127, 

218,219 
Sabapathi, Mr. A;, Mudliar, 116, 191, 

194,219 
Saccharum otJicina1'1Im·. See· Sugar. 

cane. . 
-- CiUa7'6. (kuntla or munj), 64, 55, 

220, 222, 226, 227 
-- 8Jlontaneum (kans grass), 52,54, 56 
Safflower (Cartham?M ti1lctlj1'ius) or 

Kat·tlai, 105, 1'98 

GG2 
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Saharanpur, 245, 406 
market-garden cultivation at,· 120 
gardens at; 64, 363 

-- Agricultural Show, 198, 403, 406 
Saidapet College, 370, 372, 381, 382, 

391,392 
-- Farm, 126,204,207,210, 212, 217, 

223,340,345,347,357 
review of, 370-3 
littering of cattle at, 125 
sheep-breeding at, 212 
unsuitability as Experimental 

Farm, 340, 310, 372 
-- plough, 217, 219 
Stil forests, 135 
" Ealangore " cane, 249 
Salem, 86, 101, 102, 104, 111, 122, 158, 

199,240 ' • 
• pasturage at, 171, 171 , 
Salt-bush (Artriplell: nummlllal'ia), 69 
Saltpetre. Sec Nitre. 
Salt Range, 110, 112, 113 
Salty land. See Usar. 
Sambalpur, 158, 242 
San (tag) hemp (Crotalariajwn.cclJ.): 

as fibre, 274, 276 • 
as green manure, 107, 361; 364, 365 

Sanad8 (vernacular notices), 87, 89 
Sand in Indian soils, 48 , 
Sandy soils, 15, 35, 42, 48, 67, 73 
&inia,120 
Sanitary rules, hardship of, 128-30 
Sanitation of towns, 119, 120, 121· 
-- of villages, 121, 128 
Sasseram, .158 
Satara, 227 
Saugor, 48, 80, 86 
Stfwan,107 
School gardens, 386 . 
Schools. &e High, Middle, Primary, 

Normal, and Veterinary, Schools. 
Schunck, Dr., on chemistry of Indigo, 

264 
Science, connection of, with practice. 

296, 312, 313 
--, Natural, the study of, 302, 303, 

398 ' . 
"Scientific Adviser," 318-30. See also 

Agricultural Chemist. 
Scientific men: 

needed in agricultural enquiries, 229, 
S31 

position of, in India, 333 
Scientific Appointments, Training In. 

stitution for, 334 
-- investigation, 315, 343, 3U 
- method in enquiry, 313 
Scott, Col., 87 
Seasons, 25, 26 
Secretary of Imperial Agricultural 

Department, 400 
__ of State, 2, 3, 4, 5, 161, 277, 314, 

396,397 ' 
Seebpore Farm, 193, 217, 340, 343,373 

review of 374-0 
__ Engineering College, 393 
-- plough, 217, 375 
Seed : 

accli.natisation of, 239, 240, 255 
borrowing of, 237 ' 

. Seed-continued. 
distribution of, by Agricultural 

Departments and Farms, 238, 
239.342,358 
mixing of, 237, 256 
purchase of, by taccavi advances, 

88, 238 . 
selection and change of, 236, 237, 

260 ' 
, waste of, in sowing rice, 243 

Seed-beds. See 1'tfb. 
-- -drills; 223, 229, 245, 258 
-- -growing Farms, 238, 342, 358 
-- merchants, 237, 238 
-- store, at Nadiad, 238,368 
Seeding, thick and thin, 192, 260 
Seeley plough, 217 
Seet (Indigo refuse), 106, 259, 260, 361 
-- water, 260, 345, 361 
Segowlie, 28, 158 
Selection of seed, 236, 237, 260 
-- of cattle, 199. 201, 202 
Sen, Mr., 102, 174,219, 301, 375, 403 
Serajgunge, 102, 205, 207, 275 . 
Sl!S&me (8esamtJ/ll6 i"dicum), 104, 198, 

235, 236, 364 
Settlement operations, 2, 3, 35, '79, 89 
Shade trees for coffee, 269 
Shahabad, 245 
Shahdara plantation, 140, 149, 171 
Shahpur, 65, 110 
Shallow ploughing, 4S, 219-23,361 
Shamilat (common land), 150 " 
Sheds, covered, for cattill. 125, 127, 371 
Sheep: 

damage done by grazing of, 16, 142, 
172,173 

experiments on feeding of, 347, 348 
-- -breeding, 212, 213 
.-- -dung 89 manure, 361 
-- -folding, 104 
Shell-sand, 118 
Shi./lka"~ (Dalbel'gia sis8ll), 149, 150, 

153, 195 
Shiyali, 75, 102, 122, 126, 127, 151, 243 
Shorthorns, 202 
Shows, 199, 403-6. &8 also Cattle 

Shows' 
Sidhnai canal, 68, 87, 101, 157 
Silage, 173,164-7,364, 367,368 

advantages of, 185 
cost of making, 184 
quality of Indian, 185 
value of, 185 
improvements in making, 186 
future of, in India, 187 
experiments au, 364, 367, 368 

Silk. 275-6 
Silkworms, M. Pasteur's system, 275 
Silt, 71, 76, 110, 242 . , 
--, canal, reclamation of IIsa.r by, 

58,71 
Simla, 6, 326 
-- Agricultural Conference, 6, 309, 

315, 323, 330, 389 . 
Shid, 64, 65, '71, 238, 239, 272, 406 
Sindhi wheat, 362 
Singhouli, 21 . 
Siripur, 44, 48 
Sirsa, 15, 44, 49, 50 
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8ir_ (rape), 234 1m.,.. See Shuh4m. 
SifJa (god), 200 
Sleclge for carrying rice-seedlings, 225 
Society, Royal Agricultural, of England, 

6, 9, 259, 330, 341, 342, 357, 404 
--, Bath and West of England, 351 
Soda salts: 

in soils, 37, 51, 52,55-7,60, 62, 111 
in waters, 77, 78, 112 

Soil, 15, 34-62 
Soill: 

absence of scientific study of In
dian, 34 

chemical analysis of, 34, 44, 47, 48, 
49, 50, 411, 412 

alluvial, 35, 42, 48, 66 
black, 27, 39 
clsy, S5, 42, 57, 66, 73, 219 
coffee-, 49, 50, 51, 270 
cotton-, black, 15, 42, 47, 49, 50, 

65 . 
laterite, 49, 50, 51, 112, 270 
red \DMrwar),27 
rocky, 35, 42, 66, 81, 82 
sandy, 15, 35, 42, 48, 57, 73 
wheat, 44, 49, 50, 411 

Soils, classification of, 35 
--, constituents of Indian: 

water, 42, 43 . 
organic matter, 44, 45 
nitrogen, 44, 45, 47 
sapd,48 
clay, 48 
lime, 49;' 266, 270 
iron, 50 
phosphoric acid, 60, 51 
potash,51 
soda, 51 
magnesia, alumina, .!tc., 50 

Soile, exhaustion of Indian: 
no positive evidence of, 36, 37 
instances in support of, 38, 39 

. explanation of there. being no ap
pllrent,41 

--, improvement of, 36, 43, 52 . 
--, investigation of, by Agricultural 

Chemist, 34, 4!l, 45, 47, 62, 315 
--, mixing of, 110, 111 
--, types of, 35 
Son river, 80 
Rurgho. See Sorghum 8acoharatum. 
Sorghum ,aeeh4ratum (Sorgho), 193, 

362, 364, 375 
-- fJUlgare (juar), 192, 193, 196, 207, 

233-6,237, 364, 368 
SouthdoWllS, 212 
Southern Mahratta country, 55, 151, 

158, 199, 369 
Spirit from Mahua tree, 105 
8porubolus pallidus (kar "8ara), 58 
Stack-silage, 185, 187, 367 
Stallions, horse and donkey, 211, 212, 

407 
--, Arab, 212, 367 
State, Revenne of the. See Revenue_ 
States of Ammen : 

Timber Culture Act in, 150 
.. arbor societies" in, 150 
experimental stations ~, 357 

Statistical Atlss : 
of India, 9, 25, 36 
of Bombay, 402 

Statistical maps in N. W. P_ and Oudh, 
402 . 

Statistics, agricultural, 2, 298, 401 
Steam-power and cattle-power com-

pared. 224 
Stone walls, 164 
St{)rage of water from rivers, 72 
Stormont plough, 217 
Strachey, Sir John, I, 360 

his views on work of Agricultural 
Departments, 1 ..' 

Straight. Mr. Justice, 201 
·Straw-cnd. See Blw8a. 
Stud Farms, 193, 211-2, 240, 359 
Subsoil drainage, 6.1, 71 
Suez canal, 31 
Sugar-cane (Sacoharum ojJioinarum.), 

20, 22, 55, 73, 94,95, 96, 112, 121, 235 
. well suited t{) India, 248 

yield from different Varieties, 249 
circum~tances affecting yield, 226, 

• 249 
time for cutting, 250 
as a fodder-crop, 193 
experiments on, 244, 362, 373, 374 

Sugar, 226-8, 244-5, 248-54. See also 
G1lr and Rab. 

export and import of, 253 
refined, objection of Natives to, 252 
need . of scientific enquiry int{) 

cultivation and manufacture of, 
226,229, 249, 250, 251, 254 

Factories, 249, 250, 252, 253, 254 
from Date Palm, 253 

Sugar-cane cultivation: 
around Poona, 22, 94, 121 
at Mahlm, 244, 245 . 
manuring for, 104, 105, 111, 112 
iron ploughs for use in, ~23 
profit on, 24t! 
Mauritius system' of, 244, 245, 

249 
in India and Mauritius compared, 

253 
extension needed, 241, 253, 254 
improvement in, 244, 249 
.. ratoon .. system, 250 

Sugar manufacture: 
points to be observed in, 226, 251 
evaporating-pans, 228, 251 
refining. 252 
centrifugal "drier" or "turbine," 

228,252 
Sugar-mill, the Beheea : 

success of, 217, 227 
advantages of, 227, 251 
repair of, 219, 227 

Sugar-mills: 
native (wooden), 226, 251 
trials of, at .Experimental Farms, 

227,229 
trials of, at Shows, 406 

Sugar" turbine," 228, 252 
Sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol), 117, 364 
Suni valley, 107 
Superintendent of Bombay Fa.!'ms, 369 
Surat, 122, 235 .' 
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Survey: cadastral, of Behar, 402 
-- Department, 9, 25 
Surveying; study of, by Revenue officers, 

397 . 
Sutlej river, 79, 110 
Swamps, drainage of, 79 
Swedish plough, 219, 220 
Sweeper caste, 120 
Sweepings of houses and streets, III 

manure, 118, 119, 120, 121 

T. 
TACCAVI system of Advances, 81, 

84-91, 206, 238, 291, 293 
variable administration of, 85-88 
objections of cultivators to, 85-6 
the popularising of, E9, 90 
better administration of, 91, 400 
for purchase of plough cattle, 206 
for purchase of seed, 88, 238 

Tag. See San hemp. 
Ta hJJildara, 84, 85, 86, 90 
Tiik or ohda (butter-milk), 208 
Tamarisk bush, 15 g 
Tanjore, 10, 2-U, 242, 243 
--Delta, 76 
Tanks, 66, 72 

irrigation by, 72 
management of, 83, 84 

. repair of, 83, 84, 90 
--, shallow, or Ponds, 66. 73 
Taxation of Improvements, 79, 87, 89, 

158 
Tea, 266-7 
-- cultivation, 266 
-- manufacture, 267 
-- plant, Insects attacking the: 

"red spider," 267 
II tea bug" 267 

Industry, 'work for chemist in 
connection with, 266, 267 

__ Association, Indian, appointment 
of chemist by, 267 

Teachers, Normal Schools for, 386 
Teak forests, 135, 140 
-- _ed planting, 245 
Technical Education, Resolution on, 4, 

378 
Technical knowledge, want of, in 

Agricultural Departments, 300-6 
Temple, Sir R., views on work of 

Agricultural Departments, 1 
Tenure of land, 290, 291 
Tephro8ia p.lI'Purea, 107 
Terah, rukh, 185 
Tetra nychuB biaculatu4 (" red spider "). 

267 
Terminalia. 195 
Text-books, agricultural, 320,. 887, 

38S 
Thana, 10, 28, 118, 196, 2H 
Thomson and Mylne, Messrs., 8, 185 

in relation to sugar cultivation and 
manufacture, 219, 227, 244, 251, 
252,253 . 

-, rPving of loans to ten/IDts by, 
293 

Threshing~floors of cultivators, Wheat 
and Linseed from, 280-1, 284 

Threshing machines, 223, 224 
Til (Sesam'Um indieum), 104, 198, 235, 

236,364 
Timber, 136, 140, HI, 143, IH, 146, 

147,148,165 
-- forests, 135, HO, 141 
-- Culture Act (America), 150 
Tinnevelly, 104, 107, 127,242,245 
Tirhoot, 126, 159, 220 
Tobacco, 272-4 

cultivation of, 76, 111, 235, 236, 
272 

native method of curing, 273 
experiments on, 273, 868 

-- work for chemist in ponnection 
wit.h,273 . 

---.,. industry, prospects of. 274 
Tobacco parasite (Bodu), 274 
" Tope" rule, 150 
Touring, need of, by Agricultural 

Directors, 400 
Tours, itinerary of, 423-38 
Town sanitation, 119; 120, 121 
Training of junior Civilians in agri

culture, 396 
- Institution, Central, for scientific 

appointments, 334 
Transplanting of rice, 109, 2t2 
Travancore,31 
Tree-planting: 

benefits ariBing from, 29, 30, 31, 53, 
138, 149, 156 o. 

encouragement given to, 150, 158, 
159 

damage caused to crops by, 150, 151 
Trees. See also Arboriculture and 

Leaves : 
as providing famine food, 138, H9. 

195 . 
as providing iitter, 121 
for pollarding and lopping, IH 

--, shade, 268, 269 
Trichinopoly, 84 
Tungabadra river, 68, 107 
.. Turbine" (sugar), 228, 252 
Tu.r.:a (soil), 94 
Tylelwh.ua d.:tvutat,·ill!, 259 
Types of soil, 35 

u. 
UDAMALPET, 38, 83, 138 
Ulwar, 196 
Umballa, 181 
Uncultivated areas available for" Fuel 

and Fodder Reserves," 157, 158 
Universities, recognition of Agriculture 

by,3SS 
University of Bombay, diploma in 

Agriculture at, 383 
Urine: 

analysis of, 123, 415 
'value of, 124 
utilisation of, 120, 121, 127, 128, 

37l 
waste of, 128, 124. 126, 127 



U,a .. (salty) land, 31, 51. 55-62; 140, 
105,156, 157, 158 

extent of, in N. W. P., 55 
eIperiments on reclamation of,' 58, 

60 
need of chemist in enquU'iea on, 62, 

62,816 

V. 
VALVA (Bombay), 227 
Van Geyzel, Dr.: 

analyeea of rain water, 45, 46 . 
analyeea of Indian fodden, 195 

Vanjaris, 21 
Va .. adi cotton, 255 

Vegetable'growing, 20, 21, 22,'96,120, 
246. See also Market-gardening. 

Vellola caste, 21 
Velur (Bombay), 227 
Venis, Mr. G., hi. analyses of 'Gangei 

river water, 78 . 
Veterinary hospital. and dispensaries, 

213, 214, 891 
-Schools: 

at Lahore, 213, 214, 393 
at Poons, 214, 391 

Viceroy (Marquis of Lansdowne), H. E, 
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